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Written Evidence

Lord Moonie—Hansard Transcripts

Telephone Call to Lord Moonie (“LM”) from “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 9
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 5 of 28
[new call]

Woman: Hello, it’s Clare Taylor here calling from Michael Johnson Associates. I’m sorry to call you slightly
out of the blue. I work for a communications company and we largely do our work in kind of Brussels and
the States, but we’re looking to expand our network in the UK, er, for one client in particular, actually, and
one of my researchers did some work to identify people at your level who, er, maybe do consultancy work and
that might be worth talking to about whether they’d be interested, erm, in perhaps doing some kind of
freelance or retainer work for us and your name came up, so I’m calling really to see. . .

LM: Did you phone me yesterday when I was in the car?

Woman: I did but there was bad reception.

LM: [inaudible] blasted phone. It basically [inaudible]

Woman: Oh, right. It’s always a struggle, actually, when you’re talking, isn’t it, to someone else.

LM: Oh I know. I really shouldn’t be answering it. If there were any police watching me.

Woman: Yes, of course, that would be dreadful.

LM: [laughter]

Woman: From what I’ve been told, you do some kind of consultancy work, or you have done in the past.

LM: I do, yeah, quite wide-ranging stuV, yeah.

Woman: Oh, okay. So perhaps it might be worth, I don’t know, meeting for a cup of coVee some time to have
a chat about it.

LM: Yes. Do you want to come to the House of Lords?

Woman: Yes, that would be good. I know it’s recess at the moment, but, erm. . .

LM: We’re back there on Monday. I know that I’m in on Tuesday. I’m away in [inaudible] on Wednesday,
Thursday, so there’s not really very much next week other than Tuesday.

Woman: Tuesday would be fine, actually. Could you do some. . .

LM: In the morning?

Woman: Erm, yeah, I think Tuesday morning would be fine. What kind of time?

Telephone CD1 page 6 of 28

LM: Well, I’ve got a conference call at 9.30, so if you came along about 10.30. About 10.30 at the House. That
would be fine.

Woman: Okay, brilliant. Where should I meet you.

LM: Come in by Peers’ entrance.

Woman: Okay, I’ll do that.

LM: Do you know where that is?

Woman: Yes, I do.

LM: You know where the public entrance is. It’s along the road to the west of the public entrance. Your name,
sorry, was?

Woman: It’s Clare Taylor. T-A-Y-L-O-R.
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LM: T-A-Y-L-O-R. Right, okay. I’ll see you Tuesday morning, then.

Woman: Okay, see you then. Cheers.

LM: Cheers.

Woman: Bye bye.

LM: Bye.

[end of track 1]

Meeting of Lord Moonie (“LM”) with “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) and “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the
Sunday Times at the House of Lords, Tuesday 13 January 2009

Lord Moonie Meeting page 1 of 22

Man: Hello, we have a meeting with Lord Moonie.

Male Voice: What time, sir?

Man: At 10.30.

Male Voice: At Peers’. . .

Woman: Entrance.

Male Voice: Have you got any paperwork with you at all, email or any ID with you?

Woman: No. I’ve got my business card. [Pause] There you go.

Male Voice: You’re together, are you?

Man: Yes.

Male Voice: Have you been before?

Man: Yeah.

[They walk towards security, muttering to each other]

Woman: Yes, hello, sorry . . . I’ve brought one of my directors.

Man: Hello, pleased to meet you.

LM: How do you do.

[More inaudible muttering]

Female Voice: Just walk through the arch please.

[more clanking, emptying of pockets, etc, as they go through security]

Man: Now, what else have I got in here? I know. Various mobile phones, which are bound to set the thing oV,
aren’t they? That should be it.

Female Voice: You need to have a photo taken. If you can just stand in the footprints and look at the camera,
please. Thank you.

[more picking up of coins, keys, etc.]

Lord Moonie Meeting page 2 of 22

Man: I keep so many things in my pockets.

[more rustling and moving]

Man: I’ll give you back your, erm. . .

Woman: Thank you very much.

[inaudible chat as they walk]

LM: ??? the session started so late this year.

Man: Yes, you’re just back, aren’t you?

LM: Yes. ??? rather [un?] contentious Bill

Man: Sorry, what’s that.
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[5.00]

LM: It was on last night. The Marine and Coastal something or another Bill

Man: It’s not one I know.

LM: ??One not for the nervous, I’m afraid.?? [inaudible] You get the impression that increasingly legislation’s
not that important. The rest of us ???[inaudible] buggers up our lives??? Have you been in this place before?

Man: Yes.

LM: Well, we can use it for meetings. I thought you’d rather have a cup of coVee.

Woman: Yes.

LM: The State Procession comes through there . . . use it for addresses by leaders of foreign
Administrations, . . . the French, because you have Waterloo on one side and Trafalgar on the other. It pisses
them oV.

Man: Is this the older bit of the building?

LM: No, the whole building other than a few bits at the other end and below St Stephen’s was completed in
the 1850s of 60s after the disastrous fire in the 1830s which destroyed all conglomeration of palaces, though
the Crypt Chapel is still there, and Westminster Hall.

Man: It is very wonderful.

Woman: Yes.

Lord Moonie Meeting page 3 of 22

LM: I think we’ll sit in the middle of the room if that’s all right. It’s more comfortable.

Woman: Is it?

Woman: Which side to you need to be?

Man: My only consideration is that I’m deaf in one ear, so I have to sort of. . .

LM: ??Some people here are deaf in both ears?? Morning. What would you like?

Woman: A cup of tea, please.

Man: A cup of coVee, please.

LM: Can you bring us a cafetiere for two, please, and make it quite strong.

Man: Milk, no sugar.

LM: Unless you want something really . . . I’d better not ??? that would be really mean, wouldn’t it?

Man: Yes, I thought I wasn’t going to be able to come here. Initially we just arranged for Clare to come on
her own. Did Clare explain on the phone?

LM: Briefly, yes. [noise of teacups] Would you like a biscuit?

Woman: Yes, that would be nice.

LM: I’ll put my glasses on. Ageing eyes as well. Where are you based?

Man: Waterloo Place. Just up there. You can walk here.

LM: Well, you must be doing all right, then. It’s one of the more expensive addresses. Mind you, when I first
came down here I lived in Mayfair, in Audley Street, [Woman: Very nice.] which is full particularly of
Conservatives. It was a Church Commissioners’ flat which my wife’s cousin lived in. A vaguely grotty place.

Man: What a fabulous place to be based.

LM: It was lovely, yeah. It’s just down from Oxford Street. You walk through there every morning. But it
sounded a lot better than it really was.

Man: I imagine that’s quite an expensive place to be, though,

LM: Oh, jeez, yes.
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Lord Moonie Meeting page 4 of 22

Man: If you want to go out for a meal or anything round there.

Woman: When I first moved to London I moved to Wellington Square, which is where my halls of residence
were for university and it was very grand and very beautiful. I think everyone, being a student, people were
quite surprised. I stayed at these ridiculously overpriced halls of residence.

LM: So.

Woman: So, as I explained on the phone, we are a consultancy? who are looking to expand and one of our
researchers did some work for us identifying the people that it would be good for us to meet and might be
interested in doing some work for us.

[10.00]

Man: Our background is we started oV in Brussels with an American businessman called Michael Johnson
and we do a lot of public aVairs work in Brussels. We’ve not really had a presence over here, mainly over here
it’s been more [small?] communications work, PR, that sort of thing, financial PR.

LM: My son works in that field. Financial PR.

Woman: Does he?

LM: He works for ???

Man: More recently we have decided to sort of expand into public aVairs work in this country. We’ve always
been in the other countries. And so one of the things we were looking for is we were looking for somebody
who might be able to act as a consultant for us in relation to particular clients. We have one client in mind at
the moment who is a consortium from the Far East who are planning to set up a number of retail outlets across
the UK. They are called Emerald. You wouldn’t know the name, I don’t think, because it’s more a sort of
working name for the –

LM: For the project.

Man: For the project, yeah. In eVect, it’s clothes retail, so if you imagine, say, Gap, Uniqlo, it’s that sort of
market. And the aim would be to set up at some time in the next 18 months, I mean I know the economic
climate’s not brilliant at the moment, which is one of the reasons why they want as much help as they can get
at the moment, but the consortium consists of a company called Won King, who are a big retail company in
Taiwan who have lots of retail outlets in the Far East but are not a presence that’s known here and there’s also
our specific client who is also involved, who is a man called Wu Li Jiang and we have done a lot of work for
him in Brussels because he is an importer and exporter and there were a number of issues that he had in terms
of exporting to the European Union, which is how the relationship built up in the first place. And so as a result
of that he has hired us for this particular launch of these retail outlets and there are a number of issues that
they feel that are going to come up over the next—one of them of

Lord Moonie Meeting page 5 of 22

course is planning, because obviously they have got to find the outlets. They are looking for fairly big stores.

LM: That will be diYcult.

Man: No, well exactly, yeah.

LM: Depends on the size you want, anything from Woolies down.

Man: Woolies, yeah. This is it exactly. So in eVect, for instance one of the issues that they identified was that
it would appear that they will be launching around about the time that the Business Rates Supplement Bill
would come into force. I don’t know if you are familiar with this. We might call it one of those obscure pieces
of legislation. Basically, it allows local councils to levy a supplement on the business rate of 2% to finance
projects. For instance, I think the main thrust of this is actually to finance Crossrail

LM: Yeah.

Man: But it’s a law that will aVect all councils across all companies and it’s a sort of unnecessary addition at
a time when, you know, business is already struggling. I mean, their argument would be, especially in this
economic climate, in which they are setting up retail outlets at a time when retail outlets are going bust, then
they need all the help they can get, so, for example, I mean, I think the Second Reading was yesterday, actually,
of the Bill. They were looking for certain amendments on it, say, for example, that new businesses setting up
might have an exemption from it for the first two years, or alternatively there is another amendment, which
has been proposed by a lot of businesses, you know, the, sort of, all the retail forums and the British Retail
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Consortium are all proposing that the businesses aVected by the tax should be able to vote on it before it is
implemented and if they agree that it is for the good of local businesses and they want it then they should. And
that was one of the issues that they had identified very early on as something, but that is only one issue that
could be, there are in eVect, what we are looking for is a relationship with somebody whereby we could call
upon them for advice on these issues and that, you know, when things like this come up that they might be
able to act on our behalf for them. Now, I don’t know whether it’s the sort of work you do or not.

LM: It’s not an area that I work in, retail, although I was sponsored for 17 years in the Commons, 18 years
in the Commons by the Co-op.

Man & Woman: Oh, right.

LM: So I can’t say it’s an area I know nothing about, you know, so I’ve obviously taken part over the years
on things like Sunday trading, which I was rather embarrassed to find that I was a strong supporter of it and
the Co-op of course were strong opponents, so we had a modus operandi that involved, I basically just kept
my mouth shut and voted for what I wanted to. They knew they would get my services on other things.
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Man: No, it’s been a good thing. I can’t see that anyone would argue that it was a bad thing in the end.

LM: They were reluctant to as well. They are a union.

Man: Well, you can understand why they would.

LM: They obviously went through the motions, but I think they were quite pleased. So, yeah, the Bill started
in the Commons, not here. I think it did start there.

Man: Yes.

LM: So I should be able to get a copy of the Hansard for it if you want have a look and see what was said. To
save you looking for it anywhere else I’ll try and grab a copy of it from the Library or their Vote OYce.

Man: Yeah, I mean, I don’t know how easy it is to—

LM: It depends what you want. There are rules now about, if you take payment from somebody, for example,
there are rules about what you can do or say [Man: Right] on an issue, but there again there are plenty of
people in here, or in both Houses, who would take a strong interest in a Bill like this [Man: Right] and not
just supporting it either, I would think. My instincts would tell me that this is a Bill that may run into some
vocal diYculties. As you say, it is not a good time to be putting extra costs on anybody, and that’s something
that needs to be driven home very strongly to Government, so that they can make the modifications that can
be made. The new business one might well be something that might strike a chord. I have to say the idea of
allowing businesses to vote on it, that’s a non-starter. They don’t ?ever do that? with anybody.

Man: There is a limited form, actually. They do allow—

LM: With the experience they’ve had, we never really allow people to vote on anything that they might
[inaudible].

Man: Strangely.

LM: Strangely enough. So I would say that’s definitely a non-starter.

Man: There is a provision within the Bill to consult—

LM: It’s a good hook to hang debate and argument on to try and wring concessions out on something else.

Man: What about the possibility that we may be able to get an exemption for new business starting out?
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LM: That’s more realistic.

Man: Mmm hmm.

LM: Except that existing businesses will rightly say that there is already ample competition in this area in the
marketplace and therefore new businesses should have to suVer the same costs and impositions as
everybody else.

Man: In which case it’s up to us to make our case, obviously.

LM: You’ve got to make your case. [unclear] . . . anything on that . . . circumscribed . . .

Man: Are you able, I mean would you be able to do ????
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LM: I’m going to have to check up on that. I mean, basically what I do in consultancy is I tell people who to
talk to. I’ll tell them how to write their letters if they don’t know how to write the letters, you know, what points
to put where. You know, the rules on lobbying are such that you try to avoid it, ??almost anything direct?? It
doesn’t mean to say that you can’t speak on issues. You can.

[20.00]

It may be that you shouldn’t put down—I would need to look up the rules. Maybe you can’t actually put down
amendments, but again, the British Retail Consortium have their own advisers in the House who will be
prepared to put down almost anything that’s to be done and I’ve plenty of people I can consult here. The stuV
I work in tends to be telecommunications.

Man: Oh, I see.

LM: Science and medicine and things.

Man: I assumed you might do defence work, as a former Defence Minister—no?

LM: I’ve never actually looked for any. A lot of the work I do is tangential. Health stuV, for example, often
has a lot of resonance for the Defence Medical Services, particularly the stuV that one of the people I work
for does on head injury.

Man: Right.

LM: But in these cases, if I was doing this, I mean I really think this is something you ought to be looking at
for your own good, seeing as a lot of the work we do, there’s a team of people over here today from the US
talking to Dawn Primarolo about vaccines and how ??quick they are and how resilient they are?? in preparation
both for terrorism and for natural biological disasters—a very virulent flu, or something. We have a great deal
of expertise in this country on how to do things like that, [loud noise interrupting from elsewhere—sounds like
comedy hiccups] but no money.
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Man: Who are they selling it to?

LM: The whole point is that—

Man: Are they selling to Government?

LM: The nation should stockpile or you prepare a resilient system so that when something happens they can
immediately switch to producing, at relatively short notice they can switch to producing what you need, and
in the mean time they identify . . . Most of it is done through recombinant techniques nowadays.

Man: For what sort of, what sort of, er?

LM: Anthrax, Dengue fever, smallpox possibly, although there are no known natural reservoirs of that now.

Man: Is there not?

LM: But we know the Russians have it and if the Russians have it there’s a chance it will escape. That’s the
sort of thing. Flu, SARS when it was around, the respiratory thing. The sort of thing you don’t think about.
The trouble is if you, the thing is if you have a resilient system and a thing comes up which you don’t expect—
the unknown unknowns . . .

Man: Do we not have any stockpiles of that sort of thing?

LM: We have various things. The old vaccines aren’t very eVective. The new recombinant ones are better, they
produce fewer side-eVects . . .

Man: I see. But quite an expensive purchase, I would imagine.

LM: Oh yes. The US have spent God knows how many hundred millions, probably over a billion, well over
a billion dollars and so far they have got bugger all because they picked the wrong horse. They paid a company
called VaxGen something like $650 million and got nothing out of it that worked.

Woman: Oh, dear.

LM: So they are kind of desperate to find something that actually does work. I’m now working for a company
called PharmAthene that’s bought up most of the development rights on PSTL?? and the Health Protection
Agency’s vaccines, so . . .

Man: What does that, just so that we have an idea of . . . I’ll be honest with you, we are talking to about two
or three people but . . .
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LM: What did I do for them, in other words?

Man: Yeah, I just want to get an idea.

LM: First of all I am a doctor myself. I have a background in public health and I have inputs I can give them
on that. I also have a passionate interest in ??saving lives?? So this is an area I would work in whether I got
paid or not, because it’s something I passionately believe we ought to be doing. The fact that I get paid for it
is a bonus. But, for example, I know that there’s a guy called Nigel Lightfoot who’s about to retire from the
Health Protection Agency, a senior doctor who just got a CBE in the honours list, so he’s obviously on the
way out and is not quite important enough to get a knighthood. You know how the Civil Service works. But
Nigel knows everything. He’s a bit of an old woman, but a very nice guy. Forgive me. Sometimes you just use
the appropriate phrase, as the prince found to his cost. The appropriate phrase sometimes is . . .

Man: Not quite right.

LM: Not always what you may think is the appropriate phrase for politics, but he’s a kind of fussy old guy.
He knows everything about everything that’s going on and so if the company wanted to talk to anybody I’d
??say?? write to Nigel or get in touch with Nigel and speak to him. What I don’t do is go to Nigel and say I’ve
got this great idea and these people have paid me lots of money to tell you about it, because that’s against
the law.

[25.00]

But advising the company, this is the guy you’ve got to speak to, or this woman here or this guy here, go and
speak to him, you know, that’s what they’re paying for.

Man: So you identify the key decision-makers for them.

LM: The people they are actually dealing with, yeah. What you can’t do is give them introductions to
Ministers, and things like that. That’s just . . . some people still do that, but I think that’s sailing very close to
the wind.

Man: Yeah.

LM: You know, finding out who in the Minister’s oYce is dealing with it and making sure they know who to
write to or speak to is legit. You’ve got to draw that fine line between what you can do and what you can’t do.

Man: So you don’t facilitate those things.

LM: Not directly, no.

Man: You point them in the direction.

LM: You shouldn’t do that. Quite apart from the fact that this particular Administration is very paranoid
about anything like that, so somebody like the Chancellor, and a lot of
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people who have worked for him, it’s a very bad idea to approach them, as a guarantee that your company
won’t get ??heard??. It’s quite the reverse. So it’s better not to. It’s better just to assume that you go through
the proper channels.

Man: So you never make it clear to Nigel that you were involved in this in any way. There would be no need.

LM: No, I mean if we were talking about something, yeah, I mean inevitably I would let him know that I was
involved in it, yeah. I wouldn’t ask him to do anything for ??me/them??. If I thought there was something
worthwhile in it I might say that it might be worth his while meeting these people to see what they had to say.

Man: So in our example, what you’d be looking to do would be to identify maybe other people

LM: Other people who could do it. Exactly. And the other thing is, and this is what a lot of us do now, one
person acts as agent and the one who is not will actually put down the Question and then they can speak on
it. As long as you declare your interests you can speak on a matter in general terms, without saying, “I have
this excellent bunch from the Far East and much as they would like to do it, the thought of this extra 2% is
really breaking their hearts”. You can’t say that, but you can speak in general terms and you can advance the
arguments.

Man: So, sorry, I don’t quite understand. What you mean is that you can find somebody else who would speak
on it for you.
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LM: If you needed that, yes. On broad issues like this, you’re not going to have any shortage of people to speak.
What you need to do is find out who spoke at Second Reading and see what they say. If they show any expertise
or any particular insights or particular interest then these are obviously your primary contacts for any future
lobbying on behalf of the. . .

Man: So you could in eVect get . . . They don’t . . . I mean your problem is . . .

LM: I doubt very much if you need me to tell you that.

Man: No, I don’t suppose so. But I was just thinking that . . .

Woman: It would be better coming from you, I suppose, than from us.

LM: Sorry, do you need a top-up? I’m a coVee addict. It’s wonderful.

Man: I love coVee.
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LM: Yes, so do I. Life is a search for it. I found one actually round where I live in Dolphin Square, there’s a
wee Italian place that does what I think is probably the best espresso I’ve ever . . .

Woman: Really?

LM: . . . tasted in this country. The trouble is you end up with about 8 of these a day and by the end of the
day. . .

Man: You’re completely shaking.

Woman: No chance of sleep.

Man: It’s a completely variable thing for me.

LM: I’m not trying to talk myself out of a job, but I think it’s best to be completely upfront with people and
be honest with the people you’re trying to deal with. I believe there are still people in here who will cut corners,
but it’s daft, frankly. One, it’ll ruin their reputation, so they shouldn’t be doing it. Two, as far as the company’s
concerned, if you’re found out to have done anything like that, you’re dead. Nobody will work with you.

Man: So the way that it works

LM: The matter is ?? how you get by the system ?? to your best advantage and there are [inaudible] something
that really is likely to grasp the attention of someone. Because there’s a lot of people on our side of the party,
[inaudible] ??and it’s not just ours??, but there are a lot of people who are interested in meeting the sector, it is
not going to be diYcult to excite interest in this.

[30.00]

Man: Yes, I can see that. In eVect, they are the people who you could then represent to and they are the people
that, yeah.

LM: You get somebody to put down the amendments and other will speak to it and provide briefing notes, all
the standard . . .

Man: Yeah. Does that happen often, that in eVect you’ve got someone, you’ve got a representative and the
representative gets the other person to . . .

LM: I don’t know. I’ve never done it. But it’s something that you can easily find out just to make sure. From
your point of view I wouldn’t want you to do anything that, er . . .

Man: No, I can understand that.

LM: . . . that involved doing something even slightly improper.
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Man: No, no. I have to say I haven’t done any work on what the . . .

LM: What I need to do is speak to one or two people. The work I’ve done, I mean I’ve done a vast amount
of Committee work in the Commons both as a Minister and as a Back-Bencher ??? when we were in opposition,
so I’m absolutely familiar with what goes on, ??? although things have changed so much, with the rules, but
basically to be absolutely sure beforehand . . . what we’re going to do???. All I was saying was there are one or
two who I know in this House in particular who I need to speak to just to make sure I know exactly what’s
legit and what isn’t.

Man: Right.
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LM: ?? I’d be daft not to??

Man: Yeah, I’m not quite clear on . . . I don’t know the rules myself.

LM: Well, the rules are pretty unclear. It’s one of these unfortunate things that I suspect the rules are being
made as they go along, or, you know, they’re being . . . It’s like, you make a law, but the ??remit of the law??
is tested and defined by how it operates in practice.

Man: Have they been in place a long time, these rules? I’m not quite sure.

LM: No, they’ve changed. Most of it’s come in over the past 10 years. The list of interests in the Lords . . . the
thing about the Lords is there’s virtually nothing they can do to you, unless you are going to actually break
the law, there’s nothing they can do to you.

Man: No, that’s true.

LM: In practical terms. If you don’t declare anything, they just jump up and down and shout and bawl and
say how terrible it is, but at the end of the day, still, there’s nothing they can do. I declare everything that I feel
is material. I mean, you get some people who declare tickets things like to the theatre or something. That’s
absolute nonsense, unless the ticket comes from somebody who operates outside the law.

Man: Yeah, well clearly.

LM: Then perhaps you should not accept it.

Man: I always assumed that there was a diVerence between Lords and MPs because obviously MPs are elected
and salaried.

LM: Practically there is a diVerence. A lot of people in here would like to stop [inaudible]

Man: In a funny way, I thought it would be more, sort of . . .
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LM: And that’s why, there are one or two guys I know, ***, for example, who is ***. He was a *** ??and
masterminded the [inaudible] and I know speaks on Bills. I’m pretty sure if *** is speaking on a Bill that he
has an interest in for somebody?? He was speaking on the Energy Bill earlier this session??. So he would be my
first point of contact because I’ve worked with him before on other issues. He would be my first point of
contact.

Man: And he would know exactly what the situation was and what you would be able to do and what you
wouldn’t be able to do. That seems fair enough. It’s a sensitive issue, but in terms of fee, what sort of fee would
be . . . or should we just make a oVer?

LM: Probably, yes. I wouldn’t be unfair.

Man: I won’t embarrass you by doing it now; I’ll do it, erm . . .

LM: It would be easy enough for you to find out . . . A lot of people tend to overcharge. Fees vary. It depends
how much work you do.

[35.00]

Man: Yeah. I mean, as far as I can see it’s anything from, like, sort of 5,000 to 100,000.

LM: There’s not too many hundred thousands.

Man: No, I don’t think there are, but I think especially. . .

LM: Most people are bright enough to think, hmm, have a look at this a bit more closely if you get an oVer
like that. For a fairly simple consultancy, I would think 5 to 10 thousand would be standard. People sometimes
pay more. It depends how much work is needed.

Man: Yeah. And there would be no conflict of interests with any of your other clients, would there, as far as
I can see.

LM: My clients at present, mostly, as I say, are health, public health and defence-related, pharmaceutical. I
am an adviser at Northrop Grumman, they’re a big defence company. In fact it’s an IT division that we’re
advisers to.

Woman: What are they interested in doing? Selling? Contracts over here, maybe?

LM: No, not this part. No terrible stuV. They’re involved in the preparation of ID card software. They do a
lot of work in the US on health services. Their specialty is ???

Woman: The bits of computer systems behind . . .
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LM: Yes, so some of the guys I’m working with, I’m talking to just now about, they’re working at the basic
level in the NHS trying to provide a system that works better than the one the NHS is actually developing—
one that actually works, in other words. . .

Man: That’s a huge project.

Woman: Is that the patient access . . . you can see all the records?

LM: Patient access, yes.

Man: As I understand it, the NHS have had huge problems trying to implement an across-the-board system,
haven’t they?

LM: Another thing, there’s actually a new defence company, somebody who is increasingly using us again, it’s
a small board of advisers and basically it looks for bright ideas and new technologies and ways of selling them
to the military, so they started, they discovered that existing protections against radio-detonated bombs are
not very good, so they went out and found somebody who could make a better one and parcelled it up, called
it Juke Box for some reason, God knows why, and sold it to the US military and they are now trying to sell
the same thing over here. It’s very,very eVective.

Man: And very, very useful in Afghanistan, I would have thought.

LM: Useful in Afghanistan and Iraq. Also useful for people thinking about protecting the Olympic sites
against potential . . .

Man: Yes, I suppose so.

LM: I mean, if the bad guys can’t use mobile phones to detonate bombs then nobody else can use a mobile
phone in the area it’s no bad thing.

Man: No.

Woman: They should watch the sport rather than chatting.

Man: What do they do, jam the radio waves in some way?

LM: [inaudible] and it’s portable enough to carry in a small vehicle. There’s an area of coverage as well, so . . .

Man: Why are we not using that?

LM: . . . so if you’ve got one in your Humvee or your Jeep it’s blanketing an area 15 miles on all sides, so the
troops get protection as well.

Man: Why are we not using them now. It seems so logical to have something like that.
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LM: Because we have existing systems which are less eVective, but they’re already paid for.

Man: Oh, I see.

LM: So they won’t basically put everything else [inaudible]. Other than that, well, what do I do? I’m on the
board of AEA, which is a consultancy. It used to be part of the Atomic Energy Authority, they basically now
do energy, green, climate change, environment, all kinds of things, mostly [. . . Government?] . . . And I’m
senior director for a company called PartyGaming; we’re the biggest of the oVshore gambling companies.

Man: Are they one of the new . . . internet, aren’t they?

LM: Yes. They were the ones who started it oV.

Man: That’s not an interest, presumably.

LM: Pardon?

Man: That’s not an interest of yours, is it?

LM: What, gambling? No. I was an adviser to William Hill in the past in the Commons as well so I suppose
I’ve always had an interest in gambling. I was headhunted for this job by the guys ??? on the board of AEA???
I don’t know what it was about me that excited them, but anyway . . . [inaudible].

[40.00]

With gambling, so many Governments basically want all the money that goes to gambling basically to come
into their own pockets and nobody else’s. There are always certain risks involved . . . [company you’ve never
heard of . . . somebody in that line of business has stepped out of line???]
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Man: It’s a funny old one, isn’t it, because obviously it wouldn’t be in their interests to have casinos, would
it? One of our clients had been very very keen to have the casino in Blackpool . . .

LM: Oh yes?

Man: . . .and has been very disappointed, not because he’s actually in casinos himself; he’s actually just a big
property developer in Blackpool who would benefit from the input into that area. He was very disappointed
that it didn’t happen.

LM: I quite understand, really, because they basically just political fright.

Man: Yeah. Well, you can understand it.
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LM: We allow so much. We actually have one of the most liberal regimes almost in the world on gambling.

Man: Yeah, cos in America you can’t, well, it’s sort of split, isn’t it? It’s not strictly legal, is it, to internet
gamble, as I understand it.

LM: No, they’ve actually specifically banned it. PartyGaming lost 75% of its turnover overnight. We just
pulled out completely the day they passed the Act two and a bit years ago. Some of the people you see now
advertising like Full Tilt and Poker Stars, who are the biggest now, I mean poker itself, have continued
operating illegally in the States, which is really daft. Before the UIGEA came in, it was at least arguable in law
that the prior Acts related to horse and dog racing and not to gaming—to racing rather than gaming—but
there is absolutely no doubt about it now, so sooner or later these guys are going to get whacked by the US.

Man: PartyGaming is based, not here are they?

LM: Gibraltar.

Man: They are based in Gibraltar, yeah.

LM: We’re quoted on the quoted Stock Market. We were on the FTSE 100 [inaudible] internet boom, made
some of their £4 billion of . . .??? 40% of the company . . . number 13 in the top 100.

Man: But you don’t do parliamentary consultancy for them. You’re just on the board.

LM: [inaudible] companies of that size have their own people to do that sort of thing. If I thought they were
doing anything wrong I’d soon tell them about it, but I’m not obliged to do anything myself. There’s an outside
chance that a Minister, knowing my interests, might approach me and say, “Well, what’s your attitude to tax?”
We’d rather be paying taxes and ensure that people who should be doing things didn’t as long as everybody
else is paying taxes as well, because then it just raises the floor for the industry. It makes your life so much
easier. We’d far rather be regulated as long as they are using a light touch.

Man: No, I can see that, otherwise all sorts of people could come in, couldn’t they, who wouldn’t be as
regulated.

LM: We ??? do something that’s legit, particularly in the US, because there’s huge long association with Mafia
interests, so the way to do it is to legitimise it and control it. And I think that’s what the new regime will do
over there.

Man: It’s so big in the Indian populations in India, isn’t it, as in the indigenous Indian populations in America?
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LM: Yes, because they have the rights to have casinos on their land so they tend to be very reactionary about
internet stuV. They don’t realise that you’re talking about two diVerent markets and what you do is you
increase the overall gambling market. The terrestrial one is really hammered just now anyway. Although they
do say it is one of the most resistant industries.

Woman: Really?

LM: Yes, most people don’t . . . you know, the image of the fanatical gambler spending all their money on
it . . . there’s not many like that. Most of them play penny gambling?? Small stuV.

[45.00]

Man: You also read that lots of housewives are now getting into online gambling, but they’re not big gamblers.

LM: It soon mounts up. The industry don’t want people bankrupting themselves. They want them to carry
on playing for ever. And that means they play within themselves. We contribute loyally to GamCare and all
the other charitable things.
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Man: The other thing that’s in the back of our minds, and I won’t mention their name because we haven’t got
them yet, we are currently looking at taking on as a client a defence manufacturer in Europe and it occurred
to us that you might fit quite nicely in with that.

LM: And it probably wouldn’t interfere with anything else I do, directly. Northrop Grumman are a defence
company, but we work for their IT division. What I would have to say is that if there was anything that involves
[???] I would have to check with them that it was okay.

Man: Yes, that’s fine.

LM: That there was no conflict of interest.

Man: So how shall we proceed? Shall we just take it that you will go away and just check what it is that, erm . . .

LM: On the retail thing, I’ll want to just find out exactly how much work. I’m quite sure work can be done.
What I’m not certain of is exactly how we do it to ensure that we stay within the letter of what’s there, the
regulations. From your point of view, you want to be sure that that’s done.

Man: We’re obviously middle people in this, but we obviously get pressure from above, because they say, “Oh,
can’t you have a look at that and see if you can find someone to amend it?” And it would be quite useful to
know how feasible that was.

Woman: I think it’s knowing how the system works, really. We’re not . . .
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LM: The easiest way to get something done is to approach the Opposition spokespeople and see if they are
interested—the Liberals of the Conservatives, see if they’re interested in putting something forward. By and
large, they are under a lot of pressure and I’m sure that they more they can get somebody else to provide them
with amendments if they agree with the basic principle of what’s being done, the happier they’ll be, because
it makes life easier for them.

Man: Is that something that you would suggest that we should do, or that you would be able to do?

LM: Either, but it’s probably better if it comes from you.

Man: From us?

LM: Yes.

Man: Oh [disappointed]

LM: But that’s the sort of thing on which we can make introductions easily. Particularly the Opposition, you’re
not influencing Government.

Man: No, exactly.

Woman: It’s always something that’s quite tricky for us to pick up the phone and try to speak to them,
particularly someone we haven’t met.

LM: You’ve got to make the first contact. If you think at the end of the day that you’d be better oV with
somebody else on the retail scene then, you know, I’ll wish you good luck.

Man: Yeah.

LM: Give you a few names of people you can approach. If you’re likely to have other things, then . . .

Man: Yeah, we are, but I can’t quite be specific about them at the moment.

LM: That’s all right. I’ve got plenty of work to do. The great thing about being a consultant is that I’m
eVectively semi-retired when you come into this place, you have almost limitless time available to do things.
Your day is never full. The happiest time I ever had was when I was Defence Minister and I was working 14
hours a day.

Man: It’s funny, isn’t it? It is funny how, when you’re really immersed in something, it is, life is far more
interesting in that way, isn’t it?

LM: Mind you, after four years of it I was quite glad to pack my bags???
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Man: 14 hours a day is not easy, is it? Okay, well I think that covers everything, doesn’t it?

[50.00]

Woman: Yeah. I think we’re probably going to go over things and [decide on tactics??]

LM: You’ve got my contact details.

Man: I’ve got your email address.

LM: [inaudible] With a bit of luck a little guy up at Vodafone will work his magic and I’ll actually be able to
pick them up on my mobile phone after today. I have a hotmail account, which is my private account and I’ve
had it for years, being relatively conservative in my behaviour, although I’m in politics. I stick with it, although
everybody says you’re better oV with Google or Yahoo or somebody. Microsoft are ??a horror?? to work with.
They’re so user-unfriendly. All I did was change my phone and promptly, whatever system was using it went
down and they said, “You have to reapply”. So I reapplied and nothing happened and sooner or later you get
to a point in the proceedings where the scheme just refuses to go on. I’ve tried it a dozen times and in the end
I thought I’d save my blood pressure. I’m obviously doing something wrong here, I’ll get somebody else to . . .

Man: I hate it. Whenever I do something on my computer at home, I sit down and I think, “Well, this is going
to be straightforward, it says you load the software and. . .”. And in about three hours later I’m tearing my
hair out frantically emailing the helpline.

LM: The trouble with so many of them is, I had an occasion on Saturday night when I was booking rooms at
the Hilton in Glasgow, because there’s a Labour Party fundraising dinner coming up in Scotland. Booking a
room for myself and a room for my son. I did everything right. Paying in advance for this, I remembered there
had been a check oV at the start, you know, if you want fully flexible it’s an extra six quid. Could I go back to
the original screen? No. I couldn’t. They’ll send you back to a screen to change your room, but never that.
Nothing really happened at all. I came out of the system, went back in but forgot to change the date so I
discovered at the end, it had all worked perfectly and I said, “Yes!” and suddenly realised I had booked two
rooms for Saturday night. It was now 9 o’clock on Saturday night. And of course it’s an automatic booking
system, so you can’t—you can send them an email but they’ll just ignore it. That’s how the system works. So
I phoned the hotel and finally found somebody intelligent enough to transfer the booking, but I still wouldn’t
be surprised if I get up there in two weeks’ time to find out there’s no booking and they’ve taken the money
oV me.

Man: Sometimes those electronic things work like clockwork, but quite often you do actually have to have
human contact in the process.

LM: So many people don’t realise that, and it costs them so much business.
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Woman: On EasyJet or things like that, if you click the button more than once you end up buying the flight
five times and you can see on your debit card or whatever that you’ve been charged however many times and
you have to call and then you have to pay a percentage. I’m always clicking too many times.

LM: Yeah, it’s like this tremor in your finger—oh bugger.

Woman: And sometimes some sites now say “Please click only once otherwise you will be charged”. But when
it’s taking a while to load, you just click.

LM: There should be some feedback somewhere on that that says, “Do you really want to buy two flights?”
In other words, they are defrauding you. Otherwise they would have built that into the program. You need to
find somebody with deep enough pockets to sue them and establish the point and then they would all have
to change.

Man: I had it yesterday, because a friend of ours is trying to come on holiday with us with his family, but he’s
booked the wrong flight, which means we’ll have to wait for six hours. All he wants to do with EasyJet is
transfer the flight to a diVerent time that day, and for some reason you can transfer it . . . if it was on a diVerent
day you could, but not on the same day. The computer just won’t allow you to do it.

Woman: You really need to speak to someone. If you’re ready to pay 70p a minute to be on hold.

LM: “Your business is important to us. Please hold on”. You’re charging me 70p a minute; of course it’s
important to you.

Woman: It’s terrible, things like that. Particularly if you have to call from abroad because there’s been a
problem.
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Man: Well, we’ll be in touch.

LM: I’ll grab a Hansard for you on the way out if you like so that you can see what’s going on.

[walking]

Man: Did you not bring a bag or anything?

Woman: Yeah. I’ve got my backpack that we hung up.

LM: You’ve got to pick your stuV up.

Man: Yes, we do. So there’s no Lords today?

LM: Oh yes.
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[inaudible]

Man: Are you able to do that? Are you able to arrange dinners for clients?

LM: Oh, I’ve had dinners with clients. It depends what you mean by that. If I am having dinner with you . . .

Man: Then that’s fine.

LM: If, on the other hand, I’m booking a room for an interest, you know for something in which I have an
interest, I have to be very careful. That’s one of the things that the most stupid of all. It’s considered to be using
the House to further your own interests . . . [inaudible]

Woman: It’s a good place to come for a short trip.

Man: Isn’t it.

[more walking]

LM: Business Rates Supplement Bill. There you go.

Man: Thank you.

LM: Is one enough for you?

Woman: We can share.

LM: Save a tree.

Man: We’ll see who’s been agitating for and against.

LM: [inaudible] everything a Minister says during the course of a Bill, whether he agrees with something even
if it isn’t enacted, it may be enforceable in law because he said we will do it or our policy is such and such.
People are entitled to interpret it as that. There are obviously frantic going on between the box where the
oYcials are and the Front Bench where the Minister is. Sometimes he has to stand up shamefaced and say that
what he said before was inaccurate and of course it is in fact this, the correct version.

[more walking and inaudible chat]

LM: I’ll drop you a note? When we find out exactly what the, what things are.

Man: You have our email, yes.
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LM: Assuming it’s on the card you gave me, which I haven’t yet read.

Man: Well, look, good to meet you and thank you very much.

Woman: Yes, and thanks for coVee.

[more walking and inaudible chat]

Man: Thank you very much.

Woman: Thank you, bye bye.
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LM: Are you heading back up towards Whitehall?

Man: Yes, we’re going to walk up that way. Thank you very much.

Woman: Thank you. Bye bye.

[They have now left Lord Moonie, but continue to chat inconsequentially to each other about having a head for
heights and going to the theatre.]

According to the Sunday Times, “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times rang Lord Moonie on Tuesday 20
January 2009

Please see the Lord Moonie Sunday Times transcript (p MST8), and the Sunday Times letter of 17 March 2009
(pp W8–9), for the journalist’s recollection of the call.

E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Moonie, Wednesday 21 January 2009

Please see Sunday Times transcript (p MST8) for the journalist’s transcription of the email, which we have
not seen.

Telephone Call to Lord Moonie (“LM”) from “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23
January 2009

Telephone Extra recordings page 10 of 11

Woman: Hello?

LM: Hello.

Woman: Hello. Is that Lewis?

LM: Yes.

Woman: Hi Lewis, it’s Clare Taylor here calling from Michael Johnson.

LM: Hello.

Woman: Hello, just a quick call. I understand you spoke to David earlier in the week and I was just going to
sort out some kind of, I don’t know, agreement or a kind of contract or something to send over to you. Is it
best to email it over or should I send it by post?

LM: Have you got my email address?

Woman: Yes, I think it’s on your card, isn’t it?

LM: I’m up in Scotland over the weekend.

Woman: Oh, are you? Okay, no problem. When you spoke to David, I think he told me you were going to
speak to John Healey. Is that right?

LM: Erm, no I don’t think so.

Woman: Oh, okay.

LM: Erm, I think we’ve got to decide exactly [very bad phone line]

Woman: Okay then, we can have a meeting to thrash that out. One other thing that I need to think about is,
I don’t know if you’ve had some time to consider how much, you know, you want to be paid. I think you said
that between 5 and 10 was standard, but I didn’t know what to put in the letter or the contract.

LM: Right, erm . . . I’m standing in a train station right now. Can I get back to you?

Woman: Yes, yes of course you can. No problem.

LM: Thanks.

Woman: Okay, speak later. Bye.

LM: Bye.

[end of call].
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Failed Telephone Calls to Lord Moonie from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (1)

Telephone CD2 page 18 of 29

[New call] 26:47.

Answerphone Message: This is a Vodaphone voicemail service for ***** ******. Please leave a message after
the tone. When you have finished recording, please hang up or press the hash key for more options.

Man: Hello, this is a message for Lord Moonie from Michael Gillard of the Sunday Times. It’s just coming
up to five to two on Friday. Lord Moonie, I’m very keen to speak to you if I can about some conversations
you’ve been having with a company called Michael Johnson Associates, who represent a Chinese client, I
believe, who’s interested in amending the business rates supplementary Bill that’s going through the two
Houses. Could you, we’re publishing this weekend a story in that regard, and I’m very keen to discuss with
you what you thought you were being asked to do and what, indeed, you may have agreed to do for them. My
numbers are ***** ******. If no one picks up, please try the news desk and they’ll find me on ***** ******.
It’s now five to two and it’s Friday and, as I said, it is urgent that we speak to you just to understand what it
is your position is in light of the conversation that I’m going to have with you. So, look forward to hearing
from you. Bye for now.

[call ends]

[New call] 28:33

Answerphone Message: You’re through to Sheila and Lewis Moonie at ***. Please leave a message after
the tone.

Man: Hello, it’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times. It’s five to two. I’m leaving a message for Lewis
Moonie. Mr Moonie, could you give me a call on ***** ****** or ****. It’s concerning discussions you’ve
been having with a company called Michael Johnson Associates, who represent a Chinese client who’s
interested in amending the business rates supplementary Bill. We’re running a piece this weekend and I would
very much like to talk to you about what you understood you were being asked to do and what, indeed, you
may have agreed to do. So, you’ve got my numbers. Very keen to speak to you. Look forward to that. Bye
for now.

[call ends]

Telephone Call to Lord Moonie (“LM”) from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (1)

Telephone CD2 page 19 of 29

[New call] 30:28

Man: Gillard.

LM: Lewis Moonie.

Man: Hello, Mr Moonie, thanks for getting back to me.

LM: Alright.

Man: What it concerns is Michael Johnson Associates.

LM: Um-hm.

Man: A company that you’ve met recently, I understand.

LM: Yep.

Man: Yep. And what I understand is that they’re interested in having an amendment made to a piece of
legislation that’s coming before your House and certainly the other House on supplementary business rates.

LM: That’s right, they’re interested in that piece of legislation.

Man: What I wanted to ask was what you believed they were asking you to do.

LM: Um, well I don’t yet know, I’m afraid. We’re not at that stage.

Man: Right.

LM: Er, of discussions with them. I’ve made no agreement with them.

Man: Right.
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LM: Or anything. Certainly, they don’t know anything about legislative procedure.

Man: Right.

LM: Which is not surprising. They’ve not been involved in it before.

Man: Yeah.

LM: Erm.

Man: Who is the company?

LM: MJ. Well, a small PR company, I understand. They’re based in central London.

Telephone CD2 page 20 of 29

Man: Right.

LM: Erm.

Man: And who’s their client?

LM: I’ve no idea. It’s somebody from the Far East. As I say, I haven’t actually got to the realms of discussing
anything like that with them.

Man: Right, okay.

LM: How on earth did you get involved in something like this, if you’ll forgive me asking? I’m quite intrigued.

Man: What we’re looking at is Lords and what they will or will not do with regards to outside interests.

LM: Um-hm.

Man: And people trying to get things done on behalf of commercial clients.

LM: Yep. The rules on this are absolutely clear on what you can do and what you can’t do.

Man: Yeah. Do you think they’re absolutely clear?

LM: I think they’re clear enough to know what is correct conduct and what isn’t.

Man: Right.

LM: Erm. You don’t lobby Ministers directly on clients’ behalf. You certainly don’t speak on their behalf in
either House. You don’t put down amendments on behalf of business for which you’re getting paid. You can
advise them on how to do that, which is the jig of it. But everything has to be done at second hand. Anybody
with a modicum of sense knows that.

Man: You can’t put down amendments, but you can get others to do it for you.

LM: No, what I would tend to do is to put them in touch with people who would. I mean, for example, you
make common cause with other people who are interested in seeing legislation amended, or they can speak to
opposition Members who may be interested in this line of inquiry or line of interest.

Man: Right.

LM: But the areas are very clear. The amount you can do directly is very limited.

Man: Right.

LM: What you can do is advise them on how to use the system properly.
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Man: Right.

LM: If they don’t know how to.

Man: Putting down an amendment yourself for a pay client wouldn’t be something you could do.

LM: Och, shit, no, I don’t think I would ever consider that.

Man: But getting others to do it on your behalf—or their behalf, rather. Is that within the rules?.

LM: I don’t know. I would have to ask somebody. Again, it’s not something I would do without clearing up
exactly whether it’s legitimate or not.

Man: Alright. Cards on the table. The people you met were undercover reporters.

LM: Aha.
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Man: The conversations were all taped. The only thing that I have to ask you about is that it appears from
the transcripts of those conversations that what you were willing to do would be to—that you wouldn’t
personally put down an amendment but you would get others to do it on behalf of the client.

LM: No, I said to them that I would have to go and see somebody to find out exactly what could be done. I
would have to talk to a colleague. That’s what I said. I think you should check your transcripts again.

Man: Right. You said that you would talk to a client, a colleague to see what could be done.

LM: To see what was legitimate, yeah.

Man: If I may I will check the transcript because I didn’t have the conversation with you. I will recheck the
transcripts and if it is at odds with how you’ve described it, then I’ll give you a call back. Is that alright?

LM: [inaudible] They talked about speaking with John Healey.

Man: Yeah.

LM: And I made it clear to them that while I could write to John on their behalf, obviously not using House—
even though I didn’t say this, you wouldn’t use House of Lords paper. You know, if a Lord were to do that.
Quite frankly, I thought the work they were requiring to do would be better done by an intern on their own
behalf, although we didn’t get along to discussing this.

Man: Yeah, yeah. Alright, well let me check it.
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LM: Recheck it and get back to me.

Man: And I’ll get back to you. On this mobile, yeah?

LM: Yeah, that’ll be fine. Thanks.

Man: Alright. Bye for now.

[call ends]

Failed Telephone Calls to Lord Moonie from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (2)

Telephone CD2 page 23 of 29

[New call] 36:14

Answerphone message: This is a Vodaphone voicemail service for ***** ******. Please leave a message after
the tone. When you have finished recording, please hang up or press the hash key for more options.

Man: Lord Moonie, it’s Michael Gillard. Would you be kind enough to give me a call on ***** ******. Thanks
a lot. It’s now ten to three. Bye bye.

[call ends]

[New call] 40:26

Answerphone message: You’re through to Sheila and Lewis Moonie at ***. Please leave a message after the
tone.

Man: Lord Moonie, it’s Michael Gillard. I left a message on your mobile, and hopefully, I’m not sure whether
you’re in your home constituency, but anyway I’m leaving another message. My numbers are ***** ******
or ****, and it’s now coming up to five to three. Thanks a lot, bye.

[call ends]
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Telephone Call to Lord Moonie (“LM”) from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (2)

Telephone CD2 page 24 of 29

[New call] 42:35

Man: Gillard.

LM: Lewis Moonie, hello.

Man: Thanks for getting back to me. I’ve had a chance to, um, speak to the reporters and, um, look at the
stuV. Um, the common ground, it seems, between us is that Michael Johnson Associates told you quite clearly
that, um, they were representing a Chinese client, Mr Jiang, and that his interest was to amend a piece of
legislation going through the House. Is that. . . Is that. . . were there. . .?

LM: Well, I recall the words “Far Eastern client” was used, but I don’t recall hearing a name. It wouldn’t have
meant anything to me anyway.

Man: Okay, and, and that a meeting was had and conversations with a representative of MJA were had, and
on Wednesday you agreed to work with MJA on that basis.

LM: I said it would be possible to work for them myself, yes.

Man: Yes, and sent an e-mail obviously, um, to that eVect that a fee structure for them [inaudible]

LM: Yeah, but I’m not saying. . . I made them think [inaudible]

Man: Hello, sorry.

LM: I made them think that I was [inaudible] a bit suspicious about their motives, suspicious about their
motives.

Man: Well if you did, it is not spelt out in the e-mail.

LM: No absolutely not, absolutely not. [inaudible]

Man: Um, and—

LM: Certainly they’ve no agreement anything that I would consider to be outside the rules regarding
[inaudible] lobbying.

Man: Well I wanted to get to that, and where we, when we last spoke, where we were, appeared to be at a
disagreement was that I was saying that, um, in those conversations you had agreed that you wouldn’t put
down any amendment to legislation but you would be prepared to help the company and its client find people
who would on its behalf.

LM: And somebody senior, yes. I did.

Man: Yes, okay. Um, and that is obviously on a paid basis.
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LM: Yes.

Man: Yep. Now, your view is that that is or is not within the rules?

LM: What, to assists somebody in finding a way of a getting an amendment put down? Yes, of course it’s
within the rules.

Man: Right. On a paid basis.

LM: To advise people on how to do it. Yes.

Man: Right. Okay. Um, I mean our understanding is that it isn’t, in that we spoke with the Registrar and they
said to us that it would be a breach of the rules for a lord on behalf of a paid client to seek to amend legislation,
whether or not he or she declared it. [inaudible]

LM: Yeah, absolutely, absolutely.

Man: Right. So could you help me in understanding how it is you believe that what you were agreeing to do
on behalf of this Chinese person was within the rules?

LM: I would have asked them to get in touch with the Opposition, their spokespeople to see if they had
common ground with them, with other people like Land Holdings, who are interested in amending legislation,
to see if they have common ground with them, and to find a way forward for them.
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Man: Right. Okay. Um, in your wider point, do you think that lords who are supposed to be, I mean, taken
from a layman’s point of view, independent, a check and balance on the other Chamber but independent of
commercial interests, should be able to be bought or rented, however you want it, or hired to eVect change in
legislation in this way for a client they have never met or don’t know anything about?

LM: No, sorry, to advise people on how to change legislation.

Man: To have a specific piece of legislation amended so that this particular individual would benefit.

LM: Also any individual who’s in a position to benefit.

Man: Yes.

LM: Sorry, I did not agree to amend legislation. I agreed to seek to help them to find a way of trying to amend
the legislation [inaudible]

Man: Forgive me. I’m not making the allegation that you personally say you would make the amendment. I’m
not making that allegation. I’m saying that you made it clear that you wouldn’t personally do it.

LM: Nor that I would speak on behalf of it or do anything to get—
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Man: No, [inaudible] behind the scenes lobbying. Getting someone else to eVect that aim for payment. What
I’m asking you is, you quite clearly, and I understand you said to me you think that was within the rules. I said
we think it isn’t, having had a conversation with, with the Registrar. But the more wider point is whether you
think it’s right that that lords, in a more sort of general moral sense, that lords who should be independent
when it comes to the process of legislation going through the Chamber should be able to be hired by people
they’ve never met, checked for [inaudible].

LM: How do you think, how do you think anybody can get any legislation amended if they don’t speak to
somebody within the [inaudible]?

Man: Maybe I’m not making myself heard but—

LM: You’re not making your point very clearly at all.

Man: Maybe my point is this. It’s that you don’t know by your own admission who MJ Associates were.

LM: And do you not think I would have found that out before I actually signed any contract with them or
anything? Don’t be stupid.

Man: And you don’t know, by your own admission, who that client was, other than he was a Chinese person.

LM: Will you, will you confirm that the transcript says that I would check with somebody?

Man: Check with somebody what?

LM: I would check with somebody what was legitimate to do and what was not.

Man: Your, your e-mail says, um, er, you know, we must of course always pay due heed to the rules for your
sake as much as mine.

LM: Yeah.

Man: Yeah, um.

LM: That’s all.

Man: And this is the e-mail on the Wednesday, but there was a [inaudible] conversation on Wednesday and
you do choose a model for the fee structure agreed, which you put down.

LM: There was no fee structure, no, sorry, sorry, sorry. Er, no fee structure had been agreed at that stage.
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Man: In the former case, I would expect, in the former case, which is whether you would do it [inaudible].

LM: No, that was, that was after the conversation I had on Wednesday, not before. I said in principle it should
be possible to work with them there and try setting out what a possible fee structure was.

Man: Which you did.

LM: Which I did, absolutely, yes, as a matter of record.

Man: So the phone call was the agreement to do the work and the email was setting. . .
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LM: No, the agreement to do the work is a signed contract. All I agreed was to follow discussions with them,
which I would have done next week, after I’d carried out due diligence on the company.

Man: So your point is.

LM: You’ll quote me on that, I hope. I presume you’re recording.

Man: [inaudible] on anything. What I was going to ask you for was whether you would prefer to do a
statement and I could ring you back to take it down, or whether you just want to talk me through what you
want your position . . .

LM: I think you can just publish whatever you want to publish. Okay?

Man: You don’t . . .

LM: Any allegations about any of my conduct which you cannot substantiate, then the obvious will take place.
When I’ve finished speaking to you, I’ll be talking to solicitors in London.

Man: Is that . . .

LM: We’ll be asking for a copy of the transcripts of everything that’s taken place between me and MJ
Associates.

Man: Sure. Is that you saying that you don’t want to make a statement?

LM: That I want what? At this stage. . . What can I make a statement on? There’s nothing . . .

Man: We’ve discussed . . .

LM: You can’t give me [inaudible] I actually haven’t had the full conversation that I wanted to, to find out
exactly what was and was not, which is why I was going to speak to them next week to find out exactly what
it was they wanted me to do. I’m not really in a position to make a statement of any kind.
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Man: There are two things that you have quite clearly spoken on, which is, one, you think that whatever you
did do with MJ Associates was within the rules.

LM: Anything that I would do with them would have to be within the rules.

Man: And the discussions that went on that were attributable to you were all done within the rules, right, but
there was nothing that you suggested that you would do that was outside of the rules.

LM: I don’t believe so, no.

Man: Right. On a second, wider point. . .

LM: The other thing, of course, I would have phoned the register. I’ve not done any direct parliamentary work
with anybody before.

Man: Yes.

LM: So I would have had to speak to the Register to find out exactly what was [inaudible] and what wasn’t.
We were just talking about an agreement in principle. That was all. Nothing else.

Man: The second wider point is that in general you don’t see there’s anything wrong with Lords acting in
this way.

LM: I see nothing wrong with Lords advising people on how to proceed with legislation.

Man: How to amend legislation.

LM: [inaudible] didn’t say that on the record, no. [inaudible] for Lords to advise people on how to have
legislation amended, as we do with commercial interests, as we do with charities and many people [inaudible]
doing that as well [inaudible] and all pro bono work. There’s a very very wide range of organisations who
would like to see legislation amended.

Man: Right.

LM: And of course [inaudible] help them, otherwise how would you know how to do it? The level of ignorance
of people [inaudible] is quite staggering. That’s why they often, they do have to come to people.

Man: Okay.

LM: Yeah.

Man: Well, if you change your mind you’ve got my numbers in terms of wanting to give me an on the record—
a further statement. But I think I’ve got the essence of what you think.
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LM: Thank you.

Man: Alright, thanks for your time. Bye-bye.

[call ends]
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Claire Newell, a Sunday Times reporter using the name Claire Taylor contacted Moonie on Friday 9 January
2009 and arranged to meet in the House of Lords. Newell and Jonathan Calvert, a Sunday Times reporter using
the name David Thompson, met Moonie on Tuesday 13 January 2009. The reporters explained that they were
looking for a consultant and said their Far East client wanted them to obtain an amendment to the Business
Rate Supplements Bill. Moonie indicated that he was happy to help as long as he was working within in the
rules and said he would consult colleagues to check that everything was above board. He told the reporters that
he would be willing to identify members so they could contact them and he would make introductions to
opposition members. While not putting down the amendment himself, he said he might be able to find
members who will.

Transcript begins as they sit down in the peer’s guest room

CN: As I explained over the phone, we are looking to expand in public aVairs and one of our researchers
identified people who might be interested.

JC: We do a lot of public aVairs work in Brussels. We’ve not really had a presence over here. Mainly over here
it has been more communications work. Recently, we’ve decided to expand into public aVairs work in this
country. We have always done it in the other countries. One of the things we were looking for is we were looking
for someone who could act as a consultant to us in relation to particular clients. We had one client in mind in
the Far East who is planning to set up a number of retail outlets in the UK. It’s called Emerald but you
wouldn’t know the name. It’s more a sort of working name for the project. It’s clothes retail. If you imagine
Gap, Uniqlo, it’s that sort of market. The aim would be to set up the retail outlets in the next 18 months. I
know the economic climate is not brilliant at the moment. They need all the help they can get. The consortium
consists of a company called Wong Hing, who are a big retail company in Taiwan who have lots of retail outlets
in the far east and are not a presence that is known here and our client specific client is also involved who is a
man called Lou Li Jaing and we’ve done a lot of work for him in Brussels. Because he is an importer and
exporter and there were a number of issues we had in relation to the European Union with him which is how
the relationship built up in the first place. And so, as a result, he has hired us for the launch of these retail
outlets and there are a number of issues that they feel are going to come up. One is planning, because they have
got to find the outlets, they are looking for fairly big stores.

LM: That’s not going to be diYcult just now. Depends what size you want. Woolies.

JC: One of the issues that they identified is that it would appear that they will be around about the time the
Business Rate Supplements Bill would come into force. I don’t know if you are familiar with this, it is one of
those things that you might call an obscure piece of legislation. Basically, it allows local councils to levy a
supplement on the business rates of 2% to finance projects. I think the main purpose is to finance Crossrail
but it’s a law which will aVect all councils across the country across all companies and it is an unnecessary
addition at a time when businesses are already struggling. They’re setting up retail outlets when retail outlets
are going bust, so they
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need all the help they can get. So for example, I think the second reading of the bill was yesterday. They were
looking for certain amendments on it. Say, for example, that new businesses setting up might have an
exemption from it for the first two years. Or alternatively there’s another amendment which is being proposed
by a lot of businesses. All the retail forums and the British retail consortium are all proposing that the
businesses aVected by the tax should be able to vote on it before it is implemented and if they agree this would
be good for local businesses and they want it, then they should. And that was one of the issues that they had
identified very early on as something. That’s only one issue and we were in eVect looking for a relationship
with somebody whereby we could call on them for some advice on these issues. When things like this come
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up, they might be able to act on our behalf for them. Now I don’t know whether it’s the sort of work you do
or not?

LM: It’s not an area that I work in retail, although I was sponsored for 17 or 18 years by the Co-op. I can’t
say it’s an area I know nothing about. So, I’ve obviously taken part over the years in things like Sunday trading
which I was rather embarrassed that I was a strong supporter of and the Coop was a strong opponent of. We
had a modus operandi where I kept my mouth shut and voted for what I wanted to. They knew they would
get my services on other things.

JC: It was a good thing . . .

(22.00)

LM: The bill started in the Commons, not here. I think it did start last week. There should be a copy in Hansard
so I can go and have a look at what was said. Save you looking for it anywhere else, I’ll try and track down
a copy of it in the library.

(23.00)

JC: I don’t know how easy it is to.

LM: It depends what you want! There are rules now about, if you take payment from somebody for example,
there are rules now about what you can do and say on an issue but there again there are plenty of people in
here, in both houses, taking a strong interest in a bill like this. Not just supporting it either I would think. My
instincts would tell me that this is a bill that may run into some local diYculty. As you say, it’s not a good time
to be putting extra costs on anybody. And that’s something that has to be driven home very strongly to the
government. The new businesses one might well be something that might strike a chord. The idea to allow
businesses to vote on it, that’s a non-starter with anybody.

JC: There is a limited . . .

LM: I think the experience they’ve had is that whenever you allow people to vote on anything . . . I would say
that’s definitely a non-starter.

JC: There is a provision in the bill to consult.
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LM: It’s a good peg to hang arguments on. To try and win concessions on.

JC: What about the possibility to get an exemption in the bill for new businesses starting out?

LM: That’s more realistic. Except existing businesses would rightly say there is already ample competition in
this area in the market place and therefore new businesses should have to suVer the same costs and impositions
as everybody else.

JC: In which case it’s up to us to make our case.

LM: Got to make your case . . .

JC: Would you be able to intervene?

LM: I’ll have to check up on that. What I do in consultancy is I tell people who to talk to. I tell them how to
write the letters if they don’t know how to write the letters, you know, what points to go in it. The rules on
lobbying are such that you try to avoid . . . It doesn’t mean to say that you can’t speak on issues, you can. It
may be that you shouldn’t put down. I’ll have to look it up. It may be you can’t actually put down
amendments. But again the British Retail Consortium have their own advisers in the house who are prepared
to put down almost anything that’s to be done and there are plenty of people I can consult with here. The stuV
I work on tends to be telecommunications: science and medicine and things.

JC: I assumed you might do defence work as a former defence minister?

LM: I have never actually looked for any. A lot of the work I do is tangential. The health stuV has a lot of
resonance for the defence medical services and one of the people I work for does a . . . But in these cases, I
really think this is something you ought to be looking at for your own good, you know. A lot of the work we
do, in fact there’s a team of people over here from the US talking about vaccines and how resilient they are to
both terrorism and for biological disasters. Avian flu or something. They have a great deal of expertise on how
to do things but no money.

JC: Who do they sell to? Is it government?

LM: To stockpile or you prepare a resilient system so that when something happens they can immediately
switch to producing what they need in the meantime.
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JC: For what sort of?

(28.00)

LM: Plague and anthrax are the first two. Dengue fever, smallpox possibly although there’s no known natural
reservoirs of this. We know the Russians have it. And if the Russians have it there’s a chance it will escape.
That’s the sort of thing. Flu, Sars when that was around. Things you don’t think about. If you have a resilient
system then the things you don’t think about come up, the unknown unknowns.
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JC: Do we not have any stockpiles of that sort of stuV.

LM: The old vaccines are not as eVective. The new ones have fewer side eVects.

JC: I see. Quite an expensive purchase then, I would imagine.

LM: The US have spent I don’t know how many hundred millions. Probably over a billion dollars and so far
they’ve got bugger all. They paid a company called Vaxgen $600 million and they got nothing out of it. They’re
desperate to find something that does work. I’m now working for a company called Pharma that’s bought up
most of the development rights on DSTL and the Health Protection Agency’s vaccines.

JC: What does that, just so that we have an idea. Ill be honest with you were talking to two or three people. But

LM: What do I do for them in other words?

JC: Yes. I want to get an idea.

LM: I have a background in public health and I have a passionate interest in it. So, this is an area I’d work in
whether I got paid or not because I’m passionate about it. For example, if I know there was a guy called Nigel
. . . who is about to retire from the Health Protection Agency, a senior doctor who is obviously on the way out,
not quite important enough to get a Knighthood. Nigel knows everything, bit of an old woman but a very nice
guy . . . He knows everything about everything that’s going on. So, if the company say they want me to talk
to Nigel, or get in touch with Nigel and speak to him. What I don’t do is go to Nigel and say, I’ve got this great
idea and these people have paid me lots of money to tell you about it, because that’s against the law. But I
advise the company, this is the man you have to speak to, or this woman here or this guy here and go and speak
to him. That’s what they’re paying me for.

JC: So you’re identifying the key decision makers for them?

LM: Yeah. What you can’t do is get them introductions to ministers. Some people still do that but I think
they’re sailing very close to the wind. Finding out who in the minister’s oYce is dealing with it and making
sure they know the right person to speak to is legit but you have got to draw that fine line between what you
can do and what you can’t do.

(31.40)

JC: So you don’t facilitate, you point them in the right direction?

LM: This particular administration is very paranoid about things like that. So with somebody like the
chancellor or someone like that. If you approach them, I can guarantee that the company won’t get that. It’s
quite the reverse. So it’s better not to. It’s better to assume that you go through the proper channels.

JC: So you never make it clear to Nigel that you were involved in this in any way?
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There would be no need?

LM: No. I mean, if we were talking about something, then yeah I wouldn’t. I wouldn’t ask him to do anything
for me. If I thought there were something worthwhile in it I might say, it might be worthwhile meeting . . .

JC: So in our example what you would be looking to do is maybe identify maybe other people?

LM: Other people that can do it. Exactly, yes. The other thing is, this is what a lot of us do now, is that one
person acts as an agent and the person, who is not, will do the wo-, put down the question then you can speak
on it. As long as you declare your interest then you can speak on the matter, er, in general terms. You can’t
say I have this excellent bunch in the Far East who as much as they would like it well this extra 2% is really
breaking their hearts, well you can’t say that. You speak in general terms and advance the arguments.

JC: Sorry, I don’t quite understand what you mean is that, you could find somebody else who would speak on
it for you?
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LM: If you needed that, yes. See it is like this, you’re not going to have any shortage of people who could speak.
What you need to do is find out who spoke at the second reading and see what they say. If they’re showing
any expertise or any particular insights, or any particular interests, then these are obviously your primary
contacts for any future lobbying on behalf of the . . . I doubt very much you need me to tell you that.

CN: It would be best coming from you rather than us?

LM: Top up? Ah, coVee addicts, wonderful. Life is a search for good coVee. There’s a wee Italian place that
does . . . (talk about coVee!).

34.50

LM: I’m playing devil’s advocate here. I’m not trying to talk myself out of a job, but I think it’s best to be
completely up front with people. I believe there are still people in here who will cut corners. But it’s daft frankly.
One, it’ll ruin their reputations and they shouldn’t be doing it, two, as far as the companies are concerned, if
they found out you’ve done anything like that, you’re dead. Nobody will work with you. So just . . .

JC: So the way that it works is . . .

LM: What matters is how you apply the system to your best advantage . . . because there are a lot of people
on our side of the party, er, the parties in general, not just ours, there’s a lot of people interested in the retail
sector. But there’s not going to be a lack of interest in this.

JC: In eVect, they’re the people you could then represent to and they are the people
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that.

LM: You get somebody to put down the amendments others will provide briefing notes. All standard.

JC: Does that happen often that in eVect you’ve got a representative and the representative gets the other
person to

LM: I don’t know. I’ve never done it. But erm, it’s something that you can easily find out just to make sure.
From your point of view, I wouldn’t want you doing something that involves something even slightly
improper.

JC: No no.

LM: What I need to do is speak to one or two people. The work I have done, I have done a vast amount of
committee work in the Commons both as a minister and in opposition. I was absolutely familiar with what’s
going on but things have changed so much. There are one or two people on this point in this house in particular
that I can speak to just to make sure that I know exactly what is legit and what is not and thereafter.

JC: I don’t know the rules myself.

LM: The rules are pretty unclear. It is one of those unfortunate things but I suspect the rules are being made
as they go along. You know you make a law, and there is precedent which defines how it operates in practice.

JC: Have they been in place a long time, these rules? I’m not quite sure.

LM: No, they’ve changed. Most of it has come in over the past 10 years. The register of interests in the Lords.
The thing with the Lord is there is virtually nothing they can do with you . . . unless you break the law. Even
if you don’t declare, there’s nothing you can do but jump up and down and say how terrible it is. But at the
end of the day there’s nothing you can do. I’ve declared everything. You get some people things like tickets to
the theatre or something. That’s an absolute nonsense. Unless that ticket comes from somebody who operates
outside the law.

JC: I always assumed there was a diVerence between MPs and Lords because MPs are elected and salaried.

LM: Yup. Practically, there is a diVerence, that a lot of people in here would like to stop the diVerence.

JC: In a funny way.

LM: And that’s why there’s one or two people I know, *** for example, who was ***, a *** briefly, does a vast
amount of consultancy and I know he speaks on bills and I’m pretty sure that if *** is speaking on a Bill he
has an interest in it for somebody. He was speaking on the
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Energy Bill, so he would be my first point of contact as I’ve worked with him before on issues.

(40.00)

JC: And he would know exactly what the situation was and what you would be able to do and what you
wouldn’t be able to do. That seems fair enough. It’s a sensitive issue, but in terms of a fee, what sort of fee
would be. Or should we just make an oVer?

LM: Probably, yes. I wouldn’t be unfair.

JC: I won’t embarrass you by doing it now.

LM: It would be easy enough for you to find out because a lot of people tend to over-charge and the fees vary.

JC: As far as I can see, it’s anything from £5,000 to £100,000.

LM: Yeah. There’s not too many £100,000s. Most of us are bright enough to think that I would look at this
more closely.

JC: No, I don’t think there are but I think in special situations.

LM: But for a fairly simple consultancy I would think, I think five or 10 thousand is pretty standard. People
sometimes pay more. It depends on how much work is involved.

JC: There would be no conflict of interest with your other clients would there, as far as I can see.

LM: My clients are mostly, some are health, public health defence related . . . I sit on the board of their big
defence company but in fact it’s the IT division that we’re advisors to.

CN: What are they interested in doing? Getting contracts with the MoD or something?

LML: No, not this firm. General stuV: ID cards, software, they do a lot of work in the US health services.
Some of the guys I’m working with just now are working with the company at a basic level in the NHS working
on providing a system that is actually better than the NHS is actually developing.

JC: The NHS have had huge problems trying to implement an across the board system.

LM: The other thing is there is a new defence company . . . who look for new technologies and bright ideas
and ways of selling them to the military so they started oV, they discovered existing protections against, radio
detonated bombs are not very good so they went out and found someone to make a better one, and parcelled
it up, called it Jukebox, for god knows what reason, and sold it to the US military. They’re
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now trying to sell the same thing over here.

JC: Very useful in Afghanistan.

LM: In Afghanistan and Iraq. Also useful for people interested in protecting Olympic sites against potential.
It means that the bad guys can’t use mobile phones to detonate bombs and nobody else can use mobile phones
in the area. Its no bad thing.

JC: What do they do, jam the radio waves in some way?

LM: . . . it’s blanketing an area of 50 yards on all sides.

JC: Why are we not using them now?

(44)

LM: We have existing systems which are less eVective but they’ve already paid for them. So, they won’t
basically put anything else in unless they really have to. I’m on the board of the . . . which is a consultancy,
used to be part of the . . . which do now energy including climate change, environment all kinds of things.
Mostly working with government. And I’m senior director of a company called Party Gaming. They’re the
biggest oVshore gambling company.

JC: Internet aren’t they?

LM: Based in Gibraltar. They were the ones who really started it oV.

JC: That’s not an interest is it, presumably?
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LM: What gambling? Oh, it is now! I’ve been an adviser to William Hill in the past, in the Commons as well.
I suppose I have always had an interest in gambling. I was headhunted for this job by the guys on the board
of . . . I don’t know what excited them about me. With gambling basically the government all of the money to
come into their own pockets rather than anybody else’s. There’s always certain risks involved . . .

JC: It’s a funny old one isn’t it. It wouldn’t be in their interest to have the casino would it. One of our clients
has been very very keen to have the casino in Blackpool and was very disappointed in the fact. Not because
he’s actually in casinos himself. He’s actually a big property developer in Blackpool who would benefit from
the input into that area. He was very disappointed at the point it didn’t happen.

LM: I understand. They took political fright.

JC: You can understand it.

LM: We have the most liberal regime almost in the world on gambling in this country.

JC: In America it’s sort of split isn’t it. You can’t. It’s not strictly legal to internet gamble.
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LM: No, they specifically banned it. Party Gaming lost 75% of its turnover overnight. Because we just pulled
out completely the day they passed the Act two years ago. Some have continued operating illegally in the States
which is completely daft. Before it was at least arguable that the wire acts related to horse and dog racing and
not to gaming. But there’s no doubt about it now. So sooner or later these guys are going to get whacked by
the US.

JC: They’re based in Gibraltar?

LM: We are quoted on the stock market. We were in the FTSE 100. Made £4 billion over . . . 40% of the
company . . .

JC: You don’t do parliamentary consultancy for them. You’re just on the board?

LM: Yes. . . . If I thought they were doing anything wrong I would soon tell them. I’m not obliged to do
anything myself. There’s an outside chance that a minister knowing my interest might approach me and say,
you know, what’s your attitude to tax and funnily enough there is a value in paying tax end ensuring that
everything we do is legitimate along as everyone else is paying taxes as well because then it just raises the floor
for the industry. Makes your life so much easier . . .

JC: I can see that otherwise all sorts of people can come in couldn’t they who wouldn’t be as regulated?

(50.00).

LM: We can show it is legit. Particularly in the US there’s a huge, long association with the mafia. The way
to do is to legitimise it and control it and I think that’s what . . . over there.

JC: Very big in the indigenous populations over there?

LM: Yes because they have the rights to have casinos on the land. So they tend to be very reactionary about
the internet stuV. They don’t realise there are two diVerent markets and what you do is . . . They do say its one
of the industries most resistant to recession. The image of the fanatical gambler spending all their money,
there’s not many like that . . .

JC: A lot of housewives are getting into it now. But not big gamblers.

LM: . . . They want to carry on playing forever . . .

(52.00)

JC: The other thing in the back of our minds is, and I won’t mention a name because we don’t have one yet,
we are looking at taking on a defence manufacturer in Europe and it occurred to us that you might fit quite
nicely into that.

LM: And probably wouldn’t interfere with anything else . . . they’re a defence company but we work for their
IT division. What I would have to say is if anything
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like that came up I would have to check whether it was OK and there was no conflict of interest.

JC: So how shall we proceed. Should we just take it that you’ll go away and check what it is?

LM: On the retail thing, I’ll just find out exactly how much work. I’m quite sure work can be done, all I’m not
sure of is exactly how we do it to ensure that we stay within the letter of what the regulations say. I want to be
sure how it’s done.

JC: We are middle people in this. We get pressure from above people who say, can’t you have a look at that
and see if you can find someone who can amend it? It would be quite useful to know easy that was.

CN: I suppose its knowing how the system works really.

LM: The easiest way to get something down is to approach the opposition spokespeople and see if they’re
interested, either Liberals or Conservatives. See if they are interested in putting something forward. By and
large they’re under a lot of pressure. The more they can get somebody else to write in with amendments, if they
agree with the basic principle of what’s being done, the happier they’ll be. It makes life easier for them.

JC: Is that something that that you would suggest that we should do or that you would be able to do?

LM: Either. But it’s probably better if it comes from you.

JC: From us?

LM: Yes. That’s the sort of thing. I can make introductions easily. But the thing about opposition is that you
are not influencing government.

JC: No exactly.

CN: That’s always something that is quite tricky for us, to go up to speak to them, someone you’ve never met.

LM: You’ve got to make first contact. If you think at the end of the day that you would be better oV with
somebody else, the retail scene then, you know, I wish you good luck. I will give you a few names of people
you can approach. If you are likely to have other things then—

JC: And there are. I can’t quite be specific about it.

LM: I have got lots of work to do. The great thing about being a consultant is, I’m eVectively semi-retired then
I come into this place, you have almost limitless time to do things. Your day is never full. The happiest time
I ever had was when I was defence minister working 14 hour days.
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JC: Its funny isn’t it. How when you’re really immersed in something, life is far more interesting.

LM: After four years of it, I was quite glad to get out.

JC: I can imagine. 14 hours a day is not easy is it. Well I think that’s covered everything.

CN: I think we will probably go over things and then be in contact.

LM: You’ve got my contact details and everything.

JC: I’ve got your email address.

LM: That’s the important thing. Hopefully the little guy up at Vodafone will work his magic. I’ll be able to
pick them up on my mobile phone after today. I’ve just been up to see him just now. I have a hotmail which
is a private account. I’ve had it for years, being relatively conservative in my behaviour, I mean everybody says
you’d be better oV with Google. I just think that, Microsoft are a horror to work with. They’re so user
unfriendly, all I did was change my phone, promptly, whatever system I was using went down and said I had
to reapply. I reapplied and nothing happened.Sooner or later you get to a point in the proceedings where the
screen refuses to go on. I tried it a dozen times so to save my blood pressure. I’m obviously doing something
wrong here. I’ll get someone else.

JC: I hate it. Whenever I go to do anything at home and think this is going to be straight forward, say load
software, and about three hours later I’m tearing my hair out.Frantically emailing the helpline

[More talk about booking tickets online and holidays]

(1hour)

LM: I’ll grab a Hansard for you on the way out so you can see what’s going on.

[1:01:00]
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JC: Are you able to arrange dinners with clients?

LM: I can have dinners with clients, it depends what you mean by that—

JC: If you are arranging—

LM: If I am having dinner with you then that’s fine. If on the other hand I’m booking a room, for an interest,
for something I am having a—I have to be very careful. It’s one of the things they are most—

JC: Really.

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 12 of 18

LM: Yeah. It’s considered to be using the House to further your own interests.

LM picks up Hansard debate for CN and JC as they leave.

On the evening of Tuesday 20 January 2009, Calvert rang Lord Moonie. A box connecting the tape recorder to
the phone switched off accidently which meant that the recorder didn’t work. This is Calvert’s recollection of
the conversation.

I rang Lord Moonie to tell him that Mr Jiang, the fictional Chinese businessman, would be delighted to employ
him and to ask whether he had had the chance to talk to his colleague *** as he suggested in the first meeting.
Moonie said he hadn’t talked to *** but he had talked to other colleagues and it seemed it would be OK to
work for us. I reminded him that we wanted him to work on the amendment to the Business Rate Supplements
Bill. He said that he would identify and contact members of both houses who might help push the amendment
through. I asked him if he knew John Healey, the local government minister in charge of the bill, and he said
he did. He agreed that he would contact Healey on our behalf. When I asked him about his fee, he said he
would think about it and come back to me.

Moonie emailed Calvert on Wednesday 21

Dear David

I promised to get back to you today re the possibility of working as a parliamentary consultant for you. I have
taken advice from colleagues as to the range of activities I can carry out for you. We must of course always
pay due heed to the rules for yoursake as much as mine.

Regarding my fees, these would depend on whether you want to engage me on a continuing basis or for this
present project alone.

In the former case I would expect a fee of £2,500 per month, in the latter rather more.

If you are content to proceed on this basis please let me know. If you want to discuss it further I’ll be happy
to do so.

Best wishes
Lewis Moonie

Newell rang Moonie on Friday 23 January 2009

Moonie: Lord Moonie

CN: Hi. It’s Claire from Michael Johnson. I understand you spoke to David this week so I was going to sort
out a contract for you. Should I email it?

LM: Yes, that’s easiest. I’m in Scotland over the weekend.

CN: I understand you’re going to speak to John Healey. Is that right?

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 13 of 18

LM: No, I don’t think so. I think we’ve got to decide exactly what were going to sit down and do.

CN: Ok we can have a meeting. I don’t know if you have had a time to consider what you would like to be
paid. I think you said between five and 10 was standard. I didn’t know what to put in the letter.

LM: I’m standing at a station at the moment. Can I get back to you?
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Telephone conversation between Michael Gillard, a Sunday Times reporter, and Lord Moonie, Friday 23
January 2009. During the conversation Moonie admits that he said it would be possible to work for the company
to assist them amending legislation. He agreed that he has offered to put the reporters in touch with people who
could amend the legislation and would write to John Healey, the minister in charge of the bill, on their behalf.

MG: What it concerns is MJA, as company that you’ve met recently I understand?

LM: Yep.

MG: What I understand is that they are interested in having an amendment made to a piece of legislation
coming before your house and the other house on supplementary business rates?

LM: That right, they are interested in that piece of legislation.

MG: What I wanted to ask was what you believe they were asking you to do?

LM: Erm, well I don’t yet know I’m afraid, we are not at that stage of discussions with them. I’ve made no
agreement with them for anything. It struck me that they didn’t know anything about legislative procedure,
which is not surprising, they have not been involved in it before.

MG: Who is the company?

LM: MJ Associates, they are a small pr company I understand they are based in central London.

MG: And who’s their client?

LM: I’ve no idea, somebody from the far east. As I say I haven’t gone to the lengths of discussing that with
them. How did you get involved in something like this?

MG: What we are looking at is Lords and what they will and will not do with regards to outside interests and
people trying to get things done on behalf of commercial clients.

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 14 of 18

LM: The rules on this are absolutely clear on what you can do and what you can’t do.

MG: You think they are absolutely clear, I . . .

LM: Well no. I think they are clear enough to know what is correct conduct and what isn’t. You don’t lobby
ministers directly on a client’s behalf; you certainly don’t speak on their behalf in either house; you don’t put
down amendments on behalf of business for which you are getting paid; you can advice them how to do that
which is legitimate, but anything else is to be done at second hand. Anyone with a modicum of sense knows
that.

MG: So you can’t put down amendments but you can get others to do it for . . .

LM: No, what I would tend to do is to put them in touch with people who would. For example you make
common cause with other people who are interested in seeing legislation amended. Or they can speak to
opposition members who may be interested in this line of inquiry, line of interest. But the areas are very clear.
What you can do directly is very limited. What you can do is advise them how to use the system properly if
hey don’t know how to.

MG: Putting down an amendment yourself for a paid client wouldn’t be something you could do?

LM: Wooshit! I don’t think I would ever consider that.

MG: But getting others to do it on your behalf or their behalf rather, is that within the rules?

LM: I don’t know I would have to ask somebody. Again, it is not something I would do without clearing up
exactly whether it is legitimate or not.

MG: Cards on the table. The people you met were undercover reporters.

LM: Aaaha.

MG: The conversations were all taped. The only thing that I have to ask you about is that it appears from the
transcript of those conversations that what you were willing to do would be to, you wouldn’t personally put
down an amendment but you would get others to do it on behalf of the client?

LM: I said to them that I would have to go and see somebody to find out exactly what could be done.

MG: Right.

LM: I’d have to talk to a colleague. That’s what I said. I think you should check your transcripts again.

MG: That you said you would talk to a colleague to see what could be done?
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LM: What was legitimate, yeah.

[MG agrees to recheck the transcript and if at odds with what he just said would call back]

LM: Is that all right?

MG: They talked about speaking to John Healey.

LM: Yes. And I made it clear to them while I could write to John on their behalf, obviously not using House
of Lords paper, while I didn’t say that I would use House of Lords paper . . . Quite frankly, I thought what they
required would be better done by an intern on their own behalf although we didn’t get round to discussing this.

OK. [MG says will check transcript and get back to him]

Second call

MG: Thanks for getting back to me. I’ve had a chance to speak to the reporters and look at the stuV and the
common ground it seems between us is that MJA told you quite clearly that they were representing a Chinese
client Mr Jiang and that his interest was to amend a piece of legislation going through the house.

LM: I recall there was a far eastern client. I don’t recall getting a name, it wouldn’t have meant anything to
me anyway.

MG: OK. And a meeting was had and conversations with representatives of MJA were had. On Wednesday
you agreed to work for MJA on that basis?

LM: I said it would be possible to work for them I thought. Yeah.

MG: And you sent an email to that eVect with a fee structure of around £2,500 a month?

LM: Yeah but don’t you think that I was a bit suspicious about there motive.

MG: Well if you did it’s not spelt out in the email.

LM: No absolutely not. I certainly made no agreement to do anything that I would consider to be outside the
rules regarding paid lobbying.

MG: When we last spoke, I was saying you had agreed that you wouldn’t put down any amendment to
legislation but you would be prepared to help the company and its client find people who would on its behalf.

LM: Yes.

MG: OK. And that obviously on a paid basis?

LM: Yes.

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 16 of 18

MG: Now your view is that is or isn’t within the rules?

LM: To assist somebody in finding a way of getting an amendment put down, yes of course it is within the rules.

MG: Right. On a paid basis?

LM: To advice people on how to do it, yes.

MG: Right. OK. Our understanding is that it isn’t. We spoke with the registrar and they said to us that it would
be a breach of the rules for a Lord on behalf of a paid client to seek to amend legislation whether or not he or
she declared it.

LM: Yes absolutely.

MG: So you help me in understanding how it is you believe that what you were agreeing to do on behalf of
this Chinese person was within the rules?

LM: I would have asked them to get in touch with the opposition, their spokespeople to see if they had
common ground with them, other people like land holdings (??) who are interested in amending legislation to
see if they had common ground with them and to find a way forward for them.

MG: In the wider point do you think that Lords who are supposed to be independent, a check and balance
on the other chamber but independent from other interest should be able to be bought or rented or hired to
eVect change in legislation in this way, for a client they’ve never met and know anything about?

LM: To advise people on how to change legislation . . .
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MG: To have a specific piece of legislation amended so that this particular individual would benefit.

LM: Any individual in the same position would benefit. Sorry I did not agree to amend legislation. I agreed
to seek to help to find a way of trying to amend the legislation.

MG: I’m not making the allegation that you personally said that you would make the amendment. I’m
saying . . .

LM: Nor that I would speak on behalf or do anything.

MG: . . . no, but behind the scenes lobbying using someone else to eVect that aim for payment. You said that
was within the rules. I said we think it isn’t having had a conversation with the registrar. But the wider point
is whether you think its right that Lords, in a more general moral sense, who should be independent when it
comes to legislation going through the chamber, should be able to be hired by people they’ve never met . . .

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 17 of 18

LM: How do you think that anybody can get any legislation amended if they don’t speak to somebody within
the . . .

MG: Maybe I’m not making my point well.

LM: You are not making your point clearly at all.

MG: Maybe my point is this. You don’t know by your own admission who MJA were.

LM: And do you not think I would have found that out before I actually signed any contract with them. I
think that would be stupid.

MG: And you don’t know by your own admission who their client was other than he was a Chinaman.

LM: Will you confirm that the transcripts says I would check with somebody what was legitimate to do and
what was not.

MG: Your email says [MG quotes par we must of course always . . . much as mine.] This was the email on
the Wednesday. But there was a conversation on Wednesday that you agreed to do the lobbying for the fee
structure agreed.

LM: There was no fee structure agreed at that stage.

MG reads email “In the former case I would expect . . .]

LM: That was after the conversation I had on Wednesday not before. I said in principle it should be possible
to work and I would write setting out what a possible fee structure was.

MG: Which you did?

LM: Which I did absolutely. It is a matter of record.

MG: So the phone call was the agreement to do the work and the email was setting out the . . .

LM: No the agreement to do the work is a signed contract. All I agreed to do was to have follow up discussions
with them which I would have done next week, after I’d carried out due diligence on the company. You will
quote me on that.

MG: If fact what I was going to ask you was whether you would prefer to do a statement or whether you want
to talk me through . . .

LM: I think you should just publish whatever you want to publish. OK. And if you make any allegations of any
of my conduct which you cannot substantiate then the obvious will take place. When I’ve finished speaking to
you I will be talking to solicitors in London. Who will be asking for a copy of the transcript of everything that
has taken place with MJA.

Sunday Times Lord Moonie page 18 of 18

MG: Is that you saying you don’t want to make a statement?

LM: At this stage, what can I make a statement on I don’t have anything . . .

MG: What we’ve just discussed

LM: . . . you are not ringing me to discuss things in general. Quite frankly, having not had the full conversation
that I wanted to, to find out exactly what was and what was not, which is why I was going to speak to them
next week, to find out exactly what it was they wanted me to do, then I’m not really in a position to make a
statement of any kind.
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MG: The two things that you have quite clearly spoken on is that one, you think that whatever you did do
with MJA was within the rules?

LM: Anything that I would do with them had to be within the rules, yep.

MG: Any discussions that went on, that were attributable to you, were done within the rules. That there was
nothing that you suggested that you would do that was outside the rules?

LM: I don’t believe so.

MG: And the second wider point . . .

LM: The other thing of course is that I would have spoken to the registrar. I’ve not done any direct
parliamentary work with anybody before so I would have had to see the registrar to find out exactly what was
legitimate and what wasn’t. We were talking about an agreement in principle that was all. Nothing else.

MG: And the second wider point is that you don’t see there is anything wrong with Lords acting in this way?

LM: I see nothing wrong with Lords advising people on how to proceed with legislation.

MG: How to amend legislation?

LM: And I’m quite prepared to say that on the record. I’m quite prepared for Lords to advise people on how
to have legislation amended as we do with commercial interests as we do with charities. People are paid for
doing that. It’s not all pro bono work. There is a very very wide range of organisations who would like to see
legislation amended . . . how would you know how to do it. The level of ignorance of people what can and
can’t be done is quite staggering and that is why they often have to . . . come to people.
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Taken before the Committee for Privileges (Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests)

TUESDAY 10 MARCH 2009

Present Cope of Berkeley, L. Manningham-Buller, B.
Dholakia, L. Moonie, L.
Irvine of Lairg, L. Prashar, B. (Chairman)

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Moonie, a Member of the House of Lords, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Lord Moonie, may I say thank you
very much indeed for coming and for your time this
morning.
Lord Moonie: Not at all.

Q2 Chairman: I would just like to begin by
explaining to you the purpose of our inquiry. As you
know, it is to investigate a complaint by Baroness
Royall based on the allegations printed by the
Sunday Times newspaper on 25 January and
supported by evidence, recordings and transcripts
which have been provided by the Sunday Times and
Hansard, and I think you have copies of all of those.
What we want to do today is to establish the facts
before coming to our conclusions based on our
interpretation of the Code of Conduct and we will be
reporting these to the Committee of Privileges and of
course you will have a right of appeal if necessary.
What I want to emphasise is the Sub-Committee’s
purpose is to establish whether there has been a
breach of the Code of Conduct and what we are not
doing is considering the behaviour of the Sunday
Times newspaper. This evidence is being taken in
private but a full transcript is being taken which you
will have the opportunity to see and correct, and it
may be referred to or published at the discretion of
the Sub-Committee and the Committee of Privileges.
Because this session is on record, I think it is
important that when we refer to the evidence we
make clear references to the pages, whether we are
referring to the Hansard one or the Sunday Times, so
it is clear which evidence is actually being referred to.
Is there anything you want to clarify before we
proceed?
Lord Moonie: I had assumed the Hansard would be,
for the purposes of argument, a more correct record
than the other.

Q3 Chairman: Yes. We are happy to work to that.
Lord Moonie: I would be happy to work to that.

Q4 Chairman: That is fine. Before we get into the
discussion, is there an opening statement you would
like to make? Anything you wish to say?

Lord Moonie: Further to my letter, no, I do not think
so. I think I have made my position clear. I do not
think I broke the Code of Conduct in any way in what
I did and I shall stand by that.
Chairman: My colleagues will ask questions and we
will start with Lord Irvine.

Q5 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Moonie, we are going
to start with the Hansard transcript.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q6 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And only when need be
depart from it into the Sunday Times transcript, but
you will remember there were two telephone
conversations with Mr Gillard of the Sunday Times
and I may be asking you to go to them. So I hope that
tells you my route of travel.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q7 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Basically we of course know
the manner in which this entrapment took place. The
two under-cover reporters told you a false story that
they had a Far East client who planned to set up a
number of retail stores and he was concerned to
obtain a legislative exemption for two years from the
power of local authorities under the Business Rates
Supplement Bill, a capped levy of two per cent
supplement on the business rate. They said, if we go
to page 5 of the Hansard transcript, that they wanted
your advice and you to act on their behalf. I can show
you, it is two-thirds of the way down, “. . . whereby
we could call upon them for advice on these issues
and that, you know, when things like this come up
that they might be able to act on our behalf for them.
Now, I don’t know whether it’s the sort of work you
do or not.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q8 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So that was their invitation
to you, correct?
Lord Moonie: That is correct, yes.
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Q9 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if you go to page 6 in
the transcript, about half way down, you said to them
that there would be plenty of people in the Lords “. . .
who would take a strong interest in . . .” such a Bill.
Lord Moonie: Yes. I think I meant in both Houses. I
did say “in both Houses”.

Q10 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Correct. You said on page
7, if we go there, about a third of the way in, you said
that what you basically do in consultancy is “. . . tell
people who to talk to . . .”, correct?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q11 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is of course
absolutely unobjectionable. You can give
information as to which members of the House might
be sympathetic to the interests of the client or who are
the appropriate ministers to approach.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q12 Lord Irvine of Lairg: There is nothing wrong
with that at all. Then you said, a little further in at
page 7, that maybe you could not actually put down
amendments and that you had to look up the rules.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q13 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In fact, under the Code
you cannot table support or make amendments
under a parliamentary consultancy but you would
have checked up on that by looking up the rules.
Correct?
Lord Moonie: Correct.

Q14 Lord Irvine of Lairg: A nod does not go down
on the transcript.
Lord Moonie: Sorry.

Q15 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But you would have
checked up on that by looking up the rules or perhaps
asking the Registrar, who is on my right here, Mr
Brendan Keith, or perhaps even, is this correct,
colleagues better versed in the Code than you?
Lord Moonie: Yes, correct.

Q16 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go forward to page 9
of the transcript, you talked about the work you do
in the health area?
Lord Moonie: I did.

Q17 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And how you might put
the company you worked for in touch with an oYcial
called Nigel Lightfoot?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q18 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And again, on the same
page, what you described, how you proceeded,
advising people whom to approach?

Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q19 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You said that that is what
they would be paying for?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q20 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Information, advice, as to
whom to approach?
Lord Moonie: Correct.

Q21 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You then went on, in the
passage immediately below, to say, that what you
can’t do is give people introductions to Ministers.
Lord Moonie: Correct.

Q22 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It depends quite what you
meant by that, because you may have been too self-
denying. You are of course permitted to tell the
people consulting you who are the appropriate
Ministers for them to approach. Do you agree?
Lord Moonie: That is right, yes.

Q23 Lord Irvine of Lairg: For the purposes of
furthering the interests of the client. And you are
permitted to tell them under the Code how such
approaches might be made.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q24 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But I assume that what
you meant here was that you could not speak to the
Minister on their behalf in advance of their
approaching the Minister?
Lord Moonie: I did not think that was the case, no.

Q25 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Would you explain it in
your own words?
Lord Moonie: Since then I have wondered whether for
the purposes—there is a constitutional issue here—
whether the executive is treated in the same way as the
House. There is a distinction between them and
whether the Code of Conduct refers to behaviour in
the House or behaviour with the executive. Frankly,
I was not certain of that at the time I was speaking
there, and nor am I certain of it yet.

Q26 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Quite.
Lord Moonie: There is of course a distinction between
the two, which is not spelt out in the Code. Frankly
that is why I felt I needed to take advice, initially from
senior colleagues and then I would have approached
the Registrar before going on with anything else. I
would also of course have expected a draft contract
from these people to look at before I did anything
for them.
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Q27 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is a little bit further
ahead. Looking back at the transcript, you see what
you say is that what you cannot do is give them
introductions to Ministers.
Lord Moonie: Correct.

Q28 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What exactly did you
mean by that?
Lord Moonie: I meant I did not think that I personally
could write to Ministers on their behalf.

Q29 Lord Irvine of Lairg: No.
Lord Moonie: Because of this doubt in my mind as to
the distinction between the House, Parliament, and
the executive. I was absolutely uncertain in my own
mind whether that was in fact reasonable advice I was
giving them or not, or whether in fact I could and
therefore I would have to check up.

Q30 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But did you think you
could tell them who the relevant Minister was?
Lord Moonie: Yes, I did. Or who the special adviser
was or whoever might be appropriate.

Q31 Lord Irvine of Lairg: For them to approach?
Lord Moonie: For them to approach, yes.

Q32 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Because you went on and
made that rather clear further in on page 9, “You
know, finding out who in the Minister’s oYce is
dealing with it and making sure they know who to
write to or speak to is legit.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q33 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You have to draw that fine
line between what you can do and what you cannot
do?
Lord Moonie: That is right.

Q34 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Correct. So you continued
and I would like help with this. “Man: So you don’t
facilitate those things. LM: Not directly, no. Man:
You point them in the direction.” Then you said,
“You shouldn’t do that.” Maybe you were being too
self-denying there because you can point them in the
right direction without speaking in advance on their
behalf to the Minister or somebody in the Minister’s
department.
Lord Moonie: I was still referring to my previous,
“You don’t facilitate those things. Not directly, no”;
my continuation. I do not suppose I need to point out
because you will listen to the transcript but this was
a highly informal setting we were in, and therefore I
suspect my use of language was not quite as precise as
I might on a better day or in a more serious context
have assumed. In this sort of initial contact I try to
make the situation as unthreatening both to me and
to the person I might be working for as possible, and

therefore that informality comes through I think a
great deal in my use of language and the cross-
reference I made in passing. But the “You should not
do that” in fact was a continuation of what I had said
rather than “You point them in the direction”. I had
not registered that.

Q35 Lord Irvine of Lairg: My point to you was not a
point of criticism at all but you may have been too
self-denying in the sense you are perfectly free to
point them in the direction of people to whom they
could speak?
Lord Moonie: I was trying to make it quite clear to
them, although they had not directly said, “Would
you do this, would you do that”, I was trying to make
it clear to them that there were things you should not
do and that they must err on the side of caution.

Q36 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That appears later. What
you were trying to do also is to lay down, in
accordance with such knowledge which you have, or
experiences you had, ground rules which would have
to be followed?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q37 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What I am a bit puzzled by
is the passage in the Hansard transcript on page 10. I
am just going to read it to you, I am not going to
suggest anything, because I am genuinely puzzled
and would like your help. The under-cover reporter
says, “So in our example, what you’d be looking to
do would be to identify maybe other people.” Then
Lord Moonie, “Other people who could do it.
Exactly. And the other thing is, and this is what a lot
of us do now, one person acts as agent and the one
who is not will actually put down the Question and
then they can speak on it. As long as you declare your
interests you can speak on a matter in general terms,
without saying, ‘I have this excellent bunch from the
Far East and much as they would like to do it, the
thought of this extra two per cent is really breaking
their hearts’. You can’t say that, but you can speak in
general terms and you can advance the arguments.”
Then the man goes on, and I will read all this to you
because you are going to tell us what it means, “So,
sorry, I don’t quite understand. What you mean is
that you can find somebody else who would speak on
it for you. LM: If you needed that, yes. On broad
issues like this, you’re not going to have any shortage
of people to speak. What you need to do is find out
who spoke at Second Reading and see what they say.
If they show any expertise or any particular insights
or particular interest then these are obviously your
primary contacts for any further lobbying on behalf
of the . . . .” And then it tails oV. Could you tell me
what all this is about? What were you saying could
be done?
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Lord Moonie: Basically what I was trying to say,
which I did not say very clearly I have to admit
looking at the transcript again, was in continuation
of the type of work I would do. I would find out who
had spoken, who had insight, who had obviously
showed expertise in this area and who they could
approach. I did not make that clear in the first
statement. I did say, “. . . these are obviously your
primary contacts for any future lobbying . . .” and in
the “your” there I did mean them and not me.

Q38 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you have a paid
parliamentary consultancy, you cannot table,
support or move amendments or lobby other
members of the House.
Lord Moonie: No, that is right.

Q39 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So what exactly is it that
you had in mind in this passage I have read to you
that you would be able to do?
Lord Moonie: What I had in mind was that I would be
able to advise them, having looked at those who
would participate in the debate, who would be the
most appropriate people for them to contact in order
to get their amendments put down.

Q40 Chairman: Could I just press you on the first
paragraph, “Other people who could do it. Exactly.
And the other thing is, and this is what a lot of us do
now, one person acts as agent and the one who is not
will actually put down the Question . . . .”?
Lord Moonie: (After a pause) I think I was trying to
describe what generally happened, that there were
people who were acting as agent and people who were
not, and it was the people who were not who would
be the ones who would actually have to put down the
amendments on their behalf.

Q41 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Who is the agent? Are you
the agent?
Lord Moonie: In this sort of situation, I would be the
agent and I would be identifying the people who they
would be able to contact, so I would be the agent of
the company.

Q42 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You would be the
employee of the company and would be informing
them, the company, whom they could approach?
Lord Moonie: Yes, that is certainly what I meant to
say. The other thing is, I have served on—I would not
say “countless Bills” because that is obviously
nonsense—many, many Bills, both in Opposition and
in Government, and one is well used to the volume,
particularly on a controversial Bill, of amendments
which are suggested and the number of people who
approach us and the number of people who put down
amendments. So it is quite commonplace for a great
deal of outside interest in a Bill to be present, and for

a great deal of people to be trying to get amendments
put down. I would generally expect, certainly when in
Opposition, to be approached either by an outside
agent or possibly by colleagues who had a particular
interest in it, but you would expect that. You would
find there is a huge amount of interest in certain Bills.
What is important is to separate your own behaviour
from the behaviour of anyone else without paying
any attention to it.

Q43 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think what you are trying
to say to us is that you, if you became a paid
consultant of this supposed outfit, would have given
them information as to whom to approach and not
done the approaching yourself?
Lord Moonie: That is not what I intended no. Sorry,
that is what I intended. I would not have attempted
to approach them myself, no.

Q44 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go to page 11 about
a third of the way in, you say, “I’m not trying to talk
myself out of a job, but I think it’s best to be
completely upfront with people and be honest with
the people you’re trying to deal with. I believe there
are still people in here who will cut corners, but it’s
daft, frankly. One, it’ll ruin their reputation, so they
shouldn’t be doing it. Two, as far as the company’s
concerned, if you’re found out to have done anything
like that, you’re dead. Nobody will work with you.”
I think what you were saying there is to insist that you
have to work within the rules.
Lord Moonie: That is correct.

Q45 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if we go to about
two-thirds in, the male under-cover reporter says,
“Yes, I can see that. In eVect, they are the people who
you could then represent to and they are the people
that, yeah.” You reply, “You get somebody to put
down the amendments and other[s] will speak to it
and provide briefing notes, all the standard . . .” The
“you” you are referring to is the company seeking to
employ you?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q46 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I.e., not you, Lord
Moonie.
Lord Moonie: Not me, no. Them.

Q47 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You insisted towards the
bottom of the page, that you have never personally
done any such thing, “But it’s something that you can
easily find out just to make sure. From your point of
view I wouldn’t want you to do anything that . . .”
and then after an interruption, “. . . involved doing
something even slightly improper.” So you were
saying, “Well, then, you have to stay within the
rules”?
Lord Moonie: Yes.
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Q48 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if we go to page 12,
you say towards the top of the page, that you have to
speak to colleagues to find out what is legitimate and
what is not.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q49 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You say if we go over to
page 13, the same in relation to ***, Lord ***.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q50 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You describe him as a bit
of an authority on what is legitimate and what is not.
Correct?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q51 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What about the poor old
Registrar? Had you lost sight of him here?
Lord Moonie: I was talking about what I would do in
the first instance. No, I had not lost sight of the
Registrar but I assumed the Registrar was a busy
man and I meet colleagues all the time and can find
out informally and formally what is happening. Had
that not been made clear I would have been able to
supplement that by speaking to the Registrar, whom
I have spoken to on several occasions and who has
been most helpful. In fact I spoke to Jack
Cunningham, whose advice to me amongst other
things was to contact the Registrar and not *** who
was not there at the time. I did not get a chance to do
that because the whole thing blew up shortly
thereafter.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Okay. Could we go to page 13?

Q52 Chairman: Can I go back to page 12, if I may?
If you look down, you say, “Well, the rules are pretty
unclear. It’s one of these unfortunate things that I
suspect the rules are being made as they go along
. . .”, could you explain what you meant by that
please?
Lord Moonie: I think that is the non-legal person’s
view of the way in which laws are amended through
usage and practice. For example, the Code itself,
when you actually look at it is not very specific, it
does not give a huge list of dos and don’ts, it speaks
in general terms. The dos and don’ts are then outlined
by speaking to the Registrar. That really is what I
meant by that. The truth is, I spoke to colleagues who
know what is going on. They are not tablets of stone,
they are slightly fluid in the sense we do develop as
events happen which we had not taken into account
before. That is really all I meant by that. It was a bit
of a throw-away line really. It was not intended to
have any huge significance.

Q53 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But it is also true to say
that all written codes require interpretation and that
can be quite diYcult?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q54 Lord Dholakia: Lord Moonie, you said earlier
on when Lord Irvine was asking you about how you
were not very clear about the Code in relation to
whether it applied to the House or the executive,
would that not have been a valid time to consider
speaking to the Registrar to clarify that particular
position?
Lord Moonie: I think I was intending at some stage to
speak to the Registrar if I was in any doubt. I do not
voice that because it was not the kind of forum in
which you would do that. The need to say it did not
arise, so I did not say it.
Lord Dholakia: Thank you.

Q55 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But the only point of
distinction between members and a Minister, if you
like, the executive, is whether it would be permissible
to approach a Minister on behalf of a paying client,
or whether it would be permissible to approach a
member on behalf of a paying client. Maybe on
reflection you can see there is no diVerence?
Lord Moonie: No, in that sense there is not, but in that
case what happens when you are dealing with an
executive agency?

Q56 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Well, an executive
agency—we must not get into a debate about this—
presumably does not have any opportunity to
determine the course of legislation. However, that
may be wrong so maybe we must wait for the
evolution—
Lord Moonie: That only serves to illustrate the
position that there are grey areas where you wonder
whether the Code operates or not.

Q57 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes, anyway, on page 13
you mention a modest figure of £5,000 to £10,000 for
a fairly simple consultancy?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q58 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Basically an information-
giving advisory consultancy?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q59 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if you jump forward
in the transcript to page 17, you emphasise, two-
thirds of the way down the page of the Hansard
transcript, and this is you speaking, “On the retail
thing, I’ll want to just find out exactly how much
work. I’m quite sure work can be done. What I’m not
certain of is exactly how we do it to ensure that we
stay within the letter of what’s there, the regulations.
From your point of view, you want to be sure that
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that’s done.” So you were making the point there,
which you have made already, that you have to keep
within the rules?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q60 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go to the top of page
18, you were making the point, were you not, that the
easiest way for them to get something done was for
them to approach spokespeople to see if they were
interested, that is to say the spokespeople, in putting
an amendment forward. That is right?
Lord Moonie: Yes. I was trying to read the text at the
same time.

Q61 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Do read it, do take your
time. We are not in any hurry, take your time to
read it.
Lord Moonie: This is the top paragraph?

Q62 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes.
Lord Moonie: Yes. I know I was always grateful as an
opposition spokesman to have suggested
amendments to speak to.

Q63 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Absolutely, because they
would be fed up to you and you either agreed to do it
or not and you might have a jolly good brief put
forward.
Lord Moonie: It is helpful when you are sitting on a
Monday night, scratching your head, wondering
what you are going to be debating on Thursday. Yes.

Q64 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is quite
unexceptional but then we come to the question
where the Sunday Times try to get you to go further,
and this was the important question. The male under-
cover reporter says, “Is that something that you
would suggest that we should do, or that you would
be able to do?” You said, “Either, but it’s probably
better if it comes from you.” The man, “From us?”
Lord Moonie, “Yes.” Then the man, “Oh”, and then
I think Hansard has added the comment
“disappointed”. So when you say “Either, but it’s
probably better if it comes from you”, your instinct is
right that it should come from them because the peer
with a parliamentary consultancy should not himself
lobby other members of the House on behalf of the
lobbying company. Your instinct was right but
perhaps the “either” was wrong?
Lord Moonie: The language was not good there, no. It
reflected the fact I had not looked at the code for
some time and therefore, quite frankly, I did not
know what exactly the code said. I knew about it in
the most general way but it was something I was
obviously going to have to check up. So the “either”
I think reflected my uncertainty as to what exactly it
said. That is why I stressed all along I would have to

check back, I would have to look to ensure we
behaved within the rules.

Q65 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I ask a
general question? At this stage in the conversation
which, Lord Moonie, you have described as a pretty
informal conversation, you have got to the stage of
mentioning what your fee might be and that you
needed to think about what it might be possible to do
within the regulations. How at this stage, from what
you can recollect, were you thinking about whether
this was going to lead to something or not? In other
words, as far as you can recollect, what was your
attitude to the way the conversation was going?
Lord Moonie: In all honesty?

Q66 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Yes.
Lord Moonie: I was not terribly interested but I felt it
would be impolite to just stop them. They had been
perfectly reasonable to me and, as I say, we were
sitting in an informal situation. They had mentioned
the fact they had other clients and if I had a chance to
work in areas I was more interested in, which were
more attractive to me, so I did not want to shut the
door altogether.

Q67 Baroness Manningham-Buller: So it was the
subject matter which did not interest you?
Lord Moonie: The subject matter did not interest me.

Q68 Chairman: Could I ask another question
because you then did send an email—
Lord Moonie: I did.

Q69 Chairman: In which you said, there is a “range
of activities I can carry out for you”.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q70 Chairman: What did you have in mind, because
that was followed by the email?
Lord Moonie: I had in mind much of the things we
have discussed, that I could advise them how to make
contact with Parliament, I could advise them on what
likely legislation was coming and the eVect it would
have on their clients. The kind of things one does in
consultancy.

Q71 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In an advisory capacity?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q72 Chairman: You said earlier you were not
interested but you sent the email?
Lord Moonie: I was not interested in this particular
client, not particularly, no. In fact, having discussed
a fee of £5,000 to £10,000, I thought by suggesting a
fee that was substantially higher it might well put
them oV without actually saying no.
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Q73 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If they thought they were
getting you at a fee of £5,000 to £10,000, they might
be more likely to say yes.
Lord Moonie: They might have done, yes, but by this
time I was not really bothered. The retail sector is
something which has never interested me in
Parliament. If they were serious and they did have
other clients which they might wish to talk about,
that was a diVerent matter.

Q74 Lord Irvine of Lairg: At any rate, reverting to
the transcript at page 18, half way down, you say,
“You’ve got to make the first contact. If you think at
the end of the day that you’d be better oV with
somebody else on the retail scene then, you know, I’ll
wish you good luck.” That may be in part an answer
to Lady Manningham-Buller, that you were
demonstrating in that answer you were not really
very keen.
Lord Moonie: Yes, I was.

Q75 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But you make it absolutely
plain there that you have to make the first contact,
meaning them, not you, Lord Moonie?
Lord Moonie: Yes.
Chairman: Could I ask another question on that
page? There is a statement on page 18 where you say,
“But that’s the sort of thing on which we can make
introductions easily. Particularly the Opposition,
you’re not influencing Government.” What did you
mean by that?

Q76 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Half way down.
Lord Moonie: It is much easier for lobbyists or people
who are trying to get legislation changed, to
approach the Opposition in order to get the
amendments put down. Government and
Government supporters, by and large, will not put
your amendments down for you nor speak to them.
Opposition members tend to do that because they are
looking for areas on which to attack the Bill.

Q77 Baroness Manningham-Buller: From your
knowledge of the Code, would it be acceptable for
you to approach Opposition members where it would
not be the Government?
Lord Moonie: That was one of the things I would have
checked up on. I did not think I would be able to do
that but that was not my intention or what I was
saying there. What I was saying was, it was actually
easier if you are trying to get amendments put down,
you must do it through the Opposition and not the
Government.

Q78 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We appreciate we are
picking over this with a fine toothcomb now and it
may be that when you use the words which our
Chairman referred you to, “But that’s the sort of

thing on which we can make introductions easily”,
you may not be using the word “introductions”
literally, you may be saying no more than that you
can tell them whom they should approach.
Lord Moonie: In all honesty?

Q79 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes.
Lord Moonie: It is impossible for me to say at this
juncture if that was the case. That is what I think was
the case but I would be being dishonest with you if I
said that.

Q80 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It was not necessarily in
your mind at the time?
Lord Moonie: I think in my mind at the time was that
they would find it much easier to get their amendment
put down if they were dealing with Opposition
spokesmen.

Q81 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But then you do say later,
“You’ve got to make the first contact.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q82 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you say that you can
give a few names of people they, the lobby company,
can approach?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q83 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can we leave the transcript
there and can we go to the two telephone
conversations with Gillard of the Sunday Times of
which you have the Hansard transcripts?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q84 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Put shortly, Gillard was
trying to get you to agree that what you had indicated
you could do was in breach of the rules. That was his
purpose in the conversation. If you go to [Hansard
CD2] page 20 of 29, you will see that he put it to you,
“You can’t put down amendments, but you can get
others to do it for you.” That is what he wanted you
to agree to. But you said, “No, what I would tend to
do is to put them in touch with people who would. I
mean, for example, you . . .” meaning them, “.. make
common cause with other people who are interested
in seeing legislation amended, or they can speak to
Opposition members who may be interested in this
line of inquiry or line of interest.” You went on and
said, “What I would tend to do is to put them in touch
with people who would.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q85 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That of course is
completely unobjectionable.
Lord Moonie: Yes, that is right.
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Q86 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then what Gillard did was
he returned to his theme on page 21 of 29, and he said
at the top of the page, “Putting down an amendment
yourself for a pay client . . .”—that should probably
be a “paying client”—“. . . wouldn’t be something
you could do.” Then you replied firmly in the
vernacular, “Och, shit, no, I don’t think I would ever
consider that.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q87 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could you amplify that,
not necessarily in the vernacular?
Lord Moonie: I was basically agreeing with him, yes,
putting down an amendment yourself would not be
something you would do, yes. I would never
consider that.

Q88 Chairman: Could I ask something before that?
If you look at page 20, towards the bottom half, you
said, “You don’t lobby Ministers directly on clients’
behalf. You certainly don’t speak on their behalf in
either House.” Further down you say, “everything
has to be done at second hand.” What does that
mean?
Lord Moonie: It means I can advise them whom to
speak to and who is likely to help, but I cannot do
that first hand.

Q89 Baroness Manningham-Buller: What did you
mean in the next bit by saying you would put them in
touch with people?
Lord Moonie: I would tell them whom to write to.

Q90 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Gillard, we note oV the
transcript, persisted at page 21, and pressed you that
you would get others to put down an amendment on
behalf of the client.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q91 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you maintained,
about a third of the way in, “I don’t know. I would
have to ask somebody. Again, it’s not something I
would do without clearing up exactly whether it’s
legitimate or not.” So you were saying before you did
anything you would have to seek advice?
Lord Moonie: Yes.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Chairman, I am going to move
on to the next transcript, if I may.
Chairman: Yes, of course.

Q92 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I just ask
before you do that? Still on page 21, there is a
conversation about John Healey, Lord Moonie.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q93 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Where you say,
according to this transcript, “And I made it clear to
them that while I could write to John on their behalf,

obviously not using House . . . of Lords paper.”
Could you just tell us what your thinking was about
this because it is not clear to me what you are trying
to say here?
Lord Moonie: It is really not clear to me what I was
trying to say either. I have to explain that this
conversation was taking place on one of the nastiest
days of weather ever. I was standing outside a
restaurant in Glasgow without a coat on, in the sleet,
trying to make sense of what he was saying as the
Argyll Street traYc went past. Quite frankly, I could
not recall exactly at that stage what had gone on.
Somebody had mentioned at some stage John Healey
to me. It was a vague notion in my mind that anybody
can write to a Minister; you cannot use your position
in the House to write to them, and if you are going to
write to them on any issue it has to be made clear you
are writing as a private individual and not a member
of the House. I thought that might be something
which could possibly be done.

Q94 Baroness Manningham-Buller: But you would
be writing actually as a paid individual who was a
member of the House?
Lord Moonie: I suspect I would be, yes. I think that is
why I wanted it cleared up. I certainly wanted to clear
that up. That was one of the areas I wanted cleared
up very definitely. Other than the woman who called
herself Claire Taylor who spoke to me earlier that
Friday morning, obviously trying to get me to say I
agreed to speak to John Healey, I had no—
Lord Irvine of Lairg: I cannot find, and I am not sure
if others can, any reference in the main transcript,
that is to say the Hansard transcript or indeed the
Sunday Times transcript, of any reference to your
having said you would contact John Healey.
Chairman: Yes.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can you find it?

Q95 Chairman: Yes, indeed. That is the missing
phone call.
Lord Moonie: There is a phone call that was
purported to have been made to me on the night
before I sent my email, although in fact I think it was
actually on the Wednesday morning, in which I spoke
to John.

Q96 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am talking about the
main transcript.
Lord Moonie: There is nothing in the main transcript.
I submit in passing there is nothing in the phone call
either, as I recall.

Q97 Baroness Manningham-Buller: You recollect, it
would appear from this transcript, that you had
oVered to write to John Healey on their behalf
apparently.
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Lord Moonie: That is not really what I recollect at all.
I was trying to explain the circumstances in which I
was making this phone call. It was a stressful
situation. One does not like the fact (inaudible) which
I did not, I would not have spoken to the chap at all.
That is the first rule of anybody with any contact, as
you probably know as well as I do, you just do not
speak to them. However, having spoken to him and
having been led down the path, I was not thinking
clearly at the time. For all I knew, I might have said
that to him but I could not recall it.

Q98 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I find this, if I may say so,
a very puzzling area, but we will come to it later when
we come to the transcript of the records by the
Sunday Times and what they recall you saying to
them, when there was an actual transcript note of the
conversations, so we will come to it later if we may. I
agree with Lady Manningham-Buller, this is a
puzzling section.
Lord Moonie: What I was doing here was thinking out
loud. If I had suggested that, clearly I could not do it
as a member of the House, but if I was an employee
of the company, say, it might be possible I could write
to them in that circumstance. Again, I was just
thinking out loud, something one should not do with
journalists, as I would be the first to admit, and
supposedly as an expert on dealing with journalists I
failed on this occasion.

Q99 Baroness Manningham-Buller: But either way
you are a member of the House.
Lord Moonie: You cannot get away from that in
anything you do in life, of course not. The question
is whether you are breaching the privilege of being a
member or not, and that is a diVerent distinction.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let us go to the transcript of the
second conversation and it really begins at [Hansard
CD2] page 24 of 29. Speaking for myself, I really get
nothing new out of it. You maintain there, at the foot
of the page on 24, that all you had indicated you
would do was to identify peers, probably Opposition
spokespeople, who might agree to put an
amendment down.

Q100 Chairman: But at the top of page 25, the
second conversation, you say, “What, to assist
somebody in finding a way of getting an amendment
put down? Yes, of course it’s within the rules.”
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q101 Chairman: What did you mean by that?
Lord Moonie: Exactly what we have talked about
during the first informal conversation, that as an
adviser you can explain to people who they ought to
contact, how they ought to contact them, you can
even draft letters for them, if they say they do not
know how to do that. You advise them on how to

make their contacts. That is what I mean by assisting
them, finding a way of putting the amendment. You
find out for them the names of the people and then
you get them to contact them. In the first
conversation I say it is really something you would
expect an intern to do rather than a consultant. I say
therefore, “I would have asked them to get in touch
with the Opposition, their spokespeople to see if they
had common ground with them, with other people
like Land Holdings, who are interested in amending
legislation, to see if they have common ground with
them, and to find a way forward for them.”

Q102 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Going back to the
passage the Chairman drew your attention to, the top
of page 25, the man says, “Yep. Now, your view is
that that is or is not within the rules?” You reply,
“What, to assist somebody in finding a way of getting
an amendment put down? Yes, of course it’s within
the rules. Man: Right. On a paid basis. LM: To advise
people on how to do it. Yes.” So are you coming
again to the distinction between your lobbying
yourself and your telling them whom they can lobby?
Lord Moonie: Yes. That is right.

Q103 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go further down to
the passage you have just referred to, “I would have
asked them to get in touch with the Opposition, their
spokespeople to see if they had common ground with
them, with other people like Land Holdings, who are
interested in amending legislation . . .”. So you would
point them to point to people who might be
sympathetic with whom they could make common
cause on behalf of their client. Is that right?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q104 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am minded to pass over,
Chairman, to page 28 of 29, where you say that you
would not have done anything yourself without
speaking to the Registrar and finding out exactly
what was and what was not permissible.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q105 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Was that your position
throughout or had it become your position by the
time you were speaking to Gillard?
Lord Moonie: I had spoken to Jack Cunningham, as I
said, and I realised if I wanted to take it any further I
would, one, have to check the contract and, two, have
to check with the Registrar. So, yes, by that time I
realised I would have to speak to the Registrar if I
wanted to do anything further.

Q106 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes. Could we go to page
12 of the Sunday Times transcript? The only reason I
am doing that—because we agree with you that it is
preferable to use the Hansard transcript—is because
there there is recorded what is not a transcript of a
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conversation, because no recording was made, but
what it is is Calvert’s recollection of this particular
conversation. Are you with me?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q107 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am going to read it to
you, if you will forgive me. “I rang Lord Moonie to
tell him that Mr Jiang, the fictional Chinese
businessman, would be delighted to employ him and
to ask whether he had had the chance to talk to his
colleague *** as he suggested in the first meeting.
Moonie said he hadn’t talked to *** but he had
talked to other colleagues and it seemed it would be
ok to work for us. I reminded him that we wanted him
to work on the amendment to the Business Rate
Supplement Bill. He said that he would identify and
contact members of both houses who might help
push the amendment through. I asked him if he knew
John Healey, the local government minister in charge
of the bill, and he said he did. He agreed that he
would contact Healey on our behalf. When I asked
him about his fee, he said he would think about it and
come back to me.” Pausing there, that of course is
Calvert’s alleged recollection, it is not a transcript of
a tape recording. I can understand, Lord Moonie,
consistent with everything you have said in the
Hansard transcript, which is the main conversation,
that you would identify for them to approach
members of both Houses who might be willing to
support the amendment in which they were
interested. Did you or did you not agree that you
would yourself contact such members on their
behalf?
Lord Moonie: I did not.

Q108 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Or agree to contact John
Healey on their behalf?
Lord Moonie: I certainly did not.

Q109 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In your letter to the
Registrar of 8 February, and I am looking at it now.
Do you have it?
Lord Moonie: I recall it. I should have it somewhere
here. Yes, I have it.

Q110 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You say, your
recollection of the conversation with Calvert was that
it was not on the 20th as he says but on the morning
of 21st, before you emailed him.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q111 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In that email I think you
said that you must of course pay due heed to the
rules?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q112 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “For your sake as much
as mine”.

Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q113 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Your recollection of the
occasion of the call from Calvert is because you were
“. . . standing in a shop in Knightsbridge at the time”
and you say you made a perfunctory response to his
enquiries.
Lord Moonie: Yes, I did.

Q114 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But you are quite clear
that you did not say that you would write to Mr
Healey on their behalf.
Lord Moonie: I did not.

Q115 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you have no doubt
about that?
Lord Moonie: Absolutely none.

Q116 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When you said that you
would approach colleagues, was that solely in order
to get their views on what was permissible under the
rules?
Lord Moonie: That is right.

Q117 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Not to lobby them to
move amendments?
Lord Moonie: No.

Q118 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go back to the
Sunday Times transcript, page 12, the lady under-
cover journalist apparently rings you, and I am
looking at page 12 of the Sunday Times transcript,
where she tried to firm up you had agreed to speak to
John Healey.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q119 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You replied, if we go to
the top of page 13, “No, I don’t think so.”
Lord Moonie: That is correct.
Chairman: Any further questions?

Q120 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I wanted to come back
to a remark you made quite early on about the
distinction in behaviour in approaching the executive
as opposed to within Parliament. It hinges, it seems
to me, on the words in the Code which say that
members of the House must never accept any
financial inducement as an incentive or reward for
exercising parliamentary influence. I take that to
mean, and I think my colleagues are the same, that
the words “parliamentary influence” mean any
influence arising from the fact you are a member of a
House of Parliament, which would include you
approaching a civil servant or a ministerial oYce, as
it were. They would obviously treat you diVerently
because you are a member of a House of Parliament
than they would if you were a member of the public?
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Lord Moonie: That is a perfectly reasonable
interpretation of the Code. I do not know whether it
is absolutely correct or not. I was talking about
musings which had been going on in my own mind
since this whole thing happened, whether there was a
distinction between the two, and not what is exactly
Parliament and what is the executive. Is there a
distinction between the two. That was all. I think
there may be.

Q121 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think Lord Cope has
put the interpretation of the Code which currently
appeals to this Sub-Committee, and you were good
enough to say it is a perfectly reasonable
interpretation of the Code in your view, but, even if
there was a diVerent view of the Code, you never did
anything pursuant to such a diVerent view by way of
approaching a Minister, did you?
Lord Moonie: No.

Q122 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I should make clear
what concerns me at this point. We are asked not only
to look at the individual cases of yourself and others
but also to make any general recommendations
which arise out of that as to how the Code might be
re-interpreted or modified or changed, and that is
why I was wishing to probe a bit the distinction.
Lord Moonie: I see what you mean. I think there is a
genuine point of argument here as to what—since we
are talking about largely an unwritten constitution in
this country—constitutes Parliament and what
constitutes the executive, where the two overlap and
are the two seamless or are they not. That is purely
speculative in my own mind, Lord Cope, as to
whether that is something we ought to be looking at
or be defining much more clearly than is defined
just now.

Q123 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Why is Lord Cope not
absolutely right in what he put to you, that to exercise
parliamentary influence means to exercise influence
by whatever means arising out of your status as a
Member of the House?
Lord Moonie: As I say, his interpretation, particularly
as it is the one the Committee takes, clearly the one
which holds just now, and I am not going to fly in the
face of that, I was making a speculative comment. I
am looking at the institutions and what constitutes
behaviour within the institution and behaviour
outside it, it is behaviour to the executive, behaviour
within the institution and behaviour outside. A peer
after all may do anything he likes outside the House,
that is not a matter for the House at all. Well, it
may be.

Q124 Lord Cope of Berkeley: But you would not
think that we were wrong to say that behaviour
anywhere which arises or is aVected by the

individual’s membership of one of the Houses of
Parliament could come under the term “using
parliamentary influence”? I do not think
parliamentary influence myself is limited to what
happens in this building. I think a lot of
parliamentary influence can be exerted outside. I
think it is a very wide phrase, “parliamentary
influence”, actually, I take it to mean influence arising
from membership of a House of Parliament and that
is not confined geographically or in any other way.
Do you think we would be wrong to interpret it in
that way? I do not think, as I have hinted, it aVects
our judgment of anything you said to the Sunday
Times or whatever.
Lord Moonie: No.

Q125 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I am just concerned.
Lord Moonie: I should not have introduced this. I was
being speculative and I do take an interest in the
constitution, although it has not been noted in
anything I think I have ever said in either House on
the subject. Are you saying your interpretation of the
rules mean that if I write signing myself Lord Moonie
to an executive agency, to local government, to the
Scottish Parliament, to the Welsh Assembly, to
anywhere, that would count as part of it? I cannot see
that this is the case. Therefore, I think further
refinement, if you like, of what I accept is the
position, as you put it, which is correct I think within
the context, may be necessary.
Lord Cope of Berkeley: We need to reflect on that.
Chairman: I think Lord Dholakia wants to come in.
Lord Dholakia: If Lord Irvine wants to ask a
supplementary to this, mine is a slightly diVerent
matter.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: No, no, I am content.

Q126 Lord Dholakia: Lord Moonie, can I take you
to the question which was earlier put by Baroness
Prashar in relation to your email.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q127 Lord Dholakia: Of 21 January. You were
interviewed by the Sunday Times on 13 January.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q128 Lord Dholakia: You then, after all the
discussion that has taken place so far, wrote to them
on 21 January and said, quite rightly, “We must of
course always pay due heed to the rules for your sake
as much as mine”. That is the first thing.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q129 Lord Dholakia: You then went on to talk
about the fees and “. . . I would expect a fee of £2,500
per month, in the latter rather more.” That is the
email that you sent.
Lord Moonie: Yes.
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Q130 Lord Dholakia: There had been seven or eight
days in between the interview and the email that you
sent. You repeatedly said that you did not consult,
you did not look at the Code itself. Did it occur to
you to consult the Registrar about what had
happened in relation to the discussions so far because
you go on to say in your annex that you sent to your
chronology of events that “. . . On Friday 23rd I
received a call on my mobile from ‘Taylor’ who
rattled on rather about sending me a contract and
asked me outright if I would write to John Healey for
them, and mentioned a possible fee of £500-£1,000
per month. My suspicions of her motive in speaking
to me were confirmed . . .” I am trying to find out if
your suspicions were confirmed, first of all what were
your suspicions and at that stage did you inform the
authority about what was going on?
Lord Moonie: No, I did not. I am trying to think. I
know I was abroad for part of the time on business
and I had a fairly full weekend between the two
events. I cannot now remember which day I spoke to
Jack Cunningham, but I did not really give it much
thought until they got back to me on the Wednesday.
I do remember it clearly as being the Wednesday
morning. It is one of these funny things in your mind,
nobody ever telephones you when you are sitting on
your own in a room but if you are standing talking to
an assistant in a busy shop in Knightsbridge then of
course they do and I had to break oV my conversation
with the girl. I say suspicions, there was nothing I
could put my finger on at that time because I had not
done any of the due diligence one would expect. You
may think that rather dilatory of me but until I
received—If I may, just as an example, I have brought
two examples of contracts with me just to show the
level of detail that one would expect people to go into
in proper consulting agreements. Still assuming this
was a legitimate enquiry, that is what I assumed
would be coming to me for consideration. At that
time I would have done whatever was necessary to
ensure that what I was doing was okay. It just did not
strike me that what I still considered to be a relatively
informal situation—I had suggested a range of fees
and it was up to them to come back and start some
form of concrete oVer.

Q131 Chairman: The journalists are very clear of
what they wanted you to do, that was to amend
legislation. Did that not in any way concern you
because their intentions were very clear, they were
very clear what they wanted you to do? If it did
concern you, why did you continue to negotiate
with them?
Lord Moonie: Because I assumed that what they were
asking stemmed from ignorance of the procedures
rather than any other motive. They said themselves
they had no experience of dealing with legislation at
some stage during the transcript which was why they

were seeking a parliamentary consultant. In a way
one would put it down to naivety about the
parliamentary process and questions. I tend to take
people at face value. On the face of it, they were
legitimate people who did not know what they were
talking about. It was not until she started to press me
later on that I began to wonder whether there was
more to this than met the eye.

Q132 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I just press
you once more on the email. You say in it, “I have
taken advice from colleagues . . .” I think that was
just Lord Cunningham.
Lord Moonie: That was just one colleague, yes.

Q133 Baroness Manningham-Buller: “ . . . as to the
range of activities I can carry out for you.” Did that
conversation give you greater clarity about the Code
which, although you said to the journalist is pretty
clear; you earlier said to us you thought it was not
altogether clear? What did you think you were going
to be doing for your £2,500 a month?
Lord Moonie: I thought that I was going to be
advising them on how to get amendments to
legislation put down in one or other of the Houses.

Q134 Chairman: Can I ask one general question,
Lord Moonie. Regardless of your conversations with
journalists and technicalities of the agreement and so
on, would you say that the purpose and the tenor of
your conversation with the MJA would be regarded
as honourable?
Lord Moonie: My own?

Q135 Chairman: Yes?
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q136 Chairman: You thought your conversation
was within the bounds of what the Code permitted?
Lord Moonie: They expressed—how shall I put it—I
cannot think of anything that I said or did in my
contacts with them that was not within the bounds of
conduct. If it were then it was entirely inadvertent. I
would never do anything, it is not worth it. Quite
apart from the fact it is wrong, it is not worth it.

Q137 Lord Cope of Berkeley: You mentioned just
now the other contracts. I picked up from one of the
bits of paper you sent a quotation from one of the
Northrop Grumman people in which he said,
“Members of the strategic advisory board . . .” of
which I believe you are a member—
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q138 Lord Cope of Berkeley: “ . . . are expressly
prohibited from contacting, directly or indirectly, any
public or government oYcials on our behalf and
promoting or marketing any products or services of
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Northrop Grumman.” He presumably correctly
describes the agreements or that aspect of the
agreements which you had?
Lord Moonie: Yes, absolutely.

Q139 Lord Cope of Berkeley: Because that places
you very firmly within what is allowed under the
Code in my view in the case of that one.
Lord Moonie: Yes.

Q140 Lord Dholakia: Can I just take you to the
Code of Conduct, and I can well understand that you
had not refreshed yourself at the particular stage of
your conversation. The paragraph that interests me is
the seven general principles which were identified by
the Committee of Standards in Public Life and that
very much applies to Members of Parliament in the
Commons as much as they form part of the Code of
Conduct in this particular document. Would you say
that in your conversation with the Sunday Times you
did not realise at that particular stage that these
particular seven principles were observed?
Lord Moonie: Do you have a copy of them? That is the
one thing I do not seem to have.

Q141 Chairman: We can give you a copy of that.
Lord Moonie: Although I have looked at them fairly
recently.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Paragraph five.

Q142 Chairman: Paragraph five on the front page of
the Code of Conduct.
Lord Moonie: Yes. I believe that I applied them
completely, yes. I would not dream of doing
anything else.
Lord Dholakia: Chairman, can I ask whether we
could obtain a copy of the sample contract which
Lord Moonie did refer to as being this type of
situation.

Q143 Chairman: Are you happy to leave those with
us, Lord Moonie?
Lord Moonie: I am only one party to these. If they are
not used publicly, yes, of course, and they have not
been referred to.

Q144 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It may be suYcient if we
just cast our eye over them.
Lord Moonie: I am very happy to, yes.

Q145 Chairman: Fine, thank you. Are there any
other questions anybody wants to ask? Is there
anything else that you want to say by way of
conclusion, Lord Moonie?
Lord Moonie: Only that I believe I tried to act
properly in this situation. It was an informal
discussion followed up by an informal oVer to work
for them, suggesting a range of fees. I would honestly

have expected anything in detail to stem from a draft
written contract which is what occurs, it is what you
do. I agree that Members have to be very careful what
they do when they take outside paid work,
particularly when it involves consultancy work. With
regard to the last two conversations I had with Mr
Gillard, as I have said, they were held under diYcult
circumstances. Had I been thinking straight I would
not have had them at all, but I did. I think they reflect
the circumstances in which the conversations were
held rather than any intent on my part to do
anything. I entirely rebut, refute the allegation that I
oVered to do anything for them that was outside the
rules as I saw them and as I think they have been
explained to me today.

Q146 Chairman: Thank you. If you can wait for a
few minutes we will just have a quick look at those
contracts.
Lord Moonie: You are welcome to hold them for
longer than that if you wish.

Q147 Chairman: I think we will just have a quick
look at them now and make sure you take them with
you. In the meantime, can I say thank you very much
indeed for coming in and your time. As I said earlier,
we will be in touch with you with the transcripts
which you can correct but not change and obviously
if you can let us have them back as soon as possible.
Thank you very much indeed.
Lord Moonie: (After a short pause) I do not know if
you are familiar with US law but Sarbanes-Oxley
rules on foreign interests, I think, very much define
how a contract with an American organisation is
written. In Northrop Grumman’s case you have
separate contracts whether you are an internal
adviser, as I am, or an external adviser who may
speak to anybody commercial or otherwise outside
the company.

Q148 Chairman: Just for my information, are these
contracts part of the parliamentary consultancy or
non-parliamentary consultancy?
Lord Moonie: These are non-parliamentary.

Q149 Chairman: They are registered as such?
Lord Moonie: They are registered under 12(d).

Q150 Chairman: 12(e)?
Lord Moonie: 12(d), I think.

Q151 Chairman: “. . . as a non-parliamentary
consultant.”, so that is where they would be
registered?
Lord Moonie: Yes.
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Q152 Lord Dholakia: It says here, “This agreement
should be construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of Virginia.”
Lord Moonie: That is where they are incorporated.
They were merely an illustration.

Q153 Chairman: Yes, indeed, of course.
Lord Moonie: Thank you very much.
Chairman: I will say thank you very much and thank
you for your time this morning.
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LORD MOONIE CORRESPONDENCE

Letter to Lord Moonie from Baroness Prashar, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Lord Moonie,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recess Press Allegations

In view of the allegations published in the Sunday Times of 25 January, the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
met on Monday 26 January and decided to undertake an investigation, at the request of Baroness Royall of
Blaisdon, into the claims made against you, Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Lord Truscott and Lord Snape.

I invite you to write to me putting your side of the story in response to the Sunday Times allegations. This is
a preliminary step, and you will be given further opportunities to respond. We have asked the Sunday Times
to submit to us evidence supporting its claims, and we will wish you to take the opportunity to comment on
this evidence once it has been received.

You may find helpful the enclosed guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a complaint
has been made.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Moonie, Monday 2 February 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar

Thank you for your letter of 26 January, which I received yesterday, owing to the way in which my internal
mail is delivered to me, via my secretary. I would be most grateful if in future mail from the Sub-Committee
could be delivered to my home address above, or to my email at *** if urgent.

I am happy to respond in full to the allegations made in the Sunday Times on 25 January. I am glad that you
have requested details of any recordings made, and trust that they will produce the original record rather than
a paper transcript or paraphrase of what is alleged to have taken place, for the sake of accuracy and fairness.

I reject any allegation that I have acted improperly, since I made it clear that I would consult senior colleague(s)
before giving details of what I could do for them, and made no oVer to them that I would do anything that
was thought to be outside the code of conduct. I append a paper copy of an email which I sent to “David
Thompson” on 23 January in support of this [reproduced as part of the Hansard transcript]. I should add that
what took place was by nature a preliminary discussion only, which I would have expected to have been
followed by the submission to me of a draft contract for consideration, as has been the norm for other
consultancy work which I carry out. I stressed the need for further consultation, as I have not in fact carried
out any parliamentary lobbying in the past.

I do have a declaration in the Register under section 12a for Americium Developments which I made initially
because I was uncertain what I might be asked to do in the course of my work. I have never done any work
for this company which could be considered to fall within this section and have today written to the Registrar
asking that this consultancy be transferred to section 12d where it belongs. I apologise for this oversight which
I recognise I should have amended earlier.

There is also the matter of an article in yesterday’s Sunday Herald, and further mention of the subject on
television which I feel may be germane to your investigation if only indirectly. The allegation is made that I
have asked questions on behalf of a company on whose UK Advisory Board I sit, Northrop Grumman. (Copy
attached) [Not reproduced]
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I sit on an Advisory Board for NGIT, a subsidiary concerned with information technology. I am forbidden in
my contract from carrying out any externally-facing work, which can be confirmed by our colleague, Lord
(George) Robertson, who chairs it, and I can confirm that I have never asked a question on behalf of any
outside interest. The questions which I have put down over the past few months stem from work carried out
by my researcher, Mr Robin Ashby on my behalf, and in general relate to Defence Procurement (I am a former
Defence Minister) and cover facts which have appeared in obscure Defence Journals, which we feel should
appear on the Parliamentary Record.

In conclusion please find attached:

1. A brief summary of the chronology of events of the past few weeks as I recall them.

2. A copy of the email which I sent to “David Thompson” on 23 Jan. [Not reproduced]

3. A copy of an email detailing what a colleague of mine was able to find out about “MJ Associates”
for information only. [Not reproduced]

4. A copy of the article in yesterday’s Sunday Herald taken from their webside. [Not reproduced]

I shall be happy to provide any further information which you may require.

Yours sincerely
Lord Moonie

Chronology of Events Relating to Investigation

Either the week the House rose for Christmas, or the week before we resumed I received a call from “Claire
Taylor” purporting to represent “MJ Associates” and asking if I would consider acting for them as a
consultant. No details were given but we agreed to meet for a preliminary discussion at Westminster on 13
January at 10.30 am.

We met as agreed over coVee in the Pugin Room. Ms Taylor was with a man who introduced himself as “David
Thompson”. They said that they represented far east business interests who intended to open a chain of
“fashion” retail outlets in the UK. These interests were concerned about the Supplementary Rates Bill, then
in the Commons, and wanted to try to amend the Bill to provide a derogation for new businesses. I have served
on many Bills in the Commons both in Opposition and in Government and thought that such an amendment
was arguable, and possibly desirable.

I explained that they would have to find someone prepared to amend the Bill, as I could not do that myself.
There followed discussion of how interested members could be found and approached. When asked if I could
do this, I explained that I had no direct experience as such, and would therefor have to seek advice from senior
colleagues to establish what was and what was not acceptable. I said that the rules were unclear, and the
sanctions risible (Oh for a less flippant tongue!) and after some toing and froing and discussion of possible fees
and other potential interests which separate clients might have I agreed to recontact them at a later date, as I
was heading abroad the next day. I found them remarkably ignorant of parliamentary procedure, but put this
down to the fact that they were relatively new to the business.

That afternoon I had a brief conversation with Lord (Jack) Cunningham who briefly underlined the diYculties
of representing such an interest in the House. I recall touching on the ways in which they could approach
members, for example through local MPs or by making common cause with the many other outside interests
who might have an interest. I tried to contact MJ Associates to speak to “Thompson” early the following week
but was told he was unavailable. He contacted me on the 21st, about 11.00 am and after a short conversation
I said that I would email him details of putative fees as the next step. Frankly, by this time I was less than
enamoured with the prospect of working at what promised to be rather a boring task but rather than an
outright no I emailed him asking for a fee which I rather hoped would be too much, and yet again stressing
the need to abide by the rules at all times.

On Friday 23 I received a call on my mobile from “Taylor” who rattled on rather about sending me a contract
and asked me outright if I would write to John Healey for them, and mentioned a possible fee of £500–1,000
per month. My suspicions of her motive in speaking to me were confirmed and I made my excuses and hung up.

Lord Moonie 2/2/09
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Letter to Lord Moonie from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009

[Similar to that printed to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009, pp TaC1–2]

E-mail to Lord Moonie from Mr Keith, Saturday 7 February 2009

Please could Lord Moonie be available at 3.30 pm on Tuesday 24 February to appear before Baroness Prashar
and the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests?

Letter to Mr Keith from Lord Moonie, Sunday 8 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your letter of 4th inst. I assume that by now you have received my letter of last week with my
initial response to the allegations in the Sunday Times.

I have listened to the recording and read the transcript, which in my opinion is a fair but not 100% accurate
representation of what took place on 13 January, and in the phone conversation of 23 January. The material
also includes my email of 21 January, which again is accurate.

I have the following observations to make:

1. The recording, although not easy to follow, much better captures the nuances of what took place, and
I submit emphasises the informal nature of the discussion which took place. I do not believe that I
oVered at any time to do anything which could be construed as against the spirit nor the letter of
the rules.

2. I disagree with the account given by Mr Calvert of a conversation which he claims took place on 20
January my recollection is that this was on the morning of the 21st, just before I emailed him. I most
certainly did not say that I would write to Mr Healey on their behalf. I was standing in a shop in
Knightsbridge at the time and made a perfunctory response to his enquiries.

3. The telephone call from Ms Newell on Friday 23 was in my opinion an attempt to make this
accusation stand up and my response was clear.

4. There is one part of my conversation on the 13th which causes me concern, and it refers to the help
which I might seek from Lord ***. In no way did I intend to suggest, as I seem to have done that my
colleague would speak directly on behalf of outside interests, quite the reverse. I was using him as an
example of someone who would know what was permissible and what was not, and I wish to make
that clear.

I should be able to attend the sub-committee on either of the dates suggested. However there is a small chance
that I may be required to attend an emergency board meeting in Gibraltar for PartyGaming PLC, where I am
senior non-executive director. It concerns a matter of great importance and frankly it would not be acceptable
for me to miss it. It should however only involved one of these days but I cannot at this time say which, or if
indeed it will take place that week at all.

Yours sincerely
Lord Moonie

Letter to Lord Moonie from Baroness Prashar, Friday 13 February 2009

Dear Lord Moonie

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Please find enclosed (i) the Hansard transcript of the recorded meeting with the Sunday Times journalists, (ii)
audio recordings of the telephone calls recorded by the Sunday Times journalists, and (iii) the Hansard
transcript of those telephone calls. This is the final evidence that the Sub-Committee is admitting (in addition
to the audio recordings and transcripts already provided by the Sunday Times and sent to you).

The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by the
tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the Code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a fee
with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus
be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan principles.
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You have already submitted a statement to the Sub-Committee but I now invite you to respond further in
writing if you wish to do so with a full and accurate account of the matters in question in the light of all the
material now available. This will be the basis for the oral evidence session to which you have kindly agreed on
24 February, and therefore it would greatly help the Sub-Committee if this written response could reach us,
care of Brendan Keith in the House of Lords Judicial OYce, by Thursday 19 February. I draw your attention
to paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Committee for Privileges report The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205).

Yours sincerely
Baroness Prashar

E-mail to Lord Moonie from Mr Keith, Monday 23 February 2009

This is to inform you that the interview between the Sub-committee investigating the Sunday Times allegations
and Lord Moonie arranged for this Tuesday is postponed in view of procedural issues raised by legal advisers
to certain of the four Lords concerned. We will propose a day and time for the rescheduled interview in due
course.

Apologies for any inconvenience.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Lord Moonie, Tuesday 24 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for letting me know of the postponement of my hearing with the Subcommittee. I note the reason
which you give for this.

I must point out that I have raised no legal matters with you nor do I intend to have any adviser present
with me.

I must however register with you my strong objection to being treated as part of one investigation of four
individuals rather than as one case to be decided on its own merits. That being so I can see no reason for me
to be subjected to further delay with its attendant anxiety and uncertainty.***.

I wish my views to be made clear to the chairman. If these matters cannot be resolved to my satisfaction then
I regret to inform you that I shall play no further part in this investigation.

Yours sincerely
Lewis Moonie

E-mail to Lord Moonie from Mr Keith, Friday 27 February 2009

Dear Lord Moonie

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Complaint Against Members of the House: Lord
Moonie

Thank you for your e-mail of 24 February.

The Sub-Committee has noted your wish for a speedy resolution of the matter, and agrees that it is desirable
to proceed expeditiously. The Sub-Committee would find it helpful to hear you in person, and therefore
proposes that you attend the Sub-Committee at 10am on Tuesday 10 March in Committee Room G of the
House of Lords. Any final written submission that you might wish to submit to the Sub-Committee should be
received by us not later than Thursday 5 March.

We look forward to seeing you on 10 March.

Yours sincerely
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Mr Keith from Lord Moonie, Friday 27 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your email. I shall be happy to attend the Sub-committee on 10 March at 10.00 am as requested.
I should give you notice that I have some major dental surgery taking place on Friday next, and while I do
not anticipate any problems, it is only polite to flag this up in advance. Likewise the business matter which I
believe I mentioned is still not resolved, and as one of only two independent directors who for legal reasons
can vote if required, I shall have to fly to Gibraltar at short notice, although I shall endeavour to ensure that
this is not on 10 March.
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I have nothing to add to my statements to date, other than to point out a typographical mistake in the date
which I gave for my email, which should of course read 21 January and not 23. I am grateful that the Sub-
committee agree that this matter should be dealt with expeditiously, and in conclusion can only restate my
belief that I did not breach the rules of the House regarding the nature of work which I oVered to do for MJ
Associates should they proceed with a formal agreement, which I would have expected to include the type of
written contract which normally accompanies such an agreement.

Yours sincerely
Lewis Moonie

Letter to Lord Moonie from Ms Street, Wednesday 4 March 2009

Dear Lord Moonie

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Allegations Published against certain Members of the House by the Sunday Times on 25
January 2009

Thank you very much for agreeing to give evidence to the Sub-Committee on 10 March. Baroness Prashar and
the other Members of the Sub-Committee welcome the opportunity of this discussion. I am therefore writing
to confirm arrangements for your meeting with the Sub-Committee.

The meeting will be held in Committee Room G, near to the Attlee Room. The sign outside the room should
read “Baroness Prashar”. Your evidence session is due to begin at 10am, and will not last beyond 2pm. Please
ensure that you arrive at least five minutes before you are due to appear before the Sub-Committee, and wait
outside the room until invited in.

The evidence session will be held in private, but a verbatim transcript will be taken, to which you will have
the opportunity to make minor corrections. The transcript may subsequently be referred to in the Report and
published, at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges. The transcript will be
confidential to the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges unless and until published. There will be
no broadcasting and it would be preferable to avoid amplification, so if you need to use a hearing loop (or
have any other special requirements) please let me know in advance of the session.

As set out in the report from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205), you may be accompanied to the
meeting by a colleague, friend or legal adviser, but if you do bring a friend or adviser, you will be expected to
answer all questions yourself. Standing Order 67 prohibits the hearing of parties by Counsel except as
authorised by the House, so while you may take advice during the evidence session if you feel it to be necessary,
any legal adviser will not be able to address the Sub-Committee. The report also says that every eVort will be
made to keep proceedings informal, and there is no expectation that you should be accompanied.

It is expected that reference will be made during questioning to the transcripts made by the Sunday Times and
by Hansard, which have been forwarded to you. Please bring these with you and use page numbers to refer to
this evidence, to avoid confusion in the transcript.

You may wish to know that your attendance at the Sub-Committee can be counted as attending the House
for expenses purposes.

If there is anything more I can do to assist, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee

Letter to Lord Moonie from Ms Street, Friday 3 April 2009

Dear Lord Moonie

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Allegations Printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009
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Paragraphs 27 and 28 of the 4th Report of Session 2007–08 from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of
Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against Members (HL Paper 205), state:

“If the investigation has uncovered material evidence that is at variance with the Member’s version
of events, this will be put to the Member, who will have a chance to challenge it. Before reaching its
conclusions, the Sub-Committee will also share with the Member a draft of those parts of its report
dealing with issues of fact, so that the Member has an opportunity to comment on them.”

“If there remain significant contested issues of fact, the Sub-Committee will agree its own account
of the facts of the case, while drawing to the attention of the Committee for Privileges and the House
any challenge to this account made by the Member concerned.”

Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the first 36 paragraphs of the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its
report, setting out the background and basis of the Sub-Committee’s investigation, which the Sub-Committee
considers to be the “parts of its report dealing with issues of fact”. The Sub-Committee would be grateful if
you would send us any comments that you wish to make on these issues of fact. Please note that all comments
must be received by 6pm on Monday 20 April 2009, and no comments can be accepted by the Sub-Committee
thereafter. Please also note that the intention of this stage of the Sub-Committee’s procedure is to allow you
the opportunity to contest only issues of fact. The Sub-Committee’s complete report, so far as it concerns you,
will be sent to you when the Sub-Committee has reached its final conclusions, probably (in confidence) in the
week beginning 20 April. We are grateful for the evidence you have given us, and it will be for the Committee
for Privileges to hear any appeals.

Please also find enclosed a copy of the sequence of events that we have constructed from the Hansard
transcripts relating to your case. The intention is that this sequence will be published alongside the Sunday
Times version of the same events, which you already have. Please note that you have not previously seen one
of the Hansard transcripts here included: of a phone call between yourself and Claire Newell on 23 January.
The recording of this call was recently sent to us by the Sunday Times, at our request, and transcribed by
Hansard. Please let us have any comments or corrections you wish to make to this sequence of transcripts by
6pm on Monday 20 April. We would be grateful if you would also send us an indication of any personal data
that you would wish not to be published; please note that corrections and deletions will be made at the
discretion of the Clerks.

Also enclosed is a copy of the oral evidence transcript. Please let us have any final corrections or comments
that you wish to make by 6pm on Monday 20 April. Please note that we have not yet received any comments
from you, as requested by email on 16 March.

Finally, please also find enclosed a copy of a letter sent to us by the Sunday Times, at our request, stating
Jonathan Calvert’s recollection of his unrecorded phone call with you of Tuesday 20 January. The Sub-
Committee has decided to disregard this phone call, but you are free to comment upon it if you wish.

This is your final opportunity to comment upon the matters of fact and the accuracy of the evidence that the
Sub-Committee has received relating to your case. Thank you for your assistance.

Yours sincerely
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Letter to Lord Moonie from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Lord Moonie

I enclose a copy of the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests on your conduct, following the
allegations in the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009 which were subsequently the basis for a complaint referred
to the Sub-Committee by the Leader of the House.

You will find enclosed those sections of the Sub-Committee’s Report which describe the factual background
to the complaint, the interpretation of the Code of Conduct, and the Sub-Committee’s analysis of and
conclusions on your own conduct. The text has been agreed by the Sub-Committee, so while it will be subject
to some final proof-reading and technical corrections, there will no further substantive changes.

I have not enclosed those sections of the Report which relate to the conduct of the other three Peers who have
been under investigation.

I also enclose proofs of the evidence relating to your case, which will be published alongside the Report itself.
This proofed evidence is as follows:

— The Hansard transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists.
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— The Sunday Times transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists—this
transcript was slightly tidied up by the Sunday Times when we requested an electronic copy, but we
consider that no substantive changes have been made.

— The transcript of your oral evidence session, as corrected.

— Part of your correspondence with the Sub-Committee.

— Other written evidence.

This is the first proof of the evidence. Mistakes will have been made by the printers and further non-substantive
amendments and corrections will have to be made by the Clerks before publication. Any redactions are yet to
be made. Any material redacted from the evidence itself will also be redacted from any correspondence
published with the Report.

I also enclose a letter from Lord Harris of Haringey of 26 January 2009 which will be proofed and published
with the “other written evidence”.

I also enclose a list of the correspondence with you that the Sub-Committee proposes to publish. I would be
grateful if you would send any comments on this list to Susannah Street, Clerk to the Sub-Committee, by
Friday 1 May.

Please send any comments relating to this evidence, including regarding any omissions or any further material
that you wish to be redacted, to Susannah Street, Clerk to the Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May. Please send
to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges any technical points regarding the Report that do not need to be
considered by the Committee for Privileges.

Two further appendices will be added, explaining to the reader how to understand the referencing system
applied to the evidence, and listing any suggested corrections to the Hansard or Sunday Times transcripts
which are not included in the published correspondence. A standard introduction page will also be added, with
factual information on the Committee.

I am at the same time forwarding the entire Report and all the evidence to the Clerk of the Committee for
Privileges.

The Committee for Privileges will be following the procedure set out in the Committee’s 4th Report of session
2007–08, which was agreed by the House on 18 December 2008. This procedure is summarised below.

In accordance with paragraph 19(e) of the Code of Conduct, you have a right of appeal to the Committee for
Privileges against the Sub-Committee’s findings. If you choose to exercise this right, you should submit your
appeal in writing to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges not later than noon on Tuesday 5 May. In so
doing you should set out the grounds for your appeal in full, and enclose such supporting material as you think
appropriate.

The Committee for Privileges will consider the Report by the Sub-Committee, along with any appeals which
have been lodged, on the afternoon of Monday 11 May.

Paragraph 34 of 4th Report states that any Member who decides to make an appeal is “as a courtesy … given
the opportunity to appear in person, if he or she so wishes”. Paragraph 35 continues: “the Committee will not
normally reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Rather the Members of the Committee will use their
judgment to decide whether, on the balance of probabilities, they endorse the conclusions of the Sub-
Committee.”

If you exercise your right to appear in person the Clerk will contact you to confirm the time and place. You
will be invited to make an oral statement, and this may be followed by brief questions for clarification.
However, the Committee will not seek to reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation by means of detailed
questioning, and the meeting is likely to be short.

The meeting will be held in private, but a transcript will be taken, and will be published in due course. In
accordance with paragraph 25 of the 4th Report, you may bring a friend or adviser to the meeting; this person
may sit next to you, and you may consult him or her in the course of the meeting. However, you will be expected
to speak and answer any questions for yourself. You are reminded of Standing Order 67, which states that
Select Committees “shall not hear parties by Counsel unless so authorised by Order of the House”.

Members of the Sub-Committee who also sit on the Select Committee will take no part either in considering
the Sub-Committee’s Report or hearing any appeal. The Leader of the House, as the complainant in this case,
will similarly disqualify herself from considering the Report or hearing any appeal.

The Sub-Committee’s Report will not be published by the Sub-Committee: it will be published by the
Committee for Privileges as the first appendix to their Report.
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The Report and all evidence submitted to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests are privileged, and should
remain confidential until such time as the Committee publishes them. I draw your attention to paragraphs 15
and 16 of the 4th Report, concerning privilege and contempt of the House, particularly in relation to disclosure
before publication. For its part the Sub-Committee has made every eVort to ensure the confidentiality of its
Report.

If you have any questions regarding the procedure that will be followed by the Committee for Privileges, please
write to or contact the Clerk, Christopher Johnson, who will be handling the process from this point on. His
email is johnsoncwparliament.uk, and his telephone extension is x8796.

Yours sincerely
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests
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Lord Snape—Hansard Transcripts

Telephone Call to Lord Snape (“PS”) from “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) of the Sunday Times, Tuesday 20
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 23 of 28

PS: Peter Snape.

Woman: Hello Lord Snape, it’s Clare Taylor here calling from Michael Johnson Associates.

PS: Oh, hi.

Woman: Hello, sorry I missed your call last night.

PS: That’s okay.

Woman: Yes, it was just a call slightly out of the blue, I suppose. I work for a company called Michael Johnson
Associates. We are a kind of public aVairs/communications company and we’re looking to kind of expand our
public aVairs network, I suppose, in London. We haven’t really done that much, erm, PA work here before.
And I had a researcher do some work to kind of identify people with consultancy experience who might be
interested in maybe working with us on a consultancy kind of basis and your name came up. So I was just
wanting to speak to you about whether that’s the kind of thing you’re interested in. I think you do some work
for a consultancy. Is that right?

PS: Yes, I have my own.

Woman: Oh, right, okay.

PS: It’s usually in the transport field [inaudible] that’s my area of supposed expertise.

Woman: [laughs] But would you be interested in doing some work for another company or might it work, I
suppose, if we had some, erm, you know, the right kind of work to freelance out to you guys?

PS: Yes, that would be helpful, but [inaudible]

Woman: Yes, yeah that would be good. Are you around next week?

PS: Yes, I am. Just let me get my diary.

Woman: Okay.

PS: Just a second. . . . How would Thursday suit?

Woman: Yes, Thursday would be okay. What kind of time?

PS: Late morning?

Woman: Yes, okay. So, about 11-ish?

Telephone CD1 page 24 of 28

PS: 11 would be fine, yes. Do you want to come to me or do you want me to go to you?

Woman: Erm, it doesn’t really matter, I suppose. Let me just have a look where I’m going to be first thing in
the morning. . . . Well, actually I’m quite near Whitehall, so shall I pop to the Lords, if that’s okay?

PS: Well, yes, my oYce is actually just round the corner . . .

Woman: Oh, okay.

PS: . . . from the Lords. It’s on the corner of, er, I usually get this wrong, Great Peter Street and Little Peter
Street. I’m sorry, it’s Great College Street and Little College Street. There’s so many of them round there.

Woman: Yes, I know.

PS: I get mixed up with Great College and Little College.

Woman: Okay. Where should I come to? What’s the exact address?
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PS: I haven’t given it you yet. It’s called Fielden House.

Woman: Fielden House?

PS: F-I-E-L-D-E-N, yes. It’s above the door. It’s very easy to see. As you’re turning oV the Embankment you’ll
be able to see into Great College Street, you can see it on the corner facing you. I mean, it’s the first corner of
Great College Street. Opposite there’s a car park on the right-hand side, an underground car park on the right-
hand side.

Woman: Okay.

PS: It’s almost opposite, in fact, the exit from Black Rod’s Garden in the House of Lords.

Woman: All right, okay, brilliant. Well, I’ll see you there at 11 then on Thursday.

PS: I’ll tell security to expect you. My oYce is on the third floor, but I’ll come down and pick you up.

Woman: Okay, that’s great. Thanks. See you then. Bye.

[end of call]

Meeting of Lord Snape (“PS”) with “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) and “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the Sunday
Times at Fielden House, Thursday 22 January 2009

Lord Snape Meeting page 1 of 33

Male voice 1: They go one way and (inaudible) the other way. That’s all to do with the (inaudible, but could be
“computer”)

Woman: Hello. We’re here to see Lord Snape.

Male voice 1: Lord?

Woman: Snape.

Male voice 1: Right. And your name is?

Woman: Clare Taylor and David Thompson. He says he is going to be here at 11.30. I don’t know what time
it is.

Male voice 1: Yeah, I’ll see if he’s on his way (he is speaking on the phone) Hello. You’ve got a couple of visitors.
Thank you.

Female voice: Thanks.

Man: Shall we go through this way (inaudible)? (someone is whistling)

Male voice 1: Come this way, please. (Inaudible . . . movement)

(Inaudible chatter . . . Lord Snape has not yet arrived voices at some distance from microphone)

PS: Good morning.

Woman: Hello.

PS: I’m Lord Snape.

Woman: Hello. Clare Taylor . . . This is David Thompson, one of our directors.

Man: Hi, nice to meet you.

Woman: We’re just waiting to go through this security thing.

Man: You don’t have to do this, presumably.

PS: Er . . . no, no. They trust me not to blow myself up. It’s everybody else that they’re concerned about.

Lord Snape Meeting page 2 of 33

Male Voice: Have they got to go through the security or not?.

Male voice: Yes.

(A lot of background chatter, movement of the microphone)

Male voice, security guard?) Can you go back a bit.

Woman: On the feet.

[they are having photos taken for visitor passes]
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Male Voice: Yes. It’s slightly better than the other one I used.

(Movement of the microphone, general chatter)

Woman: Thank you.

Male voice: It needs to warm up first.

Woman: Oh, OK . . . like a photocopier.

(Chatter. Sound of a machine whirring)

Male voice security guard?: Here we go. There you are.

Woman: Thank you.

Male voice security guard?: That’s OK.

Man: Thank you.

(Movement of the microphone, lots of background noise)

Man: Is this whole building Lords oYces?.

PS: It is yes, yes. Fairly new. Most of us had desks, you know, across at the House, but er . . .

Man: But then you had to share, or do you have to share here as well?

PS: We have to share here as well. My colleague and I work it between us so that normally if one’s in, the other
one isn’t.

Woman: So you can divide it up.

Lord Snape Meeting page 3 of 33

PS: Yeah. He runs a property company anyway, so he’s not here as often.

Woman: Oh, that’s okay.

PS: And, of course, there are a couple of coVee machines here [“Third Floor, Doors Opening”] we can
always use.

PS: I’m at the younger end of the House of Lords. Believe it or not, I thought of as a young’un in the House
of Lords.

Unknown male voice: Hello, good morning.

PS: If there’s a vote in the House, you know, it’s seven or eight minutes to get over there.

Man: Oh, you’ve got a terrific view, haven’t you?

PS: Yes

Man: Bet you’ve got the best oYce in the building. Well, I guess there’s one or two above.

PS: Yes, it is quite nice, isn’t it?

Woman: Yes, lovely.

[5.00]

Man: What are they doing to the car park down there?

PS: Er, they’re doing something. Westminster Council are doing something, I’m not sure. There’ll be some
building up there eventually.

Man: Wasn’t there an underground car park?

PS: Yes, it’s still there. I mean, various Peers are silly enough to drive their cars in London and sometimes park
it there.

Man: I know. I know.

PS: I make a habit of not driving in London for obvious reasons.

Woman: Yes, exactly. Too horrific.

Man: It’s years since I have driven in London. I stopped just before the congestion charge [inaudible]
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Lord Snape Meeting page 4 of 33

PS: I bring my car down at Christmas if I want to take a few souvenirs back with me. But I think I’ve only
brought mine down twice since the congestion charge started. Around here, you’ve got to pay and my
daughter, who lives in London, hadn’t realised that she’d passed through one corner of the congestion charge.
Of course, if you don’t pay within 24 hours or something, it’s 100 quid or something.

Woman: Oh no.

PS: Yeah. [inaudible] Ignorance is no excuse, these days.

Man: Especially if you go through a corner.

PS: She lives in *** and she had been somewhere and was just driving back there and she must have just clipped
the corner.

Man: Yes, but you don’t . . . There are big signs up but you don’t really clock them, do you?

PS: No, you don’t do you? Especially if it’s only a few yards.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: You think it’s something else.

Man: Also, in London, there are so many distracting things, so many lights and diVerent little distractions . . .

Woman: Buses.

PS: Yes.

Man: Now, I’ll try to explain who we are. [Laughter]. We’re from a company called Michael Johnson
Associates. We were initially a public aVairs company in Brussels and we set up an oYce here in the UK in
2002. Initially we did sort of financial PR, but more recently we’ve been doing public aVairs work. And we
were looking for somebody who could help us out in the House there. And I think what happened was that
our researcher, Linda, did some research—

Woman: Yes, she identified a couple of people who she thought might be interested in this kind of work or
who were kind of familiar with it and your name came up.

PS: Ah.

Man: Which is why we’re coming to see you.

Lord Snape Meeting page 5 of 33

PS: Right.

Man: In particular, we’ve got one client who’s a far eastern client who came to us initially because he was one
of our Brussels clients. He’s a man called Lu Li Jiang. He’s an entrepreneur from Hong Kong and he exports
leather goods—a lot of shoes actually—to the European Union. We did some work with him on shoe import
tariVs, which is how he came to us. But more recently, he’s now in a consortium with a company called Won
King. I won’t expect you to remember all these—

PS: No.

Man: But they’re a Taiwanese company who have big retail interests throughout the Far East actually. If you
lived in the Far East you’d know them like you’d know Marks & Spencer’s. But—

PS: I was in the Taiwan actually last year.

Woman: Oh.

Man: Really?

PS: Yes. I didn’t come across them. I did get some railway knowledge.

Man: When I say retail, they’re in clothing retail.

PS: Yes.

Man: The purpose of this consortium is to set up something called Emerald (?), which over the next 18 months
is going to be setting up 40 retail shops—quite substantial shops—across the UK.

PS: Are they sure about their timing?

Woman: Well

Man: Certainly there’ll be available buildings I think is probably about all you can say—
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PS: Yes, well Woolworths have got one or two very good places.

Woman: Yes.

Man: Exactly. I’ve said this to other people. If you imagine—do you know the shop Uniqlo? It’s got quite a
high-street presence at the moment.

Lord Snape Meeting page 6 of 33

PS: I have to tell you that’s my wife’s department. We have an agreement that she does the shopping and I
[inaudible].

Man: So if you think, say, Gap and you think slightly, a similar sort of clothing, but actually they’re more
competitively priced, as Uniqlo are, that’s the sort of market they’re aiming for. And they were looking for
someone to help them do parliamentary work in relation to any problems, any issues that they identify as they
set up this group of retail shops across the country. Now, one thing that they identified, which would come into
eVect just as they were opening, would be something called the Business Rates Supplement Bill.

PS: Hmm, hmm.

Man: I don’t know—I wouldn’t expect you to be familiar with it necessarily, but you may be, I don’t know.
In eVect, what it does is that it allows local councils to levy an extra 2% charge on the business rates on
properties over £50,000.

[10.00]

And since all the properties are likely to be over £50,000—and we’re talking about quite substantial retail
outlets—then they will become liable for the tax. The tax itself has been quite unpopular with people like the
CBI, the federation of private business and other organisations.

PS: The money’s hypothecated for some purpose, isn’t it?

Man: Yes. The whole purpose if it seems to be— The tax was suggested by the Lyons report, but it seems to
have been taken on by the Government specifically for Crossrail, really.

PS: Mmm.

Man: But the Bill doesn’t provide just for Crossrail. It allows local councils to use it across at country level.
Of course, the fear is that the local council will use it as a way of raising money. But, I mean, it has to be
hypothecated. It has to be identified for specific schemes.

PS: Specific schemes. Yeah. Sure.

Man: And one of the things we were looking for help on—and it’s an issue that Mr Jiang’s people have
identified to us early on—is that they would quite like to see if we could amend it so that its onerous tax would
not necessarily aVect business. So, for example, I know that quite a lot of groups such as the CBI have been
looking to, say, give retailers and businesses who will be liable for the tax a vote on whether they should pay
the tax.

PS: Yeah.

Man: I don’t know whether in the end the Government will buy that, but that’s one option.

Lord Snape Meeting page 7 of 33

Woman: Yeah.

PS: I think that given the congestion charge experience it’s the last option the Government [inaudible].

Man: They just kicked it into touch, didn’t they?

PS: Turkeys not voting for Christmas.

Man: The other is, and it may well be more realistic and it would be useful for our client, would be that you
had a two-year exemption on paying the tax for any new business. The argument would be that it’s a
particularly diYcult time for any business to start.

PS: Yes.

Man: It’s bad enough as it is starting, and therefore you should have— And so we were hoping that we might
be able to amend it to include a clause such as that. Now, the question is, I mean, you know, what we would
do is pay you on a retainer as a consultant to, in eVect, help us amend this Bill. Now, is that something a) you
would do, or b) you would be able to do?
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PS: I don’t think I would. The problem about having a direct financial interest is that one is not supposed to
initiate legislation which would benefit the person who gives you or pays you this financial interest. So, you
know, if I specifically worked for your company, for example, then I’d need to take advice, as these people are
your clients, as to whether or not I could amend it. I certainly couldn’t do it if I was working directly for the
client themselves.

Man: Right.

PS: But I’d need to take advice.

Man: Oh, I see. So if you were working for Michael Johnson Associates you might be able to do it but not if—

PS: Not if I were working directly for the person or industry concerned. That’s oV the top of my head and I
would have thought that’s the way the rules would be interpreted. For example, I played quite a prominent
role in local government transport Bill that’s just gone through, but I could do so because I was talking about
exemptions for the specific bus industry, although I worked for First Group which is declared in the Register
of Members’ Interests.

Man: Yes.
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PS: So provided I made that declaration, then I could amend, let us say, what I liked and I would have thought,
although I will take advice from the Registrar of Members’ Interests in the Lords, that I feel that would also
appertain if I worked for your company rather than specifically . . .

Man: Yes.

PS: I might well have to declare that you have certain clients involved in this particular field.

Woman: That’s before—well, speaking in the House you’d have to declare that.

PS: Yes, and put it in the Register.

Woman: And put it in the register.

PS: Yes.

Woman: What kind of consulting—when we spoke on the phone you said you’ve got your own consulting
agency.

PS: When I left the House of Commons in 2001 I was working for National Express on a virtually full-time
basis. I was chairman of their bus division for some time and their main bus subsidiary was based in
Birmingham, which is where my former constituency was.

[15.00]

So I was not anxious to go straight from the Commons to the Lords, a) because I had virtually a full-time job
and b) I’d had enough of politics to be honest—you know, I wanted a break from the whole thing. National
Express at that time had made an unwise choice of trying to run Melbourne’s trams as well as those in Sydney
and southern Perth, so I was flying backwards and forwards. I was out for three years, yeah; I was in the second
batch of peerages created after the 2001 election, so I had a break. So I formed this consultancy while I was
out, although it is virtually—although I sort of do nil returns for tax purposes. I am now directly employed
[inaudible] I am employed as a consultant by First Group, ‘cause I couldn’t get on with the new chief executive
of the National Express Group, and they haven’t—you know, I’m 66—I don’t particularly want, you know,
to be working seven days a week. I can, sort of, re-inter my original consultancy, or else I could work as an
individual for you or for anybody else, as I do. I have three diVerent companies that I work for at the present
time, which I declare. I am sure that you went to the Register of Members’ Interests.

Woman: Yeah, I had a quick look, yeah.

Man: So you’re employed—First Group employ you, but you could—

PS: I am actually self-employed. First Group pay me a retainer—
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Woman: To be a consultant.

PS: Yeah, to be a consultant to them, at a daily rate when I am sort of at their oYce in Aberdeen, so [inaudible]
They have an oYce in Paddington.

Woman: Oh, okay.
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Man: Sorry, I must have missed it. They employ you—

PS: I am actually self-employed.

Man: You are paid a fee by them.

PS: Yeah.

Man: And would you be able to amend legislation for First Group?

PS: Not specifically, but I can amend legislation which applies to the bus industry, provided I declare an
interest first.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: I mean, I couldn’t say, for example, let’s say First Group—First Great Western—I couldn’t get some
exemption or do something specifically on rail fares, for example, on First Great Western.

Man: Right.

PS: Because I would be initiating legislation for a company from which I am paid, which would be improper
under the rules of the House.

Man: I see.

PS: But if I was wanting to exempt the whole of the railway industry from some particular clause I could do
so on the grounds that, you know, this is for the public good or the benefit of the industry rather than one
specific client.

Man: I see. I see. I see. So, in our instance, you could, for example, argue that the exemption was for the general
business—

PS: A newly set-up business anywhere in the country ought to be exempt from this supplementary rate because
of the high cost of starting up and the need for Government to encourage small businesses—small and large—
in the current economic situation.
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Man: Well, in that case, so would you therefore—I mean, it matters not to us whether you are representing us
or whether you are representing our client. It would be whatever’s more convenient for you, really.

PS: Well, the obvious question that the Registrar would ask me would be, “Who’s paying you?” So it would
have to be either yourself—again, it doesn’t particularly matter to me provided I can do it on a blanket basis,
but I could not, sort of, as I said earlier, represent your client in this and say, “There should be an exemption
for this particular company because of” [inaudible] or whatever.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: I could well argue, I’m sure, under the rules, that there should be an exemption for new businesses from
the extra business rate.

Man: Right, I see. And, because actually in terms of who pays, it’s a question of whether they pay you directly
or whether we pay you. It could go either way.

PS: Yeah.

Man: That’s something that we can arrange whatever, I guess.

PS: I probably should know this but I don’t. At what stage is the legislation at the present time?

Man: Second Reading in the Commons last week.

PS: Oh, okay. A lot more time, then.

Woman: Yeah.

Man: And it’s currently in Committee at the moment, actually, I think. I think there’s a sort of—

Woman: In Committee at the Commons.

Man: Yeah.

PS: Well, yeah. I mean, they’ve got to allow something like 10 parliamentary days between Second Reading
and Committee stage, so they may well have set the Committee up. Why not approach a Member of the House
of Commons who’s involved in the detail? The trouble is, by the time it gets to the Lords, it has had a bit of
a kicking around in the Commons, and, sort of, attitudes have set and can be intransigent. You can still amend
things in the Lords, but, I
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mean, it wouldn’t be a bad idea if you’ve got somebody to at least float the idea in the Commons.

Woman: To do work on it in the Commons as well.

PS: Yeah, yeah.

Woman: Is that something you would be able to do? I don’t know how good your contacts are in the
Commons, or if you think it’s better for you to concentrate on the Lords because you’re in the Lords?

[20.00]

PS: Well, I mean, I know lots of Members of the House of Commons. I was there for many years. When you’re
out for two elections, there’s suddenly all these young people wandering around [inaudible]. I would need to
look at the Committee. I mean, it wouldn’t be any problem. I can see who’s on the Committee, anybody I could
sort of approach and say . . . To do that, I’d need something from you outlining these proposals.

Woman: Yes, of course, yeah.

PS: So that I could say, look, you know, I’ve had this idea, or I’ve been approached about this idea. You know,
I think we’d have to do it a bit more professionally than that. But, I mean, depending on who was on the
Commons Committee I’d have a chat and see whether I could get them to table an amendment in Committee.
I mean, it’d be better if you could get a government person to do it, purely in political terms, but you could
possibly get a member of the Opposition. I mean, they’re always looking for amendments to table anyway
because, you know, Oppositions have got to debate these things and come up with diVerent ideas. It sounds
the sort of idea that the Conservative Opposition would be—the Liberals, perhaps, as well on the Committee—
would be interested in pushing.

Man: The overall Minister is Hazel Blears, but it’s actually being done by John Healey, a junior Minister.

PS: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Well, again, I could approach him, you know, sort of behind the scenes to say,
you know, “This is the purpose behind this amendment—look at it.”

Woman: Yeah, “What do you think?”.

PS: I wouldn’t get a concrete thing one way or another. He’ll take it away and the civil servants will give him
16 reasons why it shouldn’t be done, but [inaudible] it appears to me to be an eminently sensible idea anyway,
given the current economic circumstances in particular, yeah. I mean, getting it debated in Committee would
be useful, if only to get the Government’s view and see how sympathetic they are. And, of course, in the
Lords—Committee stage in the Lords is always on the Floor of the House. I mean, it’s slightly diVerent
procedure from the Commons where it’s kicked upstairs into, you know, a
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Committee Room. We do legislation on the Floor of the House. I don’t know whether you’ve ever been into
the Lords.

Woman: No.

PS: Debates are not particularly well attended, and the Government of course doesn’t have a majority, so—
I think we’ve got 216 Members, the Tories have about 208, there are 70-odd Liberals, and 200 and odd Cross-
Benchers. Again, if you got a few of them interested in matters like this, they can lean on the Government,
because the Government never wants to be defeated in the House, ‘cos it means the legislation’s got to go back
to the Commons.

Woman: Yeah, it gets kicked back.

PS: Lords amendments are struck out, it’s sent back to us, so they’re usually anxious to—it’s much easier in
a way to get a compromise in the Lords, because of the lack of a government majority. If, even in Committee,
even at an early stage in Committee, if Ministers indicated they’d look at the idea, which is what they normally
say if they’re not going to throw it out completely, then that’d sort of suggest that perhaps it’d be included in
debate in the Lords/on the clause ??, in which case they’d amend it themselves if that was their—[inaudible]
table a government amendment, you know, if they accepted the idea in principle.

Man: But they would, so we wouldn’t actually have to put down an amendment in that—

PS: In those circumstances that I’ve just outlined, no. If the Government’s indicated that they were
sympathetic to it, they quite often say, well, rather—if it’s been debated first in the Committee in the Commons,
the Government quite often say, “Well, we’ll look at it and see what we can do on Report stage”. If they’re
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still discussing it at Report stage, they can amend it in the Lords—they will amend it themselves in the Lords
if, you know, they’re prepared to accept it, rather than be seen to be forced into it when it gets up the corridor.

Man: I see, I see. So how do, in the first instance, how do you make sure it’s discussed in Committee?

PS: You get somebody to table an amendment, fairly simply [inaudible]

Woman: To the Committee.

PS: Well, any Member of the Committee, you see, can table an amendment at any stage—24 hours’ notice it’ll
appear on the Order Paper, and of course you’re dependent on the Chairman of the Committee selecting it for
debate. There’s not normally a problem about that, but it’s obviously relevant—just to stop people tacking
things on to Bills that have no real purpose as far as that Bill is concerned, so the Chairman can say, “I’m not
debating that”, but, I mean, [inaudible]
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Man: And would you be, do you think you’d be able to get it, given that you want to, I don’t know, would
you be able to get an amendment tabled on the Committee, do you think?

PS: Yes, I mean, I’d get somebody to do it, yeah, I mean.

Woman: I didn’t know how straightforward it would be to—

PS: Well, everyone’s always looking for ideas. The problem for Back-Benchers is—Government Back-
Benchers in particular are encouraged to do their mail on Committee and not speak, ‘cause they’ve got
[inaudible] to get this legislation through [inaudible], whereas Opposition Back-Benchers always want to cut
their teeth in Committee and impress the Whips and the shadow Minister on there, so they want to be coming
up with ideas. Again, I mean, it’s important not to get too political in Committee.

[25.00]

If you got an Opposition person to table such an amendment, you wouldn’t want them to say, “Typical of this
Government, damaging business. This is a good idea that will help save business money”. And, you know,
what you need is somebody to say, “Given the economic situation, maybe this is an idea the Government
should look at”. So, you know, you pick people incred. . .—reasonably carefully.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: If you want people to just lark around???, then fine. But if your purpose is to get legislation changed then
you’ve got to compromise and you’ve got to get . . .

Woman: Well that’s your objective, isn’t it? Rather than bashing the Government.

PS: Not always, if it’s a Committee, but . . . [inaudible]

Woman: [Laughs] No, but it’s certainly our objective.

PS: Yeah, sure.

Woman: We don’t want the Government to be bashed, we just want the legislation changed.

Man: Yeah, absolutely. Also, there are two Committee stages, aren’t there? So presumably you might be better
oV doing it in the Lords. Because presumably . . . I don’t know, I don’t . . .

PS: Well, the Committee stage in the Lords, as I said, is taken on the Floor of the House. Now, the
Government’s trying to persuade their people not to table too many amendments, because a) they make a
guess at how long Committee stage is going to be. Like the Banking Bill, which is very controversive [sic] at
this stage. I think we’ve done four days on it so far because, you know, there are so many amendments, many
of them tabled by the Government themselves. [Inaudible] Legislation is poorly drafted to start with. But I
mean something like
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this, I mean I’m guessing, er, there’d be I would guess two Bills that particular day, so they’d want this through
in maybe three or four hours.

Man: Right.

PS: As far as the Lords Committee stage is concerned, I mean in the Commons it doesn’t particularly matter.
You know, they hazard a guess when they sit in Committee, “How long will this take? Let’s say two weeks”,
or something like that. But they normally only met Tuesdays and Thursdays, you know, for Committee stage
in the Commons, unless it’s something particularly controversial, in which case they’ll meet Tuesday, Thursday
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afternoon and other days too. So I would have thought . . . I do not know how big the Bill is, I mean, I can
get a copy of it from downstairs, but, er, is there much in . . . Have you seen the actual printed copy of the Bill?

Man: Yes, but I can’t remember how many pages it was.

Woman: No, I haven’t seen it. I don’t think it’s particularly massive. I haven’t got that impression anyway.

Man: No, the only thing that I was just thinking was that I think it goes out at . . . The last day of Committee
stage is early February sometime. It’s just that we didn’t have an awful lot of time, that’s all.

PS: Is that right?

Man: I think that’s about . . .

PS: Ah. Er. What’s the name of the actual Bill? Can you tell me?

Man: It’s the Business Rates (Supplement) Bill.

[Pause]

PS: I’m having lunch with the Shadow Minister for the West Midlands. I wonder whether she will lend me a
copy of the Bill.

[Pause]

PS: Business Rates Supplementary Bill?

Woman: Yeah.

Man: Business Rates Supplements Bill, I think.
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PS: Yes.

[Pause]

PS: [on phone] Hi, is Belinda there? It’s Peter Snape. No, OK, I’ll try her on her mobile. Thanks very much.
Bye bye.

[Pause]

PS: Somewhere, when I came in, I put my phone.

Woman: [Laughs]

Man: Oh, your mobile?

PS: Yeah.

Man: Er . . ..

PS: I think that’s one of the numbers that’s on there.

Man: It’s there. I can see it’s under that piece of paper. Right next to your left hand.

Woman: [Laughs]

PS: I used to have lots of assistants when I was in the House of Commons.

Woman: Yeah, I bet.

PS: Doing it all myself. Very diYcult.

[Pause]

[30.00]

PS: [phone call] I thought you might be. The way you were whispering, yes. Can you make it as far as the door
without upsetting anybody? Okay. You are out there. We are lunching today. Well, as part of my happiness
about that, I wonder if I could ask you, or one of your many minions to bring me a copy of the, or to bring
with you, a copy of the Business Rates Supplementary Bill. Is that all right? Okay. Well, I’ll explain later. Right,
right. So can you drop by my oYce on the way? Because if we’re going across the road then it’s handy isn’t it.
Okay, you’re anticipating a vote then. Okay. Is this all [inaudible] of your expenses bill? Very sensible. Okay,
just hanging up. Thanks very much. [end of phone call] They just went for a vote or she said she’d send
somebody over with it now, anyway she’ll bring it over on her way.
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Woman: Great.

Man: Who’s that?

PS: Lynda Waltho. She’s the MP for Stourbridge. She’s newly just appointed, the Prime Minister’s just
appointed her as regional Minister for the West Midlands.

Man: I see.

PS: It’s the sort of thing that she might be interested in anyway.

Woman: Yes.

Man: Yes.

PS: She’s anxious to be seen on the side of business.

Man: It sounds like something you’d take up on our behalf.

PS: Well, I’d certainly look at it, yes. It’s quite, er, interesting. I think it’s something worthwhile.

Man: Yes.

Woman: Mmm.

Man: I suppose the other question for us is, in terms of, a bit of an embarrassing question—

PS: Yes.

Woman: [Laughter] Yes.

Man: We’re thinking monthly retainer, I don’t know, which, I think, is the normal way of doing these things.
Is that right?.

PS: It is, yes, yes.

Man: Just tell us—

Woman: What do you normally charge?

PS: I charge a thousand pounds a month or ?five? hundred pounds a day.
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Woman: Okay.

PS: That’s my normal rate??

Woman: How many days do you think you would need to dedicate to this and also that you have available to
dedicate?

PS: About one or two a month, I would have thought. ??Not that it matters??; one probably.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: Let you know the number of hours I’ve spent on it. I’m not like a solicitor, where every phone call—

Woman: Yes, totting it up.

Man: So, for us it would be, sort of, it would be twelve grand as a sort of, and then say you did two days a
month.

PS: Yes.

Man: That would be another twelve grand.

PS: Yes.

Man: In eVect. Yes, yes.

PS: Something like this wouldn’t take me two days a month I wouldn’t have thought.

Woman: Mmm.

Man: So it might be cheaper than that?

PS: Yes.

Man: Well, thank you.

PS: It certainly wouldn’t be any dearer than that.
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Woman: Okay.

PS: Mind you, if it was some complicated undertaking . . .

Woman: Yeah.
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PS: . . . then I’d come back and tell you.

Woman: [Laughter]

PS: I wouldn’t just bill you [inaudible]

Man: In this case it is basically just to get this amendment.

PS: Right, right.

Man: Favourably for our client.

PS: Yes, sure. I couldn’t give any guarantees for obvious reasons.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: I’ve no idea what the Government’s view is, but I mean, I’ll find out and I’ll sort of talk to, you know, one
or two people and see what they say. It appears to me an eminently sensible thing. As I said to you earlier, no
doubt civil servants will find all sorts of reasons not to do it.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: They will recommend not to do it because that’s the way they work.

Woman: Is it worth speaking to the Bill team at all, do you think?

PS: What, the civil servants?

Woman: Yeah.

PS: Yes, it is if you know anybody. I mean—

Woman: Well no, unfortunately I don’t. [Laughter]

PS: I’m not sure whether I do. I mean, I’d have to use some of my contacts to find out who they are.

Woman: Find out who they are first, yeah.

PS: I mean, they are ??a little bit?? more important than the politicians in my experience.

Woman: Yeah.
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Man: Mmm.

PS: If you can persuade them, then you know you are half way there.

Woman: Yeah.

[35.00]

I wouldn’t oV the top of my head think I’d have, you know, many direct contacts with people . . . I specialise
in transport and they are the people, you know, I see behind the scenes. But they’re not normally averse to
lunch somewhere, you know. ??It’s been said?? they’re so poorly paid they can’t aVord to eat in the places MPs
eat in, I think. I can’t see it myself. But, I mean, I could find out through . . . I don’t again oV the top of my head
know who John Healey’s parliamentary private secretary is, but he or she would be a reasonably junior MP.

Woman: Yes.

PS: That’s normally the way to the civil servants and I’ll say, look, you know, this is what I want to do. It’s
for a client I’m working for.

Woman: Yes

PS: Anyone I talk to who looks, you know, in the Minister’s team.

Man and Woman: Yes.

Woman: That would be good.

PS: And, you know, if it’s something reasonable then they’ll look at it and take it away. As I say, they can
always think of objections that wouldn’t cross anybody else’s mind, but that’s the Civil Service for you.
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Woman: [laughing] Yes.

PS: Well, many of them are very good. You know, I think they’re much maligned, and if they know what
Ministers want to do, they are good at implementing or drafting the legislation that would enable them to
implement what they want to do. The trouble is, lots of Ministers don’t know what they want to do, or they’ve
only got vague ideas. Mostly in my experience, people say, “I want to do this”. I mean, they might say, “Well,
that’s courageous, Minister, which, if you watch “Yes Minister”, means you’re pretty crazy and foolhardy and
[inaudible].

Man and Woman: Yes (laughing)
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PS: But, you know, I think they are very good at what they do. And, as I say, they are at least as important,
if not more so than the politicians. Get them on side and, you know, they see the politicians every day. We see
each other fleetingly.

Woman: Yes.

Man: Um, well I think that sort of covers it, doesn’t it, really?.

Woman: Yes.

PS: Can you tell me more about your company? The only Michael Johnson Associates I know of is Australian
and they’re quite big in Australia. I thought maybe that’s where you got your name from.

Man: Where we’re from? No, no. Michael Johnson is actually a company that was set up by an American
called Michael Johnson. He said that he had an oYce in Washington and he had an oYce in Brussels. He now
also has an oYce in Hong Kong as well. But he’s now retired. He’s no longer . . . I mean, he still owns the
business.

PS: [Inaudible]

Man: And certainly in Europe most of his work has been with the European Parliament in Brussels and the
European Commission, whereas he has been trying to sort of establish . . . we’ve been trying to establish a
business here in the UK, which initially we did as sort of corporate communications for, um, all sorts of, er,
clients. I mean people like, say, have you ever heard of Trevor Hemmings, the man who basically owns
Blackpool. He owns Blackpool leisure parks and things like that.

PS: I thought it was David Hemmings who (inaudible).

Woman: (laughter)

PS: You have my sympathies. Fortunately the Labour Party doesn’t have to meet there any more. A meeting
every two years.

Man: We have a number of . . . we have some high-profile clients, reasonably high-profile clients like him, and
we have some businesses. We’ve done work for a couple of airlines, haven’t we? And, um, but we wanted to
branch out into public aVairs as a new area for our business. So we’re not necessarily very, sort of, experienced
in this area. Our background, both our backgrounds, really, are not public aVairs.

Woman: PR, really.
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Man: So as much as anything, having a relationship with a consultant in Parliament would be very useful to
us because I mean it helps us . . . it shows us . . . you know, we make assumptions and they’re not always as
. . . [inaudible] it suits.

PS: Right.

Man: Er. . .

Woman: It’s just important, really, to know how it all works, I suppose, which is something, you know, that
you’re very familiar with, and as outsiders, we’re not. Even, you know, identifying who people are and having
a relationship with those people.

PS: I spent my formative years in the Whips OYce in the 1970s. I don’t suppose you two were born. We
discovered to our amazement in 1974 that we were elected. I mean, we didn’t expect to be elected given the
whole history of the miners’ strike and all the rest of it. So I spent about a year on the Back Benches and I was
a whip for four years to the famous vote of confidence that we managed to lose by one in 1979. One thing about
the Whips’ OYce is it does teach you how the place works.
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Woman: Yes.

PS: A lot of my colleagues, I mean . . . Amazing some of the people who were in the Cabinet, in Jim Callaghan’s
Cabinet, and had no idea. People like Michael Foot, who was lovely but, you know, a nice guy, but with no
idea of how Parliament worked. But he’d been here for 30 years but he’d never done any committee work. He
was one of these great broad-brush . . . a great broad-brush man and a terrific orator. But then they made him
Leader of the House of Commons and he hadn’t the faintest idea of what he was meant to do.

[40.00]

It was a fascinating time, as you can imagine. In fact somebody just sent me Kenneth Morgan’s biography of
Michael Foot, which says that his campaign against Denis Healey, when he ran for the leadership of the
Labour Party was going nowhere until these three Back-Benchers, Neil Kinnock, Peter Snape and Jim
Marshall took over running his campaign and he won. One of my colleagues, a man called George Howarth,
who is one of the Liverpool MPs, said to me, he’d just been reading this you see, he said “Didn’t you propose
Michael Martin for the chair before you left the Commons. I said, “I did”. He said “Michael Foot? Michael
Martin? You’ve done more damage to the Labour Party than the bloody Tories”. A long time ago.

Man: Didn’t you have the transport brief for a while?

PS: Yes, 10 years. Yes I was going to be Minister of Transport had we won in 1992, which we expected to do.
Either that or chief whip. I quite fancied the job of chief whip. But I’d seen Neil Kinnock. We’d got a meeting
in Birmingham about three days before polling day when we still had a lead in the polls. He said I haven’t made
my mind up yet. I know you’ve
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done transport for 10 years, do you fancy doing something else?” I said “Well, not particularly. What have
you in mind?” “We need people in the whips oYce. We need a chief whip it’s going to be tight and all the rest
of it.” I said let’s talk. We might as well wait till after Thursday. Then of course, he resigned immediately
because we didn’t win and John Smith rang me up and said, “Are you going to carry on?” I said “I’m not, no.
I’ve been oVered a job outside”. Originally as a non-executive director for a company called West Midlands
Travel which is a stand-alone ex-municipal bus undertaking and I was the only person. It was employee-owned
at the time. I was the only person that the trade union and management side could agree on . . . It was an
employee-owned company and they needed at least two independent non-execs and I was the one in fact that
they could agree on. So I said I can’t obviously do that and be on the front bench as the transport spokesman.
He said “Well you can for a year, he said, just don’t do any buses. The rules were a bit more lax than they are
now, so I did both jobs for about a year. Then we became part of the National Express group. I think the Tories
took ???a man on the board??? So I expected them to say goodbye anyway. Anyway, to my astonishment, they
asked me to stay on and they made me chairman of the bus division, a job I did for four years.

Man: When did you stand down as an MP then?

PS: 2001 [inaudible] The then chief executive moved on, a bloke called Phil Whiting. I’d fallen out with his
successor on the Strategic Rail Authority, Richard Bowker. They approached the chief executive . . .

Man: So you were made Lord presumably by Tony Blair, I guess?

PS: Yes yes yes. I indicated to you earlier, I could have gone straight from the Commons to the Lords. I was
actually in Australia when the 2001 election was postponed because of the foot and mouth thing. So I’d
arranged, everybody knew, it was no secret that it would be 3 May so I’d arranged this trip to Australia to try
and resolve some of our problems we were having with the State Government in Victoria. Of course, when it
was postponed I said “Well I’m going anyway as I’m not standing for re-election”. So I did a couple of
interviews, radio interviews. I never told them I was in Australia because people just ring you on your mobile

Woman: Yes, exactly.

PS: I said, “Well I can’t get to a phone. You’ll just have to do it from here. I got a lot of the information from
British newspapers pretending I was still over there. But Australia was a disaster for us. Fortunately I’d taken
the precaution of saying, “This is not a good idea”, when the board decided they were going to run or try and
get into the Australian transport market. I’ve never understood the City, you know, I look at the share price
now of National Express ??? They are down to four quid. It’s still the same business it was when it was 13 quid.
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Woman: Oh, God.

Man: Well look at the banks.

PS: Absolutely. Mind you, there’s a reason for that: I mean the banks are skint. I mean National Express is a
very good company. It might be aVected by the recession as far as ??train carriage?? But it’s not going to go
bump. But the City then were urging expansion on everybody so we bought some yellow buses in the United
States, which were quite profitable, you know, yellow school buses. But as I said, the Australian market, when
I went over there, the unions were just like they were in Britain in the 1970s. I mean that was their general . . .

Woman: I didn’t know that about Australia.

PS: And of course . . . I mean it’s just as well. Have either of you been to Melbourne?

Woman & Man: No

PS: It’s a great city I mean I like Australia. My wife knows lots of ??? there and we go there. We were there last
August, but they’re pretty diYcult to deal with, particularly if you’re a Pom. So I said, well, you know, we can’t
import management from the UK [. . .]

[45.00]

Woman: Yeah

PS: You’ve got to get local people to do it. And the State Government have done a deal to get rid of the
conductors on trams and be a one-person operation, which is sort of normal anywhere else in the world, but
it took us 18 months, I think, you know, to buy every one of them oV individually. The whole thing’s a
nightmare. But interesting.

Woman: Are they, are National Express still operating in Australia?.

PS: No, we just pulled the plug in the end and walked away, gave them the keys back. I mean it cost National
Express I think eight million or something like that

Woman: God

PS: It was the only way. It was never gonna work.

Woman: God. Total nightmare then for a couple of years.

PS: Yeah, I mean I used to go two or three times a year. The chief exec at one stage was going for the weekend,
I mean, he would fly out
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Woman: Oh, that’s horrendous, isn’t it?

PS: Yeah. take some pills so that he could sleep on the plane.

Woman: Yeah

PS: and he was back at his desk on Monday lunchtime. He’s going to kill himself.

Woman: Yeah. It’s incredibly tiring.

PS: Yes, it is, yes.

Woman: You may as well just stay there for a month, quite frankly.

PS: Well, I never go for less than three weeks, cos it takes, you know, two or three days to get over it, I mean

Woman: Yeah

PS: and how people sit in the back. You know, I mean, business class is comfortable, and you can stretch out.
I mean you see whole families going from Heathrow. I mean, it’s 26 hours [. . .]

Woman: Yeah, it’s tough

Man: My sister lives in Australia,

PS: Oh, right.

Man: Up in Queensland, in a place called Noosa.

PS: Noosa? Wow. Yeah. Yeah

Man: And we went

PS: I stayed in a hotel, Tingaramee, or something it was called, right on the . . . right on the main street.
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Man: I know Noosa has . . . I’ve not, I mean, I’ve just stayed with sister, so.

PS: Did you? The Sheraton is on one side

Man: My parents have stayed in the Sheraton
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PS: Right, lovely place Noosa. The trouble was, last time I was there, it wasn’t last year, it was the year before,
we didn’t go . . .. I’ve been two or three times, there was a jazz festival. I hate jazz, I mean, I hate jazz.

Man: There was a jazz festival on when I was there.

PS: Were there?

Man: We went in August.

PS: It’s probably an annual thing.

Woman: Yeah, probably

PS: I mean, trouble is . . . it’s impossible to have a meal in any of the restaurants without someone

Woman: Without bing, bing, bing

PS: So much bloody nonsense down my ear. I mean, my tastes in music don’t extend to jazz.

Man: I did find the flying oVputting. I find just being in the air that long, so we split it up by going to Bali.

PS: Did you?

Man: Gorgeous. Like heaven.

PS: Yeah, Yeah.

Man: If you ever get the chance, you should.

PS: Well my wife flies Singapore, you see. My wife has expensive taste. Shangri La hotel in Singapore.

Woman: Oh nice! Shangri Las are amazing.

PS: Yeah, they are, aren’t they? And especially there.

Woman: Yeah, I bet.

PS: the service there, terrific. We often break that journey. About five days there last time, but normally, I like
to fly all the back and just get it over with.
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Woman: Yeah.

PS: I mean, it’s a heck of a journey, isn’t it? We got my nephew to pick us up from Heathrow to drive us back
to Birmingham. Pretty worn out.

Woman: Yeah

Man: Yeah

Woman: Yeah

Man: So, have you amended any legislation before on behalf of clients, or?

PS: Ah. I think we are back to the bus business there. I don’t think I’ve got any specific amendments I could
think of. I mean, I’ve certainly amended legislation as an Opposition spokesman but not on behalf of clients,
so, I mean,

Man: But you don’t foresee any diYculties here?

PS: Well, I don’t know whether the Government will agree to it. I mean, you know, actually if the Government
agree to it, that sort of amendment, because they do it, you know, for you

Woman: What, they do it kind of in draft stages or something?

PS: Yeah, yeah. I mean, what you need to do, I’ll discuss the sort of . . . draw up—whether you do it yourself
or you can get a parliamentary agent or if it is nice and simple, I’ll do it, but you know, you’ve got to draw up
an amendment that’s properly worded in a parliamentary sense.

Woman: Yeah

Man: Yeah
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PS: I mean, do you work with any parliamentary agents at all?

Man: No, but I just assumed I would get a parliamentary draftsman to do, to actually draw up, because I mean
it is a quite a specific task isn’t it? The whole thing

PS: It is, Yeah, yeah

Man: And then we could give you the draft and then you could give it to.

PS: Whoever
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Man: Yeah

PS: Yeah, sure. Do you know a parliamentary draftsman, I mean, do you have someone in mind?

Man: Yes

PS: Oh fine. Okay. I’ve got it, I mean that’s the best way to do it, as you know, they’ll do all the legalese. You’ll
find they’re a lot more expensive than I am incidentally. You can’t do these things cheaply. You know, there’s
a whole industry round here of parliamentary drafts—you can’t call them draftsmen any more, they’ve got to
be draftspeople.

Woman: [laughs]

PS: Ah. So, if you, you know, if you do that, and let me have a copy of it, then obviously I’ll circulate it to
those people I think might be sympathetic, people on the committee initially, but I’ll talk to first the Minister’s
PPS, I’ll find out who it is . . . if it’s the wrong generation sort of thing

Woman: Yeah

PS: . . . put you in the picture.

[50.00]

PS: I mean what I want from you as far as we’re concerned is if you would summarise this conversation and
our agreement in a letter to me, formally requesting me to act as a consultant on the lines financially that we
have just agreed.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: Although it is not necessary, it is not essential, I would quite like to meet your clients, if—

Woman: Yeah.

Man: That is possible.

PS: In your oYce, if you like, if you think it would impress him bring him here.

Man: He might like to, say, have lunch in the Lords if that’s—

Woman: Yeah.
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PS: Mm. Chinese or Hong Kong Chinese are normally fairly astute business people, aren’t they, to say the
least?

Woman: Yeah.

PS: Most people like the ambience of visiting, it indicates that you have some sort of connections in
Parliament, or—

Man: It is typical of them that they have identified this particular piece of legislation, and I would imagine that
there might be others as well but I don’t, they haven’t identified any to us at the moment.

Woman: No.

PS: Is this 2 per cent that you mentioned is this in addition to the business rate that the—

Man: It is on top of the—

PS: I know it is a nuisance, but it’s scarcely massive . . .

Man: Well no, but I think it is sort of an irritation and when it is aggregated across many diVerent
businesses it—
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PS: They don’t seem to have a business rate in Hong Kong.

Man: And also there is going to be a business rate renewal next year which means that—

PS: It’s obviously going to go up.

Woman: There are lots of variables, I think that is part of the problem.

Man: He just wants to sort of exclude all the variables.

Woman: Especially because there is enough going on with the economy at the moment isn’t there? Not quite
sure what that is going to be like.

PS: It is hardly healthy, is it?

Woman: No.

PS: It is not going to get any easier is it? I am not a betting man, but I think you’d get pretty good odds from
a bookie against a fourth term Labour government.

Woman: Yeah.
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PS: I mean, I think—

Man: I can’t see how—

PS: I can’t see us winning an election to be honest.

Man: We wondered if you were going to go this summer?

PS: No, with a double figures deficit in the opinion polls, you are not going to go, are you?

Man: And so therefore you leave it and you just box yourself in.

PS: As John Major did, but I mean politics is about “something will turn up”, you know. It’s the Mr
Micawber theory.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: We forget how Mrs Thatcher was the most unpopular Prime Minister ever before the Falklands.

Man: Of course, yeah.

Woman: Hopefully something similar does not happen!

Man: I am not saying that, but equally John Major was massive, wasn’t he?

PS: Yes he was. He won in 92, didn’t he, against the odds. If Mrs Thatcher had still been leader of the Tory
party, a fact a lot of them forget when they go on about how wonderful she was, if we had won by a landslide
in 1992 and of course we’d have behaved in exactly the same way, because John Smith, the shadow Chancellor
at the time, was just as keen on the European money mechanism, the ERM, whatever it was called, as Lamont
and the Conservatives.

Man: Mmm.

PS: So we would have won in 92, behaved in exactly the same way, been expelled from the ERM would have
cemented our view of—the general view of our economic incompetence, would have been massacred in 97 like
the Tories were, so although it stopped me from being Minister of Transport or whatever, I think it was a good
election to lose.

Woman: Yeah.

PS: The whole time for change thing is a real killer. [inaudible]
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Man: And the argument about competence, which is a good argument, because clearly I think most people
would trust Gordon Brown above Cameron in terms of competence economically is slightly defeated by the
constant bad news. I mean this week has been bad.

PS: Yeah, terrible, and it’s going to get worse. Job losses every day it is very diYcult.

Woman: Yeah, it’s horrible.
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PS: People going bust, and it is not, you talk about Blair, but people quite liked him. We had a media. John
Major said to me, I knew Major reasonably well because he was Whip opposite me and when they went into
opposition after 97 he said the British press are merciless. They’ll build him up for two or three years then
they’ll turn against him, like they turned against Brown. I think he is fortunate that Cameron is a bit of a
lightweight and Osborne is even more so. I mean, bringing Kenneth Clarke back, providing they can get him
to, keep him quiet on Europe is a good stroke.

[55.00]

Woman: Yeah.

PS: It takes away the main problem, Labour’s attack that they’re rich kids, you know.

Woman: Who are inexperienced.

Man: You know, “At a time like this, would you trust the economy with George Osborne?” That is a very a
good line of attack.

PS: Of course it is. And, you know, are we really going to turn the clock back to the days of the Old Etonian
magic circle? Because, you know, a dozen of the Shadow Cabinet [were in the] Bullingdon Club or whatever
it’s called.

Woman: Yes.

PS: I should imagine that Labour’s election strategists will be giving a lot of airings to that particular
photograph.

Woman: Yeah. [Laughs].

PS: So getting Clarke back’s a good stroke if they can keep him oV Europe. Yeah. You never know. I mean,
politics is full of . . . You know, I wouldn’t write them oV completely.

Man: It’s not looking good, is it?

PS: Two out of 10.
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Woman: [Laughs]

Man: Well, look, we won’t detain you any longer. What we’ll do is we’ll [inaudible] is the answer.

Woman: Yep.

Man: And thank you very much.

PS: Not at all.

Woman: Yeah, thanks for your time.

PS: SW1A 0PA is the postcode of the House of Commons if you want to write to me. Or you could e-mail me.

Woman: Yes.

PS: Actually it would be handy if I had it in writing.

Woman: Yes. Would you prefer it . . . Because I can send it via e-mail with, like, as an attachment. Or would
you prefer it in the post?.

PS: Er. . . I guess in the post. Is that Okay?

Woman: OK, yeah, that’s fine. It makes no diVerence.

PS: We can communicate by email after that.

Woman: Yeah, it makes no diVerence.

PS: I don’t normally use the parliamentary e-mail thing. I use my own hotmail [inaudible]

Woman: OK.

PS: Right. The parliamentary stuV is full of junk from the Whip’s oYce. Can you go here go there or
[inaudible]?

Woman: [inaudible]

PS: Pleasure, nice to meet you.
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Woman: Have a nice lunch. Where are you going for lunch?.
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PS: [inaudible]

Woman: Ah, very nice.

[long stretch of inaudible, various speaking]

PS: I came in her about a week before we actually resumed after Christmas Recess just to do a business thing
and I said, oh, we’ll go and eat at the . . . [inaudible, lift pings]. Wednesday night, neither House sitting, but
it was absolutely packed.

Woman: I wonder who was there.

PS: Well, they all looked as though they were reasonably aZuent.

Woman: Yes, I suppose they must have been.

PS: Quite a lot of tourists as well [inaudible] maybe it’s something . . . 5-star hotels.

Woman: Yeah. That’s true. Saying it would be quiet.

PS: They probably say it’s full of politicians, you know, you go in there and see the Prime Minister or
something like that.

Lift: Ground Floor. Doors opening.

PS: Right, nice to see you. Thanks again.

Woman: Yeah nice to see you. See you later.

Woman: Hello. Just get this.

Man: He’s wondering about us.

Woman: I know.

Woman: Thanks, bye.

Woman: Did you see who his, um, ??oYce buddy?? was?

Man: No.

Woman: ??Woolmer??
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Man: Oh right.

Woman: We didn’t call him.

Man: [?]

Woman: Well those could be the same. They’re involved with the same consultancy.

Man: Ah, of course, yeah, I’m sorry, now I remember.

Woman: Which way do we go? [inaudible] Oh, this way.

Man: Yes, they would be. They both share that same ???

Woman: Yeah.

[End.]

Telephone Call to Lady Snape (“LS”) from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (1)

Telephone CD1 page 7 of 28

MG: Are we on? Okay.

Lady Snape: Hello

MG: Hello. Is Lord Snape there please?

LS: I’m afraid not. Who’s that?
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MG: It’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times.

LS: Oh, right. Okay. Well, he’s, erm, at the Lords.

MG: He’s at the Lords. Sorry, are you . . .?

LS: Yes, I mean he might possibly be on his way back, um, but he certainly went in this morning.

MG: Right. Sorry, who I am talking to?

LS: Lady Snape

MG: Lady Snape. Could I leave a message with you just in case I don’t manage to get hold of him?

LS: Yes. Hang on a minute. Let me just find a pen ‘cos I’m upstairs at the moment.

MG: I apologise. Do you want me to call back?

LS: Err. No. Right, what’s the message?.

MG: It’s Michael Gillard at the Sunday Times.

LS: Yeah.

MG: . . . and we need to speak to him urgently about, ern, his discussions that he’s had with a company called
Michael Johnson Associates.

LS: Michael Johnson Associates. What’s your telephone number?

MG: **** *** . . .

LS: *** . . .

MG: ****.

LS: ****.
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MG: Or ****

LS: Right. Okay. Sorry, could you say your name again?

MG: Michael Gillard.

LS: Michael Gillard.

MG: We’re running a story this weekend, so anything you can do to expedite him getting in touch with us, we
would be very grateful.

LS: Okay. Can I just check your number again? It’s **** . . .

MG: ****.

LS: Oh, sorry. **** ** . . .

MG: No, ***.

LS: Sorry, it’s this pen. It’s not really . . .

MG: ****.

LS: Yeah. ***.

MG: ***.

LS: *.

MG: **.

LS: Double * *.

MG: Yeah, or ****.

LS: Okay. Thank you. I’ve got that [inaudible]

MG: Thank you very much.

LS: Thank you very much. Bye bye

[call ends]
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Failed Telephone Call to Lord Snape (“PS”) from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 8 of 28

[new call]

PS: Hello, I’m unable to take your call at the moment. If you’d like to leave your number, I’ll ring you back
as soon as I can. Thank you.

Electronic voice: When you have finished recording please hang up or press the hash key for more options.
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MG: This is a message for Lord Snape from Michael Gillard at the Sunday Times newspaper in London. Lord
Snape, I’m ringing to speak to you about discussions that you’ve had very recently with a company called
Michael Johnson Associates and the client they represent, a Mr Jiang, and I understand that they’re interested
in having some legislation around business rates, a bill that is going both Houses, amended and they had, er,
meetings with you very recently, I think, yesterday. Anyway, I’d like to talk to you about those discussions,
erm, because we’re running a story this weekend and, erm, there are some, um, allegations that I’d like to
discuss with you. My numbers are ***** ****** or ***** ******. It’s now 11.45 on Friday. Once again, it’s
quite urgent that we speak to you so that I can run through what it is that we understand you discussed with
Michael Johnson Associates. Many thanks. Bye for now.

[call ends]

Telephone Call to Lord Snape (“PS”) from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009
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[new call]

MG: . . . running

Operator: House of Lords.

MG: Hello. Could you put me through to Lord Snape’s oYce please?

[Ringing for a long time]

MG: It’s ringing out.

[Phone picked up]

MG: Hello?.

PS: Michael Gillard?

MG: Speaking

PS: Hi, it’s Peter Snape.

MG: Oh, hello Lord Snape. Thanks for getting back to me. What it is is, erm, I understand you had some, a
meeting, yesterday with a company called Michael Johnson Associates.

PS: Yeah.

MG: I also understand that they were representing a Chinese businessman called Li Jiang and that they wanted
to have legislation amended in relation to the business rates bill that’s going through the two Houses.

PS: That’s right.

MG: And I wanted to talk to you about what it was that you were prepared to do for them.
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PS: Eh?

MG: Can you help me with that?

PS: Yes. I’m on a train so bear in mind that reception is not too clever. Can you speak up a bit?

MG8: Can you hear me now?
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PS: Yes, I can, yes, yes.

MG: Sorry, I’ll try and speak louder.

PS: Okay.

MG: So what was it that you agreed to do for them?

PS: [crackle] the, er, question they put to me was, er, they said they had a client from Hong Kong who wanted
to start up a business in the United Kingdom, er, and obviously was concerned about the supplementary rate
and the legislation that is going through the House of Commons at the moment.

MG: Yeah.

PS: I said to them that the rules are that I could not attempt to amend any legislation on behalf of an individual
client or an individual company but I was quite happy to look at the possibility of the Government exempting
any new companies throughout the United Kingdom from this supplementary business rate, perhaps for a
limited period.

MG: And how would you go about doing that?.

PS: I [inaudible] I think that’s between me and them, isn’t it?

MG: Right. Well, I mean, what I am saying is is what you did within the rules?

PS: Of course, I mean, I just had a conversation with them, and I said. . .

MG: What you agreed to do, was that within the rules of what Lords are allowed to do for outside interests?
Hello? Can you hear me?

PS: Can you still hear me?

MG: I can hear you. Sorry, we cut out briefly.

PS: Yeah, We just went through a tunnel [inaudible].

MG: There you go. That would explain . . .
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PS: What were we saying?

MG: Well I was going to ask is whether you would be willing to talk to me about what it is that you agreed
to do for them and whether money was involved.

PS: Yes, of course.

MG: Sorry, briefly, just before you entered the tunnel, I thought you said you wouldn’t tell me what
[inaudible].

PS: No, I, look, I said I wouldn’t do anything on their behalf, on behalf of an individual client . . .

MG: Yes.

PS: . . . because that would be outside the rules of the House. I said I was quite prepared to discuss with them
how legislation could be changed which would benefit businesses throughout the United Kingdom, and if they
wanted to take me on as a consultant to their company, my usual fees were, which I went through. I asked
them to confirm in writing and I said I would confirm back to them in writing that I would only act on their
behalf, er, on behalf of businesses throughout the UK and not on behalf of individual clients, as within the
rules of House.

MG: So you wouldn’t have acted on behalf of the Chinese client, even though you knew that it was a Chinese
client that was wanting this done [inaudible] of the lobbyists.

PS: I’m sorry, can you just say that again? I’m not being diYcult about this but [inaudible]

MG: No, no, I can understand that.

PS: . . . on trains.

MG: No, I’ve had conversations on trains. They’re quite . . .

PS: Yeah. [inaudible]

MG: If you’d like, if you’re going to stop at some point, I could, maybe, call you when there’s less tunnels and
interference.

PS: Well, well, I’m actually going to, on my way home so, er . . .
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MG: Are you way oV from landing?

PS: I’m quite a way from Birmingham, yeah. I’m somewhere between Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley at the
moment.

MG: Oh, right, okay, so you’ve got about half an hour at least.
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PS: 40 minutes, I would have thought, yes, yeah.

MG: Shall I call you in Birmingham?

PS: Yes, well, why don’t you ring me on this number at, say, 12.40, something like that.

MG: 12.40. Speak to you then. All right.

[call ends]

Failed Telephone Calls to Lord Snape (“PS”) from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 12 of 28

[Dialling]

PS: Hello. I’m unable to take your call at the moment. If you’d like to leave your number, I’ll ring you back
as soon as I can. Thank you.

Recorded voice: When you’ve finished recording please hang up or press the hash key for more options.

MG: Lord Snape, it’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times. It’s 12.40. Hopefully you’ve arrived at
Birmingham and we can now have a proper conversation. If you’d like to give me a call, I’m on ***** ******.
If that line is engaged or no one answers, try ***** ******, which is the news desk, and ask for me and they’ll
come and find me. Otherwise I’ll give you a call shortly. Thanks very much. Bye.

[call ends]

[new call]

PS: Hello. I’m unable to take your call at the moment. If you’d like to leave your number, I’ll ring you back
as soon as I can. Thank you.

Recorded voice: When you’ve finished recording please hang up or press the hash key for more options.

MG: Oh, hello. It’s Michael Gillard again from the Sunday Times. Clearly you’re still on the phone. Anyway,
very keen to speak. It’s now, erm, almost quarter to one. Bye bye.

[call ends]

Telephone Call to Lord Snape (“PS”) from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23 January
2009 (2)

Telephone CD2 page 12 of 29

[New call] 18.25

PS: Hello.

Man: Hi, it’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times.

PS: Hi.

Man: Can you talk now?

PS: Yeah, yeah, I’m at home now, yes.

Man: Oh wonderful. So shall we start again?

PS: Yeah.

Man: Right. What I’m interested in is this company, Michael Johnson Associates and their client, this Chinese
businessman, who I understand engaged your services.

PS: Er, Michael Johnson Associates.
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Man: Yeah.

PS: Not the Chinese client.

Man: Well, that’s their client, isn’t it, as I understand.

PS: It’s what?

Man: The Chinese man is their client.

PS: He’s one of their clients, I presume.

Man: Yeah, but as I understand it, what they’re engaging you to do is on his behalf.

PS: No, no it is not, and if you understand that then whatever transcript you’ve got isn’t true.

Man: Whatever what?

PS: Whatever transcript of the conversation you might have just isn’t true.

Man: Right. Um, so what exactly did you think you were doing for them?

PS: Well actually I’m in this [inaudible] if you like [inaudible] okay. Er, following a telephone call from a Clare
Taylor from Michael Johnson Associates.
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Man: Mm.

PS: Er, regarding a possible consultancy agreement between us.

Man: Mm.

PS: She asked for a meeting which took place in my oYce this week.

Man: Mm.

PS: Her colleague told me the company had a Hong Kong client, so.

Man: Sorry, could you go a bit slower?

PS: Oh sorry, yes sure. I thought you had shorthand, don’t you, shorthand [inaudible] Sunday Times
[inaudible].

Man: No no. This took place, a meeting which took place this week.

PS: In my oYce this week.

Man: Yeah.

PS: Her colleague, and I’m afraid I left his business card in the oYce. I can’t remember his name.

Man: Yeah, sure.

PS: . . . might be David Thompson, yes, told me that the company had a client based in Hong Kong.

Man: Yeah.

PS: Er, who was anxious to open over 100 retail outlets in the UK.

Man: Mm.

PS: And was therefore [inaudible] seeking exemption from what he called supplementary business rate.

Man: Mm.

PS: This legislation currently before the House of Commons.

Man: Mm.

PS: I said it’s, under the rules of the House I was unable to initiate any legislation on behalf of an individual
or company.

Man: Mm.
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PS: Er.

Man: What did he say?

PS: [inaudible]

Man: Well then you wouldn’t be initiating it, would you, you’d be amending it?

PS: Well okay, then initiate—I’ll amend my own statement then, if I may—initiate or amend—

Man: Right.

PS: Er any legislation on behalf of an individual or company.

Man: Mm.

PS: However I did state, following discussion, er, that such an exemption—

Man: Yep.

PS: Er, [inaudible] time-limited for all new start-up businesses—

Man: Mm.

PS: . . . may be beneficial given the current economic circumstances.

Man: Mm.

PS: Er, and undertook to investigate such a possibility further.

Man: Mm.

PS: I went on to explain to Mr Johnson and his colleague parliamentary procedures in both Houses, through
which any legislation would pass.

Man: Mm.

PS: I was then asked if I was interested in accepting a consultancy with Michael Johnson Associates—

Man: Mm.

PS: For my normal fees, er my normal scale of fees.

Man: Mm.

PS: And asked them to forward a, forward a formal letter to me—
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Man: Mm.

PS: When I would consider it.

Man: Right.

PS: That’s about what I’ve got to say on that.

Man: Okay. Um, what, um, what I was interested in knowing is, is it the case, or isn’t it the case, that you said
you’d draw up an amendment for, for David Thompson to give to someone to put down in a committee?

PS: No, that isn’t the case. I said I would assist him, er, I said the best people to draw up such an amendment
would be parliamentary agents who are the real experts. Mr Thompson said they had a, er people in mind.

Man: And you didn’t oVer to draft the amendment.

PS: I wouldn’t know how to draft an amendment. I mean, you know, parliamentary procedures are fairly
technical.

Man: Right. And you didn’t oVer to approach the Minister in charge behind the scenes?

PS: I said that er, er, it would be as well if, er, soundings were taken of the likely government reaction, er, to
such an exemption for all businesses. For, I’m sorry, all new start-up businesses.

Man: My point is, did you oVer to approach the Minister in charge behind the scenes?

PS: I oVered to look into the best way of, er, sounding out the government, er, sounding out, er, the possibility
of such a piece of legislation. Don’t specifically, I didn’t specifically name the Minister or anybody else.

Man: Sorry, my question isn’t whether you named him. The question is whether you oVered to approach the
Minister in charge.
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PS: I, I, I didn’t know, I don’t even know who the Minister in charge is. I mean—

Man: Well, you could find out, wouldn’t you?

PS: Well, er, if I was—

Man: [inaudible] thousand pounds a year. I mean it wouldn’t be much of a—

PS: Well indeed. In this case, if I were to be paid £24,000 a year I might do just that, but—

Man: Yeah.
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PS: But at that stage, that stage, we’re discussing the legislation.

Man: But that was your fee structure, wasn’t it?

PS: My normal fee structure is £1,000 a month for retainer and £500 a day.

Man: Right. So 24 a year was the discussed fee structure.

PS: I said if I took more than two days a month, erm, then I would ask if I were going to charge for two days
a month I would come back to them. At the moment that was about the average fee that I charged.

Man: Right. And is it your case, Lord Snape, that you were willing to help MJA amend the legislation?

PS: I was willing initially to help MJA to see what the reaction would be, and I was willing, er, to give them
advice as to how the legislation might be amended.

Man: Right.

PS: Particularly by the use of the parliamentary agent. [inaudible] Chamber legislation, but I mean, if you try
and do it yourself, you find out it means [inaudible] exactly the opposite to what you thought it meant.

Man: Which is why, um, the phrase they used, I’m told, is “behind the scenes” is where your influence would
work in parliamentary—

PS: Not quite, as far as the drafting is concerned. I mean, I emphasise [inaudible] drafted professionally by a
parliamentary agent.

Man: But you’re categoric on the fact that you didn’t say that you would draw up, um, um, that they should
draw up, um, an amendment for you to give to someone to put down in a committee?

PS: They couldn’t draft an amendment. They wouldn’t have the expertise.

Man: Right. And you’re categoric that you didn’t say that you would oVer to draft it for them.

PS: No, I wouldn’t know how to draft it for them.

Man: Right. Okay. Um. And that obviously I have said to you that the phone, the meeting conversations
were taped.

PS: Yes, well there’s no doubt about that. Yes.

Man: I mean, the people that you met were undercover reporters.

PS: [inaudible] I guessed that too.
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Man: Right. When did you guess that?

PS: Well, I had my suspicions beforehand—

Man: Right.

PS: The way it was done.

Man: Right. Okay. And did you report that to anyone?

PS: Well, I didn’t have any occasion to, any cause to, did I? I mean, I emphasise that I laid down very strictly
that I, in fact they asked me the question, have I ever amended legislation on behalf of anybody. I said I’ve
amended quite a bit of legislation—

Man: Mm.

PS: But only from the Front Bench on behalf of the party. I’ve never done it for any individual. It would be
against the rules of the House.
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Man: Right. Okay, well I think I’ve covered everything that I need to cover. Is there anything else you want
to ask me?

PS: Well, you will use my statements, er, will you, because I—

Man: Sure. I mean I’ll check it back with you if, um, I haven’t got it down properly.

PS: All right.

Man: Are you going to be on this number for, for, the duration of, er, the weekend?

PS: [inaudible] at home. It might be a better line.

Man: All right. What’s your home number?

PS: You know it because [inaudible] my wife.

Man: Oh of course I do. The ***** ******.

PS: That’s the one.

Man: All right. Many thanks for your time. Bye.

PS: Thank you. Bye.

[call ends]
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Lord Snape—Sunday Times Transcript

Sunday Times Lord Snape page 1 of 21

Claire Newell, a Sunday Times reporter using the name Claire Taylor, contacted Lord Snape by phone on Friday
16 January and left a message. She spoke to Lord Snape on the telephone on Tuesday 20 January and arranged
to meet at his oYce. Newell and Jonathan Calvert, a Sunday Times reporter using the name David Thompson,
met Lord Snape at his House of Lords oYce on Thursday 22 January 2009. Calvert explained that he and Claire
work for a public aVairs company and they are looking for someone in the Lords to help them amend the Business
Rate Supplements Bill on behalf of a Far Eastern client. Lord Snape said he could not help if he was paid directly
by the Far Eastern client but might be able to if he was paid by Calvert and Newell’s lobbying company. He said
he could talk to mps on the committee to see if they would put the amendment down and make representations to
the minister on the lobbying company’s behalf. At one point he suggestesd that he could draft the amendment for
the lobbying company. His fees amounted to £24,000 for two days a month over a year. He asked for the lobbying
company’s business proposal to be put in writing

Conversation begins as Calvert and Newell meet Lord Snape at the security office

CN: Hello. David Thompson, one of our directors.

LS: Hi, nice to meet you.

CN: We’re just waiting to go through the security thing.

JC: You don’t have to do this presumably?

LS: No, no they trust me not to blow myself up. It’s everybody else they’re concerned about. (To security)
Have they got to go through security?

Security: Yes

[Security checks]

JC: Is this whole building Lord’s oYces?

LS: It is yes, yes. It’s rather new. Most of us have desks across at the House.

JC: Then you have to share.

LS: We have to share here. Although my colleague and I normally work it between us that if one’s in the
other isn’t.

CN: So you can divide it up?

LS: And he runs a property company anyway so he’s not here that often and of course there’s a couple of
conference rooms here they can always use. This is. . .they don’t
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insist but it’s normally one of the younger end of the House of Lords. If there’s a vote in the House it’s 7 or
8 minutes to get over there.

JC: You’ve got a terrific view. You’ve got the best oYce in the building. . .well I guess there’s one or two
above. . .

LS: It is quite nice isn’t it?

CN: It’s lovely.

JC: What are they doing to the car park down there?

LS: They’re doing something . . . about to be honest . . .Westminster council are doing something on top, some
building eventually there.

JC: Didn’t there used to be an underground car park there?
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S: Various peers who are silly enough to drive their cars in London sometimes park in there . . . Not driving
in London for obvious reasons.

JC: It’s years since I’ve driven in London. I stopped just before the congestion charge.

LS: I bring my car down at Christmas if I want to take a souvenir. . .some whiskey or what not back with me
. . . Think I’ve only brought mine down twice since the congestion charge started. My daughter who lives in
London hadn’t realised that she’d passed through. Of course if you don’t pay within 24 hours it’s 100 quid or
something. Ignorance is no excuse.

JC: Especially if you go through a corner.

LS: She lives in ***. She was just driving back there and must have just clipped the corner.

JC: There are big signs up but you don’t really clock them do you?

LS: Especially if there’s only a few cars. You think of something else.

LS: If there’s something distracting.

CN: Buses.

JC: Has Clare explained who we are? We are from a company called Michael Johnson Associates. We were
initially a public aVairs company in Brussels. We set up an oYce in the UK in 2002. Initially we did financial
pr but more recently we’ve been doing public aVairs work and we were looking for somebody who could help
us out in the house there. And I think what happened was that our researcher Linda did some research and. . .

CN [Interrupting]: and identified a couple of people who she thought might be interested in this kind of work
or who are familiar with it. Your name came up.
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JC: Which is why we’re coming to see you. In particular we’ve got one client who is a Far Eastern client who
came to us initially because he was one of our Brussels clients. He’s a man named Lou Lee Jiang. He’s an
entrepreneur from Hong Kong. He exports leather goods—a lot of shoes actually to the European Union. We
did some work with him on shoe import tariVs which is how he came to us. But more recently he’s now in a
consortium with a company called Wong Hing. Who, I won’t expect you to remember all this. They’re a
Taiwanese company who have big retail interests throughout the Far East. If you lived in the Far East you’d
know them like you’d know Marks and Spencers.

LS: I was in Taiwan last week. I didn’t come across them.

JC: When I say retail, they’re in clothing retail. Now the purpose of this consortium is to set up something
called Emerald which over the next 18 months is going to be setting up 40 retail shops, quite substantial shops,
across the UK.

LS: Are they sure about their timing?

JC: Well, suddenly so many available buildings.

LS: Woolworths have got one. A few places have.

JC: And so, having said this to other people, if you imagine, do you know the shop Uniqlo? It has quite a high
street presence.

LS: I have to tell you that. I think my wife . . .we have an agreement that she does the shopping.

JC: So if you think Gap, a similar sort of clothing but actually they’re more competitively priced as Uniqlo
are. That’s the sort of market they’re aiming for. And they were looking for someone to help them do
parliamentary work in relation to problems, any issues they identify as they set up this group of retail shops
across the country. Now one thing that they identified which would come into eVect just as they were opening
would be something called the Business rate Supplements Bill. I wouldn’t expect you to be familiar with it
necessarily but you may be, I don’t know. In eVect what it does is it allows local councils to levy an extra 2%
charge on business rates on properties over 50,000 pounds. And since all the properties are likely to be over
50,000 pounds, as we’ll shortly know, quite substantial retail outlets, they will become liable for the tax. The
tax itself has been quite unpopular with people like the CBI, private business and other organisations.

LS: The money’s hypothecated for some purpose isn’t it?
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JC: The whole purpose of this seems to be . . . the tax was suggest by the Lyons report but it seems to have
been taken on by the government specifically for Crossrail really. But the bill doesn’t provide just for Crossrail,
but it allows local councils to use it across the country and of course the fear is that the local councils use it
as a way of raising money. It has to be hypothecated. It has to be identified for specific schemes. And one of
the things we were looking for help on and it’s an issue that Mr Hing’s
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people have identified to us early on is that they’d quite like to see if we could amend it so that its onerous tax
would not necessarily aVect the business. So, for example, I know that quite a lot of these groups such as the
CBI have been looking to say give retailers and businesses who will be liable for the tax a vote on whether they
should pay the tax. I don’t know whether in the end the government will buy that but that’s one option.

LS: I think Manchester’s congestion charge is the last option the government want. It’s like turkey’s not voting
for Christmas.

JC: The other is and it may well be more realistic and would be useful for our client would be that you had a
two year exemption for any new business the argument would be that it’s a particularly diYcult time for any
business to start. It’s bad enough starting oV and therefore, and so we were hoping that we might be able to
amend it to include a clause such as that. Now the question is, what we would do is pay you on a retainer as
a consultant to, in eVect, help us amend this bill. Now is that something A you would do and B you would be
able to do?

LS: I don’t think I would. The problem about having a direct financial interest is one is not supposed to initiate
legislation which would benefit the person who gives you, who pays you the financial interest. So if I
specifically worked for your company for example then I’d need to take advice if, as these people are your
clients whether or not I could. I certainly couldn’t if I was working for the clients themselves. But I’d need to
take advice.

JC: So if you were working for Michael Johnson Associates you might be able to do it but not if you’re
working dir

LS: [Interrupting] But not if I’m working directly for the person or industry concerned.

JC: I see.

LS: That’s oV the top of my head. And I would have thought that’s the way the rules would be interpreted. For
example, I played quite a prominent role in the local government transport bill which has just gone through but
could do so because I was talking about exemptions to the specific bus industry although I worked for First
Group which is declared in the registry of member’s interests so provided I made that declaration then I could
amend, virtually say what I liked, and I would have thought although as I said I would take advice from the
registrar of member’s interests in the Lords, that that would also obtain if I work for your company rather
than specifically and likewise declare that you have certain clients involved in this particular field.

CN: Well, before speaking in the House you would have to declare that.

LS: Yes. And put it in the register.

CN: What kind of consulting? When we spoke on the phone you said you’ve got your own consulting
company.
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LS: When I left the House of Commons in 2001, I was working for National Express, of course, it was for a
full-time basis. I was Chairman of their bus division for some time. Their main bus subsidiary was based in
Birmingham, my home constituency. So I was not anxious to go straight from the Commons to the Lords. A
because I’d just got this full-time job and B I’d had enough of politics to be honest I wanted a break from the
whole thing. National Express at that time had made an unwise choice of trying to run Melbourne’s trams as
well as in Sydney and some in Perth. So I was flying backwards and forwards so I was out for three years and
I was in the second batch of peerages created after the 2001 election. So I formed this consultancy when I was
out, although it’s virtually, well I do do returns for tax purposes. I’m now directly employed as a consultant
by First Group because A I didn’t get on with the new chief executive of the National Express Group and B
since I’m 66 I don’t particularly want to be working 7 days a week. I can sort of reinter my original consultancy.
I can work as an individual for you or for anybody else as I do. I’ve had 3 diVerent companies that I’ve worked
for at the present time which I declare, I’m sure you’ve looked at the register of members’ interests anyway.

CN: Yes.
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JC: So First Group employ you, but you could

LS: [Interrupting] I am actually self-employed. First Group pay me a retainer to be a. . .

CN: A consultant.

LS: Yeah. To be a consultant to them at a daily rate. When I’m sort of. . .their oYce is Aberdeen so I can drop
in and see them. Now they have an oYce in Paddington so. . ..

JC: Sorry I must have missed it. They employ you . . .

S: I am actually self-employed.

JC: You’re paid a fee by them. Would you be able to amend legislation for First Group?

S: Not specifically but I can amend legislation which applies to the bus industry provided I declare an interest
first, I mean I couldn’t say for example, let’s say First Group or First Great Western. I couldn’t get some
exemption or do something specifically on rail fares for example on First Great Western because I would be
initiating legislation for a company for which I have paid which would be improper under the rules of the
house. But if I was wanting to exempt the whole of the railway industry from some particular clause I could
do so on grounds that this is for the public good. It will benefit the industry rather than speaking for a
particular client..

JC: I see, I see. So, in our instance you could for example argue that this exemption was for general business.

LS: A newly set up business anywhere in the country ought to be exempt from this supplementary rate because
of the high cost of starting up and the need for the
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government to encourage small businesses, small and large in the current economic situation.

JC: So in that case, so would you therefore. I mean it matters not to us whether you were representing us or
whether you were representing our client. It would be whatever is more convenient to you really.

LS: Well the obvious question that the registrar would ask me would be who’s paying you? So it has to be either
yourself, again it doesn’t particularly matter to me, provided I could do it on a blanket basis, but I couldn’t
sort of as I said earlier represent your client in this and say there should be an exemption for this particular
company because it’s in Hong Kong or whatever. I mean, well I could argue sure on the rules that there should
be an exemption for new businesses.

JC: Right. I see. Because in terms of who pays I mean it’s a question of whether they pay you directly or
whether we pay you. It could go either way. That’s something we can arrange whatever I guess.

LS: I probably should know this but I don’t. At what stage is the legislation at the present time?

JC: A Second reading in the Commons last week and it’s currently in committee at the moment actually I think.

CN: In committee at the Commons.

LS: Well, yeah. They’ve got to allow something like ten parliamentary days between second reading and
committee stage so I mean they may well have set the Committee up. Why not approach a member of the
House of Commons who is involved in the detail? The trouble is by the time it gets to the Lords you know it’s
had a bit of a kicking around in the Commons and sort of attitudes are set and can be intransigent. It wouldn’t
be a bad idea if you got someone to. . .at least lob the idea in the Commons as well.

CN: To work on it in the Commons as well. Is that something you would be able to do? I don’t know how
good your contacts are in the Commons? Or do you think it’s better for you to concentrate on the Lords
because you’re in the Lords?

LS: Well I know lots of members in the House of Commons, I’ve been there for many years. When you’re out
for two elections, there are suddenly all these young people walking round. I would need to look at the
committee. It wouldn’t be any problem, I‘ll see who is on the committee, anybody I can sort of approach and
say that. To do that I would need something from you outlining these proposals.

CN: Yes of course.

LS: I can’t say, I have had this idea, I have been approached about this idea, I think we would have to do it a
bit more professionally than that. But depending on who is on the commons committee, if I had a chat, see if
I could get them to table an
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amendment in committee. It’d be better if you could get a government person to do it, purely in political terms
or if possible a member of the opposition because they’re always looking for amendments to table anyway
because oppositions have got to debate these things and come up with diVerent ideas. Sounds like the sort of
idea a Conservative opposition or Liberal perhaps if there’s one on the parliamentary committee would be
interested in pushing.

JC: The overall minister is Hazel Blears but it’s actually being done by John Healey, who’s the Junior Minister.

LS: Again, I can approach him behind the scenes to say, you know this is the purpose behind this amendment,
look at it.

CN: Yeah, what do you think?

LS: You could take it away and the civil servants will give him 16 reasons why it shouldn’t be done! I mean, it
appears to me to be an eminently sensible idea anyway, given the current economic circumstances in particular.

(26 mins)

LS: I mean getting it debated in committee would be useful if only to get the goverment’s view to see how
sympathetic they are. Of course, in the Lords, there’s no, well, committee stage in the Lords is always done on
the floor of the House, er, it’s a diVerent procedure to the Commons where it gets kicked upstairs to committee
rooms, you know we deal with legislation on the floor of the House. I don’t know if you’ve been in the Lords,
debates aren’t particularly well attended and the government, of course, doesn’t have a majority. So, I think
we’ve got 216 members, Tories have 208, 70 odd Liberals, 200 odd cross-benchers. Again if you got a few of
them interested in matters like this they can lean on the government. Because the government never wants to
be defeated in the House because it means legislation’s got to go back to the Commons. Clause amendments
are struck out, sent back to us. They’re usually anxious. It’s easier in a way to get a compromise in the Lords
because of the lack of government majority. Even in an early stage of committee, if a minister’s indicated they’ll
look at the idea which they’ll probably normally say, they’re not going to throw it out completely, that then
sort of suggests it could be included in a debate in the Lords. In which case, they’ll move it themselves. If that
was their . . . table the government amendment you know if they accepted the earlier principle.

JC: So we wouldn’t actually have to put down an amendment?

LS: In those circumstances, I have just outlined, no. If the govt indicated they were sympathetic to it, they quite
often say, well, rather if it’s been debated first in the committee in the commons, the government quite often
says we’ll look at it and see what we can do at report stage. If they’re still discussing it at report stage, they’ll
amend it themselves in the Lords, if they’re prepared to accept it rather than be seen to be forced into it when
it gets up the corridor.

JC: So how do you in the first instance make sure it’s discussed in committee?
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LS: You get someone to table an amendment.

CN: To the Committee.

LS: Any member of the committee can table an amendment at 24 hours notice to appear on the order paper
and of course you’re dependent on the chairman of the Committee selecting it for debate if it’s obviously
relevant . . . it’s to stop people tacking things onto bills that have no sort of real purpose as far as that bill is
concerned. So the chairman can say I’m not debating that.

JC: Do you think you’d be able to get it, given that you want to, would you be able to get an amendment tabled
on the Committee do you think?

LS: Yes. I mean I could get somebody to do it.

CN: I didn’t know how straight forward it would be.

LS: Everybody’s always looking for ideas. The problem for backbenchers is, government backbenchers in
particular are, they’re encouraged to do their mail on committee and not speak because they want to get this
legislation through whereas opposition backbenchers always want to cut their teeth in committee and impress
the whips and the shadow minister. So, they want to be coming up with ideas. Again it’s important not to get
too political in committee. If you’ve got an opposition person to table such an amendment, you wouldn’t want
them to say, ‘typical of this government, damaging business this is a brilliant idea that would help save business
money’. What we need is someone to say, ‘given the economic situation, I think this is an idea the government
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should look at’. So you pick people . . . reasonably carefully. I mean some people just like a row. If the purpose
is to get the legislation changed . . . I mean you’ve got to compromise.

CN: Well that’s your objective isn’t it? Bashing the government. [Laughter] Certainly our objective. We don’t
want the government to be bashing us with a legislation change.

JC: Also, there are two committee stages aren’t there. Presumably, you might be better oV doing it at committee
in the Lords, because presumably . . . I don’t know . . .

LS: Well the Committee stage as I said is taken on the floor of the House and the government try to persuade
their people not to table too many amendments because they make a guess at how long they think each
committee stage is going to be, like the Banking Bill which is . . .. I think we’ve done 4 days on it so far, because
so many amendments, made by the governments themselves incidentally, because the legislation is poorly
drafted to start with. But something like this, I’m guessing there would be two bills that particular day so they’d
want this through in 3 or 4 hours . . . as far as the Lords Committee stage is concerned . . . In the Commons
it doesn’t particularly matter . . . they hazard a guess when they see a Committee. They’ll at least take let’s say
2 weeks like that . . . they normally only meet Tuesdays and Thursdays at the committee stage in the Commons
unless it’s something particularly controversial in which case they’ll meet Tuesday and Thursday afternoon
and . . . too.
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So, I would have thought. I don’t know how big the bill is, I mean I can get a copy of the bill from downstairs.
Have you seen the actual printed copy of the bill?

JC: Yes, but I can’t remember how many pages it is.

CN: I haven’t seen it. I don’t think it’s particularly massive. I haven’t got that impression anyway.

JC: No. The only thing I was just thinking . . . the last day of Committee stage is early February sometime.
We don’t have an awful lot of time that’s all.

LS: What’s the name of the actual bill?

JC: It’s the Business Rate Supplements Bill.

[Pause]

LS: I’m having lunch with the shadow minister for the West Midlands. I wonder whether she could get a copy
of the bill. [Long pause] Business Rate Supplementary Bill?

JC: Business Rates Supplements Bill, I think.

LS: [on phone] Hi, is Linda there? It’s Peter Snape. No? Okay I’ll try her on her mobile [hangs up] Somewhere
when I came in I put my phone.

JC: Your mobile? It’s somewhere right next to your left hand.

LS: I used to have lots of assistants when I was in the House of Commons. [Pause] [on phone to Linda] I
thought it might be the way you were whispering. Can you make it as far as the door without upsetting
anybody? Okay. [pause] You’re out there? We’re lunching today. Well as part of my happiness about that I
wonder if I could ask you or one of your many minions to bring me a copy or to bring with you a copy of the
Business Rate Supplementary Bill. Is that alright? Okay. Well, I’ll explain later. Right, right. So can you drop
by my oYce on the way? Because if we’re going across the road it’s handy isn’t it? Okay, you’re anticipating
the vote then? Is this all the . . . expenses bill? Very sensible. Okay, just let me know. Bye. [hangs up] They just
went for a vote, she said she’s send someone over with it now. She’ll bring it over on her way.

JC: Who’s that?

LS: Linda Waltho. She’s the MP for Stourbridge. She’s just appointed, the Prime Minister’s appointed a series
regional ministers. She’s a minister for the West Midlands. The sort of thing she might be interested in.

JC: So, it sounds like something you’d take up on our behalf?

Snape: Well, I’ll certainly look at it. I think it’s interesting, Something worth while.
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JC: I suppose the other question for us is . . . it’s always a bit of an embarrassing one! We’re thinking monthly
retainer, which I think is the normal way of doing these things.

Snape: Yes it is. Yeah, yeah.

CN: What do you normally charge?

Snape: I charge £1,000 a month and £500 a day.

CN: How many days do you think you would need to dedicate to this and also that you have available to
dedicate?

Snape: One or two a month I’d think maximum. One probably. I can let you know the number of hours spent
on it, but I’m not like a solicitor where every phone call. . .

CN: [laughing] totting it up.

JC: So for us it would be £12,000 as a sort of . . . fee and if you did 2 days a month, that would be another
£12,000.

LS: Yes.

JC: Thanks.

LS: Something like this wouldn’t take me two days a month.

JC: So it might be cheaper than that?

LS: Yes and if it wasn’t, I’d come back and tell you.. I wouldn’t just bill you.

(38 mins).

JC: In this thing it is basically just to get the amendment for our clients.

LS: Right, right. I couldn’t give you any guarantees, for obvious reasons, because I don’t know what the
government’s view is. But I’ll find out and talk to one or two people and see what they say. I mean, it appears
to me to be an eminently sensible thing. As I said earlier I’ve no doubt civil servants will find all sorts of reasons
not to do it because that’s the way they work.

CN: Is it worth speaking to the bill team at all?

LS: The civil servants? Yes, if you know anybody.

CN: Unfortunately I don’t!

LS: I’m not sure I do. I’ll have to use some of my contacts to find out who they are. I mean, they’ve always
been more important than the politicians, in my experience. If you can persuade them, then you are half way
there. I wouldn’t oV the top of my head
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think I had many direct contacts with them. Listen I only specialise in transport. They’re the people I see down
the scene, but they’re not normally adverse to lunch somewhere. They’ll always say they’re so poorly paid they
can’t aVord to eat in the places where mps eat. I can’t see it myself. But I mean I could find out who John
Healy’s pps is. In theory, he or she will be a reasonably junior mp. That’s normally the way to civil servants.
Will say this is what I want to do for a client I’m working for. You know, up to and amongst ministers too. If
it’s something reasonable they’ll look at it and take it away. As I say they can always think of an objection,
but that’s the civil service for you. Many of them are very good, I think they’re much maligned and if they
know what ministers want to do they’re good at implementing or drafting the legislation. The trouble is many
ministers don’t know what they want to do or they have vague ideas . . . and in my experience they much prefer
ministers saying ‘I want this’. I mean they might say that’s courageous minister, which, if you watch Yes
Minister means, courageous means foolhardy. But, you know, I think that they are very good at what they do
and as I say, there at least as important if not more than politicians. If you can get them on side, they see
politicians every day. We see each other fleetingly.

JC: Well that sort of covers it, doesn’t it?

LS: Tell me more about your company. The only Michael Johnson Associates I know is in Australia. I thought
that’s maybe where you got that name from?

JC: No. Michael Johnson is actually a company that is set up by an American called Michael Johnson. He
had an oYce in Washington and an oYce in Brussels. He now also has an oYce in Hong Kong as well. But
he’s now retired, he no longer runs it. I mean he still owns the business. Most of his business has been with the
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European Parliament in Brussels and the Commission. We’ve been trying to establish a business here in the
UK which initially we did as corporate communications for all sorts of clients people like, say, Trevor
Hemmings the man who basically owns Blackpool. Blackpool leisure park.

LS: Anybody who owns Blackpool has my sympathy [Laughs]

JC: And we have a number . . . we have some reasonably high profile clients. We have some businesses and
work for a couple of airlines but we wanted to branch out into public aVairs as a new area for our business so
we’re not necessarily very experienced in this area. Both of our backgrounds.

CN: Pr really.

JC: So as much as anything having a relationship with a consultant in Parliament would be very useful to us
because it shows us. . .we make assumptions that are not always . . . as it seems.

CN: It’s just important to know how it all works I suppose, which is something that you’re very familiar with
and as outsiders we’re not. Even identifying who people are and having relationships with those people.
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LS: I spent my formative years in the Whips oYce in the 1970s. We discovered to our amazement in 1974 we
were elected. We didn’t expect to be elected, miner’s strike and all the rest of it. So I spent a year on the
backbenches, and was a whip for four years. There was a . . . by one in 1979. The one thing about the whips
oYce is it teaches you how this place works. It was amazing some of the people who were in Jim Callaghan’s
Cabinet at that time, had no idea how Parliament works. People like Michael Foot. He’d been here for 30 years
and never done Committee work. Broadbrush man terrific orator, but then he made him leader of the House
of Commons. He didn’t have the faintest idea how to get any legislation through. In fact someone’s just sent
me Kenneth Morgan’s biography of Michael Foot which says his campaign against Dennis Healey when he
ran for leadership of the Labour party was going nowhere until these three backbenchers Neil Kinnock, Peter
Snape and Jim Marshall took over the running of his campaign and he won. One of my colleagues, a bloke
called George Howarth said to me he’s just been reading this said didn’t he propose Michael Martin for the
chair . . . He said . . . bloody Tories. Long time ago.

JC: Didn’t you have the transport brief?

LS: Yes, for ten years. I was going to be Minister for Transport if we’d won in ’92 which we expected to do.
Either that or Chief Whip. I quite fancied the job of Chief Whip. But I’d seen Neil Kinnock in a meeting in
Birmingham about three days before polling day. He said he hadn’t made his mind up yet. You’ve been doing
it for ten years do you fancy doing something else? I said not particularly, what did you have in mind? We need
a chief whip. I said let’s talk, but wait until after Thursday. And of course he resigned immediately because we
didn’t win and Jon Smith rang me up and said are you going to carry on and I said ‘no I’m not! I’ve been oVered
a job outside as a non-executive Director of a company called West Midlands travel’ I was the only person the
Trade Union management side could agree on. They needed at least two independent non-execs and I was the
only one they could agree on. So I said I can’t obviously do that and be on the front bench as a transport
spokesman. Well you can for a year he said, just don’t do any buses. They were a bit more lax then. And then
they became part of the National Express Group run. I think the Tories to a man board so I expected to say
goodbye. They kept me on and made me Chairman of the bus division which I did for four years.

JC: When did you stand down as mp then?

LS: 2001. Their Chief Executive moved on. Bloke called Phil Whiting. I’d fallen out with his successor who
ran the Strategic Rail Authority, Richard Bowker.

JC: So you were made a Lord presumably by Tony Blair?

LS: Yes. As I indicated to you earlier I could have gone straight from the Commons to the Lords. I was actually
in Australia when the 2001 election was postponed because of the foot and mouth outbreak. Everyone had
said the 3rd May which is why I’d arranged my trip to Australia to try and resolve some of the problems I’d
been having with the State government in Victoria. And of course it was postponed so I said I’m going anyway.
So I did a couple of radio interviews from Australia, because people just ring on your mobile.
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CN: Exactly!

LS: I said well I can’t get to a phone you’ll just have to do it from here, so I think I know all the information
from British newspapers. But Australia was a disaster for us. Fortunately I’d taken the precaution of saying
it is not a good idea when the board decided to run and try to get into the Australian transport market. The
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shares in National Express are now down to four quid. It’s still the same business it was when it was
thirteen quid.

JC: Well look at the banks at the minute.

LS: I mean the reason for that is that the banks are skint. National Express is a very good company. It might
be aVected by recession as far as the British trains act, but it’s not going to go bust. But the city there were
urging expansion so we bought some yellow buses in the United States. Yellow School buses. The Australian
market when I went over there. The Unions were just like they were in Britain in the 1970s. Have either of you
been to Melbourne?

JC: No.

LS: It’s a great city. I mean I like Australia. My wife has lots of . . . there and we go. We were there last August
but they’re particularly diYcult to deal with especially if you’re a pom. You know we can’t import management
in from the UK. You’ve got to get local people to do it. State government’s done the deals to get rid of
conductors on track, it’s been a one-person operation which is, anyway, the whole thing’s a nightmare but
interesting.

CN: And are National Express still operating in Australia?

LS: Well, we’ve just pulled the plug in the end. Cost National Express 8 million. It was the only way, it was
never going to work.

CN: Total nightmare then for a couple of years.

LS: I mean used to go two or three times a year. The Chief Exec at one time was going for the weekend.

CN: That’s horrendous isn’t it?

LS: He’d take some pill so he could sleep on the plane and would be back at his desk on Monday lunchtime.

CN: It’s incredibly tiring. You could just stay there for a month quite frankly.

LS: Well I never go for less than three weeks. It takes at least 2 or 3 days. And you know people sit in the back.
Business class is comfortable, because you can stretch out. You see whole families getting on in Heathrow. It’s
26 hours.

JC: My sister lives in Australia. Up in Queensland. A place called Noosa
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LS: Noosa. Wow.

JC: And we went. . .

LS: Did you stay at that hotel the . . . I think it’s called. that right on Noosa drive.

JC: Well I just stayed at my sister’s.

LS: You’ve got the Sheraton on one side.

JC: My parents have stayed at the Sheraton.

LS: Lovely place Noosa. Last time I was there. It wasn’t this year but the year before, because we don’t go the
last time we came. We’ve been two or three times to the jazz festival. I hate jazz.

JC: There was a jazz festival when I was there. We went in August.

LS: Drove me mad. It’s impossible to have a meal. With that nonsense down my ear.

JC: I did find the flying oV-putting. Being in the air so long. We split it by going to . . .

LS: Gorgeous.

JC: If you ever get a chance you should.

LS: I fly by Singapore you see. Got expensive taste. Shangri-La hotel.

CN: Nice! Shangri-La’s are amazing.

LS: They are aren’t they, especially there. The service. We break our journey. We had 5 days there last time,
but normally I like to fly all the way back just to get it over with. But it is an heck of a journey.

JC: It is.

LS: Get one of our nephews to pick us up from Heathrow to take us to Birmingham.

JC: So have you amended any legislation before on behalf of clients?
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LS: I’d have to go back to the bus business there. I don’t think I’ve got any specific amendments I can think
of. I’ve certainly amended legislation as an oYcial spokesman.

JC: But you don’t foresee any diYculties here?

LS: Well, I don’t know if the governmentt will agree to it. If the governments agree to it. . .you can ask them,
they do it for you.

CN: They do it kind of in draft stages do they?
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LS: Yes, yes, I mean what you need to do is draw up or get a parliamentary agent or if it’s simple, I’ll do it.
You need to draw up an amendment that’s properly worded in the parliamentary sense. Do you work with
parliamentary agents?

JC: No, but I assumed we’d work with a parliamentary draftsman to do it because it’s quite a specific task and
then we could give you the draft and you’d give it to whoever . . .

LS: Sure, do you know a Parliamentary draftsman?

JC: Yes, yes.

LS: Oh fine. Well that’s the best way to do it, they know all the legalese. You’ll find they’re a lot more expensive
than I am, incidentally. You won’t get these things cheaply. There’s a whole industry around here of
parliamentary drafts. You can’t call them parliamentary draftsmen any more it has to be parliamentary drafts-
people. If you do that and let me have a copy of it, I’ll circulate it amongst people who I think will be
sympathetic to you on the committee initially. But I’ll talk to the minister’s pps first, just to put them in the
picture. What I want from you as far as we’re concerned is if you summarise this conversation and our
agreement in a letter to me, formally requesting me to act as a consultant on behalf of. . .and it’s not essential
but I’d quite like to meet your client.

JC: That is possible.

LS: In your oYce if you like. If he thinks it’s impressive, bring him here.

JC: He may like to, say, have lunch in the Lords if that’s okay.

LS: Of course it is. I mean if it’s Chinese or Hong Kong/Chinese you know they’re fairly astute business people
aren’t they? To say the least. Most people like the ambience of visiting. It indicates you’ve got some sort of
connections.

JC: It’s diYcult of them that they’ve identified this particular piece of legislation. I’d imagine that there might
be others as well, but they haven’t identified any to us at all.

LS: Is this 2 per cent that you mention, is it in addition to the business rate?

CN: Yes.

LS: I know it’s a nuisance, but it’s scarcely massive

JC: Well no, but I suppose it’s an irritation. And when it’s aggregated across many diVerent businesses.

LS: You don’t know how much it is to trade in Hong Kong

JC: There’s going to be a business rate audit next year.
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LS: It’s obviously going to go up isn’t it?

CN: There are many variables. That’s part of the problem. Especially when there’s enough going on with the
economy at the moment.

LS: It’s hardly healthy is it? It’s not going to get any easier. I’m not a betting man but I think you’d get pretty
good odds from a bookie against a fourth term of the Labour government. A double figures deficit in the
opinion polls you’re not going to go aren’t you?

JC: You box yourself in.

LS: Just as John Major did. But politics is about something will turn up. You never know. You forget about
Mrs. Thatcher. The most unpopular Prime Minister ever before the Falklands.

CN: Well hopefully something similar doesn’t happen.
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JC: Equally John Major was massacred wasn’t he?

LS: He was yeah. But he won in ’92 against the odds. Mrs. Thatcher would still be leading the Tory party. A
fact that a lot us forget when we go on about how wonderful she was We’d have won by a landslide in ’92 and
of course we’d have behaved in exactly the same way because John Smith the Shadow Chancellor at the time
was just as keen about the European money mechanism as Lamont and the Conservatives. So we would have
won in ’92 and in the same way we would have been expelled from the ERM, would have cemented our view
about our general incompetence and been massacred in ’97 by the Tories. Although it stopped me from being
Minister of Transport or whatever, it was a good election to lose. You’ve all the time to change things. You’ve
been in a long time. It’s very diYcult to argue against that.

JC: And although the argument about competence, which is a good argument, is really I think most people
would trust Gordon Brown above Cameron in terms of competence economically, sort of is slightly . . . bad
newspaper coverage. I mean this week has been bad.

LS: Yeah. Terrible. It’ll actually get worse. Job losses every day. People going bust. I tell you what about
Blair—people quite liked him but we had a media. I mean. John Major said something, I knew him reasonably
well because he was a whip opposite me when we went into opposition after that in ’79 he said the British press
are merciless. They’ll build you up for two or three years they’ll turn against you like they turned against
Brown. I think it’s fortunate that Cameron’s a bit of a lightweight and Osborne is even more so. Bringing in
Ken Clarke and keeping him quiet on Europe is a good stroke. It takes away the main problem Labour’s attack
that they’re rich kids.

CN: That they’re inexperienced.

JC: At a time like this, would you trust the economy with George Osborne? That is a good line of attack.
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LS: And you know, are we really going to turn the clock back to the days of the old Etonian magic circle? The
shadow cabinet. I should imagine Labour’s connection strategy is to be giving a lot of . . . to that particular
photograph. You know, getting Clarke back is a good stroke if you can get him oV Europe. You never know,
politics is full of, you never know what’s round the corner. You know, I wouldn’t write them oV completely.

JC: It’s not looking good is it.

LS: 2 out of 10

JC: Well look, we won’t detain you any longer. What we’ll do we’ll just thank you very much.

CN: Thanks for your time.

LS: Not at all. Oh you can email me. Actually it would be handy if I had it in writing.

CN: Would you prefer it in . . . because I can send it via email as an attachment or would you prefer it in
the post?

LS: Er . . . I guess if you put it in the post. Would that be okay? Communicate by email.

CN: Makes no diVerence.

LS: I don’t normally use a parliamentary email, I use my own. parliamentary . . . jumps to the whips oYce.
Can you go here? Can you turn up?

CN: Have a nice lunch. Where are you going for lunch?

. . .

Calvert and Newell depart

Michael Gillard, a Sunday Times reporter phoned Lord Snape on Friday 23 January

LS: Michael Gillard.

MG: Yes.

LS: Peter Snape.

MG: Hello Lord Snape thanks for getting back to me. I understand you had a meeting yesterday with a
company called MJA?
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LS: Yes.

MG: And I also understand that they were representing a Chinese businessman called Li Jiang and that they
wanted to have legislation amended in relation to the business rates bill going through the two houses?

LS: That’s right.

MG: I wanted to talk to you about what it was that you were prepared to do for them?

LS: I’m on a train, can you speak up.

MG: So what was it that you agreed to do for them?

LS: The question they put to me was, they said they had a client from Hong Kong who wanted to start a
business in the UK and obviously was concerned about these supplementary rates and the legislation coming
through the house of commons at the moment. I said to them that er under the rules that I could not attempt
to amend any legislation on behalf of an individual client or an individual company er but I was quite happy
to look at the possibility of the government exempting any new companies throughout the UK from this
supplementary business rate, perhaps for a limited period.

MG: And how would you go about doing that?

LS: Well I think that’s between me and them isn’t it.

MG: What I’m saying is, is what you did within the rules?

LS: Of course it is. I just had a conversation with them and. . .

MG: What you agreed to do was that within the rules of what Lords are allowed to do with outside interests.

[line cuts out]

MG: Would you be willing to talk about what you agreed to do for them and whether money was involved?

LS: Yes of course.

MG: I thought you said you wouldn’t tell me?

LS: No I said I wouldn’t do anything on behalf of an individual client—that would be outside the rules of the
house. I said I was quite prepared to discuss with them how legislation could be changed which would benefit
businesses throughout the UK. And if they wanted to take me on as a consultant for their company my usual
fees were, which I went through. I asked them to confirm in writing and I said I would confirm back to them
in writing that I would only act on their behalf on behalf of businesses throughout the UK and not on behalf
of individual clients as within the rules of the house.
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MG: So you wouldn’t have acted on behalf of the Chinese client even though you knew that it was a Chinese
client that was wanting this done.

[LS asked to repeat the question and we agreed that I would call him at 12.40 when he got to Birmingham]

1.41pm

Introductions MG: What I am interested in is this company MJA and their client this Chinese businessman
who I understand engaged your services.

LS: Er MJA yeah engaged my services not the Chinese client.

MG: Well that’s their client and as I understand it. . .

LS: What?

MG: . . .the Chinese man is their client? He is one of their clients I presume. As I understand it, what they are
engaging you to do is on his behalf.

LS: No it is not. If you understand that then whatever transcript you’ve got isn’t true.

MG: So what exactly did you think you were doing for them?

LS: Well. I’ll give you a statement if you like. ‘Following a telephone call from a Claire Taylor of MJA
regarding a possible consultancy agreement between us she asked for a meeting which took place in my oYce
this week. Her colleague told me that the company had a client based in Hong Kong who was anxious to open
over 100 retail outlets in the UK and was seeking exemption from the proposed supplementary business rate,
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a piece of legislation currently with the house of commons. I said that under the rules of the house I was unable
to initiate any legislation on behalf of an individual or company.

MG: You wouldn’t be initiating it, you’d be amending it.

LS: Well Ok initiate and amend. I’ll amend my own statement. [statement continues] initiate or amend any
legislation on behalf of an individual or company. However, I did state, following discussion, that such an
exemption perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses may be beneficial in the current economic
circumstances and undertook to investigate such a possibility further. I went on to explain to Mr Johnson and
his colleague, parliamentary procedures in both houses through which this legislation would pass. I was then
asked if I was interested in accepting a contingency with MJA. I informed them of my normal scale of fees and
asked then to forward a formal letter to me and (unclear but sounds like—I would consider it.) That’s about
all I’ve got to say on that.
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MG: What I was interested in knowing is, is it the case or isn’t it the case that you said you’d draw up an
amendment for David Thompson to give to someone to put down in the committee?

LS: No it isn’t the case. I said I’d assist in, er, the best people to draft an amendment would be parliamentary
agents who are the experts. Mr Thompson said they had people in mind.

MG: You didn’t oVer to draft the amendment?

LS: I wouldn’t know how to draft an amendment. You know parliamentary procedures are fairly technical.

MG And you didn’t oVer to approach the minister in charge behind the scenes?

LS: I said that it would be as well if soundings were taken of the likely government reaction to such an
exemption for all new start up businesses.

MG: My point is, did you oVer to approach the minister in charge, behind the scenes?

LS: I oVered to look into the best way of, er, sounding out the government, sounding out the possibility of
such a piece of legislation. I didn’t specifically name the minster or anybody else.

MG: My question isn’t whether you named him, my question is whether you oVered to approach the minister
in charge?

LS: I don’t even know who the minister in charge is.

MG: You could find out?

LS: Well. . .

MG: . . . for £24,000 a year it wouldn’t be too.

LS: Well indeed, in this case if I was being paid £24,000 a year I might do just that. But at that stage we were
discussing the legislation.

MG: But that was your fee structure wasn’t it?

LS: My normal fee structure is £1000 per month retainer and £500 per day.

MG: So 24 a year was the discussed fee structure?

LS: I said that if I would take more than two days a month, if I was going to charge more than two days a
month I’d come back to them. But normally that was about the average fee that I charged.

MG: Is it your case Lord Snape that you were willing to help MJA amend the legislation?

Sunday Times Lord Snape page 21 of 21

LS: I was willing initially to help MJA to see what the reaction would be and I was willing to give them advice
as to how the legislation might be amended, particularly by the use of a parliamentary agent. [this next bit is
not very clear] It’s about changing legislation but if you try doing it yourself you find out that by the time the
boys have finished with it, it means the opposite of what you thought it would.

MG: Which is why a phrase I’m told you used was behind the scenes, is where your influence would work?

LS: Not quite. As far as the drafting is concerned I emphasised it needed drafting professionally by a
parliamentary agent.

MG: You are categorical that you didn’t say they should draw up an amendment for you to give to someone
to put down in the committee?
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LS: They couldn’t draw up an amendment, they wouldn’t have the expertise.

MG: And you are categorical that you didn’t say that you would oVer to draft it for them?

LS: I wouldn’t know how to draft it for them.

MG: Obviously, I’ve said to you that the meetings were taped.

LS: Well I’ve no doubt about that yeah.

MG: The people that you met were undercover reporters.

LS: I guessed that too.

MG: When did you guess that?

LS: Well I had my suspicions beforehand [unclear] the way it was done.

MG: Did you report that to anyone?

LS: I didn’t have any occasion to, any cause to did I? I mean I emphasise that I laid down very strictly that
I, in fact they asked me the question whether I’d amended legislation on behalf of anybody. I said I’d amended
quite a bit of legislation but only from the front bench on behalf of the party. I’d never done it for any
individual. It would be against the rules of the house.

MG: I think I’ve covered everything I need to cover. Is there anything you want to ask me?

LS: You will use my statement I hope will you.

LS: Of course, I’ll check it back with you if I haven’t got it down properly.

ends
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TUESDAY 10 MARCH 2009

Present Cope of Berkeley, L. Manningham-Buller, B.
Dholakia, L. Prashar, B. (Chairman)
Irvine of Lairg, L. Snape, L.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Snape, a Member of the House of Lords, examined.

Q154 Chairman: Lord Snape, first of all, can I thank
you for coming this afternoon and giving us your
time. I just want to begin by explaining to you the
purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry. As you are
aware, it is to investigate a complaint made by
Baroness Royall which is based on the allegations
printed by the Sunday Times newspaper of 25
January and supported by the evidence recorded in
transcripts, which you have, provided by the Sunday
Times and Hansard. What we want to do this
afternoon is to establish the facts before coming to
our conclusions based on our interpretation of the
Code of Conduct. We will be reporting to the
Committee of Privileges where you have a right of
appeal. Also, I want to emphasise that the Sub-
Committee’s purpose is really to establish whether
there has been a breach of the Code of Conduct and
we are not considering the behaviour of the Sunday
Times newspaper. This session is being held in private
but a full transcript is being taken and you will have
the opportunity to see the transcript and correct it at
a later stage. It may be referred to or published at the
discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee
of Privileges. As it is on record, when we refer to the
evidence and references, I think it will be helpful if
you can refer to the page numbers and so on so it is
all very clear. Before I start, is there anything that you
want to clarify about the procedure?
Lord Snape: No, my Lord Chairman. Can I just say,
I am suVering from a slight eye infection at the
present time for which I am taking some drops. When
I look down at the page my eyes water so if I am a bit
hesitant in responding it is for those reasons and
none other.

Q155 Chairman: We understand that. Before we
start our questioning would you like to make a
statement or say anything by way of introduction?
Lord Snape: I have listened, my Lord Chairman, to
your opening comments. Whilst I do not want to
start by accusing the Sunday Times of anything—I
am here to defend my own conduct—I hope I might
be allowed to refer to the diVerences between the
transcript of the Sunday Times and the one provided

by Hansard to illustrate the problem I have with the
newspaper right from the start. But, other than that,
I would be delighted to answer questions your
Committee has.

Q156 Chairman: We will be happily working to the
Hansard transcripts if you would be comfortable
with that?
Lord Snape: I would be more than comfortable with
it but I hope I will be allowed to point out some of the
discrepancies.

Q157 Chairman: Absolutely.
Lord Snape: Thank you.

Q158 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Snape, just so you
know the route of travel, I would like to start with
Michael Gillard’s conversation with you on the
telephone on Friday 23 January, so if you could have
that by you, and then what I would like to do, if you
are content with that, is to move into the Hansard
transcript and it is the Hansard transcript that I will
be referring to essentially throughout.
Lord Snape: I have got the early calls from Michael
Gillard.

Q159 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is the call that he made,
and if you look at the transcript, which is the Hansard
transcript, it is headed up CD2 transcript and it starts
oV at page 13 of 29.
Lord Snape: I see.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: It starts at page 13 of 29 but I
want to take you—
Lord Cope of Berkeley: The whole call starts at page
12 of 29.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is right but—
Lord Cope of Berkeley: You are drawing our
attention to?

Q160 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is the passage on page
15 of 29.
Lord Snape: Can you just give me a clue?
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Q161 Chairman: Take your time.
Lord Snape: Yes, I have it.

Q162 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You have it. Obviously
you recall Michael Gillard ringing you on Friday 23
January.
Lord Snape: Indeed.

Q163 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you are learning that
the two people, whom you had met, ostensibly from
the lobbying company, MJA, were in fact two Sunday
Times undercover reporters, so that we are all
familiar with that. You remember, do you—and now
I am at page 15 of 29—Gillard putting it to you that
you had oVered to approach the minister in charge in
relation to the proposed amendment behind the
scenes. Do you see that, just below the half way point
in the page?
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q164 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You said, “I oVered to
look into the best way of, er, sounding out the
government, er, sounding out, er, the possibility of
such a piece of legislation. Don’t specifically, I didn’t
specifically name the Minister or anybody else. Man:
Sorry, my question isn’t whether you named him. The
question is whether you oVered to approach the
Minister in charge. PS: I, I, I didn’t know, I don’t even
know who the Minister in charge is. I mean — .” You
pick that up?
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q165 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You will bear that in
mind, and then can we go to the Hansard transcript,
which is understandably your preference, and page
11.
Lord Snape: Yes?

Q166 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go two-thirds of
the way down, the male—that being male not mail,
nothing to do with the Daily Mail—“Man: The
overall Minister is Hazel Blears, but it’s actually
being done by John Healey, a junior Minister.” You
say, “Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Well, again, I could
approach him, you know, sort of behind the scenes to
say, you know, ‘This is the purpose behind this
amendment—look at it’”. Could you help us with
this, in the earlier passage that I showed you from the
Gillard telephone conversation with him, were you
being entirely frank with Gillard?
Lord Snape: I was obviously being imprecise, my
Lord. I thought I had said the Ministry, now
obviously I did not when I look at the interview, page
11, to which you have just drawn mine and the
Committee’s attention. I thought I was talking about
the Ministry generally, I did not actually know, as I
have indicated on page 11, who the Minister was in
charge of this particular Bill but I accept that what I

said to Gillard in the [CD2] transcript on page 15 was
incorrect and I did mention the minister. I have to say,
if I may, that this was in the course of something like
an hour long conversation and recalling everything is
fairly diYcult. I accept that I did say the Minister.

Q167 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You see what I am bound
to ask you, and I want to hear your explanation, it
could appear from this that you were denying that
you had oVered to approach the Minister in charge
because you were saying, “I don’t even know who
he is”.
Lord Snape: I meant the Minister in charge of the
committee. There are lots of Ministers in various
departments. I was not sure who the specific Minister
was. I overlooked the fact that I had been told that
during the course of the interview. I have to say, if I
may, my Lord Chairman, my Lord, Mr Gillard was
pretty hostile on the telephone. He first approached
me on the train, I called him back when I got home
and I was a bit taken aback by the abrupt nature of
his questioning. I accept that I did say “Healey” and
I was wrong in the additional denial to him but I can
only say, I repeat, it was in the context of an hour long
conversation. I could not recollect exactly what I had
said or who I had spoken about.

Q168 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When you spoke to
Gillard had you remembered that whoever the
minister may have been you had said that you could
approach him behind the scenes?
Lord Snape: I was talking specifically not about the
amendment—We are talking about two diVerent
things. I was talking about the general amendment to
alleviate the burden of the supplementary rate on
businesses countrywide. I admit that the language is
imprecise but, again, I was having a general
conversation on [Hansard] page 11 of 33 and I was
being pinned down, if that is the right term, by Mr
Gillard, having just got oV the train and spoken to
him subsequently on that Friday.

Q169 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Why, incidentally, did
you say, as you did at page 11 of 33, that you could
approach the Minister behind the scenes? What did
you mean by “behind the scenes”?
Lord Snape: I think I have said this, I will try and refer
to it by a specific reference in a moment or two, I was
talking in parliamentary terms, once you table an
amendment, particularly in the House of Commons
and it is defeated, that is normally the end of it. I was
suggesting that it might be a good idea, an idea I am
still rather taken with and still agree with, to suggest
to ministers that given the current economic
circumstances alleviating some of the rates burden on
new start up businesses might well be advantageous.
That is what I meant by “approaching him behind the
scenes” rather than a formal sense by tabling an
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amendment either in your Lordships’ House or
elsewhere. Once an amendment is tabled, as all of us
in the room know, and it is defeated, that is normally
the end of the matter; governments do not like
returning to matters that they have already disposed
of. That is what I meant by the phrase “behind the
scenes”.

Q170 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think you meant, did
you, that you would seek to persuade him behind the
scenes of the general merit of an overall extension for
new businesses from this proposed two per cent
supplement?
Lord Snape: Albeit time limited, I specified that.

Q171 Lord Irvine of Lairg: For two years.
Lord Snape: On the grounds that I did not think any
Ministers would relieve businesses of that burden
permanently.

Q172 Chairman: Did you take the view that it is
legitimate to move the amendment to the benefit of
the public good or the whole industry, even if those
amendments are also for the benefit of the client?
Lord Snape: Only if I had first spoken, and again, my
Lord Chairman, if you look at the transcript I said
earlier on that it would be necessary for me to speak
to the Registrar of Members’ Interests. Remember I
had been approached ostensibly to be a consultant to
MJA, the mythical PR consultancy company. I have
said earlier on—and I will find the reference if your
Committee would wish—that I could only approach
the Minister or anybody else once I have cleared the
matter with the Registrar of Members’ Interests who
might well, I say earlier on, ask me for a full list of
those clients and I would only approach the Minister
or anybody else if I was given the go ahead by the
Registrar.

Q173 Lord Dholakia: Would you say you were using
parliamentary influence at that particular stage?
Lord Snape: No, I would have thought, and still do,
my Lord, it makes eminent sense to alleviate the rates
burden for new businesses at the present time. I think
it is incumbent and a duty on Members of Parliament
in either House if they see an opportunity to alleviate
the rates burden, bearing in mind—please I am not
trying to deviate from Lord Irvine’s question—there
had been no discussion of money or fees or whatever
at this stage. I was merely expressing an opinion, one
I held then and one I still do, that I do not think it is
exerting any improper influence to suggest to
ministers, given the state of the British economy, that
this might be a way of helping to set up new
businesses. I emphasise, my Lord Chairman, if I may,
I had ruled out the question of the specific
amendment for this person’s client in almost my first
business like comment.

Q174 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You will appreciate, do
you, the force of the question from Lord Dholakia
relates to paragraph 4(c) of the Code, that is what
Lord Dholakia’s language is drawn from.
Lord Snape: I see.

Q175 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Which says, “Members
of the House . . .” this is clause 4(c) “. . . must never
accept any financial inducement as an incentive or
reward for exercising parliamentary influence”. Just
to assist you with following Lord Dholakia’s
question, what Lord Dholakia is asking you is
whether you felt that if you were to be paid as a
consultant that you would be exercising
parliamentary influence, contrary to paragraph 4(c),
if you did this for reward, the parliamentary influence
being let it be for a provision, exemption, which you
believed would be for the benefit of new business
generally and not for a particular client.
Lord Snape: I understand, my Lord, and again I say
I would not approach anybody unless I had first
cleared the matter with the Registrar of Members’
Interests. At this stage, the only mention of fees or
consultancies had actually come from MJA who had
left me a message to say could they come and see me
to talk about the possibility of a consultancy. I had
thought they were two young people who were
starting up in London and I was giving them the
benefit of my advice at that particular time and I
would never have improperly used any influence and
broken that particular Code. I would have cleared the
matter with the Registrar and if he had said “don’t do
it”, I would not have done it.

Q176 Chairman: Can I ask two questions following
that. The first one is that the journalists when they
were talking to you they were very clear what they
wanted.
Lord Snape: To start with.

Q177 Chairman: They said “pay you a retainer as a
consultant to help us amend the bill”. If that is the
case, why did you continue to negotiate with them?
Lord Snape: Because they moved away from that, if
you look at the transcript, with respect, my Lord
Chairman. Immediately they came out with those
words—again without referring exactly I paraphrase
myself—when they asked me about the specific
amendments on behalf of their client, I said, as far as
I can remember, it is in there, “I don’t think I could.
It would be against the rules and I could not do it”.
Then and only then did they say, “Well what about a
general amendment” which appealed to me, not from
a financial point of view but from a common sense
point of view, given the state of the economy and how
things are at the present time. But I stress, my Lord
Chairman, and again it is in the transcript, I said to
them I would have to approach the Registrar of
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Members’ Interests. He may well ask me, I think I
used the phrase, “who is paying you”, and he may
well ask me for a list of your clients. Now I would
have only gone ahead, on the basis behind your
question, if the Registrar had given me permission.

Q178 Chairman: Could I ask another question,
following from that. In your submission of 29
January you say that in the initial discussion with the
journalists regarding amendments, there was no
mention or suggestion of payment or retainer and I
would not have raised such.1 The journalist said
“What we will do is pay you a retainer as a consultant
to in eVect help us amend the bill” before you express
any interest in the merits of the amendment. Was it
not clear from the start that what you were discussing
with MJA would be they could pay you?
Lord Snape: No, it was not, with respect, my Lord
Chairman. I had ruled out accepting any payment for
the specific amendment very early on in the
conversation. It will be in the transcript, I do not
know whether you wish me to find it and to read it. I
was attracted, as I repeat, by the question of an
overall amendment for all new start up businesses but
again, I repeat, I was not negotiating anyway during
the course of this, this was a general conversation, as
I thought. Remember, if I may respectfully say, this
was only a bona fide conversation on my part, the
journalists had another agenda in mind. Having
ruled out payment for a specific amendment, we were
then, I thought, going back to discussing their needs
so far as parliamentary advice was concerned, but I
stress, it was always in my mind and I repeated it on
two or three occasions during the course of our
conversation, to take the advice of the Registrar of
Members’ Interests before even pursuing what I
thought was a well merited amendment to alleviate
this additional rates burden from all businesses.
Chairman: Lord Cope wants to come in.

Q179 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I was a little concerned
about the merits of the amendment.
Lord Snape: The overall one, the blanket one?

Q180 Lord Cope of Berkeley: The overall one, yes. It
may be a slight distraction from the questioning just
now but it did not seem to me to have much merit that
foreign companies—the Chinese one in this
particular instance—should be able to come in and
get a tax relief to compete with existing British
companies already in diYculties by means of this
relief from the new charge—
Lord Snape: The supplementary business rate.
1 Comment by the witness: this submission was provided prior to

Lord Snape’s receipt of the transcript of his conversations.

Q181 Lord Cope of Berkeley: —being made. I can
well understand why neither the CBI nor, as far as I
know, any other lobby has made any proposal of
this sort.
Lord Snape: That is not what they said.

Q182 Lord Cope of Berkeley: It was an invention of
the journalists concerned. You think it has merit
nevertheless?
Lord Snape: They did mention the CBI and the
Association of Small Businesses and I think I
happened to mention to them I knew the general
secretary of the Association of Small Businesses
because he tried to be a candidate for Parliament over
the years. I was not—I repeat—asking or even
considering an amendment for a specific business,
Chinese or otherwise, I was talking about a blanket
amendment for new start up businesses, perhaps time
limited, which would alleviate this additional burden
that would be applied to them under the
Supplementary Rates Bill. Now whether they are
Chinese or not, my Lord, I have to say if I was back
in the House of Commons if anybody wanted to open
a firm, shop or factory in my particular constituency,
I do not care where they came from, given the present
economic circumstances I would do my best as a
Member of Parliament to assist them. If everybody is
benefiting then provided the Registrar gave me
permission to go ahead with that blanket amendment
I would have done so.

Q183 Lord Cope of Berkeley: Yes, but in so far as
these foreign businesses got tax relief for their new
operation it would increase the competition on the
existing business in whatever field it was, in this case
selling clothes.
Lord Snape: I repeat, my Lord, it would not be just
this business, it would be every business. If I may say
so, during our time together in the House of
Commons, your own Government alleviated the
burden of rates in various parts of the country not,
alas, in my constituency which gave me similar
grounds for complaints to the one that you just made
but that is what happens if you try and alleviate the
rates burden for new start up businesses or in the case
of the last Conservative Government on a
geographical basis.
Chairman: I think we need to move on from that.

Q184 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I have taken careful note
of the general points that you have made, the
centrality of your understanding that it would be an
exemption for the benefit of new business generally
and, secondly, your statement that you would not
have proceeded without reference to the Registrar. I
have taken note of both these points.
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Lord Snape: Which is in there, my Lord.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: What I would now like to do is
take you slowly but not too slowly through the
transcript and give you the opportunity when the
moment arises, and I will probably take you to the
relevant parts. If we go back to page 5 of the
transcript, about two-thirds of the way down, they
tell you the cock and bull story about the 40 retail
shops and so on. We will pick that up, page 5, two-
thirds of the way down.

Q185 Baroness Manningham-Buller: “The purpose
of this consortium is to set up something called
Emerald”. Have you got it?
Lord Snape: I have got page 5 of the transcript that
the Clerk has just given me. Is this the same one?

Q186 Baroness Manningham-Buller: No, we are
back on to Hansard.
Lord Snape: I am sorry.

Q187 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When I say the transcript,
I mean the Hansard transcript.
Lord Snape: I am sorry, it is my fault.

Q188 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Two-thirds of the way
down, “The purpose of this consortium is to set up
something called Emerald, which over the next 18
months is going to be setting up 40 retail shops—
quite substantial shops—across the UK.” So this is,
if you like, the cock and bull story.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q189 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if we go over to
page 7, what they tell you, almost a half way down, is
that they want to pay you a retainer as a consultant
to secure the desired amendment to the Bill.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q190 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You pick up that?
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q191 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So you were under,
obviously, no illusions that the sums of money
subsequently discussed, £25,000 in total, were to
induce you to take steps to procure the desired
amendment?
Lord Snape: No, I am sorry that is not the case, my
Lord.

Q192 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me.
Lord Snape: Later on in the transcript you will see
they brought up the question of money. I dispensed
all this advice, whether valuable or not, without even
talking about money. I am aware that they said they
wanted to come and see me about a possible
consultancy but they could have walked away with

the advice I had given them without, obviously, any
financial discussion whatsoever. They mentioned the
question of money and they said something, again it
is in the transcript, about now we come to the hard
part and I merely said to them the £25,000, which
actually, my Lord, I think is £24,000 which appeared
in the Sunday Times actual story, comes from the fact
that I said that the normal fee that I charged my
clients was £1,000 a month retainer and £500 a day.
We then had to talk about how long. I even said to
them then—because I thought they were a newly
starting up company with two young people—it
would not necessarily be two days a month, it would
depend on the burden of a consultancy for MJA
overall. Indeed, in the page to which you referred,
Lord Irvine, page 7, I thought I had specifically ruled
out any question of payment or me tabling an
amendment, that specific one, for the benefit of that
one particular company.

Q193 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let me assist you. Half
way into the page, the man says, “It’s bad enough as
it is starting, and therefore you should have — and so
we were hoping that we might be able to amend it to
include a clause such as that. Now, the question is, I
mean, you know, what we would do is pay you on a
retainer as a consultant to, in eVect, help us amend
this Bill. Now, is that something a) you would do, or
b) you would be able to do?” You say, quite clearly, “I
don’t think I would. The problem about having a
direct financial interest is that one is not supposed to
initiate legislation which would benefit the person
who gives you or pays you this financial interest. So,
you know, if I specifically worked for your company,
for example, then I’d need to take advice, as these
people are your clients, as to whether or not I could
amend it. I certainly couldn’t do it if I was working
directly for the client themselves. Man: Right.” You
say, “But I’d need to take advice.” That is what you
are referring us to.
Lord Snape: Yes.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then the bogus male,
undercover journalist, says, “Oh, I see. So if you were
working for Michael Johnson Associates you might
be able to do it but not if—PS: Not if I were working
directly for the person or industry concerned. That’s
oV the top of my head and I would have thought
that’s the way the rules would be interpreted.” Then
I jump forward and go to the top of page 8 where you
say, “So provided I made that declaration, then I
could amend, let us say, what I liked and I would have
thought, although I will take advice from the
Registrar of Members’ Interests in the Lords, that I
feel that would also appertain if I worked for your
company rather than specifically . . .” So we
understand—
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Q194 Chairman: Could I just ask a question, if you
go to the bottom of page 7, what I really would like
to understand, why did you believe that it was
legitimate to move amendments to benefit the bus
industry but not exclusively First Group?
Lord Snape: I did not move amendments, my Lord
Chairman. I spoke at great length, some of the
Committee might say, on some aspects of the Local
Transport Bill when I spoke in favour of various
Government clauses, and occasionally amendments
tabled by somebody else but I declared an interest on
each and every occasion that I worked for First
Group. I did not move any amendments on the—
Chairman: My question is why did you think it was
legitimate to move amendments to the benefit of the
bus industry but not exclusively for the benefit of a—

Q195 Lord Irvine of Lairg: —for the benefit of a
particular client?
Lord Snape: It is rather carelessly worded but I did
not move any amendments on the Bus Bill for the
reasons that I have just given to them and the reasons
I have given to this Committee. It is rather loosely
speaking on my part but I actually did table two
amendments to the Local Transport Bill, my Lord
Chairman, which I did not move because I felt, on
reflection that it might be said I was benefiting a
company for which I worked, that is First Group. I
am speaking rather loosely there. Can I emphasise
again, my Lord Chairman, I was chatting to two
genuine young people, as I thought, about general
parliamentary business, I was not being particularly
specific about these matters. If I may say so, my Lord
Chairman, it is not what I said there but what I
actually did and I did write in the letter in response to
the Clerk to this Committee pointing out that I had
tabled two amendments to the Bus Bill reflecting
afterwards, it might be said, that amongst the people
who would benefit—Although I thought they were
sensible amendments, I would say that, on reflection
I decided not to move them—this was last November,
well before this business from the Sunday Times came
up—and I did not move them for that specific reason
and nor would I have done so and nor have I ever
done so in either House.

Q196 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can I summarise your
general position and you tell me if this is correct or
not. What you are saying is that you are agreeing you
could help them provided the exemption sought by
the amendment was for all new businesses but not if
it was for their client only?
Lord Snape: That is correct as far as it goes, my Lord,
and I could only move a general amendment
provided the Registrar of Members’ Interests had
been consulted and given his approval.

Q197 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I have taken that on
board. I think you probably make that perfectly plain
because you say at the foot of page 9—and then I will
take you to a passage towards the foot of page 10—
“Because I would be initiating legislation for a
company from which I am paid, which would be
improper under the rules of the House. Man: I see.”
Then you go on, “But if I was wanting to exempt the
whole of the railway industry from some particular
clause I could do so on the grounds that, you know,
this is for the public good or the benefit of the
industry rather than one specific client”.
Lord Snape: I am sorry, my Lord, could you give me
the page reference again.

Q198 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Page 9, two-thirds of the
way down.
Lord Snape: Yes, I see.

Q199 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What I am saying is
that—and I have read it into the transcript—
represents your position in principle, does it not?
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q200 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What you thought was
legitimate. If you go over to page 10, you say, “PS:
Well, the obvious question that the Registrar would
ask me would be, ‘Who’s paying you?’ So it would
have to be either yourself—again, it doesn’t
particularly matter to me provided I can do it on a
blanket basis, but I could not, sort of, as I said earlier,
represent your client in this and say, ‘There should be
an exemption for this particular company . . . ’” Then
you go and say, “I could well argue, I’m sure, under
the rules, that there should be an exemption for new
businesses from the extra business rate.” If I may say
so, this is your leitmotiv, this is the general position
subject to what you say about approaching the
Registrar?
Lord Snape: Yes, indeed.

Q201 Baroness Manningham-Buller: By this stage,
Lord Snape, you are very much talking in terms of
being paid and the issue when you talk to the
Registrar he will be asking who pays you?
Lord Snape: I do not think I am. I never mentioned
money at this stage, I was freely dispensing advice to
two attractive young people, about the same age as
my own children, who were anxious to start up a
business in London having recently arrived, as they
said, from Brussels. I was not talking specifically
about money. I never at any time said, “That will cost
you so and so” or “I wish to be taken on”. There was
a general understanding, they had asked to see me
about a possible consultancy but had they said,
“Well, thank you and goodbye” at that stage I would
not have said, “Well I will send you a bill for the
advice I have given”. I was giving it quite freely
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because, to be honest, I quite liked the two of them
and they seemed to be honest and straight forward.

Q202 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think what Baroness
Manningham-Buller has pointed out here is that
money was in your mind because if you look at the
top of page 10 of the transcript you are saying, “Well,
the obvious question that the Registrar would ask me
would be, ‘Who’s paying you?’ So it would have to be
either yourself—again it doesn’t particularly matter
to me provided I can do it on a blanket basis . . .” that
is provided it is permissible on a blanket basis “. . .
but I could not, sort of, as I said earlier, represent
your client in this and say, ‘There should be an
exemption for this particular company . . . ’” So on
reflection was Baroness Manningham-Buller not
right in suggesting that at this stage you did have
reward in your mind?
Lord Snape: No, my Lord, for I was replying to the
question above, “Man: Well, in that case, so would
you therefore—I mean, it matters not to us whether
you are representing us or whether you are
representing our client. It would be whatever’s more
convenient for you, really”. Now if I am representing
anybody, it is presumably as a paid consultancy but
it is he who is saying that to me not me who is saying
that to him. I am responding to his question about a
consultancy in the way that I did.

Q203 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You are assuming you
would be paid?
Lord Snape: I am assuming that having come to see
me, my Lord, about a possible consultancy for the
company, if they wish to accept my advice they would
make some specific oVer at the end of the meeting but
I was not assuming I would be paid at that moment
for this general amendment. Indeed, may I just say,
my Lord Chairman, had they gone away and I never
heard from them again, I might well have been
tempted to say to colleagues in both Houses, do you
think it would be sensible to exempt small
businesses—I obviously would not get much change
from my Lord, Lord Cope—from this additional
rates burden in the current economic climate. I think
it is a very attractive proposition and without any
payment I would pursue that matter.

Q204 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I was a Treasury
Minister.
Lord Snape: Indeed. Yes, they say no to everything,
my Lord.

Q205 Chairman: Could I ask another general
question here because from what I see from the
transcripts you did not know the name of the Bill
before your discussion with the journalists began.
Was your enthusiasm to some extent engendered by

the fact that you might be paid by MJA and did it not
occur to you that it might be perceived as that?
Lord Snape: No, my Lord Chairman, it did not. The
reason I did not know the exact title of the Bill but I
did know something about the Supplementary Rates
Bill was because I had served virtually for the whole
of last year on the Crossrail Bill which when we asked
the Ministers, “How are we going to pay the £16 or
17 billion”, they said, “Oh, we’ve got an idea, a
Supplementary Rates Bill that we are going to apply
in London, the money for which is hypothecated . . .”
although I am never sure what the Treasury say about
hypothecation (or I do know what the Treasury say
about hypothecation) “. . . two per cent is
hypothecated specifically for Crossrail and we are
thinking of widening . . .” this is whatever Minister I
spoke to about it during the Crossrail Bill “. . . that to
give other local authorities up and down the country
the power to levy this particular rate.” I passed some
comment at the time, “Well, that will make us very
popular in the run up to an election”.

Q206 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Before we leave the
passage which I think Baroness Manningham-Buller
was calling attention to at the top of page 10, that the
Registrar would ask you “Who’s paying you?” and
you say “. . . it would have to be either yourself—
again it doesn’t particularly matter to me provided I
can do it on a blanket basis . . .” Do you want to leave
your evidence to the Committee on the basis that you
did not have any expectation of payment at that point
for consultancy if an agreement was made?
Lord Snape: No, my Lord, I think if an agreement
was made for me to act as a consultant on behalf of
MJA that is a perfectly logical conclusion to draw.
What I was saying in reply to Baroness
Manningham-Buller was that was not the thought
that was uppermost in my mind at the time although
I can readily see that it is a natural conclusion to
draw. I repeat, my Lord Chairman, I was dispensing
advice, some of it I hope valuable as I thought, to
young people. The fact, obviously, they had come to
see me about a consultancy is apparent but, I repeat,
had they walked away at the moment I would not
have sent them any bills, I would have thought, good
luck to them.

Q207 Lord Irvine of Lairg: The point is the
conversation continued and it continued into the
range of things that you said you could do for them
provided, of course, that it was a blanket exemption
that you were seeking, that is correct?
Lord Snape: And provided, of course, that the
Registrar gave his permission.
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Q208 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Oh, yes, I take that.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q209 Lord Dholakia: Just going back, Lord Irvine
may pursue this point later on, you said I was
dispensing advice and yet you go beyond advice when
they said about the Bill being floated in the
Commons. You talk about your contacts in the
House of Commons, that you know many people,
and if I may quote, this is on page 11, “So that I could
say, look, you know, I’ve had this idea, or I’ve been
approached about this idea. You know, I think we’d
have to do it a bit more professionally than that. But,
I mean, depending on who was on the Commons
Committee I’d have a chat and see whether I could
get them to table an amendment in Committee.” I
come back to this point, is this not using your
parliamentary influence for that amendment?
Lord Snape: No, it is a suggestion that a good idea for
alleviating the burden of taxation. I do go on my
Lord, to talk about alternatives to amendments for
the reasons that I outlined earlier. Once an
amendment has been debated in a Commons
Committee and defeated by the Government, and
these amendments invariably are unless the
Government seizes upon them as being sensible, then
that is the end of it. Although I used the word
“amendments” in there, I would have liked the idea
of this blanket alleviation of this particular burden to
have been discussed, but if it was discussed as an
amendment and then defeated, the point I was trying
to make, and I think I go on to say that further down
the page, that would be the end of it, and I am saying
to them, in casual conversation, I am not sure that is
the right way to go about it.

Q210 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Snape, that is not
Lord Dholakia’s point, I do not think. He is pointing
out to you from the transcript that there were various
things that you said that you would do personally in
order to promote the amendment. If you look at page
11, you see about a third of the way in, “I would need
to look at the Committee. I mean, it wouldn’t be any
problem. I can see who’s on the Committee, anybody
I could sort of approach and say . . . To do that, I’d
need something from you outlining these proposals
. . .” which means a short briefing on proposals. Then
you go on, and say, “You know, I think we’d have to
do it a bit more professionally than that. But, I mean,
depending on who was on the Commons Committee
I’d have a chat and see whether I could get them to
table an amendment in Committee . . . .” You would
ascertain who was on the Committee, have a chat and
see whether you could persuade somebody who was
on the Committee to table the amendment in
Committee. Then you say that the best way to go

about it is that it would be better if you could get a
Government person to do it but you could possibly,
also, get a member of the Opposition. Pausing there,
Lord Dholakia’s question to you was, “Well is that
not you oVering to use your influence as a former
Member of the House of Commons and Minister and
now as a peer?”
Lord Snape: To use my influence only to have this
idea debated and explored. If it was never debated or
explored no-one would ever know about it. I do not
think there is anything improper in me saying to a
Member of the House of Commons, provided I have
(a) got the permission of the Registrar of Members’
Interests and (b) provided I make sure, which I would
do, that I tell any Member of the House of Commons
if I had any sort of consultancy with these people,
“Look, this is a good idea, why don’t we give it a run
in the Commons and see what the Government’s view
is?” Actually, my advice probably would have been,
and I hope Lord Dholakia does not take this amiss,
“Don’t you think it would be better having a word
with the minister rather than tabling an amendment
for the reasons I have outlined?” Procedurally from
my experience—27 years in the House of
Commons—if you table an amendment of any sort in
Committee and it is defeated you can forget the
Government coming back to it because they will say,
“We disposed of that earlier”.

Q211 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Lord Snape,
you just said it might be better to go to the Minister,
which brings us back to your statement which Lord
Irvine touched on at the very beginning: “I could
approach him sort of behind the scenes”. That is
concerning because it is behind the scenes. This is
doing something for a small group who made it clear
that they would be paying you.
Lord Snape: Well, I am sorry, Lady Manningham-
Buller, what I meant by “behind the scenes” was
rather than a formal stage in the committee for the
reasons I have just outlined, once you do something
formally and it is defeated that is the end of it.

Q212 Baroness Manningham-Buller: It is an issue on
which you are asking for briefing on which you are
not fully informed and your interest—I hope I am not
putting words into your mouth—has been sparked
by these two, as you say, attractive young people who
you believe you are helping. “I’d need something
from you outlining these proposals.” This is not a
subject on which you had a lot of previous thought,
but you are now apparently, according to the
transcript, oVering to do various things on the basis
of this possibility for the reason you explained that
you think it would be worth doing it anyway, and still
do, and then you proceeded to say what you might
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do, including a Commons committee, a minister and
so on. Our concern is whether you think this is
anything to do with paid advocacy and the paid
advocacy rule?
Lord Snape: I think provided I got the go-ahead from
the Registrar, whether I was paid or not, if I may say
so, was immaterial. A good idea being put to
Members of the House of Commons is a sensible way
to go about it.

Q213 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I pick you
up on the go-ahead from the Registrar. The Registrar
gives advice but actually the basis of conduct in the
House of Lords, as I understand it as a new Member,
is the Code of Conduct, the Nolan Principles and so
on, and the Registrar seeks to give advice based on
those. What do you think was going on here that
needed the Registrar to give you a green light or not?
In other words, why do you think there might be
ambiguity on it?
Lord Snape: Can I just go to the first part first, my
Lady. I am no expert on procedure either but I have
tried to become one since these accusations appeared
in the newspaper. My understanding is that if the
Registrar gives permission then I am covered under
4(c). If I am wrong on that then I stand corrected. I
am paraphrasing. If I can just wipe my eyes, because
they are watering, I will try and find the
appropriate—

Q214 Baroness Manningham-Buller: If you need to
put the drops in, please do.
Lord Snape: No, no, I put them in before I came in.
It is switching from looking up to looking down.
There is a particular clause which—

Q215 Chairman: Are you looking at the Code
itself, 19?
Lord Snape: I am looking at the Code of Conduct, my
Lord Chairman, which specifically says, and I
paraphrase, “If the Registrar gives the go-ahead then
a Member is . . . .”

Q216 Chairman: The advice is at paragraph 18, is
that right, “The operation of the Register shall be
overseen by a sub-committee . . .”?
Lord Snape: The last line of that, my Lord Chairman,
“A Member who acts on the advice of the Registrar
in determining what is a relevant interest satisfies
fully the requirements of the Code of Conduct”. That
was the line I was seeking to draw Lady
Manningham-Buller’s attention to. We spent so long
on that and wiping my eyes I have forgotten the
second question, I am afraid.

Q217 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What you are saying, just
so that we do not leave this alone, is you always
intended to go along to the Registrar and you would
have acted on his advice?2

Lord Snape: I said that two or three times during the
course of the transcript, my Lord, yes. I am sorry, I
am aware there is an outstanding question from Lady
Manningham-Buller but I cannot think what it was.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: If there is I have
forgotten what it is too, so we are in the same boat.
Chairman: Is there anything else you want to pursue?
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Later.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we just trace this through the
transcript. The first thing you were oVering to do was
to try to persuade a member of the Commons
committee, preferably a Government Member, to
move the amendment. We are on page 11.
Chairman: Where you mention John Healey, junior
Minister.

Q218 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is two-thirds of the way
down page 11, “The overall Minister is Hazel Blears,
but it’s actually being done by John Healey, a junior
Minister. PS: Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. Well, again, I
could approach him, you know, sort of behind the
scenes to say, you know, ‘This is the purpose behind
this amendment—look at it’.” Your position is that
because it was an amendment for the benefit of new
business generally you thought that was entirely
proper?
Lord Snape: The phrase “behind the scenes”, my
Lord, is not one I hope you read too much
significance into. It is not that I am going to whisper
behind a curtain to him. The reason I used the phrase
“behind the scenes” was if I got the go-ahead from
the Registrar to do this I might well have said to a
minister, PPS or anybody else, “Don’t you think it
would be a good idea to exempt new business? Would
you consider an amendment on those grounds?” I
would also go on to say, of course, I would have to
declare an interest to that person I spoke to. I would
2 Comment by the witness: please note following references in the

Hansard transcript to seeking advice; the rules (i.e. the rules of
the Code of Conduct); and/or to the Registrar.
(i) page 7—“I’d need to take advice”
(ii) page 7—“But I’d need to take advice”
(iii) page 7—“I would have thought that’s the way the rules
would be interpreted”
(iv) page 7—“Although I worked for First Group which is
declared in the Register of Members’ Interests”
(v) page 8—“Although I will take advice from the Registrar of
Members’ Interest”
(vi) page 8—“I might well have to declare that you have certain
clients”
(vii) page 7—“Yes, and put it in the Register”
(viii) page 8—“I am sure that you went to the Register of
Members’ Interests”
(ix) page 9—“Provided I declare an interest first”
(x) page 9—“Because I would be initiating legislation for a
company from which I am paid, which would be improper under
the rules of the House.”
(xi) page 10—“Well, the obvious question that the Registrar
would ask me would be”
(xii) page 10—“I could well argue, I’m sure, under the rules”.
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say, “I have been approached on behalf of a
consultancy for which I work to look at this method
of alleviating the rates burden on new start-up
businesses”. The phrase “behind the scenes” is an
alternative to tabling a formal amendment. Again, I
go on to say why I do not think that is a particularly
good idea for the reasons I have already outlined to
the Committee.

Q219 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You are saying you do
not want us to read a sinister meaning into “behind
the scenes”, you just meant not moving an
amendment directly?
Lord Snape: Yes, I meant informally talking to people
about the merits or otherwise of a blanket
amendment.

Q220 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Why did you proceed so
far in this conversation without taking the view of the
Registrar?
Lord Snape: Because I was holding a conversation,
my Lord, no more than that. I expected some formal
proposals, as I indicate later.

Q221 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Were you in doubt as to
whether what you were being asked to do was
permissible?
Lord Snape: I am no expert on the rules. Before I
would do anything formally, or informally for that
matter, as far as approaching people I would have
checked up whether it was appropriate to do so if I
had a consultancy with this particular firm. As I have
indicated, I would want to tell the Registrar which
clients they have got and in what areas.

Q222 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just draw my attention
again to where in the transcript you say you told these
undercover reporters that you would have to clear it
with the Registrar?3

Lord Snape: Can you give me a moment or two to
do that?
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Of course.

Q223 Chairman: Of course.
Lord Snape: On page 8.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just take it slowly so that we find
our way there.

Q224 Chairman: Page 8.
Lord Snape: “ . . . although I will take advice from the
Registrar of Members’ Interests in the Lords . . .” and
further “I might well have to declare that you have
certain clients involved in this particular field”. There
is one specific—
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Where is that, forgive me?
Chairman: The top of page 8, the first paragraph.
3 Comment by the witness: please see footnote at Q217.

Q225 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So that is—
Lord Snape: That is one. There are others, my Lord.

Q226 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Why do we not gather
them together now?4

Lord Snape: At page 10 where I specifically mention
the Registrar, I say on page 10—

Q227 Baroness Manningham-Buller: The second
paragraph.
Lord Snape: “Well, the obvious question that the
Registrar would ask me . . .” and the point you made
earlier, my Lord, “would be ‘Who’s paying you?’” I
think it is apparent from that sentence that any step
I would have taken, including an informal approach,
would have first necessitated me clearing the matter
with the Registrar. On page 10 further down, “I could
well argue, I’m sure, under the rules . . .” I am stating
that I would follow the advice of the Registrar and
act within the provision of the rules only and only
within the provisions of the rules.

Q228 Chairman: You also said that on page 7, “But
I need to take advice”.
Lord Snape: I am hopping backwards and forwards
with these somewhat bleary eyes of mine, so it is not
a completely comprehensive list.

Q229 Chairman: I am just trying to help you.
Lord Snape: And I am very grateful. I knew I had
mentioned the Registrar and said that I could not do
anything without clearance from the Registrar at
least three times, and I think that was the third one.

Q230 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So in your mind
everything was subject to clearance by the Registrar?
Lord Snape: Before I would have taken any action or
approached anybody, it was—

Q231 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Or made any agreement?
Lord Snape: Say that again, my Lord.

Q232 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Or made any agreement?
Lord Snape: I am sorry to keep jumping around, but
at the end of the conversation I asked them
specifically to submit their proposals in writing. I
would not sign anything there and then. Indeed, they
asked me if they could email me with some proposals
to be taken on as a consultant and I said, “No, I want
it in writing”.

Q233 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Did you not say at a later
stage that you felt that you had an agreement?
4 Comment by the witness: please see footnote to Q217.
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Lord Snape: You would have to point that out.

Q234 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I will take you to that
later. You are saying at this stage that you would not
have made an agreement without clearing it with the
Registrar.
Lord Snape: Not only that, I would not have signed
up for anything with this mythical, as it turned out,
consultancy company until I had seen their proposals
in writing and that was what I said to them before
they left. Again, you see that later on in the transcript,
my Lord Chairman.

Q235 Chairman: Could I press you again on this
point. They were very clear what they wanted you to
do, which was paid advocacy. Why did you feel that
you needed advice on that, it is pretty clear that paid
advocacy per se is not allowed?
Lord Snape: I am sorry, I do not quite follow the
phrase “paid advocacy”. I understood that they were
coming to talk to me about a consultancy. I was
anxious to tell them what I could and could not do,
ruled out their specific amendment right from the
start and qualified everything else they asked me to
do by reference at least three times to consulting the
Registrar. I am not familiar with the phrase “paid
advocacy” as far as any conversation I held with
these people.

Q236 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What the Lord Chairman
is referring to is paragraph 4 of the Code, and you
should go to it if you have it there.
Lord Snape: I do have it here.

Q237 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You will see where it
comes in.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q238 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “Members of the
House”, I miss out (a), “(b) should act always on their
personal honour; (c) must never accept any financial
inducement as an incentive or reward for exercising
parliamentary influence; (d) must not vote on any bill
or motion, or ask any question in the House or a
committee, or promote any matter, in return for
payment or any other material benefit (‘the no paid
advocacy’ rule)”. That is what the Lord Chairman is
referring to.
Lord Snape: Yes, I understand.

Q239 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Were you not going to
promote this amendment by speaking to all manner
of people?
Lord Snape: Well, I was going to suggest the idea of
exempting on a blanket basis new start-up businesses.

Q240 Lord Irvine of Lairg: By amendment.
Lord Snape: By amendment or by suggestion to the
Minister. Given the way Parliament works, my
Lords, and I am sure you know better than I, if
ministers come up with ideas they are sensible, if
backbenchers do they are not always sensible, that is
how these things are perceived. Without trying to
appear clever, my Lord Chairman, I did point out
earlier, and I suppose you could argue there is some
contradiction in here, in clause 18, “The Registrar is
available to advise Members of the House. A
Member who acts on the advice of the Registrar . . .”
and I am not trying to shuZe everything on to the
Registrar here, but I would not have acted in any way
or approached anybody in any way without fulfilling
clause 18 of the Code of Conduct. I might argue it is
slightly contradicted by some of the interpretations,
if that is the right term, in clause 4. I considered at the
time by approaching the Registrar and only after
getting his clearance I would be free to act in the way
that we are discussing at the present time.

Q241 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I pick up
the characterisation of the Registrar as somebody
who gives permission. He gives advice and that
advice you are wise to take. I suppose what I find
surprising, Lord Snape, and I would welcome your
comments on this, is this part of the conversation
which we are concentrating on on page 11, and there
are other bits later on, where you say “These are the
sort of things I could do”5, I find it surprising that you
would think that they would not all fall foul of this
particular paragraph.
Lord Snape: Paid advocacy.

Q242 Baroness Manningham-Buller: And that you
would need any advice from the Registrar on that
because they seem to me to fall foul of that directive
from paragraph 4.
Lord Snape: Again, Lady Manningham-Buller, I
have not been here for a long time myself, I have only
been here five years.

Q243 Baroness Manningham-Buller: I have not even
been a year, so I am very new.
Lord Snape: I understand. Again, I do not actually
see how someone who abides by paragraph 18 in the
Code is breaking 4 either. The fact is had the
Registrar advised against it I would not have done
anything at all.

Q244 Chairman: The point that we are trying to
make is that you would have gone for advice, yes, but
the tenor of your conversation with MJA was on
areas like you would approach a Minister, you would
talk to the Bill team, a whole range of things that you
5 Comment by the witness: this is not a quote from Lord

Snape’s words.
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would do. The tenor of the conversation seems to be
on the basis of what is actually not allowed under the
Code, so why did you continue to pursue that
conversation if that was the case?
Lord Snape: I have to repeat again, my Lord
Chairman, I was not negotiating. This was a casual
conversation, I am walking around the oYce chatting
to these people largely thinking aloud because I am
not negotiating any contract with them at that
particular time, I am thinking aloud of what could or
could not be done. This is not a criticism of the
Committee’s line of questioning, my Lord Chairman,
I do not want you to think it is, but now you put it
quite like that I can see the point you seek to make. I
did not see that point in the course of a casual
conversation. I did see the necessity to tell them,
“Look, if the Registrar says no I can’t do it anyway”,
but I did not see the point — I repeat, it was a casual
conversation, we talked about Australia, jazz, the
Labour Party’s prospects at the next elections, such
as they are.

Q245 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But it is a pretty long
conversation.
Lord Snape: Indeed it is, yes. You mean this specific
one or generally?

Q246 Lord Irvine of Lairg: This conversation is a
pretty long conversation. You could have said, could
you not, that now you knew what they wanted to do
the conversation should not go any further until you
had sought the view of the Registrar.
Lord Snape: Indeed, and I suppose on reflection that
would have been the sensible way to do it. Again, I
have to say, my Lord, they were two very friendly
young people and I was trying to be helpful to them,
so I was giving them the advice that they sought
without any financial commitment. Again, I have to
say, there was no mention of money at this stage other
than the fact that they asked if they could come and
see me about a consultancy.

Q247 Lord Irvine of Lairg: There is later.
Lord Snape: At their instigation, my Lord.

Q248 Chairman: I do not wish to jump ahead but if
you look at page 27, as we have reached the question
of money, you see there in the middle of the page: “I
mean what I want from you as far as we’re concerned
is if you would summarise this conversation and our
agreement in a letter to me, formally requesting me to
act as a consultant on the lines financially that we
have just agreed”.
Lord Snape: “Agreement” was not a sensible word to
use, although I readily concede that I used it, my
Lord Chairman. I meant arising from the fairly long
discussions about all sorts of things that we had had.
The financial lines that we discussed were my basic

fees which were a monthly retainer and a daily rate.
That was to what I referred. I stress, we never
formally negotiated that. I wanted to see something
in writing from them before I agreed to anything or
before I agreed to go ahead.

Q249 Chairman: I jumped forward and I know that
my colleagues want to go back.
Lord Snape: Forgive me, my Lord Chairman, but,
again, that paragraph arises out of their introduction
of money into the conversation. I realise we will
probably come back to that under Lord Irvine.
Again, I am replying to their question because he said
something about, “Now we get to the hard bit”.

Q250 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We have run ahead to this
point in the transcript, but why is the Lord
Chairman’s point not absolutely correct? What you
have said is, “I mean what I want from you as far as
we’re concerned is if you would summarise this
conversation and our agreement in a letter to me”, so
you feel that there is a concluded agreement
“formally requesting me to act as a consultant on the
lines financially that we have just agreed”. Surely you
think that all the essentials have been agreed and it
now must just be set out formally in writing.
Lord Snape: Not necessarily.

Q251 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What did you mean?
These are your words?
Lord Snape: Yes, indeed. What I meant was, “You’ve
been here an hour or so, I’ve got a lunch
appointment, would you kindly formalise, if you are
going to, any proposals. I will look at them and on the
basis of those formal written proposals I may or may
not sign them”.

Q252 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You do not use the
language of proposals, you use the language of
agreement and to record in writing “to summarise
this conversation and our agreement in a letter to
me”, and it includes the financial terms “that we have
just agreed”. It is as if all essentials had been agreed.
What do you say?
Lord Snape: Yes, that was what I said, my Lord.

Q253 Chairman: What I want to emphasise is that if
you look at page 7 that was when they mentioned the
money first time. They say: “Now, the question is, I
mean, you know, what we would do is pay you on a
retainer as a consultant to, in eVect, help . . .”, so the
money was mentioned very early on.
Lord Snape: Yes, I see.

Q254 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But then you go on, Lord
Snape, and say “I don’t think I would”, you say it
would have to be for legislation to benefit new
business generally.
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Lord Snape: Yes.

Q255 Lord Irvine of Lairg: However, the real point is
on page 27, is it not, that you thought you had made
a concluded agreement.
Lord Snape: Well, I did not actually think I had
concluded an agreement, although I readily accept
that that was probably what I said and that is why it
appears in the transcript. I thought we had a general
discussion about me working for the company.

Q256 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If that is right, why on
earth did you use the language of agreement? You
know what an agreement is.
Lord Snape: Yes, I do indeed. I am not a lawyer. I am
not trying to evade that point, nor cast any aspersions
on your profession, Lord Irvine, but I repeat it was a
casual conversation at the end of an hour or so’s
discussion which I was anxious to conclude. What I
really wanted was a letter from them in writing setting
out what they wanted me to do so I could go oV to
lunch.6

Q257 Lord Dholakia: I am just wondering, Lord
Snape, if you peek ahead at the discussion you had,
you talked about two young people coming to talk to
you and you were advising them about the process,
but the advice seems to go beyond what is normal
because you then talked about the Bill team, civil
servants, about how you find out and how you can
influence them because you consider civil servants to
be more important than Ministers. I do not dispute
what you said, but what I am saying is this does not
build confidence in terms of your conversation that
you could take it that far with two individuals who
knew nothing about the procedure and at the end of
the day there was that particular agreement that you
were seeking with them.
Lord Snape: Again, my point in chatting to them, and
it was a general conversation, my Lord, it was not
sitting down trying to draw up an agreement, there
were lots of casual conversations about lots of things
other than this, on the specific area that you ask it
would be perfectly permissible to say to a civil
servant, “Do you think your Minister would approve
of a blanket exemption for new start-up businesses to
yet another new tax?”

Q258 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You were really trying to
urge the civil servant to put that forward to the
minister as a good idea. There would be no point in
your speaking to the civil servant unless it was to
engage his interest and support for that as a concept.
6 Comment by the witness: in the Sunday Times transcript, their

introductory summary concludes: “He asks for the lobbying
company’s business proposal to be put in writing” (my
emphasis).

Lord Snape: I might talk to him on the grounds that
he might think it is such a good idea that he
approaches the minister because of the number of
complaints and whatnot that one gets from business
about the burden of the taxation.

Q259 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes, but you would still
be seeking to persuade him in favour of an idea that
you were promoting.
Lord Snape: I would be seeking to persuade him of an
idea with which I am greatly taken and I repeat, Lord
Irvine, could well have pursued had they never come
back to me at all. I still think it is a very good idea
whether or not the mythical consultancy—Together
with my wife I started up a small business in the 1980s
and people say two per cent will not make any
diVerence but, believe me, my Lords, it is the bits you
have not budgeted for that always bring you down,
not the ones that you have.

Q260 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we can just get through
this transcript. You said that if need be you would get
a peer to move the required amendment.
Lord Snape: I do not think I did. Can you point that
out to me?

Q261 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We are now going to 12
and 13. You said at the foot of 12 how you would
proceed in the Commons and then you said at the top
of page 13 that you would get somebody to do it and
then you proceed further down the page on 13 saying,
“So, you know, you pick people incred . . .—
reasonably carefully”.
Lord Snape: I am talking about the House of
Commons, my Lord.

Q262 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is the House of
Commons?
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q263 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If that would be proper in
the case of the House of Commons it would be
equally proper, would it, in the case of the House of
Lords?
Lord Snape: As we both know the proceedings are
much diVerent in the House of Lords. There is not a
committee stage as such, it is obtained on the floor of
the House. The reason why I talked in the way that I
did about the House of Commons, and I think I
indicated in there, people are desperate for ideas. The
Opposition want to keep the debate going in the
House of Commons while the Government is anxious
to get on with its business. As Lord Cope and I both
served in the Whips OYce I think that is a fairly
accurate summing up of what normally happens
down there. It is much easier to get people,
particularly the Opposition backbenchers if they
have seized upon a good idea to make speeches about
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things like that. It is not always the sensible way to do
it, my Lord Chairman, for the reasons I outlined
earlier, that governments of any political hue rarely
accept amendments, no matter how sensible, from
the other side, you have normally got to persuade
governments that they thought of it in the first place,
or Ministers thought of it in the first place.

Q264 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Or in this case
your clients thought of it in the first place.
Lord Snape: Again, we are back to the Registrar and
whether or not I approach anybody on that.

Q265 Lord Irvine of Lairg: At any rate, you were
saying, let it be that it is confined to the House of
Commons, that you would select with great care
somebody to move the amendment in the House of
Commons.
Lord Snape: Not necessarily to move the amendment,
my Lord, but who would accept the sensible nature of
the proposal. I say somewhere else that formalising
things by an amendment is not always the sensible
way to get intelligent debate in the House of
Commons.

Q266 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Well, go to the top of
page 13. He says: “And would you be, do you think
you’d be able to get it, given that you want to, I don’t
know, would you be able to get an amendment tabled
on the committee, do you think? PS: Yes. I mean, I’d
get somebody to do it, yeah, I mean”. That is beyond
argument.
Lord Snape: Yes, indeed. Again, it is one of a series of
alternatives, my Lord, it is not necessarily the sensible
way to do it. I am replying to what is apparently a
casual question from them in the course of a long
conversation.

Q267 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is not a casual question,
it is really a very serious question if this is a way that
you could go about it and you are saying yes.
Lord Snape: It is a way that I could go about it, a
blanket amendment provided I had been given the
go-ahead7, but it is no more than that. It is one of a
series of alternatives, my Lord, that I could have
suggested.

Q268 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But this is the only one we
are talking about at the moment.
Lord Snape: Yes, I understand that.

Q269 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You say a little further in
the page, and then I will fall silent, “So, you know,
you pick people incred . . .” and then you pause and
change it to “reasonably carefully”.
Lord Snape: I am sorry, can you just tell me where
you are?
7 Comment by the witness: or otherwise by the Registrar.

Q270 Lord Irvine of Lairg: A third of the way into
page 13 of 33.
Lord Snape: Yes.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: You say, “So, you
know, you pick people incred . . .”

Q271 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “Reasonably carefully”.
Lord Snape: Reasonably carefully, yes.

Q272 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is perfectly obvious
what you are saying, that you would select with
reasonable care an appropriate person to table the
amendment.
Lord Snape: What I actually meant was there were
certain people that I would not ask to do anything
because of (a) their own political views, perhaps
somebody on the left of the Labour Party would not
approve of alleviating the burden on business, and I
use that just as an example—

Q273 Lord Cope of Berkeley: First of all, your
description of what happens in committees I entirely
accept, it happens from time to time, but the question
I had was when you say, “I’d get somebody to do it”,
that is to say to table an amendment, bearing in mind
this is as a result of a paid consultancy, how is that not
promoting a matter in return for payment or other
material benefit?
Lord Snape: Again, this is all based on my earlier
conversation about talking to the Registrar of
Members’ Interest and registering that interest. Bear
in mind, if I had accepted a paid consultancy, my
Lords, from this mythical company it would have
gone straight into the Register of Members’ Interests.
If the Registrar had then pointed out that one of the
companies that is part of MJA, or one of the clients
of MJA is a direct beneficiary and, therefore, I could
not go ahead with any of this, I would not have done
so. I think it is a bit diYcult if you are representing a
client who has many diverse businesses. Later on this
particular company talk about aviation and
aerospace. Does that mean that I would not be
allowed, if I was a consultant to them—Does that
mean anything that even impinges remotely on
aviation would be beyond my ability to speak on or
amend? I would take advice, I would take advice
from anybody, and I would certainly take advice
from the Registrar, but if those lines are drawn
extremely closely then any sort of consultancy
arrangement in the upper House would be held to be
improper.

Q274 Lord Cope of Berkeley: My question was if you
had got somebody to table an amendment as a result
of your consultancy, do you accept, whatever the
Registrar said, that would be flat against the rule
against promoting any matter in return for payment,
et cetera?
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Lord Snape: I would have said to the person, if I
accepted this consultancy with MJA, “Look, I have a
consultancy with MJA. One of their clients first
suggested this, I refused to do it on the basis that you
cannot benefit one particular person, but is it not a
sensible idea and would you consider an amendment
that would alleviate this rates burden on every start-
up business on a time-limited basis?” Now, if that
were held to be contrary to rule 4(c) my Lord
Chairman, then obviously I would be in breach of
that rule. Again, I fall back, and I do not do this
deliberately and nor am I trying to shuZe oV
responsibility, I would have taken advice before I had
done anything, as I have done previously. Speaking
generally, my Lord Chairman, I would ask not
necessarily to be judged on loose and casual language
in an hour long conversation but on my own record
in both Houses. I have never done anything to break
the rules in either House and nor would I.

Q275 Baroness Manningham-Buller: This may have
been covered. Lord Snape, just clarify for my benefit,
please. I think you said a minute ago you thought
some of these things you were talking about the
possibility of doing would not be sensible to do
because there would be cleverer ways of doing them
and more likely to be eVective. What I would like
your views on is the principle. Whether it is sensible
or not seems to me less important than whether it fits
with the Code of Conduct.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q276 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Obviously you
would have referred to the Registrar, but on your
reading of paragraph 4 of the Code of Conduct, and
in particular the last two points of it, do you think
with hindsight and on reflection that oVering to get
someone to table an amendment and picking them is
within the Code of Conduct?
Lord Snape: On reflection and with hindsight, no, I
do not.

Q277 Lord Dholakia: Can I just pursue that
particular point. Lord Snape, you say that in
November you put forward a number of
amendments and then withdrew them.
Lord Snape: No, I did not, with respect, my Lord. I
left them on the table, I did not move them.

Q278 Lord Dholakia: What was the reason for not
moving them?
Lord Snape: I looked at them and thought someone
could say that I was benefiting First Group because
they are one of the big bus conglomerates, as you
know, by moving an amendment which would
have—I do not want to get into the technicalities of
it because I am not sure whether you are familiar with
the bus business. It would have made it more diYcult

for the local authorities, some of whom wished to
retake control of their bus services, to do so and I
thought on reflection I would be benefiting First
Group as well as the bus business. I thought they were
two eminently sensible amendments, to be quite
honest, but it might be said that I was benefiting First
Group, for whom I have a paid consultancy, so I left
them on the table.

Q279 Lord Dholakia: Would that criterion not apply
similarly in relation to the amendment that you said
you would try and promote in the Commons?
Lord Snape: Indeed it might, and on reflection I might
not have done anything at all without even going to
the Registrar of Members’ Interests.

Q280 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Sorry, do you mean by
that you might not even have bothered to go to the
Registrar of Members’ Interests because you would
have decided to do nothing?
Lord Snape: I would have decided to do nothing
because—

Q281 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Without going to the
Registrar?
Lord Snape: Yes. We are speaking hypothetically, but
certainly when I reflected on the two amendments
that I tabled, which I thought were eminently
sensible—I use that phrase a bit too often—that
would benefit the bus business as a whole, I then
thought 24 hours later maybe it was not so sensible to
move these because it could be said I was benefiting
a company for which I had a paid consultancy,
although I might have been benefiting the whole of
the bus industry, so I did not move them. It might well
have been the case so far as MJA consultants were
concerned that I would have reflected the same. I
emphasise, Lord Dholakia, that although certain
words there, the ones that Lord Irvine pointed out,
appear to have enormous significance, this was a
casual conversation, I had signed nothing, I had
tabled nothing and nor would I have done so without
checking that they were within the rules of the House
and particularly within 4(c) and I may well have
reflected, in response to Lady Manningham-Buller’s
question again, that it would have been improper for
me to do so under 4(c). I stress, this was an hour long
conversation where we are extracting various
sentences, Lord Irvine, that might have led me to
reflect later on that perhaps this was not a wise course
of action.

Q282 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You knew that “MJA”
only had one client, this supposed Chinese client.
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Lord Snape: No, sorry, my Lord, they say later on8—

Q283 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In the retail industry.
Lord Snape: Well, they say later on they have lots of
prospective clients, including the aviation business9. I
used to be the Labour Party’s aviation spokesman.

Q284 Lord Irvine of Lairg: The amendment sought
was for start-up businesses in the retail industry.
Lord Snape: No, my Lord, it was not, with respect, it
was for new start-up businesses generally.

Q285 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could we move to pages
15-16 of the transcript. I do not want to spend too
much time over, is it, Lynda Waltho?
Lord Snape: Yes, it is.

Q286 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When you were with
them you took up time to ring Lynda Waltho, and
you described her as the Shadow Minister for the
West Midlands and you were having lunch with her.
Lord Snape: And some other people as well.

Q287 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Some other folk as well,
and she could take the opportunity of delivering a
copy of the Bill to you.
Lord Snape: One of her staV. I knew where her oYce
was in Portcullis House, it is near the Vote OYce
where copies of the Bill would be held.

Q288 Lord Irvine of Lairg: A slightly extraordinary
thing to do in the course of this meeting with
strangers.
Lord Snape: I am sorry, Lord Irvine, there is nothing
suspicious or extraordinary about it. We were going
to a restaurant with one or two others, what is it
called, it is in the old Westminster Library, and she
would have to pass by my oYce to get there. It is an
Indian restaurant.

Q289 Baroness Manningham-Buller: The Cinnamon
Club.
8 Comment by the witness: please see references in the Hansard

transcript to MJA’s clients:
(i) page 5—(Man) “In particular, we’ve got one client
. . .because he was one of our Brussels clients”
(ii) page 7—(PS) “I’d need to take advice, as these people are
your clients”
(iii) page 8—(PS) “I might well have to declare that you have
certain clients involved in this particular field”
(iv) page 20—(Man) “which initially we did as sort of corporate
communications for, um, all sorts of, er, clients”
(v) page 20—(Man) “We have a number of. . .we have some
high-profile clients, reasonably high-profile clients like him, and
we have some businesses. We’ve done work for a couple of
airlines”
(vi) page 27—(PS) “I would quite like to meet your clients”
(vii) page 28—(Man) “I think it is sort of an irritation and when
it is aggregated across many diVerent businesses”.

9 Comment by the witness: please see footnote to Q282.

Lord Snape: I am grateful.

Q290 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I like curry, not too hot!
Lord Snape: Very expensive curry, I might tell you, I
was glad I was not paying! As my oYce is in Fielden
House on Little College Street, she would have had to
pass the oYce and I thought, out of sheer idleness, to
save me a walk maybe she would bring me a copy of
the Bill from the Vote OYce. There was nothing
sinister about that.

Q291 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It was not to demonstrate
to prospective clients the influence that you still had
in the House of Commons?
Lord Snape: No, the thought did not cross my mind,
Lord Irvine. That is the first time it has been put in
my mind.

Q292 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Okay. We will see that
does not have wide currency.
Lord Snape:

Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then at any rate you discussed
terms for the parliamentary consultancy, did you not,
at page 17, how much money?
Baroness Manningham-Buller: And how much time.

Q293 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Time and money.
Lord Snape: Yes. I discussed it not specifically as far
as they were concerned because I talked to them
again about it, but I talked about my usual scale of
charges, yes.

Q294 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Basically it ended up at
24,000 a year, did it not?
Lord Snape: So the Sunday Times claim.

Q295 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you say?
Lord Snape: I said it might not be as much as that
because it depends on how much work. It certainly
would not be any more because I would confirm with
them if I needed to spend more than two days a
month. Bear in mind they said they had a whole list
of other clients, including some in the aviation field.
Because they were new, as I thought, and because
they were just starting out in business, as I thought, I
was quite prepared to say to them, and did so in the
course of the exchanges, it might not be £24,000, it
might be considerably less.

Q296 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then the conversation
moved to a diVerent kind of way in which you could
seek to exercise influence, for example on the civil
servants in the Bill team.
Lord Snape: It was a general conversation about the
influence civil servants have on legislation.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Where are you?
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Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am at page 18.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: At the bottom?

Q297 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You say that you were
asked, half way down, “Woman: Is it worth speaking
to the Bill team at all, do you think? PS: What, the
civil servants? Woman: Yeah. PS: Yes, it is if you
know anybody. I mean— Woman: Well no,
unfortunately I don’t. PS: I’m not sure whether I do.
I mean, I’d have to use some of my contacts to find
out who they are.” Then you go on to say, “I mean,
they are . . . more important than the politicians in
my experience” and then you say, “If you can
persuade them, then you know you are halfway
there”. Again, it is obvious that you do not think
there will be anything inappropriate in seeking to
persuade the Bill team or particular members of it of
the merit of this amendment because then you would
be halfway there.
Lord Snape: I did not think there was anything
inappropriate in bouncing an idea, the thought of
which attracted me, oV civil servants, no.

Q298 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But you would make it
plain to the civil servants that the idea appealed to
you and has merit which they should consider with a
view to bringing to their Minister?
Lord Snape: Indeed.

Q299 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Earlier on that
page, Lord Snape, after you had been discussing the
time it might take you and what you might charge,
you—
Lord Snape: This is page 19?

Q300 Baroness Manningham-Buller: I am back on
the top of page 18 before the bit that Lord Irvine was
talking about on civil servants.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q301 Baroness Manningham-Buller: The Sunday
Times journalist says, “In this case it is basically just
to get this amendment” and you say, “Right, right.
Man: Favourably for our client. PS: Yes, sure. I
couldn’t give any guarantees for obvious reasons.”
The next bit is, “I’ll find out and I’ll sort of talk to
[people] . . .” and so on. So you knew that they were
being very clear to you exactly what they wanted for
the money and the time that was being discussed on
the previous page.
Lord Snape: They came back to this particular point
at that stage after we had been discussing various
other things. I did say I could not give any guarantees
for obvious reasons because I outlined to them that
even the blanket amendments were subject to
approval elsewhere. Again, my second sentence, “It
appears to me an eminently sensible thing”. I cannot

repeat too often, my Lord Chairman, to you and your
Committee that I thought so then and I think so now.
Chairman: Shall we carry on with page 19?

Q302 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let us go to page 19 and
there you raise the possibility of approaching John
Healey’s PPS who would, you said, be a reasonably
junior MP. You pick that up about a third of the
way down.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q303 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So, again—
Lord Snape: I am sorry, which page are we on again?

Q304 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Do ask me to point you
to the relevant page if I have not done so.
Lord Snape: You probably did.

Q305 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is page 19.
Lord Snape: Thank you.

Q306 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just a third of the way
down, “I don’t again oV the top of my head know
who John Healey’s parliamentary private secretary
is, but he or she would be a reasonably junior
Minister”.
Lord Snape: “Junior MP”.

Q307 Lord Irvine of Lairg: MP, yes, forgive me. Then
you explain, “That’s normally the way to the civil
servants and I’ll say, look, you know, this is what I
want to do. It’s for a client I’m working for.”
Lord Snape: The client being MJA Consultancy.

Q308 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes.
Lord Snape: If I got the go-ahead I would have
declared an interest to the civil servant. I would not
have said, “Look, I’ve had this bright idea, it’s all
mine”, I would have said to that civil servant that I
have a consultancy with a company which has a client
who is interested in this and I think it would benefit
business generally.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: My Lord Chairman, with your
permission, I am going to leap a few pages.
Chairman: Does anybody else want to raise anything
on any other pages?

Q309 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am going to leap a few
pages and go to page 26. There was a discussion of
them, that is to say the lobbying company, giving you
a draft of some proposed amendments.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q310 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Down at the foot of the
page, “..I just assumed I would get a parliamentary
draftsman to do, to actually draw up, because I mean
it is quite a specific task isn’t it? The whole thing. PS:
It is, yeah, yeah. Man: And then we could give you
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the draft and then you could give it to—” and you say
“Whoever”.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q311 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then at page 27 you say
you would circulate it to the appropriate people, “So,
if you, you know, if you do that, and let me have a
copy of it, then obviously I’ll circulate it to those
people I think might be sympathetic, people on the
committee initially, but I’ll talk first to the Minister’s
PPS, I’ll find out who it is . . .” and you say, “if it’s the
wrong generation sort of thing”. Pausing there, what
you are saying you are happy to do is to circulate the
amendment to the appropriate people.
Lord Snape: That would be one of the alternatives
that I would look at.

Q312 Lord Irvine of Lairg: There might be other
ways but this was one of the things that you were
willing to do.
Lord Snape: Yes.

Q313 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then we come to the part
we jumped ahead to some time ago, in the middle of
the page, “I mean what I want from you as far as
we’re concerned is if you would summarise this
conversation and our agreement in a letter to me,
formally requesting me to act as a consultant on the
lines financially that we have just agreed.” Would you
agree, Lord Snape, that bears all the marks of a
conversation where you have concluded an
agreement?
Lord Snape: Certainly the word “agreement” was not
a wise one to have used in those circumstances, but
there is nowhere in that transcript that you could base
an agreement on in the way I have obviously misused
the word. The fact is I wanted something in writing.
I was rather anxious to get away by this time because
they had been there quite a long time, so my language
was perhaps a lot less specific than it should have
been. The fact was I just wanted them to set out in
writing their proposals for me to act as a consultant
so I could bid them goodbye and get on with my next
business.

Q314 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go forward to your
letter to the Registrar of 11 February, and we come to
the summary on page 5 under the heading
“summary”—
Lord Snape: Yes, it is on page 4.

Q315 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “In summary, I am very
conscious of the rules of the House, and have always
abided by them. The meeting with MJA discussed
tentative proposals for a consultancy, which

proposals were never in fact received”10. If these were
tentative proposals, why did you say that you felt you
had arrived at an agreement?
Lord Snape: I thought we had agreed specifically on
the fees that I charge, which were my normal
consultancy fees to any of my clients. That was all I
meant. I did not mean anything particularly specific
as far as my duties on behalf of the company were
concerned.

Q316 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So you are saying you
thought it was purely an agreement as to money and
not an agreement as to the things you would do?
Lord Snape: I thought they had agreed with my scale
of charges and I wanted them to set out in writing for
me to formally sign, if I chose to do so, exactly what
they wanted me to do.11

Q317 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In fairness to you, you
did say at page 27, “I mean what I want from you as
far as we’re concerned is if you would summarise this
conversation and our agreement in a letter to me,
formally requesting me to act as a consultant on the
lines financially that we have just agreed.”
Lord Snape: Which were my standard and normal
fees. Can I just draw your attention, my Lord
Chairman, and the Committee’s, to page 26 of this.
You said, my Lord Chairman, it is me that is on trial
and not the Sunday Times, and I acknowledge that
particular fact, but six paragraphs down: “Man: So,
have you amended any legislation before on behalf of
clients or? PS: I think we are back to the bus business
there. I don’t think I’ve got any specific amendments
I could think of. I mean, I’ve certainly amended
legislation as an Opposition spokesman”, which was
a job I did for 12 years, I think, “but not on behalf of
clients . . .” Again, bearing in mind your strictures,
my Lord Chairman, about the Sunday Times not
being on trial, I should point out that in their version
of the transcript “but not on behalf of clients” is
described as “inaudible”12. It was not inaudible to the
Hansard writers. If I may say to the Committee, I
think it is significant that is not the only example I
could draw the Committee’s attention to, that the
Sunday Times decided on this story and wanted to
include as many Members of the upper House as
10 Comment by the witness: the next sentence from the Summary

section of the letter dated 11 February 2009 states “Had they
been, I would have considered their communication and would
have taken no steps to advance the matter without seeking the
advice of the Registrar of Members’ Interests”.

11 Comment by the witness: see footnote 6.
12 Comment by the witness: or that they had considered not to be

relevant—further to a letter from the Clerks which said: “The
Sunday Times have told the Sub-Committee that the transcript
is not complete because they have not included some material
that was inaudible or that they considered to be not relevant”.
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possible and were quite prepared to leave out and
slant some of the things I said in order to do that.
Forgive me, my Lord Chairman, but the Sunday
Times’ version leaves out that very important line
“not on behalf of clients”.

Q318 Chairman: Could I just go back to page 26.
When the journalist asked you, “So, have you
amended any legislation before on behalf of clients,
or?” why did you not suggest that this might be an
improper thing to do?
Lord Snape: Again, it was the tail end of a long—I
denied—accurately—amending legislation on behalf
of clients. I said earlier that I could not amend
legislation on behalf of his client. I thought I had
made it quite plain. I did not particularly want to be
rude to the people concerned but I had made my
position quite plain. Saying “not on behalf of clients”
is fairly specific having said I would not do it for them
right from the start and I pointed out I never had,
although it might have been better if I added the
words “and I never will”. I think it is apparent from
my own conduct that I never have and I never will.

Q319 Chairman: Can I ask for clarification of one
thing on page 28. You make reference to the fact that
most people like the ambience of visiting which
indicates you have some sort of connection in
Parliament. You seem to be making clear to them
that they could use your access to Parliament to
impress their client. Was that what you meant?
Lord Snape: I think for a fairly new company just
starting up, bringing clients to the House of Lords
would be fairly useful from their point of view. If you
said that was an improper thing to do then the
Refreshment Department in the House of Lords
would take a bit of a battering most weeks.

Q320 Chairman: Can I ask another general
question. Leaving all the technicalities of the
agreement aside, and you have had time to reflect, do
you think the purpose and the tenor of your
conversation with MJA could be regarded as
honourable?
Lord Snape: I was trying to be friendly to attractive
young people who I thought were just starting up in
business. Again, my Lord Chairman, I would just ask
you to judge me on what I have done, not what the
Sunday Times implies that I would have done. The
fact is I have never done anything improper. In six
years in the Army, as a company chairman, as a
railway guard, as a Member of Parliament in the
other House, or a member of your Lordship’s House,
I have never, ever been accused of any impropriety. I
never will again, in fact, because I shall give all this lot
up as soon as my contracts expire because I am not
ever going through this again. I have never done
anything to breach— This is possibly the only

country in the world that an ex-railway guard can end
up in the House of Lords. It is something that the
Sunday Times and some of the other press do not
much like. Having attacked everybody in this
country from the Royal Family down, we are the next
target. I respectfully ask the Committee to bear in
mind that this was a bona fide conversation only from
one person’s point of view, and that was mine. They
were determined to include as many Members of
your Lordship’s House in this scam as they possibly
could. I cast no reflections on anybody you have
interviewed or have yet to interview, but they could
not have written that story on the basis of the
interview they did with me because that story
indicated that I was corrupt and willing to take
money to table an amendment. That is not true and I
bitterly resent the imputation behind it, which is why
I have already been involved elsewhere in trying to
disprove that.

Q321 Lord Dholakia: I have no diYculty in
accepting what you just said, but can I ask you in
terms of the Code and the standards that have been
laid down in that particular document, do you think
that your conversation in any particular way could
have been construed as being disreputable to this
particular House of Lords?
Lord Snape: I sincerely hope not. Again, my Lord, I
ask you to reflect this was an hour long casual
conversation, and of course there was some business,
some various other parts. I was trying to put them at
ease. Remember, I have not actually been accused of
doing anything, the accusation is that I might have
done something. I just ask you and your colleagues to
reflect I might also have done something else. On
reflection, I might have looked and thought that I was
breaching 4(c) if I had gone ahead in the way that the
inference can be drawn from the transcript. On the
other hand, I hope the Committee will concede that
there are some contradictions in the Code where it
says on the one hand in paragraph 4 and then on the
other in paragraph 18. I am not seeking to hide
behind those contradictions, indeed had the
Registrar said, “Don’t touch this with a bargepole”,
I would not have done so. Even if he had said, “You
can go ahead”, I might well have reflected with the
benefit of hindsight that I should not go ahead, as I
did not go ahead with those earlier amendments to
which I have already referred. This is a judgment, my
Lord Chairman, that you and your colleagues have to
make. I hope I will be judged fairly on what I have
said today and on my own record because I would
never do anything to bring this House into disrepute,
although I appreciate from what his Lordship just
said that there are certain inferences that could fairly
be drawn from that conversation. I would not have
gone through with them without the advice of the
Registrar and even then I might well have looked
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again at the Code. This was a casual conversation. I
do not complain about entrapment, that is the way
the press behave these days and we all accept that, but
what I do complain about is deliberate distortion. I
finish on this, my Lord Chairman, because I do not
want to make speeches to your Committee. Even
when I rang Mr Gillard and gave him a statement,
which he reproduces, even then he took out two
words and used them falsely in the first report in the
Sunday Times. When I said words to the eVect that I
was interested in a blanket amendment and I
promised the fake PR company, he took those two
words out, “interested” and “promised” and put
them deliberately in a diVerent place and in a
completely diVerent context. That is how determined
the Sunday Times were to get as many Members of
this House smeared with this particular brush. They
would never have dared print that story on the basis
of the interview they had with me.13

13 Comment by the witness: my statement dated 23 January 2009
read out to Mr Gillard stated “I said that under the rules of the
House I was unable to initiate any legislation on behalf of an
individual or company. However, I did state that such an
exemption, perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses
may be beneficial given the current economic circumstances and
undertook to investigate further”. The Sunday Times transcript
records the latter sentence as “that such an exemption perhaps
time limited for all new start up businesses may be beneficial in
the current economic circumstances and undertook to
investigate such a possibility further”. However the Sunday
Times article of 25 January 2009 states “However, he said he did
think the reporters’ proposed exemption might be ‘beneficial’
and undertook to ‘investigate’ further”.

Q322 Chairman: Any other questions? If not, can I
say thank you very much indeed for your time. I am
sorry it has been rather diYcult with your eyes. We
will be sending you a transcript which you can correct
but not change. Again, many thanks.
Lord Snape: Thank you.
Lord Dholakia: You did mention about one of the
discrepancies which may have an impact in terms of
the transcript from the Sunday Times. Would it be
helpful—
Baroness Manningham-Buller: We noticed that one
going through.

Q323 Lord Dholakia: Yes, we did. Would it be
helpful for you to supply us with any relevant
discrepancies you think are there?
Lord Snape: I have done that, my Lord.

Q324 Chairman: They are all in those letters.
Lord Snape: They are in some of the letters that I have
sent to the Lord Chairman.
Lord Dholakia: Now I remember, yes.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.
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LORD SNAPE CORRESPONDENCE

Letter to Lord Snape from Baroness Prashar, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Lord Snape,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recess Press Allegations

In view of the allegations published in the Sunday Times of 25 January, the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
met on Monday 26 January and decided to undertake an investigation, at the request of Baroness Royall of
Blaisdon, into the claims made against you, Lord Moonie, Lord Taylor of Blackburn and Lord Truscott.

I invite you to write to me putting your side of the story in response to the Sunday Times allegations. This is
a preliminary step, and you will be given further opportunities to respond. We have asked the Sunday Times
to submit to us evidence supporting its claims, and we will wish you to take the opportunity to comment on
this evidence once it has been received.

You may find helpful the enclosed guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a complaint
has been made.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Snape, Thursday 29 January 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar,

Sub-committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Further to your letter, I now set out my response to the Sunday Times’ article as requested.

On or about 15 January 2009 I received a telephone message from a woman identifying herself as Claire Taylor
of Michael Johnson Associates about a possible consultancy. I responded to that message, and a meeting was
arranged at my oYce.

She attended the meeting on Thursday 22 January with a man who identified himself as David Thompson, the
Managing Director of MJA. He provided me with a business card in that name, copy enclosed [not
reproduced].

He informed me that MJA was a PR company initially based in Brussels which was anxious to establish itself
in London. He further informed me that his company had a client from Hong Kong who wished to open
approximately 130 retail outlets in the UK. He further stated that his client was concerned about the impact
of the Business Rate Supplement Bill currently before the House of Commons.

I was asked by “Mr Thompson” if I would be able to table or arrange to table an amendment to exempt his
client from the provisions of the Bill. My response was an emphatic “No” and I went on to say that such would
be against the rules of the House and further that it was not possible under those rules to introduce or amend
legislation on behalf of specific clients.

There followed discussion as to a possible exemption, perhaps time limited, for all new start-up businesses
generally and could I consider putting down that sort of amendment. This suggestion struck me as possibly a
beneficial means to assist all UK start-up businesses in the current economic downturn.

I said that it would not be sensible to deal with the matter in that way as it could make it a political issue. I
suggested that it may be better to speak to someone at the Ministry about whether they would be sympathetic
to such an amendment, given the welcome nature of potential new business for the UK. I went on to discuss
procedures in both Houses of Parliament and how these procedures operate.

I must stress that during all of the above discussion, there was no mention or suggestion of payment or retainer
and I would not have raised such.
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Towards the close of the discussions, Mr Thompson asked me if I would be interested in a consultancy with
MJA. He asked me what my fees might be. I explained that my usual fees were £1,000 per month as a retainer
and £500 per day, and when asked what I thought that would amount to on an annual basis I said that I did
not normally undertake to charge more than two days a month unless otherwise agreed. This would normally
amount to a maximum of £24,000 a year.

Mr Thompson asked if he could email me a proposed consultancy arrangement. I said that would not be
acceptable and asked him to submit any proposals in writing to me at the House of Lords. He agreed to do
so and I accompanied both of them to the front door. He never sent any proposals to me.

On the following day, during a train journey to Birmingham, I received a telephone call from a Michael Gillard
of the Sunday Times. He told me that he wished to discuss a meeting I had held and said that he believed that
I had agreed to table an amendment on behalf of someone from Hong Kong. I clearly and expressly denied
the allegation and said that I would call him back at a more convenient time. I subsequently telephoned Mr
Gillard, read to him a statement that I had swiftly prepared [enclosed and dated 23 January 2009]. Despite him
promising to ring me back before any publication, I heard nothing further prior to publication of the article.

You will note that the purported quote from me in the article was that I thought the proposed exemption would
be “beneficial” and that I undertook to “investigate” further. This is wholly at odds with the context in which
those words appeared in my statement of 23 January, that is in the context of all new start up businesses
generally.

I must point out that it would be absurd, especially given my experience and knowledge of parliamentary
procedure, to suggest I would even think of oVering to change the law for one person or party, and I most
certainly did not do so.

I have instructed my solicitor to serve notice on the Sunday Times in respect of the untrue and defamatory
content of their article and, at this time, I await their response.

I would wish to assure you that I intend to co-operate fully with your sub-committee. I would appreciate
receiving from you details of the procedure to be followed and of my own rights in that process. For example
will I get the opportunity to see any evidence produced by the Sunday Times beforehand, and is it normal to
attend with an adviser?

I note in the “Guidance for Members of the House of Lords”, paragraph 10 refers to your sub-committee
stating it “will not investigate allegations . . . which are subject to any proceedings in a court of law (for
instance, an action for libel)”. I have asked the Registrar of Members’ Interests to advise me as to how this
may aVect my position in view of the fact that I have already instigated action as above. Obviously I cannot
delay taking action against the Sunday Times given the coverage and attack on my reputation in the media,
but I would very much welcome the opportunity to appear before your sub-committee, and I will act entirely
according to the due House process.

I wish to emphasise to the Committee that I firmly believe that at no time did I behave improperly or breach
the rules of the House.

Yours sincerely
Peter Snape
Enc

Statement

Given over the telephone to Michael Gillard, Sunday Times

Approximately 13.30 hours, Friday 23 January 2009

Telephone call from Claire Taylor from Michael Johnson Associates Re: “a possible consultancy
arrangement”. She asked for a meeting, which took place at my oYce.

Her colleague told me that they had a client based in Hong Kong who was anxious to open over a hundred
outlets in the U.K. and was seeking an exemption from the proposed supplementary business rates (a piece of
legislation currently before the H of C).

I said that under the rules of the House I was unable to initiate any legislation on behalf of an individual or
company.
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However, I did state that such an exemption, perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses may be
beneficial given the current economic circumstances and undertook to investigate further.

I was then asked if I would be interested in accepting a consultancy with Michael Johnson Associates. I
informed them of my normal scale of fees and asked them to forward a formal letter to me.

Peter Snape

23 January 2009

E-mail to Lord Snape from Mr Keith, Tuesday 3 February 2009

Dear Lord Snape,

Please would you tell me, in connection with your libel proceedings, whether proceedings have been formally
instituted and whether a writ has been issued.

I would be grateful to have your reply before Thursday morning of this week, 5 February, when the sub-
committee investigating the allegations made by the Sunday Times next meets.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Lord Snape from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009

[Similar to that printed to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009, p TaC1–2]

E-mail to Lord Snape from Mr Keith, Saturday 7 February 2009

Please could Lord Snape be available at 2pm on Tuesday 24 February to appear before Baroness Prashar and
the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests?

Letter to Mr Keith from Lord Snape, Wednesday 11 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your letter of 4 February 2009.

Thank you also for providing me with a CD-Rom recording of the meeting that took place on 22 January 2009
and of the copy transcript provided to the sub-committee by the Sunday Times. To date the Sunday Times have
declined to provide any such material to my solicitors in response to my libel complaint.

The CD-Rom recording appears to be just of the meeting on 22 January 2009, whereas the Sunday Times
transcript includes also the telephone conversations the following day with their journalist, Michael Gillard.

I note the Sunday Times have told the sub-committee that their transcript is not complete and that they have
excluded material they considered not to be relevant and inaudible passages. In the circumstances, I feel I must
reserve my position generally regarding the accuracy of the Sunday Times’ transcript of the meeting and the
telephone conversations with Michael Gillard.

You have asked me to provide comments on the transcript. Having listened to the recording, it is clear that
some parts of the meeting are very diYcult or impossible to hear. The transcript may contain particular
inaccuracies in addition to those I list below. I note also that the recording includes at the end, an un-
transcribed part which appears to be a brief discussion after the meeting between the two journalists. I have
been unable to hear suYciently clearly what they are saying, although it may be that a more sophisticated
audio analysis would be able to achieve this, and indeed such may assist with the entire recording.

Subject to these general reservations and the points I will come to later in this letter, my comments on the
accuracy of specific parts of the Sunday Times transcript are as follows:

1. The transcript starts with a summary prepared by the Sunday Times of the content of the
meeting. I do not accept that the summary is fair or accurate. I believe that the Sunday Times
have chosen to vastly oversimplify the discussion that took place, and that the summary is,
regrettably, tailored and fashioned so as to support the allegations in their articles. The 25
January articles accuse me, essentially, of corruption, of being able to be bought and of being
willing to bypass the Rules of the House; charges I deeply resent and most strongly deny. I hope
that my comments will assist to clarify my own position in the matter.
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2. As an example of a potentially significant error or omission, I refer to page 14 and the fourth
paragraph from the end of the page starting “I’d have to go back to the bus business there”.

I have listened to this part of the tape. (This occurs at approximately 48.05 minutes into the
recording.) Although it is not entirely clear, the actual exchange appears to be as follows,
following some fairly inconsequential discussion about travel and so on:

“JC: So have you amended any legislation before on behalf of clients or?

LS: I think we are back to the bus business there. I don’t think I have got any specific amendments
I can think of, I have certainly amended legislation as an oYcial spokesman, but not on behalf of
clients”. (My emphasis in respect of the omitted words.)

3. On page 15 in the section which starts “LS: Oh fine”, towards the end there are three dots which,
as your letter indicates, shows that a word or passage is missing from the transcript. I have
listened to that passage (which occurs at approximately 50 minutes) and I believe the penultimate
sentence should actually read:

“. . . But I mean what I want from you as far as we’re concerned is if you’d summarise this
conversation, our agreement in a letter to me formally requesting me to act as a consultant on behalf
of, on the lines of . . .”.

Rather than as in the transcript which states “on behalf of . . .”.

4. Appended to the transcript is a transcript of my conversation with Michael Gillard the following
day. I have not been provided with a recording of that discussion. However on page 19 there is
reference to the statement that I read over the telephone to Michael Gillard. I enclose a copy of
that statement, prepared swiftly, as Mr Gillard initially telephoned me during a train journey and
we agreed to speak later that day, when I said I would give him a form of statement. I understood
Mr Gillard to assure me that he would contact me again before any publication, however he did
not do so. My statement made it clear that I had said in the meeting that under the rules of the
House I was unable to initiate any legislation on behalf of an individual or company.

Both in my statement and in Michael Gillard’s record of our conversation, it states:

“However, I did state that such an exemption, perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses
may be beneficial given the current economic circumstances and undertook to investigate further”
(per my statement) and “that such an exemption perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses
may be beneficial in the current economic circumstances and undertook to investigate such a
possibility further” (per Michael Gillard’s record).

However, in the Sunday Times article of 25 January 2009 across pages 4 and 5 this part is
misquoted as follows:

“Snape issued a statement saying he had made it clear to the reporters that he was unable to ‘initiate
or amend any legislation on behalf of an individual or a company”. However, he did think the
reporters’ proposed exemption might be ‘beneficial’ and undertook to ‘investigate’ further”.

This gives a completely distorted impression of what I actually said as Mr Gillard’s own
record shows.

I believe that the articles grossly misrepresent our discussion.

My Comments

The facts, in summary, are I believe as follows:

1. On 15 January 2009, I received a telephone message from a woman who had identified herself
as Claire Taylor (who I now know to be Claire Newell and will refer to as “CN”) of Michael
Johnson Associates (“MJA”) about a possible consultancy. I responded to the message and we
arranged a meeting at my oYce.

2. The meeting took place on Thursday, 22 January 2009. CN attended with a man who identified
himself as David Thompson (who I now know to be Jonathan Calvert, and will refer to as “JC”).
He said he was the Managing Director of MJA. He gave me a business card, a copy of which is
enclosed [not reproduced]. Both he and CN appeared to be genuine business people.

3. JC informed me that MJA was a PR company initially based in Brussels which wished to expand
its business aVairs into London. He said they had a particular Hong Kong based client who
wanted to open a significant number of retail outlets in the UK, despite the current economic
situation. I thought that JC referred to a figure of over 100 retail outlets (the figure I had in mind
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was 130) but I note from the transcript and the recording that he appears to refer to 40 retail
shops. I am not sure that much turns on this, but that I did think he had said over 100 is borne out
in the statement that I read to him the following day (see paragraph 2). JC described the outlets as
in a similar category to Gap or Uniqlo, so he was as I understood it, describing a very significant
retail business.

4. When asked if I could table or arrange to table an amendment to exempt MJA’s client I said no,
very clearly. I explained it would be impossible, and against the rules of both Houses, and that
it is not possible to introduce or amend legislation for specific clients.

5. When JC put the question to me (see page 4 of the transcript): “Now the question is, what we would
do is pay you on a retainer as a consultant to, in eVect, help us amend this bill. Now is that something
A you would do and B you would be able to do?

I replied: LD: I don’t think I would.”

That seems to me to be perfectly clear. I went on to explain that it is not possible to initiate
legislation which would benefit the person or party who provides the financial interest. I also
said: “So if I specifically worked for your company for example then I would need to take advice
if, as these people are your clients whether or not I could. I certainly couldn’t if I was working for
the clients themselves. But I would need to take advice”.

I also said I thought that provided an interest was declared in the Register of Members’ Interests
and subject to advice from the Registrar, that the declaration in the Register would “also obtain
if I work for your company rather than specifically and likewise declare that you have certain clients
involved in this particular field”.

7. I was making it clear that I could not pursue any kind of legislative amendment on behalf of any
specific party. And that in the event that I were to be a consultant (with MJA) such would have
to be declared in the Register and I would take advice from the Registrar of Members’ Interests,
and I might additionally need to declare MJA’s clients’ interests. In other words, I was anxious
to make clear at the outset that I would take steps to ensure that anything I did was in conformity
with the Rules.

8. I referred to the need to take advice from and establish the position with the Registrar of
Members Interests on several occasions and also to the Rules of the House.

9. I thought the general exemption suggested for all new businesses, on a time limited basis, to be a
sensible suggestion and good for the country, particularly at this time. It appeared that respected
businesses and institutions such as the CBI were concerned at the eVects of the Bill on business.

10. I did not consider that an amendment would be the best approach for this; I suggested that MJA
should rather approach a Member of the House of Commons (see page 6 of the transcript) and
I made other suggestions about aVecting a general amendment. I explained how the procedures
work in both Houses.

11. The discussion was clearly a tentative one. At the bottom of page 9 and top of page 10 of the
transcript JC asks if it “sounds like something you would take up on our behalf” and I replied
“Well, I’ll certainly look at it. I think it’s interesting, something worth while”.

While I was referring to the suggestion of a general exemption for all new start up businesses on
a time limited basis my response again highlights the tentative nature of our discussion.

12. I was then asked about my normal consultancy rates and explained what those are.

13. At the end of the meeting I asked for MJA’s written consultancy proposals to be posted to me.
As I thought I had made obvious from the meeting, I would, if matters had progressed with MJA,
have had further discussions with them and taken advice from the Registrar of Members
Interests before taking it any further forward.

Summary

In summary, I am very conscious of the Rules of the House, and have always abided by them. The meeting
with MJA discussed tentative proposals for a consultancy, which proposals were never in fact received. Had
they been, I would have considered their communication and would have taken no steps to advance the matter
without seeking the advice of the Registrar of Members Interests.

So far as the proposed general exemption for all new start up businesses is concerned, this was a suggestion
in the context of respected business institutions such as the CBI and others having concerns similar to MJA’s
clients who I repeat they were likening to high street giants such as Gap and Uniqlo. I took the view that were
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appropriate representations to be made to the Ministry, they may well have been considered in a favourable
light as being in the UK’s best interests. The advice of parliamentary draftsmen was also mentioned.

I am deeply shocked by the allegations made against me. In my view they are not supported by the recording
or transcript provided by the Sunday Times. I would welcome any opportunity to clarify any further questions
that the sub-committee may have as I wish and intend to take all appropriate steps to clear my name.

I have always been very careful not only to act in accordance with the Rules of the House but to ensure that
there could be no perception that I was not doing so. Last year, I tabled two amendments to the Local
Transport Bill. Although I had every belief that these amendments were appropriate, it occurred to me that,
because of my consultancy with First Group Plc, there might be a perception of a conflict of interest and I
therefore did not take any steps to move the amendments.

I have had a long and unblemished political career spanning over three decades. I am deeply concerned at the
damage caused to the reputation of the House, and to my reputation, as a result of the Sunday Times articles.
I do not and cannot address or comment on the allegations made in regard to the other peers. I do however
wish to stress, as indeed I sought to do immediately following publication of the articles, that I deeply regret
the allegations and the imputation they have cast on the House and welcome this opportunity to seek to refute
them both before your Lordships in the House and elsewhere.

Since receipt of your letter, I have been advised that my interview before the sub-committee has been scheduled
for 2.00 pm on Tuesday, 24 February 2009. I am planning to attend without a representative. I would be
grateful if you could kindly confirm whether or not the matter will be heard in private and whether a full
transcript will be taken.

Yours sincerely
Peter Snape

Encs: Statement given over the telephone to Michael Gillard [Sunday Times] 23.01.2009 [not reproduced]
Photocopy of business card of “David Thompson of MJ Associates” [not reproduced]

Letter to Lord Snape from Baroness Prashar, Friday 13 February 2009

Dear Lord Snape,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into recent press allegations

Please find enclosed (i) the Hansard transcript of the recorded meeting with the Sunday Times journalists, (ii)
audio recordings of the telephone calls recorded by the Sunday Times journalists, and (iii) the Hansard
transcript of those telephone calls. This is the final evidence that the Sub-Committee is admitting (in addition
to the audio recordings and transcripts already provided by the Sunday Times and sent to you).

The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by the
tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the Code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a fee
with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus
be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan principles.

You have already submitted a statement to the Sub-Committee but I now invite you to respond further in
writing if you wish to do so with a full and accurate account of the matters in question in the light of all the
material now available. This will be the basis for the oral evidence session to which you have kindly agreed on
24 February, and therefore it would greatly help the Sub-Committee if this written response could reach us,
care of Brendan Keith in the House of Lords Judicial OYce, by Thursday 19 February. I draw your attention
to paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Committee for Privileges report The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205).

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar
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Letter to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Tuesday 17 February 2009

Dear Sir

Lord Snape

Thank you for your letter dated 13 February 2009 with enclosures as indicated.

Lord Snape is currently abroad, returning late on Wednesday, 18 February. We note that you request any
further written response from him by Thursday, 19 February.

In the circumstances, Lord Snape has only had very limited opportunity to consider the additional material
kindly provided under cover of your letter of 13 February 2009. With that proviso, he has asked us to forward
the enclosed statement on his behalf, such to be considered together with his letter dated 11 February 2009
and enclosures.

Lord Snape is pleased to confirm that he will be attending before the Sub-Committee, as requested, on 24
February, his interview having been scheduled for 2.00 pm on that date.

If we can provide any further assistance at this juncture, please do not hesitate to let us know.

Yours faithfully
Michael Simkins LLP

Letter to Mr Keith from Lord Snape, Tuesday 17 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

I write as requested in the letter of 13 February 2009 and further to my letter of 11 February 2009, with
enclosures. I am presently abroad and have, therefore, had very limited opportunity to consider or analyse the
further material comprising the additional recordings and transcripts supplied under cover of your letter of
13 February 2009, which you kindly forwarded in my absence to my solicitor.

I wish to re-emphasise in the strongest terms the matters as set out in my letter to you dated 11 February 2009,
and in particular to state that I do not believe that I have breached the Code of Conduct; nor have I ever had
the intention of breaching the Code; nor would I ever consider or seek to do so. The transcripts, including my
several references in the meeting notes to the need to take advice, to the Registrar of Members’ Interests, and
to the rules, clearly supports this.

To address the additional issue identified in the second paragraph of your letter of 13 February 2009, I did not
negotiate a fee with “MJA” with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) of the Code.

I have always acted on my personal honour and integrity, and in over 30 years as a parliamentarian, no
imputation otherwise has ever previously been made against me.

I reiterate, therefore, that I most strongly deny the accusations in the Sunday Times articles of 25 January 2009.
When the journalist, Micael Gillard, telephoned me following the meeting, I tried to clarify certain aspects as
put to my by Mr Gillard, but he clearly had a preconceived mindset. The discussion during the meeting with
the two individuals purporting to be from “MJA” has been grossly misrepresented in the Sunday Times articles
and I deeply resent the charges they have made and published against me.

I hope very much that my comments, both in my previous letter dated 11 February 2009 and in this letter, will
assist to clarify my position. However if I can assist any further, I shall of course be pleased to do so. I confirm
that I will be attending before the Sub-Committee, as requested, at 2.00 pm on Tuesday, 24 February 2009.

Yours sincerely
pp Peter Snape
(approved by telephone)

E-mail to Lord Snape from Mr Keith, Monday 23 February 2009

This is to inform you that the interview between the Sub-committee investigating the Sunday Times allegations
and Lord Snape arranged for this Tuesday is postponed in view of procedural issues raised by legal advisers
to certain of the four Lords concerned. We will propose a day and time for the rescheduled interview in due
course.

Apologies for any inconvenience.
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Letter to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Friday 27 February 2009

Dear Sirs,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into complaint against Members of the House: Lord Snape

This is in reply to your letter of 17 February 2009.

The Sub-Committee wishes to emphasise that it is concerned to ensure a fair and just hearing for the four
Members of the House who are the subject of the Sunday Times allegations, including Lord Snape.

The Sub-Committee has noted Lord Snape’s wish for a speedy resolution of the matter, and agrees that it is
desirable to proceed expeditiously. The Sub-Committee would find it helpful to hear Lord Snape in person,
and therefore proposes that Lord Snape attend the Sub-Committee at 2pm on Tuesday 10 March in
Committee Room G of the House of Lords. Any final written submission should be received by us not later
than Thursday 5 March.

The Sub-Committee wishes to consider with Lord Snape whether the Hansard transcript discloses that he was
negotiating with a supposed lobbying company “MJA” with a view to becoming a parliamentary consultant
to MJA, which was acting for a supposed Hong Kong client, in return for a fee to “exercise Parliamentary
influence” to secure an amendment to the Business Rates Supplement Bill, which would confer a two year
exemption for new businesses from the provision in that Bill allowing local authorities to impose an additional
2% charge on the business rate on properties over £50,000 in value, which agreement would have constituted
a breach of paragraph 4 (c) of the Code of Conduct; and thereby failed to act “on his personal honour” in
breach of paragraph 4 (b) of that Code.

Matters arising out of the Hansard transcript which the Sub-Committee will raise with Lord Snape are
whether he expressed a willingness—

(i) to seek to persuade a member or members of the House of Commons Committee considering the
Bill in that Committee to table there the amendment sought by MJA;

(ii) to approach John Healey MP, the Minister in day-to-day charge of the Bill in the Commons, to
give favourable consideration to the proposed amendment;

(iii) likewise, to persuade similarly in relation to Peers in the House of Lords;

(iv) to approach civil servants on the Bill team for the same purpose; and

(v) to circulate a draft of the proposed amendment to peers who might be persuaded to move it.

Yours faithfully,
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Monday 2 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your letter of 27 February 2009. I refer also to my conversation today with Patricia in your
oYce. I will be taking instructions on your letter shortly.

I would be grateful if you could please confirm that the other three peers the subject of the Sunday Times
allegations are also being seen by the Sub-Committee on or about 10 March 2009.

Are you able to provide me with information regarding the procedural issues raised by Lords Truscott and
Taylor, and whether such have been addressed?

I look forward to hearing from you.

Regards

Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP
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E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 2 March 2009

Dear Ms Fehler,

Thank you for your email of earlier today.

I confirm that the other three Lords who are the subject of the Sunday Times allegations have been invited or
are about to be invited to attend the Sub-Committee around the time that Lord Snape has been invited to
attend. He is not the only one invited to appear before the Sub-committee.

Lord Moonie has been invited to attend on the morning of Tuesday 10 March.

The other two are being invited for later that week and early the following week, but it would not be proper
for me to give you details because they have not yet had formal notificaition. I am expecting that such
notification will be sent to them tomorrow, after the next meeting of the Sub-Committee tomorrow afternoon.

The Sub-committee will be writing to the solicitors for Lords Truscott and Taylor tomorrow on the subject
of the various procedural points that have been raised. Clearly at present I am not in a position to give you
further details.

I hope that this is helpful.

Best wishes,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Lord Snape from Ms Street, Wednesday 4 March 2009

Dear Lord Snape,

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Allegations Published Against Certain Members of the House by the Sunday Times on
25 January 2009

Thank you very much for agreeing to give evidence to the Sub-Committee on 10 March. Baroness Prashar and
the other Members of the Sub-Committee welcome the opportunity of this discussion. I am therefore writing
to confirm arrangements for your meeting with the Sub-Committee.

The meeting will be held in Committee Room G, near to the Attlee Room. The sign outside the room should
read “Baroness Prashar”. Your evidence session is due to begin at 2pm. Please ensure that you arrive at least
five minutes before you are due to appear before the Sub-Committee, and wait outside the room until
invited in.

The evidence session will be held in private, but a verbatim transcript will be taken, to which you will have
the opportunity to make minor corrections. The transcript may subsequently be referred to in the Report and
published, at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges. The transcript will be
confidential to the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges unless and until published. There will be
no broadcasting and it would be preferable to avoid amplification, so if you need to use a hearing loop (or
have any other special requirements) please let me know in advance of the session.

As set out in the report from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007-08, HL Paper 205), you may be accompanied to the
meeting by a colleague, friend or legal adviser, but if you do bring a friend or adviser, you will be expected to
answer all questions yourself. Standing Order 67 prohibits the hearing of parties by Counsel except as
authorised by the House, so while you may take advice during the evidence session if you feel it to be necessary,
any legal adviser will not be able to address the Sub-Committee. The report also says that every eVort will be
made to keep proceedings informal, and there is no expectation that you should be accompanied.

It is expected that reference will be made during questioning to the transcripts made by the Sunday Times and
by Hansard, which have been forwarded to you. Please bring these with you and use page numbers to refer to
this evidence, to avoid confusion in the transcript.

You may wish to know that your attendance at the Sub-Committee can be counted as attending the House
for expenses purposes.

If there is anything more I can do to assist, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee
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E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Thursday 5 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Further to our email exchange below, I would be grateful if you could let me know if there have been any
pertinent developments, in particular as to the timetable for the various attendances before the Sub-
Committee, and also as to the procedural issues raised by Lords Truscott and Taylor.

Lord Snape will be responding to your letter of 27 February today.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler

E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Thursday 5 March 2009

The Sub-committee instructed me on Tuesday night to write to the solicitors for Lords Taylor and Truscott,
conveying the gist of the Sub-committee’s deliberations on their letters.

My letters to them also proposed the days and times on which the Sub-committee wished to hear Lords Taylor
and Truscott in person.

I do not believe that it is proper for me to disclose further details without the authority of the Sub-Cttee, but
I believe also that if Lord Snape were to contact the two Lords they would be willing to give him the
relevant details.

So far as dates are concerned, we are seeing Lords Moonie and Snape on Tuesday 10 March at 10 am and 2 pm
respectively, Lord Truscott (on present intentions) on Friday 13 March at 10am and Lord Taylor (on present
intentions) on Monday 16 March at 10 30am.

These dates and times are not known outside the Sub-Cttee (except that Lords Taylor and Truscott obviously
know the dates of their own interviews).

I hope that this is helpful.

Best wishes
Brendan Keith

Letter to Mr Keith from Lord Snape, Thursday 5 March 2009

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Complaint Against Members of the House: Lord Snape

1. Thank you for your letter sent under cover of your email of 27 February 2009.

2. I note that the Sub-Committee is concerned to ensure a fair and just hearing for the four Members of the
House who are subject to the Sunday Times’ allegations, including me.

3. I have indicated my wish for the matter to be dealt with expeditiously and fairly. I have also confirmed that
I will attend before the Sub-Committee and therefore propose to do so as requested at 2.00 pm on Tuesday 10
March 2009, on the basis that the other three Lords who are the subject of the Sunday Times allegations will
also be appearing before the Sub-Committee on or about the same date.

4. Please treat this letter as my final written submission in accordance with your request of 27 February 2009.
This letter should be read in conjunction with my previous correspondence and in particular my letters dated
29 January 2009; 11 February 2009; and 17 February 2009.

5. I note that the Sub-Committee wishes to consider whether the Hansard transcript discloses that I was
“negotiating with a supposed lobbying company ‘MJA’ with a view to becoming a parliamentary consultant to
MJA, which was acting for a supposed Hong Kong client, in return for a fee to ‘exercise parliamentary influence’
to secure an amendment to the Business Rates Supplement Bill”, which agreement would have constituted a
breach of paragraph 4(c) of the Code of Conduct; and thereby failed to act on my “personal honour” in breach
of paragraph 4(b) of the Code.

6. As set out in my previous correspondence, these discussions related to tentative proposals for a consultancy,
which proposals would have been put to me in writing had the matter developed, but which were not in fact
ever received. I would like to reiterate that I was not negotiating with MJA during the meeting.

7. At the outset of the discussion, following the “Man’s” explanation of MJA, when I was asked expressly
whether I could be placed on a retainer as a consultant to help MJA/their client amend the Business Rates
Supplement Bill, and the question was put to me: “Now is that something a) you would do, or b) you would be
able to do?” I replied expressly “I don’t think I would”. That exchange and my following explanation as to the
fact that one cannot initiate legislation which would benefit the person who pays you, and that I would need
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to take advice, is set out on page 7 of the Hansard transcript. (I also per page 7 referred to my existing
declaration in the Register of members interests).

8. I made this point again, for example at page 9 of the transcript where I stated that it would not be possible
“Because I would be initiating legislation for a company from which I am paid, which would be improper under
the rules of the House”.

9. I therefore consider that I made it clear at the outset that I could not and would not seek to eVect any
amendment on behalf of a party which was retaining me as a paid consultant, and indeed that I would not
take steps in breach of the rules of the House.

10. Furthermore, throughout the meeting I referred several times to the need to check the position with the
Registrar of Members’ interests, to the need to seek his advice, and to the rules of the House. For example in
addition to the above, my further comments on page 7 “I’d need to take advice” and “I would have thought
that’s the way the rules would be interpreted”.

11. On page 8 I stated that “I will take advice from the Registrar of Members’ Interests in the Lords” and that
“I might well have to declare that you have certain clients involved in this particular field” and I referred again
to the Registrar.

12. As these initial exchanges should have made absolutely clear to MJA, the foundation for any discussions
concerning any consultancy arrangement were that these would have to conform with the Rules of the House,
and that I would seek to ensure that such was the case.

13. On page 9 there are further references to the fact that I could not initiate legislation for a company which
paid me because that would be “improper” under the rules of the House. I sought to reinforce my unqualified
response to the question on page 7 by explaining that I could not seek any exemption for any specific client
whether MJA or otherwise.

14. On page 10 I refer to a question that the Registrar of Members’ Interests would ask me in the event that
the matter progressed to any formal proposal for a consultancy, in which event I would have sought his advice.

15. By that point in the conversation I thought the position, certainly so far as any potential consultancy was
concerned, was clear. That was the context in which all subsequent discussion took place with, I believed, the
representatives from MJA being clear as to my position in that that I would, should the matter be taken further,
firstly be unable to seek to amend any legislation on behalf of a party who was paying me and nor would I
wish to do so; and secondly that I would be entirely open and frank with the Registrar of Members’ Interests
whose advice I would seek and follow.

16. I was not aware that the two individuals were anything other than young business people apparently
lacking in experience and knowledge of parliamentary procedures. I was endeavouring to be helpful. The
discussion was not expressed in formal or forensic language, and we were not negotiating terms of an
agreement, but rather we were having a tentative discussion following which, if MJA sought to do so, they
would put their written proposals to me, if I was then interested in progressing matters, a more formal
discussion could, if appropriate, ensue in conjunction with advice from the Registrar

17. I was however impressed by the general proposal for a potential exemption across the board on behalf of
all new businesses, for a limited period, which might stimulate and encourage economic growth in the UK at
this diYcult time. As a former MP I was particularly alert to what appeared to be potentially a sensible and
constructive idea. Having already made it clear that I could not seek to eVect any amendment on behalf of any
particular party and that all steps taken would need to be in conformity with the rules and complete openness
with the Registrar of Members’ Interests, we discussed possible steps that might be taken regarding a general
exemption, in the interests of business across the country as a whole. I was naturally struck by the fact that
the CBI and other business organisations had concerns about the matter.

18. I was asked at a latter point in the meeting what my normal consultancy rates are, and I provided the
information. I also indicated that were matters to progress and were consultancy to be eVect with MJA, which
I would have assumed would relate to advice on parliamentary matters, that it would be unlikely to require
more than one or two days per month for such general parliamentary advice.

19. With regard to the specific matters arising from the Hansard transcript which the Sub-Committee will raise
with me, and taking each in turn briefly, I would comment as follows:

(i) I did not express a willingness to seek to persuade any members of the House of Commons Committee
considering the Bill to table the amendments sought by MJA. As I had made clear, any steps I
undertook would be dependant upon an aYrmative response from the Registrar of Members’
Interests, and any steps taken regarding an amendment could only have been on behalf of all new
businesses in any event, should the Registrar have provided confirmatory response in this regard.
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(ii) I did not express a willingness to approach John Healsey MP, who I barely know, to give favourable
consideration to the proposed amendment. Had I spoken to him, and I would not have approached
him if the Registrar had said it was inappropriate, I would have been similarly open with him in any
such discussion (in the event that the possible consultancy had progressed).

(iii) I did not express a willingness to persuade similarly in relation to Peers in the House of Lords.

(iv) I did not express a willingness to approach civil servants on the Bill team for the same purpose. It may
have been considered appropriate to enquire as to what they thought of a blanket amendment but
this, as with everything else, could only have arisen following discussion with the Registrar.

(v) I did not express a willingness to circulate a draft of the proposed amendment to peers who might be
persuaded to move it.

I note that under Rule 18 of the Code of Conduct it states that the operation of the Register is overseen by
the Sub-Committee for Privileges on Lords’ Interests and that the Registrar shall consult the Sub-Committee
when necessary. It further states that the Registrar is available to advise Members of the House, and that a
Member who acts on the advice of the Registrar in determining what is a relevant interest satisfies fully the
requirements of the Code of Conduct.

In summary therefore, whilst there was a certain amount of informal language during the meeting, I believe I
had made it abundantly clear that, as is the case, I am very conscious of the rules of the House, and have always
abided by them. I consider that the Sunday Times have grossly misrepresented the discussion in their Article
and that when I sought to clarify certain aspects with their journalist the following day, they even
misrepresented the content of my then statement.

I have always been keen to put the interests of the House uppermost and have acted on my personal honour.
As set out in the summary part of my letter of 11 February, last year I tabled two amendments to the Local
Transport Bill, and although I had every belief that these amendments were appropriate, it occurred to me
that, because of my consultancy with First Group Plc, there might be a perception of a conflict of interest and
therefore I did not take any steps to move the amendments.

In over 30 years as a parliamentarian, no imputation of impropriety has ever previously been cast against me,
and I am anxious to have the opportunity to refute the allegations made and to take all appropriate steps to
clear my name.

Yours sincerely
Peter Snape

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Wednesday 11 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Following the session attended by Lord Snape yesterday, I would be grateful for your clarification on the
following points:

1 the letter from Susannah Street dated 4 March 2009 states that Lord Snape will have the opportunity to see
the draft transcript; can you kindly confirm when this is likely to be provided;

2 do you know what the likely timeframe is overall, regarding this matter;

3 Lord Snape was concerned to learn during the session that at least one member of the Sub-Committee was
not aware of his written submissions. Can you please confirm that all members of the Sub-Committee will have
considered the letters from Lord Snape in connection with this matter, that is his letters of 29 January; 11
February; 17 February; and 5 March, 2009.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP

E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 11 March 2009

1. Lord Snape and you will receive the transcript today, I hope by about 5pm. I will email it to both of you.

2. We are interviewing the last of the four Lords next Monday. I cannot comment on the timetable thereafter
except to say that the Sub-Cttee aims to complete its work as soon as practicable.

3. I am very sorry that Lord Snape got this impression because all four of the letters were on the desks of each
member of the Sub-Cttee during the interview with him, and the letters and the transcripts had been discussed
from about 1.30 pm as a preliminary to the questioning of Lord Snape. The Sub-Committee has had eleven
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meetings before yesterday’s, many of them all-day meetings, at which they reviewed all the evidence and
related correspondence carefully and thoroughly. The Sub-Committee has been scrupulous in its consideration
of all the evidence.

However, given what you say in your email, I will ensure that the Sub-Cttee is made aware of the point you
make, and that the letters from Lord Snape are recirculated to them for their further consideration.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Monday 16 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

To follow up from point 2 in your email of 11 March below, I have been informed that Lord Taylor’s session,
scheduled to take place today, did not in fact proceed. Are you able to let me know why it did not proceed
today, and when it is likely to do so? I appreciate that the Sub-Committee aims to complete its work as soon
as practicable, once it has seen all four Lords.

We received the draft transcript of Lord Snape’s session last Thursday, and will provide some Notes on it
within the seven day period.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP

E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 16 March 2009

I can confirm that it did not take place.

It would not be prudent of me to explain why it did not take place.

His solicitors are Mark Stephens of Messrs FSI, who may be able to help you on this. Alternatively, Lord
Snape could ask Lord Taylor himself.

Best wishes
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Monday 16 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your response.

Do you have any indication of when Lord Taylor’s session will take place?

Regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP

E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 16 March 2009

We have invited him for Monday of next week.

Letter to Ms Street from Michael Simkins LLP, Thursday 19 March 2009

Dear Ms Street

Re: Lord Snape

I write further to your email communication dated 11 March 2009 at 23:04 received 12 March 2009, enclosing
the electronic transcript of Lord Snape’s evidence session with the Sub-Committee. We note that this is a first
proof only, and that the Clerks may yet make small corrections to the transcript.

With regard to corrections, we have noted typographical amendments required on page 10 under Q178
(regarding the quotation marks); and page 51 under Q317 (the word “quite” is mistyped). We have marked
these accordingly as requested in your cover note in red ink on a hard copy of the transcript which will be sent
to your oYce by courier today.

In addition, I enclose a Note of clarifications which we request to be included within the transcript as
appropriate, whether by way of insertion or by way of footnote. We have put an asterisk in the margin where
any such clarifications are made.
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We would request in any event that the attached note with clarifications is circulated amongst the members of
the Sub-Committee, to assist with their deliberations.

We note that the questions start at no 154. We assume, but would be grateful if you could please confirm, that
the prior questions relate to another evidence session.

If I can provide any further assistance at this stage please do not hesitate to let me know. Meanwhile I would
be obliged for any further information you can provide as to the likely timeline going forward.

Yours sincerely
Catherine Fehler
for Michael Simkins LLP

House of Lords Minutes of Evidence taken before Committee for Privileges (Sub-Committee on Lords’
Interests)

Lord Snape’s clarifications:

1. Page 10—footnote. Re Q178, Chairman’s reference to Lord Snapes’ submission of 29 January. Note
Lord Snape’s submission of 29 January was provided prior to his receipt of the transcript. (The initial
transcript was provided under cover of Brendan Keith’s letter to Lord Snape dated 4 February 2009)

2. Footnote to Q217/Q222/Q226—please note following references in the Hansard transcript to seeking
advice; the rules (ie the rules of the Code of Conduct): and/or to the Registrar.

(i) Page 7—“I’d need to take advice.”

(ii) Page 7—“But I’d need to take advice.”

(iii) Page 7—“I would have thought that’s the way the rules would be interpreted.”

(iv) Page 7—“Although I worked for First Group which is declared in the Register of Members’
Interests.”

(v) Page 8—“Although I will take advice from the Registrar of Members’ Interests.”

(vi) Page 8—“I might well have to declare that you have certain clients.”

(vii) Page 8—“Yes, and put it in the Register.”

(viii) Page 8—“I am sure that you went to the Register of Members’ Interests.”

(ix) Page 9—“Provided I declare an interest first.”

(x) Page 9—“Because I would be initiating legislation for a company from which I am paid, which
would be improper under the rules of the House.”

(xi) Page 10—“Well, the obvious question that the Registrar would ask me would be.”

(xii) Page 10—“I could well argue, I’m sure, under the rules.”

3. Q241—Footnote the quote from Baroness Manningham-Buller in the penultimate line is not an
actual quote from Lord Snape.

4. Re Q267—please insert after the words “a blanket amendment provided I had been given the go-
ahead” by way of footnote or otherwise “by the Registrar”.

5. Re Q282 and 283: Footnote. Re comment that Lord Snape knew that “MJA” only had one client and
Lord Snape’s response “No, sorry, my Lord,…..”. See below references in the Hansard transcript to
MJA’s clients.

(i) Page 5—(Man) “In particular, we’ve got one client…because he was one of our Brussels clients.”

(ii) Page 7—(PS) “I’d need to take advice, as these people are your clients.”

(iii) Page 8—(PS) “I might well have to declare that you have certain clients involved in this
particular field.”

(iv) Page 20—(Man) “which initially we did as sort of corporate communications for, um, all sorts
of, er, clients.”

(v) Page 20—(Man) “We have a number of…we have some high-profile clients, reasonably high-
profile clients like him, and we have some businesses. We’ve done work for a couple of airlines.”

(vi) Page 27—(PS) “I would quite like to meet your clients.”

(vii) Page 28—(Man) “I think it is sort of an irritation and when it is aggregated across many diVerent
businesses.”

6. Page 51—Correction/Footnote: Top of page Lord Snape’s response under Q317 after the word
“inaudible” add “or that they had considered to be not relevant”—per letter from Brendan Keith
dated 4 February 2009 (copy attached). [Not reproduced]
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E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Ms Street, Thursday 19 March 2009

Dear Ms Fehler

Thank you for your letter, annex and transcript, received by email and hard copy today.

I will ensure that your note of clarifications is circulated to the Sub-Committee.

I can confirm that the questionning of Lord Snape began at question 154 and previous question numbers
related to a previous session/s.

I am sorry to say that I cannot give you any indication of the likely timetable going forward.

Kind regards
Susannah Streer

E-mail to Ms Street from Michael Simkins LLP, Friday 20 March 2009

Dear Ms Street

Thank you for your response.

I would be grateful to hear from you or Brendan Keith regarding the likely timetable going forward, as soon
as the position on that is clearer.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

I would be grateful if you could let me know whether the session with Lord Taylor proceeds today, and if you
have any further information regarding the timetable generally.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP

E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 23 March 2009

The session with Lord Taylor scheduled for this morning did not take place because Lord Taylor did not turn
up. He sent a “statutory declaration” which we devoted the morning to reading and discussing.

A further and final invitation is going to him, for Wednesday afternoon of this week, after which we will almost
certainly proceed in his absence.

Please treat this information with appropriate discretion.

Very best wishes
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Wednesday 25 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

I would be grateful if you could let me know whether Lord Taylor attended the session this afternoon, and if
not whether his session has proceeded in his absence.

I would also be grateful for an update as to the timetable.
Can you please confirm that Lord Snape will be advised in advance prior to any publication of the transcript
of his session, or indeed of the Sub-Committee’s report.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP
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E-mail to Michael Simkins LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 25 March 2009

Thank you for your e-mail.

Lord Taylor did not turn up this afternoon, and the Sub-Committee had to proceed without him.

He had submitted on Monday a “statutory declaration” in response to the allegations against him. The Sub-
Committee will have to come to a conclusion on the basis of this written evidence alone.

As to timetable, I cannot be very helpful at present. The Sub-Committee is considering each of the four cases
separately, on the merits of each case but will probably for convenience produce a single report containing the
four cases. The procedures require the Sub-Committee before reaching its conclusions to share with each of
the four Lords those parts of its report dealing with issues of fact. This part of the investigation and report is
proceeding well, and may be completed by some time next week, in which case the draft of those parts of the
report dealing with issues of fact will be circulated to each Lord by the end of next week. Once the Lord in
question has considered these parts, and commented if he so wishes, the Sub-Committee will proceed to reach
its conclusions. This last stage seems unlikely before the House returns after the Easter recess.

Publication of the transcript of Lord Snape’s oral evidence, and other material, is not a matter for the Sub-
Committee but for the Committee for Privileges. Lord Snape will receive the printed version of his evidence
and the report of the Sub-Committee at the same time as it is sent to the Committee for Privileges. I do not
know what the Committee for Privileges will do by way of publication into the public arena, or when.

Letter to Lord Snape from Ms Street, Friday 3 April 2009

Dear Lord Snape

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into allegations printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009

Paragraphs 27 and 28 of the 4th Report of Session 2007–08 from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of
Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against Members (HL Paper 205), states:

“If the investigation has uncovered material evidence that is at variance with the Member’s version
of events, this will be put to the Member, who will have a chance to challenge it. Before reaching its
conclusions, the Sub-Committee will also share with the Member a draft of those parts of its report
dealing with issues of fact, so that the Member has an opportunity to comment on them.”

“If there remain significant contested issues of fact, the Sub-Committee will agree its own account
of the facts of the case, while drawing to the attention of the Committee for Privileges and the House
any challenge to this account made by the Member concerned.”

Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the first 36 paragraphs of the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its
report, setting out the background and basis of the Sub-Committee’s investigation, which the Sub-Committee
considers to be the “parts of its report dealing with issues of fact”. The Sub-Committee would be grateful if
you would send us any comments that you wish to make on these issues of fact. Please note that all comments
must be received by 6pm on Monday 20 April 2009, and no comments can be accepted by the Sub-Committee
thereafter. Please also note that the intention of this stage of the Sub-Committee’s procedure is to allow you
the opportunity to contest only issues of fact. The Sub-Committee’s complete report, so far as it concerns you,
will be sent to you when the Sub-Committee has reached its final conclusions, probably (in confidence) in the
week beginning 20 April. We are grateful for the evidence you have given us, and it will be for the Committee
for Privileges to hear any appeals.

Please also find enclosed a copy of the sequence of events that we have constructed from the Hansard
transcripts relating to your case. The intention is that this sequence will be published alongside the Sunday
Times version of the same events, which you already have. Please let us have any comments or corrections you
wish to make by 6pm on Monday 20 April. We would be grateful if you would also send us an indication of
any personal data that you would wish not to be published; please note that corrections and deletions will be
made at the discretion of the Clerks.
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Also enclosed is a copy of the oral evidence transcript. Please let us have any final corrections or comments
that you wish to make by 6pm on Monday 20 April.

This is your final opportunity to comment upon the matters of fact and the accuracy of the evidence that the
Sub-Committee has received relating to your case. Thank you for your assistance.

Yours sincerely
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Letter to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Monday 20 April 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Snape—Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into allegations printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009

Following my email today I am pleased to enclose a copy of a letter from my client Lord Snape which I
understand he has already delivered (on his notepaper) to your oYce this afternoon.

The enclosures to that letter are enclosed herewith.

I will also be writing to you by email.

Yours sincerely
Catherine Fehler
for Michael Simkins LLP

Letter to Mr Keith from Lord Snape, Monday 20 April 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into allegations printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009

Thank you for your letter dated 3 April 2009 with enclosed documentation.

This letter contains my comments on the issues of fact in relation to the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its
report, as provided to me, in respect of the first 36 paragraphs; and my comments on personal data which I
consider should be redacted from the transcripts, including the transcript of the evidence on Tuesday 10 March
2009; the Hansard Transcripts as enclosed with your latest letter (which conform with the Hansard Transcripts
previously provided, but in chronological order); and The Sunday Times “version” as previously provided.

Sub-Committee’s Draft Report (first 36 paragraphs)

In relation to the first 36 paragraphs of the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its report, I have the following
comments:

1. Page 1, Footnote 2: we believe that there is a typographical error in the link for the Fourth Report
from the Committee for Privileges: The Code of Conduct; procedure for considering complaints against
Members, HL Paper 205 (session 2007–08). We believe the link should be:
http://pubs1.tso.parliament.uk/pa/ld200708/ldselect/ldprivi/205/20503.htm.

2. Page 2, Footnote 3: we believe that the reference to paragraph 11 of the Report referred to in footnote
1 (which is p.1 of the Sunday Times, 25 January 2009) is erroneous (we suspect this should be a
reference to Footnote 2).

3. Paragraph 19: I would reiterate that I have always been careful to act in accordance with the Rules
of the House and to make it clear that I would do so. I have never had any intention of breaching the
Code, and I have made it clear that any steps I would take must conform with the Rules.

Oral Evidence Transcript

In relation to the revised transcript of my evidence session, I have the following comments:

(1) Page 25, footnote 2 (footnote to Q217): The text following (iv) should read: page 7—“Although
I worked for First Group which is declared in the Register of Members’ Interests” (my emphasis).

(2) Page 39, footnote 6 (footnote to reply to Q267): The footnote should read: “Comment by the
witness: or otherwise by the Registrar.”
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(3) Please add as a footnote under Q256 (on page 35): In the Sunday Times transcript, their
introductory summary concludes: “He asks for the lobbying company’s business proposal to be
put in writing”. (my emphasis).

Please refer to this footnote also under Q316.

(4) Please add the following clarification by way of footnote under Q315 (on page 50): The next
sentence from the Summary section of the letter dated 11 February 2009 states “Had they been,
I would have considered their communication and would have taken no steps to advance the
matter without seeking the advice of the Registrar of Members’ Interests”.

(5) Re: Q321 page 55 please add a footnote as follows: My statement dated 23 January 2009 read
out to Mr Gillard stated “I said that under the rules of the House I was unable to initiate any
legislation on behalf of an individual or company. However, I did state that such an exemption,
perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses may be beneficial given the current economic
circumstances and undertook to investigate further”. The Sunday Times transcript records the
latter sentence as “that such an exemption perhaps time limited for all new start up businesses
may be beneficial in the current economic circumstances and undertook to investigate such a
possibility further”. However the Sunday Times article of 25 January 2009 states “However, he
said he did think the reporters’ proposed exemption might be ‘beneficial’ and undertook to
‘investigate’ further”.

I enclose a copy of the transcript of the evidence session on which it is marked with an asterisk where the above
references occur [not reproduced]. Also marked are suggested passages for redaction (under data protection
provisions and/or in the case of the reference to Lynda Waltho, in light of the comments on page 45 [of the
original oral evidence transcript] indicating that these passages would be excluded).

Hansard Transcripts

I enclose a copy of the Hansard transcripts enclosed with your letter dated 3 April 2009 on which I have duly
marked up passages which I suggest should be redacted on the same bases as above, and in the case of the
conversation with my wife marked as Telephone Call CD1 page 7 of 28 and page 8 of 28, on the basis that she
is not the subject of the investigation and there is nothing in that conversation that could be construed as
pertinent to the investigation [not reproduced].

Sunday Times Transcripts

I enclose also a copy of the Sunday Times transcripts which you previously provided to me, on which I have
similarly marked up passages for suggested redaction on the above bases [not reproduced].

I note that the Sub-Committee’s report so far as it concerns me will be sent to me when the Sub-Committee has
reached its conclusions, which will probably occur later this week. I would request that the report is provided to
me and to my solicitor at the same time. I note that it will be for the Committee for Privileges to consider
whether any of the evidence is to be published and when.

If I can provide any further assistance or if any questions arise from the matters raised in this letter and
enclosures, I would be grateful if you could please let me and my solicitor know as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely
Peter Snape

E-mail to Mr Keith from Michael Simkins LLP, Tuesday 21 April 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Thank you for your email yesterday. I spoke with your oYce this morning and understand that you were in a
meeting.

I would be grateful if you could let me know whether the other peers involved also responded to the letter of
3 April. In the event that any of the peers were to appeal the Sub-Committee’s conclusions, would publication
of the Sub-Committee’s report be withheld pending any such appeal?

Thank you for your assistance.

Kind regards
Catherine Fehler
For Michael Simkins LLP
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Letter to Lord Snape from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Lord Snape

I enclose a copy of the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests on your conduct, following the
allegations in the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009 which were subsequently the basis for a complaint referred
to the Sub-Committee by the Leader of the House.

You will find enclosed those sections of the Sub-Committee’s Report which describe the factual background
to the complaint, the interpretation of the Code of Conduct, and the Sub-Committee’s analysis of and
conclusions on your own conduct. The text has been agreed by the Sub-Committee, so while it will be subject
to some final proof-reading and technical corrections, there will no further substantive changes.

I have not enclosed those sections of the Report which relate to the conduct of the other three Peers who have
been under investigation.

I also enclose proofs of the evidence relating to your case, which will be published alongside the Report itself.
This proofed evidence is as follows:

— The Hansard transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists.

— The Sunday Times transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists—this
transcript was slightly tidied up by the Sunday Times when we requested an electronic copy, but we
consider that no substantive changes have been made.

— The transcript of your oral evidence session, as corrected.

— Part of your correspondence with the Sub-Committee.

— Other written evidence.

This is the first proof of the evidence. Mistakes will have been made by the printers and further non-substantive
amendments and corrections will have to be made by the Clerks before publication. Any redactions are yet to
be made. Any material redacted from the evidence itself will also be redacted from any correspondence
published with the Report.

I also enclose a letter from Lord Harris of Haringey of 26 January 2009 which will be proofed and published
with the “other written evidence”.

I also enclose a list of the correspondence with you and your representatives that the Sub-Committee proposes
to publish. I would be grateful if you would send any comments on this list to Susannah Street, Clerk to the
Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May.

Please send any comments relating to this evidence, including regarding any omissions or any further material
that you wish to be redacted, to Susannah Street, Clerk to the Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May. Please send
to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges any technical points regarding the Report that do not need to be
considered by the Committee for Privileges.

Two further appendices will be added, explaining to the reader how to understand the referencing system
applied to the evidence, and listing any suggested corrections to the Hansard or Sunday Times transcripts
which are not included in the published correspondence. A standard introduction page will also be added, with
factual information on the Committee.

I am at the same time forwarding the entire Report and all the evidence to the Clerk of the Committee for
Privileges.

The Committee for Privileges will be following the procedure set out in the Committee’s 4th Report of session
2007–08, which was agreed by the House on 18 December 2008. This procedure is summarised below.

In accordance with paragraph 19(e) of the Code of Conduct, you have a right of appeal to the Committee for
Privileges against the Sub-Committee’s findings. If you choose to exercise this right, you should submit your
appeal in writing to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges not later than noon on Tuesday 5 May. In so
doing you should set out the grounds for your appeal in full, and enclose such supporting material as you think
appropriate.

The Committee for Privileges will consider the Report by the Sub-Committee, along with any appeals which
have been lodged, on the afternoon of Monday 11 May.

Paragraph 34 of 4th Report states that any Member who decides to make an appeal is “as a courtesy … given
the opportunity to appear in person, if he or she so wishes”. Paragraph 35 continues: “the Committee will not
normally reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Rather the Members of the Committee will use their
judgment to decide whether, on the balance of probabilities, they endorse the conclusions of the Sub-
Committee.”
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If you exercise your right to appear in person the Clerk will contact you to confirm the time and place. You
will be invited to make an oral statement, and this may be followed by brief questions for clarification.
However, the Committee will not seek to reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation by means of detailed
questioning, and the meeting is likely to be short.

The meeting will be held in private, but a transcript will be taken, and will be published in due course. In
accordance with paragraph 25 of the 4th Report, you may bring a friend or adviser to the meeting; this person
may sit next to you, and you may consult him or her in the course of the meeting. However, you will be expected
to speak and answer any questions for yourself. You are reminded of Standing Order 67, which states that
Select Committees “shall not hear parties by Counsel unless so authorised by Order of the House”.

Members of the Sub-Committee who also sit on the Select Committee will take no part either in considering
the Sub-Committee’s Report or hearing any appeal. The Leader of the House, as the complainant in this case,
will similarly disqualify herself from considering the Report or hearing any appeal.

The Sub-Committee’s Report will not be published by the Sub-Committee: it will be published by the
Committee for Privileges as the first appendix to their Report.

The Report and all evidence submitted to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests are privileged, and should
remain confidential until such time as the Committee publishes them. I draw your attention to paragraphs 15
and 16 of the 4th Report, concerning privilege and contempt of the House, particularly in relation to disclosure
before publication. For its part the Sub-Committee has made every eVort to ensure the confidentiality of its
Report.

If you have any questions regarding the procedure that will be followed by the Committee for Privileges, please
write to or contact the Clerk, Christopher Johnson, who will be handling the process from this point on. His
email is johnsoncwparliament.uk, and his telephone extension is x8796.

Yours sincerely
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests
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Lord Truscott—Hansard Transcripts and Original E-mails

Telephone Call to Lord Truscott (“PT”) from “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 9
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 3 of 28

[new call]

PT: Hello.

Woman: Hello, is that Lord Truscott?

PT: Yes, speaking.

Woman: Hello, my name’s Clare Taylor. I’m calling from Michael Johnson Associates. I’m sorry to call you
slightly out of, er, the blue. I work for a communications company, as I said, called Michael Johnson—

PT: Yes.

Woman: We’re, we’ve got a number of clients and we mainly work in Brussels, but we’re looking to kind of
expand our network in the UK and one of my researchers did some work to identify people at your kind of level
who we might be interested in doing some consultancy work with, perhaps, on a freelance basiq or retainer—

PT: Yes.

Woman: . . . and you were identified, and I wondered if you might like to meet up and have a coVee about it
some time.

PT: Yes, I think, er, well, I do do sort of similar type work with one or two organisations, so yes, I’d be happy
to chat about it in, er, in, er principle and I’m just trying to find my diary at the moment. Where are you based?

Woman: In London. In Trafalgar Square kind of area.

PT: Right, okay. Okay. And it’s Michael Johnson, is it?

Woman: Yes, Michael Johnson Associates, or MJA.

PT. Right. Okay, now let’s see. Now, are you around next week?

Woman: Yes, I am. I know it’s recess at the moment. I’m sorry to bother you.

PT: No, no, no. That’s okay. I’ve sort of started, erm, started, erm . . .

Woman: Going back.

PT: This week, because it’s been a sort of exceptionally long recess.

Woman: Yes, it has, hasn’t it? That’s quite fortunate, I suppose.

PT: Gordon Brown has decided we’re only going to sit 128 days this year, which has pluses and minuses. Right,
well actually, let’s see now, are you free actually Monday afternoon?

Telephone CD1 page 4 of 28

Woman: Monday’s a bit tricky, actually. I’ve got a couple of meetings that day that might go on for a while,
but I’m free practically any other day. I’m quite flexible.

PT: Sorry?

Woman: The other days of the week, I’m completely flexible, especially the end of the week.

PT: Right, let’s see now, erm, right, erm, in that case, let’s see, how about Wednesday?

Woman: Yes, Wednesday’s fine.

PT: At sort of 3.30. [inaudible] That’s the afternoon tea slot in the Lords.

Woman: Shall I come and see you in the Lords? Okay.
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PT: Yes, yes. If you come and see me in the Lords, erm, say 3.30, if you come to the Peers’ entrance . . . I don’t
know whether you know that. Do you know the Peers’ entrance?

Woman: Yes, I do.

PT: Yep, if you come to the Peers’ entrance at 3.30 then we’ll have, er, have tea. Sorry, what’s your name again?

Woman: It’s Clare Taylor.

PT: Clare Taylor. All right. Okay. So, 3.30 on Wednesday and then we’ll have a chat . . .

Woman: Yeah, that sounds good. All right.

PT: All right.

Woman: Take care

PT: Thanks for your call. Bye bye.

Woman: Bye bye.

[end of call]

Meeting of Lord Truscott (“PT”) with “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) and “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the
Sunday Times at the House of Lords, Wednesday 14 January 2009

Lord Truscott Meeting (1) page 1 of 24

Woman: Hi, nice to meet you. I’ve brought along one of my directors.

Man: Hello there, hi, nice to meet you.

[Going through security]

Woman: I shall try not to pick up somebody else’s coat.

PT?: They’ve got an underground car park in the Commons. Actually that was where Airey Neave was killed
because the IRA set a bomb under his car and he was blown up . . . We don’t use the Commons car park.

Woman: Luckily.

[inaudible inconsequential chit chat about car parks as they walk along]

Woman: It’s surprising how cold it is today. I thought it was getting warmer.

[More inaudible inconsequential chat about Monday and Sunday and the rooms that they are walking through,
I think, plus how they got here today.]

Woman: I wonder if I might just go to the ladies loo actually. Which way is it?

PT: Yes, sure. Right, well, it’s quite a way from here. If you go the way we came, it is through the Princes’
Chamber where people were hanging around, keep on going and it’s on your right.

Woman: Okay, I’ll find it. What’s this room called, in case I get lost?

PT: This is Peers’ Dining Room.

[Woman reporter goes to the toilet and uses the sink afterwards, all with the microphone on.]

Man: How do you find it being in the Lords compared to being the Commons?

LT: Well, I have never been in the Commons, so I would not know, really, although I have got friends in the
Commons. I was an MEP, which is a totally diVerent sort of environment. The European Parliament is
diVerent world, in a way. It is a multinational institution, it works on the basis of consensus and you’ve got
electronic voting. We had very modern oYces, particularly in Brussels, and the Lords is sort of the opposite,
really. It’s one of the oldest democratic institutions, certainly in terms of parliamentary institutions it’s one of
the oldest in the world and it’s a sort of part-time environment. Very few Members of the House of Lords have
staV, for example. The Cross-Benchers and many of the people who were appointed for public service don’t
really see themselves as politicians at all. They are here to feed in their thoughts on issues that they feel strongly
about or know about, so it’s a sort-of part-time institution, but as a historian, I mean, I studied history and
got a doctorate in history
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Lord Truscott Meeting (1) page 2 of 24

from Oxford, so I feel quite at home with the history of the place and I like it. One of my former colleagues
from the European Parliament said they would like to scrap the House of Lords and work from the purpose
of ??? but I quite like the history of the place, so there you are.

[10.00]

And also when I was a researcher I was sort of coming in here interviewing Peers back in the 80s, so I’m sort
of familiar with the place and then a few MEPs and my colleagues came here.

Woman: Yeah

PT: There are five MEPs that were here that were in parliament at the same time [ . . . ].

Man: I am sure Clare knows all of this, but you came from straight from being an MEP to being a Lord,
because you were a Minister of course.

PT : There was a gap, actually. I was an MEP 94 to 99, and then between 99 and 2004 when I came in I was
doing other things, writing books, particularly on Russia and wrote Putin’s biography, adviser to the
European Commission, adviser to our Government as well. So I was involved with a whole number of things,
and then Tony Blair invited me to come in here, but there was quite a delay with a list coming forward because
of the ideas for further reform that Robin Cook had . . . so in eVect although after every election there are a
number of MPs coming and others coming in, my political list was held up for about three years.

Woman: Oh right.

PT: So I knew I was—

Woman: You knew it was coming.

PT: But it was an awful long delay.

Man: And you had to do something in the mean time

PT: Yeah

Woman: Yeah

PT: Something in the mean time. And the other deal is that if you are a working Peer like I was really you have
to have the sort of interests that can fit in with being a working Peer.

Woman: Yeah

PT: So I’ve got quite a good attendance record, about 80%, so, yeah, the average is about 50, 40 to 50 per cent.
That is part of the deal that you . . . Tony Blair particularly wanted me to come here to talk about foreign
aVairs and security issues, Europe to a certain extent, and then after about 18 months he invited me, when
Lord Sainsbury stood down at DTI he invited me to go to the DTI as a Minister, but not as
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Science Minister, which was Sainsbury’s brief, but as Energy Minister, so I did that, and then I left at the same
time as Tony Blair, although Gordon Brown did invite me to stay as Consumer AVairs Minister in the new
BERR department, but consumer aVairs is not really my thing. Certain things I am interested in that, you
know, energy, international aVairs, trade but domestic and consumer aVairs. This may be your, you need to
tell me about your organisation because it’s not a particular interest of mine so. One beauty of the House of
Lords is that you can be a bit choosey in the Lords.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: One diVerence with the Commons is of course most people, unless they are in rock-solid safe seats, they
don’t know how long they are going to be there.

Woman: Yeah

PT: Because, you know, they are all there by the grace of the electorate and most of them want to get as far
up the greasy pole as they can in a limited time.

Woman: Yeah

PT: Very people actually turn down jobs in the Commons. They just go for it. They tend to be jacks of all trades
whereas here I mean quite a few people are specialists or experts and it does also mean that you can sort of
pick and chose to a certain extent. I mean the average age is 68, so in political terms [ . . . ] experience [ . . . ]
future role
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Woman: Yeah

PT: Quite a few people start their political careers in their 60s here so [ . . . ]

Woman: It’s great really, isn’t it?

PT: I’ve got some time to go [ . . . ] So tell me about Michael Johnson Associates. I mean, I did try to Google
you but, um, I only came up with Michael Johnson Australia and one in the States so.

Man: It depends which one you got for us . . . We started oV in Brussels actually, but shortly—about the same
time as you left, by the sound of things— it’s a public aVairs company set up by a man called Michael Johnson
in Australia and initially we set the Brussels base, it has been doing public aVairs in Brussels now for sort of
10 years, I suppose, and we set up an oYce here in the UK back in 2002, which was initially communications
really and didn’t do public aVairs here but just recently we have decided to move into public aVairs in the UK,
which is partly why we wanted somebody to help us with connecting with the two Houses of Parliament.

[15.00]

At the moment we’ve got certain clients. We’ve got one client in particular that we’re thinking of who’s looking
for some help. We get a lot of our [inaudible] one of our [inaudible] companies who do not necessarily have
strong contacts within the two Houses, and I think one of our researchers, erm . . .
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Woman: Yes, that’s right, to identify people we might like to talk to, to kind of expand our political network,
I suppose. And also, as a company we’re interested in maybe having some consultants that kind of do work
for us and provide us with political expertise, as well as perhaps people that can work more directly for
individual clients. Both are an option, and your name came up when the researchers . . .

PT: I do various sort of work for companies and organisations. Some of it’s sort of strategic advice, depending
on, er, the market [inaudible] going to or whether it’s the sort of passage of legislation, the development of
legislation and how the Government work, and what’s happening in internal departments and the way to go
about influencing Government and legislation that’s going through, then the interface really between
Parliament with business and how that sort of works, and I also give some advice on [inaudible].

Man: Gosh.

PT: It depends what sort of advice your clients are looking . . . Are they looking at the sort of legislative stuV
that they can give, you know, contracts with Government or were they thinking of just how the political
system works?

Man: Rather than contracts with the Government, it’s more the legislation. The particular client we have in
mind—and bear in mind that if we were to have some sort of arrangement, then there might be other clients
as well in the future—the particular client we have in mind is setting up a retail group [inaudible] sort of
consumer aVairs [inaudible] but that’s sort of neither here nor there, and it’s going to set up 40 retail clothing
chains across the United Kingdom within the next 18 months. They’re calling it [inaudible] but that doesn’t
exist as such at the moment, that’s just a working title. They are a company called Won King, which is
Taiwanese, which has more than 2,000 clothes retail outlets not just in Taiwan but in the broader Far East,
and our own client, the connection comes in, it’s a conglomerate between the two, is a man called Li Lu Jiang,
who is an importer/exporter. We came across him initially because he did some work, we did some work for
him on tariVs at the European Union because he exports to the European Union, and he asked us to get
involved with this . . . They are very used to, in their own countries, having quite a close relationship with the
Government when it comes to setting up a major business project such as this, and they have identified a
number of issues that they see as important to them. One of them is the Business Rates Supplement Bill—I
don’t know if anybody, probably, you may or may not—

PT: Yup.

Man: I can jog your memory. What is it? The Business Rates Supplement Bill is an extra 2% rate on top of the
existing business rate, which is being proposed—in fact, it had the Second Reading on Monday in the
Commons and it’s coming up to the Lords. Already people are paying around about 43% in business rates, so
they’re quite high. So the imposition of an extra tax was not really welcome to our client. It’s a measure that
was brought in really to finance Crossrail, as far as I can see. It’s a way for councils to use that money to finance
the Olympics [inaudible] projects.
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[20.00]
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One of the things they were looking to do, or he was looking to do. And I think that concern at this matter is
shared by the British Retail Consortium and the Forum for Private Business, so we are looking to see if it could
be, the Bill could be amended in some way. So, for instance, there are two possibilities. One is that the Bill is
amended so that the retailers who are aVected, ie the retailers who would actually be paying the tax, the
businesses that would be paying the tax, vote on it before the tax is levied. There is some scope within the Bill
already for consultation with the retailers but it doesn’t quite go as far as saying they should vote on it.
Alternatively, a possibility is that there may be an exemption introduced into the Bill for new businesses. And
what we were looking for is somebody who might be able to help us with that sort of area. I know it is not
something you can instantly say, “Well, I know all about [inaudible] . . .

PT: I mean, as I say. I mentioned about consumer aVairs but I was passing a consumer aVairs Bill through the
Lords and the Lords [inaudible] and the Government [inaudible] for the DTI and covered everything for the
Lords. I mean, I do, erm, I followed the Energy Bill, for example, when we went through it. I mean it is in the
public record. I mean I advise a smart metering company which is interested obviously in smart metering and
smart meters.

Man: This would be the meters that you have in people’s homes that turn things oV

PT: Yes, that’s right. To tell you what your, the energy that you are using is going to cost and . . .

Woman: Yes. So you get far more information

Man: The companies themselves, they have, they can read your usage without having to check the meter
reading, so . . .

Woman: Oh, right.

PT: It’s good for the company and for their consumers. You should be able to see the costs and maybe
encourage them to switch over . . .

Woman: Yes.

Man: And what are they looking for? What do they [inaudible]?

PT: Well, I mean . . . First of all, the Energy Bill included clauses on smart metering and everything, so I was
advising on that sort of thing in the Bill, and also looking to the future, obviously, they are hoping to ensure
that the technical specifications sort of fit in with the way that they are thinking as well.

Woman: mmm . . . [murmur of agreement]

PT: The Government doesn’t (require?) a specification for smart meters which.

Woman: They can’t do
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[mixed voices and laughter]

PT: And then eventually they want to move to the position where they can, you know, bid for the smart meters
concept . . . quite substantial. Obviously they have really put themselves in the prime position and, I mean,
that is quite a big market. When you think of 44 million households.

Woman: Quite a lot of people for these meters

PT: A millions of pounds market, really

Woman: Yes, well, a lot of people use those meters, don’t they?

PT: Yes, I mean it may not just be one company. But, even so, if they receive quite a chunk of it, that is quite
a significant [inaudible] so obviously they’ve got an interest in that, and I advise them on that. Incidentally,
I’ve just had lunch (this could be “I should have had lunch”) with somebody from Gazprom so, er, one of the
companies that I advise is Gazprom . . . I don’t advise Gazprom directly . . .

[mixed voices and laughter]

PT: I would manage to get in Private Eye for doing that so it is an indirect connection. So I do advise . . . One
thing I would say, though. If you have sort of legislation going through, I can advise you on the process. We
can work on who puts the amendments, but I wouldn’t put amendments directly myself . . .

Man: Right
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PT: Because if I am paid as a, as a consultant, then I can’t be paid for parliamentary advocacy, as it were.

Man: I see.

PT: So, while I . . . as I did . . . I spoke on the Energy Bill and declared an interest and mentioned smart meters,
I can declare an interest. But I would not be comfortable myself being paid by the company to put amendments
directly myself. What I could do is advise on the process. You know, identify all the people who would be
willing to . . . who could be approached to put the amendments forward and all that sort of stuV. So I draw
a line between sort of advice, consultancy, and actually . . . er . . . er . . . er . . . direct advocacy of, you know,
particular causes . . . like if I was sort of paid by a company or whatever. So, as I say, I mean, the smart metering
case is a case in point. I spoke on the Second Reading of the Energy Bill and I did mention smart meters
amongst other things, but I declared an interest. I monitored the Bill going through about smart meters and
the amendments that were going through . . . and that the amendments that industry wanted to see put forward
were put forward, but they weren’t put forward by me.

Woman: Mmm (agreement)
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PT: And then I held meetings with oYcials to discuss various issues including the smart meters, but I didn’t
stand up and say, “I move an amendment on behalf of, eVectively, smart meters.

Woman: Yes

Man: Mmm (agreement)

PT: Because clearly, I mean, that would be, you know, that would be, er, frowned on because someone would
say, “Well, you were patently paid to move this amendment.” So, you know, I have to be a bit careful . . .

[25.00]

Man: You can find somebody else who will do it for you?

PT: Well, I mean, it wouldn’t be for me, would it? It would be for you.

Woman: It would be for the company.

PT: All I can do is facilitate the system and advise but I can’t get involved in the paid advocacy in Parliament.

Woman: You can’t actually do it.

PT: Because that is against the rules and the code of conduct, plus it would make me a big target for the media.
It wouldn’t be good for your client either. What I am saying is, there are ways to do these things but you have
to be—there’s a degree of subtlety required and you have to work behind the scenes, to a certain extent. Most
people are actually happy with that because at the end of the day what you want is good advice, you want
results, you want to be able to influence things. Again, smart metering things, I held meetings with oYcials. I
could pick up the phone with oYcials and say, “What’s happening?”

Woman: OYcials at the department—civil servants?

PT: I could say what’s happening [inaudible] or, well, there are these issues cropping up in the Bill [inaudible].
So I am perfectly happy with doing that but you just have to be a bit careful about paid advocacy.

Man: Is that now an Act?

PT: The Energy Bill? Yeah, yeah, absolutely. Smart metering is involved and there are going to be further
Government announcements about how they are going to implement. I mean the decision of the Government
is starting to get—all this is in the public domain so there’s not really any confidentiality. The Government
said they would spend about two years working out how the implementation would actually be achieved, the
technical side of it, how it would be introduced and then smart meters would be rolled out to all domestic
households over a 10-year period.

Woman: Right.
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PT: Ten years plus two is 12. So that’s, you know, that’s an ongoing thing.

Man: And did it in the end work out the way that your company wanted?

PT: Yeah, they were very happy because they got a Government commitment to do the thing, to roll out
these things.

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: There is a watching brief because then you have to watch all the implementation. It is one thing, as you
know, for all these issues, making an announcement, the other thing is sort of implementing it and watching
all the detail.

Man: Were there any sort of crucial points at any point [inaudible] that people had to change or was the
Government likely thinking along the right lines from the start?

PT: Well, there are issues that cropped up, but, I mean, that’s why amendments were moved and issues were
raised and the Government had to think about all that were important to industry. They wanted them to
highlight . . .

Woman: Yeah.

Man: I say that because say, for example, an issue such as we have here, is it possible for us to just leave it with
you to identify the right people and coach them?

PT: Well, I think it would—I mean, it should normally be a sort of partnership, as it were, you know.

Man: So you would want some input from us as well?

PT: I mean, normally, normally, that’s the way it works, yes. I mean, I can sort of identify people and talk to
them and sort of talk with oYcials and all this sort of thing but normally I would work with the organisation.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: I might, for example, say that Clare, you know, such and such a person is following this and you really
need to chat to them and stick out all their notes, put a briefing note, have a cup of tea with them and say
would you move these amendments, Lord Truscott mentioned it [inaudible] you know.

Woman: Yes. That’s essentially—without me personally, say, knowing any of these people, it would be quite
diYcult for me to pick up the phone and say hello, you’ve never heard of me, I wonder if you could do this
amendment for me please.

PT: Yeah, going in cold is diYcult. It’s knowing [inaudible] I mean that’s the thing about why, you know, lobby
groups and PR companies, you know, use . . .. You don’t know who to approach, who’s interested, and if you
approach the wrong person, you’re going cold and you could be absolutely wasting your time.
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Woman: Yes.

Man: The information is not available from the outside. You don’t have an idea, if someone is looking in, you
don’t see it.

PT: For example, there was an occasion again with the Energy Bill when the Energy Retail Association
approached me and said, you know, will you move these amendments? I said no I won’t, but I know who will. I
know the person that’s interested in [inaudible] and it was one of my colleagues that did move the amendment.

Man: Because they’d seen you were interested in it, presumably.

PT: Yeah, well, as a former Energy Minister [inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

[30.00]

PT: He said, you know, will you move these amendments? I said, well, you know, I’m monitoring the Bill but
I did not want to be seen to be moving amendments myself. Some of my colleagues might be happy to do that.
But again, you know, it depends on who you’re interested in and what. It depends on the circumstances, you
know. There can be some sort of grey areas. But, again, you know, if you have a clear linkage—you had a client
who wanted this achieved . . .

Woman: Yeah.

PT: It would not necessarily be that they’ll accept that sort of approach.

Woman: But you could smooth the way for us.

PT: Yeah.

Woman: For instance, you could say this person you need to speak to, I’ve spoken to them already. You know,
they’re expecting your call.

PT: Yes, I mean, again on the BERR thing, the er, the sort of client said, well what’s happening about this
government decision? We’ve heard, you know, that it’s going to be delayed. You know, what are the things
that’s sort of holding up, the problems. So I can just ring up someone and chat to them.
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Woman: Yeah.

PT: They had their CEO over from Australia. He’s just come from Australia, he’s oV to New York. So I had
to have.

Man: The CEO of . . .?

PT: The CEO of the client company.
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Man: Oh, I see, right.

PT: The other thing that I often would do with, say, an organisation like yourselves is say well, we can have a
lunch or a cup of tea and sort of chat a bit about the issues. You know, the way the Government’s . . . you
know, what the Government position is, what they want to achieve and how you could, er, bridge the gap.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Like, I’ve been involved in one or two other things. The sale of BE, for example, British Energy, both as
a Minister and then there were various bids. One or two of the bidders sort of approached me to advise them
on that process. [Garbled.]

Woman: Yeah.

PT: You know, EDF XXXX

Woman: Yes, they were successful.

PT: So to, er, press ahead with it. Are you waiting for Gordon Brown’s brother?

Woman: Laughs. Yeah.

PT: No, no, I’m not saying there’s a connection necessarily.

Man: I often wonder how that works.

PT: Well, they will say that, you know, there is no direct connection. I think he does communications or
something.

Woman: Yeah, I think so.

PT: So there’s no doubt . . .. But I know ??? pretty well because, er, he ??? UK energy ???

Woman: Yes.

Man: So, actually, I always fancied that Brown’s a very straight individual. So I can’t imagine he would.

PT: Yeah. I mean, pVf, EDF’s been the front runner for some time ???

Woman: Did you ever help EDF at all? With anything?

PT: No. No, I didn’t work with EDF. But I did work with some of the other companies involved. So I don’t
think, I mean, there wouldn’t be any clash between a retail company any other client you’ve got.

Man: ???
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M: No, I was thinking about that. But I was just worried, partly when I was ???. The other thing I like to be
sort of up-front with the companies I do work with. I am a non-executive director of several companies, mainly
in exploration and production and a couple of ??? companies. And I advise several companies as well, but it’s
all on the register of interests.

Woman: Right.

PT: What I would say is if there was a conflict of interest then I would write to your company appropriately,
or I may even not be able to do it because you have a client that was, er,

Woman: They were too similar to something you were already doing, yeah.

PT: Or ??? or whatever.

Woman: Yes.

PT: Um, you know, we’d discuss it and . . .

Man: ??
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PT: Yeah. I mean, because, as we were saying earlier, most people in the Lords, it’s part time. ??????. We meet
sort of half past two, three o’clock in the afternoon and go on ‘till 10 o’clock at night sometimes, but most
people have outside interests as a result and it tends to be a sort of portfolio type of existence. I mean, some
people write or . . . Ruth Rendell is a Labour Peer, but generally people have sort of other sort of part-time
interests. Those sort of interests that fit in with being a Member of the Lords, so it’s—

Man: I would imagine it’s easier to be a Member of the Lords in that sense than being a Member of Parliament.
Sort of standards—

PT: Yeah.

Man: . . . sort of expected to kind of work for their constituencies . . .

PT: There, it’s the exception having other interests. Or maybe if they’ve got other interests it takes up maybe
10 per cent of their time. They have their constituencies and other things. Here it’s more of a balance. Say you
have 50/50 or even, you know, 60/40 people having outside interests taking up quite a bit of their time.

[35.00]

So, in terms of the conflicts of interests, everyone is pretty well experienced in handling those sorts of issues.
I’ve got my published Register of Interests here, which is open to the public anyway. So it’s all above board.
There’s nothing that lacks transparency.

Man: How does it work? Would you put us on the register or our client on the register?
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PT: No, it would be you, rather than the client. Because it’s still only a year since I was a Minister, any job
that I want to do has to go before the business advisory appointments committee. Usually what they say is
that it’s okay to take up a position, providing it’s beyond . . . if you’ve been a Minister more than 12 months
before, in that case, you can’t directly lobby government or government departments. I have never seen my
role as lobbying. I am not personally a lobbyist. I don’t actually lobby. What I will do if someone wanted—
a client, for example— . . . lobbying companies that lobby. I don’t mind advising lobbyists, but I don’t
personally lobby.

Man: You don’t phone up oYcials and make the pitch yourself?

PT: No, I wouldn’t do that. That’s the other thing to make clear. I don’t lobby myself. I don’t mind being
employed by them, but I advise the lobbyists rather than doing the pitch myself. I am happy to find out
information, but that’s a slightly diVerent thing. That’s just my view. As I say, then the advisory committee
usually gives us advice and says, “Well, yes, there’s not a problem with you taking up this position providing
you don’t lobby”. As I say, I’m quite a . . .

Woman: Yes.

PT: And then, the other thing is the Lords Register of Interests, which every company you work for, you list
the company, and in what capacity, whether it’s as a director, a consultant, whatever. In this case, if it’s a
parliamentary consultancy, then you can state that in the contract, or whatever. I only do general consultancy
for . . . therefore, I would write that . . . agreement that I’m a consultant with Michael Johnson . . . That’s it.
Your client list is probably confidential, so there is not really anyone’s business who your clients are.

Man: It would just be Michael Johnson. Yeah, that’s right. We wouldn’t be pushing you into breaking any
rules, insofar as it would be parliamentary, obviously.

PT: Yeah, but it wouldn’t be exclusively parliamentary work. I wouldn’t be employed as a parliamentary
applicant or lobbyist. That’s the key definition. I would advise on ??? . . . interests, or whatever. It may well
be that ??? . . . next time has a broader remit.

Woman: Yes. And how does it work with your current consultancies? Do you work on a kind of retainer
basis, or?

PT: Yes. Two other . . . I mean, as I say, I’m a non-executive director of several companies, but I’m also a
consultant to those companies . . . basically . . . all diVerent things . . . operating from the Soviet Union or
Africa . . . international relations. There are two companies that currently I’m consulting with. One is the smart
metering company.

Woman:. Mm.

PT: And the other one is a financial PR company. One of their clients is, this is in the public domain, is
Gazprom.
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Woman: Right.

PT: So, as I say, Gavin Anderson. Have you heard of Gavin Anderson?

Man: Yeah.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: So, I mean.

Man: [inaudible] They are international as well.

PT: Yeah.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: They sell themselves as the biggest financial PR company in the world, but they do lots of IPOs, merger
and acquisition, er. These do have some [inaudible] clients, but I mean, we’d have to judge whether that was,
you know of itself [inaudible]. But from what you’re saying, it’s quite easy to separate it. Separate clients and
separate issues.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Certainly the sort of stuV that you are talking about is diVerent concerns. That’s why [inaudible] Like I
said, they’ve got things like British Energy, IPOs, Gazprom.

Man: What are Gazprom’s interests in the [inaudible] They don’t own anything in the UK. Do they have
them?

[40.00]

PT: Well, again, without breaching confidentiality, I mean, Gazprom employs three [inaudible] agencies
[inaudible] one in Brussels [inaudible].

Woman: Yeah.

Man: Oh yeah yeah yeah.

PT: One in the states. Ketchum. Have you heard of Ketchum?

Woman: No.

Man: No.

PT: And one for the UK, which overlaps a bit with Brussels.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: [inaudible] Gavin Anderson. They advise them on all the financial PR, their image and how to present
things. They’ve been quite busy I would say with Ukraine.

Woman: Yes.

PT: Er, um, and I had dinner with, you know, the deputy CEO of Gazprom [inaudible].
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Man: Oh I see.

PT: So I talk to Gazprom, and I had lunch with the UK PR director today for Gazprom. So I am in contact
with Gazprom, but mainly through Gavin Anderson.

Man: Right.

PT: Because I’m, I mean, that is a slightly diVerent thing, that I’m sort of regarded as a Russian expert.
[inaudible].

Man: So both energy and Russia dovetail quite nicely.

PT: Yeah, they do.

Woman: Yes.

PT: I was involved with Russia before I was involved with, er, energy, really.

Woman: Oh.

PT: And I got to know energy through Russia. I met President Nazarbayev in Kazakhstan.

Man: Did you?
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PT: And, yeah. So, I mean.

Man: I was wondering whether Gazprom had any sort of interests here as . . .

PT: Well they’ve got, they’ve got, um, again it’s all in the public domain. And, two years ago they had nothing
in the UK.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Now they employ 200 people and, um, they’ve got ?fights? over the retail market.

Man: Oh all right.

Woman: Oh, I didn’t know that.

PT: So, and they also use London as a base for their carbon trading.

Woman: Right.

Man: Right.

PT: They’ve recently done deals with India and Japan. Er, they’re using it as a base of standing to, er, to the
United States, and they also, they’ve got their gas trading arm here. They’ve got [inaudible] They’ve got a gas
trading arm, an energy trading arm here. They’re mainly based in Manchester. They’ve got another oYce in
Bridgeport?. Um. So they’re, you know, they’re quite vigorously expanding as a sort of, this is, er, Gazprom
marketing and trading in the UK, which is sort of an oVshoot of, er, of
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Gazprom, their foreign exports retail arm. So, you know, there are all sorts of issues there, as well, and
discussions around, you know, how much foreign companies like Gazprom should have in the UK market.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: To a certain extent there’s a debate with EDF as well.

Woman: Yes.

PT: Gazprom is a bit more sensitive about that.

Man: We’re already all our gas from them.

PT: Well we’re not actually. We only, you know, the UK.

Man: No, we’re not so bad, are we? It’s Europe that’s felt the eVect of that.

PT: Yeah. The UK gets about 3 per cent from Russia. So that [inaudible]

Man: I didn’t realise there was a ??limit?? on the amount that Gazprom can have in the UK.

PT: There’s not a limit. There’s not a formal one.

Man: It’s just a—

PT: There was a row a few years back about, er, how, you know, for example if Gazprom started buying up
[inaudible] assets, er, you know, chunks of the energy infrastructure and UK companies, whether the
Government would block it either on competition grounds or security grounds.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: And there was a disagreement between Tony Blair and Gordon Brown. Tony Blair basically said this. I
wrote a report on political risk management a couple of years back and, er. Actually I’m an associate fellow
of the Royal United Services Institute. I’m currently writing a report on energy security actually, which will
be looking into security issues [inaudible]. But I wrote a report a couple of years ago, and there I documented
there was really basically a row between Gordon Brown and Tony Blair which sucked in Alan Johnson. Er,
Secretary of State for the DTI [inaudible], because Tony Blair was basically saying we were open liberalised
market so Gazprom, they want to come in, they can [inaudible].

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Er, Gordon Brown was saying hold on, I mean, political issues here [inaudible] Are we going to
[inaudible].

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: So there was a bit of a debate about that. It was never really reconciled in the department and the Treasury.
Certainly when I was in the DTI [inaudible] debate, very wary [inaudible] Gazprom. And, er, there were other
issues, security issues as well. Um. Some of which is secret. Um, but which would have meant that, er, Gazprom
would have probably [inaudible].

Man: Oh I see.

PT: Now, you know, things move on but it’s still very sensitive.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Gazprom is probably sort of, gradually, the the UK arm’s gradually sort of expanding in the UK. And
this expanding is sort of in the retail sector. I mean, the big issue a couple of years ago was talk about Gazprom
thinking of a sale???

Woman: Oh right.

PT: That would have been a big issue because of, you know, security issues, storage and all that. You know,
Gazprom owning ??? or whatever.

[45.00]

PT: So, those sorts of things I’m quite happy with.

Woman: Um.

PT: As well.

Man: Oh I see.

Woman: Do you work for other clients within Gavin Anderson or is, do you just work with Gazprom?

PT: Well, I mean, the way that it works with them is that they often say, we have a client who would like to
talk to you about this [inaudible] they ask me to take on such and such. Gazprom is in the public domain. I
have talked about British Energy or the other clients. And generally also we have occasional meetings where
we talk about issues of interest to them and their client . . . ??? this that and the other or they’ll ask me . . . ???
Your earlier question was how does this work with them. I mean, I work on a retainer basis. Usually, with the
consultancy thing, it’s all parliamentary-led???

Sunday Times: Yeah.

PT: I don’t do timesheets or anything, but, generally, it works ??? might call somebody ??? one or two days a
month. Time-wise, it varies.

Man: So it’s an hour here, an hour there. What is it likely to be . . . ???

PT: No, I mean, generally, it can vary. I mean, it depends. If I was to go to a conference in Zurich or something,
that would be a whole day
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Woman: And sometimes, it can vary. Some months, I may only do a few hours, and, another month, you know,
you get two days.

Woman: Do much more, yes.

PT: Mine is sort balanced. I sort of work . . .

Man: Do they say, you know, we want, I don’t know, 60 miles out of you in one month???

PT: Yeah, no, it does vary and it’s flexible. The other way is that what you normally do is, say, sign a contract
for 12 months with a review period. If you’re not happy, you just don’t continue with it. But, touch wood, so
far, everyone I’ve worked with is happy. It may be that a relationship comes to an end for financial reasons,
that you’ve achieved all your aims.

Man: Yeah. So, what’s the, sort of, going rate?

PT: Well, my rate—

Man: What’s your rate?

PT: Well, I get paid £2,000 a day.

Man: So, in fact, it’s £4,000.

PT: If you want two days, or if you want one day . . . You can do it either way.
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Woman: Oh, right. OK.

PT: I mean, the other thing I would say as well is it depends how much time you want and what you want me
to do. You may come up with a plan and say, “Well, we’ve got enough for you to do for one day a month, but
probably not two days”.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Or you could say, “Well, we’ll take one day a month and then we’ll review it after 12 months”.

Woman: Yeah, and see it whether it needs to be increased or not.

PT: An increase, or you think . . . So you can review the situation and see whether you are happy with the
arrangement. That’s pretty standard . . . for here really. You’ll find, I think, the rate varies from £1,000 to
£5,000 a day. So that’s the equivalent of . . . That’s what I’ve been paid for the last . . .

Man: I don’t think the money’s . . . In fact, it won’t really be us who pays, it’s the client.
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Woman: Yes. Exactly.

Man: Quite sort of relaxed about it. I think it’s just a question of getting the right person.

PT: Yeah.

Woman: Do you want some more tea? A bit more water.

Man: Presumably, if he was to come to the UK, you could show him around.

PT: Yeah, yeah. I’ll show him everything.

Sunday Times: Do you ever organise dinners in the Lords or something like that?

PT: Oh, yeah. Absolutely. Yeah. Just before Christmas I had the head of the Japanese bank for international
co-operation, the present CEO . . . the local oYce of ??? We had lunch and everything. And, yeah, I mean, I’ve
done dinners before, lunches; I continue to show people round. The Gazprom people I showed around the
Commons and the Lords. They were here for a dinner and then, afterwards, there was a big reception, and
then I showed them the Lords and the Commons at the end of the day when you could go in the Chamber
when it wasn’t sitting, so they quite enjoyed that . . .

Woman: Yes.

[50.00]

Man: It’s a fascinating historic building.

PL: The other thing I can do is, quite apart from, say, if I have a lunch or dinner here, as an individual Member
I can bring six people in without a problem. If we need a few more, then I can always get my colleagues to
[inaudible]. But also you can hire a room for lunch or dinner as well.

Woman: Yes.

PT: I do some philanthropic work for my college, Exeter College in Oxford, so I put on a dinner reception for
them in the summer—no actually it’s going to be in the autumn—in one of the rooms downstairs, the
Cholmondeley Room, where you can have 50 people for dinner.

Man: I hear it’s quite hard to book a room sometimes because they’re quite busy.

PT: Sometimes. Members get some preferential slots. You can’t just say, well I think I want a room, and in a
month get one.. . . booking in advance . . . You may get some slots and some flexible dates but they can be
booked up quite a bit. It is better to book ahead if you want one of those rooms. Downstairs, we’ll meet
downstairs on the Terrace of the Lords. There’s a big room, the Cholmondeley Room, which opens up on to
the Terrace. The reception [inaudible]

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: Say for dinner or lunch for about 50 or 60. There’s a smaller room, the Attlee Room, in which you can
have a reception for about 60 people, or lunch or dinner for up to about 30 or 35. So those rooms you can
book in the Lords. Often if it’s just, say, for lunch or dinner you could come in here??[inaudible]—

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: Or afternoon tea, which I find is a convenient slot for some people as well. They may not have time for
lunch or dinner—you know, two hours—but they come for an hour for afternoon tea.

Woman: Yes. It can be slightly less formal as well, can’t it?

Man: On the nitty-gritty, just going back to the business for a second on the Bill, which is obviously one of
the things that has been identified to us [inaudible]. It’s in its Second Reading, so it’s not at its beginning
[inaudible].

PT: Is it in the Commons, the Second Reading?

Man: Yes, a Commons Second Reading. In practice, if one were to try and amend it, say, with an amendment
which said, for example, that you can, you were exempt for a certain period, would one have to . . . Would you
be looking for people who were already like-minded to do that sort of thing?

PT: Or try to persuade them that it is a good idea. One or other. You’d start oV in the Commons but it’s easier
to amend the things here, because, if you think, the Government’s lost two votes in the House of Commons
more or less since 1997 but they’ve lost 400 votes in the Lords. Because of the inbuilt government majority in
the Commons, it’s a lot easier to amend things here. The Government’s got about 28 per cent of Members in
the Lords, so there’s no inbuilt majority.

Man: Does that mean that they’re more likely to make concessions then? Is that how it works?

PT: Yes. Because they’re more likely to lose votes. So that’s when the Lords comes into its own as a sort of
revising Chamber. So in that sense it’s easier [inaudible] here.

Man: Don’t you ever virtually put down a formal amendment or is there a process in which there is [inaudible]
and someone [inaudible].

PT: You can get the Government to amend its own Bill, provided you can [inaudible] a Minister or his oYcials
[inaudible] they can introduce their own amendments, and they may do that because they prefer to handle
that themselves rather than have it imposed on them, even though it is fairly similar [inaudible], and then those
cases [inaudible].

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: [inaudible] So they may well add it themselves so that they feel that they are in control [inaudible] . . . the
oYcials . . ..

Man: Yeah.

PT: [inaudible]. Director of policy responsible . . . [inaudible] the Bill team.. . . Obviously, when it comes, I
can advise on procedure and who to deal with in the Commons but obviously when it comes to the Lords it
is far more within my ambit to influence it than in the Commons.

[55.00]

Man: Because you know the oYcials or—

PT: Well I know the oYcials. I can contact the oYcials as it goes through the Commons stages, but in terms
of, I can contact some of the MPs as well, but in terms of influencing Members and knowing the people,
obviously I know the people better up here than in the Commons.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: I know people in the Commons, ex-colleagues and colleagues, but in a way because of the government
inbuilt majority as well, it is sort of easier in the Lords to achieve what you want here [Inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

PT1: You have a first bite of the—if the Bill comes through the Commons first [Inaudible] but if the Bill starts
oV in the Commons, you have the first bite of the cherry there, you have the second bite here and you may
even have a third bite [Inaudible]

Woman: Yeah, so you’ve got lots of opportunities to try to get a—

PT: [Inaudible]

Man: [Inaudible]

PT: The other thing is that I have staV to help as well.

Woman: Do you have an oYce here with staV in it?
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PT: I have an oYce, but staV not based in the oYce, because we all have shared oYces. Although I am in a
sort of ministerial oYce, so we have [Inaudible] in the oYce, [Inaudible] Digby Jones, there is me and Lord
Clinton-Davies [inaudible] he is getting on now. One of the problems with the Lords is A you do not have a
budget for staV at all—

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: There is no researcher. It is not like the Commons where you have staV. You have no budget at all really,
you have some expenses but no serious—you have nowhere to put staV.

Woman: Quite a problem!

Man: [Inaudible] that? You can get a desk, can’t you?

PT: I have a desk, and I share with two other people. When I was a backbencher before, I was in a room with
10 other people and that is quite common, especially—if you want to go across the road—I think it is better
being in the Palace—you will be sharing with just one other person in Millbank, but I prefer to be in the Palace.
It still means that there is nowhere to put staV, so the staV have to [Inaudible] I take people [Inaudible].

Woman: So they are like consultants for you, I suppose.

PT: Yeah, and/or research assistants for a time.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: But in reality a lot of it comes down to me.

Woman: Mmm.

PT: Because I know the people we are talking about

Woman: Yes.

Man: Yes, absolutely.

PT: The head of the Bill team is not going to talk to a researcher.

Woman: No. That is true.

Man: That all sounds good.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: So you are just building up the public aVairs side really?

Woman: Yeah, that’s right.

Man: We are trying to make as many contacts as I suppose we can, and we feel that by having some key,
strategic people, such as yourself, if we can go ahead, that would certainly help, we feel.

PT: Have you got a card?

Woman: Yes.
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[Inaudible]

PT: [Inaudible]. There is my email address: ***.

Woman: Thank you. Great. Well, thank you very much for your time today, it was really lovely to meet you,
and I think we just need to have a sit down and talk to our clients I think to make sure we get a 100 per cent
what they want and plan the next couple of steps, so we will be back in touch with you shortly.

Man: It sounds as if broadly you would be able to do it.

PT1: Yeah, in principle, yes I would, yes. I do do similar things, and I’ve got the time to do it sort of currently
in with what I am also doing, so the life is sort of part-time here. I am still working less hard [Inaudible] hours
anyway than—

Woman: Yes, I bet you worked very hard then.

PT1: They give you a red box or two at the end of the day.

Woman: Yes.

PT1: I was lucky if I had half a day oV a week, so—
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Woman: Oh, goodness me.

[1.00.00]

PT: I mean, the energy job was interesting, the energy brief was interesting, so I think being a Minister is
overrated. I think if you don’t really enjoy the brief, you shouldn’t really do it. I may go back into Government
at some stage in the future, but I’m quite happy to do other things for a while. So Gordon’s invited me back
a couple of times . . . the first time round it wasn’t really my thing, so I think now I’m committed do other
things for a while—

Man: Then maybe—

PT: Then maybe at some point—

Woman: What areas would draw you back? What are the—

PT: I’m interested in energy, trade, security, foreign aVairs [inaudible] areas of interest, so—

Woman: Yes, there’s quite a few there.

PT: Yes, but I mean some things I’m not particularly interested. Consumer aVairs, I wouldn’t want to do that
full time.

Man: I can understand why.
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PT: You know, pensions, agriculture, all those things, important as they are—

Woman: Yes. (Laughter)

PT: They’re not my cup of tea.

Man: I can understand that [inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

PT: So there you are. Anyway, well nice to meet you.

Woman: Yes, very nice to meet you.

(Sounds of walking)

Woman: Oh, yes.

PT: [inaudible] in the spring you can use the terrace.

Woman: Yes, that is lovely. Do a lot of people have, kind of, spring receptions or summer receptions on the
terrace?

PT: Yes, it’s very nice [inaudible]

Woman: Yes, it’s very pleasant, isn’t it?

(Sounds of walking)

Unknown male: [inaudible] about eight years.

Unknown male: Oh, really.

(Walking)

Unknown male: Thank you very much.

(Walking)

(Inaudible chatter)

Unknown male: Is that where you’re from?

Unknown male: No, I’m originally from South Devon.

(Inaudible chatter and laughter)

Woman: Where do I hand my pass into? What do you want, sorry [inaudible] No, I wasn’t sure because I
thought I saw another one, sorry. I thought I saw another one in
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there; I thought that’s what you did. (Laughter) Yes, I have, no problem. Here, I can luckily squash it by my
scarf. Nice to meet you. Have a nice afternoon. Bye, bye.
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E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Truscott, Wednesday 14 January 2009

From ***
***
***

To davidwmja.eu.com

Cc clairewmja.eu.com

Subject SPAM-LOW: Meeting.

Attachments cvO8(final)02doc, addendurn(final)2.doc.

Date: Wed 14/01/2009 18:05.
View: HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content.

Dear David,

It was good to meet you and Claire this afternoon for tea. I attach my cv and addendum for your information.
In principle, I think working together could be of great mutual interest and benefit. As I mentioned, probably
1-2 days per month would probably be suYcient, depending on the intensity of your campaign and work
programme, with a review after 12 months.

Do get in touch when you’ve had time to think about if further, and we could then have a follow-up meeting
to finalise the details, if you are happy to proceed.

Best wishes,
Peter ''cvO8(finai)02.doc(( ''addendum(final)2.doc((.

LORD TRUSCOTT

9 9 9

Curriculum vitae

Former UK Energy Minister and Department of Trade and Industry Government Spokesperson in the House of Lords;
author and expert on Russia, the former Soviet Union, the EU political risk management and defence; media
broadcaster; former Member of the European Parliament.
Currently a consultant and non-executive director working mainly with energy, mining and public affairs companies

1. Political :

Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Energy (UK Energy Minister) at the Department of Trade and
Industry and Government DTI Spokesperson in the House of Lords, 2006-07.

UK’s (sole) Energy Minister, with responsibility under the Secretary of State at the DTI (Alistair Darling), for
oil and gas, coal, the North Sea, renewables, nuclear power and security, transmission and distribution,
security of energy supply, the Shareholder Executive (including BE), sustainable development and the
environment, energy infrastructure planning issues and tackling fuel poverty. Represented the UK at the EU’s
Energy Council of Ministers and the International Energy Agency. Jointly responsible for producing and
publishing 2007 Energy White Paper.

Lord (Peter) Truscott of St James’s was appointed a Labour Peer on 1 of May 2004.

— Departmental Liaison Peer to the UK Ministry of Defence, 2004–06.

— Hon. Secretary, All-Party Parliamentary Group for the Army, 2004–06, 07–.

— British Council Ambassador, Russian Federation and republics of the former Soviet Union,
2005"06, 07".

— European Union Select Committee, Sub-Ctee C (Foreign AVairs, Defence and Development Policy),
House of Lords, 2005–06, 07–.

Elected Member of the European Parliament for Hertfordshire, June 1994–July 1999.

— Member of the Foreign AVairs, Security and Defence Policy Committee, 1994–99.

— Vice-President of the Security Sub-Committee, 1994–99.

— Labour spokesperson in the European Parliament for Foreign AVairs and Defence and
departmental link person for the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce (FCO) and Ministry of Defence
(MoD), January 1997–July 1999.
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— Member of the European Parliament’s delegation for relations with the Russian Federation and the
EU-Russia Parliamentary Cooperation Committee.

— Shadow Rapporteur on the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with the Russian Federation,
and the EU’s Common Strategy towards the Russian Federation.

— OYcial observer of the Duma elections, December 1995, and the Russian Presidential elections of
1996, on behalf of the European Parliament. Observed the 1999 Duma elections as long-tem observer
and expert with the OSCE.

— Co-ordinated and drafted response to the UK’s Strategic Defence Review (SDR), submitted to the
Secretary of State for Defence in the Commons Library.

— Co-ordinated and drafted response to future European defence cooperation and the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), and submitted to the FCO and MoD.

— European Parliament’s rapporteur on future relations with Central Asia and Estonia’s association
agreement.

— Attracted £120 million in EU loans and grants to Hertfordshire, 1994-99.

2. Education:

Oxford University, Exeter College, 1978–85. M.A and D.Phil. (“The Korean War in British Foreign and
Domestic Policy, 1950–52”), Modern History, 1985. B.A. (Hons), Upper Second, Modem History, 1981;
Exeter College History Prize, 1981.

3. Employment

2008–: Non-Executive Director and consultant, Gulf Keystone Petroleum Ltd; Non- Executive Director and
consultant, African Minerals Ltd; Non-Executive Director and consultant, Eastern Petroleum Corporation
Ltd; Director, Energy Enterprises Ltd. Consultant, Landis ! Gyr Group.

Associate Partner and Adviser, Opus Executive Partners, professional executive search firm and strategic
advisers.

Consultant, Gavin Anderson, global communications and financial public relations company.

Currently writing a report for the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies,
provisionally entitled “European Energy Security- Facing a future of increasing dependency”, for publication
with ISBN number in July 2009.

2006–07: Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Energy at the Department of Trade and Industry and
DTI Government Spokesperson in the House of Lords.

2005–06, 08–: Associate Fellow, Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies, Whitehall,
London. Published a Royal United Services Institute report on political risk management in the energy and
defence sectors: The Ascendancy of Political Risk Management and its Implications for Global Security and
Business Investment (RUSI, November 2006). Worked closely with companies in the energy and defence
sectors to assess their levels of political risk and mitigation strategies.

2004– : Appointed Life Peer, 1 May 2004 (Baron Truscott of St James’s in the City of Westminster).

Completed a year-long Industry and Parliament Trust placement with ConocoPhillips, BAE Systems, KPMG
and Marsh to assess diVerent commercial approaches to risk management (2004–05). Subsequently elected
Fellow, Industry and Parliament Trust.

2002– : Worked on internationally acclaimed political biography of President Vladimir Putin: Putin’s
Progress: A biography of Russia’s enigmatic President Vladimir Putin (published by Simon and Schuster in
several languages from 1 March 2004 and then paperback, January 2005).

1999–02: Wrote and published the international bestseller Kursk: Russia’s Lost Pride (Simon and Schuster,
2002). Subsequently turned into a National Geographic Discovery Channel documentary, presented by the
author.

Visiting, then Associate Research Fellow, Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR), Published major IPPR
report on European defence, European Defence: Meeting the Strategic Challenge (IPPR, 2000). Launched by
the UK Defence Secretary, GeoV Hoon, who said the report was “..a significant contribution to an increasingly
important debate.” Involved working closely with defence companies engaged in the European defence
market.
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Independent policy analyst, author and broadcaster. Wrote scores of articles (see addendum).

Long-term Election Observer in the Russian Duma Elections with the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE).

Senior expert with the European Commission on a TACIS project in Kyrgyzstan in Central Asia, advising on
establishing a European Policy and Legal Advice Centre to develop democracy and economic prosperity.

1994–99: MEP for Hertfordshire.

Wrote two parliamentary reports and Russia First, a book on Yeltsin’s Russia (IB Tauris, 1997). The latter
became a university text book on Russian foreign policy.

1989–94: National Association for the Care and Resettlement of OVenders (NACRO), Team Leader and later
Manager.

1986–89: Labour Party Political and Campaign Organiser.

4. Media Experience

Extensive media experience has included regular appearances on: BBC Newsnight, CNN (including 30
minutes on Q & A twice), Sky UK, European and World News, BBC TV News, BBC Breakfast, Breakfast
with Frost, BBC News 24 and World, national radio (“Today”, “PM”, and the “World at One”, “World
Tonight”, BBC World Service, Radio 2 Jimmy Young programme, Radio 4, 5 Live and UK Talk Radio),
regional TV and local and regional radio stations, plus BBC Wales and Scotland. Appeared on Russia’s NTV
several times. Presenter and author for the National Geographic Discovery Channel’s documentary, Seconds
from Disaster: Sinking of the Kursk.

6. Personal

Peter Truscott was born in Newton Abbot, Devon, on 20 March 1959. Married Russian-born Svetlana (nee
Chernicova) Truscott, June 1991. Late father-in-law was Professor Colonel Nicolai Chernikov of St
Petersburg. Hobbies are swimming, walking and the theatre.

7. Languages

Knowledge of Russian, French and Spanish.

8. References

Available on request.

9. Address for correspondence, etc:***

E-mail to Lord Truscott from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times, Friday 16 January 2009

Fri 16/01/2009 16:17.

From David Thompson
‘David Thompson” 'davidwmja.eu.com(

To *** “*** '***(

Subject re: Meeting

View HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content

Dear Peter,

Thanks so much for your CV. I’ve sent it to Mr Jaing who is very impressed and appears keen to take things
further. He’s particularly anxious to get cracking on amending the Business Rates Supplement Bill as soon as
possible.

Sorry it has taken so long to get back to you but I’ve been very busy this week. Are you free next week to finalise
details? I’ll be free on Tues and Weds in the afternoon and my diary is empty on Thursday.

Can you remind me of your day rate/ I didn’t write it down and Claire and I remember diVerent figures. Was
it £3,750 a day?
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Kind Regards

David

E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Truscott, Friday 16 January 2009

Date Fri 16/0l/200 16:54

From ***
“***” '***(

To davidwmja.eu.com

Cc clairewmja.eu.com

Subject SPAM-LOW: RE: Meeting.

View HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content.

Dear David,

Good to hear from you. Currently I charge £2,000 per day, plus VAT. I think the only question was whether
you would require 1 or 2 days per month, or even more, depending on the intensity of your campaign. One-
two days usually covers a watching brief on your areas on interest, with advice and input so you achieve your
aims. Obviously, we’d have to make a rough assessment of how much time and input you want me to commit.
After my meeting with you and Claire, and the urgency of your issues, my feeling is that two days per month
could be suYcient, with a review after 12 months.

I’m free on Wednesday afternoon. Would you care to come in for tea again at 3.30pm, Peers’ Entrance?

Best wishes,

Peter

E-mail to Lord Truscott from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times, Tuesday 20 January 2009

Date Tue 20/01/2009 09:17

From David Thompson
“David Thompson” 'davidwmja.eu.com(

To ***
“***” '***(

Subject re: SPAM-LOW: RE: Meeting.

View HTML I Text Header I Raw Content.

Thank you Peter.

We can do Wednesday afternoon but I have a diary clash. Would you be able to come for tea with us at The
St James’s Hotel and Club, 7-8 Park Place, SW1, at 4.30pm? It just make our logistics easier.

Many thanks

David

E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Truscott, Tuesday 20 January 2009

Tue 20/01/2009 09:58.

From ***
“***” '***(

To davidwmja.eucom

Subject RE: SPAM-LOW: RE: Meeting

View HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content.

Dear David,
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That’s not a problem, I’ll come to you. I’ve meanwhile found out more about the Business Rate Supplements
Bill, which had its Second Reading on 12 January, and is now in Committee in the Commons and heading for
the Lords, but we can discuss that tomorrow.

Best,

Peter

E-mail to Lord Truscott from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times, Wednesday 21 January 2009

Date Wed 21/01/2009 08:56.

From David Thompson
“David Thompson” davidwmja.eu.com

To ***
“***” '***(

Subject RE: SPAM-LOW: RE: Meeting.

View HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content.

Dear Lord Truscott,

See you later today. Many thanks.

Kind regards

David

Meeting of Lord Truscott (“PT”) with “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) and “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the
Sunday Times at St James’ Hotel and Club, Wednesday 21 January 2009

Lord Truscott Meeting (2) page 1 of 24

Footsteps and rustling . . .

Woman: Oh, Lord Truscott. Sorry, we were just around there.

PT: Hello.

Woman: Nice to see you. Sorry about that.

PT: That’s all right.

Woman: I was worried we’d got the time wrong or something.

PT: No, I was wondering which part you would be in.

Woman: I thought I’d come and have a check before we gave you a call.

Footsteps . . .

General “hellos” . . .

Man: We’ve got this rather large table. We’ve got scones as well.

PT: I’ll just have one.

Man: These have got cinnamon.

PT: Oh they’re quite delicious.

Man: Have you been waiting long?

PT: No, no, no.. . .. just a few minutes. Just got comfortable. Got a glass of orange juice.

Man: Did you walk up here or did you . . . ?

PT: Yes, I walked from the Lords. I usually walk. Because I’ve got a place in ***, so I walk down to the Lords
and walk back.

Woman: It’s quite a nice walk. Do you cut through St James?

PT: Yes, yes.

Woman: Lovely, isn’t it?

PT: Down Lower Regent Street, Pall Mall . . . and through the park.

Man: Because I reckon it was probably the nicest day of the year so far. Not that the year is very old.
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Woman: It’s a couple of weeks.

PT: I know. The light’s very good, isn’t it?

Woman: It is quite warm as well today. The sun on your face when it was shining was lovely. I’m sure it will
be quite a cold evening now with the clear skies, but at least it was pleasant today.

PT: No rain as well. I don’t mind cold, but I . . .

Woman: Yeah. I don’t like the rain either. I’m forever losing my brollies, which means I get wet.

Laughter . . .

PT: Talking of brollies, I used to leave them in phone booths in the old days before mobile phones came in.
Make your phone call and put the brolly on the side.

Woman: Yeah, and that would be that.

PT: That would be that. Never see it again.

Man: You don’t really see phone boxes much any longer, do you?

PT: No, no.

Man: Working ones. They’re sort of few and far between really.

Woman: Apart from tourists standing in the couple that are left as they take their pictures. A lot of them are
for picture purposes as they pose on the phone.

PT: Yeah, I suppose we’ve got to keep a few of them.

Man: I think that’s a plum jam. I’m trying to work it out.

Woman: No, no. It’s far too . . . No, it’s not plum. I think it could be like fig or something.

Man: Fig, yeah. It could well be fig.

Woman: Because of the consistency. Plum’s normally a lot more jelly-like.

Man: Well, we spoke to Mr Jiang and I think in principle we’re almost there. He’s got to find the . . .

PT: Mm.

Man: But, um, he was quite impressed with your CV and your background. So, um, I hope, hopefully we can
get to work as soon as possible on ???????
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PT: Yes, I mean, I did a bit of preliminary work, but not too much, because of . . . I went through Second
Reading. So it’s already gone through Second Reading, I think as I said in my email.

Man: . . . That doesn’t mean last week, does it?

PT: The 12th, yeah. They’ve got to put a programme for it in Committee. So there will be a couple of days for
Committee—the 20th and the 22nd—where it can be amended. There are also public hearings where various
interest groups can give their views—the British Chambers of Commerce, the British Retail Consortium, the
Society of Chartered Surveyors and various interest groups, local authority groups and all the rest. So they’ll
be giving evidence as the Bill goes through. Then there will be amendments put down and the Liberals have
already started putting down some amendments and they will be taking them in the Committee stage and the
Report stage. It is due to come out of Committee on 3rd February.

Man: Is this Committee for the House of Commons?

[5.00]

PT: Yeah,

Man: Because you have a separate committee don’t you?

PT: Yeah, Yeah, No, No. We’ll go through all the same thing in the Lords, so Lord [ . . . ] will go through all
that. It will come through to the Lords in March.

Man: Right

PT: And then we’ll go through all same things, Second Reading and the Committee Stage with amendments,
then Report Stage and Third Reading and amendments can still

Woman: Still happen.
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PT: Still happen then. In fact, they are more likely to go through, I think. It is interesting in Second Reading
that the Tories called a vote to vote against the Second Reading which is unusual because normally it is a vote
on the principle.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: It is just a thorough debate on the principles of the Bill.

Woman: Yes, yeah.

PT: But the Tories are clearly very unhappy about what it could mean for businesses They’re calling it a stealth
tax, in eVect, and it could create burdens on businesses. I think the estimates are something between 360 million
and 600 million extra cost that it will create. So they called a vote on the Second Reading, but they said that
they weren’t opposed to it as far as Crossrail is concerned because apparently the form of funding was agreed
some time ago specifically to fund Crossrail in London and even
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Boris Johnson and the LGA would be in favour of that, and the London Assembly. So the Tories sort of voted
against, but said they would be still be in favour of it for Crossrail, and I think there does seem to be all-party
support that a supplementary rate of some form is necessary to support Crossrail. That’s all-party. The
Liberals supported the Government on the Second Reading vote, and only the Tories voted against. Their line
was again to support Crossrail and they have a sort of philosophical point that they believe in more powers
being devolved to local authorities.

Woman: To local authorities, yeah.

PT: but they really want to see a local income tax, that was their point. However, I think even though the
Liberals voted with the Government on this Bill, there was concern about the lack of balance because one of
the main things that the Tories said and that business interests said is that before these supplementary rates
can be applied, there should be a ballot involving businesses and that they should sign up to it, in eVect, only
if they want it in their area.

Man: Yes

PT: It would be a vote in the upper-tier level, whether it’s a county council or a unitary authority. So they are
saying that there should be a vote, and I think the Liberals may be sympathetic to that. Um. So I think
politically, looking at it, there’s no way that the Bill will be defeated, but there’s obviously a good chance of
it being amended as it goes through, particularly in terms of a ballot. Apparently for the local business
development scheme, there is, in eVect, a ballot

Woman: Yes

PT: so they have to sort of sign up to it and be a consensus. There has to be a consensus. So I think that is an
area which clearly can be.

Man: On the [ . . . ]

PT: Yeah. You know, um, can be, um, looked at. As I say, I don’t think the Bill, because you’ve got the
Government and the Liberals signed up in support of the Bill, particularly because they would see it as
undercutting Crossrail if they didn’t support it. There is, as far as the detail is concerned, particularly the
principle, say, of ballots, then there could well be majority gains, and even if the Government gets through the
Commons stage, that could be amended in the Lords, where the Government hasn’t got a majority. Because
obviously, in eVect, the ballots would probably mean that it would be very, very diYcult to ever raise it unless
all the local businesses felt very strongly that this was something that was going to benefit them. Even in the
Bill as it currently stands, if any project is identified as for economic development, if any project is identified
for which this supplementary rate Bill would provide more than a third of the funding, then there would have
to be a ballot anyway.

Man: Yeah

PT: So, um, so um, so that’s already in the Bill.
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Man: It’s just a question of extending it.

PT: Yeah

Man: to service all funding

PT: Yeah, and the other thing is about the rateable value that would also, I think would go through amendment
because there is going to be a rate revaluation next year.

Man: Next year

PT: And currently there’s a cap of 50,000

Woman: Yes

PT: for businesses, and the Government is currently saying that 91 % of businesses will not be aVected because
of the rateable value, but the Conservatives and one or two others saying, well, once the rateable value is
changed next year

Woman: Yes

[10.00]

PT: Then a lot more business will come within the net. Clearly, there’s already been a degree of lobbying on
this from the CBI, Chambers of Commerce.

Woman: Yes.

PT: So there will be allies in this in work being done on amending the Bill. It does seem to be, given the
economic cycle [inaudible] you know, something that obviously business is always concerned about because
they can get lumbered with another tax. There is a concern as well that local authorities, if they’re having their
council tax kept down and their spending kept under tight control, they just may use it for another source of
fund raising.

Woman: Yeah. Some extra money.

Man: Yeah.

PT: A cup of tea for me, I think.

Waitress: Any preference? Breakfast or white tea?

PT: Have you got Assam?

Waitress: We have Assam.

Woman: Can I have another English breakfast tea please?
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Man: Could I have a latte please?

PT: Yeah, the other thing that was said in the Second Reading debate was that they said in the Lottery that it
would only be used in cases of additionality, where there’s clear additional spending and not on standard, core
local government spending. The Lottery did in the end start funding hospital wards and

Woman: Yes, all kinds of things. Yes

PT: So that could be watered down later on. But I think that’s quite a dangerous precedent.

Man: In terms of procedure, you’ve got the Committee stage for the Commons later this month.

PT: Then Report stage and Third Reading.

Man: Say, for instance, our a suggestion of an exemption for new businesses, would it be possible to get an
amendment on that as early as the Committee stage?

PT: Well, yes, I mean, what I was gong to ask you is what does your client actually want? I mean, what are
they seeking to achieve?

Man: I mean, I mean, he would like both really. He would like both the ballot and then as extra security an
exemption for business for the first two years, if you’re a new business.

PT: No matter what the size and the rateable value?

Man: Yes. Because he assumes that all of his premises are going to be big premises and therefore probably are
going to fall
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PT: Mmm.

Woman: Yes, exactly.

Man: over the fifty thousand, so, so he would quite like us to sort of—I mean, we can draft it ourselves, I
suppose, draft the amendment. We would have to get a parliamentary draftsman, presumably, to do it.

PT: Not necessarily. You can sort of—you can, you can—well, it may be better. I mean, if you get amendments
to put it through, you can put it through the Public Bill OYce so that they put it in the right language.

Man: Right.

Woman: Yes, exactly.
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PT: But quite a lot of organisations do, if they’ve got lawyers that are skilled in that area, they would do the
draft themselves. Or alternatively, you can work with the Public Bill OYce and they will make sure you get the
wording right.

Man: Right. The question then is how do we actually get the amendment into the Committee.

PT: Right. I mean, well, there are a number of things. First of all you need to find out what some of the other
lobby groups are doing, whether they are doing something similar, something along the same lines. It all
depends on the, because normally they will be able to produce briefings for MPs and Peers and they will suggest
various amendments. They will be going round having meetings with MPs and Peers and Front Benchers
saying, well, you know, lobbying in eVect and saying, “Have you thought of putting forward this amendment?.
[inaudible] Here is an amendment and this is the reason for it”. Sometimes individual opposition groups will,
if they agree with the argument in principle, they will just adopt it. It is a lot easier to actually take a ready-
made amendment.

Man: Mmm

PT: Because they don’t have to think of it themselves or have their assistant, usually if you are a Front Bencher
you have to one researcher or something and they will be snowed under so it’s a lot easier for them to take a
template from someone else and just bang it in as an amendment.

Man: Mmm.

PT: So I think first of all you need to work out whether the other lobby groups—either Chambers of
Commerce, the CBI—are already doing that so you don’t duplicate.

Woman: As far as I know they seem to be—they are on board with the idea of a vote, but not the exemption
for new businesses.

PT: And then—I mean really, on that one, what you need to then do is, I’d invite private Front Benchers who
are taking it through the Commons and the Lords. Caroline Spelman has just been made the new shadow local
government—

Woman: Yes.

PT: And it comes under local government and communities department. So those are the teams. Hazel Blears
is doing it for the Government with overall control, and John Healey is taking it through Second Reading.

[15.00]

So once you know what you want to do, and then you can say that you know that no one else has proposed it.

Woman: Yes. I don’t think they have . . .

PT: It would be to, say, have a meeting with opposition MPs or individual MPs and persuade them of the
argument and then they will be banging . . . banging this
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amendment, providing that they think it’s a logical argument, then they’ll probably go along with it.

Man: Why aren’t the . . ..

PT: And the other thing is, you know, try to get the CBI and other groups to do, you know . . .

Woman: Yeah.

PT: The same thing. Why aren’t the CBI [inaudible]?
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Man: Because no one has approached them, I think.

Woman: Yeah, so . . . yeah. I don’t know if they have a problem with it, but they seem to be just focusing on
the vote thing, maybe because they think it’s achievable because of the other vote system that’s in place for
the business district thing. I don’t know.

PT: I mean, what’s the logic in terms of the new businesses; is that so that you encourage investment and don’t
deter it?

Man: Absolutely, yeah. And, you know, it’s a very diYcult time for any business when it’s setting up and
especially in this particular environment, you know, you would have thought that the Government would have
wished to encourage new business setting up, especially the retail sector, where we’re losing businesses all the
time at the moment, and so we would sort of propose a two-year exemption for a new business.

PT: No matter what its size? I mean, there may be an argument whether it should be, sort of, well-oV business
then maybe it can aVord it. Maybe an argument—sorry, I’m just saying there might—

Man: Counterargument.

PT: And the government may say, well, that’s, you know, small businesses, okay, but if you’ve got a big
conglomerate like, say for the sake of argument, Wal-Mart [inaudible] . . .

Woman: Yeah.

PT: . . . Er, you know, what’s the need to exempt them? So yes, have the counterargument ready for, er . . .

Woman: Yeah. Well I suppose, you know, we want a full high street, don’t we, rather than . . .

PT: Well, yeah. Any investment’s welcome.

Woman: Yeah, exactly.
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PT: And if something like this is going to deter someone from coming from abroad and investing . . . Yeah.

Man: How far are you able to help us in all of this?

PT: Well, as I said to you before, I mean, I can work with you over it, and it is, it, you know, identifying people
and, obviously, following it and identifying people to talk to talking with people to facilitate the amendments
and make sure that the thing is drafted. I mean, I think it’s got to be a sort of partnership, as it were.

Woman: Yes.

PT: Because I don’t think for even two days a month I’m not going to be able to go away and do the whole
shooting match on my own, you know. But I think if it’s approached in a sort of partnership then I think it’s,
you know, perfectly feasable.

Man: I mean, do you know Caroline Spelman?

PT: Caroline Spellman? No, No. I know, you know, some of the MPs and I know all the Tories in the Lords,
so I’ve got no problems with approaching them. I mean, I think, as I said, I think it might be worth having a
first bite of the cherry in the Commons.

Man: The Commons.

Woman: Yes.

Man: If it’s on the 22nd, 23rd of this month, I’ve just thought, then that must be this week.

PT: Yeah, yeah. They’ve already had one committee day.

Man: Oh, right. Sorry, sorry, yes. Forgive me. When you first said it, I thought we were talking about later in
the month, but no, clearly not.

PT: So these are . . . They’ve got 20th, 22nd of January, 27th of January, 29th of January and 3rd of February,
and then it will be out of committee.

Woman: Yeah, it’s very soon, isn’t it?

PT: Yeah, so it’s already going to be through all its stages and in the Lords by March, so this is why I was
saying to you I think probably one day a month would probably not be enough. [inaudible] Because even
doing background work takes almost a day, so to monitor it going through all its stages—

Man: Or could we structure it so that we did more days in the beginning and then . . . I don’t know how your,
what your timeframe is.
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PT: Erm . . . Well, that’s . . . that’s possible, but . . . I mean, I think it should be doable, erm, you know, couple
of days, really. I’m going to take on a researcher in the next week or two to assist me, so . . . for this and other
things, so . . . Have you done anything like this before?

Woman: Not so much here, no, erm . . . As I said, you know, before, we want to expand the kind of public
aVairs thing and this is one of our first projects to kind of get to grips with, and unfortunately it’s happening
very quickly with this particular client, so we’re having to get a move on with it, really. What about . . . ?

[20.00]

PT: We could say sort of, like, what I’ve done sometimes with other organisations is a minimum of two days,
say, and then if you feel, well, we really need to give this a push, you say to me, can you do more days and just
put more time into it. Because, for me, really, it’s just a question of time. The other thing is, I think it’s better,
developing relationships, to have a sort of minimum commitment so that I don’t just put in an awful lot of
time over three months and then that’s it because also I’m doing other things so [inaudible].

Man: Yes, of course.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: But I think maybe in this situation if we said a minimum of two days and then you thought well, we need
to give this more of a push, and then you want me to do more, then you can ask me to do more days.

Woman: And you can see whether you have the time.

PT: That’s right. Or you may think that two days is adequate with this, the way it’s going your end. I agree
with you, you have to get on with it because it’s already going through, the amendments are already going in.

Man: I’m assuming that during your two days, what you’ll be doing is contacting people for us and contacting
people could take days or it could take two minutes. It’s a diYcult thing, isn’t it?

PT: There are a number of things that need to be done. First of all, you need to follow the Bill to go through
all its diVerent stages so that means someone’s got to be reading all the debates, all the Committee stages and

Woman: Yes, we could allocate someone to do that.

PT: So someone’s got to do that and obviously I have got to keep an eye on the progress of the Bill. Then I
think the other thing is identify who could be approached to put forward amendments at various stages and
maybe other bodies to contact. Then that comes down to, I think it will be a bit of a mix—you talking to some
people, me talking to some people, sometimes both of us talking to people.

Woman: To people together, yes.
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PT: To people together to put something through. Really you have to feel your way a little bit because some
people like to do it over a cup of tea in the Tea Room and some people prefer to have a proper sort of, you
know, chat and presentation and feel that they are [inaudible] But you’ve got to be careful that you don’t make
them feel that they are having their arms twisted up their back.???

Woman: Yes.

Man: And to an extent, I think some people will find it much better to deal with you as a fellow Peer and a
former Minister than they would necessarily because they don’t know us. We come from nowhere.

PT: And also there would probably be a diVerent style maybe in the Commons and in the Lords. I mean, in
the Commons, it might be better, I’ll identify the MP, but it might be better for you to talk to the MP. That’s
why, if you know an MP, have a word with them. And then I see the Lords people on my own, because, you
know, I know everyone in the Lords so I’m quite happy to see them on their own. It may well be a sort of
combination that if you set up a meeting and say, you know, we’ve got Lord Truscott and even in the Commons
Lord Truscott would like to come along and talk you about things that [inaudible] representations have been
made, then I am also happy to do that.

Woman: So if I were to set up a meeting with you and I to go along and see someone.

PT: In these sort of situations, what I usually do is I don’t do all the legwork myself. I am there to give advice
and to talk to people. I am quite happy to talk to MPs, Peers, oYcials, and to do behind the scenes stuV. As
I said to you before, I don’t think I’d be comfortable moving amendments myself ?? because I didn’t give notice
saying that I had a direct financial interest??

Man: No, but the question is that you would be able to find someone who could.
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PT: That’s right. And there’s nothing to—I mean, I can occasionally speak on the subject and just declare an
interest, if I feel that to be required, or whatever, but I think it’s probably better to ?? get someone else to do it
??. From what I see, certainly on the ballot issue, you’re really pushing at an open door as far as the
Conservatives and the Liberals are concerned. The only thing may be, you know, this exemption for new
companies, which no one else has mentioned so far. Let’s get that on the radar —

Man: Yes, it’s a question of getting someone to raise it who —

PT: The logical people would be the Tories, actually.

[25.00]

Have you thought about it and, er, you know, say, you know, we know a company that’s willing . . . Are you
prepared to disclose your client and to the scale, kind of thing, and say, “Well, we know a company who’s
willing to invest x amount in the UK, but . . .”?

Man: Yes. I don’t think it’s any secret.
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PT: “But, you know, given this regime they’re going to be put oV and they’ll invest somewhere else.”
Sometimes, I mean, if you can [inaudible] sometimes that might be quite useful [inaudible] for the Members
to actually use [inaudible] change it, so that could be quite useful.

Man: What about the Minister? The Minister in this case would be, I assume, would be John Healey, is it?

PT: Yeah.

Man: Is he someone you know, or is he . . . ?

PT: Yes, I know John Healey, yeah.

Man: I mean, is it worth talking to him?

PT: Erm, yes, yeah. Certainly I can, er . . . yeah. Certainly I can, er . . . There’s no problem with me
approaching the Minister either at the Commons stage or the Lords stage and saying . . . because it’s usually
a common thing that’s done that the Ministers and the Bill team—that’s the other people you need to contact,
the Bill team—that they will brief MPs and Peers, so there’s plenty of opportunity for exchange between MPs
and Peers, and so . . .

Woman: The bill team brief MPs and Peers?

PT: Well, and Ministers, together—usually together. So that is, there will be an opportunity for someone to
raise it directly with the Minister, whether it’s John Healey in the Commons or the Minister who’s taking it
through in the Lords, which is normally Kay Andrews, who’s the local government and communities minister
there. Probably Kay Andrews.

Woman: Is that something we can find out now, who it will be in the Lords, or does that happen nearer the
time?

PT: No no, we can find out now. I’ve already talked to the Chief Whip’s special adviser, so . . . who’s a bit hazy
on the details, but, you know, you can go directly to the department or as it progresses . . . they do usually
oVer briefings, and certainly I can ask for a briefing and use that as a time to say, “Well, have you thought
about this?”.

Man: Yeah, “have you thought about the exemption?”, yeah.

PT: Of course the Minister may or may not take it on board, and usually they won’t take it on board unless
they think there’s a head of steam behind it and they can lose a vote, because the Minister, the departments
are quite rigid in their, they’ve got their Bill and they don’t really want to amend it unless they . . .

Man: Unless they really have to. Well, you can sort of see that they see it, as much as they possibly can, a
finished piece of work, presumably.
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Woman: Yeah.

PT: Yeah, they’ve been working on it for a year or so. The Bill team has [inaudible] it for a year.

Man: It’s like saying to them, “Look, hold on, why didn’t you see, spot this in the first place?”.

PT: Yeah.
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Man: But I suppose it’s making the case that a lot of businesses might be more comfortable with the Bill if
things . . .

PT: Again, thinking back to the Energy Bill, I had meetings with the Bill team, the relevant Minister and head
of policy, actually, at, er, BERR.

Woman: Yes. It’s moved to DECC. It’s all DECC now, is it?

PT: Yeah, it’s DECC now. So all that’s possible and that’s fine, you know, I don’t mind doing that.

Man: What was your objective? Was that again, was that to amend the Energy Bill?

PT: Well, I was keeping an eye on smart metering . . .

Woman: Ah, yes.

PT: . . . but also I was interested in, you know, the general principles of the Bill, energy security and all that
sort of crap??. But the specific thing was energy, er, smart metering.

Woman: Yes, of course, you were working for the smart metering client.

Man: And did you manage to get it amended in that instance?

PT: They got the result they wanted, yeah, in terms of the . . . because they wanted a commitment that smart
metering would be in the Bill and that it would be rolled out, and both commitments were given.

Man: Were they not in originally, or . . . ?

PT: There was some debate about whether they would be in, and there was certainly no government
commitment to when the rollout would happen . . ..

Woman: When it would be rolled out.

PT: . . . over what period.

Woman: Yeah.
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Man: So you managed to get that changed so it would be in there?

PT: Yeah.

Man: I see.

[30.00]

PT: Again, it was sort of pushing at an open door because I know from my time as a Minister that the
Government was keen on the principle of smart meters and willing to try it out, but essentially get it moving
from a position where they in general support something to actually getting them to do it.

Woman: Well of course, if they put it in the Bill, then that becomes an Act, then they’re committed to that in
legislation, aren’t they, rather than just, you know, potentially in everyone’s minds?

PT: In this Bill, the Government will have to make concessions because otherwise they will start losing clauses.
Their priority is for Crossrail particularly and they are using the Supplementary Rates Bill to do it and they
will sort of try and resist amendments. But at the end of the day they are going to make concessions to ensure
they get the Bill through.

Man: Yes, yes.

PT: They won’t want it voted down and it’s not likely to be voted down. But there’s clearly a majority from
?????? . . . they can’t just push it through.

Man: It’s quite interesting, your experience with the Energy Bill. It’s quite instructive. How do you manage
. . . how do you actually . . . presumably, there has to be at some point a piece of paper which is an amendment.
How do you actually manage to find the right person to do that in that particular instance?

PT: Well, it has to be a Member that has to move an amendment, even if . . . it can be . . .. it can be one of the
Front Benchers or it can be an individual Member.

Woman: A Member of the Commons or the Lords, depending on where you move it.

Man: So with the smart energy, you found a person who was willing to . . ..

PT: Yeah, it was very . . . amendments were moved both in the Commons and in the Lords.

Man: Right, okay. And that eVectively gave . . . those amendments gave . . . changed the legislation in so far
as it took account of your client’s view, your client’s needs?
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PT: Um . . . yeah, well, I mean . . . yeah, I mean, they were . . . they were happy with the result. I mean, as I
say, I was pushing at an open door in a way because government policy was going that way. It was simply a
question of getting the Government to firm up its position.
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Man/Woman: Yeah, yeah.

Woman: I suppose there’s a diVerence, isn’t there, between Government saying “This is kind of what we want
to do”. But if they write it down and that, you know, becomes legislation, then that is a commitment which is
far more formal, I suppose, which is useful. You know, bash them over the head with it.

Man: Yeah.

Woman: I think my tea’s arrived. The sandwiches and your tea. No, it’s not. That’s Assam tea.

Inaudible . . .

Woman: Excuse me, I ordered some English breakfast tea, but it hasn’t arrived. A big pot of Assam came.
Okay. I ordered some English breakfast tea and Assam tea.

Waitress: English breakfast and Assam is the same.

Woman: Oh really, I didn’t realise. I thought Assam was more . . .

Waitress: No, is the same . . . is the same. We make a large pot.

Woman: Oh, okay. Oh!

Background noise . . . inaudible chat . . .

Woman: Oh, thank you. Do you know I never realised English breakfast tea was Assam tea? Apparently it is.
I thought Assam . . . this lady has just been telling me . . . was far more aromatic. Did you know that?

Man: No, I thought it was stronger than breakfast tea. So normally I order Assam rather than breakfast . . .
it comes stronger. I thought they were two entirely diVerent . . .

Waitress: Would you like another cup of . . . ?

Man: No, I’m fine thank you. That’s great.

Woman: Could you pass me the milk, please.

Man: As you saw, we were talking to Lord Taylor the other day.

PT: Lord Taylor, yes.

Man: He was talking to us actually . . . more on the PR side actually. He’s got someone called (Kantax?) . . ..
who are quite interested in our services. But it could well be a public aVairs thing as well. I did wonder about
that in terms of . . . (Kantax?) do gas storage, which is something you presumably know a reasonable amount
about, a former energy Minister.

PT: Yeah.
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Man: It’s not a clash is it with your work that you do for Gazprom?

PT: No, no, because they’re on the retail . . . the retail side.

Man: Oh are they?

PT: Yeah. So they’re, they’re interested in expanding the retail side, the retail market.

Woman: What’s that? Providing gas and electricity for homes?

PT: Gas and electricity for . . . and some of it, I think they provide for hospitals and football clubs and
commercial customers as well. But they’re not into storage facilities or anything like that.

[35.00]

Man: Are they not? For some reason . . .

PT: They do gas trading . . .

Man: Isn’t one of the competitors to Kantax someone called Wingas? Does that make sense to you?

PT: Yeah, they’re German, though, aren’t they, Wingas?
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Man: Yeah, but I’ve a feeling that Wingas were looking to do some sort of oVshore storage in the UK, but I
don’t . . ..

PT: Possibly. I’m not sure. I’ll try and, er . . . There’s a limit to the oVshore storage that we’ve got currently
[inaudible] there’s only one, Centrica. There’s a big debate about how we should increase our storage because
we’ve got very little gas stored as a proportion of our overall need requirements. I think, erm . . . I’d have to
check the figures, but, I don’t know, we’ve got something like a week’s supply whereas on the Continent they
have, like, a month or two . . .

Man: Is that right?

PT: . . . and it’s thanks to storage. It wasn’t very important when we had North Sea gas, a lot of our own gas,
because we could just pump it in from the North Sea, and even now we get a lot of, a majority of our gas comes
from Norway, so they just [inaudible] pipeline to the UK, but in the future, as North Sea resources decline,
both for the UK and for Norway, and we become more reliant on continental gas and LMG, storage will
become an issue.

Woman: Yes, of course. It seems quite worrying, actually.

PT: Particularly since we don’t have a long-term contracts, we’ve got to rely on [inaudible]

Man: Well, no . . . That is quite unpopular, as I understand it. I don’t know . . . we haven’t really properly
researched contracts, as yet, but I think they’re looking to put a big storage depot in the north-west. I think
it’s one of those, sort of, NIMBYisms—
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PT: Onshore, it’s . . .

Man: “We don’t want one next to us”, because obviously it’s very combustible.

PT: Onshore it’s not wildly popular.

Woman: No.

PT: Always remember that they used to have those big gas, er . . .

Man: Yeah, exactly.

PT: . . . storage things in more or less every town, didn’t they?

Man: There was one down near Richmond, which is now a Sainsbury’s supermarket [inaudible]

Woman: Really?

Man: Wonderful, huge great gas cylinders, they used to, they go up and go down, depending on the pressure.
But I guess if, I don’t know what the situation is with gas-fired power stations, but I guess if we have more gas-
fired power stations, then we’ll need even greater storage, won’t we?

PT: Yes. You know, that whole sort of security of supply debate as well.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: [inaudible] As you say, there’s a sort of degree of NIMBYism there; no one really wants to [inaudible].
Taking it oVshore is good if you can do it, but . . .

Woman: Yeah. Is it very diYcult to do, presumably?

PT: Well, it’s usually more expensive building oVshore facilities, but it’s something probably we should be
looking at.

Man: Does that actually mean storing underground, or is that actually oVshore?

PT: Well, yes, I mean, you can store it sort of undersea, sort of aquifers, old mines and things.

Man: Oh, I see. So you’d have something like, say, like an oil rig, presumably, and then you’d tap down, or
would you just have a pipe into the . . . ?

PT: Um, I’m not sure about the technical side of it, really, but there are several diVerent ways that you can do
it. The CCS, carbon capture storage, one of the ideas they had for storing carbon is to use old mines, sort of
go out into the North Sea [inaudible] basically they just pump it down into, and use the sort of mine, which
you could do for gas or develop specialised facilities.
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Man: I’m assuming the reason they don’t do that currently is because it’s quite an expensive thing to do, and
that there just hasn’t sort of been a need to do it. I don’t know.

PT: No, I’d say that’s true.

Woman: It’s amazing to think, isn’t it, all this gas being stored in the sea? [Fake laugh] OVshore. Strange

[40.00]

Man: Now, is there anything else we need to discuss for this point?

PT: Well, I suppose you just need to give me, er, draw up a draft contract and then take it from there. I mean,
presumably you’ve done similar things for similar sort of . . .

Man: Yes, yes.

PT: So you don’t need a sort of template from me, you’ve got your own thing. As I say, I think on the basis
of a couple of days minimum, with a sort of review period put in later. I mean, hopefully, I see this, sort of . . .
that you’ll have further requirements after this client.

Man: Initially it is mostly . . . We’re narrowly targeted at amending this Bill and working for this client, but
in future we’re hoping that this will expand—say, for instance, if we were to take on Kantax?, we may wish to
draw upon your expertise for that, which, I mean, you know, I would guess would be . . . they would like, I
dare say [inaudible]. That’s just a for instance; I mean, I haven’t discussed it with them all.

PT: What do they want to do? They want to develop storage in the UK?

Man: Yeah. I think there are planning issues and I think there are some political issues as well.

PT: Well, it depends on the scale, because if it’s fairly large-scale it can come under the new Infrastructure
Planning Commission so it doesn’t get bogged down in the local . . .

Woman: Yes, at a local level. Yeah.

PT: So it depends on the level.

Man: And we’re talking about a year initially, aren’t we?

PT: Yeah, yeah. I would think, yeah, 12 months, review period, and then we can decide, if both parties are
happy with it, and happy with the way it’s going and sort of being put, then we can review it after that. I mean,
that’s what I’ve done with all the other [inaudible because Woman: says “Yeah”] I’ve entered into [inaudible].

Man: Okay, well that’s quite straightforward.
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Woman: Yeah.

Man: I mean, we already have contracts, they’re former contracts which are . . . which we can get run up from
. . . it’s just a question of word processing, isn’t it?

Woman: Yes, I’ll just get the lawyer to check it.

PT: And once we do that, then we can have another meeting to sort of talk about the all the tactics. I’m due
to, as I said, appoint a sort of researcher in the next couple of weeks, and then I can sort of get them on to
[inaudible] from there. And all the rest. And take it from there. How much time are you yourselves going to
devote to it?

Woman: Well, I think quite a lot, definitely, over the next couple of months, yeah. I think we need to give it a big
push. What we need to decide is who else is going to work on it. We’ll definitely need, you know, a researcher in
the oYce. We need someone to do some monitoring and that kind of work, really, so we need to decide who
that is—if it’s just one person or two people, you know. There’s some quite basic dividing up things to be done.

PT: But actually, I mean, I think on the issues, I think, you know, it should be doable, actually, because you’ve
got this piece of legislation which does seem to be, erm, quite onerous for business at the moment. People are
sort of concerned about the implications; clearly an issue on the balloting, from what you’ve said to me about
the other issue and businesses, again that really should be saleable, one would have thought. So, I mean, it’s
not, like, impossible, I mean . . . if it was something else that you’d come to me with and said, you know, “Can
you do this for me?”, sometimes if the political will isn’t there in terms of the political party [inaudible] then
it just may not be possible, but, erm . . . what you’re talking about should be really within the bounds of
possible. Very possible I would have thought.
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Man: And all we’ve got to do is get the amendment into the Bill, and then presumably Members have got to
vote on it, haven’t they?

PT: Well, yes, yes, you’ve got to take it all the way.

Woman: Yeah.

PT: Try to get it amended in the Commons or, if not, in the Lords—and then of course you have to be careful
that the Government then doesn’t try to amend it again in the Commons during ping-pong.

Woman: Yes.

PT: But I should think the Government wants this done and dusted and out of the way by the summer
recess . . ..

Woman: Yeah.
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PT: . . . because they want to introduce this . . . they want to be able to implement this by April of next year.

Woman: Yeah, so they’ve got a pretty quick turnaround time too, haven’t they?

PT: I mean, they’ve got to have time to implement it.

Man: You see, I would have thought that their sticking point will be on the ballot rather than on the exemption.
I don’t know, I mean, you probably know better than I do, but you can see the potential to really damage the
whole thing for Crossrail if . . ..

Woman: If everyone keeps voting no all the time.

PT: Well, you know, that may be an area where you just have to give ground and say that this doesn’t apply
to Crossrail and London, but applies to the rest of the . . .

Woman: But elsewhere, yeah.

[45.00]

PT: Because I think it’s true that if it’s seen as scuppering Cross rail then you’re not going to get . . .

Woman: Not going to get anywhere.

PT: [inaudible] or Labour support. So that’s the compromise that you may have to make. You are ringfencing
Crossrail in London, but for the rest of the country . . . and then you can still do the new businesses bit. I think
that would be seen as reasonable, and I think you can get that through. I’m not quite sure that the Liberals
yet are 100 per cent signed up for the ballot idea, but, er . . . I feel that they go along with it, that’s the feeling
I get so far. But then that’s what we need to talk to them about, really . . .

Woman: Yeah, exactly.

PT: . . . and, you know, present the issues. But I think they can be persuaded on that, I would have thought.

Woman: Yeah, you’ll soon find out when you get talking to them.

PT: That’s right. So, er . . . Fine. So what sort of timescale are you . . . ?

Man: For . . . ?

PT: For, erm . . ..

Woman: To sort the contracts out and stuV? I’d hope to do it this week, really.

Man: I think so, yeah.

Woman: So hopefully have it to you by, erm, the end of the week.

PT: There’s no reason why we couldn’t start work on that tomorrow, is there?
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Woman: Yeah. I don’t think . . . I think that would be fine. Is it all right for us just to email it across to you
as an attachment?

PT: Yeah, fine, as an attachment, yeah.

Man: So what other issues do you think may come up later in the year? Possibly the gas storage stuV? I suppose
it depends which clients come forward.
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Woman: Yeah, it does. You know, the thing about changing people that we kind of do PR for into public aVair
clients, really. It can be quite tricky but some of them seem quite keen. We’ll have to see how it goes.

Man: I think it’s all about managing expectations, you know, seeing what’s achievable. From what you say,
in this case it should be achievable, it should be doable, but sometimes there might be clients that are
unreasonable and the expectation’s so high that they think, you know, just pay [inaudible] I’ll change the
world.

PT: So which, er . . . is it Mr Jiang? Your client?

Man: Yes. Lu Li Jiang—J.I.A.N.G.

PT: And where’s he from?

Man: He’s from Hong Kong. We know him because of the work we did in Brussels for him on leather
imports—shoe imports, actually—but he’s jointly with a company called Won King, which are a Taiwanese
company who are a big retailer, and that’s where the retailing element of it comes in. He as much as anything
is a financier of what will be the consortium which is going under the name (Benrol?) at the moment—it may
well be that when the shops come out.

PT: Is it general retail?

Man: Clothing.

PT: And what’s his timescale for doing that?

Man: It’s . . . We expect to have the first shops opening around about the turn of next year, which is why . . .

PT: Pretty brave in this environment.

Woman: Yes.

PT: That’s an argument you can use, isn’t it really?

Woman: Yeah.
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Man: Actually, I think the business rate supplement will actually come in around about April next year, won’t
it? So, I think, which is why initially I think it was identified by his people as something that they wanted to
sort of somehow neutralise if they possibly could.

PT: Mm. Yeah. Is it so important, on the cost side, if it’s going to be two billion in business rates, it’ll be
something like a four per cent increase in rates?

Man: I think it’s the uncertainty of it I think he doesn’t like because . . .

PT: It may be applied, it may not be applied, and once the local authority [inaudible]—

Woman: Yeah, exactly, what will happen?

Man: And then you put it, you know, the business rate at the moment I think is 43p, and as you said there’s
going to be a rate review next year in which the thresholds will go up, and it’s just eliminating one of those
areas of uncertainty.

PT: I think in the current environment the Government would be mad to create more burdens for business and
create any uncertainty at this particular time. It’s going to be a very diYcult couple of years, isn’t it?

Man: It’s surprising that they are going through with it, in a sense, but I suppose, you know, they want to find
some way of funding Crossrail.

PT: Yeah, I mean, apparently the original idea was to have a Crossrail funding Bill, but then they decided that,
I think maybe because of the business improvement [inaudible]

Woman: Yeah. Things.

[50.00]

PT: Or the bids, they thought, well, it’d be a jolly good idea to create this sort of Bill so that it would not only
fund Crossrail but other local authorities . . ..

Woman: Potentially . . .

PT: . . . could do a similar sort of thing. I think the argument for the Government is: why should it only be
London and Crossrail to benefit? What happens if Leeds or Manchester or Birmingham want a big
infrastructure project? And this is the way to achieve it. But as you say, I mean, I think that there can be so
many negative, you know, influences, really, negative eVects that the Government hasn’t really fully thought
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through. It’s one thing supporting Crossrail, which everyone’s been supporting for years, and it’s another
thing just putting this out there with, giving the local authorities the discretion whether to raise it or not, and
for very unclear purposes. It’s not specified what they need to raise it for. There are some clauses which they,
what it’s not meant to be used for—housing, education [inaudible] but there’s no prescribed area that they
have to spend it on. So, you know, I’m quite comfortable with—
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Man: Who’s in charge of sponsoring the Bill as such? Presumably the head of the Bill Committee is—

PT: No, it’s the Minister.

Man: It’s the Minister. So it’s Hazel Blears.

PT: Well, Hazel Blears is, you know, the Secretary of State . . .

Woman: Yes, so she’s got overall . . ..

PT: . . . so she takes ultimate responsibility, but it will be given to John Healey in the Commons [inaudible]
and it will be given to his opposite number in the Lords [inaudible].

Man: It was Healey who was fielding questions in the Second Reading, wasn’t it?

PT: I came across John . . . well, I remember I helped him in his by-election when he was elected, I think, and
then I came across him again quite a bit when I was a Minister, because he was the Treasury’s man at the time.

Man: So he might listen to the arguments, in that case?

PT: Yeah.

Man: Well, it’s worth giving it a go.

Woman: Yes.

PT: You know, the department, as I’ve said, departments and Ministers usually back down when they think
they’re going to lose, rather than being convinced of the eloquence of your argument, I’m afraid.

Man: Righty-ho.

Woman: Right.

PT: Well, I’ll just put a . . .

Man: We’ll get back to you tomorrow, and then [inaudible, chairs scraping]

PT: [inaudible] and then once we get it sorted out we can, sort of . . .

Woman: Yes.

PT: . . . sort of, take it from there, and then sort of do a programme of what we’re going to do . . .

Woman: Yeah, exactly, we can map it out [inaudible]
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PT: . . . and then have a plan for the Commons and then a plan for the Lords, and then . . . sort of following
it all the way, chasing progress all the way through. OK.

Woman: All right. Nice to see you. Have a nice afternoon.

PT: OK. Bye.

Man: We’ll talk soon.

E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Truscott, Wednesday 21 January 2009

Date Wed 21/01/2009 18:38.

From ***
“***” '***(

To davidwmjaeu.com

Cc clairewmja.eu.com

Subject SPAM-LOW: Today’s Meeting.

View HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content
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Dear David,

Good to see you and Claire again today. I’ve looked at my commitments again, and I can give MJA three days
per calendar month for the duration of the contract (with a 12 month review). If you are concerned that later
the workload might decrease, we can include a proviso that this may, if felt appropriate by MJA, be reduced
to two days per calendar month from September 2009 onwards.

As I mentioned to you, I will be taking on my own assistant in the next couple of weeks, who will be dedicated
to this assignment.

Best wishes,.

Peter

Failed Telephone Call to Lord Truscott from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 13 of 28

Recording: Hello, you have reached Lord Truscott’s oYce. Please leave a message after the tone, and I’ll get
back to you as soon as possible. Thank you for calling. This oYce is closed in the recess.

Electronic voice: Please speak after the tone.

MG: Lord Truscott, it’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times. I urgently need to speak to you about a story
we’re running this weekend involving discussions that you and other Lords have been having with a company
called Michael Johnson Associates who represent a Chinese businessman called Li Jiang. I need to speak to
you as I said because the story is going in this weekend and there are details of their discussions that we have,
very accurate details, that I would like to put to you and get your explanation, understanding, of what it is
you thought you were doing for them. My contact details are ***** ****** or *** ****. It is now 12.08 and
it’s Friday, erm, and as I said, it really is important that you get back to us as soon as you can today, erm, to
have that discussion. Thanks very much. Bye for now.

[call ends]

Telephone Call to Lord Truscott (“PT”) from Michael Gillard (“MG”) of the Sunday Times, Friday 23
January 2009

Telephone CD1 page 13 of 28

[new call]

Woman: Hello?

MG: Oh hello. Lord Truscott please.

Woman: Who shall I say is calling him?

MG: It’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times.

PT: Hello, Peter Truscott

MG: Hello, it’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times.

PT: Hello there.

MG: Hello. Can you speak?

PT: Yes, I can do.

MG: I’m calling you about some discussions that you’ve had over the last week with a company called Michael
Johnson Associates . . .

PT: Yeah.

MG: . . . who represent this Chinese businessman, Li Jiang. And I understand that they’ve been asking you
and others to help them in their, erm, approach to amend some legislation that is going through the Houses
relating to supplementary business taxes.
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PT: I have been having talks with them, yeah. What, it’s a scam is it?

MG: Well, from the outset I’ll make sure that you’re aware that they were undercover reporters and the whole
conversations were taped.

PT: Mm-hmm.

MG: And so I wanted to take you through, take you through those conversations so that we can get a better
understanding of what it is, erm, you felt you were doing when you had those two meetings.

PT: Right. How many other people did they interview, as a matter of interest?

MG: We’ll get to that at the end, if you don’t mind. I wouldn’t mind just going through your particular two
meetings.

PT: [inaudible]

MG: It seems to us from, from, from the transcripts that, erm, you did agree to help Michael Johnson
Associates on behalf of their client and it was very clear in those conversations that what they were interested
in doing was having the legislation amended as it went through the House.

PT: Mm-hmm.

MG: You’re not denying that.

PT: Well, um. Yes, you know, people obviously do approach to, to, to have that sort of work done, yes.

MG: Yes, and obviously you sent a CV to the company and in that CV it was made clear that you were going
to take on a, a researcher to deal with the work that, erm, that they wanted to engage you to do and a fee
structure was, erm, was discussed of £72,000 for a year based on a three-day month.

PT: Well, you know, I, I’m not going to go into details of anything that I thought was, a, you know, sort of
legitimate, you know, transaction.

MG: What is it that you—

PT: I’m not going to divulge any commercial discussions.

MG: Well, I mean, the company doesn’t exist. There is no Li Jiang. The whole thing was, erm . . .

PT: I was actually suspicious about about that, yeah.

MG: Right. I mean, were you suspicious enough to, um, to not do business with them? Obviously not.
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PT: I was, err, I did, I was suspicious about it.

MG: No, I’m just, simply—

PT: I did actually wonder whether it was a journalistic set-up, to be quite frank. I was trying to get from them
what it was that they expected. I was suspicious, but obviously I was, you know, trying to work from them
what sort of work was required . . .

MG: Well, does that—

PT: . . . and what it would be ethical for me or not do in those circumstances.

MG: But you did agree, and these are your words, to facilitate the amendment by talking to people who could
aVect that aim . . ..

PT: No, no.

MG: . . . and you said a lot about putting, finding people to put an amendment down and that you would work
behind the scenes, were your phrase, to influence things.

PT: No, no, that wasn’t, that wasn’t, er, that wasn’t my understanding of my role at all. My role would be to,
er, assist them in the aims that they had to support their client. I specifically said to them I would not put down
amendments myself.

MG: Yeah.

PT: Erm, what I suggested to them was that there were a number of organisations that were involved in the
supplementary rates Bill who were lobbying people concerned, Ministers and other people that they would
bring forward amendments and I suggested to them how they could take part in that lobbing process

MG: With respect, that’s not what the transcript . . .
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PT: Sorry?

MG: With respect, Lord Truscott, that’s not what the transcripts show. What they show is that you did make
it clear, correctly, that you wouldn’t put down the amendment itself, but you said that you would find third
parties to do it and you would work behind the scenes to influence things. You talked about speaking to
[inaudible]

PT: No, no, what I said is that they should ident—what I said to them, and I am sure this is in the transcript,
what I said to them was they needed to identify individuals to whom they could make their case and I would
help them identify individuals to whom they could make their case and, um, and I said to them that they would,
you know, they should go about, er, how they should sort of go about that.
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MG: Yes. But getting back to the point of using someone else to put down the amendment, that is quite clear
from the transcript that you were suggesting that that’s how you would do it.

PT: No, no. Look. What I said was they had to present their case to people who were involved in the legislation
and they had to persuade them to put forward amendments and that I would not do that and I would
specifically not lobby people. What I could do is obviously follow the legislation as it goes through the House
and, er, keep them informed but I specifically said that I would not, er, I would not put forward the
amendments myself and they would have to identify people to whom they should make their case. This
happens all the time. I mean in the instance that they were talking about, the supplementary rates bill, there’s
the Chambers of Commerce and the CBI who are putting forward amendments, who are putting forward
suggestions for amendments to the bill and they’re giving evidence to the bill committee as it’s going through
currently. There are two issues they mentioned: the ballots before that went through, and also there was
another thing about, you know, the exemptions for business, new businesses.

MG: Yeah.

PT: I said, I said, well they should be pushing at an open door as far as the ballot is concerned because from
what I could see the CBI and other businesses were lined up behind that, but with the exception that, er,
Crossrail, erm, the funding for Crossrail, er, should not be aVected and they would probably have to make
concessions as far as London was concerned because the funding was already lined up for that, but they may
well be able to sort of persuade, to, er, to, er, ensure that amendments were moved as far as the ballots were
concerned because it seems that the opposition parties were pretty well signed up to that. So I said that in that
case they were sort of pushing at an open door. As far as exemptions for new businesses were concerned, and
they mentioned this Mr Jiang who was going to make a large-scale investment in the UK, as far as that was
concerned, erm, erm, er, I said that they would have to make the case for that, erm, and they may well be able
to persuade people. I said, you know, and that is, that is something that they would have to do.

MG: Right.

PT: I did actually say to them that I did Google MJ Associates and I came up with Michael Johnson, an
operation in Australia and the US, that they did insist to me—then they created, obviously, a fake website and
I did go on that website in which they claimed they had been in operation since 2002. I also went to Trafalgar
House, erm, and I couldn’t actually find them listed amongst the companies there, so clearly, er, before actually
signing any agreement or, as you said, there were various sums discussed, before signing any agreement I would
have clearly checked them out more thoroughly. We obviously didn’t get to that stage.

MG: Well, we did get, you got to the stage of sending your CV, talking about a researcher to assist in the work
and discussing the fee structure, but . . .

PT: Yeah, yeah.
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MG: . . . but moving on from that, because we’re slightly oV the point, the point that I am making is, I’m not
suggesting that you suggested in those two conversations that you would make the amendment, put down an
amendment . . .

PT: Yeah

MG: I’m not suggesting that, so we’re clear on that. What I am suggesting is that the transcripts are clear that
you suggested that it would be done through a . . .

PT: Sorry?
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MG: . . . third party that you would arrange.

PT: Sorry? Say that again, I . . .

MG: What I am suggesting is that the transcripts show that you were suggesting that the putting down the
amendment could be done through a third party that you would arrange.

PT: No. No, I, I don’t believe that is the case. What I said to them was . . .

MG: Well, I’ll read you the transcript if you like. It says, erm, this is you, “As I said before, I don’t think I
would be comfortable moving the amendments myself”. Then the reporter says, “But the question is would
you be able to find someone who could?” Your reply: “Yes, Yes, that’s right. I mean, I can speak on the subject
just to declare an interest but I think it’s better to . . . ”. So, I mean, I don’t think it can be any clearer that you
did say that, um, you would find someone to put the amendment down other than you, ie by proxy.

PT: No, no. I, no, no, that is not, that is not, er, that is not, that was not my intention. If you go through the
whole thing, it’s clear that they have to go through a process of making their case to various people involved
in the legislation and they, together with my advice, would identify sympathetic parties that might be willing
to put forward an amendment. And I said, that is . . .

MG: Let me stop you there. I mean, to pick you up, the transcript also is clear on the fact that, erm . . .

PT: Sorry?

MG: The transcript is also clear on the fact that you said that you would be working behind the scenes to also
identify oYcials who you could speak to to further the aim of MJ Associates.

PT: No, no. That is not, that is not my—Can I have your name again please?

MG: Of course you can. Michael Gillard.

PT: Michael, and what’s the second name?
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MG: Gillard. G-I-L-L-A-R-D.

PT: Yeah. Well . . .

MG: You said . . . Can I just put these things to you, and then obviously you are free to say what you want.
You also talked about a willingness to speak to civil servants, the head of the bill committee and ministers and
you said that people would pick up the phone to you because of who you were.

PT: No, I didn’t say that. Look, Mr Gillard, I, I, I appreciate that this is a sting operation. I think that your
reporters have embellished and taken out of context what I said. I will, if you do publish defamatory, er, a
defamatory story about me, bearing in mind that your journalists were obviously out to deceive quite
comprehensively and I was quite clear about what I would and wouldn’t do, and my position, bearing in mind
the role that other MPs and Peers have taken in this kind of role, I was quite clear that what I was doing would
be entirely, er, entirely ethical, if you do, obviously, print a defamatory story then I will reserve the right to
take, er, legal action. And you are journalist, are you, for the Sunday Times?

MG: I am, yes.

PT: Yeah, and you’re with the Insight team or something?

MG: It is the Insight team, yeah.

PT: Yeah, yeah. Well, okay, I mean, that’s my position. I think I’ve been frank enough up till now [inaudible].

MG: Fine, but I do have an obligation to put to you the full raft of allegations that we might make, so if you
could bear with me . . .

PT: Yeah, you know what, I mean your journalists were clearly, er, dishonest, er, deceptive . . . I mean, they
were clearly trying to entrap me, and I made it clear that I would only assist them in their work. I would not
do anything unethical. I would not put amendments myself. I was helping

MG: [inaudible] It’s quite interesting that you say that because I . . .

PT: I would help them put their case and their case of their clients, but as it was the normal practice that I
would not do anything unethical. OK?

MG: Well, talking about that, we did speak to the Registrar of Interests for the Lords.
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PT: Sorry?

MG: We did speak to the Registrar of Interests for the Lords . . .

PT: Yeah
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MG: . . . to understand where the rules are on this particular issue and we were given a very clear steer as
follows, which is that it is a breach of the rules for a member of the Lords to take money from a third party
when that third party wants to amend a piece of legislation and it is also a breach of the rules for a Member
of the Lords to, erm, in any way try and, erm, aVect parliamentary business for money, whether or not that
Member declares or doesn’t his interest with that particular company. And what I’m saying is the basis of this
transcript and these two meetings that you had with our undercover reporters is that what they show is that
that you were willing to engage with MJ Associates on behalf of a Chinese company and client to amend a
piece of legislation for money, and regardless of whether you would or wouldn’t have declared that, that,
according to the Registrar, is a breach of the rules.

PT: Can I have your number?

MG: Of course you can. Have you got a pen?

PT: Yeah.

MG: **** . . .

PT: Yeah.

MGL: *** . . .

PT: Yeah

MG: ****.

PT: Yeah. Well, the thing is I was not agreeing to amend the legislation myself or to bring that about. All that
I was going to do was assist them to make their lobbying case so they could lobby to make amendments and
to put their case to parliamentarians who would then amend the legislation. I never . . .

MG: And what is the diVerence between those two positions?

PT: I was not personally going to amend the legislation or . . .

MG: [inaudible] suggest you could amend the legislation.

PT: . . . convince, convince any MP or peer or minister to amend the legalisation. I was merely going to advise
them how they could go about planning their campaign to amend legislation. And you will find that lots of
people give advice on how companies and lobby groups can go about amending the legislation. I was giving
advice, nothing more.

MG: But you did say that you had already spoken to the chief whip’s special adviser on this issue.

PT: No, that was, that was, that was not on the issue of the Bill. That was merely on the issue of the timing of
the legislation going through, and it wasn’t the special
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adviser actually, it was someone in the whips’ oYce who, not the special adviser, I didn’t know back then. It
was merely an adviser on the timing of the bill going through the Commons. It was not about the substance
of the bill, about lobbying the government or anything, it was about the timing and they informed me, as I
informed your reporters, that the bill was in committee and it would be coming to the Lords in March. That
was merely about timetable. That was nothing else.

MG: Do you also accept that, that you would, that you said to a reporter that you wouldn’t register the
relationship as a parliamentary consultancy, even though they made it clear that it was parliamentary work
in its entirety that they were asking you to do?

PT: I think, er, I, that would have depended on the nature of the contract, which I haven’t received, and
obviously, you know, there are various, there are various consultancies. I explained to them that it’s
parliamentary work or non-parliamentary work and that would have depended on the contract, which I didn’t
receive, on how I would have to register it. That was the something for, something for later on.

MG: I mean, you did give other examples of work you’d done for other individuals. I think you talked about
an energy Bill that was changed favourably for a smart metering company.
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PT: Sorry?

MG: You talked about an energy Bill that had been changed favourably for a smart metering client. Do you
remember that? Do you remember talking about having done work for a client who was involved in
[inaudible]?

PT: No, no no, that was not changing, that was not changing legislation.

MG: No, no, I’m not suggesting it was, what I am saying is that during the conversation you did refer to other
work you had done for other consultant, as a consultant for other companies.

PT: Yes I have mentioned other work but not in terms of, er, I did not amend any legislation myself. I merely
said that, that, er, that, um, you know, that a bill had gone through that I was involved with, the energy bill,
but I did not [inaudible]

MG: Yeah, but you’d met the bill team, you’d met the head of policy and the relevant Ministers. As part of
your work for the smart company.

Pt: No, no, that was part of me monitoring the bill overall. That was not part of, doing specific job [inaudible]
company. I made that clear. As a former energy minister I followed the energy bill, and I didn’t, er, I spoke on
second reading but I did not, er, amend any, er, any part of the legislation or take part in [inaudible] support
an amendment or amend it ??manually?? myself, and if you go through all the Hansards you will find that that’s
the case.

MG: Um. And you did refer to doing some work for a client who was involved in the British Energy sale. Was
that through Gavin Anderson?
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PT: I’m not prepared to discuss any more of this. I mean, er . . .

MG: If I can put to you, because it is of interest to us because that’s not declared in your register of interests
that you did this work on behalf of a client over the British Energy sale.

PT: I’m not going to discuss this any more because clearly we are now into a legal situation where you are going
to print a report. Could I say, don’t print lies. Your journalists already extensively lied to me. Erm, obviously
I’ll look at what you print and if it is defamatory then I will reserve the right to take legal action. Okay.

MG: Is there anything more you want to say?

PT: Bye bye.

MG: Bye bye.

[call ends]
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Lord Truscott—Sunday Times Transcript
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Claire Newell (using the name Claire Taylor) first telephoned Lord Truscott on Friday 9 January 2009 and
arranged to meet on Wednesday 14 January in the House of Lords. Newell and Jonathan Calvert (using the
name David Thompson) met Lord Truscott in the Lords tearooms on Wednesday 14 January 2009. They made
it clear that they wanted to hire him to help them do political consultancy work and explained that they had
one particular client in mind who wanted to amend the Business Rates Supplement Bill. Truscott initially said
that he would help but drew the line at lobbying himself. However, later he talked about how he would be able
to help contact members, officials and Ministers, and how he can exert influence in the Lords. He agreed that
he would be able to assist in amending the bill and quoted a fee of £2,000 a day. This was initially for one or
two days a month but he later suggested three days a month in an email.

Transcript begins as Lord Truscott (LT) Jonathan Calvert (JC) and Claire Newell (CN) sit down in the peers’
dinning room. Three full-stops “. . .” denote a pause or an inaudible passage.

JC: We have just recently starting doing public aVairs in the UK which is partly why we wanted some help
from someone connecting us to the two houses of parliament. At the moment we have got certain clients. We
have got one client in particular that we are thinking of who wants some help and we, as a company, do not
have strong contacts within the two houses and one of our researchers did some research.

CN: Yes, that’s right. To identify people we wish to talk to expand our political network and also as a company
we are interested in maybe having some consultants who work for us and provide us with political expertise
as well as working more directly with clients. Both are an option and your name came up.

LT: I do various sort of work for companies and organisations. Some is strategic advice on what market they
want to go into or the passage of legislation, how government works, what’s the way to go about influencing
government and . . . legislation going through. And the other thing is the interface between parliament, the
Commons and the Lords, with business and how that works. I also provide . . . it depends what sort of advice
your clients want. Are they looking at the sort legislative stuV or contracts with government?

JC: It’s more the legislation. The particular client, you have to bear mind that if we have an arrangement there
might be other clients in the future, the particular client we have in mind is setting up a retail group in the UK,
so it’s sort of consumer aVairs; it’s setting up 40 retail clothing chains across the UK over the next 18 months.
It’s called Emerald but just a working title. They are a company called Wong Hing, Taiwanese. They have more
than 2000 clothes retail outfits across Asia . . . they are very used to having a close relationship to government
in their own country when it comes to setting up projects such as this and and they’ve identified a number of
issues which are important to them and one of them is the Business Rates Supplement Bill,
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which you may or may not. I can jog your memory. The BRSB is an extra 2% rate on top of the existing
business rate which is being proposed and in fact had its second reading on Monday in the Commons. It’s
coming up to the Lords and people are already paying around 43% in business rates so they are quite high and
the imposition of an extra tax is not particularly welcome to our clients. It was a measure that was brought in
to really finance Crossrail as far I can see. It’s a way for council’s to invest in infrastructure projects. One of
the things they were looking to see is if the bill could be amended in some way. So there were two possibilities.
One was that the bill is amended so that the retailers actually paying the tax, the businesses that will be paying
the tax, vote on it before the tax is levied. Now there is some scope in the bill already for consultation with the
retailers but it doesn’t quite go as far as saying. Alternatively, the possibility is that there may be an exemption
introduced into the bill for new businesses. And what we were looking for is someone who would be able to
help us with that sort of area. I know it’s not something you could instantly say, I know all about the bill.
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LT: As I say, I mentioned consumer aVairs . . . passed a consumer bill through the Lords and I was the
government spokesperson for the DTI. I covered everything, for the Lords. I do, I followed the Energy Bill,
for example, er, it’s in the public record, I advise a smart metering company, which is obviously, on the smart
metering bill, smart meters.

JC: These are meters which you have in people’s homes?

LT: Yeah, they tell you the energy that you are using. The cost, so you can watch—

CN: So you get far more information?

LT: The company themselves, they can read your usage, they don’t have to send a meter reader. So, the
consumer can see the cost, which might encourage them to use cheaper tariVs that kind of thing.

JC: What were they looking for?

LT: First of all, the Energy Bill included clauses on smart metering, So, I was advising them on the passage of
the bill. And in the future they are hoping to ensure that the technical specifications fit in with the way they
are thinking as well. That the government doesn’t come out with specifications for smart meters which they
can’t do. Eventually they want to be in a position where they can bid for the smart meters contract, across the
country. They put themselves in a prime position. That’s quite a big market, 44 million households, it’s a multi
billion pound market really. It may not be just one company. Even so, if they receive a chunk of it, then that’s
quite a significant, so obviously they’ve got an interest in that. So, I advise them on that. I’ve just had a lunch
with someone from Gazprom. One of the companies I advise advises Gazprom, I don’t advice Gazprom
directly. I’d get in Private Eye with even an indirect connection. One thing I would say though is that if you
have legislation going through I can advise you on the process, I, we can work on who puts the amendments,
but I can’t put amendments directly myself, because if I am paid as a
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consultant, I can’t be paid for parliamentary advocacy as it were. So, whilst as I did, speak on the Energy Bill,
I declared an interest with smart meters, I can declare an interest, but I would not be comfortable myself being
paid by a company to put amendments directly myself, but what I could do is advise on the process and identify
other people who would be willing to, who would be approached and put the amendments and that kind of
stuV. So I draw a line between advice, consultancy and direct advocacy of being paid by a company of
whatever. As I say, on the smart metering case is a case in point. I spoke on the second reading of the Energy
Bill. I did mention smart meters amongst other things, but I declared an interest. I monitored the bill on smart
meters and the amendments going through. And that the amendments that the industry wanted to put forward
were put forward, but they were not put forward by me. I held meetings with oYcials to discuss various issues
including smart meters but I didn’t stand up and say ‘I move an amendment on behalf of smart meters’ because
clearly that would be frowned upon. Because people would say you were basically paid to move an amendment
so I have to be a bit careful in terms of approach.

JC: So you find someone to do it for you or?

LT: Well it wouldn’t be for me would it, it would be for your client.

JC: Yes, for our client yes.

LT: What I can do is to facilitate the system, fine, but I can’t get involved in the paid advocacy in parliament
because that’s against the rules and I’m pretty sure its against the code of conduct plus it would make me a
big target for the media and it wouldn’t be good for your client either. What I am saying is there are ways to
do these things, but there is a degree of subtly required. You have to work behind the scenes to a certain extent.
Most people are happy with that because what you want is good advice, you want results and to be able to
influence things. Again with smart metering thing, I held meeting with oYcials, I can pick up the phone to
oYcials and say what is happening with smart metering.

CN: To civil servants?

LT: I can say what’s happening. Well there are these issues cropping up in the bill. I am incredibly happy with
doing that. As I say you just have to be a bit careful with paid advocacy.

JC: Is that now an Act?

LT: Yes, the Energy Bill? Yes. Smart metering is involved in it. There will be further government
announcements about how they can. I mean the decision of government is all in the public domain, so I am
not breaching any confidentiality. The government said they would spend 2 years working out how the
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implementation would eventually be achieved and then smart meters would roll out to all domestic households
over a 10-year period. Ten years plus two is twelve. That’s an ongoing thing.

JC: And did it in the end work out the way your company wanted?
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LT: Yes, they were very happy because they got a government commitment to do the things, to roll out these.
There is a watching brief because you have to watch for all the implementation. As you know, it’s one thing
making all these announcements and another implementing it and watching the detail.

JC: Were there any crucial points with anything? That people had to change? Or was the government largely
thinking along the right lines from the start?

LT: There were issues that cropped up but that’s why were amendments were moved and issues were raised
that were important to industry. That they wanted to highlight.

JC: I say that because if for an example there is an issue such as we have here. Is it possible for us to leave it
to you to identify the right people and approach them?

LT: I think it should normally be a sort of partnership as it were.

JC: So you would want some input from us as well?

LT: Yes, that’s normally the way it works. I can identify people and talk to them, talk to oYcials and all this
sort of stuV. But normally I would work with the organisation. I might for example say, ‘Claire such and such
a person is following this and you really need to talk to them, give them a briefing note, have a coVee with
them and would you move these amendments. Lord Truscott may have mentioned it to you.

CN: That’s it really, without me actually knowing these people it can be hard for me to call someone I don’t
know, and say ‘hello, you’ve never heard of me, wondering if you could you move this amendment for me
please?’

LT: Going in cold is diYcult. It’s knowing, it’s why, it’s why lobby groups and PR companies use politicians.
They don’t know who to approach, who is interested and if you approach the wrong person or go in cold, then
you could be absolutely wasting your time.

JC: Because the information is not available to someone on the outside looking in?

LT: For example, there was an occasion again with the Energy Bill when the Energy Retail Association
approached me and said will you move these amendments and I said no I won’t but I know who will. I know
a person who is interested and it was one of my colleagues did move the amendment.

JC: Because they see you are interested in it presumably?

LT: Yes, well a former energy minsters. They said ‘will you move these amendments’ and I said ‘well I am
monitoring the bill’ but I didn’t want to be seen to be moving the amendments myself. Some of my colleagues
here might be happy to do that but again it depends on the degree of interest that you’ve got. I think it depends
on the
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circumstances. There can be a slightly grey areas. But if you have got a clear linkage. If you had a client . . . it
might not necessarily be the clever approach.

CN: If you could smooth the way for us. If you could say this is the person you need to speak to, I’ve spoken
to them already, they are expecting my call?

LT: Yes. On the first thing the sort of client said what is happening about this government decision, we’ve heard
its going to be delayed. So, I could just ring up someone and chat to them and find out what’s going on. They
had their CEO for Australia. He’d come from Australia, was oV to New York.

JC: Sorry, the CEO?

LT: The CEO of the client company. The other thing that I would often do is say with an organisation like
yours, is have a lunch or a cup of tea and talk about issues, what the government position is, what they want
to achieve and how you can bridge the gap. I’ve been involved with one or two other things, like the sale of
BE for example, British Energy, both as a minister and then where there were various bids. One or two of the
bidders approached me to advise them on the process. EDF won, of course. Might have been down to Gordon
Brown’s brother.

JC: Quite handy though. I have often wondered how that works
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LT: Well they will say that no direct connection, but I know . . . very well, the head of EDF . . .

JC: I always imagine that Brown is a very straight individual..

LT: Yes, EDF have been trying to run it for some time.

CN: Yes, did you help EDF at all.

LT: No, I didn’t work with EDF. I did work with some of the other companies involved.

JC: So there wouldn’t be any clash between our retail company and any other client that you’ve got. There’s
no conflict of interest in that sense is there?

LT: No. I was thinking about that. It was partly what I was asking you. The other thing is I like to be up front
with the companies I do work for. I’m a non-executive director of several companies . . . and I advise several
companies as well. But it’s all on the register of interests. What I would say is if there is a conflict of interest
I would advise the company appropriately or maybe not be able to do it.

CN: If it was too similar to what you are already doing.

LT: Yes. We would discuss it. As we were saying earlier, for most people in the Lords it’s part time . . . we meet
at 2 or 3 o clock in the afternoon, sometimes until 10pm. But most people have outside interests as a result.
It tends to be a portfolio
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type of existence. Generally, people have other part time interests, those sort that fit in with being in the
Lords . . .

JC: I would have thought it was easier in that sense to be a Lord than a member of parliament where you have
salaries you have a constituency to look after.

LT: Yes, there it’s the exception to have other interests or maybe if they’ve got other interests it takes up 20%
of their time. They have their constituencies and other things to take up most of their time. Here it is more of
a balance. I’d say 50/50 or even 60/40 have outside interests. In terms of the register of interests people are
generally pretty well experienced at handling those. In terms of conflicts of interests people are pretty well
experienced in handling those positions. I’ve got my published members register of interest which is open to
the public so it’s all above board, open to transparency.

JC: How would it work? Would you put us on the register or the client on the register?

LT: No, it would be you. Because its two years since I was a minister any job I was appointed to would have to
go before the business advisory performance committee. Usually what they say is its ok to take up any position
providing you’ve not been a minister more than 12 months before in that case you can’t directly lobby
government or government departments. I mean I don’t see my role as, I’ve seen my role as lobbying. I’m not
personally a lobbyist. I don’t personally lobby. What I will do so on. Lobbying companies lobby.

JC: You don’t phone up oYcials and make the pitch yourself.

LT: No. I wouldn’t do that. That’s the other thing I want to make clear. I don’t mind being employed by a
lobbyist. But I advise lobbyists rather than do the pitch myself. I am happy to find out information, but I think
that is slightly diVerent. The advisory committee normally gives us advice. Then the other thing is, the House
of Lords Register of Interests, every company that you work for you list the company whether as a director
or consultant. In this case, if it is a parliamentary consultancy then you can state in the contract, but I only
do general consultancy. I would write down that I came to an agreement with Michael Johnston. That’s it,
then your client list is confidential. It’s not really anyone’s business who your clients are.

JC: I see, you’d register it just as parliamentary. We would not be pushing you into break any rules in so far
as it would be parliamentary work.

LT: It wouldn’t be exclusively parliamentary work. I wouldn’t be employed as a parliamentary advocate or
lobbyist. That’s a key definition. I would advise clients . . . interests or whatever. It might be that the next one
has a broader remit.

CN: And how does it work with your current consultancies. Do you work on a retainer basis?

LT: As I say I am a non-executive director of several companies. I’m also a consultant to those companies . . .
There are two companies I currently do consulting for, one is a
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Smart metering company and financial PR company Gavin Anderson, one of their clients is Gazprom. Do
you know Gavin Anderson?

JC: Yes.

LT . . . They do have some big clients. You would have to judge whether that is of itself a conflict. From what
you are saying, it is quite easy to separate out. Separate clients, separate interests. Certainly, what you are
talking about is diVerent to the sort of stuV I have done in the past. Things like British Energy, IPOs, Gazprom.

JC: What are Gazprom’s interests in the UK? Do they have them?

LT: Well without breaching confidentiality, Gazprom employs three agencies worldwide, Gplus in Brussels,
Ketchum in the US and Gavin Anderson in UK. They advise them on financial pr, their image, how to present
things. They have been quite busy on Ukraine and I had lunch with Alexander . . . the deputy CEO of
Gazprom for Britain. So I am in contact with Gazprom but mainly through Gavin Anderson. That’s a slightly
diVerent thing as I am regarded as a Russia expert, three books on Russia.

JC: So both energy and Russia dovetail quite nicely.

LT: I was involved with Russia before I was involved in energy and I’ve got to know energy through Russia.

JC: I was wondering if Gazprom have any interests here?

LT: Two years ago they had nothing in the UK. Now they employ 200 people and have 5 per cent of the retail
market and they also use London as their base for carbon trading. They use it as a base for expanding to the
US and their gas trading arm is here. They are mainly based in Manchester. They have got another oYce in
Richmond. So they are quite vigorously expanding. This is Gazprom Markets and Trading UK, this is an oV-
shoot of Gazprom, their foreign export retail arm. So there are all sorts of issues there as well that are under
discussion. How much companies like Gazprom should have in the UK market. Same with EDF, but a bit
more sensitive with Gazprom, as you can imagine.

JC: I didn’t realise there was a limit on how much of the market Gazprom could have in the UK.

LT: There’s not a formal limit. There was a row a few years back when Gazprom started buying up big assets
or UK companies and there was disagreement between Blair and Brown. Blair basically said. I wrote a report
a couple of years ago. I am an associate fellow of the Royal United Services Institute and I’m currently writing
a report on energy security. I wrote a report a couple of years ago and there was really basically a row between
Tony Blair and Gordon Brown, which sucked in Alan Johnson. Tony Blair was basically saying ‘we are an
open civilised market so if they want to come in they can do what they like’. Gordon Brown was saying, ‘hold
on there are political issues. Are we going to let the Russians have the power to switch our lights oV’? So there
was a bit of debate about that and it was never really reconciled. Certainly when I was energy minister they
were very wary about letting
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Gazprom in and there were other issues, security issues as well. Some of which is secret. Now it’s still very
sensitive. The UK arm of Gazprom is gradually expanding in the UK and expanding in the retail sector. The
big issue a couple of years ago was Gazprom buying Centrica. That was a security issue. So, those sort of things
I would advise them on as well.

CN: Do you work with other clients at Gavin Anderson or is it just Gazprom?

LT: The way it works is that they say ‘we have a client that wants to talk to you about this’. They fix up a dinner
or whatever . . . There have been other clients. It’s in the public domain. We have talked about British Energy.
We also have occasional meetings when we just talk about issues that are of interest to them and their clients.
Or they will ask me, ‘could you find out about this that and the other?’ Your earlier question was how does this
work with me. I work on a retainer basis. Usually with a consultancy thing it’s for one or two days a month. I
don’t do time-sheets or anything but generally it works that the company calls on or will use me one or two
days a month, sort of time wise.

JC: So it’s an hour here and there?

LT: Yeah generally, it can vary. If I am asked to attend a conference in Zurich or something then that can be
a whole day and sometimes it can vary. Some months I may only do a few hours and another month, you know,
you get two days or so. I find it sort of balances out.
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CN: Much more. .

JC: It’s the sort of work you could say, we want 16 hours out of you a month?

LT: Yeah, it does vary and it is flexible. The other way is that what we would normally do is sign a contact
with a 12-month review period so if you are not happy you just don’t continue. But touch wood so far everyone
is all right with it. It may be that a relationship comes to an end for financial reasons in that we’ve achieved
all your aims.

JC: What’s the going rate?

LT: Well my rate.

JC: What’s your rate, I suppose?

LT: Well, I get paid £2,000 a day.

JC: So, in eVect, that’s £4,000 a month.

LT: If you want two days or if you want one day then—

CN: Yeah. Right ok.

JC: Oh, I see, so we can do it either way.
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LT: The other thing is, that I would say as well is that, it depends on how much time you want and what you
want me to do. You make a decision and a plan. You can say well, we’ve got enough for you to do for one day,
but probably not two days. Or you can say well we’ll take you on for one day and then we will review it after
12 months.

CN: And see whether it needs to be increased or not.

LT: Increased or you think, you know, whatever. We can review the situation and see if you are happy with
the arrangement. That’s pretty standard really here really I think.

CN: Yeah.

LT: You’ll find I think that rates vary from £1,000 to £5,000 a day so I think, you know, that’s what I would
propose.

JC: I don’t think the money is the problem. In fact it won’t really be us who pays it but the client.

LT: Yes

JC: He’s quite relaxed about it. I think it’s just a question of getting the right person.

LT: Yes

JC: Presumably, if he were to come to the UK, you could show him around?

LT: Oh yes.

CN: Do you ever arrange dinners in the Lords?

LT: Absolutely yes. Just before Christmas I had the head of the Bank of International Cooperation come my
way, the CEO . . . I’ve done dinners before, lunches, shown people round. I’ve shown the Gazprom people
around. I showed them around the Commons and Lords and after dinner they wanted to see the chamber.
They quite enjoyed that. If I have a lunch or dinner here, as an individual member I can bring 6 people without
a problem. If we need a few more I can always get a colleague to -. Also you can hire private rooms for lunch
or dinner . . .

[Talks about arranging lunch or dinner or afternoon tea for clients]

JC: Just going back to the business rates bill, which is one of the things our client has highlighted to us. It’s
in its second reading in the Commons, so it’s not at its beginning anymore. In practice, if we were to try and
amend it, to say for example that new companies would be exempt for a certain period, would you be looking
for people who were like minded to do that sort of thing or.
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LT: Or try to persuade them. One or other.You start in the Commons, but it’s easier to amend things here. The
government has lost two votes in the Commons since 1997 and lost more than 400 votes in the Lords. And
because of the in-built government majority in the Commons it’s a lot easier to amend things here. The
government has got about 28% of members in the Lords so it has got no in-built government majority.

JC: Does that mean they are more likely to make concessions here?

LT: Yes, they’re more likely to lose votes, so that’s when the Lords comes into its own as sort of a revival
chamber. So, in that sense it’s easier to get things amended here.

JC: Do you have to put down a formal amendment or is it a process in which the bill is still being written in
eVect and someone writes it in?

LT: You can get the government to amend its own bill, provided you can convince a minister or oYcials that
they can make amendments. They may do that because they would prefer to amend it themselves rather than
have it imposed on them even though it may be fairly similar, it may be more restrictive. In those cases . . .They
may well amend it themselves so they feel they are in control.

There will be a bill team, policy director who is responsible and you need to talk to those people first and then
the minister as well. And then—

JC: And you could arrange all of that?

LT: Yeah. I mean, yeah. Especially with the bill team, ministers, all that. I can advise on procedure and people
to deal with in the Commons but obviously when it comes to the Lords it’s far more within my ambit to
influence it than in the Commons.

JC: Because you know the oYcials or ?

LT: I know the oYcials and I can contact the oYcials as it goes through the Commons stages but in terms of
influencing members and knowing the people, I know people better up here than in the Commons. I still know
people in the House of Commons, some are ex-colleagues, but because of the government in-built majority as
well it’s sort of easier in the Lords to achieve what you want really. If the bill comes through the Commons,
you have first, we have the first bite of cherry there, the second bite here and you may even have a third bite.

CN: So you’ve got lots of opportunities?

LT: Yes . . . And the other thing is I also have staV as well. [Talks about staV and space] In reality, a lot of it
comes down to me. The head of a bill team is not going to talk to a researcher.

. . .

JC: So it sounds as if broadly you would be able to do it.
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LT: In principle yes. I do similar things and I’ve got the time to do it currently within what I am doing. As I
say, the life is part-time. I’m still working less hard then when I was energy minister. They give you the odd
red box at the end of the day. I was lucky to get half a week oV. The energy thing was interesting. I think being
a government minister is over-rated though. I think if you don’t really enjoy the brief you shouldn’t really do
it. So, I may go back to government at some stage in the future but I am quite happy to do other things for a
while. Gordon has invited me back a couple of time as it were. The first time it wasn’t really my particular thing.

Conversation trails oV and they walk back to the peer’s entrance.

That evening (January 14) Lord Truscott sent Calvert an email enclosing his CV

Dear David,

It was good to meet you and Claire this afternoon for tea. I attach my cv and addendum for your information.
In principle, I think working together could be of great mutual interest and benefit. As I mentioned, probably
1-2 days per month would probably be suYcient, depending on the intensity of your campaign and work
programme, with a review after 12 months.

Do get in touch when you’ve had time to think about if further, and we could then have a follow-up meeting
to finalise the details, if you are happy to proceed.

Best wishes,

Peter
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The CV

LORD TRUSCOTT

***

Curriculum Vitae

Former UK Energy Minister and Department of Trade and Industry Government Spokesperson in the House of Lords;
author and expert on Russia, the former Soviet Union, the EU, political risk management and defence; media
broadcaster; former Member of the European Parliament.
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Currently a consultant and non-executive director working mainly with energy, mining and public affairs companies

1. Political:

Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Energy (UK Energy Minister) at the Department of Trade and
Industry and Government DTI Spokesperson in the House of Lords, 2006-07.

UK’s (sole) Energy Minister, with responsibility under the Secretary of State at the DTI (Alistair Darling), for
oil and gas, coal, the North Sea, renewables, nuclear power and security, transmission and distribution,
security of energy supply, the Shareholder Executive (including BE), sustainable development and the
environment, energy infrastructure planning issues and tackling fuel poverty. Represented the UK at the EU’s
Energy Council of Ministers and the International Energy Agency. Jointly responsible for producing and
publishing 2007 Energy White Paper.

Lord (Peter) Truscott of St James’s was appointed a Labour Peer on 1 of May 2004.

— Departmental Liaison Peer to the UK Ministry of Defence, 2004–06.

— Hon. Secretary, All-Party Parliamentary Group for the Army, 2004-06, 07-

— British Council Ambassador, Russian Federation and republics of the former Soviet Union,
2005–06, 2007–

— European Union Select Committee, Sub-Ctee C (Foreign AVairs, Defence and Development Policy),
House of Lords, 2005–6, 2007–

Elected Member of the European Parliament for Hertfordshire, June 1994–July 1999:

— Member of the Foreign AVairs, Security and Defence Policy Committee, 1994–99.

— Vice-President of the Security Sub-Committee, 1994–99.

— Labour spokesperson in the European Parliament for Foreign AVairs and Defence and
departmental link person for the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce (FCO) and Ministry of Defence
(MoD), January 1997–July 1999.

— Member of the European Parliament’s delegation for relations with the Russian Federation and the
EU-Russia Parliamentary Cooperation Committee.

— Shadow Rapporteur on the Partnership and Cooperation Agreement with the Russian Federation,
and the EU’s Common Strategy towards the Russian Federation.

— OYcial observer of the Duma elections, December 1995, and the Russian Presidential elections of
1996, on behalf of the European Parliament. Observed the 1999 Duma elections as long-term
observer and expert with the OSCE.

— Co-ordinated and drafted response to the UK’s Strategic Defence Review (SDR), submitted to the
Secretary of State for Defence in the Commons Library.
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— Co-ordinated and drafted response to future European defence cooperation and the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), and submitted to the FCO and MoD.

— European Parliament’s rapporteur on future relations with Central Asia and Estonia’s association
agreement.

— Attracted £120 million in EU loans and grants to Hertfordshire, 1994–99.
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2. Education:

Oxford University, Exeter College, 1978–85. M.A and D.Phil. (“The Korean War in British Foreign and
Domestic Policy, 1950–52”), Modern History, 1985. B.A. (Hons), Upper Second, Modern History, 1981;
Exeter College History Prize, 1981.

3. Employment:

2008–: Non-Executive Director and consultant, Gulf Keystone Petroleum Ltd; Non-Executive Director and
consultant, African Minerals Ltd; Non-Executive Director and consultant, Eastern Petroleum Corporation
Ltd; Director, Energy Enterprises Ltd.

Consultant, Landis ! Gyr Group.

Associate Partner and Adviser, Opus Executive Partners, professional executive search firm and strategic
advisers.

Consultant, Gavin Anderson, global communications and financial public relations company.

Currently writing a report for the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies,
provisionally entitled “European Energy Security- Facing a future of increasing dependency”, for publication
with ISBN number in July 2009.

2006–07: Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Energy at the Department of Trade and Industry and
DTI Government Spokesperson in the House of Lords.

2005–06, 2008– : Associate Fellow, Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies,
Whitehall, London. Published a Royal United Services Institute report on political risk management in the
energy and defence sectors: The Ascendancy of Political Risk Management and its Implications for Global
Security and Business Investment (RUSI, November 2006). Worked closely with companies in the energy and
defence sectors to assess their levels of political risk and mitigation strategies.

2004– : Appointed Life Peer, 1 May 2004 (Baron Truscott of St James’s in the City of Westminster).

Completed a year-long Industry and Parliament Trust placement with ConocoPhillips, BAE Systems, KPMG
and Marsh to assess diVerent commercial approaches to risk management (2004-05). Subsequently elected
Fellow, Industry and Parliament Trust.

2002– : Worked on internationally acclaimed political biography of President Vladimir Putin: Putin’s
Progress: A biography of Russia’s enigmatic President
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Vladimir Putin (published by Simon and Schuster in several languages from 1 March 2004 and then paperback,
January 2005).

1999–02: Wrote and published the international bestseller Kursk: Russia’s Lost Pride (Simon and Schuster,
2002). Subsequently turned into a National Geographic Discovery Channel documentary, presented by the
author.

Visiting, then Associate Research Fellow, Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR), Published major IPPR
report on European defence, European Defence: Meeting the Strategic Challenge (IPPR, 2000). Launched by
the UK Defence Secretary, GeoV Hoon, who said the report was “. . . a significant contribution to an
increasingly important debate”. Involved working closely with defence companies engaged in the European
defence market.

Independent policy analyst, author and broadcaster. Wrote scores of articles (see addendum).

Long-term Election Observer in the Russian Duma Elections with the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE);

Senior expert with the European Commission on a TACIS project in Kyrgyzstan in Central Asia, advising on
establishing a European Policy and Legal Advice Centre to develop democracy and economic prosperity;

1994–99: MEP for Hertfordshire.

Wrote two parliamentary reports and Russia First, a book on Yeltsin’s Russia (IB Tauris, 1997). The latter
became a university text book on Russian foreign policy.
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1989–94: National Association for the Care and Resettlement of OVenders (NACRO), Team Leader and later
Manager.

1986–89: Labour Party Political and Campaign Organiser.

4. Media experience

Extensive media experience has included regular appearances on: BBC Newsnight, CNN (including 30
minutes on Q & A twice), Sky UK, European and World News, BBC TV News, BBC Breakfast, Breakfast
with Frost, BBC News 24 and World, national radio (“Today”, “PM”, and the “World at One”, “World
Tonight”, BBC World Service, Radio 2 Jimmy Young programme, Radio 4, 5 Live and UK Talk Radio),
regional TV and local and regional radio stations, plus BBC Wales and Scotland. Appeared on Russia’s NTV
several times. Presenter and author for the National Geographic Discovery Channel’s documentary, Seconds
from Disaster: Sinking of the Kursk.

6. Personal
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Peter Truscott was born in Newton Abbot, Devon, on 20 March 1959. Married Russian-born Svetlana (nee
Chernicova) Truscott, June 1991. Late father-in-law was Professor Colonel Nicolai Chernikov of St
Petersburg.

Hobbies are swimming, walking and the theatre.

7. Languages

Knowledge of Russian, French and Spanish.

8. References

Available on request.

9. Address for correspondence, etc:

***

Calvert sent Truscott the following email on Friday 16 January 2009

Dear Peter,

Thanks so much for your CV. I’ve sent it to Mr Jaing who is very impressed and appears keen to take things
further. He’s particularly anxious to get cracking on amending the Business Rates Supplement Bill as soon as
possible.

Sorry it has taken so long to get back to you but I’ve been very busy this week. Are you free next week to finalise
details? I’ll be free on Tues and Weds in the afternoon and my diary is empty on Thursday.

Can you remind me of your day rate/ I didn’t write it down and Claire and I remember diVerent figures. Was
it £3,750 a day?

Kind Regards

David

The following is Lord Truscott’s reply on Friday 16 January 2009:

Dear David,

Good to hear from you. Currently I charge £2,000 per day, plus VAT. I think the only question was whether
you would require 1 or 2 days per month, or even more, depending on the intensity of your campaign. One-
two days usually covers a watching brief on your areas on interest, with advice and input so you achieve your
aims. Obviously, we’d have to make a rough assessment of how much time and input you want me to commit.
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After my meeting with you and Claire, and the urgency of your issues, my feeling is that two days per month
could be suYcient, with a review after 12 months.

I’m free on Wednesday afternoon. Would you care to come in for tea again at 3.30pm, Peers’ Entrance?

Best wishes,

Peter
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Calvert sent the following email to Lord Truscott on 20 January 2009

Thank you Peter.

We can do Wednesday afternoon but I have a diary clash. Would you be able to come for tea with us at The
St James’s Hotel and Club, 7-8 Park Place, SW1, at 4.30pm? It just make our logistics easier.

Many thanks.

David

Lord Truscott replied on 20 January

Dear David,

That’s not a problem, I’ll come to you. I’ve meanwhile found out more about the Business Rate Supplements
Bill, which had its Second Reading on 12 January, and is now in Committee in the Commons and heading for
the Lords, but we can discuss that tomorrow.

Best,

Peter

Calvert replied on Wednesday 21 January

Dear Lord Truscott,

See you later today. Many thanks.

Kind regards

David

Calvert and Newell met Lord Truscott on Wednesday 21st January at the St James’ Hotel and Club. Lord
Truscott explained that he has been doing some work on the Business Rates Supplement Bill and, while it
would be impossible to over-turn the bill, it might be possible to amend it. He outlines a joint campaign
between the fictional lobbying company and himself to get the amendment through. Lord Truscott makes clear
that he will talk to mps behind the scenes and ministers, and
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he will deal with the Lords himself. He is also willing to attend meetings in which the lobbyists will be making
representations to officials or members of the two houses. He goes on to describe how he met the key figures
when promoting his paid-for client’s interests in the Energy Bill. He suggests that his role helped ensure that
the legislation was favourable to his client.

CN : Oh, Lord Truscott, hello, we’re just round there . . .

LT: Oh are you, hello.

CN: Hello. Nice to see you, sorry about that.

LT: That’s all right.

CN: I was worried we’d got the time wrong or something.

LT: No, I was wondering which part you’d be in.

CN: I thought I’d come and have a check before we gave you a call.
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JC: Hello, hi.

LT: Hi, I think we were sat at the wrong table.

JC: Oh how embarrassing. Well, we’ve got this rather large table, and we’ve got scones. These have got
cinnamon in and they’re quite delicious.

LT: Right, I’ll have one.

JC: Have you been waiting long?

LT: No, no. Just a few minutes, just got comfortable, got a glass of orange juice.

JC: Did you walk up here or did you —?

LT: Yes, yes. I walked from the Lords. I usually walk down from there because I’ve got a place in ***. So, I
walk down to the Lords and walk back.

CN: It’s quite a nice walk. Do you cut through St. James’s?

LT: Yeah, yeah.

CN: Lovely isn’t it?

LT: Yeah then down Lower Regent’s street, Pall Mall, walk through steps and through the park.
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JC: Because I reckon it was probably the nicest day of the year so far, not that the year is very old.

CN: A couple of weeks.

LT: Yes and the light is very good

CN: Yes quite warm as well today. The sun in your face when it was shining, it was lovely. I’m sure it will be
quite a cold evening with the clear skies but at least it was pleasant today.

LT: No rain as well which is good. I don’t mind the cold.

CN: Yes, I don’t like the rain either. Well I’m forever losing my brollies so it just means I get wet.

LT: I remember the brollies I used to leave in phone booths in the old days before mobile phones came. Make
a phone call and leave it on the side and that would be that.

JC: You don’t really see phone boxes much any longer. Well, working ones are sort of few and far between.

CN: Apart from tourists standing in a couple that are left. They just want them for picture purposes as they
pose on the phone.

LT: Yeah, I suppose they’ve got to keep a few open.

JC: I reckon that’s a plum jam. I’m trying to work it out.

CN: No it’s not plum I think it could be fig or something.

LT: Yes fig.

CN: Because of the consistency. Plum’s a lot more jelly-like.

JC: We spoke to Mr Jiang and I think in principle we’re almost there. He’s got to find, I mean he was quite
impressed with your CV and your background so I think hopefully we can get to work asap on . . .

LT: I did a bit of preliminary work on it, not too much but I went through the second reading, it’s already gone
through second reading.

JC: That must have been last week.

LT: Yes, so we’ve got a sort of programme . . . it’s in committee, so it will be a couple of days in committee on
the 20th and 22nd where it can be amended. There are also public hearings where interest groups can give their
view from the British Chamber of Commerce to the General British Retail Consortium, Society of Chartered
Surveyors and various interest groups and local authorities and the rest. So they’ll be giving
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evidence as the bill goes through and then there will be amendments put down and the Liberals have already
started to put down amendments and they’ll be taken at committee stage and report stage. It’s due to come
out of committee on Feb.

JC: This is a committee for the House of Commons?
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LT: Yes.

JC: Because you have a separate committee don’t you and you go through all the same things in the Lords?

(1 hour)

LT: Yes, it’ll go through all that and it’ll come through the Lords in March. There will be a second reading,
committee stage with amendments then report stage and third reading where amendments can still go through.
And, in fact, they’re more likely to go through. It’s interesting in the second reading that the Tories call a vote
to vote against the second reading which is unusual because normally it’s a vote on the principle, sorry a debate
on the principle of the bill. But the Tories are clearly very unhappy about what it could mean for businesses.
They’re calling it a stealth tax in eVect, saying it would create a burden to business. I think the estimates are
that it would cost £360m to £600m in extra cost that it will create. So they called a vote on the second reading
but they said they weren’t opposed to it as far as Crossrail is concerned. The funding was agreed sometime ago
to specifically fund Crossrail in London and even Boris Johnson and the LGA were in favour of that. So, the
Tories sort of voted against but said they would still be in favour of Crossrail. I think the party support a
supplementary rate of some form to support Crossrail, that’s all party. The Liberals supported the government
on the second reading, only the Tories voted against. Their line was again to support Crossrail and they have
a philosophical point that they believe in more power being devolved to local authorities. But they really want
to see a local income tax. However, although the Liberals voted with government on this, there were concerns
about the lack of balance because one of the main things that the Tories have said and that business interests
have said is before these supplementary rates can be applied, there should be a ballot involving businesses . . .
and that they should sign up to it only if they want it in their area for the upper tier level or unitary authority.
So they’re saying there should be a ballot and I think the Liberals could be sympathetic to that. So looking at
it politically, there is no chance that the bill could be defeated but there is a chance of it being amended as it
goes through.

This local business development scheme, there is, in eVect, a ballot and I think that is an area that can be looked
at. But as I say because you have the government and the Liberals signed up to the bill, particularly as they
would see it as under-cutting Crossrail as they would be against it. It could well be a majority against and even
if the government gets through the Commons stage it would have to get through the Lords.

JC: It would probably be very diYcult to raise unless the local businesses felt very strongly that this is
something that is going to benefit them.

LT: Uh huh, even in the bill as it currently stands, if any project is identified as being for economic
development, which this supplementary rate bill would provide more
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than a third of the funding, then there would have to be ballot anyway. So, that is already in the bill.

JC: So it’s just a question of extending it to service . . . for all funding?

LT: Yes. The other thing is about the rateable value. There is also scope for amendment because there will be
a rate revaluation next year. Currently there is a cap of £50 for businesses and the government is saying that
91% of businesses will not be aVected because of the rateable value but the Conservatives and one or two others
are saying well once the rateable value is changed next year and a lot more businesses will come within the

(1.05)

net. Clearly, there has already been a degree of lobbying on this from the BCI, chamber of commerce, so there
will be allies in this on work being done to amend the bill and it does seem pretty strange given the economic
cycle. There is the concern as well that if the local authorities, if they are having their council tax kept down
they may just use it as another funding tool.

. . .

The other thing said at the second reading debate, they said in the lottery that it would only be used in cases
of conditionality when the clear conditional spending is not on core local government spending but the lottery
did it in the end. . . but it would be watered down later on. I think that’s quite a dangerous precedent.

JC: So in terms of procedure . . . you’ve got the committee stage for the Commons later this month. Say, for
instance, our suggestion of an exemption for new businesses, would it be possible to get an amendment on that
as early as the committee stage?

LT: Well it depends, I mean, what I was going to ask you was what does your client actually want, I mean,
what are they seeking to achieve?
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JC: Well he would like both really, both a ballot and then as extra security, an exemption for business for the
first two years if you’re a new business.

LT: No matter what the time, kind or the rateable value?

JC: Yes. Because he assumes that all of his premises are going to be big premises and therefore the properties
are going to be over the £50,000. I mean, we could draft the amendment ourselves I suppose, but you have to
get a parliamentary draftsman to do it presumably?

LT: Not necessarily. You can sort of, um . . . well it maybe better to get a member to put it through the public
bill oYce so that they put it in the right language. But a lot of organisations, if they have lawyers, they do the
drafting themselves or alternatively you can work with the public bills oYce to get the wording right.

JC: The question is how do we get the amendment into the committee?
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(1.08)

LT: Well there are a number of things you can do. First of all you need to get all the evidence . . .whether
they’re doing something similar along the same lines or pretend you are . . .because normally they’ll produce
briefings when it appears . . . and they’ll suggest various amendments and they’ll be going round various peers
lobbying in eVect . . . and then saying .here’s an amendment, this is the reason for it, maybe you should put it
. . .You find that sometimes if individuals or opposition groups, if they agree with the argument, well, they’ll
just adopt it because it’s a lot easier for them to take ready made amendments than to think of it themselves.
Usually a frontbencher, they have got one researcher or something and they will be snowed under, so it a lot
easier for them to take a template from someone else and just bang it in as an amendment. First of all you need
to work out whether the other lobby groups like the Chamber of Commerce are already doing that so you
don’t duplicate.

CN: As far as I know they are on board with the idea of a vote but not the exemption for businesses

LT: Then really on that one what you need to then do is identify private frontbenchers who are taking it
through the Lords. Caroline Spellman has just been made a shadow local government representative so then
it comes down to the local government communities department. Those would be the teams. Hazel Blears is
doing it for the government and has overall control and John Healey takes it through the second reading to
Sadiq Kahn . . . so once you know what you want to do . . . you could then have a meeting with opposition
mps or individual mps and persuade them of the argument and ask them to bang in this amendment. Providing
that they think it’s a logical argument then they’ll probably go along with it and the other thing is . . . Try and
get the CBI and other groups to do the same thing. Why aren’t the CBI fundraising every time . . .?

CN: I don’t know if they have a problem with it but they seem to be just focusing on the vote thing maybe
because they think it’s achievable because of the other vote system that’s in place for the business district thing
. . . I don’t know . . .

LT: What’s the logic . . . in terms of new business . . . so that you encourage investment and don’t deter it

JC: It’s a very diYcult time for any new business. You’d have thought the government would want to
encourage new business especially the retail sector where we’re losing businesses all the time . . . so we propose
a two year exemption . . .

LT: No matter what it . . .? I mean there may be an argument that if it’s a well oV business then maybe it can
aVord it . . . I’m just saying their might be an argument. Small businesses, ok, but if you have a big
conglomerate like Walmart well what’s the need to exempt them. So you’d have to have the counter argument
for that . . ..

CN: Well I suppose we want a full high street.

JC: How far are you able to help us in all of this?
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[1:13:00]

LT: Well as I said to you before, I can work with you over it and it is identifying people and obviously following
it, and identifying people too, meeting people, I mean, talking with people to facilitate the amendment and
making sure the thing is granted. I think it’s got to be a sort of partnership as it were, because I don’t think
that for even two days a month I’m going to be able to go away and do the whole shooting match on my own.
But if it’s approached as a partnership then I think . . .
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JC: Do you know Caroline Spelman?

LT: Caroline Spelman? No. I know some of the mps and I know all of the Tories in the Lords and I have no
problems approaching them. I mean, I think as I said it might be worth having the first bite of the cherry in
the Commons.

JC: 22nd/23rd this month, I’ve just thought well, that must be this week.

LT: Yes, they have already had one committee day.

JC: When you first said it, I thought you were talking about later in the month.

LT: So . . . [lists dates] until 3rd Feb then it’s end of the committee. So it will be through all of its stages in the
Lords by March so this is why I was saying to you that one day a month is probably not enough because even
doing background work for it takes a day . . . so to monitor it going through all its stages.

J: Could we structure it so that we did more days at the beginning? I don’t know what your period is?

LT: Well that’s possible. But I think it should be doable in a couple of days really. I’m going to take on a
researcher in the next week or two to assist me with this and other things . . . Have you done things like this
here before?

CN: No, not so much here . . . we wanted to expand public aVairs things. And unfortunately, it’s all happening
very quickly for this particular client so we have to get a move on really.

(1.15).

LT: Well we could say . . . what I’ve done with other organisations is say well I could do a minimum of two
days but then if you feel we really need to give this a push, say to me, can you do more days? And I’ll put more
time into it. For me it’s just a question of time and the other thing is I think it’s better to develop a relationship
with the client to have a sort of minimum commitment so that I don’t just put in an awful lot of time over three
months and that’s it. Because also I’m doing other things. But I think in this situation if we say a minimum
of two days . . . then you thought well you can give me a bit of a push if you need to do more then you can
ask me . . . to do more days.
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CN: And you can see if you have the time . . .

LT: Or you may think that two days is adequate the way it’s going your end. But I agree that you have to get
on with it because amendments are already going through, then it’s already going in.

JC: Yes, I’m assuming that during our two days for us you’re contacting people for us . . . is that . . . and
contacting people could take days or it could take two minutes and that’s the diYcult thing isn’t it?

LT: There are a number of things that need to be done. First of all, you need to follow the bill as it goes through
all of its diVerent stages. So that means someone has got to be reading all of the debates and all of the stages
and I’ll keep an eye on the progress of the bill and then I think the other thing is identifying who could be
approached to put forward amendments at various stages and maybe other bodies to contact. So, that then
that comes down to a bit of a mix. You talking to some people, me talking to some people, sometimes both
of us talking to people to put something through. Really, you have to feel your way a little bit. Some people
like to do it over a cup of tea in a tearoom, some people prefer to have a proper presentation and so on So you
have to be careful that people don’t feel they’re having their arms twisted up their backs . . . because then there
will be a reaction.

JC: To an extent, I think people will feel better dealing with you as a fellow peer and former minister . . .
because they don’t know us and we come from nowhere . . .

LT: And there would be a diVerent style maybe in the Commons and in the Lords. I mean, in the Commons,
it might be better for me to identify the MP but for you to talk to mps unless I particularly know an MP and
have a word with him and then I see the Lords people on my own because I know everyone in the Lords who
is active. So, I’m quite happy to do that on my own. It may well be a sort of combination that if we set up a
meeting, say in the Commons, and say we’ve got Lord Truscott and even in the Commons . . . say you know,
we’ve got Lord Truscott and he’d like to come along . . . you know, representations are being made. I’m also
happy to do that . . .

CN: So if I were to set up a meeting for you and I to go along and see someone.
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(1.18).

LT: But I mean, what I . . . In these sort of situations, what I usually do is, I don’t do all the leg work myself.
I’m there to give advice and to talk to people and I’m quite happy to talk to mps and . . . with oYcials and do
the behind the scenes stuV. As I said to you before, I don’t think I would be comfortable moving amendments
myself . . . because I think people would complain it would be a direct interest.

JC: But the question is, you would be able to find someone who could?

LT: Yes, yes. That’s right. I mean, I can speak on the subject just to declare an interest if I feel that’s required
but I think its better to . . . and from what I’ve seen certainly on the balance you’re pushing at the door on the
Conservatives and Liberals but the exemption which no one else has mentioned. It’s a question of getting that
on the radar . . .
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JC: It’s a question of getting someone to raise it . . .

LT: The logical people would be the Tories actually . . . Are you prepared to disclose your clients and the scale
of investment . . .say well we know a company that’s willing to invest x amount in the UK but given this regime
they’re going to go somewhere else? If you can give . . . ammunition for members to use . . . in the chamber . . ..

JC: What about the minister? It would be John Healey would it? Is he someone you know?

LT: Yes, I know John Healey.

JC: Is it worth talking to him?

LT: Yes, yeah. Certainly I can . . . erm, yeah, can arrange . . . there’s no problem with me approaching the
minister either at the committee stage or the report stage . . . and saying, because it’s usually a common thing
that’s done. That’s the other people you need to contact, the bill team . . . because they will brief mps and peers
so there is plenty of opportunity for exchange between mps and peers.

CN: The bill team brief mps and peers?

LT: And the minister. Together. Whether it’s John Healey in the Commons or the minister taking it through
in the Lords which will probably be . . . Kay Andrews . . . as local government communities minister there . . .
probably be Kay Andrews.

CN: Is that something we can find out now, who it will be in the Lords or does that happen nearer the time?

LT: We can find that now. I already spoke to the chief whip’s special advisor, so . . . he was a little hazy on the
details. But you know, you can go directly to the department or have it progressed through . . . they do usually
oVer briefing papers and certainly I could ask for a briefing and use that as the time to say, well have you
thought about this?

Of course, though, the minister may or may not take it on board. Usually, they won’t take it on board unless
they think there’s a head of steam behind it and they could lose a vote. Because departments are usually quite
rigid, they have got their bill and they don’t want to amend it unless they have to.

(1.23).

JC: Well, you can see that they see it as a finished piece of work presumably, don’t they?

LT: Yes, they’ve been working on it for years . . .

JC: It’s like saying to them why didn’t you spot this in the first place. I suppose, its making the case that a lot
of businesses might be more comfortable with the bill in . . .
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[1:23:00]

LT: Again, bringing it back to the Energy Bill. I had meetings with the bill team and the relevant minister and
the head of policy actually, at BERR.

CN: It’s all DECC now isn’t it?

LT: Yes, it is DECC now. So all that is possible and that’s fine, I don’t mind doing that.

JC: What was your objective? To amend the Energy Bill?

LT: Well I was keeping an eye on the smart metering in particular, but also, I was interested in general elements
of the bill, energy security and all that stuV. But the specific thing was smart metering.
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CN: Yes, of course you were working for the smart metering client.

JC: And did you manage to get it amended in that instance?

LT: They got the result they wanted. In terms of the, they wanted a commitment that smart metering would
be in the bill and that it would be rolled out. And both commitments were (eg)—

JC: Were they in the bill originally?

(1.24).

LT: There was some debate about whether they would be in, and there was certainly no government
commitment to when it, the roll out would—

JC: So you managed to get that changed so that it would be in there?

LT: Yes, yes. So again, it was pushing at an open door . . . Knew as minister that the government was keen on
the principal of smart meters . . . Getting them from a general position to actually getting them to do it.

CN: Well of course if they put it in the bill, then it becomes an Act and then they are committed to that in
legislation, rather than just potentially.

LT: In this bill the government will have to make concessions, otherwise they will start losing clauses and their
priority is for Crossrail and to use the supplementary rate bill to do it. And they will try and resist amendments
but at the end of the day they are going to make concessions to get the bill through. They don’t want it voted
down but there is clearly a majority from them . . . to push it through.
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JC: Quite interesting your experience with the Energy Bill. Quite instructive to us. Presumably, at some point
there has to be a piece of paper with an amendment? How did you actually manage to find the right person
to do that in that particular instance?

(1.26).

LT: Well it has to be a member that has to move the amendment. So even if its, it can be a frontbencher or an
individual member.

JC: A member of the Commons or Lords?

LT: Yes.

JC: So with the smart energy you found a person who was willing to—

LT: Yes, the amendments were moved in both the Commons and the Lords on that one.

JC: And that eVectively gave, those amendments gave, changed the legislation in so far as it took account of
your client’s view, your client’s needs.

LT: Erm, well I mean, yeah. I mean, they were happy with the result. I mean as I say it was pushing at an open
door in a way because government policy was going that way. It was a question of getting government to firm
up its position on it.

CN: There’s a far more formal commitment when it’s written down . . .which is useful. Bash them over the
head I say!

(1.30).

JC: We were talking to Lord Taylor the other day.

LT: Yes I know him.

JC: I wonder about that . . . in terms of . . . Cantax do gas storage which is something you presumably know
quite a bit about. It’s not a clash is it with your work that you do for Gazprom?

LT: No, because they’re the retail side . . . So they’re interested in expanding the retail market . . . I think they
supply for some commercial customers as well. But they’re not into storage facilities as well.

JC: Is a competitor to Cantax, Wingas?

LT: They’re German though, aren’t they?

JC: I thought they were looking to do some oVshore storage in the UK.

LT: There’s a limit to the oVshore storage that we have got. There is a bit debate about how we should increase
our oVshore storage . . . I think we have a week’s supply . . . It was very important when we had North Sea
gas. Now the majority of our
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gas comes from Norway. But in the future as North Sea stocks decline we will become more dependant on
Europe. Storage will become more of an issue.

JC: It’s quite unpopular isn’t it. I think Cantax are looking to put a big storage depot in the North West. It’s
one of those nimby-isms.

LT: They used to have those big storage things in every town.

JC: Yes, yes. I guess if we have more gas-fired power stations then we’ll need even greater storage.

LT: Yes. And the whole security of supply debate as well. As you say there is a degree of nimby-ism there. So
going oVshore is a good thing if you can do it.

CN: Is it very diYcult?

LT: It’s usually more expensive. But it’s something we should probably be looking at.

JC: Does that mean storing it underground, oVshore?

(1.33).

LT: Well, yes you can sort of . . . aquifers and old mines and things.

JC: So you’d have like an oil rig . . .

LT: I’m not sure about the technical side but there are several diVerent ways you can do it. The CCS, one of
the ideas for storing carbon was in old mines, going out into the North Sea . . . specialised facility.

JC: Is there anything else we need to discuss at this point?

LT: Well, we just need to draw up a contract. Presumably you’ve done similar sort of consultancy so you don’t
need a template for me, you have your own. So on the basis of a couple of days minimum . . . hopefully you
will have further requirements after this client.

JC: Initially were looking at amending this bill . . .in future if we take on Canatxx, we may wish to take on
your expertise. That’s just a for instance.

LT: They want to develop storage?

JC: Yes. I think there were planning and some political issues.

LT: It depends on the scale. If it’s fairly large scale, it can run under the new infrastructure planning
commission so it doesn’t get bogged down in local planning . . . it depends on the level.

JC: We are talking about a year initially aren’t we?
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LT: Yes, twelve months initially and then we can decide if both parties are happy. That’s what I’ve done with
all of the other.

JC: That’s quite straight forward. We already have contracts we can get run up.

LT: Once we do that we can have another meeting to talk about tactics. I’m due to take on a researcher in the
next couple of weeks so I can get them onto it and all the rest . . . and take it from there. How much time are
you yourselves . . .?

CN: Quite a lot. We need to give it a big push. We need a researcher and a monitor . . . we need to decide who
that is . . ..

LT: I think on the issues, it should be doable actually. We have got this piece of legislation which does seem
to me to be quite onerous for business at the moment and people do seem to be concerned about the
implications and it is clearly an issue . . . and that really should be saleable. It’s not like the impossible. I mean,
if it was something else that you’d come to me with . . . if the political will isn’t there it just may not be possible
but what you’re talking about should be really very possible.

JC: All we have to do is get the amendment into the bill and members have to vote on it?

LT: Yes, you have to take it all the way. Try to get it amended in the Commons and the Lords and try to make
sure the government doesn’t amend it again. But I should think the government wants this done and dusted
by the summer recess.
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(1.39)

LT: I would have thought their sticking point would be on the ballot rather than on the exemption. You can
see the potential to really damage the thing for Crossrail. That may be an area where you just have to give
ground and say this doesn’t apply to Crossrail. If it’s seen as scuppering Crossrail you won’t get anywhere.
That’s a compromise you may have to make. You may have to say, you’re ring fencing Crossrail in London
but, for the rest of the country . . . and then you could stick the new businesses but. I think that would be seen
as reasonable and I think you could get that through. I’m not quite sure that the Liberals are 100% signed up
to the ballot idea. I think they can be persuaded.

LT: So what sort of timescale.

CN: I’d hope, this week, really. Is it ok for us to email it as an attachment?

LT: So what may come up later in the year? I suppose it depends what clients come forward?

CN: Yes, it does. Some seem quite keen.

JC: I think it’s about managing expectations. From what you’ve said it should be doable.
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LT: So it’s Mr Jaing? Where’s he from?

JC: Hong Kong. We know him from our work in Brussels for him on shoe imports . . . He is a financier of what
will be the consortium under the name Emerald.

LT: Is it general retail?

JC: Clothing.

LT: What’s his timescale?

JC: It’s . . . we expect to have the first shops opening by the turn of next year.

LT: Pretty brave in this environment, and that’s an argument you can use.

JC: Actually, I think the business rate supplement will come in around about April next year which is why. So
it was identified by these people that they wanted to neutralise if they could.

LT: Is it so important. in the . . .

JC: It’s the uncertainty he doesn’t like. It’s eliminating one of those areas of uncertainty.

LT: In the current environment, the government would be mad to create more burdens for business and create
uncertainty. It will be a very diYcult couple of years.

JC: Surprising they’re going through with it really but I suppose they want to fund Crossrail.

LT: Apparently, the original idea was to have a Crossrail funding bill. But then they decided the business
improvement . . . that they thought it would be a good idea to create this bill so it’s not only funding Crossrail
but other local . . . could do a similar thing. Why should it only be London? What happens if Manchester
wants a big infrastructure project, well this is the way to achieve it . . .

There are some clauses . . . there’s no prescribed area that they have to spend it on. So I’m quiet
comfortable with. . .

JC: Who’s in charge of sponsoring the bill?

(1.46)

LT: The minister. Hazel Blears is secretary of state but it will be given to John Healey in the Commons and
given to his opposite number in the Lords.

JC: It was Healey who was fielding questions in the second reading.
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LT: I came across him . . . at a by-election again quite a bit when I was minister . . . because he was the Treasury
man at the time.

JC: So he might listen to the arguments then?

LT: Well its worth giving it a go. The department . . . strategic back down if they think they’re going to lose
. . . convince the . . . in your army.
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. . .

LT: Have a plan for the Commons and . . . follow it all the way chasing various organisations all the way.

Conversation comes to a close.

Following the meeting Lord Truscott sent an email to Calvert and Newell on 21st January 2009

Dear David,

Good to see you and Claire again today. I’ve looked at my commitments again, and I can give MJA three days
per calendar month for the duration of the contract (with a 12 month review). If you are concerned that later
the workload might decrease, we can include a proviso that this may, if felt appropriate by MJA, be reduced
to two days per calendar month from September 2009 onwards.

As I mentioned to you, I will be taking on my own assistant in the next couple of weeks, who will be dedicated
to this assignment.

Best wishes,

Peter

Michael Gillard, a Sunday Times reporter, called Lord Truscott on Friday 23 January

Sunday Times Lord Truscott page 31 of 36

MG: I’m calling you about some discussions you’ve had over the last week with a company called MJA?

LT:Yeah.

MG: Who represent this Chinese businessman Li Jiang?

LT: Urhuh.

MG: And I understand that they’ve been asking you and others to help them in their approach to amend some
legislation that is going through the houses relating to supplementary business taxes?

LT: I have been having talks with them. Why? Is it a scam is it?

MG: From the outset I’ll make sure you are aware they were undercover reporters and the whole conversations
were taped.

LT: Urhuh

MG: And I wanted to take you through those conversations so we can get a better understanding of what it
is you felt you were doing when you had those two meetings.

LT: How many other people did they interview?

MG: We will get to that at the end if you don’t mind. I wouldn’t mind just going through your particular two
meetings. It seems to us from the transcripts that you did agree to help MJA on behalf of their client and it was
very clear in those conversations that what they were interested in doing was having the legislation amended as
it went through the house.

LT: Urhuh

MG: You are not denying that?

LT: Well yes, er, people approached to have that done.

MG: You sent a CV to the company and in that CV it was made clear that you were going to take on a
researcher to deal with the work that they wanted to engage you to do and a fee structure was discussed—
£72,000 for a year based on a three day month?

LT: Well yeah I, er, I’m not going to go into details about anything that I thought was er you know was a
legitimate transaction. I’m not going to go into any commercial discussion.

MG: Well the company doesn’t exist. There is no Li Jiang. The whole thing was a. . .

LT: I was actually suspicious about that yeah.
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MG: Were you suspicious enough to not do business with them?

[Silence]

MG: Obviously not.

LT: I was suspicious about it. I did actually wonder whether it was a journalistic set up to be quite frank and
I was trying to get from them what it was that they expected. I was suspicious but obviously I was, you know,
trying to work out from them what sort of work was required and what would be ethical for me to do or not
do in those circumstances.

MG: But you did agree, these are your words, to facilitate the amendment by talking to people who could aVect
that aim?

LT: No, no . . .

MG: And said about finding people to put an amendment down; and that you would work behind the scenes
was your phrase to influence things?

LT: No, no that wasn’t, that wasn’t, that wasn’t my understanding of my role at all. My role would be to er
assist them from the aims that they had to support their client. I specifically said to them I would not put down
amendments myself. What I suggested to them was that there was a number of organisations that were
involved in the supplementary rates bill who were lobbying people concerned, ministers and other people that
were putting forward amendments and I suggested to them how they could take part in that lobbying process.

MG: With respect that is not what the transcripts show. What they show is that you did make it clear correctly
that you wouldn’t put down the amendment yourself . . .

LT: Yes

MG . . .but you said you would find third parties to do it and you would work behind the scenes to influence
things. You talked about speaking. . .

LT: No, no what I said to them, and I’m sure this is in the transcript, was they needed to identify individuals
to whom they could make their case and I would help them identify individuals to whom they could make their
case. And I said to them how they should go about that.

MG: Yes. Getting back to the point of using someone else to put down the amendment, that is quite clear from
the transcript you were suggesting that was how you would do it?

LT: No, no. What I said was they had to present their case to people who were involved in the legislation and
[pay or persuade] them to put forward amendments but I would not do that. And I would specifically not lobby
people. What I could do was obviously follow the legislation as it goes through the house and keep them
informed but I specifically said that I would not put forward the amendments myself and they

Sunday Times Lord Truscott page 33 of 36

would have to identify people to whom they should make their case. It happens all the time in the instance
they were talking about the supplementary rates bill, there was the chamber of commerce and the CBI who
were putting forward amendments, er, suggestions for amendments of the bill and they were giving evidence
to the bill committee as it’s going through currently. The two issued they mentioned were the ballot, before
that went through, and also there was another thing about exemptions for new businesses. And I said they
shouldn’t push on an open door as far as the ballot was concerned, from what I could see the CBI was lined
up behind that with the exception that the funding for Crossrail should not be aVected and they would have
to make concessions as far as London was concerned, but they may well be able to persuade, to er ensure that
the amendments were moved as far as the ballots were concerned . . . but they were pushing at an open door.
On exemptions where new businesses were concerned, and they mentioned Mr Jiang who was gong to make
a large scale investment in the UK, as far as that was concerned, I said that they would have to make a case
for that and they may well be able to persuade people. I said, er, that is something they would have to do. I
did actually say to them that I did google MJA and I came up with an operation in er Australia and the US.
But they created obviously a fake website, in which it claimed they had been in operation since 2002. I also
went to Trafalgar House and I couldn’t (laughs) actually find them listed among the companies there, so clearly
before actually signing an agreement—as you said there was various sums discussed—before signing an
agreement I would have clearly checked them out more thoroughly. Obviously, we didn’t get to that stage.

MG: Well you got to the stage of sending your CV, talking about a researcher to assist in the work, discussing
the fee structure?
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LT: Yeah.

MG: But moving on from that, the point I’m making is that I am not suggesting that you suggested in those
two conversations that you would make the amendment, put down an amendment. What I am suggesting is
that the transcripts are clear that you suggested it would be done through a third party that you would arrange?

LT: No, no I don’t believe that is the case. What I said to them was. . .

MG: Well I will read you the transcript if you like. It says ‘As I said before I don’t think I’d be comfortable. . ..
I think it is better to.’ I don’t it can be any clearer that you did say that you would find someone to put the
amendment down other than you, ie by proxy?

LT: No, no, that is not, that was not my intention. If you go through the whole thing it’s clear that they had
to go through a process of making their case to various people involved in the legislation and they together
with my advice would identify sympathetic parties that might be willing to put forward an amendment.

MG: The transcript is also clear on the fact that you said that you would be working behind the scenes to also
identify oYcials who you could speak to, to further the aim of MJA?

LT: No, no, that is no my understanding. Can I have your name again please.
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MG: Of course you can. You also talked about willingness to speak to civil servants, the head of the bill
committee and ministers and you said people would pick up the phone to you because of who you were.

LT: No, I didn’t say that. Look Mr Gillard I appreciate that this is a sting operation. I think that your reporters
have embellished and taken out of context what I said. If you do publish defamatory stories about me, bearing
in mind that your journalists were obviously out to deceive quite comprehensively and I made it quite clear
about what I would or wouldn’t do, my position is that bearing in mind there are other mps who have taken
this kind of role. I was quite clear that what I was doing would be entirely ethical. If you do print a defamatory
story then I will reserve the right to take legal action. You are a journalist with the Sunday Times?

MG: I am.

LT: And is this with the Insight team or something.

MG: It is the Insight team.

LT: Ok, yup, well that’s my position. I think I’ve been frank enough up to now. . .

MG: I do have an obligation to put to you the full raft of allegations we might make so if you could bear
with me.

LT: Your journalists will recall the story of . . . and they were clearly trying to entrap me. And I made it clear
that I would only assist them in their work. I would not do anything unethical. I would not put amendments
myself. I would help them put their case and their case for their client. But as is the normal practice I would
not do anything unethical.

MG: We did speak to the registrar to understand where the rules are on this issue and we were given a very
clear steer that it is a breach of the rules for a member of the Lords to take money from a third party when
that third party wants to amend a piece of legislation and it is also a breach for a member of the Lords to in
any way aVect parliamentary business for money, whether or not that member declares or not his interest with
that company. And what I am saying the basis of the transcript of these two meetings show is that you were
willing to engage with MJA on behalf of a Chinese company to amend a piece of legislation for money. And
regardless of whether you would or wouldn’t have declared that, according to the registrar that is a breach of
the rules.

LT: Can I have your number Mr G. [*** **** given]

The thing is I was not agreeing to amend the legislation myself or to bring that about. All I was going to do
was to assist them to make their lobbying case so they could lobby to make amendments and to put their case
to parliamentarians who then amend the legislation.

MG: What is the diVerence between those two positions?

LT: I was not personally going to amend the legislation or convince any MP or Peer or minister to amend the
legislation. I was merely going to advise them on how they
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could go about er having a campaign to amend legislation. And you will find that lots of people give advice on
how companies and lobby groups can go about and amend the legislation. I was giving advise nothing more.

MG: But you did say you had already spoken to the chief whip special adviser on this issue?

LT: That was not on the issue of the bill that was merely on the issue of the timing of the legislation going
through. And it wasn’t the special adviser it was someone in the whips oYce not the special adviser. It was
merely an adviser on the timing of the bill going through the Commons. It was not about the substance of
the bill, about lobbying the government. They informed me and I informed your reporters that the bill was in
committee and was going to be coming to the Lords in March. It was really about timetable nothing else.

MG: Do you accept you said to the reporter you wouldn’t register the relationship as a parliamentary
consultancy even though they made it clear that it was parliamentary work in its entirety that they were asking
you to do?

LT: That would have depended on the nature of the contract, which I hadn’t received and obviously there a
various consultancies and I explained to them there was parliamentary work and non-parliamentary work and
that would have depended on the contract, which I didn’t receive, on how I had to register it. That was
something for later on.

MG: You did give other examples of work for other individuals. You talked about an Energy Bill that was
changed favourably for a smart metering company. Do you remember that?

[silence]

MG: You talked about the client that was involved in the sale of British Energy.

LT: That was not changing legislation.

MG: I’m not suggesting that it was. What I was saying was that during the conversation you referred to other
work you had done for other consultants, as a consultant for other companies.

LT: I have mentioned other work, but not in terms of, I did not amend any legislation myself, I merely said
that, er, er, that er, a bill had gone through. That I was involved in the Energy Bill.

MG: That you had met the bill team, that you had met the head of policy and the relevant ministers, as part
of the work for the smart company.

LT: No, that was part of me monitoring the bill overall, that was not . . . for the company. As the former energy
minister, I followed the Energy Bill, I did not amend any part of the legislation . . . did not in any way myself.
And if you go through Hansard you will find that this is the case. .

Sunday Times Lord Truscott page 36 of 36

Conversation ends with Gillard asking about the British Energy sale and his client but Truscott declines to discuss
the matter.

ends
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Taken before the Committee for Privileges (Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests)

FRIDAY 13 MARCH 2009

Present Cope of Berkeley, L. Manningham-Buller, B.
Dholakia, L. Prashar, B. (Chairman)
Irvine of Lairg, L. Truscott, L.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Truscott, a Member of the House of Lords, examined.

Q325 Chairman: Lord Truscott, thank you very
much indeed for your time this morning. As you
know, the purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is
to investigate a complaint made by Baroness Royall,
based on the allegations printed by the Sunday Times
and supported by the evidence of recordings of
transcripts provided by the Sunday Times and
Hansard. We have noted that you and your solicitor
have provided us with some corrections, which we
have looked at. What we want to do today is to
establish the facts before coming to our conclusions
based on our interpretation of the Code of Conduct.
We will be reporting to the Committee for Privileges
where there will be, of course, a right of appeal. What
we want to do is really to hear from you and you
alone this morning, because I should stress that the
Sub-Committee’s procedures as set out in the fourth
Report of 2007-08 by the Committee for Privileges
specifies that respondents are expected to answer for
themselves and not through their advisers. I should
also emphasise that this is not a trial; we are not a
court of law and these are not criminal proceedings.
We are mandated by the Privileges Committee to
operate with a large measure of informality but we
are deeply conscious of our procedural fairness and
we intend to be very fair. Again I want to emphasise
that the Sub-Committee’s purpose is to establish
whether there has been a breach of the Code of
Conduct and we are not considering the behaviour of
the Sunday Times newspaper. This evidence session is
held in private but, as you can see, a full transcript is
being taken, which you will have the opportunity to
see and correct, and it may be referred to or published
at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the
Committee for Privileges. As it is on record, I think
we need to take care when referring to the evidence to
give the references and page numbers so that it is clear
to the reader which pages are being referred to. Is that
clear? Is there anything you wish to clarify further?
Lord Truscott: No. I understand these proceedings
are taking place under parliamentary privilege, is
that right?

Q326 Chairman: Yes, indeed.
Lord Truscott: Fine.

Q327 Chairman: Before we start our questioning,
would you like to make an opening statement?
Lord Truscott: I have not really prepared an opening
statement but the first thing I want to do is repeat the
apology that I made in my first letter of 26 January
where I said that I would like to profoundly apologise
for any actions of mine which have caused any
embarrassment or aVected the high reputation of the
House of Lords. I wrote then “. . . for this, I am
thoroughly mortified and chastened,” and I still feel
that way. I do feel that the allegations in the Sunday
Times against me are false and obviously now I am in
the hands of the Committee but I would just like to
stress that, as far as I am concerned, I am not part of
a group of four. This is an individual case. The
allegations are very serious.

Q328 Chairman: Indeed.
Lord Truscott: I do understand the eVect on the
House of Lords but in my case they are false. I hope
that the Committee, looking at the evidence, will see
that is clear.
Chairman: One thing I would clarify is we are not
looking at the four; each complaint has been looked
at individually. Of course, as I would stress again, we
want to establish the facts and that is why we are keen
to talk to you to take you through them and
understand what you meant. Withoutmuch ado I will
ask Lord Irvine to ask questions.

Q329 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Truscott, can I tell
you the route that I want to travel through the
documents so that you can get your papers in order.
First of all, I want to ask you some questions about
the telephone call you had with Michael Gillard when
you learnt that you had been the victim of a Sunday
Times sting, so that is the first document I am going
to put to you, so you can have it conveniently by you
for first reference. Secondly, I am going to go to what
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you wrote in your letter of 26 January to Baroness
Prashar, our Chair.
Lord Truscott: Yes.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Thirdly, I am going to go to the
Hansard transcript of both of your meetings with the
undercover journalists. So there is no mystery about
it, what I want to do is I want to compare, from the
conversations with Gillard and the letter to Baroness
Prashar, what your knowledge was of what you might
do and might not do under the Code, and I would like
to contrast that with what you actually said to the
undercover journalists that you were willing to do.
That will require some careful consideration of the
transcript when you will have an opportunity to give
every explanation of what you meant by what you are
recorded as having said. Could we go, first of all, then
to the Gillard letter—
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Call.

Q330 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me, the Gillard
call—which starts at [CD1] page 13 of 28. Could we
go to page 15.
Lord Truscott: Yes. Fine.

Q331 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You will see about a third
of the way in it is put to you by Gillard, “But you did
agree, and these are your words, to facilitate the
amendment by talking to people who could aVect
that aim . . .” Your reply is “No, no”. So that was the
position that you adopted with Gillard, that you did
not agree to do that, that is correct, is it not?
Lord Truscott: That is correct, yes. I can actually
cross-reference it, if I may—

Q332 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am going to take you
through everything, I can assure you, Lord Truscott.
Lord Truscott: Yes, that is correct.

Q333 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So you denied that you
had agreed to facilitate the amendment they desire by
talking to people who could achieve that. Was that
because you knew that would be contrary to the
Code?
Lord Truscott: No. What I disagreed with, and if you
look at—

Q334 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am just talking about
your conversation with Gillard at the moment. I am
asking what you meant by what you said to Gillard?
Lord Truscott: I agreed that I talked about facilitating
the amendment, because that is clearly in the
transcript. What does facilitate mean, it is to make
easier or to make less diYcult. That was what I
thought I was oVering to do as a potential adviser
with the company to assist them in the lobbying
process and so to facilitate their work.

Q335 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What did you mean by
“No, no”?
Lord Truscott: What I meant was by talking to people
who could aVect that aim the implication was that I
would lobby directly people to achieve the aim that
the company was laying out. You have to bear in
mind that this was an entrapment operation whereby
the journalists were trying to put words into my
mouth. Do not forget what the story was—

Q336 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We are very familiar
with that.
Lord Truscott: Yes. The story was when I was rung by
Gary O’Donoghue at 10 o’clock at night on the
Saturday before this story was broken, Gary
O’Donoghue from the BBC said, “The Sunday Times
are saying that you would move amendments for
cash”. That was an absolute lie. I could see from the
line of questioning of this journalist when he rang me
on the Friday—

Q337 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is before any Sunday
Times article appeared?
Lord Truscott: Yes, that is right, but obviously I knew
that the Sunday Times article would come out. It was
quite clear to me that the Sunday Times had already
decided on the story and the story was that I was
going to move amendments for cash. As is clear from
the transcript, what I was talking about was
facilitating the lobbying process. I was not talking
about directly lobbying people.

Q338 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think that is your
answer, Lord Truscott. I think what you are saying is
that by “No, no”, you meant that you would not be
lobbying yourself and that you thought the
significance of his question was that you had agreed
to lobby?
Lord Truscott: That is right. I saw it as he was trying
to entrap me into agreeing to say something that I did
not say. We will come on to the transcript but I made
three things absolutely clear in the transcript.

Q339 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We are going to do the
transcripts.
Lord Truscott: I know but I will say it now.

Q340 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes, by all means.
Lord Truscott: No lobbying, no paid advocacy and no
moving amendments. I made that absolutely clear in
the first meeting: the ground rules on which I would
engage with any company, even hypothetically. He
was quite aggressive in his questioning but
nevertheless you can see by the transcript that I had
a full conversation with him. I think I was pretty
frank and I am quite clear that what I said to Gillard
actually stands up. It stands up if you look at the
transcript, it stands up from what I think I was saying
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to the company in the first and second meetings and
the ground rules that I laid down and that is why I
responded as I did.

Q341 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think the way I
summarised it you would agree is correct? You
thought this was an allegation that you had agreed to
lobby and your view was that you had not?
Lord Truscott: That is correct.

Q342 Lord Irvine of Lairg: By no means?
Lord Truscott: That is correct, Lord Irvine.

Q343 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Thank you. I think you
appreciated that it would be permissible under a
parliamentary consultancy to point them to the right
people for them to approach, is that right?
Lord Truscott: That is correct. My understanding of
the rules is that it is within the rules to ascertain the
predominance of view on a particular issue or piece
of legislation and to identify people that the lobbyists
themselves could approach to lobby, and that is what
I thought I was oVering to do.

Q344 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You can point them in the
direction of peers or MPs who might be sympathetic
to the desired amendment for them to persuade of its
desirability?
Lord Truscott: That is correct.

Q345 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Does that summarise it
fairly?
Lord Truscott: That is correct.

Q346 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But not lobby them
yourself for that purpose?
Lord Truscott: Absolutely.

Q347 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think that
understanding appears from the next section if we go
to it on page 16. You say, at the top of the page, “No,
no. Look. What I said was they had to present their
case to people who were involved in the legislation
and they had to persuade them to put forward
amendments and that I would not do that and I
would specifically not lobby people.” Then a little
further down, “. . . they would have to identify
people to whom they should make their case . . .”, but
with the benefit of your advice?
Lord Truscott: That is right, that is what I thought I
had made clear.

Q348 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Exactly. If we go on, on
page 16, just beneath the half way mark, you said,
“. . . erm, erm, er, I said that they would have to make
the case for that, erm, and they may well be able to
persuade people.” So that shows, do you agree,

perfectly clearly that you were well aware that you
should not lobby parliamentarians on their behalf?
Lord Truscott: That is right, my Lord.

Q349 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go over to page 17,
and we see what Gillard says, “What I am suggesting
is that the transcripts show that you were suggesting
that the putting down the amendment could be done
through a third party that you would arrange.” You
say, “No, no . . . ”. So that again shows a clear
awareness by you of what you might and might not
do, is that correct?
Lord Truscott: That is correct. I was clear in my own
mind what I thought the boundaries were as far as
they aVected the Code of Conduct.

Q350 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Again, you emphasise the
same, “No, no. I, no, no, that is not, that is not, er,
that is not, that was not my intention. If you go
through the whole thing, it’s clear that they have to
go through a process of making their case to various
people involved in the legislation and they, together
with my advice, would identify sympathetic parties
that might be willing to put forward an amendment
. . .” So there what you are saying is that you would
advise them as to parliamentarians whom they could
approach and to whom they could make their case?
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q351 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Again, that is plainly
because that is what you thought was the boundary
of permissible?
Lord Truscott: That is correct.

Q352 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What it comes to is that
you were saying that you would not arrange for
anyone to put down an amendment, correct?
Lord Truscott: Correct.

Q353 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But they would identify,
with your advice, people to approach, that is to say
you could point them in the right direction?
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q354 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we go to the foot of the
page, “The transcript is also clear on the fact that you
said that you would be working behind the scenes to
also identify oYcials who you could speak to to
further the aim of MJ Associates”. You say, “No,
no.” Again, I appreciate at this point you were well
aware that this was a sting, of course, did you intend
“no, no” to be a denial that you would identify
oYcials?
Lord Truscott: Well, I think the implication was that
I would lobby to further the aim of MJ Associates.
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Q355 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Exactly.
Lord Truscott: So, in that respect I said no, because I
had always made clear in my meetings with them that
my only purpose of contacting oYcials would be to
find out information, not to lobby.

Q356 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes. That is the same
answer really as in relation to the previous “no, no”,
namely that you would not personally lobby?
Lord Truscott: That is correct.

Q357 Lord Irvine of Lairg: To be clear, you are
denying agreeing to speak to civil servants but I
suppose you would have been willing, would you, to
speak to civil servants in order to ascertain whether
they would be sympathetic to an approach from the
lobbying company, is that correct?
Lord Truscott: Well, in that case I do not think it
would be appropriate for a lobbying company to
approach civil servants about moving an
amendment. I think my feeling there would be that I
would simply find out the information and the state
of the play. The more appropriate place to consider
moving amendments would be in the House.

Q358 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, because I
do not want to lose that, do you mean by that, that
you would have thought it inappropriate for oYcials
to be approached by the lobbying company?
Lord Truscott: I think I was not suggesting that. I
think my intention was that in approaching oYcials,
it would be to ascertain the state of play of a piece of
legislation and what their reaction might be to the
progress of legislation but not to propose any specific
amendments.

Q359 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That would be you
approaching oYcials?
Lord Truscott: To find out information on the state
of play.

Q360 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you mean by
that, “to find out information on the state of play”?
Do you mean the state of progress of the Bill or their
receptiveness to the idea of the amendments being
proposed?
Lord Truscott: The state of progress of the Bill.

Q361 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Not their receptiveness to
the Bill?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q362 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I see.
Lord Truscott: I do not think that would be
appropriate.

Q363 Lord Irvine of Lairg: For you or for them?
Lord Truscott: For me. I mean I am responsible for
my own behaviour but I would not advise them to go
to a civil servant to propose an amendment.

Q364 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Would you regard it as
inappropriate for you to lobby civil servants?
Lord Truscott: I think it is inappropriate for me to
lobby anyone. It is something I have clearly said that
I would not do, I have never done before and I would
not do it now or in the future.

Q365 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So we are quite clear in
our own minds now about what your understanding
was of the limits of what was permissible. I think I can
pass over what I was minded to ask about the letter
to Baroness Prashar, because you have made your
position very clear, and what I would like you to do,
if you would, is to go to the Hansard transcript of the
first meeting. I know you have pored over this and we
have pored over it and it may be a bit wearisome but
if you just bear with me and us. If you go to the top
of [Hansard] page 4, you say, and you will see it, that
part of the work you do to advise people is how to go
about influencing Government and legislation that is
going through. There again, I suppose consistently
with what you have said, you have said that you
meant how they could go about influencing
Government?
Lord Truscott: That is right. I would be merely
oVering advice.

Q366 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then, if we just pick up
the thread, they put to you the cock and bull story
about a Far East client who wanted to allegedly set
up 40 retail chains across the UK within the next 18
months. Then they told you about their supposed
concern about the business rate and that their client
was seeking a legislative exemption. Then if we go to
the transcript at page 5, we see there they explain the
possibilities and, in particular, the second one, the
exemption. Then at the top of page 6, the discussion
moves to smart metering. If we see about half way
down, “I would manage to get in Private Eye for
doing that so it is an indirect connection. So I do
advise . . . One thing I would say, though. If you have
sort of legislation going through, I can advise you on
the process. We can work on who puts the
amendments, but I wouldn’t put amendments
directly myself . . .” Then you go on to say, “Because
if I am paid as a, as a consultant, then I can’t be paid
for parliamentary advocacy, as it were”. What you
are saying is that the amendments that were wanted
would have to be put forward by persons other
than you?
Lord Truscott: That is right.
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Q367 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then if we look at the
bottom of the page where we come to the Energy Bill,
just the last three or four lines, “.. but I declared an
interest. I monitored the Bill going through about
smart meters and the amendments that were going
through . . . and that the amendments that industry
wanted to see put forward were put forward, but they
weren’t put forward by me.” The one thing that one
is bound to ask you here is this, in relation to that
issue, the smart metering, you wish to see smart
metering introduced?
Lord Truscott: The thing is the Government had
made a decision some years before to introduce smart
metering, so the decision had already been taken.

Q368 Lord Irvine of Lairg: In principle, yes.
Lord Truscott: In principle. When I was Energy
Minister I supported the principle of smart meters
being introduced as an energy saving measure and all
part and parcel of energy security. I have supported
smart metering for some time but as far as the Energy
Bill was concerned, although I spoke in the Second
Reading, I took no further part in the Energy Bill. I
moved no amendments, I did not suggest anyone else
move any amendments. I never approached anyone
else on the issue of amendments in the course of the
Bill. I think the Second Reading was in something
like May and the Bill was not going through until the
autumn, and I did not take part in any of the
discussions. You can check Hansard, in fact, apart
from the time that I was a Minister, I have never
moved any amendments on legislation, I have never
spoken on any amendments on legislation, and I have
never suggested anyone else do so. That fact was
endorsed by DECC, the Department for Energy and
Climate Change, which said that I did not take part
in policy formulation.

Q369 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am not trying to cut you
short but the short answer really is you are saying the
one thing you did not do is lobby other
parliamentarians in favour of smart metering?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q370 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Did you not take any
interest in who actually put down the amendments?
Since this is a subject on which you are something of
an expert, did you not speak to them to encourage
them to put the necessary amendments down?
Lord Truscott: No, in fact the Energy Retail
Association came to me asking whether I would
move some amendments on smart metering to do
with the stranding of meters, which is all to do with
what happens to the old meters when they are left and
there is a changeover to smart meters, and who would
pay the cost. I told them that I would not move
amendments and that I was conscious of the fact that
I had this smart metering consultancy so it would not

be appropriate for me to move any amendments, so I
declined to do so. I did not talk or discuss
amendments with any of my colleagues or any
Members of the House of Lords but I did follow the
issue by reading Hansard.

Q371 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go to the top of
page 7, there you say, “And then I held meetings with
oYcials to discuss various issues including the smart
meters, but I didn’t stand up and say, ‘I move an
amendment on behalf of, eVectively, smart meters.’”
Now, I am not suggesting to you that you moved any
such amendment in the House but you seem to think
it was appropriate that you could discuss smart
meters with oYcials?
Lord Truscott: There was one meeting I held with the
Bill team in July, the year the Bill was going through,
at which we discussed all the issues of the Energy Bill,
and I was obviously interested in the Energy Bill as a
former Energy Minister.

Q372 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is you who picked out
smart meters here in your answer.
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q373 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “. . . various issues
including the smart meters”.
Lord Truscott: Well, that is right. What I did with the
meeting with the Bill team is I asked them again what
the progress of the legislation was and what the state
of play was with smart meters, but that was for
information purposes. After all, because of one of my
roles was as a consultant to a smart metering
company I thought I should be informed on what the
state of play was with smart meters, but at no time did
I suggest any amendments, did I put forward any
policy proposals, and this was a general meeting with
the Bill team on the Energy Bill, so that I was
informed of the issues. I had one meeting with them,
I had no further contact with them. I felt that as a
result of the meeting I was suYciently informed on
the Energy Bill and that was that, in eVect.

Q374 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You see what obviously
we want to consider, Lord Truscott, although we are
not immediately concerned with smart metering, we
are merely asking you questions in order to determine
what you thought was appropriate behaviour and we
would be assisted in that by knowing what you
actually did in relation to smart meters, but since
smart meters were dear to your heart it is quite
diYcult to accept that you would not have argued
with oYcials the case for them.
Lord Truscott: I did not need to argue the case for
them because the Government had already decided,
as you said in principle, to have smart meters. Later
on there was a reference to smart meters included in
the Bill but as the Bill team themselves and the
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Department themselves said, there was no discussion
about policy and I had no influence whatsoever on
the policy as it related to smart meters in the Energy
Bill.

Q375 Lord Irvine of Lairg: As you recall it, what did
you say about smart meters to the oYcials?
Lord Truscott: I asked them what was the state of play
with regard to smart meters. I think the smart
metering company that I was involved with, they
were more interested in not the legislative side of
things, because it was not a parliamentary
consultancy anyway, they were more interested in the
timetable for roll-out of smart meters which was not
in the Bill anyway. It was just a question of an
indicative timetable. The company was interested in
being informed about how long it would take to roll-
out the smart meters, what would be the regulatory
framework, what would be the technical framework,
that was really more a matter for the Department and
for the regulators than a matter of legislation.

Q376 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think your short point
really is a decision had been taken in favour of smart
meters, therefore there was no need to lobby on that
principle, even if you would have been minded to
do so?
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q377 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go half way down
the page, you say, “What I am saying is, there are
ways to do these things but you have to be—there’s a
degree of subtlety required and you have to work
behind the scenes, to a certain extent. Most people
are actually happy with that because at the end of the
day what you want is good advice, you want results,
you want to be able to influence things. Again, smart
metering things, I held meetings . . .” I note the plural
“. . . with oYcials. I could pick up the phone with
oYcials and say, ‘What’s happening?’” Were you
suggesting that by seeing oYcials on the smart
metering and other energy issues you were able to
influence things?
Lord Truscott: No, no, again it was simply for
information purposes. Do not forget—

Q378 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just explain your
reference to “you want to be able to influence things.”
I would like you to explain that.
Lord Truscott: “You” i.e. “them”, the public aVairs
company. Can I explain, this fictional company came
to me and said they were a communications company
which were moving into the area of public aVairs.
They were talking about negotiating a 12 month
consultancy contract with me to represent them on a
number of issues where I could give advice. They
came across as very ignorant. You can see all over
these pages of transcripts I was trying to explain to

them how the process worked, what their role should
be and what my role should be. I was trying to say to
them, well there is a degree of subtlety involved here.
I cannot go moving amendments. I cannot lobby
people directly. What you have to do is do such and
such and what they wanted from me, I was advising,
what you want from me in eVect is good advice. You
want, the lobbyist, they want good results, and you,
the lobbyist, they want to be able to influence things.
My advice could help them achieve their aims, that is
what I was saying.

Q379 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I do not want to cut you
short obviously, because you can say anything you
want. The understandable distinction you are trying
to make there is that it is for them to exercise
influence and not for you?
Lord Truscott: That is right. The “meetings with
oYcials”—I have not checked the text on that but I
did have only one meeting with oYcials, so that
maybe—

Q380 Lord Irvine of Lairg: A slip of the tongue.
Lord Truscott:—it may be a slip, but there was only
one meeting, a meeting in July with the Bill team.

Q381 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Were you concerned with
issues concerning the roll-out of smart meters,
anything of that sort?
Lord Truscott: It was not a question of concerning, it
was a question of being informed. During the course
of the Energy Bill, the Minister responsible, Lord
Hunt, did come out with a statement and indicative
timetable of a ten year roll-out for smart meters and
a two year implementation period. That I picked up
from Hansard.

Q382 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go two-thirds of
the way into page 7, where you say, “So I am perfectly
happy with doing that but you just have to be a bit
careful about paid advocacy”, you regard paid
advocacy there as equivalent to moving an
amendment in the House, do you?
Lord Truscott: That is right. Or promoting an issue if
you are paid by a company.

Q383 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lobbying. Paid advocacy
would include lobbying, in your understanding?
Lord Truscott: In my understanding, paid advocacy
would be lobbying, it would be promoting an issue,
seeking to influence anybody as a result of being paid.
As I said in the earlier paragraph, what I was talking
about was picking up the phone and saying, “What’s
happening?” Again, it was finding out information.
That is really what I was oVering to do, and oVering
advice. Not lobbying or getting involved in—
Lord Irvine of Lairg: You have been very, very clear.
I think Lady Manningham-Buller has a question.
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Q384 Baroness Manningham-Buller: The Code,
Lord Truscott, also forbids exercising parliamentary
influence for money.
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q385 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can you
describe to us whether you see a distinction between
these two things?
Lord Truscott: I think my solicitor, my lawyers, went
through this in quite some detail and I do not want
to get into an esoteric discussion about the nature of
influence, but I think there is a distinction between
influence, that presumably all Members of the House
of Lords have to some degree by nature of them being
Members of the House of Lords, and being in this
place and in this House; and parliamentary influence,
which is influencing the business of the House,
whether it is legislation, asking questions, speaking.
To my view, the layman’s view, the Code of Conduct
is saying that you should not exert parliamentary
influence as a result of being in the employ of any
company, i.e. you should not ask questions, you
should not move amendments, you should not try to
influence legislation as a result of being a paid
consultant or whatever. So that is parliamentary
influence. If you say to me, “Can you define the
diVerence between influence and parliamentary
influence”, then I think that is probably not a
question for me to try to attempt to define.

Q386 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could we go to the
middle of page 8? You are asked directly in relation to
the proposed amendment, whether it could be left to
you to identify the right people, to move the
amendment and that you would coach them. You
see that?
Lord Truscott: Sorry, which bit?

Q387 Lord Irvine of Lairg: More than a third of the
way in on page 8.
Lord Truscott: Sorry, yes, I have got it.

Q388 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “Man: I say that because
say, for example, an issue such as we have here, is it
possible for us to just leave it with you to identify the
right people and coach them?” Pausing there, that
would have been the perfect opportunity, would it
not have been, for you, given your understanding of
the Code, to say, “Goodness me, I could not possibly
coach them”?
Lord Truscott: You see, you have to—

Q389 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Would it be the perfect
opportunity to say that?
Lord Truscott: With respect, you have to understand
what was going on here in terms of the type of
meeting. I was trying to be helpful and co-operative,
and we were exploring the possibility of developing a

business relationship. I was not going to say to these
people, “You are really talking rubbish, you know,
you really do not understand what you are about.” I
was trying to lay down the ground rules, establishing
no lobbying, no paid advocacy and all the rest, but
steer them towards what their role should be and
what my role should be. They were pleading
ignorance. You had on one level that this was a
professional and politically inspired entrapment
operation—

Q390 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We have that well.
Lord Truscott:—in the run-up to an election. On the
other hand, you have me trying to have an
exploratory meeting with these people to see whether
we could work together and see whether it would be
appropriate.

Q391 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, I
understand all of that, but if you were seeking to lay
down the ground rules, I repeat my question, why do
you not say to them, “I could not possibly coach
them. That is quite wrong and I would not do it.”?
You do not need to say it oVensively, you are just
laying down the ground rules, as you say. Why not
say that?
Lord Truscott: Because I had done that extensively all
during the meeting and I thought I had made myself
absolutely clear. If I can—you probably will not want
me to—I say in the first meeting on pages 11 and 12,
“I have never seen my role as lobbying. I am not
personally a lobbyist. I don’t actually lobby. What I
will do if someone wanted—a client, for example—is
advise—it’s lobbying companies that lobby. I don’t
mind advising lobbyists, but I don’t personally
lobby.”

Q392 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Truscott, I am not
going to ignore these passages, I am taking you
through the transcript.
Lord Truscott: The—

Q393 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me. Before you
said these things, which were an impeccable
statement, if you like, of the boundaries between
permissible and impermissible, all I am asking you is
why you did not say to them, when they suggested
something manifestly inappropriate, “No, that
simply is not on”?
Lord Truscott: Because, as I have said, it was an
exploratory discussion and we were looking at
whether we could work together. I do say later on,
when they ask me, “You won’t find oYcials to make
the pitch yourself?”, I say “No, I wouldn’t . . .”—
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Q394 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We are coming to that.
Lord Truscott: If I could say for the record: “No, I
wouldn’t do that. That’s the other thing to make
clear. I don’t lobby myself. I don’t mind being
employed by them, but I advise the lobbyists rather
than doing the pitch myself. I am happy to find out
information, but that’s a slightly diVerent thing. That
is just my view.” So I make it absolutely clear during
the course of the meeting, but if someone is discussing
with you about possibly working together on a
consultancy basis, you do not say, “Go away and boil
your head, you are talking absolute nonsense . . .”—

Q395 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I was not suggesting you
should say that.
Lord Truscott: It is not my approach. It was not my
approach. I am a very diplomatic person. Sometimes
I do give politicians’ answers. It is not in my genetic
code to basically turn round to someone and say,
“No”, especially in this sort of scenario where you are
talking about possibly working together, “No, you
are talking absolute nonsense”, because the meeting
will come to a very swift end if you do that.

Q396 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What you are doing, if I
may say so, Lord Truscott, is setting up an Aunt Sally
to knock it down, because I am not suggesting you
should have been oVensive to them. My sole
suggestion to you is that you should have said to
them, “I have to tell you that coaching them is not
on.”
Lord Truscott: We all have our diVerent approaches
and our diVerent styles. I did say in my first letter that
on occasions my language was loose and naı̈ve, and
obviously if I had known I was on the record and I
was being recorded, I would have been a lot more
careful the way I constructed what I said. But, even
so, having come away from that meeting, and since,
like yourselves, having gone over this transcript a
hundred times, I feel clear in my own mind that what
I was saying to them during the course of the meeting
and laying down the ground rules on lobbying,
moving amendments and on paid advocacy, I was
making clear that I would only act within the rules.
During the course of the meeting I made that clear in
my own way, using my own language. You can
criticise that, and obviously in the circumstances it is
very easy to do so, I can criticise myself, but I thought
I made it clear in my own way what my
understanding of the rules was, that I would only act
within the rules and that was in my own mind and,
looking at the transcript, I think that was clear.

Q397 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Do you accept, looking
back, it would have been much better if you had
repudiated the suggestion you would coach other
parliamentarians?

Lord Truscott: I think in retrospect, obviously, that is
not on. I think—Sorry, I will leave it at that.

Q398 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What you go on to say is,
“Well, I think it would—I mean, it should normally
be a sort of partnership, as it were, you know. Man:
So you would want some input from us as well? PT: I
mean, normally, normally, that’s the way it works,
yes. I mean, I can sort of identify people and talk to
them and sort of talk with oYcials and all this sort of
thing but normally I would work with the
organisation.” Reading this, it does sound to me as if
this is a discussion about a division of labour with
both of you doing the same thing; they working and
you working, in order frankly to persuade of the
merits of the desired amendment. That is how it
reads.
Lord Truscott: No. Well, that is your interpretation. I
understand, Lord Irvine, some sections of this text
can be taken out of context, some of the transcripts
can be taken out of context. You are right, I was
talking about a division of labour, but my division of
labour was that I would be identifying people and
they would be doing the lobbying. That was the sort
of partnership I was trying to describe there. As I say,
these people were pretending they did not know how
the thing worked, how they should operate as public
aVairs consultants in a legislative environment. So I
was explaining to them—the earlier thing, as you
said, I should have made clear and said, “This is how
it works”—and I was trying to make clear to them in
my way that this would be a partnership. Because,
don’t forget, they were trying to get me to say, “So
you will go away and do it all for us? You’ll move the
amendments. You’ll lobby people.” This was the
entrapment part. And I said, “No, no, no, I am not
prepared to do that. What we are talking about here
is a partnership whereby I would identify the people,
I would give you advice but you would do the
lobbying.”

Q399 Lord Irvine of Lairg: There is nothing in the
passage which I have just read to you which suggests
that you would not do any lobbying but only they
would. The language suggests an equal division of
labour, the organisation and you doing the same
things in relation to diVerent people.
Lord Truscott: Can I contest that—

Q400 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Of course.
Lord Truscott: You are actually, Lord Irvine, putting
in words which are not actually in the text. I never
said there would be an equal division of labour. I have
read out to you quite extensively what I have said
about lobbying and throughout the text I made that
absolutely clear. Of course things can be read into this
text, this was the whole point of the Sunday Times
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operation. They decided the headlines before they
even met me, they doctored and edited—

Q401 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I know you are very
hostile to the Sunday Times. I completely understand.
Lord Truscott: I am also trying to give the facts from
my point of view. They doctored and edited the text
and put it in the worst possible light. Of course, the
way this conversation is run, they will try to point to
some bits of the text and say, “You said this but really
you were implying that, weren’t you? You were
implying you would break the rules”. And that is not
actually the word I used.

Q402 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I pick you
up on the words you do use, Lord Truscott, which is
this business about, “I can identify people”. We are
agreed on that one. “And talk to them and sort of talk
with oYcials.” What did you mean by that? What did
you have in mind?
Lord Truscott: It is quite clear, and understand my
reading of this and what I have also read about this,
it is perfectly in order to discover the predominance
of view in the House on a particular issue and also to
monitor the progress of legislation. That is, it seems
to me, what consultancy in the House is about, if you
are looking at it in the parliamentary sphere. In order
to do that, you have to talk to people, because how
can you discover the predominance of view in the
House or monitor the progress of legislation, if you
do not actually talk to people—Members of the
House and oYcials. That is all I was oVering to do.
So in identifying people, that is what I was talking
about.

Q403 Lord Dholakia: Lord Truscott, can I come
back again and just follow up the two questions my
colleagues have asked? You talk earlier about, “. . .
normally be a sort of partnership, as it were, you
know.” So you are talking about a partnership. In
that particular partnership you talk about your own
role, “I can sort of identify people and talk to them
and sort of talk with oYcials and all this sort of
thing.”
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q404 Lord Dholakia: What sort of partnership is it?
Is it trying to influence? Is it trying to advise? What
are you doing?
Lord Truscott: No, that was my understanding, Lord
Dholakia, of how a consultancy should work in this
area. Don’t forget, one thing I should add here is that
I have never actually done any parliamentary
consultancy work myself, so I was feeling my way
whether this was parliamentary consultancy or non-
parliamentary consultancy. So in a way this was new
to me. Don’t forget, I had stopped being a minister
about a year before, moved into the private sector

largely advising energy companies and being a non-
exec and one or two other things, but clearly non-
parliamentary work. So this was something which
straddled, it seemed to me, the advisory roles I had
had and the parliamentary work. So I was finding my
way. I was expressing my opinion of a relationship
like this, if we had proceeded to develop it. Do not
forget at the end of the day there was not even a draft
contract and I decided not to pursue, but I was
envisaging how this sort of consultancy would work.
I was saying to them that it should be a partnership.
What did the partnership consist of? It should be two
sides. My side of the partnership would be giving
advice, identifying people to whom the lobbyists
could make their case. Their role would be to act as
lobbyists, to actually do the pitch, to Members, to do
presentations, to talk to people, and try to convince
people. All I would be doing is point them in the right
direction and say, “This Member has an interest in
this subject, it is worth you talking to them.” But
also, bear in mind, the strange thing about this
Sunday Times set up was basically their premise was,
“If a client pays you money, you personally go away
and move an amendment and you change
legislation.” We all know, that is nonsense, that is not
how it works in the House of Lords, because to pass
anything you do not simply put down an amendment
and then the law is changed, you need to build a
consensus, you need to convince diVerent political
groups and you need to have a campaign. You need
to work with other lobbyists. In this case, the
hypothetical Supplementary Rate Bill, already the
CBI, Chambers of Commerce, other bodies, were
working on it and you have to have a campaign. So I
was describing from my point of view how this
campaign would work and what my role would be. Of
course what the Sunday Times wanted to report is
that Lord Truscott would go away, move the
amendment, or get a mate to move an amendment,
and be paid a fat cheque. That was total nonsense, it
was a total lie. That is how it was presented certainly
in the first week of the reporting. The Sunday Times
briefed the BBC that I would move amendments for
cash; Sky Television picked it up the same way: Lord
Truscott is willing to move amendments for cash, and
that was the story, but that was fundamentally a lie.
I was trying to express how it would work and
obviously if you pick out bits, bits of the text, if you
take them out of context, they look bad, there is no
doubt about that, but that is what this sting operation
was all about. Don’t forget, the Sunday Times had
been working on this for months. They set up a—

Q405 Lord Dholakia: I am aware of that.
Lord Truscott: They—I think I have said enough here.
Chairman: Do you want to proceed?
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Q406 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Also on page 8,
Lord Truscott, you said you would say, “. . . such and
such a person is following this and you really need to
chat to them and stick out all their notes, put a
briefing note . . .”. I understand from this bit of text
that you are suggesting to the lobbying company who
they should go and approach?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q407 Baroness Manningham-Buller: And you are
happy, it would appear, for them to say you have
arranged an introduction, “Lord Truscott may have
mentioned it to you”.
Lord Truscott: No, not arranged the introduction.
That is a diVerent thing and that is something else I
would not do. I would not make an introduction to
Members. What I was proposing was that I would
chat to Members perhaps who had an interest in the
subject, see whether they were interested in the
subject, then I would suggest to the fictional public
aVairs company, “You should talk to this Member”.
They might be able to mention my name and say,
“Lord Truscott suggested you”. It is as simple as that.

Q408 Baroness Manningham-Buller: That is not an
introduction in your terms?
Lord Truscott: I do not think that is an introduction.
Mentioning my name is not actually fixing the
meeting. I would not fix the meeting. I would not go
away and physically arrange the meeting, they would
have to arrange the meeting themselves. It would be
up to Members whether they met with them, whether
they discussed it or not. You know the Members of
this House very well, they are very independent
people, they have their own views, their own
interests. I can merely suggest some people that the
public aVairs company could approach. They may be
receptive, they may not be receptive. That is really up
to the lobbying company, or public aVairs company,
to pursue that.

Q409 Baroness Manningham-Buller: But you are
happy for them to quote your name?
Lord Truscott: It would be pretty obvious, would it
not, if I talked to a Member and said, “Are you
interested in this subject” and then the public aVairs
company follows up fairly shortly. I think it would be
above board and transparent for them to say, “Lord
Truscott may have mentioned this to you.” The other
important thing here is the importance of
transparency. I am actually a strong believer in the
system of transparency. All my interests are registered
in the Register of the House. I always take my
appointments through the Advisory Committee on
Business Appointments. If I make any speeches or
any references where interests are involved, I always
declare them. So I think the important thing is being
totally up-front and totally transparent.

Q410 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Were you suggesting
when you said, “They should say Lord Truscott
mentioned it”, were you implying to the lobbying
company you could soften up peers in advance to
make them favourably disposed to an approach from
a lobby company?
Lord Truscott: No, I was not.

Q411 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go to the top of
page 9, you say, “For example, there was an occasion
again with the Energy Bill when the Energy Retail
Association approached me and said, you know, will
you move these amendments? I said no I won’t, but I
know who will. I know the person that’s interested in
. . . and it was one of my colleagues that did move the
amendment.” Now did you speak to that colleague in
advance of his moving the amendment?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q412 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Stating the merit in your
view of the amendment?
Lord Truscott: No. In fact, I have thought about this
subsequently, and what it is, I knew the Members,
after the event, who moved the amendments. I did
not approach anyone in advance of any amendments
being put. I did not actually suggest a name to them
either; I did not give them any—

Q413 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But there would be
nothing inappropriate in you pointing them in the
direction of peers who might be minded to be in
favour of the amendment?
Lord Truscott: That is true. But actually I think, on
reflection, I probably did not even give them a name.
I just said, “I think there are some Members who
might be sympathetic” and they went oV and
approached them themselves. This is the Energy
Retail Association. But if you talk to any of the
Members who moved the amendments on the Energy
Bill in relation to smart meters or anything else, I
never had a discussion with them about the
amendments; I never approached anyone.

Q414 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When the lady under-
cover reporter says, a little further down, “But you
could smooth the way for us” and you reply,
“Yeah”—I take it “yeah” means “yes”—you were
saying you could smooth the way for them?
Lord Truscott: Well, no. I think you have to take this
in context.

Q415 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What did you understand
she meant?
Lord Truscott: They suggested that a colleague would
take up the amendments because they had seen I was
interested in the subject.
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Q416 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, could we
focus on the question. What did you understand you
were agreeing to when you said, “Yes” to that
question.
Lord Truscott: Are you saying—

Q417 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let me finish. When you
said, “Yes” to “You could smooth the way for us”,
what did you understand you were agreeing to?
Lord Truscott: Okay—I was looking at the wrong
section.

Q418 Baroness Manningham-Buller: The middle of
page 9. After you had been talking about grey areas.
Lord Truscott: Right. (After a pause) “Smooth the
way”. Again I was talking about identifying people,
and I was talking here about facilitating again,
identifying people and facilitating the process of
lobbying. Their process of lobbying.

Q419 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But what would you be
doing which would smooth the way?
Lord Truscott: In relation to—

Q420 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Apart from naming a
peer, what would you be doing which would smooth
the way?
Lord Truscott: I would be identifying people that they
could approach. I would be advising on the progress
of legislation and I would be giving advice. That is my
understanding of what consultancy is about. I go on
to explain. Sometimes I have a mannerism and say
“Yeah” and then I go on to say something contrary
to that, or I give more facts; it is just a mannerism I
have. I go on, a couple of paragraphs down, to
qualify what I am talking about, the sort of role I
envisage. For example, I say, “Yes . . . Again on the
BERR thing” relating to the Department, “. . . the
client said, well what’s happening about this
government decision? We’ve heard, you know, that
it’s going to be delayed. You know, what are the
things that’s sort of holding up, the problems. So I
can just ring up someone and chat to them and find
out what’s going on.”

Q421 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, was that
with a view to breaking the log-jam and persuading
the person you are speaking to that the delay should
not continue?
Lord Truscott: No, it is not, it is about finding out
what is going on, being informed, and presumably if
you are a consultant it is because people actually
think you have some knowledge or information
which is useful to them. So I would ring up and do
exactly what I said, find out what is going on. That
seems to me pretty clear.

Q422 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think it is fair to draw
your attention to the passage at the top of page 12,
where you have set out the position in principle, as
you see it, perfectly clearly. You say in answer to the
question, “Would you put us on the register or our
client on the register?”, “No, it would be you, rather
than the client.” Then you say at the end of this, “I
have never seen my role as lobbying. I am not
personally a lobbyist. I don’t actually lobby. What I
will do if someone wanted—a client, for example—
. . . is advise lobbying companies that lobby. I don’t
mind advising lobbyists, but I don’t personally
lobby.” The man says, “You don’t phone up oYcials
and make the pitch yourself?” You reply, “No, I
wouldn’t do that. That’s the other thing to make
clear. I don’t lobby myself. I don’t mind being
employed by them, but I advise the lobbyists rather
than doing the pitch myself.” So that, if you like, is a
clear statement of principle?
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q423 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you would say, if
that is all you were doing, pointing the lobbying firm
in the direction of peers who might be sympathetic to
the interests of their clients, that would be entirely
unobjectionable?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q424 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What I want to explore
with you next, Lord Truscott, is whether in fact,
having stated the general principle in an
unobjectionable way, in a correct way in fact, whether
you would actually behave in a rather diVerent way.
So can we go forward to page 19 of the transcript.
Could you look at this? I am almost at the half way
mark on page 19. The man says, “Yes, a Commons
Second Reading. In practice, if one were to try and
amend it, say, with an amendment which said, for
example, that you can, you were exempt for a certain
period, would one have to . . . Would you be looking
for people who were already like-minded to do that
sort of thing?” Then you reply, “Or try to persuade
them that it is a good idea. One or other.” It would
unquestionably, would it not, be lobbying if you tried
to persuade a peer that it was a good idea?
Lord Truscott: Yes, but I was talking about them
persuading somebody.

Q425 Lord Irvine of Lairg: The man says, “Would
you . . .”
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q426 Lord Irvine of Lairg: May I finish. “Would you
be looking for people who were already likeminded to
do that sort of thing?” and your reply is, “Or try to
persuade them that it is a good idea.” That is
emphatically not something that you were suggesting
that they should do, you were being asked what you
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would be doing and in addition to looking for people
who were already likeminded you added, “Or try to
persuade them that it is a good idea. One or the
other”.
Lord Truscott: Obviously I have looked at this very
closely with my lawyers, and can I put on record here
my thanks to Neil O’May, who is a partner in
Bindmans, who has given me a lot of advice on this
issue and written a number of letters.

Q427 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I appreciate that, but we
want your answer to this.
Lord Truscott: You will have it. And also Sir Ken
Macdonald QC, who has given me advice. I will refer
to our letter, although drafted by Neil obviously we
went through it together, and I will put on the record
my position on this.

Q428 Lord Irvine of Lairg: This is something that
has been drafted for you by a solicitor?
Lord Truscott: We drafted it together. We went
through this text together and drafted it together.
Chairman: Could I just make one thing clear. We
want to establish facts from you as to what you meant
and it is important that we hear from you as to what
is your understanding of what you meant to say.

Q429 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I do not think you should
just read out to us the text of something that has been
settled between you and your solicitor. What would
be more helpful to the Committee, and to you, Lord
Truscott, is if you were to tell us what you meant,
because this is an addition by you when you were
asked, “Would you be looking for people who were
already likeminded to do that sort of thing?” and you
added, “Or try to persuade them”, that is the people
that you would be looking for, “that is it a good idea.
One or the other”. What I would like to hear, and I
think what the Chairman would like to hear, is your
answer to us as to what you meant by that.
Lord Truscott: You will have it, and you will have my
answer in my own way, if I may be allowed to do so.

Q430 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Of course.
Lord Truscott: Certainly in my own words.

Q431 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Of course.
Lord Truscott: When the fictional lobbyist said
“would you”, my understanding was that this was a
reference in the third person.

Q432 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Sorry, to them, not you?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q433 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You understood that
“you” meant “them”?

Lord Truscott: Yes. I understood that “you” meant
“them” and this was about MJA themselves
persuading someone that it was a good idea. It was
not about me. The use of the words “you” and all the
rest, there is this point, this separation. Here when the
word was “you” I was talking about MJA themselves
would have to persuade them that it was a good idea.
When I said “You’d start oV in the Commons”, again
I was indicating to them what they would have to do
as the public aVairs company.

Q434 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there for a
second. You say that, although on the face of the
transcript, and there is no issue that this is what you
said, they asked you whether you would be looking
for people who were already likeminded to do that
sort of thing and you replied, “Or try to persuade
them that it is a good idea”. Now, as a matter of
language it is unquestionable that these were things
that you were going to do.
Lord Truscott: No.

Q435 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If that is not so, what
would assist the Committee, I am sure, is if you
explain to us how it is that “you” means “they”.
Lord Truscott: Look at the language. The man says:
“Yes, a Commons Second Reading. In practice, if one
were to try and amend it, say, with an amendment
. . .”, “if one were to try and amend it”, not me but
“one”. “. . . for example, that you can, you were
exempt for a certain period, would one have to . . .”
and then he switches to “you”, “Would you be
looking for people who were already likeminded to
do that sort of thing?” and then I reply, “Or try to
persuade them that it is a good idea. One or the
other”. I go back to, “You’d start oV in the Commons
. . .” I am making it clear that his reference—He talks
about “one” and then “would you be looking for
people”, then I turn it back and say, “You’d start oV
in the Commons” so I am making it clear they would
have the persuading role, not me. Then I go on about,
“if you think . . .” et cetera, et cetera.

Q436 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Sorry, this has got to be
noted down, Lord Truscott, so speak distinctly.
Lord Truscott: Right, okay. I will go back and try to
speak more clearly and slowly. The man says, “In
practice, if one were to try and amend it, say, with an
amendment which said, for example, that you can,
you were exempt for a certain period, would one have
to . . .” Because I had made it clear before that I
would not move the amendment or suggest an
amendment, my understanding was that they were
talking about them, the public aVairs company.
“Would you be looking for people who were already
likeminded to do that sort of thing?” and then I said,
“Or try to persuade them that it is a good idea”, i.e.
you would have to persuade them that it was a good
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idea. Then I come back in my next sentence to say,
“You’d start oV in the Commons”, not me. I did not
say, “I would work in the Commons or the Lords to
persuade people or to move amendments”, I said,
“You’d start oV in the Commons because it’s easier to
amend things here”. It is quite clear I was not talking
about I. I never at any stage said I would move
amendments or I would start oV in the Commons or
I would start oV in the Lords or that I would persuade
people. It is clear that I was talking about them, not
me.

Q437 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could we move on to the
top of page 20. You say, and it is not a perfect
transcript obviously, but right at the top of the page,
“Director of policy responsible . . . the Bill team . . .
Obviously, when it comes, I can advise on procedure
and who to deal with in the Commons but obviously
when it comes to the Lords it is far more within my
ambit to influence it than in the Commons.” What
influence were you suggesting that you had greater in
the Lords than the Commons and how were you
going to exercise that influence?
Lord Truscott: It comes back to our earlier debate
about influence and parliamentary influence.

Q438 Lord Irvine of Lairg: No, no, but it is not a
debate. I just want to know, and I am sure my fellow
Members of the Committee want to know, what you
meant when you said, “to the Lords it is far more
within my ambit to influence it than in the
Commons”. What did you mean when you said that
at the time?
Lord Truscott: I will come on to that. What I was
talking about was influencing the process of
lobbying. I was not talking about directly influencing
Members or their views but I was talking about
influencing the process of their lobbying. What I was
really talking about was my ability in the Lords is
greater to ascertain the predominance of view with
the head of the Bill team, with Members of the House
of Lords, than it is in the Commons because of the
very fact that I am in the House of Lords, so I have
a greater ability in the House of Lords to sound out
Members and oYcials on their views.

Q439 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That was what you meant
by “influence” then, a greater ability to sound out
Members and oYcials about their views?
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q440 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there. For what
purpose would you be sounding out Members and
oYcials as to their views? You would ask them what
their views were and then you would be studiously
silent after that and not seek to aVect their views or
persuade them as to the merit of the amendment, is
that it?

Lord Truscott: I made clear, Lord Irvine, many times,
and I can quote at length, that I do not lobby
Members. I do not think it is appropriate to lobby
Members. I think Members would resent being
lobbied, and I am not going to attempt to persuade
Members to change their views or to adopt any
opinions or views. That would not be appropriate
for me.

Q441 Baroness Manningham-Buller: You can see our
problem, Lord Truscott, with the word “influence”
which you used twice because influence, as I
understand it, is not just getting information, it is
actually taking some action to change something.
You used it on two occasions, which is obviously
what concerns the Committee, that you would
influence.
Lord Truscott: I do agree that in retrospect, and
looking at this out of context, it does not look good,
as I said earlier about one or two parts of the
transcript. I did use loose language open to
misinterpretation, but if you put it in context it is
quite clear that the sort of influence I was talking
about related to my position in the House of Lords
and it did not relate to lobbying other Members. I
had already laid down the ground rules quite clearly
in terms of lobbying, moving amendments or paid
advocacy. It was an unfortunate use of the word
“influence”, but—

Q442 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But “influence” is an
ordinary word in the English language, the meaning
which Baroness Manningham-Buller attributed to it
is a common, ordinary meaning, namely that you
would be trying to eVect some change through
personal influence. You say that is not what you
meant, but do you accept that at least is how it
appears?
Lord Truscott: Taken out of context I understand that
it can be misinterpreted. If I had known I was on the
record I would have been more careful about my
language and I would not have used that word. I
think there is a distinction between “influence” and
“parliamentary influence” and I think I made clear
during the course of the meeting that at no stage
would I try to exercise parliamentary influence, i.e.
influencing the business of the House on amendments
or speaking or whatever. We have to recognise by our
very nature Members of the House of Lords do have
influence.

Q443 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I do not think there is any
issue about that at all.
Lord Truscott: The point is whether that influence is
used appropriately and whether it is used to promote
commercial interests. I was trying to say in the earlier
part of the transcript that I would not use influence
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to influence parliamentary business or legislation or
lobbying.

Q444 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just pausing there for a
second, you do see that a legitimate concern is that
you were, as it were, paying lip service to the rules,
setting out what they were with very great clarity, but
then giving them an indication that you, in fact could
do much more than in practice, as it were, behind the
scenes. You understand that is a legitimate concern
for us to explore.
Lord Truscott: I can see if taken out of context, which
was the point of doing the exercise from the Sunday
Times’ point of view, it can be misinterpreted. I think
you can see from the rest of the text that I was
absolutely clear about the ground rules and even if I
did use that word inappropriately in that section, I
was absolutely clear in my own mind where the
boundaries were, what the rules meant and I was
absolutely clear in my own mind that I would not
break the rules, I would not promise to do so, and I
had no intention of breaking the rules. Probably there
is an issue with consultancy and lobbying where,
according to the ACOBA Rules—the Advisory
Committee on Business Appointments—ex-
Ministers are allowed to lobby on behalf of
companies or other businesses that they actually
work for. I think there is a contradiction in the Code
and in the rules which is not very helpful and—

Q445 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That may be very
interesting but your position is you were not
lobbying.
Lord Truscott: That is right. Actually, I thought by
saying that I would not lobby, and by not lobbying,
which I have never done, that I was ensuring not only
was I abiding by the rules but I was more than abiding
by the rules because there was a discussion about
whether lobbying is allowed or not, but from my
point of view I would not go there because I thought
it was inappropriate.

Q446 Lord Dholakia: Can I come back and express
my concern following the two questions that have
been put to you. If you were not lobbying, you then
went on to say, “I can contact the oYcials as it goes
through the Commons stages”. Why would you want
to contact the oYcials when it goes through the
Commons stages when if you were not lobbying you
could find out precisely what goes on by looking at
the minutes of their committee, what amendment
they had reached, et cetera? Why did you want to
contact the oYcials? Can I just take it further. You
then go on to say, “I can contact some of the MPs as
well . . .” Why would you want to contact Members
of Parliament in the Commons, “but in terms of
influencing Members and knowing the people,

obviously I know the people better up here than in the
Commons.” How would one interpret all this?
Lord Truscott: Well, it is quite simple. In terms of the
oYcials, you are right, one can look at the committee
minutes and Hansard and certainly that was what I
was hypothetically proposing to do.

Q447 Lord Dholakia: But you are talking about
oYcials.
Lord Truscott: Yes, I am coming on to that, Lord
Dholakia. One can also contact the oYcials, for
example the Whips OYce, and say, “What is the
timetable for this Bill?” and I think there is a reference
in the transcript to me contacting an oYcial and
saying, “What is the timetable for this particular
Bill?” Again, that is what I am talking about,
contacting oYcials for information purposes. As I
talked about doing in the Lords, similarly in the
Commons. As for the contacting Members of the
House of Commons, it would be to undertake the
same role that I was hypothetically proposing in the
Lords, i.e. to identify those Members who may be
sympathetic to the proposals of this hypothetical
public aVairs company that they could contact. I
think this comes back to why I used the phrase “in the
Lords”, because I do know some Members in the
Commons and their views on various issues and I
could make some suggestions, but I would be in a
stronger position to make suggestions in the House of
Lords and that was what I was talking about. I was
only talking about contacting oYcials for
information, particularly on timetabling and other
matters, where we are at with a particular piece of
legislation, which you cannot always gather from
Hansard or committee minutes. Similarly, contacting
Members in terms of identifying those who could be
worth approaching.

Q448 Lord Cope of Berkeley: You speak about
context but the context here, at the bottom of page
19, is about getting the Government to amend its
own Bill.
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q449 Lord Cope of Berkeley: That is why you wish
influence to be exerted on oYcials.
Lord Truscott: Sorry, where are we?
Chairman: Bottom of page 19.
Lord Cope of Berkeley: “You can get the Government
to amend its own Bill, provided you [inaudible] a
Minister or his oYcials . . .” I noted when we were
looking at the transcript and I believe the word
missing there is “convince”.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: We listened to it and it was.

Q450 Lord Cope of Berkeley: When we listened to
the tape, yes. “. . . provided you can convince a
Minister or his oYcials . . .” Presumably the reason
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for talking to oYcials in that context is to get them to
introduce an amendment or to encourage them to
introduce an amendment?
Lord Truscott: There are a number of things about
that. “You”, again, I am not talking about me, I am
talking about the lobbyists. I am not saying I can get
Government to amend its own legislation. Also, if
you—

Q451 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So the persuasion
exercise has to be by them exclusively and not by you
at all?
Lord Truscott: That is right. The other thing is anyone
who knows anything about legislation and how
Government work knows if you have a meeting with
oYcials they are not going to go away and say,
“That’s a jolly good idea, so we are going to change
the legislation”, because there is a lot of resistance to
that. They will only usually change legislation if there
is a campaign, a build-up, a feeling, they feel there is
a majority against and then they may take it on
board. It is nonsense to say that I could go to oYcials,
go to a minister and say, “This is perhaps not a jolly
good idea and you should change the legislation” and
that was not what I was talking about anyway
because, again, that would be lobbying. Can I go
back to this question that you mentioned earlier
about the interest so, therefore, that seems to
contradict earlier what I was saying about lobbying.
I would have to be pretty schizophrenic to lay out in
such detail that I would not do lobbying and all the
rest and then a bit later on in the same meeting say,
“Oh, by the way, you can forget all that, I’m quite
happy to do it”. That was not my intention at all.

Q452 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I appreciate you saying
that, but you would not have to be schizophrenic, you
would simply have to be setting out accurately what
the rules are but then with a sort of nod and a wink
suggest in practice you can go further than the rules
permit.
Lord Truscott: I do not think that is supported by the
text with respect, Lord Irvine.

Q453 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am just giving you—
Lord Truscott: I can understand. Of course things can
be taken out of context and that is what helped the
Sunday Times produce their story.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Looking at the whole context, if
you go again to page 20, “. . . obviously when it
comes to the Lords it is far more within . . .”
Baroness Manningham-Buller: This is at the top.

Q454 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes. “. . . but obviously
when it comes to the Lords it is far more within my
ambit to influence it than in the Commons”. Pausing
there, that is you speaking about yourself and that
you have a greater opportunity to influence the

content of the legislation than you would have in the
Commons. It cannot mean anything else, can it?
Lord Truscott: No, I disagree.

Q455 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go to the next
paragraph, “. . . but in terms of influencing Members
and knowing the people, obviously I know the people
better up here than in the Commons”. Is that you not
saying that it is easier for you to influence people
here, that is peers, in favour of the amendment?
Lord Truscott: No, I do not think so because
“influence it than in the Commons”, I was talking
about the process of lobbying, I was not talking
about influencing legislation. I never said that. I did
not mean that.

Q456 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, when you
say, “but in terms of . . . influencing Members and
knowing the people, obviously I know the people
better up here than in the Commons”, is that not to
say you are in a better position to influence peers here
than you are Members of the House of Commons?
Lord Truscott: On influencing Members, they were
meant to be doing the influencing. I was talking
about them influencing Members, not me influencing
Members. I do not say I will personally influence
Members or their opinions. There is always this
division in the text between what I was saying I would
do and what they were saying they would do and “I”
and “you” and “one”. In the second section, when I
talk about “influencing Members”, I am talking
about them influencing Members and then I go on to
say, “. . . and knowing people, obviously I know the
people better up here than in the Commons”. That is
just a fact. Yes, I do know people better in the Lords
than in the Commons. At the time of this meeting
obviously I did not know it was being tape-recorded
and all that. I did not say at any stage, “It’s not a
problem for me to influence Members in the Lords
because I know them all, I can swing that”, I never
said that because I did not mean it and in my own
mind when I talked about lobbying in that long piece
about me not lobbying, not being a lobbyist and all
that, in my own mind I had laid down the ground
rules.

Q457 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You have explained that
to us a number of times and we understand that.
Lord Truscott: In my own mind I was clear where the
boundaries were and the rest of the text in large
measure was me trying to describe what I would do
and what they would do and what was appropriate
under the rules.

Q458 Lord Cope of Berkeley: I just wanted to press
you a little further, Lord Truscott, on the meaning of
“influence” because there seem to be three diVerent
levels, as it were, that we have been discussing. One is
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parliamentary influence which you interpret as
moving amendments and taking parliamentary
action of one sort or another on the floor of the
House or in committees or on the Order Paper. The
second is influence, but not parliamentary influence.
You seemed to be saying that it was alright for you to
influence peers just by being a peer and talking to
them about something. The third layer was
influencing the process of lobbying. You have made
clear that influencing the process of lobbying is in
order under the rules and clearly parliamentary
influence in the sense of moving amendments and all
that is out of the rules, but what about influencing
peers, which you also seem to use and in some
respects, at any rate on the reading of this, seem to be
suggesting here.
Lord Truscott: I did not see that as my role,
influencing peers. I did not think it would be
appropriate. I have never tried to do it before. I think
Members in this House are independent and
experienced enough not to be influenced by me
having a chat to them about a piece of legislation.
They have their own views and they are either
interested in something or not. I think it would be
treating Members of this place with contempt, and
that I certainly do not do. I have an extremely high
regard for the Members of the Lords and this House;
I would not attempt to influence their views or
opinions. I do not think I could do, to be quite frank.
The second thing about influencing peers, I did not
see it as my role, I did not think it was appropriate.
When I talk about “influence” I simply mean the
influence that we all have as peers, Members of this
House. Yes, I have a certain degree of influence. If I
pick up the phone an oYcial will talk to me. If I
contact a colleague and say, “Have you thought
about this? What is your view on this piece of
legislation?” in many cases they will talk to me. That
was the sort of influence I was talking about. Okay, it
was not expressed very well and clearly if I had
known I was on the record I would not have used that
phrase because it can be misinterpreted. I think this is
a problem with the rules. For as long as I am a
Member of this place I will never touch anything
which has any whiV of parliamentary consultancy
because I think the danger with the way the rules are
currently laid out is not only do you have to be careful
about abiding by the rules, which I thought I was
doing, but the perception of abiding by the rules as
well. It is clear that with this sort of sting operation
where you can extract a few phrases there can be a
perception that you have not abided by the rules, or
the intention was not to abide by the rules. I came
away from this meeting, particularly the first one,
thinking, “Well, I’ve made that clear. Even though
I’m not going to work with this lot I made my
position absolutely clear”. I thought I had covered
myself and made myself absolutely clear but, of

course, when you see it in black and white there are
things that can be used against you.

Q459 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Would you look at page
21. You see halfway down you say: “But in reality a
lot of it comes down to me” and you go on, “Because
I know the people we are talking about”. “The head
of the Bill team is not going to talk to a researcher.
Woman: No, that is true.” That is you suggesting, is
it not, that the head of the Bill team will talk to you
because you are Lord Truscott whereas the head of
the Bill team is not going to talk to a mere researcher.
That is right, is it not?
Lord Truscott: I think it goes back to the debate that
we were having about influence.

Q460 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let us not deal in
abstracts but what you were actually saying there,
looking at it now, your words, was that you could talk
to the head of the Bill team who would not talk to a
researcher. That is what it means, is it not, and that
was what you meant?
Lord Truscott: I think that is the reality, yes. If I may
finish. It is easier for me to pick up the phone, ask the
head of the Bill team, “What is the information on
this Bill? Where are we at with this Bill?” If a
parliamentary researcher does that he probably will
not talk to him, will he?

Q461 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You can find out what the
state of progress of a Bill is simply by looking at
Hansard. The purpose of ringing the head of the Bill
team presumably, or saying you can do it, is to
persuade the head of the Bill team of the merit of a
particular amendment, is that right?
Lord Truscott: No, that is absolute nonsense, if I may
say so. The thing is as a Bill goes through there will
be amendments moved, there will be concessions
made, the timetable may shift and you do not get a
sense of all that by just looking at Hansard and the
debates in committee. The Government may move its
position, it may decide to take on board certain
amendments, it may decide that it wants to make
certain concessions, the timetable may be shortened
or lengthened. The relevant person to talk to to find
the state of play at a given point in time, and it may be
between various stages of the Bill—That is the other
thing, you have the Bill being introduced and three to
six months later it progresses through the House, it
may fall behind other legislation.

Q462 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am a little bit puzzled by
this because I would have thought the person to ask
would be the Minister really who is in political
control day-to-day of the Bill. The Bill team’s
function is a supportive one to the Minister.
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Lord Truscott: It is possible that you could ask the
Minister in a sort of normal briefing, because there
are regular briefings usually held with Ministers as
the Bill goes through.

Q463 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Or you could ask to see
the Minister. If it is a Minister in the Lords there
would be no diYculty about that. What I am trying
to get at is what you want out of the head of the
Bill team.
Lord Truscott: I am only talking about finding out
information. You do not ring up the head of the Bill
team or talk to the Bill team and suggest an
amendment, that is not the way that amendments are
made in this place or the Commons. You do not
propose amendments to civil servants. It is true that
you could discuss this with the Minister. Again, if you
were a consultant it would probably be inappropriate
to fix up a special meeting with the Minister, but I
guess if it was for information purposes that would be
all right. There are regular briefings that Ministers
hold as a Bill is going through that any MP or peer
can attend to ascertain information on the progress
of a Bill. I think that would be appropriate. Similarly,
contact with the Bill team to ask what the situation
with the Bill is. Like yourself, I have been a Minister
and I know other Members have been in government.
How the process works is that the Bill team largely
manages the process of a Bill going through
Parliament. The policy has already been formulated
largely or the Ministers or the House of Lords or the
Commons will have input into the process. The Bill
team is purely responsible for the management of the
process. Contacting them to find out information on
the process and maybe changes to the Bill as it passes
through both Houses of Parliament or any changes in
the view of the Government is totally appropriate.
The changes do not come through the Bill team, the
changes come through either the changes the
Government makes, the political masters, as it were,
or amendments that have been moved in the
Commons or the Lords. To say that I would contact
the head of the Bill team to suggest moving an
amendment is just not, quite frankly, how the process
of legislation works. It would not be appropriate and
it would not work. It is just totally inappropriate and
it is not how laws are made in this country.

Q464 Lord Dholakia: Can I pursue that point as one
who has moved a large number of amendments in my
time. What I still cannot understand is if you want to
know about the process, that is what you are talking
about, it is perfectly easy to find out the process in
terms of going to the Printed Paper OYce, to find out
what sort of amendments are coming through, et
cetera, but I would have thought it was most
improper to approach an oYcial when the Minister is
not there. At almost every meeting that one has with

the Minister, the oYcials are with him or her. I have
always believed that the correct approach is to
approach the Minister for the purposes of discussing
issues. The Minister could come around and say, “We
will explain the process to you”, so why do you want
to speak to the oYcials? I cannot understand that.
Lord Truscott: Lord Dholakia, I think you can do
either or you can do both. In the case of the Energy
Bill, the Bill team actually said that they had a
number of meetings with Members of the House of
Lords and MPs, either individually or collectively, to
brief them on the Bill. That was what the Bill team
said. I was one of those Members who had one
meeting with them and they briefed me on the Bill. It
is not inappropriate, it is perfectly appropriate. I
understand in your case that is not the way you go
about things, and that is fine.

Q465 Lord Dholakia: I did say it is perfectly proper
for a Bill team to say, “These are the issues we would
like to brief you about”, I have got no diYculty with
that, but I do not go around saying, “I would like to
find out about the process of that particular Bill, so
can I come and see you?”
Lord Truscott: What I was suggesting was I would
merely ask for a briefing, either at a meeting or—The
reality is that they would not give you the
information over the phone, they would ask for a
meeting and you would have a meeting and you
would be briefed either as an individual Member of
this House or with your colleagues, or with a
combination of MPs and peers. That is perfectly
appropriate and that was all I was talking about. I
was not talking about any private approach to have
a chat with an oYcial to try to get them to change
Government policy, that was not what I was talking
about. If you contact the oYcials in the relevant
departments during the course of the Energy Bill they
will tell you that everything that was done was done
appropriately.

Q466 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can I now ask you, Lord
Truscott, to move to the transcript of the second
meeting, that was the meeting on Wednesday 21
January at the St James’ Club. If you have got the
transcript of that to hand, and I hope that we can take
this comparatively quickly, if you go to the top of
page 7 you tell them that it would be sensible to find
out what the other lobbying groups are doing,
perfectly correct, and at the foot of the page, the very
last couple of lines, “It would be to, say, have a
meeting with opposition MPs or individual MPs and
persuade them of the argument . . .” That, I suppose
you would say, is to persuade these opposition MPs
of the merit of putting forward an amendment and
that would be for them, the lobbying company?
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Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q467 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I do not really
understand this, so maybe you can help me. About
two-thirds of the way down you say, “And then—I
mean really, on that one, what you need to then do is,
I’d invite private frontbenchers who are taking it
through the Commons and the Lords.”
Lord Truscott: Which page are we on?
Chairman: Page 7 of the second meeting.

Q468 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Are you with me?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q469 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I pointed out to you at
the bottom of the page that you were explaining the
merits of having meetings with opposition MPs or
individual MPs and then I was pointing out to you
that further up the page you said: “. . .I mean really,
on that one, what you need to then do is, I’d invite
private frontbenchers who are taking it through the
Commons and the Lords. Caroline Spelman has just
been made the new shadow local government . . .”
Pausing there, what did you mean by that? What were
you oVering to do?
Lord Truscott: This is about expressions again.
“What you need to do is . . .”, I am telling them what
they need to do. When I said, “I’d invite private
frontbenchers . . .” I meant if I were you.

Q470 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That means “If I were
you”—
Lord Truscott: “I’d invite private frontbenchers”.

Q471 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That means “If I were
you”?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q472 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You did not mean that
you would do that for them?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q473 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you go on to page 9,
you were asked, “How far are you able to help us in
all of this? PT: Well, as I said to you before, I mean,
I can work with you over it, and it is, it, you know,
identifying people and, obviously, following it and
identifying people to talk to talking with people to
facilitate the amendments and make sure that the
thing is drafted. I mean, I think it’s got to be a sort of
partnership as it were.” As I read that it means that
you would be talking with people to facilitate the
amendment, but I dare say you are going to tell us
that is not what it means.
Lord Truscott: No, my Lord, it is not. “Well, as I said
to you before, I mean, I can work with you over it,
and it is, it, you know, identifying people and,
obviously, following it and identifying people to talk

to . . .” That would be my role. It is in the second half,
“. . . to talking with people to facilitate the
amendments and make sure that the thing is drafted.”
That is their role because earlier they talked about
drafting an amendment and having counsel to do
that. Then I go on to say, “I mean, I think it’s got to
be a sort of partnership, as it were”. So it is a division
of roles.

Q474 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So it is not, as it were, a
partnership of equals in the sense that you are both
going to be doing the same thing, but it is you
introducing and then talking.
Lord Truscott: Identifying, not introducing.

Q475 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me, identifying.
Lord Truscott: Yes, that is right, which would be
consistent with everything else that I was saying,
including at the first meeting.

Q476 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So when you say, “talking
with people” you meant to signify to them that they
would have to do the talking?
Lord Truscott: Well, I concede that I would have to
talk to people on occasions to identify people who
would be sympathetic to the sort of proposals they
were suggesting.

Q477 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, when you
did that, talk to people to see if they would be
sympathetic to an approach by the lobbying
company, were you going to follow a self-denying
ordinance that you would abstain from
recommending the merit of the amendment whilst at
the same time finding out if they would be in favour
of it?
Lord Truscott: I was talking about identifying people
that they, the public aVairs company, could approach
to make their pitch and to lobby.

Q478 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You could not do that
without discovering whether the people whose names
you were to mention to the lobbying company were
of a view in favour of the amendment.
Lord Truscott: Not necessarily. I think, Lord Irvine,
you are putting it a bit crudely in favour of the
amendment. Probably an amendment would not be
drafted or thought about at this stage. What I was
talking about, for example, was identifying Members
of the House of Lords, in this case who were
interested in, say, the Business Supplementary Rate
Bill. Presumably there would be some Members of
the House who would be interested in the issues and
some who would not and then you could identify
Members who were interested in the Business
Supplementary Rate Bill, find out what their views
were on it, some may be very keyed up about it and
know about the issues of whether there should be a
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ballot on the supplementary rate or whether there
should be an exemption. So you talk to them, identify
who has the interest and then on the specific position
that the public aVairs company wanted to lobby on,
they would then have to talk to the Member to
present their case and push their case, which may or
may not be accepted or rejected.

Q479 Lord Irvine of Lairg: When you get a little
further into page 9 you ask, “Caroline Spelman? No,
no. I know, you know, some of the MPs and I know
all the Tories in the Lords, so I’ve got no problems
with approaching them.” The purpose of
approaching the Tories in the Lords would be?
Lord Truscott: To identify their views on this issue.

Q480 Lord Irvine of Lairg: As I say, the self-denying
ordinance would be maintained, you would not say
anything to them about the merit of what was
proposed, you would just explain it to them neutrally
and see what their reaction was.
Lord Truscott: That is right. If you think about it, my
Lord Chairman, the idea of me approaching a
Conservative peer and lobbying them to take a
particular position on something like the
Supplementary Rate Bill is a nonsense, they would
have their own position, their own views. The other
thing that is clear from this transcript is the previous
pages where I was describing how the partnership
would work, the advice that I would give, I was
saying having looked at Hansard and the committee
minutes and all the rest, it was the Conservatives who
were worthwhile approaching on the Supplementary
Rate Bill because they had a position that they were
concerned that businesses should have a ballot before
the Supplementary Rate Bill was imposed, so it
would be logical for the public aVairs company to
actually contact Conservative peers on the front
bench to see whether they would be willing to
combine in a campaign. But the idea that I could go
to the Conservative front bench and influence their
policy—

Q481 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is not being
suggested.
Lord Truscott:—Or lobby them on the
Supplementary Rate Bill. If you just think about it
for a minute, as a former Labour Minister, and I am
talking about myself, that would just be ludicrous.

Q482 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Nobody is suggesting
that you would be going to the front bench meetings.
Lord Truscott: Not a front bench meeting but even
approach a frontbencher, Lord Irvine, and say,
“Have you thought about this amendment; it is a
jolly good idea; do you think you can change
Conservative policy?” The idea is ludicrous, to be
frank.

Q483 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Perhaps you
could clarify something for us, Lord Truscott. You
said that you did a bit of work and it was clear that
the Conservatives were in a certain position, and you
were advising the company to approach
Conservatives because you thought that was the
better way to get what they wanted. Why then do you
say, “I’ve got no problems approaching the Tories in
the Lords”? What was the need for you to do so if you
could point them in that direction anyway?
Lord Truscott: To identify the particular peers who
had an interest, not only the frontbenchers but there
could be some backbenchers as well because, as Lord
Dholakia indicated earlier, a lot of backbenchers
move a lot of amendments on legislation, so it would
be a question not just of identifying—and indeed I
mention Caroline Spelman in the Commons as the
obvious person to approach because she is the
Conservative frontbencher with the responsibility—
and I said that they would have to approach her and
lobby her. It would be obvious for the lobbying
company, the public aVairs company to approach the
Conservative frontbencher with responsibility in the
Lords, but it would also be worthwhile to identify
other backbenchers, probably Conservatives, who
would be willing to move amendments as well.

Q484 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Who you are
going to approach?
Lord Truscott: To identify those peers who had an
interest in the issue and who might be worth
approaching on the part of MJ Associates to see
whether they wanted to work in the same direction.

Q485 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So this is a sort of
formulaic reply, is it not, that you would only
approach them to identify what their existing views
were and not to seek to influence them at all?
Lord Truscott: Well, it is not just a formulaic reply; it
is the view I had and the boundary that I thought was
appropriate, because I have always operated within
the rules of this House, I have never lobbied, I have
never moved an amendment, I have never got
involved in paid advocacy, so I thought that would be
the appropriate reply for me. It is not only a standard
reply for you, Lord Irvine, and the Committee, but it
is the standard reply that I was giving to them.

Q486 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you say it is the
truth. At the foot of page 10 you say: “Then I think
the other thing is identify who could be approached
to put forward amendments at various stages and
maybe other bodies to contact. Then that comes
down to, I think it will be a bit of a mix—you talking
to some people, me talking to some people,
sometimes both of us talking to people.” I would read
that as both of you talking from the same hymn sheet,
but you say, no, they would be talking to persuade,
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you would be talking to identify whether they were
candidates for persuasion by the lobbying company;
is that right?
Lord Truscott: That was my intention, yes. I was
talking about them doing it, because, if I may, Lord
Irvine, over the page at page 11, I said—

Q487 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am about to take you
there.
Lord Truscott: “Really you have to feel your way a
little bit because some people like to do it over a cup
of tea in the Tea Room and some people prefer to
have a proper sort of, chat and presentation and
feel . . .”

Q488 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Pausing there, you would
have a cup of tea with them in the tea room. The
lobbying company does not have access to the Tea
Room; that is right, is it not?
Lord Truscott: I think if they are invited in, if they
make contact with the peer and they are invited in
that they can have access to the Tea Room.

Q489 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Who would be the peer
inviting them in?
Lord Truscott: If they make contact with a peer, as has
happened to me, and probably happened with you as
well, someone contacts you and says, “Can we meet
to chat about such-and-such and can we meet over a
cup of tea?”

Q490 Baroness Manningham-Buller: I know we are
going through this in detail but it is in your interests
as well as the Committee doing a proper job that we
do that. If we go to this bit that Lord Irvine had just
talked you through, you say “. . . sometimes both of
us talking to people” and the woman says, “To people
together . . .” and you go on to say in the Tea Room,
“to people together to put something through”. What
were you meaning by that because you just said there
would be occasions when we will meet people
together, you the lobby company, me and A N Other,
“To people together to put something through”?
Lord Truscott: They would do the lobbying and
obviously their aim was, their campaign was to
influence legislation, so that their aim was obviously
to influence legislation.

Q491 Baroness Manningham-Buller: So you are both
going to be talking to people together, which is how
I understand that reference at the end of page 10. Are
you saying that you would never have considered
meeting with the lobbying company with a third
party?
Lord Truscott: I think I was suggesting there that
there may be occasions where they met someone and
that they did the lobbying and I would be present.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Right, thank you.

Q492 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So that is clear then,
when you say to people together, the lady is asking
you whether you can be present with them whilst they
lobby peers; is that right?
Lord Truscott: I was—

Q493 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Is that right?
Lord Truscott: I was suggesting that it was a
possibility that there would be an occasion where
they would meet peers to chat to them.

Q494 Lord Irvine of Lairg: With you?
Lord Truscott: That is what the text says but—

Q495 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And that is also what you
say because at the top of the page it says, “To people
together to put something through,” and that means
that it will be a joint meeting and the object of it
would be to get an amendment through?
Lord Truscott: I was not saying that I would be
suggesting any amendments or putting any
amendments forward.

Q496 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you mean?
Lord Truscott: It was their aim obviously to influence
legislation.

Q497 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you mean by,
“To people together to put something through”?
These are your words; what did you mean by them?
Lord Truscott: I meant that I would identify people—

Q498 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You are having a cup of
tea in the Tea Room with the lobbyist and you are
there and there is another peer there. What did you
mean by, “To people together to put something
through”?
Lord Truscott: I suggested here that there might be an
occasion where the public aVairs company and I sat
down with someone over a cup of tea and they would
do the pitch to someone, but I would not be involved
in lobbying or suggesting or putting amendments or
suggesting amendments or anything of that nature.

Q499 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So you would be there
observing their lobbying techniques and that is the
only purpose that you would be there for?
Lord Truscott: I would not be there to lobby or to
suggest amendments.

Q500 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Why would you be there?
Lord Truscott: I was suggesting that once I had
identified someone there might be an occasion where
they set up a meeting with someone over a cup of tea,
they put forward their case and I would be present,
but I would not myself do any lobbying or make any
proposals to amend legislation. Obviously in terms of
putting something through, that was the aim of their
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campaign but it was not talking about me putting
forward an amendment, or suggesting anyone else
puts down an amendment, or to convince anyone
that they should do so because I would not be
involved in the lobbying process. My own feeling was
that it would be within the rules to be present at a
meeting with a public aVairs company, providing I
did not lobby or get involved in paid advocacy, or
suggest any amendments, so my presence at any
possible meeting with a public aVairs company and a
Member would not breach the rules or give any
indication that I myself would be involved in
lobbying or moving amendments.

Q501 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Would it not suggest to
the other peer that you favoured the pitch that the
lobbying company was making because you are not
going to repudiate them, you are going to sit there
silently consenting?
Lord Truscott: Not silently consenting. I would be
there as an observer obviously to hear the
discussions, but I would not be there to make the
pitch, which I said I would not do, I would not be
there to lobby. I understand that it is possible for
Members to have meetings with public aVairs
companies, with colleagues, and that is perfectly in
order. What obviously would not be in order would
be to lobby a colleague, to suggest particular
amendments or anything of that nature. However, if
the public aVairs company were to do that in your
presence and they were pushing a particular line, that
would be up to them, and it would be up to the
Member how they responded to that.

Q502 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Now then if we go further
into page 11 you say that you are quite happy to see
peers on your own, do you see that, “And then I see
the Lords people on my own, because, you know, I
know everyone in the Lords so I’m quite happy to see
them on their own.” This of course is at the stage, is
it not, that the Bill is being progressed?
Lord Truscott: Sorry?
Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is page 11, about a third in.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: Where you begin,
“And also there would probably be . . .”

Q503 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Do you have that?
Lord Truscott: Yes.

Q504 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “And then I see the Lords
people on my own, because, you know, I know
everyone in the Lords so I’m quite happy to see them
on their own.”
Lord Truscott: I do not see a problem about that
because it is also about identifying a Member’s views
on legislation or on issues. It would be perfectly in
order for me to see them on their own to ascertain
their views. Similarly, I am referring back to the

previous question, I do not see that it would
necessarily be wrong on occasion if to ascertain a
Member’s views or opinions on the subject, there was
a representative from the public aVairs company
sitting in on the meeting, if that was to ascertain their
views and their position. If then they lobby—

Q505 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me, I
interrupted you.
Lord Truscott: I think I was envisaging a sort of two-
stage process. First of all, I would identify the views
of a particular Member where they had interests. I
could do that on my own or I could do it on occasions
with a representative of the public aVairs company
there. Once you had ascertained whether a Member
had a particular interest, then the public aVairs
company could go away and start a proper lobbying
operation, follow up with the Members that were
interested, put their point of view, and try to build up
a campaign. I was thinking in terms of a public aVairs
campaign. The way it is being presented by the
Sunday Times that I would approach a particular
Member to move a particular amendment.

Q506 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am not asking you that.
Lord Truscott: No, no, but I am just saying the way
the Sunday Times and the way it can be presented is
that I was approaching Members to move a
particular amendment.

Q507 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You must not take out on
us your irritation with the Sunday Times!
Lord Truscott: I am trying not to do that, but I think
even the implication of your questions, Lord Irvine,
with respect, is that I was meeting Members with the
idea of influencing their views and getting them to put
an amendment. That is not how I saw it.

Q508 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is certainly what we
are exploring with you, yes. If you go further into
page 11 you will see, “In these sort of situations, what
I usually do is I don’t do all the legwork myself. I am
there to give advice and to talk to people.” And you
would say, again, to talk to people solely for the
purpose of identifying their existing opinions in
relation to the proposed amendment but not
influencing them? I suppose that is what you are
saying.
Lord Truscott: That is right.

Q509 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then you say, “I am quite
happy to talk to MPs, peers, oYcials, and to do
behind-the-scenes stuV . . . I don’t think I’d be
comfortable moving amendments myself.” So does
that mean—it could you see—that you are happy to
persuade behind the scenes but not be seen to be
moving amendments?
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Lord Truscott: Not persuade behind the scenes,
merely to monitor the legislation and identify people
who could be approached by the public aVairs
company. My understanding is that the appropriate
role for consultancy in the House is to work behind
the scenes, and it is only when you try to influence
legislation, move amendments, get other people to
move amendments, get involved in the legislative
work of the House, that consultancy becomes
inappropriate.

Q510 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And then they ask you,
“No, but the question is that you would be able to
find someone who could,” that is to say moving an
amendment because you would not be comfortable
doing it, and you say, “That’s right,” so you would
find somebody who would move the amendment?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q511 Lord Irvine of Lairg: That is what it says.
Lord Truscott: This is, no, you see, if you look at this
in context—

Q512 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes?
Lord Truscott: The position here is that they were
trying to get me to admit to moving amendments or
suggesting someone else do so. If you actually look at
the video, when they ask this question.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: We have done.

Q513 Chairman: We have the video.
Lord Truscott: You can see that I was taken aback by
the question, I was quite shocked, and I thought,
“What is this about? Where is this leading me?” I sort
of rolled my eyes a bit, stroked my chin and thought,
“Well, what am I going to say to this?” Again, do not
forget this meeting was operating at two levels. On
the one hand they were saying they wanted to work
with me in a consultancy but they were also trying to
entrap me. I was trying to think hypothetically about
working with these people. What I gave was a sort of
politician-type answer, I said “Yeah, yeah,” and then
moved on to another subject. I did not say, “Yes,
yes.” I said, “Yeah, yeah,” and then I go on to talk
about something else. I completely ignore that and
then I move on to another issue. I say that I can
occasionally speak and then I go on to talk about the
ballot issue, “You’re really pushing at an open door
as far as the Conservatives and the Liberals are
concerned.”

Q514 Lord Cope of Berkeley: But you did not say
“Yeah, yeah,” you said, “That’s right,” according to
this.

Lord Truscott: I said, “Yeah, yeah, that’s right.”
Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is just recorded that you said,
“That’s right,” not as if you were saying, “Yeah,
yeah,” as one of your punctuation marks. You say
expressly, “That’s right.”
Lord Cope of Berkeley: I see, the version we have seen
overnight inserts the words, “Yeah yeah.”
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Your own version adds it.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: The Sunday Times
has, “Yes, yes.”
Lord Cope of Berkeley: Both versions say, “That’s
right.”
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Lord Cope’s question is about
the “That’s right”.
Lord Cope of Berkeley: It is.

Q515 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you say, Lord
Truscott?
Lord Truscott: Where are we?

Q516 Baroness Manningham-Buller: We are on page
11 of 24.
Lord Truscott: I am trying to think back to—

Q517 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Yes, take your time.
Lord Truscott: I remember my reaction at the time, I
was quite shocked by the question and I said, “Yeah,
yeah,” as a sort of manner of speech.

Q518 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And then, “That’s right”?
Lord Truscott: When I said, “Yeah, yeah, that’s
right,” what I was talking about was their question
was, “So you would be able to find someone who
could?” This is about moving amendments. I was
talking about working together to develop a process
to see at the end of the day if it would be possible to
move these amendments. So I was thinking that
together in partnership we would be able to identify
someone who could move this amendment. Bearing
in mind, if you think about it, all throughout I was
talking about identifying someone, identifying a
Member who had an interest in this subject. I also
talked about working with them in partnership. So I
was talking about working with them to identify a
Member who had an interest in this who could
possibly be persuaded by them, on my advice, to
move the sort of amendment—

Q519 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What do you mean by on
your advice?
Lord Truscott: Because I would be identifying
someone they should approach. Then this person
would move an amendment. It would be in the
context of a campaign because, as I said, just
identifying an individual who could move an
amendment would not be enough. You would have to
get political support from the diVerent groups. As
you know, in the House of Lords there is no party
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with an overall majority, so you would have to build
a consensus.

Q520 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We are just trying, Lord
Truscott, to focus on the words that you actually used
in this meeting that actually took place to find out
what you intended when you said this. Could you go
to page 12 where you say that you are willing to see
the Minister, it begins, “What about the Minister?
The Minister in this case would be, I assume, would
be John Healey, is it?” And you reply, “Yeah,” and
then your questioner continues, “Is he someone you
know, or is he . . . ?” “Yes, I know John Healey,
yeah.” “I mean, is it worth talking to him?” “Erm,
yes, yeah. Certainly I can, er . . . yeah. Certainly I can,
er . . . There’s no problem with me approaching the
Minister either at the Commons stage or the Lords
stage and saying . . .” and then it drifts oV. Would you
be seeing the Minister with a view to ascertaining
whether it would be worth the lobbying company’s
while to lobby the Minister? Why would you be
seeing the Minister?
Lord Truscott: First of all, it goes back to the point
that Lord Dholakia made about on occasions you
can just ask the Minister, you can talk to the Minister
and say—

Q521 Lord Irvine of Lairg: What would you be
talking to the Minister about?
Lord Truscott: The Government’s thinking on the
Bill.

Q522 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Generally, you just go
along and have a chat about the Bill in general? You
were being talked to here by the lobbying company
about a specific amendment that they desired. Would
you just go and have a chat with the Minister of a
general nature about the Bill or was what you had in
mind approaching the Minister on the very subject
under discussion, namely the amendment?
Lord Truscott: No, I was talking about talking to the
Minister about Government thinking on the Bill.

Q523 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Generally?
Lord Truscott: Generally and then during the course
of that conversation it would be apparent what their
thinking was on all aspects of the Bill. For example,
if you take the Supplementary Rate Bill—

Q524 Lord Irvine of Lairg: They are not really
interested in all aspects of the Bill. There is a specific
amendment that the lobbying company want to
achieve and they want your help in achieving it. I will
ask you again, and then I will not ask you again: what
was your purpose in your saying that there was no
diYculty in you approaching the Minister? What
were you approaching the Minister about!

Lord Truscott: In this hypothetical case I would be
approaching the Minister about what the
Government’s position was on the Supplementary
Rate Bill, and there would be two issues that I would
be particularly interested in knowing their position
on: (i) their position on the ballot; and (ii) their
position on the exemption for new businesses.
During the course of that conversation I would find
out what Government thinking was on that, and then
I could advise the public aVairs company on those
issues.

Q525 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But it would not be
advice in the air. Would you be advising them to
approach the Minister themselves, to lobby the
Minister? What would your advice be? You go back
to the lobbying company and you say, “Well, as far as
I can make out, the Minister is quite sympathetic to
this. I really think you ought to go and have a word
with the Minister.” Is that what you had in mind?
Lord Truscott: No, I did not specifically. What I had
in mind, for example, and we are talking about
hypotheticals, is you go to the Minister and talk
about the Supplementary Rate Bill and what their
position is on having a ballot and exemption, and
then you find out the Government’s position on that,
you have a discussion with the public aVairs
company, and then they would have to assess what
the position is with the political groupings in the
House of Lords, and whether they are able to try to
influence the process or not, by lobbying political
groups or Members—

Q526 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could I just say so that
we have it for the record, you are saying that you were
not agreeing to approach the Minister with a view to
persuading the Minister of the merit of the particular
proposed amendment? Is that what you are saying?
Lord Truscott: That is what I am saying, and I do not
think that that would work anyway in the way that
legislation works, but I am not proposing that.

Q527 Lord Irvine of Lairg: With respect, the issue is
over what you intended.
Lord Truscott: I agree and the main thing is that I
would not do that anyway in terms of trying to
influence the Minister or influence policy formation
or the legislation.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can we drop down now in 12 to
about two-thirds of the way down, and tell me if you
are with me, and you say, “No no, we can find out
now . . .” Are you with me?
Chairman: It is on the same page.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: “I’ve already talked to
the Chief Whip’s special adviser . . .”
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Q528 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “No no, we can find out
now. I’ve already talked to the Chief Whip’s special
adviser so . . . who’s a bit hazy on the details, but, you
know, you can go directly to the department or as it
progresses . . . they do usually oVer briefings, and
certainly I can ask for a briefing and use that as a time
to say, ‘Well, have you thought about this?’” And that
means have you thought about an amendment to this
particular eVect? That is correct, is it not?
Lord Truscott: No, it is not actually correct. What I
am suggesting here is a form of words to discover
whether an idea had a particular sort of currency at
the time and what the political and departmental
views might be.

Q529 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just pausing there, you
would say to them, “Well, have you thought about a
two-year exemption for new businesses?” Is that
what you meant? You would say, “Has this idea
occurred to you?”
Lord Truscott: I would be trying to ascertain what the
political climate was.

Q530 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Do not reply in general
words; tell us what you would say to the person
whom you are addressing, “Well, have you thought
about this?” Explain to us what you mean by that?
Lord Truscott: It is similar to the position with the
Minister. I would be trying to ascertain whether there
was a Government view on the ballot or the
exemption issue. For example, if the Government
said that they were absolutely determined that they
were going to oppose the ballot and they were going
to oppose the exemption, and you could ascertain
that the views of the House were against it, then you
could advise the public aVairs company that they
were not going to succeed in their campaign.
However, if you had a meeting and it was clear that
the Government was thinking along the lines of
having a ballot or having an exemption, then, again,
that is something that you could refer back to the
public aVairs company and something they could
work on with their lobbying process. There was no
attempt here, and I never said there would be any
attempt to influence; it is only an identifying process
and it is an exchange of information.

Q531 Lord Irvine of Lairg: It is just a neutral
inquiry?
Lord Truscott: It is an exchange of information.

Q532 Lord Irvine of Lairg: A neutral inquiry; you
are enquiring neutrally whether they have thought
about an exemption?
Lord Truscott: Not specifically, I would ask about a
range of issues and obviously I would try to ascertain
what their view was on the ballot and on the
exemption, yes.

Q533 Baroness Manningham-Buller: If you are
asking about a range of issues for which you are being
paid by the lobbying company, in theory at a later
stage, why do you feel it necessary to ask about a
range of things rather than the one thing that you are
interested in?
Lord Truscott: I think that it is appropriate to ask for
information but you should not give the perception
that you are lobbying on any particular issue. If I
went to a Minister and said, “Tell me about the
ballot; what are your views are on the ballot? Tell me
what your views are on the exemption,” that would
give the appearance that you were lobbying on those
issues. If you went along to the Minister and said,
“What are your views on this Bill?” and they gave you
the views on the Bill, and in the process, because they
were quite large issues and other groups such as the
Chamber of Commerce and CBI were already
lobbying on the balloting issue, it would not be an
issue that I would have to push. The Minister could
inform me what the Government’s views were on the
ballot and exemption and I would not need to lobby
the Minister or flag those up. I would just say, “What
is the Government’s view on this?” If he did not
mention the exemption or the ballot you could ask
what were the Government’s views on the ballot or
exemption.

Q534 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Just pausing there, if the
Minister said, “Yes, I am giving a bit of thought to the
exemption issue,” what would you say?
Lord Truscott: I would probably say something like,
“What’s the Government’s position or is it just under
consideration?” He would probably say, “It is under
consideration, we are thinking about it.”

Q535 Lord Irvine of Lairg: And you would abstain at
that point from seeking to persuade the Minister of
the merit of it?
Lord Truscott: Yes, because I did not see my role as
lobbying or persuading. That is the job of the
lobbying company. That is what their role is.

Q536 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Could you go over to
page 13 where you say, “Again, thinking back to the
Energy Bill, I had meetings with the Bill team, the
relevant Minister and head of policy, actually, at, er,
BERR.” “Yes. It’s moved to DECC. It’s all DECC
now, is it?” “Yeah, it’s DECC now. So all that’s
possible and that’s fine, you know, I don’t mind doing
that.” So that again you would say was not for the
purpose of advocating a case for smart meters?
Lord Truscott: No.

Q537 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Is that right? It was not
for the purpose of advocating the case for smart
meters?
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Lord Truscott: That is right, Lord Irvine, and if I may
reply, I said that is possible, that is fine, I do not mind
doing that, and again I was trying to make it clear
that I diVerentiated talking to people, finding out
information; and lobbying and paid advocacy, which
I felt was acceptable—finding out information,
monitoring it—because the man says, “What was
your objective? Was that again, was that to amend the
Energy Bill?” I say, “Well, I was keeping an eye on
smart metering . . .” “. . . But also I was interested in,
you know, the general principles of the Bill, energy
security, and all that sort of stuV. But the specific
thing was energy, er, smart metering.” I was making
it clear that I saw my role as monitoring, finding out
information. I was not in the business of amending or
trying to influence policy. I had not done it before and
I was not proposing to do it on this occasion.

Q538 Baroness Manningham-Buller: And you did
not do it on smart meters?
Lord Truscott: No, I did not do it on smart metering.

Q539 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then the woman said to
you, this is at the foot of page 13, “Yes, of course, you
were working for the smart metering client,” and the
man adds, “And did you manage to get it amended in
that instance?” “They got the result they wanted,
yeah, in terms of the . . . because they wanted a
commitment that smart metering would be in the Bill
and that it would be rolled-out, and both
commitments were given.” So you abstained from
saying that you got it amended but your clients got
what they wanted; is that fair?
Lord Truscott: It was fair. If I could just, Lord Irvine,
explain very briefly the background to that. The
whole roll-out of the smart meters was not a
legislative proposal. It was merely an indicative
timetable. What the smart metering company was
happy about was that the Minister stood up in the
course of the Energy Bill, which I did not take part in
the later stages of, and said the Government would
have an indicative timetable of roll-out of ten years
plus two for implementation. That is what they were
happy with. It was not part of the Bill per se; it was
just a Government announcement, and so the smart
metering company was happy with that result.

Q540 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Then at the foot of page
13 you say, “There was some debate about whether
they would be in, and there was certainly no
government commitment to when the roll-out would
happen,” but then at the top of the next page the man
puts to you, “So you managed to get that changed so
it would be in there?” And you said, “Yeah”; does
that mean yes?
Lord Truscott: No, again it is an unfortunate sort of
mannerism, “Yeah,” and then I go on to say
something else. I go on, “. . . it was pushing an open

door because I know from my time as a Minister that
the Government was keen on the principle of smart
meters and willing to try it out.” I was not suggesting
that I changed anything. As I said before, the
Hansard record shows that I took no part.

Q541 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Nobody is suggesting
that you moved an amendment.
Lord Truscott: Or influenced policy. Both the
company involved and the department said I did not
play any role in influencing policy. But what I was
saying was again—

Q542 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Surely what you said was
if you just look at the top of page 14, you say
essentially you got it moving from a position where
the Government in general supported something to
actually getting them to do it. Is that not an assertion
that your persuasion was successful?
Lord Truscott: Lord Irvine, where did I actually say
that?

Q543 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Forgive me, at the top of
page 14 and it is the first complete paragraph and you
say, “Again it was sort of pushing at an open door
because I know from my time as a Minister that the
Government was keen on the principle of smart
meters and willing to try it out, but essentially get it
moving from a position where they in general support
something to actually getting them to do it.” [Lord
Irvine actually said “got it moving”.] So that sounds
to me as if you were claiming that you had achieved
the desired result on smart metering, not by moving
an amendment yourself but by other means.
Lord Truscott: Well, again, if you look at the video
you can see that I was taken aback by this line of
questioning which was clearly a form of entrapment.

Q544 Lord Irvine of Lairg: We know you said this
and you do not dispute that you said it. Would you
tell us what you meant when you said that “you
essentially get it moving from a position where they
in general support something to actually getting them
to do it.” [Lord Irvine actually said “got it moving”.]
All we want to know is what you meant?
Lord Truscott: Right, okay, I can answer that
specifically. When I say “Yeah,” again it is the style I
use because I do not in any of this say, “No, you are
wrong.” That is an unfortunate style that if you read
these transcripts; unfortunately there are one or two
places where I do not say, “No, you are wrong, you
are talking nonsense.”
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Q545 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I am not asking—
Lord Truscott: Can I just finish, Lord Irvine.

Q546 Lord Irvine of Lairg: But I am not asking
about the “Yeah”, I am asking about the complete
paragraph.
Lord Truscott: I will come on to that. On occasions I
do have this mannerism where I say, “Yeah, yeah” or
sometimes “yeah, yeah” and then go on to something
else. This is an occasion where I say, “Yeah, yeah,”
and then I say, “. . . it was pushing at an open door
. . .” I did not say that I was pushing at an open door.
It was pushing at an open door, i.e., the company got
what they wanted because the Government was
moving in that direction anyway. I do not claim credit
for that. I do not say I did it or that I was pushing at
an open door. I said “it was pushing at an open
door”. Then there is an inaudible section and then
“getting them from a general position to actually
getting them to do it.” That was the evolution of the
process of—

Q547 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Who was doing the
getting?
Lord Truscott: It was the evolution of the policy
process where the Government had decided in
principle to have the smart meters, to the Bill going
through Parliament, which I did not have any part in.
Members in the Commons were particularly active in
the Commons actually in moving smart metering
amendments, and in the Lords, so when I say getting
them, the Government moved its general position to
actually getting on to do it and making a
commitment on the timetable. But it was not me, it
was Members in the Commons and the Lords that
were moving amendments on smart meters, putting
pressure on the Government to come out with an
indicative timetable, which they did do, so the
pressure of Members of the Commons and the Lords
got the Government to come out with an indicative
timetable for the roll-out the smart meters. I was not
actually part of that process. If you look at the
transcripts I never actually claimed to be.

Q548 Lord Irvine of Lairg: So that is your answer;
you were not claiming any credit for yourself?
Lord Truscott: No, they were putting in a question
saying so you moved this amendment, so you
changed the law so you managed to get it changed.
They were asking all these leading questions. If you
look at me on occasions I say “Yeah, yeah,” and then
I move on and say something else. When I thought
about this meeting I was unsettled about the second
meeting particularly, because it was clear that I had
laid out the ground rules in the first meeting about
lobbying and paid advocacy and all the rest, and in
the second meeting they started asking leading
questions, and trying to get me into a corner, and

trying to get me to agree things that I did not, and
trying to get me to compromise myself. I am an expert
on Russia and this is a classic KGB entrapment-type
operation where you say, “I am only willing to do
this; I am not going to get involved in corruption; I
am not going to do these dodgy things,” and then
they work on you, there is a second meeting, they put
leading questions to you, they frame it in a certain
way, they try to back you into a corner. One or two of
these expressions come across as unfortunate but at
no time did I volunteer to break the rules. At no time
did I volunteer to use influence to amend legislation.
I did not actually volunteer at any stage. On one or
two occasions I was backed into a corner and I said,
“Yeah, yeah,” and moved it on and said something
else. Obviously in retrospect it would have been
better if I said no, no, I am not going to go along with
any of this nonsense. Again, you have to think in
terms of the context. The second meeting was in a
hotel bar. It was meant to be quite an informal
meeting.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: We know that.

Q549 Chairman: We have watched the video.
Lord Truscott: It was meant to be quite an informal
meeting. In fact, I went back and initially I did send
them an e-mail but when I discussed this second
meeting with my wife over the Wednesday and
Thursday evening, I decided I was not comfortable
with what they were trying to ask me to do. I was not
comfortable with the fact that they did not
understand the boundaries and every time I laid
down the boundaries, they tried to get me to cross the
boundaries. This is classic entrapment.

Q550 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Can I just ask a
question on that. If you are saying, as I think you are,
Lord Truscott, that you had identified at this early
stage that they were trying to push you into a position
in which you felt uncomfortable, can I ask you why
you went on with the interview as long as you did?
And why towards the end when the man said, “Is
there anything you want to raise?” you said, “What
about a contract”?
Lord Truscott: A draft contract, I said.

Q551 Baroness Manningham-Buller: If your
experience of entrapment is such—
Lord Truscott: Well, I am not experienced.

Q552 Baroness Manningham-Buller: If you were
feeling uncomfortable about this, why did you
continue the conversation and why did you, as it
would appear, give them the impression that you had
got something moving on the smart meters, because
that is what the text reads? You are telling us that you
did not do anything but you certainly gave them the
impression that you did from what you said.
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Lord Truscott: I think you have to look at it the other
way round. They were trying to get me to admit that I
had influenced the legislation on smart meters, so the
whole second meeting was really geared to generate
the headlines that they wanted to present and they
were trying to extract from me that admission. I never
actually admitted that or said I did it because it is
simply not true. If you look at the record it is clearly
not true. If I can just carry on, so why did I not back
out of this meeting earlier? It was two exploratory
meetings with what I thought was a public aVairs
company, to see whether we could agree to work
together and to establish the boundaries. The first
meeting I thought went okay. I laid down the ground
rules and that was that. They more or less sort of
accepted them. The second meeting, some of the
questions towards the end I thought were pretty bad
really and made me uncomfortable because they did
seem to be saying, “So you changed the legislation”.
It is right that I did not say, “No”, I tried to give a
politician’s non-answer and move the thing on. I
went back home and I wrote one email to them. We
did talk about a draft contract. This sort of
approach—I had just moved into the private business
sector about a year ago, and this sort of approach was
not unusual for me, to be approached by public
aVairs companies or head-hunters to work with
them. My normal thing was that I would have an
exploratory meeting; I would look at the draft
contract; sometimes I would change the draft
contract if I was not happy with the terms and what
they were asking me to do or I would reject it. What
I did on this occasion was to have the two meetings,
and I was uncomfortable and I did send an email
after the meeting talking about the possible future,
but over the next couple of days with my wife, having
a glass of wine in the evening, despite that they were
oVering quite attractive terms, and I must say in the
first meeting they were virtually saying money was no
object—I decided that I did not like it. I did not
dismiss it immediately, I thought about it. I admit
that, I did think about it, but when I thought about
it I thought, “I am not comfortable with this” and on
occasions in the past I have either changed contracts
or I have not agreed to work with people. That was
where I thought I was at.

Q553 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I think, Lord Truscott, we
are nearly finished, so you can give shorter answers I
think. If you go to page 19, you are sort of wrapping
it all up at page 19 about a third of the way in, and
you appreciate this is towards the end of that
meeting, “But actually, I mean, I think on the issues,
I think, you know, it should be doable . . .” Then
dropping your eye a little, “. . . again that really
should be saleable” and then you end up, “. . .
sometimes the political will isn’t there in terms of the
political party [inaudible] then it just may not be

possible, but, erm . . . what you’re talking about
should be really within the bounds of possible. Very
possible I would have thought.” So you were saying
to them that what they wanted to achieve was
definitely worth a try because it was capable of being
achieved in your judgment.
Lord Truscott: I had an initial look, Lord Irvine, at
the debates in the House of Commons and also the
committee stage.

Q554 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Can you not answer my
question shortly?
Lord Truscott: No, Lord Irvine, if I may be allowed
to, I will try to be more brief but if I can answer the
questions in my own way and use my own thought
processes.

Q555 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Very well.
Lord Truscott: I have forgotten what I was going to
say.

Q556 Baroness Manningham-Buller: You were
saying you had read the debates.
Lord Truscott: Thank you, Lady Manningham-
Buller. I looked at the debate and I thought, having
made a political assessment of the position of the
Conservative Party I thought their position on the
ballots could be possibly achieved with political
support from the Conservatives and the Liberal
Democrats. I think I said to them it should be, but we
would have to exclude London because of Crossrail
and the funding implications. If a ballot was allowed
for London then the funding arrangements for
Crossrail would collapse and there would not be
political support for that. I was saying on the ballot
it should be achievable at least to try to build up a
campaign to put forward amendments on that front.
On the exemptions it was a bit more tricky but they
could have a go at that campaign, there may be
resistance because people do not think it is necessary,
but my assessment was given the economic climate if
there was an investor saying that they wanted to open
a number of retail outlets in the UK and they were
concerned about exemptions for new businesses, they
certainly could have a go at achieving that and seeing
whether there was political support for it. That was
what I was saying.

Q557 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I entirely accept that. If
we go to page 20, you see halfway in, “PT: [inaudible]
or Labour support. So that’s the compromise that
you may have to make. You are ring-fencing
Crossrail in London, but for the rest of the country
. . . and then you can still do the new businesses bit. I
think that would be seen as reasonable and I think
you can get that through. I’m not quite sure that the
Liberals yet are 100% signed up for the ballot idea,
but, er . . . I feel that they go along with it, that’s the
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feeling I get so far. But then that’s what we need to
talk to them about, really . . .” Is the “we” you and
them, or only them?
Lord Truscott: It is just an expression obviously. I
made clear earlier they would have to do the
lobbying part.

Q558 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I see. Then you go on,
“. . . and, you know, present the issues. But I think
they can be persuaded on that, I would have thought.
Woman: Yeah, you’ll soon find out when you get
talking to them” and you say, “That’s right”. So you
are going to find out whether, what would you say,
they are persuadable on this but not engage in seeking
to persuade them yourself, is that right?
Lord Truscott: Yes, that is right. I think the earlier
section that you quoted was what I thought this
hypothetical consultancy would be about, the views
of the Conservatives, the Liberals, what would be the
possibilities concerned with approaching this or that
political group. My role would be to advise them on
the process and the political views within the House
and who would be worthwhile approaching.

Q559 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If we could come to the
end of the questions I want to ask you, obviously I
cannot speak for my colleagues, you were asked at
the top of page 23—
Lord Truscott: I have not got 23, sorry. (Same
handed) Okay.

Q560 Baroness Manningham-Buller: That is the
penultimate page.
Lord Truscott: I have got it now, thank you.

Q561 Lord Irvine of Lairg: “Who’s in charge of
sponsoring the Bill as such? Presumably the head of
the Bill Committee is— PT: No, it’s the Minister.
Man: It’s the Minister. So it’s Hazel Blears. PT: Well,
Hazel Blears is, you know, the Secretary of State . . .”
The lady interposes, “Yes, so she’s got overall . . .”
and you say, “. . . so she takes ultimate responsibility,
but it will be given to John Healey in the Commons
. . . and it will be given to his opposite number in the
Lords”. The man says: “It was Healey who was
fielding questions in the Second Reading, wasn’t it?”
You say, “I came across John . . . well, I remember I
helped him in his by-election when he was elected, I
think, and then I came across him again quite a bit
when I was a Minister, because he was the Treasury’s
man at the time. Man: So he might listen to the
arguments, in that case? PT: Yeah.” Did you
understand that the man meant he might listen to the
arguments from you because you knew him and had
assisted in his by-election?
Lord Truscott: That was maybe what he was implying
but that was not what I was suggesting. This is typical
of the line that they set out.

Q562 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Let us forget about the
Sunday Times, we just want to ask—
Lord Truscott: I do not think you can actually, Lord
Irvine.

Q563 Lord Irvine of Lairg: I just want to ask you
what you meant. What was your purpose in saying
that you had been helpful to John Healey by helping
him in his by-election and then you came across him
quite a bit when you were a Minister, and then the
man says, “So he might listen to the arguments, in
that case?” Did you not think that that meant he
might listen to the arguments from you as distinct
from them?
Lord Truscott: No. What I was saying here was I had
come across John Healey in the past, so therefore my
assessment of him would be that he is the sort of
person who would listen to arguments put to him. I
cannot say that I know him very well but I have come
across him and my assessment of his character would
be that he is someone you can make an argument to,
that sort of thing.

Q564 Lord Irvine of Lairg: You were not suggesting,
were you, that because you had assisted him in his by-
election he would be responsive to an approach
from you?
Lord Truscott: No, I do not think I was. The by-
election I cannot remember how many years ago it
was, but 15 or 20 years ago.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: These are all my questions.
Chairman: Any other questions?

Q565 Baroness Manningham-Buller: I have got one.
Earlier on in this session, Lord Truscott, you spoke
some eloquent words about the need for
transparency, and that what you do is to declare it in
the Register of Interests and you felt that this was a
very important principle, which I was very pleased to
hear. How do you relate that to several times during
the course of this interview with the Sunday Times
where you talked about doing things behind the
scenes, doing things with a degree of subtlety, doing
things which seemed to me, at least in principle, to
raise questions about the transparency issue. Could
you talk me through your attitude to that?
Lord Truscott: Yes, the subtlety bit was because they
were trying to say they do not really know much
about this public aVairs business, could I move
amendments, could I talk to, lobby people, not just
talk to but could I lobby people personally, could I
line up someone to move an amendment, and I was
trying to say to them delicately there are rules, and
then I go and outline the rules in the first meeting.
Putting it delicately, you have to be subtle about these
things. In other words, in my diplomatic language
they were being too crude about the whole thing, and
the behind-the-scenes business is that is my
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understanding how consultancy works in the House
of Lords and in the Commons because it should not
be in the forefront because that would mean getting
involved in parliamentary business. A consultant
should not be in the business of moving amendments
or directly lobbying their colleagues. They have to
stand back from the business of the House but they
have to be in a position to be informed, give advice,
talk to people. All that is quite standard practice, as
far as I understand it, in the House. So I was not
talking about anything surreptitious or underhand.
All my consultancies are registered in the Register of
Interests. Anyone can look them up. I think I say at
one stage all my interests are registered in the House
of Lords Register. It is all above board, it is all
transparent. In fact, one of the reasons why the press
have had such a field day over the last six weeks
attacking me, it is quite simple, they can go to the
Register of Interests, look at the companies that I am
involved with and then run stories about them or ring
them up, as they have done on a number occasions.

Q566 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Have they run
a Gazprom story?
Lord Truscott: Private Eye has run a Gazprom
story, yes.

Q567 Baroness Manningham-Buller: I missed that.
Lord Truscott: And of course it was the Mail on
Sunday that implied that both my wife and I were
KGB agents and door-stepped my 82-year-old
mother and sent a reporter over to St Petersburg to
interview my wife’s brother. The point is that I do,
even with all that, believe in transparency and that
you have to be above board. As I said, I have always
gone through the Advisory Committee on Business
Appointments. The appointments go through that at
an initial stage. I take the advice on them and the
advice is that you have to go through them for two
years after being a Minister. You are entitled to
lobby—

Q568 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Yes, I know
the rules.
Lord Truscott: And all that sort of stuV. As I say, all
my interests are in the Register of Interests. I think
there is transparency there. If I had worked with this
MJ Associates, people could see. Similarly with the
smart metering consultancy, it was in the Register of
Interests. When I stood up in the second reading and
said, “I am speaking on this but I declare my energy
interests . . .” people could simply go to the Register
of Interests and see Landis ! Gyr, smart metering
solutions. There was no attempt by me to conceal any
connection or to be underhand.
Chairman: Lord Dholakia?
Lord Dholakia: No, thank you.

Q569 Chairman: Can I ask a question. If you look at
page 3 of the first meeting, you say that the MD
client’s businesses was not a particular interest of
yours.
Lord Truscott: Which one is this?

Q570 Baroness Manningham-Buller: Page 3 of the
first meeting?
Lord Truscott: Whereabouts are you, Lord
Chairman?
Chairman: It is at the top? You say that the client’s
business was not a particular interest of yours.
Baroness Manningham-Buller: “ . . . but consumer
aVairs is not really my thing.”

Q571 Chairman: But the fact that you continued to
negotiate and discuss fees and rates, do you not think
that came across that you were willing to be paid to
do work in an area which was not of particular
interest to you?
Lord Truscott: Lord Chairman, to be frank, I was
thinking about it. I was not sure that I wanted to do
it. It would have been a new area for me. I was also
an adviser previously to a smart metering company.
I am not an expert on smart meters, I have no great
technical knowledge in that field, but I did take it on.
I was thinking whether this is something that I would
be happy with. I did ask them, okay, you have got this
issue, but what other issues would I be dealing with
later. The specific thing was I thought that this was a
public aVairs company, and this was one of their
clients, and there would be a number of other clients
and issues over a 12-month period, so I thought
consumer aVairs is not a huge area of interest for me.
As you know, I am interested in foreign aVairs and
geo-strategic and political issues, and I am interested
in energy matters, but it is something that I could
look at because I am a consultant, or have been to
other companies. It was something I thought I was
just considering.

Q572 Chairman: Would you say that in your desire
to win a contract which you were discussing that you
went further than you intended to in what you said
you might or might not do?
Lord Truscott: I think in retrospect, Lord Chairman,
I would have been a bit more careful about what I
said and how I expressed myself, because I think on
occasions there were words used that I would rather
not have used in retrospect and I should have been
more careful with my language.
Lord Cope of Berkeley: The reference there to further
requirements after this client is right at the end of the
second meeting, in the context that you just need to
draw up a draft contract and take it from there.
Lord Irvine of Lairg: Page?
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Q573 Lord Cope of Berkeley: Page 18 of the second
meeting, “. . . hopefully . . . you’ll have further
requirements after this client.”
Lord Truscott: Lord Cope, the way I have dealt with
these sort of approaches in the past is I have had an
exploratory meeting or two exploratory meetings, we
have discussed various issues and the role I might
play, and then a draft contract is drawn up, and I
either change the draft contract or I decide it is not
something I would do, so for me it was only
exploratory at this stage, but it was clearly something
I was looking at. It is only really when you look at the
draft contract after the discussions, you look at it and
see is that role appropriate or not, is this something I
really want to do? As the Lord Chairman said, do I
really want to be thinking about the Supplementary
Rate Bill and those sorts of parliamentary issues? The
other point I would make is that in doing this sort of
work, I had not done it before, I was inexperienced,
I probably was feeling my way, and I probably did
express myself using the wrong words on occasions,
but I thought this was just a casual, informal couple
of exploratory meetings to decide whether I would
work with this public aVairs company or not. I really
thought that I had made it clear that I would not
break any rules and I had laid down the ground rules
quite extensively, especially in the first meeting, and
in my mind that carried over to the second meeting,
but of course their focus in the second meeting was to
entrap me and to get me to look as if I had broken the
rules or was willing to do so.

Q574 Lord Irvine of Lairg: Does it follow that you
did not have any suspicions about them at all during
the meeting?
Lord Truscott: I did have some suspicions about
them. Even before the first meeting I Google-ed
them. I could not come up with this Michael Johnson
Associates initially. There is one company in
Australia and one in the United States that is under
that name. I think I said to them in the first meeting,
“I could not really find anything on you.” That is not
totally unusual if it is a small operation. They said
they mainly operated in Brussels and were just going
to operate here.

Q575 Lord Irvine of Lairg: If you were suspicious
about them, even to a small extent, why did you not
express yourself more clearly?
Lord Truscott: I thought I did express myself very
clearly, especially in the first meeting, and then later
on subsequently I did check their website. They did
have a website, they did have telephone numbers,
they did have an address, they did seem to have a
corporate history, so I was relatively relaxed after the
first meeting. Towards the end of the second meeting
I started to become uneasy and although I did not
come to a decision at that point, when I thought back
on it, I thought I am uncomfortable with the way it
went.
Chairman: Can I say thank you very much indeed. It
has been a long session. We are grateful to you for
your time. As I said earlier, we will be sending a
transcript for you to see and correct, if necessary.
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LORD TRUSCOTT CORRESPONDENCE

Letter to Lord Truscott from Baroness Prashar, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recess Press Allegations

In view of the allegations published in the Sunday Times of 25 January, the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
met on Monday 26 January and decided to undertake an investigation, at the request of Baroness Royall of
Blaisdon, into the claims made against you, Lord Moonie, Lord Taylor of Blackburn and Lord Snape.

I invite you to write to me putting your side of the story in response to the Sunday Times allegations. This is
a preliminary step, and you will be given further opportunities to respond. We have asked the Sunday Times
to submit to us evidence supporting its claims, and we will wish you to take the opportunity to comment on
this evidence once it has been received.

You may find helpful the enclosed guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a complaint
has been made.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar,

First, I would like to profoundly apologise for any of my actions which have caused any embarrassment or
aVected the high reputation of the House of Lords. For this, I am thoroughly mortified and chastened.

My life until recently was focused on public service, as a councillor, MEP and peer. Only relatively recently,
about 12 months ago (some time after leaving Government) did I start working in business and as a consultant.

After leaving oYce, I was approached by several head-hunters to take on various roles in business and as a
consultant. All my interests are properly registered in the House of Lords Register of Interests, and have been
approved by the Advisory Committee on Business Appointments. In that time, I have never put forward or
spoken on any amendments to any legislation in the House of Lords.

Hence when approached by a public aVairs company calling themselves Michael Johnson Associates, with a
website, oYce, business cards and history (so I thought) of working in Brussels, this was not an unusual
approach. However, I think my relative inexperience as a consultant in this sphere made me more vulnerable
to a professional entrapment operation.

After an initial phone call, asking if I was interested in consultancy work for a public aVairs company, I met
two people apparently from Michael Johnson Associates in the House of Lords at 3.30 pm on Wednesday 14
January. They called themselves David Thompson (Managing Director) and Claire Taylor (Associate
Director).

Mr Thompson said he had a Chinese client who wished to open a string of retail outlets in the UK, but was
concerned by the implications of the Supplementary Rates Bill, and would like to see it amended.

I immediately said I would not amend legislation; that paid advocacy was against House of Lords rules, and
that I would not do lobbying. They explained that they were new to this form of public aVairs, and didn’t seem
to have a clue about how lobbyists worked on legislation. I tried to point out how they would need to build
a campaign to persuade Members of the House of Commons and Lords—I could advise them on how this
could be done, and even identify Members to whom they should make their case. On the question of fees, I
did say that my consultancy fees were £2,000 per day. I also pointed out that the type of consultancy agreement
would depend on the work involved, i.e. whether it was a registered as a parliamentary consultancy or general
consultancy. I also said all my appointments have to be registered with the Register of Lords Interests, and
before that the Advisory Committee of Business Appointments.
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They pressed me on whether I had done this sort of work before. I said that I had monitored the Energy Bill,
and the impact on Smart Meters. They tried to put words into my mouth to the eVect that I had altered the
legislation to the benefit of a Smart Meter company which I advised. I refused to be drawn on this, because I
had not in fact moved any amendment to the Energy Bill, spoken on any amendments, or encouraged anyone
else to do so. I had, however, had a meeting with the BERR Bill team in July 2008 to familiarise myself with
all the issues contained in the Bill, including Smart Meters. However, this was for information purposes only,
and I never suggested any amendments to the Bill at any time, either to Members, oYcials or anyone else. I
subsequently sent my cv, as is my normal practice when I am approached for potential consultancy work.

During the course of the Energy Bill I did speak in general terms on the Second Reading, and declared my
relevant energy interests.

At a subsequent meeting at the St James’s Hotel and Club at 4.30 pm Wednesday 21 January, Mr Thompson
and Ms Taylor said they were keen to proceed, and again pressed me to say I had amended the Energy Bill. I
did not agree, but they were persistent. They again went through how they would run a campaign to amend
the Supplementary Rates Bill, and suggested that I would have an annual contract with their public aVairs
company, covering other issues. I again emphasised I could give advice on how and to whom they could make
their case to.

To my mind, this was a second exploratory meeting, where I was trying to ascertain what exactly their
expectations were, so I could then decide whether to work with that company or not.

Over the following couple of evenings, I discussed the meetings with my wife, and told her that I was unhappy
with the supposed lobbyists approach. For example, after saying that I would not do certain things, they still
pressed me. My wife and I both decided that I would have nothing further to do with the company.

On Friday 23 January, around lunchtime, I received a call from Michael Gillard of the Sunday Times, who
informed me this had been an entrapment operation by the Sunday Times insight team. In retrospect, I of
course understand the journalists were asking leading and repeated persistent questions, trying to entrap me.

I believe I acted within the House of Lords Code of Conduct and rules as they currently exist. I was perhaps
naı̈ve and too loose with my language, but believe that the hypothetical discussions I had merely oVered to
inform MJ Associates on the progress of legislation or the predominance of feeling about a particular issue,
and that this would form only part of a wider advisory role.

I was not oVering to amend legislation, exercise parliamentary influence to do so, or promote their cause to
fellow Members. As such, and in oVering only advice, I believed I was acting in accordance with well-
recognised current practice in the Lords.

I submit myself to the judgement of the Committee and remain ready and willing to appear before you. I do
hope this matter is resolved swiftly, so I can start re-building my life.

Lord Truscott

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Monday 2 February 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar,

I understand that you have been provided with copies of the audio and video recordings of meetings between
me and Sunday Times journalists (together with full transcripts) for the purposes of your Inquiry.

Partial excerpts from the recordings are presently being leaked piecemeal in the press, but a full version has
not been released.

Fairness demands that I be should be given copies of the recordings and transcripts, together with other
material that you have received from any other source which is relevant to the allegations as soon as possible.
I believe this is provided for in the Guidance on the investigation process in any event.

I will of course keep the material in confidence until the Sub-Committee has concluded its business, or longer
if directed. I shall not be commenting on the matters in the press before then.

You will of course share my anxiety for the investigation to be dealt with as swiftly as possible, and I hope you
will be able to let me have the material within the next day or two.

Yours,
Lord Truscott
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Letter to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009

[Similar to that printed to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009, p TaC1–2]

E-mail to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Saturday 7 February 2009

Please could Lord Truscott be available at 3.30 pm on Monday 23 February to appear before Baroness Prashar
and the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests?

Letter to Lord Truscott from Baroness Prashar, Monday 9 February 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Thank you for your letter of 2 February.

I believe that by now you will have received copies of the relevant recordings and transcripts. After examining
this material the Sub-Committee which is investigating the complaints against you and the other Members of
the House decided to commission another and more complete transcript of the recordings. This will be sent
to you and to the other Members concerned as soon as possible.

I am aware that the present recordings vary in quality, and I have arranged for better quality recordings also
to be provided. These will also be sent to the Members concerned as soon as they are available.

I hope that this meets the point you have raised in your letter.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Mr Keith from Bindmans LLP, Tuesday 10 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Truscott

We have been instructed by Lord Truscott in relation to the article by the Sunday Times “Insight Team” which
was published on 25 January 2009. Lord Truscott has passed to us your letter of 4 February 2009 together with
your email of 7 February 2009 indicating that Baroness Prashar and the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
wish Lord Truscott to appear before them at 3.30 pm on Monday 23 February 2009.

We confirm that Lord Truscott can be available on the afternoon of Monday 23 February 2009 if the Chairman
and Sub-Committee deem his attendance to be appropriate.

We should firstly be most grateful if you would provide clarification on certain issues.

Your letter of 4 February 2009 helpfully enclosed the “Guidance for Members of the House of Lords against
whom a complaint is made”(“the Guidance”). We understand that the procedure to be adopted by the sub
committee follows the document “Description of the procedure for considering complaints against members of
the House of Lords” (“the Procedure”).

Investigation by other agencies

Paragraph 11 of the Procedure states that:

“The sub committee will not entertain complaints which appear to involve allegations of criminal misconduct and
which would more appropriately be investigated by other agencies. Similarly, if the subject matter of the complaint
is subject to proceedings in a Court of Law (for instance, an action for libel), the sub committee will not accept
jurisdiction over the matter and any investigation already underway will be terminated”.

Mr Chris Huhne MP and the leadership of the Liberal Party along with other MPs were reported to have
complained to the Metropolitan Police that the article published in the Sunday Times disclosed criminal
oVences by those named. They have called for the police to investigate the matter. The oVences of “Bribery”
and “Misconduct in a public oYce” were widely reported in relation to this complaint. It was later stated that
Assistant Commissioner John Yates of New Scotland Yard was considering all the material that had been then
submitted to him including transcripts of the meetings.

We are aware that Baroness Royall of Blaisdon made a statement in the House of Lords on 29 January 2009
in which she stated that the police were reviewing the material in relation to the allegations to decide whether
such an investigation would be appropriate.
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It would seem that where a complaint has been made of criminal conduct and the Police are reviewing material
to decide whether there is the basis for a criminal investigation, the sub committee should proceed with their
own investigation only once the police have confirmed that no oVence has been committed or where the Sub-
Committee itself decides that there is “no appearance” of criminal misconduct.

Further, Paragraph 11 of the Procedure is an important protection for the Member complained of, any
witnesses, and the integrity of any potential police investigation. We are also aware of the procedural safeguard
(Guidance paragraph 25).

The Public Administration Select Committee’s enquiry into “cash for honours” 2007) deferred collecting
evidence from witnesses until the Police investigation had concluded. The reasoning behind that decision
applies as much where the police are “reviewing evidence” to decide whether there are grounds for a police
enquiry.

Whenever there is the possibility for a police investigation, the Sub Committee will wish to ensure that any
evidential enquiry, or a requirement for witnesses to attend to give oral evidence, does not undermine the
integrity of any potential police investigation or the safeguards for the Members concerned.

We would be grateful if you would confirm the view of the sub committee.

The process

We understand from the Guidance that a complaint is dealt with in a staged process. We would be most
grateful if you were to confirm the following:

1. The decisions and reasoning of the Chairman and the Sub Committee under paragraph 10 of the
procedure (“initial assessment”).

2. Most importantly, we would be grateful if you would set out the particular provisions of the Code
that are alleged to have been breached and the particulars and circumstances of the alleged breach.

3. We note that after the particulars of the alleged breaches and allegations have been given to a
Member, he is then invited to respond in writing. There have been a myriad of allegations in the press
and it is plainly inappropriate for Lord Truscott to respond until the particulars of the alleged
breaches of the Code and the individual allegations have been set out in detail. We would be grateful
if you would confirm that the committee will await Lord Truscott’s response until after the alleged
breaches have been particularised.

4. The procedure envisages a number of potential resolutions to the complaint before a decision is made
by the Sub-Committee to proceed to receive oral evidence (paragraph 23 of the Guidance). Indeed,
on one reading, the sub committee cannot decide upon “formal oral evidence” until the Member’s
written response is received. We would be grateful therefore if you would clarify the process by which
the sub committee has decided upon formal oral evidence.

The transcript

Since Lord Truscott has not been provided with the video recordings of the meetings, we presume that the sub
committee is in a similar position. So far as the transcripts are concerned, there are material inaccuracies,
omissions and mis-transcriptions. Whether these are relevant to the sub committee’s enquiry can only be
judged once the alleged breaches of the Code are particularised.

Lord Truscott has endured several weeks of relentless press attacks on the back of the newspaper’s “sting”
operation. He believes that he has not breached the Lords’ Code of Conduct and is acutely conscious of the
damage that this may cause to the standing of the Lords should matters drag on. However you will understand
our concern that the procedural safeguards and the relationship to potential investigation by the police should
not be lost sight of.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully
Bindmans LLP

Letter to Bindmans LLP from Mr Keith, Thursday 12 February 2009

This is in reply to your letter of 10 February.

The Metropolitan Police have now announced that they will not be conducting an investigation. Accordingly,
the Sub-Committee is continuing with its inquiry.
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The Sub-Committee, in its initial assessment, considered that the evidence by the Sunday Times on 25 January
was suYcient to suggest a prima facie case that the four Members involved may have breached the Code of
Conduct, and that such a breach would fall within the Sub-Committee’s remit. The Sub-Committee received
an invitation to investigate the Sunday Times allegations which did not particularise the alleged breaches of
the Code of Conduct. Now that the police investigation is no longer proceeding, the Leader of the House of
Lords has sent a letter of formal complaint to the Sub-Committee asking it to investigate whether there has
been a breach of the House’s code of conduct, in particular paras 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12.

The Sub-Committee has received a number of diVerent batches of evidence relating to Lord Truscott’s case:
audio recordings of his meetings with the journalists and a Sunday Times transcript thereof; Hansard
transcripts of those meetings (prepared by the House of Lords Hansard at our request from the tapes provided
by the Sunday Times); an audio recording of his phone conversation with Michael Gillard; a Hansard
transcript of that recording; and a video recording. These are all being sent to Lord Truscott as they become
available. The Sub-Committee has embarked on its investigation by examining this evidence.

The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s enquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by the
tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a fee
with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus
be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the code in the light of the Nolan principles.

The Sub-Committee recognises that the material which we are sending you may require you to do further work
on preparing a written statement for the Sub-Committee. So the Sub-Committee has extended the deadline
for receiving such a written statement to Thursday of next week, 19 February 2009. The Sub-Committee would
now also like to postpone its hearing of Lord Truscott by two days, and now wishes him to attend on
Wednesday 25 February at 2.00 pm.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Mr Keith from Bindmans LLP, Friday 13 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Truscott

Thank you for your letter of 12 February which we received on the same day by email.

We note that Sub-Committee has embarked on its investigation with the purpose of determining whether the
facts apparently disclosed by the tapes and the transcripts constitute any breach of the Code of Conduct in
relation to whether a Member who negotiated a fee with a view to agreeing a breach of paragraph 4(c) would
be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code of Conduct in
the light of the Nolan principles.

However, the fifth paragraph of your letter does not give suYcient particulars under the Procedure to identify
which action(s) or statement(s) of Lord Truscott has been identified as raising a prime facie case of a breach
of a Code(s)( and which section), and which part of the evidence is relied on to support such a position. From
your letter we presume that the Committee is solely concerned with the alleged discussion with the journalists
about a possible relationship with “MJA” but it would be helpful if you would confirm the position. We ask
so that we may know the specific allegation(s) that should be responded to.

We note that the Procedure allows for agreement of remedial action with a Member in most circumstances
once a response to the particular allegation is received. Would you please confirm such a procedure will be
available? Further, paragraph 23 of the Procedure suggests that the Sub Committee will first consider a
Member’s written response and will only proceed to an oral hearing if the written response is not suYcient. Is
this step in the procedure to be considered?

We raise these matters because the Procedure for the Sub Committee recognises the importance of rigorous
procedural safeguards. It is important in a case which has a significant impact on a Member’s reputation for
the Procedure and safeguard to be adhered to.

You have helpfully described the diVerent batches of evidence which the Sub Committee has received. We now
have the Hansard transcripts of the meetings with the Sunday Times journalists (thank you for providing them
by email) but, at the time of writing, we do not have the audio recording of the same conversation with Michael
Gillard, the transcript of that recording or the video recordings of the meeting.
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We are assuming that the inaccurate, partial and prejudicial transcripts provided by the Sunday Times have
been superseded by the Hansard versions and those newspaper versions no longer require our attention or a
detailed note of errors.

In order to assist at this point we attach a note of the corrections to the obvious mistakes in the Hansard
versions which we have identified in a first reading. There may well be more. If so we shall notify you as
appropriate.

More generally, it is plainly sensible for us to await receipt of all the material before considering a full response
to the Sub Committee.

On a practical level, Lord Truscott will be away from London for much of the forthcoming Recess and Mr
Neil O’May, who has had conduct of this matter since the allegations were first made in the newspaper, is
abroad next week, returning on 23 February. We would therefore hope to have the material considered and,
if appropriate, responded to by close of business on 23 February, or at the latest, the morning of the 24. We
would be grateful if you would extend the deadline to that date.

Lord Truscott is available on Wednesday 25 February at 2.00 pm if the Sub Committee considers it appropriate
for him to attend for an oral interview on that day. However, given the timetable, we would suggest that a
postponement of a few more days may be advisable. We will leave that matter for you to consider.

Whilst Mr O’May is abroad, please also copy any correspondence to Ms. Katie Wheatley and Mr Jonathan
Dennis at this oYce.

Thank you for your assistance.

Yours faithfully
Bindmans LLP

Appendix

Corrections to Hansard version of Sunday Times’ audio tapes (as identified at 13 February 2009)

1st Meeting

1. p6 Hansard reads : “. . . one of the companies that I advise is Gazprom . . . I don’t advise Gazprom
directly”.

Should read “. . . one of the companies I advise advises Gazprom . . . I don’t advise Gazprom directly”.

2nd Meeting

2. Page 11. Hansard reads “As I said to you before, I don’t think I’d be comfortable moving amendments
myself?? because I didn’t give notice saying that I had a direct financial interest??

Should read “. . . I don’t think I would be comfortable moving amendments myself . . . because people would
complain it would be a direct interest”.

3. Page 11 Hansard reads “but I think it’s probably better to?? get someone else to do it??

Should read “but I think it’s better to [indistinct] . . . from what I’ve seen certainly on the ballot issue you’re
really pushing at an open door as far as the Conservatives and Liberals are concerned . . .”

4. Page 13, Hansard reads “crap”

Should read “stuV”

5. Page 14, Hansard says “. . . I mean, as I say, I was pushing at an open door”.

Should read “I mean, so again, it was pushing at an open door”.

Letter to Lord Truscott from Baroness Prashar, Friday 13 February 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Please find enclosed (i) the Hansard transcript of the recorded meetings with the Sunday Times journalists, (ii)
audio recordings of the telephone call recorded by the Sunday Times journalists, and (iii) the Hansard
transcript of that telephone call. This is the final evidence that the Sub-Committee is admitting (in addition
to the audio recordings and transcripts already provided by the Sunday Times and sent to you).

The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by the
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tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the Code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a fee
with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus
be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan principles.

You have already submitted a statement to the Sub-Committee but I now invite you to respond further in
writing if you wish to do so with a full and accurate account of the matters in question in the light of all the
material now available. This will be the basis for the oral evidence session to which you have kindly agreed.
The Sub-Committee requests that you attend to give evidence on the new date of 25 February at 2.00 pm, and
hopes that this will not inconvenience you. It would greatly help the Sub-Committee if this written response
could reach us, care of Brendan Keith in the House of Lords Judicial OYce, by Thursday 19 February. I draw
your attention to paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Committee for Privileges report The Code of Conduct: procedure
for considering complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205).

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Bindmans LLP, Monday 16 February 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Thank you for your letter dated 13 February 2009 and enclosures to Lord Truscott care of Neil O’May.

We refer to Brendan Keith, Registrar of Lords’ Interests, letter to Mr O’May dated 12 February 2009 in which
he stated that transcripts audio recordings and a video recording would be sent to the Lord Truscott. We note
that your letter dated 13 February contains transcripts and audio recordings only. We would be very grateful
to receive the video recording on behalf of our client as soon as possible.

You have invited a further written response in the light of the material provided and you have asked the Lord
Truscott to attend the Sub-Committee to give evidence on 25 February at 2.00 pm. We confirm that the Lord
Truscott is available on Wednesday 25 February at 2.00 pm, if the Committee considers it appropriate for him
to attend for an oral interview on that date. Mr O’May, who has conduct of this matter, is on leave and abroad
this week and will be returning to the oYce on Monday 23 February. Therefore we will be unable to provide
any further written response until Monday 23 February at the earliest or the morning of 24 February. We
attach a copy of our letter dated 13 February 2009 to Brendan Keith (which appears to have crossed with your
letter to our client of the same date) in which we explained the position.

Should you wish to discuss this matter further, please do not hesitate to contact Katie Wheatley or Jonathan
Dennis in Mr O’May’s absence.

Yours faithfully,
Bindmans LLP

Letter to Mr Keith from Bindmans LLP, Monday 23 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Truscott

Baroness Prashar kindly wrote on 13 February 2009 providing us with Hansard transcripts of the meetings
and telephone calls with the Sunday Times journalists and the audio recording of the telephone call with the
Sunday Times journalist.

The letter set out the basis of the Sub Committee’s inquiry in general terms in relation to all the four members.
It did not particularise the prima facie case against Lord Truscott.

We understand this letter crossed with our letter to you of 13 February 2009 in which we requested the specific
allegation against Lord Truscott and sections of the evidence which supports the position. We look forward
to receiving the response.

Notwithstanding our request in that letter for a detailed statement of which Code and which part of the
evidence is relied on to support a prima facie case, we ask that the Committee consider the new material (that
is the Hansard versions with the correction to the transcript in our letter of February 2009) to decide whether
there is indeed a case to answer for Lord Truscott. At this stage, having considered the new material that you
have provided and the purpose of the Sub Committee’s enquiry as set out in Baroness Prashar’s letter of 13
February 2009 we submit there is no prima facie case of a breach of a Code for Lord Truscott to answer.
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We note that “the Sub Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four members concerned can be
shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular paragraph 4(c) of the Code”.
On the basis that this relates to the discussion between Lord Truscott and the journalists over a potential
relationship with the fictional “MJA”, we ask the Sub-Committee to consider the following:

Paragraph 4(c) of the Code of Conduct states:

“Members of the House must never accept any financial inducement as an incentive or reward for
exercising Parliamentary influence”.

It is clear from the transcript that Lord Truscott did not accept a financial inducement from “MJA”. There
was no money paid, nor any agreement on the terms, nor even a draft contract. There is no evidence in the
transcript that Lord Truscott accepted money or intended to breach the Code. Nor can it be said that he
exercised parliamentary influence in relation to that fictional Company or that he intended to do so.

Paragraph 12(a) allows Members of the House to enter into a consultancy agreement for “parliamentary advice
or services” provided it is registered. It follows that the phrase “parliamentary influence” in paragraph 4(c)
cannot encompass “Parliamentary advice or services”. Further, paragraph 12(b) allows a Member to be
remunerated by a Parliamentary lobbying business provided the Member does not participate in
“parliamentary business” on behalf of their personal clients in the lobbying organisation. “Parliamentary
business” is conventionally understood to be voting or moving amendments on legislation in the Chamber.

Thus, for a purposive interpretation of the Code, “Parliamentary influence” in 4(c) must relate to
“participating in Parliamentary business” (paragraph 12(b) ie voting on or amending legislation, and cannot
relate to “Parliamentary advice or services” for a company or indeed a lobby organisation.

Support for this position can be found from the Advisory Committee on Business Appointments whereby a
former Minister is routinely allowed to become personally involved in lobbying a UK Minister or Crown
Servant on behalf of a Company a year after leaving Ministerial OYce.

Baroness Prashar’s letter of 13 February 2009 further states that “the Sub Committee will be considering
whether a Member who negotiated a fee with a view to agreeing a breach of 4(c) would be acting on his
“personal honour” and would thus be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan
Principles.

So far as this “allegation” is concerned we would ask the Committee to consider the following:

1. The Nolan Principles are separately set out in paragraph 5 with an explanation of their meaning and
their application to Members of the House. They are specific in terms. They do not deal with the
hypothetical. The discussions with the Sunday Times journalists did not involve Lord Truscott taking
a decision (paragraph 5(a)) or placing himself under any financial obligation (paragraph 5(b)). As we
have said, no agreement was reached and certainly there was no act that could have amounted to a
breach of the wording in Code 5.

2. “Personal honour” is not defined, but a breach of Code 4(b) requires an act by the Member. On the
material we have seen, it cannot be said that Lord Truscott “negotiated a fee” nor that a fee was “with
a view to agreeing a breach of paragraph 4(c)” (see above for the interpretation of 4(c)). Importantly,
the discussions cannot constitute an “act” to which the ordinary understanding of “personal
honour” applies.

3. In any event “acting always on their personal honour” has a plain meaning which cannot cover
hypothetical discussions with a fictional company which come to nothing. If, as is suggested in the
letter of 13 February, “personal honour” is interpreted in the light of the Nolan Principles, then none
of the seven paragraphs 5(a) to 5(g) give 4(b) a meaning which covers such conversations.

We say that a breach of the Code cannot be sustained on the basis of a hypothetical discussion with a fictional
company where no agreement is reached on the terms of a relationship. If the Sub Committee has a diVerent
interpretation on the Codes then we should be obliged if you could explain the interpretation and the
particular section of the transcript that is relevant.
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It is also worth emphasising that a prima fade case cannot be made out by the extraction of certain sections
of the evidence without considering the material as a whole. On reading the recent transcripts there are many
occasions when Lord Truscott explicitly describes a proposed role which is unquestionable within the codes.

Finally, we are concerned that while the Sub-Committee have the original video recordings, these are not being
disclosed to us nor are they being received in evidence. They are undoubtedly the “best” evidence since they
demonstrate demeanour over the audio versions. The committee should rely on these rather than the audio-
only versions.

We emphasise that Lord Truscott is willing to attend the Committee when required to do so. We note your
email at 1.30 pm today. Lord Truscott is anxious to have the matter dealt with as expeditiously as possible and
hopes the issues raised can be dealt with as soon as possible at the convenience of the Sub-Committee.

We would ask the Sub-Committee to consider the new material in the light of these observations.

Yours faithfully
Bindmans LLP

E-mail to Bindmans LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 23 February 2009

This is to inform you that the interview between the Sub-committee investigating the Sunday Times allegations
and Lord Truscott arranged for this Wednesday is postponed in view of the procedural issues raised by his legal
advisers. We will propose a day and time for the rescheduled interview in due course.

Letter to Bindmans LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 March 2009

Dear Mr O’May,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Complaint against Members of the House: Lord
Truscott

I am writing on behalf of the Sub-Committee in reply to your letters of 13, 16 and 23 February 2009. The Sub-
Committee has now carefully considered the issues raised in these letters and has instructed me to reply as
follows.

The Sub-Committee wishes to emphasise that it is concerned to ensure a fair and just hearing for the four
Members of the House who are the subject of the Sunday Times allegations, including Lord Truscott.

The Sub-Committee has examined the points raised in your letter of 23 February relating to the interpretation
of the Code and terms used in it. In the Sub-Committee’s view, a fair hearing requires that the person whose
conduct is being investigated is told the rules under which his conduct is being assessed, is shown all the
evidence, and is given a fair opportunity to respond. The Sub-Committee believes that it has already done all
of this. We must now proceed with our task of investigation.

The Sub-Committee has noted Lord Truscott’s wish for a speedy resolution of the matter, and agrees that it
is desirable to proceed expeditiously. The Sub-Committee would find it helpful in any event to hear Lord
Truscott in person, and therefore proposes that Lord Truscott attend the Sub-Committee at 10.30 am on
Friday 13 March in Committee Room G of the House of Lords. Any final written submission should be
received by us not later than Tuesday 10 March.

I confirm that the remedial action procedure remains open provided the conditions attaching to it are met.
While the Sub-Committee believes that it would be helpful to them in their investigation to interview Lord
Truscott, this meeting could of course be cancelled if Lord Truscott’s final written statement showed it to be
unnecessary.

I can confirm that the Sub-Committee will rely largely on the Hansard transcripts of the recordings, although
the Sunday Times transcripts may also be considered where there is a dispute over transcription. I am enclosing
with this letter a copy of the video recording made by the Sunday Times of their second meeting with Lord
Truscott.

The Sub-Committee wishes to consider with Lord Truscott whether the Hansard transcript and video
recording disclose that he was negotiating with a supposed lobbying company “MJA”, with a view to
becoming a parliamentary consultant to MJA, which was acting for a supposed Hong Kong client, in return
for a fee to “exercise Parliamentary influence” to secure an amendment to the Business Rates Supplement Bill,
which would confer a two year exemption for new businesses from the provision in that Bill allowing local
authorities to impose an additional 2% charge on the business rate on properties over £50,000 in value, which
agreement would have constituted a breach of paragraph 4 (c) of the Code of Conduct; and thereby failed to
act “on his personal honour” in breach of paragraph 4 (b) of that Code.
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Matters arising out of the Hansard transcript which the Sub-Committee will raise with Lord Truscott are
whether he expressed a willingness—

(i) to seek to persuade a Member or Members of the House of Lords that the amendment sought by MJA
was “a good idea”;

(ii) to lobby the relevant Minister and/or his oYcials in favour of the proposed amendment;

(iii) to lobby the Head of the Bill Team for that purpose;

(iv) to lobby Tory peers, all of whom he knew, for that purpose;

(v) to see peers on his own, without any representative of MJA being present;

(vi) to find a peer who would move the required amendment, although he would not be comfortable to
do that himself;

(vii) to see the Minister in charge personally, to promote the amendment; and

(viii) generally, that he was content to lobby the relevant Minister and oYcials, but not to move the
amendment sought himself.

The Sub-Committee hopes that this is helpful, and proposes now to move on from procedural matters to a
resolution of the allegations against Lord Truscott.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Lord Truscott from Ms Street, Monday 9 March 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into allegations published against certain Members of the House by the Sunday Times on 25
January 2009

Thank you very much for agreeing to give evidence to the Sub-Committee on 13 March. Baroness Prashar and
the other Members of the Sub-Committee welcome the opportunity of this discussion. I am therefore writing
to confirm arrangements for your meeting with the Sub-Committee.

The meeting will be held in Committee Room G, near to the Attlee Room. The sign outside the room should
read “Baroness Prashar”. Your evidence session is due to begin at 10.30 am. Please ensure that you arrive at
least five minutes before you are due to appear before the Sub-Committee, and wait outside the room until
invited in.

The evidence session will be held in private, but a verbatim transcript will be taken, to which you will have
the opportunity to make minor corrections. The transcript may subsequently be referred to in the Report and
published, at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges. The transcript will be
confidential to the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges unless and until published. There will be
no broadcasting and it would be preferable to avoid amplification, so if you need to use a hearing loop (or
have any other special requirements) please let me know in advance of the session.

As set out in the report from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205), you may be accompanied to the
meeting by a colleague, friend or legal adviser, but if you do bring a friend or adviser, you will be expected to
answer all questions yourself. Standing Order 67 prohibits the hearing of parties by Counsel except as
authorised by the House, so while you may take advice during the evidence session if you feel it to be necessary,
any legal adviser will not be able to address the Sub-Committee. The report also says that every eVort will be
made to keep proceedings informal, and there is no expectation that you should be accompanied.

It is expected that reference will be made during questioning to the transcripts made by the Sunday Times and
by Hansard, which have been forwarded to you. Please bring these with you and use page numbers to refer to
this evidence, to avoid confusion in the transcript.

You may wish to know that your attendance at the Sub-Committee can be counted as attending the House
for expenses purposes.

If there is anything more I can do to assist, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee
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Letter to Mr Keith from Bindmans LLP, Tuesday 10 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Sub Committee on Lords’ Interests: Lord Truscott

We enclose:

1. Lord Truscott’s letter to the Committee of 10 March.

2. Our submissions to the Committee of 10th March [actually dated 9 March but printed below].

3. Amended versions to the Hansard transcript of the two meetings with amendments in blue [not
reproduced].

We have compared the original Hansard transcripts to the tape and video recordings. There are several
inaccuracies which are material to the issues to be decided by the Committee. We ask the Committee to use
these amended versions for the purposes of their deliberations.

Yours faithfully
Bindmans LLP

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Tuesday 10 March 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar,

I wish this letter to be read alongside my solicitor’s letter of the same date, as part of my final submission to
the Sub-Committee, together with my original letter of 26 January.

I would also like to place on record my concern that the Sub-Committee has repeatedly failed to adhere to the
“Procedure for considering complaints against Members”, with the result that I feel the application of natural
justice in my case has played second-fiddle to the pressures of the press. In particular, the Committee rushed
into inviting me to a formal oral hearing at its first meeting, without considering my response to the material
presented by the Sunday Times. No apparent thought was given to other stages in the procedure, namely the
consideration of further evidence in writing, to agree remedial action, or an informal interview. My reading
of the rules is that a formal oral hearing should be a last resort: the Committee apparently decided it was the
first resort.

The Committee took over five weeks to produce specific allegations. It is still not clear who is the complainant
(certainly not the Sunday Times). Over the last six weeks, under the Committee’s procedure, I was unable to
respond to wild press allegations. The Sunday Times has launched attacks against me in five of the last six
weeks. They obviously do not feel restrained by paragraph 16 of the procedure. I now learn from the Press
that I am to be summoned to a formal oral hearing before the proper consideration of my latest response.

As my lawyers point out, I have no case to answer under the hitherto accepted interpretation of the Codes of
Conduct. I have broken no rules and never agreed or intended to do so. The tapes and video make it absolutely
clear I would only act within the rules of the House. In fact, in stating I would not undertake lobbying, move
amendments or engaging in paid advocacy, I believe I was hypothetically proposing to act in a manner beyond
current best practice for conduct in the House. In the event, I decided not to proceed to work with the fictional
public aVairs company, as outlined in my first letter.

I am therefore at a loss to understand why this case is proceeding to a formal oral hearing, which in my view
is quite unnecessary and personally damaging. The Committee has had more than enough information and
evidence from me to dismiss this strangely formulated complaint.

If asked to appear I will do so, but would point out that the Sub Committee’s procedures are designed to elicit
the facts and judge any cases brought before it impartially, having regard to Members having “the right to
safeguards as rigorous as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies.” I regret that in this
instance, it seems to be the Sunday Times setting the political agenda.

Yours,
Lord Truscott
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Letter to Baroness Prashar from Bindmans LLP, Monday 9 March 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Complaint against Members of the House: Lord
Truscott

The Registrar of Lords’ Interests wrote to us on 4 March 2009 setting out the allegation against Lord Truscott
and the issues that the Sub-Committee “will raise” with Lord Truscott. Mr Keith invited a “final written
submission” no later than Tuesday 10 March 2009.

Our submissions should be read in conjunction with the letter to the Committee from Lord Truscott of 26
January 2009.

“Matters arising out of the Hansard transcript”

Mr Keith set out eight paragraphed matters which relate to the Hansard transcripts. We understand the Sub-
Committee wish to know whether the sections of the Hansard transcripts suggest a willingness by Lord
Truscott to carry out the eight actions and so breach Code 4(b). Whilst the letter does not specifically identify
the parts of the transcripts which are said to raise a prima facie case in respect of the eight matters, we have
identified the sections which follow the paragraphs (i) to (viiii) chronologically. We have set them out in
italics below.

Our submissions, by reference to the numbered paragraphs, are as follows:

(i) To seek to persuade a Member or Members of the House of Lords that the amendment sought by MJA
was a “good idea”

“. . . Would you be looking for people who were already like-minded to do that sort of thing?
PT: Or try to persuade them that it is a good idea. One or other. You’d start oV in the Commons
. . . . . . . . . . . .” (M1p19)

Whether “Would you” is intended by the journalist to mean Lord Truscott personally or someone (including
MJA) more generally is unclear. However, Lord Truscott understands it to be in the third person and responds
by suggesting what MJA themselves would “persuade them that it is a good idea”. Lord Truscott describes the
process in the second person “You’d start oV in the Commons . . .”. He is plainly speaking of what MJA would
do, not what he himself would do. He continues in the same vein four paragraphs on “You can get the
government. . . . . . . . . . . .” (see (ii) below). There is nothing in the words used to support the allegation
that Lord Truscott would himself persuade others.

(ii) To lobby the relevant Minister and/or his oYcials in favour of the proposed amendment

“PT: You can get the Government to amend its own Bill, provided you can [inaudible] a Minister or his oYcials
[inaudible] they can introduce their own amendments, and they may do that because they prefer to handle that
themselves rather than have it imposed on them, even though it is fairly similar [inaudible], and then those cases
[inaudible].” (M1p19)

“You” again refers to MJA and the MJA lobbyist. It does not refer to Lord Truscott’s own proposed actions.
The suggestion that Lord Truscott would “lobby” the relevant minister/oYcials is unsupported by the text and
indeed contradicted by the earlier conversation when the clear basis of any activity by Lord Truscott for MJA
was set out. (at Meeting 1 page 11 and 12 (see below))

(iii) To lobby the Head of the Bill Team for that purpose

“PT: [inaudible]. Director of policy responsible . . . [inaudible] the Bill team . . . Obviously, when it comes, I
can advise on procedure and who to deal with in the Commons but obviously when it comes to the Lords it is far
more within my ambit to influence it than in the Commons.
[55.00]
Man: Because you know the oYcials or—

PT: Well I know the oYcials. I can contact the oYcials as it goes through the Commons stages, but in terms of,
I can contact some of the MPs as well, but in terms of influencing Members and knowing the people, obviously I
know the people better up here than in the Commons”(M1p20)

And

PT: No no, we can find out now. I’ve already talked to the Chief Whip’s special adviser, so . . . who’s a bit hazy
on the details, but, you know, you can go directly to the department or as it progresses . . . they do usually oVer
briefings, and certainly I can ask for a briefing and use that as a time to say, “Well, have you thought about this?”.

Man: Yeah, “have you thought about the exemption?”, yeah.( M2p12)
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In retrospect, Lord Truscott accepts that his language was occasionally too loose and is open to
misinterpretation if taken out of context. He had set out the basis of any association with MJA at the beginning
of the first meeting (no lobbying, moving amendments or paid advocacy (M1p11&12)) but accepts that the
use of the word “influence” here might be misleading on its own. “Obviously when it comes, I can advise on
procedure and who to deal with in the Commons but obviously when it comes to The Lords it is far more within
my ambit to influence it than in the Commons” was intended to describe Lord Truscott’s greater ability in the
Lords to assess the predominance of view with the Head of the Bill team and others. He was seeking to explain
that it was easier for him to sound out Members and oYcials because of his knowledge and proximity to them
in the House of Lords. “It” refers to the process of ascertaining current opinion on an issue. His intention was
then for MJA themselves to undertake the lobbying as he expresses elsewhere.

As to “well I know the oYcials. I can contact the oYcial as it goes through the Commons stages, but in terms of,
I can contact some MPs as well, but in terms of influencing members and knowing the people, obviously I know
the people better up her than in the Commons”, Lord Truscott was describing his role in contacting the oYcial
in the Commons and identifying which MPs might be in agreement with MJAs’ client’s position. However, it
would be easier for him to guide and influence the process by which MJA lobbied individuals in the Lords
because he knew those people better. He does not state anywhere that he could influence Members or oYcials
in either House. He states elsewhere (see below) that he would not lobby for MJA.

The extract at page 12 in Meeting 2 (above) is a suggestion of a form of words Lord Truscott might use in
speaking with the Bill team to discover whether an idea had currency and what the political and departmental
views might be. This has nothing to do with Lord Truscott proposing an amendment or lobbying the Bill team,
something Lord Truscott specifically excludes elsewhere in the text.

(iv) To lobby Tory Peers, all of whom he knew for that purpose

PT: Well, as I said to you before, I mean, I can work with you over it, and it is, you know, identifying people and,
obviously, following it and identifying people to talk to talking with people to facilitate the amendments and make
sure that the thing is drafted. I mean, I think it’s got to be a sort of partnership, as it were.

Woman: Yes.

PT: Because I don’t think for even two days a month I’m not going to be able to go away and do the whole shooting
match on my own, you know. But I think if it’s approached in a sort of partnership then I think it’s, you know,
perfectly feasible (sic).

Man: I mean, do you know Caroline Spelman?

PT: Caroline Spellman? No, No. I know, you know, some of the MPs and I know all the Tories in the Lords, so
I’ve got no problems with approaching them. I mean, I think, as I said, I think it might be worth having a first bite
of the cherry in the Commons. (M2p9)

Lord Truscott was describing a partnership whereby Lord Truscott could direct MJA as to who best to talk to,
identify the predominance of opinion, advise on the process, follow the course of the legislation, and identify
individuals within the process who might have similar views. These individuals would be lobbied directly by
MJA, not by Lord Truscott.

As to “I know all the Tories and the Lords, so I’ve got no problems with approaching them”. Lord Truscott was
speaking of approaching Members of the Lords to ascertain whether there was a political will or sympathetic
opinion which might be useful for MJA themselves to lobby.

None of this can be said to be personal lobbying by Lord Truscott.

(v) To see Peers on his own without any representative of MJA being present

“PT: And also there would probably be a diVerent style maybe in the Commons and in the Lords. I mean, in the
Commons, it might be better, I’ll identify the MP, but it might be better for you to talk to the MP. That’s why,
if you know an MP, have a word with them. And then I see the Lords people on my own, because, you know, I
know everyone in the Lords so I’m quite happy to see them on their own. It may well be a sort of combination that
if you set up a meeting and say, you know, we’ve got Lord Truscott and even in the Commons Lord Truscott would
like to come along and talk you about things that [inaudible] representations have been made, then I am also
happy to do that”.(M2p11)

There is nothing wrong in Lord Truscott meeting Peers on his own. There is equally nothing wrong in Lord
Truscott sounding out the opinions of those Peers. That is all he was contemplating here.

(vi) To find a Peer who would move the required amendment although he would not be comfortable to do
that himself.
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“PT: In these sort of situations, what I usually do is I don’t do all the legwork myself. I am there to give advice
and to talk to people. I am quite happy to talk to MPs, Peers, oYcials, and to do behind the scenes stuV. As I said
to you before, I don’t think I’d be comfortable moving amendments myself because people would complain it would
be a direct interest.

Man: No, but the question is that you would be able to find someone who could.

PT: Yeah, Yeah, That’s right. And there’s nothing to—I mean, I can occasionally speak on the subject and just
declare an interest, if I feel that to be required, or whatever, but I think it’s probably better to
. . . . . . . . .[indistinct]. From what I’ve seen certainly on the ballot issue, you’re really pushing at an open door
as far as the Conservatives and the Liberals are concerned”.(M2p11).

Lord Truscott is speaking about approaching the Minister to ascertain the political climate and for an
exchange of information about the government’s thinking on a Bill. There is nothing here to say he would
lobby the minister or try to promote an amendment.

(viii) Generally that he was content to lobby the relevant Minister and oYcials, but not to move the amendment
sought himself.

Lord Truscott did not say at any point that he would himself lobby a Minister, lobby oYcials or lobby
Members of the House of Lords

Indeed, so far as the extent of any “lobbying” activity is concerned, he explicitly states the basis of any
proposed association with MJA as follows.

On lobbying and “pitching”

“So, in terms of the conflicts of interests, everyone is pretty well experienced in handling those sorts of issues. I’ve
got my published Register of Interests here, which is open to the public anyway. So it’s all above board. There’s
nothing that lacks transparency”.

Man: How does it work? Would you put us on the register or our client on the register?

PT: No, it would be you, rather than the client. Because it’s still only a year since I was a Minister, any job that
I want to do has to go before the business advisory appointments committee. Usually what they say is that it’s
okay to take up a position, providing it’s beyond . . . if you’ve not been a Minister more than 12 months before, in
that case, you can’t directly lobby government or government departments. I have never seen my role as lobbying. I
am not personally a lobbyist. I don’t actually lobby. What I will do if someone wanted—a client, for example—
. . . is advise—lobbying companies that lobby. I don’t mind advising lobbyists, but I don’t personally lobby.

Man: You don’t phone up oYcials and make the pitch yourself?

PT: No, I wouldn’t do that. That’s the other thing to make clear. I don’t lobby myself. I don’t mind being employed
by them, but I advise the lobbyists rather than doing the pitch myself. I am happy to find out information, but
that’s a slightly diVerent thing. That’s just my view. As I say, then the advisory committee usually gives us advice
and says, “Well, yes, there’s not a problem with you taking up this position providing you don’t lobby”. As I say,
I’m quite a . . .

Woman: Yes. (Meeting 1 Hansard page 11&12)

On Lord Truscott’s role with MJA

“PT: Because if I am paid as a, as a consultant, then I can’t be paid for parliamentary advocacy, as it were.

Man: I see.”

And then:

“PT:. . . . . .What I could do is advise on the process. You know, identify all the people who would be willing to
. . . who could be approached to put the amendments forward and all that sort of stuV. So I draw a line between
sort of advice, consultancy, and actually . . . er . . . er . . . er . . . direct advocacy of, you know, particular causes
. . . like if I was sort of paid by a company or whatever. (Meeting 1 Hansard 6 and 7)
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On the suggestion that Lord Truscott would find somebody to move an amendment

Man: You can find somebody else who will do it for you?

PT: Well, I mean, it wouldn’t be for me, would it? It would be for you.

Woman: It would be for the company.

PT: All I can do is facilitate the system and advise but I can’t get involved in the paid advocacy in Parliament.

Woman: You can’t actually do it. (Meeting 1—Hansard page 7)

PT: I might, for example, say that Clare, you know, such and such a person is following this and you really need
to chat to them and stick out all their notes, put a briefing note, have a cup of tea with them and say would you
move these amendments, Lord Truscott may have mentioned it to you know.

Woman: Yes. That’s essentially—without me personally, say, knowing any of these people, it would be quite
diYcult for me to pick up the phone and say hello, you’ve never heard of me, I wonder if you could do this
amendment for me please.

PT: Yeah, going in cold is diYcult. It’s knowing [inaudible] I mean that’s the thing about why, you know, lobby
groups and PR companies, you know, use. . .. You don’t know who to approach, who’s interested, and if you
approach the wrong person, you’re going cold and you could be absolutely wasting your time. (Meeting 1 Hansard
page 8)

On how Lord Truscott would deal with oYcials

PT. . .. . . I could pick up the phone with oYcials and say, “What’s happening?”

Woman: OYcials at the department—civil servants?

PT: I could say what’s happening [inaudible] or, well, there are these issues cropping up in the Bill [inaudible].
So I am perfectly happy with doing that but you just have to be a bit careful about paid advocacy. (Meeting 1
Hansard page 7)

PT: Yes, I mean, again on the BERR thing, the er, the sort of client said, well what’s happening about this
government decision? We’ve heard, you know, that it’s going to be delayed. You know, what are the things that’s
sort of holding up, the problems. So I can just ring up someone and chat to them and find out what’s going on.

Woman: Yeah. (Meeting 1 Hansard page 9)

“Lobbying” and the Code of Conduct

We have stated that Lord Truscott denies any suggestion that he was proposing or intending to lobby for MJA.

Having said that, we hope, very clearly, several of the matters in the eight numbered paragraphs raise the
question of what “lobbying” activity is permissible under the Code of Conduct.

We have the following observations:

1. The Advisory Committee no Business Appointments reports to the Cabinet OYce and makes
recommendations as to the suitability of appointments and activity in relation to former ministers.
The Committee clearly envisages legislator ex-ministers lobbying UK Government Ministers, Crown
Servants or Special Advisors on behalf of their employers or organisations with which they have a
direct financial relationship. Whilst ACOBA can advise that a proposed appointment is unsuitable,
in the vast majority of cases it will prohibit the ex Minister from being personally involved in lobbying
UK Ministers, Crown Servants or Special Advisors for only a limited period, routinely 12 months.

ACOBA plainly accepts the practice of ex minister legislators lobbying on behalf of paying
companies or organisations.

2. Paragraph 12(a) of the Code of Conduct allows a Member of the House to provide “Parliamentary
advice or services” under a consultancy agreement provided it is registered and declared under
paragraph 8(a) and (b). The Member is not required to refrain from all “Parliamentary activity”
although Members should be especially careful not to act in the manner contrary to paragraph 4(c)
“exercising Parliamentary influence” and 4(d) “to Vote . . . ask any question . . . or promote any
matter”(Guidance). This therefore contemplates a member being involved in acceptable
“Parliamentary activity” which includes “Parliamentary advice or services” in respect of a consultancy
agreement but which is not “exercising Parliamentary influence”.

3. Paragraph 12(b) envisages a Member being involved with a Parliamentary lobbying company
provided he refrains from “Parliamentary Business” for his personal clients of the company.
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4. If certain paid lobbying activity is acceptable by the regulatory body ACOBA, and registrable as an
interests under the Code of Conduct, then the terms “Parliamentary Business” (12(b)), and
“Parliamentary influence” (4(c)) must be defined to allow such “Parliamentary activity” (Guidance
to 12(a)).

5. Thus, unless there is to be an irreconcilable contradiction within the Codes and the Guidances,
“exercising Parliamentary influence” must mean voting or asking questions in the House or
Committee i.e. in Parliament. It must resonate with the wording in paragraph 12(b) of “Parliamentary
Business” to mean activity within the legislative business procedures in Parliament.

6. For the ACOBA guidelines and the registration obligations under paragraph 8(a) and (b) and 12(a)
to (c) to be meaningful, “Parliamentary influence” and “Parliamentary Business” must relate only
to Parliamentary business procedures and so allow lobbying activity directed towards Government,
Ministers, Civil Servants or special advisors provided the process is transparent though the register
of Interests and the declaration requirements.

The combined eVect of the ACOBA registration requirements and the register of Lords’ interests provide a
system whereby Parliamentary advice or services and Parliamentary activity including lobbying of
government and departments can be undertaken provided it is registered and therefore transparent.

Although Lord Truscott was asked to attend a formal oral hearing well before the formal complaint had been
made and the allegations identified, the Procedure for Considering Complaints envisages a number of steps
before the Sub-Committee decides on the last resort—a formal oral hearing.

Lord Truscott has now answered the allegation and replied to the issues raised by Mr Keith. The original
interpretation placed on the transcripts has now been refuted. An oral Hearing where the issues and answers
are replayed will serve no purpose. While there are very real issues over the meaning of the Codes, with respect,
we suggest that the Sub-Committee is not the forum to clarify or to amend the rules.

We invite the Sub-Committee to consider these submissions and answers and to dismiss the complaint without
a formal oral hearing.

Transcripts

We do not accept the accuracy of the transcripts prepared by The Sunday Times. They are incomplete, wrong
and partisan. With reference to the letter of 4 March from Mr Keith (at paragraph 6), any dispute over the
Hansard transcription should be resolved by listening to the tapes and video.

We have identified several errors also in the Hansard versions. We enclose copies of the amended versions with
the amended sections in blue. We ask that the Committee use these as the first reference. [Reproduced as list,
appended.]

Friday 13 March 10.30 am

If the Committee decides that it is nevertheless necessary to hear Lord Truscott in person then we can confirm
that Lord Truscott is available at this time. Please advise us of the Sub-Committee’s decision and the issues
that remain unresolved by these submissions.

Yours faithfully
Bindmans LLP

Amendments to the Hansard transcripts of Lord Truscott’s meetings

Meeting 1 p6 of 24: “one of the companies that I advise is Gazprom” should be “one of the companies that I
advise advises Gazprom”.

Meeting 1 p6 of 24: “I would manage to get in Private Eye for doing that so it is an indirect connection” should
be “I would get in Private Eye with even an indirect connection”.

Meeting 1 p8 of 24: “Lord Truscott mentioned it [inaudible] you know” should be “Lord Truscott may have
mentioned it to you know”.

Meeting 1 p9 of 24: “He said, you know, will you move these amendments” should be “They said, you know,
will you move these amendments”.

Meeting 1 p9 of 24: “it depends on who you’re interested in and what” should be “it depends on the degree of
interest you’ve got”.
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Meeting 1 p9 of 24: “There can be some sort of grey areas” should be “There can be slightly grey areas”.

Meeting 1 p12 of 24: “if you’ve been a Minister more than 12 months before” should be “if you’ve not been
a Minister more than 12 months before”.

Meeting 1 p12 of 24: “What I will do if someone wanted—a client, for example— . . . lobbying companies that
lobby” should be “What I will do if someone wanted—a client, for example— . . .is advise lobbying companies
that lobby”.

Meeting 1 p12 of 24: “employed as a parliamentary applicant or lobbyist” should be “employed as a
parliamentary advocate or lobbyist”.

Meeting 1 p14 of 24: “Now they employ 200 people and, um, they’ve got ?fights? over the retail market” should
be “Now they employ 200 people and, um, they’ve got five per cent over the retail market”.

Meeting 1 p15 of 24: “whether the Government would block it either on competition grounds or security
grounds” should be “whether the Government would block it either on competition grounds or European
Energy security”.

Meeting 1 p16 of 24: “Usually, with the consultancy thing, it’s all parliamentary-led???” should be “Usually,
with the consultancy thing, it’s all It’s for one or two days a month”.

Meeting 1 p16 of 24: “generally, it works ??? might call somebody ??? one or two days a month. Time-wise, it
varies” should be “generally, it works that the company calls or will use me one or two days a month sort of
time-wise, it varies”.

Meeting 2 p11 of 24: “I don’t think I’d be comfortable moving amendments myself ?? because I didn’t give
notice saying that I had a direct financial interest??” should be “I don’t think I’d be comfortable moving
amendments myself because people would complain it would be a direct interest”.

Meeting 2 p11 of 24: “That’s right” should be “Yeah, Yeah, That’s right”.

Meeting 2 p11 of 24: “it’s probably better to ?? get someone else to do it ??. From what I see, certainly on the
ballot issue” should be “it’s probably better to . . . . . . [indistinct]. From what I’ve seen certainly on the
ballot issue”.

Meeting 2 p11 of 24: “energy security and all that sort of crap??” should be “energy security and all that sort
of stuV”.

Meeting 2 p14 of 24: “PT: Yeah. Man: I see. PT: Again, it was sort of pushing at an open door” should be “PT:
Yeah, yeah, so again, it was pushing at an open door”.

Meeting 2 p14 of 24: “willing to try it out, but essentially get it moving from a position” should be “willing to
try it out, [inaudible] getting them from a general position”.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Bindmans LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Has the Sub-Committee made any decision in the light of the representations which were sent to you on
Tuesday?

Regards
Neil O’May

E-mail to Bindmans LLP from Mr Keith, Thursday 12 March 2009

We have spent the morning on this, and a letter is being prepared to go from Baroness Prashar to Lord
Truscott.

The key point for present purposes is that the Sub-Committees believes that there is a prima facie case for Lord
Truscott to answer and wishes Lord Truscott to attend tomorrow as previously notified.

Letter to Lord Truscott from Baroness Prashar, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Thank you for your letter of 10 March.

I very much regret that you take the view that you have been denied natural justice in the way in which the
Sub-Committee has been conducting its enquiry. The Sub-Committee is committed to procedural fairness, and
to being scrupulously fair to the four Lords involved in these allegations.
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Brendan Keith’s letter to you of 3 [correction: 4] March gave particulars of the specific matters arising out of
the Hansard transcript on which the Sub-Committee would principally focus in its investigation. In the Sub-
Committee’s opinion, the giving of these particulars was a compliance with the rules of natural justice because
you then knew the nature of the matters which the Sub-Committee considers could tell against you. These
particulars were settled at a Sub-Committee meeting and were unanimously agreed by its members. I cannot
accept therefore your suggestion that natural justice in your case “has played second fiddle to the pressures of
the press”.

Moreover, the Sub-Committee has been careful to avoid giving any details of its investigation to the press and
has never felt under pressure from it. The pressure, in so far as there is any, derives from the nature of the
allegations and the damage to reputations.

The Sub-Committee considered the whole of the transcripts of your conversations with the undercover
journalists, including the passages highlighted in the letter from your solicitors of 9 March, before deciding
that there was a case to answer. Your solicitors’ letter of 9 March gives notice of what your reply to possible
questions is likely to be, but in accordance with paragraph 25 of The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08 from the Committee for Privileges, HL Paper 205)
the Sub-Committee will wish to consider the answers that you give to the questions they put.

The allegations made by the Sunday Times were so serious, and so damaging to the reputation of the Lords
concerned and to the good name of the whole House, that we took the view at the outset that the four Lords
would wish to have the earliest possible opportunity to explain their position. The Sub-Committee has
continued to consider your evidence in writing, and if your submissions were to have shown that an oral
interview was not necessary, it would have been cancelled. However, this is not the current belief of the Sub-
Committee. The Sub-Committee considers that remedial action is not possible, as our procedure is clear that
remedial action may only be agreed if the complaint “is minor and is acknowledged by the Member
concerned”. Our consideration is that an informal interview would be insuYcient, given the gravity of the
charges and our belief that the four Lords would wish to put their positions on the record. Furthermore, delay
would have been in no-one’s interests.

I have to say that I understood your firm initial reaction set out in the final paragraph of your letter of 26
January to be positive. You said:

“I submit myself to the judgment of the Committee and remain ready and willing to appear before
you. I do hope this matter is resolved swiftly, so I can start rebuilding my life”.

The formal complaint to us was made by the Leader of the House after the police announced on 12 February
that they would not be examining the matter further. The Leader had written previously, on the day the
newspaper published its allegations, inviting us to begin an immediate enquiry, given the seriousness of the
allegations.

Your case is proceeding to a formal oral hearing because in the opinion of the whole Sub-Committee there is
a prima facie case for you to answer.

I would be grateful to receive your prompt confirmation that you will be attending the Sub-Committee
tomorrow.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

E-mail to Mr Keith and Ms Street from Bindmans LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Ms Street and Mr Keith

I have passed this letter to Lord Truscott and he has asked me to confirm to Baroness Prashar, through you,
that he will be attending the Sub-Committee as requested at 10.30 am.

I shall be accompanying Lord Truscott.

Regards
Neil O’May

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Monday 16 March 2009

I would like to thank Members of the Sub-Committee for the opportunity to put my case last Friday. I also
repeat my sincere regret for any my actions which have caused embarrassment or aVected the high reputation
of the House of Lords.

It is still my fervent belief that I broke no House rules as they currently exist, and didn’t promise or intend to
do so in the future.
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I would generally agree with Lord Cope of Berkeley’s analysis that there are diVerent levels of influence at work
within the House. First, the general influence that all Members of the House possess by virtue of being peers
in the second chamber. Second, influencing fellow Members, oYcials and ministers. Third, parliamentary
influence to aVect the legislative business of the House (i.e. parliamentary business), including moving
amendments, putting down questions, etc.

I believe the transcripts make clear that I would not engage in exercising parliamentary influence or in
parliamentary business on behalf of the fictitious public aVairs company. Although under existing House rules,
Members do speak, move amendments and put questions after declaring the relevant interests at the
appropriate juncture.

I also repeatedly stated that I would not lobby fellow peers or anyone else, in an attempt to influence their
opinions. In my view, any attempt to do so would also not show respect for Members’ own strongly held views.

On the general question of lobbying, this is allowed under the Advisory Committee on Business Appointments
(ACOBA)’ own rules, which allow a former minister to lobby on behalf of commercial interests, providing they
left government more than 12 months before. As I mentioned, despite this, I felt lobbying was an inappropriate
activity for me personally, and specifically eschewed it in my meetings with the fictional company.

I thus feel that in refusing to lobby, move amendments or engage in paid advocacy, I was ensuring that in any
potential future commercial relationship, I would be acting well within House rules. In fact, I would be
displaying best practice in terms of my personal conduct.

Finally, I would urge the Sub-Committee to look at my case on an individual and human basis, in what has
been a diYcult media and political environment.

Lord Truscott

E-mail to Mr Keith from Lord Truscott, Tuesday 24 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith,

I today handed in my amendments to the transcripts, which you should have received by now.

As it is now 10 days since I gave my evidence, I wonder whether the Committee is near to making a decision?

I hope very much that the Sub-Committee will not feel obliged to come up with a single decsion on all of the
cases they are looking into, but treat my case individually, since it is clear that this was not a “group action”,
and should not be presented as such.

Best wishes,
Lord Truscott

E-mail to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Tuesday 24 March 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

The Sub-committee is not yet in a position to make decisions. The procedure we are required to follow is set
out in the Fourth Report of the Committee for Privileges which you will find at:

http://pubs1.tso.parliament.uk/pa/ld200708/ldselect/ldprivi/205/20502.htm

We are examing each case independently on its own individual merits. There is no question of a group action.
But it is likely that the SubCttee will wish to present a single report covering the four cases to the parent
Privileges Committee.

You will see from the procedures that before the SubCttee can take any decision it must submit to each of the
four Lords subject to the Sunday Times allegations certain factual parts of its proposed report. Each Lord then
has a week or so to agree to these factual parts or to correct them. Only then, in the light of the agreed statement
of facts, can the SubCttee reach a decision.

So we have some way to go.

Best wishes
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Wednesday 25 March 2009

The Sub-Committee of enquiry met this afternoon.

You may find the following information helpful.
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As to timetable, the Sub-Committee is considering each of the four cases separately, on the merits of each case
but will probably for convenience produce a single report containing the four cases. The procedures require
the Sub-Committee before reaching its conclusions to share with each of the four Lords those parts of its report
dealing with issues of fact. This part of the investigation and report is proceeding well, and may be completed
by some time next week, in which case the draft of those parts of the report dealing with issues of fact will be
circulated by the end of next week. Once the Lord in question has considered these parts, and commented if
he so wishes, the Sub-Committee will proceed to reach its conclusions. This last stage seems unlikely before
the House returns after the Easter recess. Publication of the transcripts of oral evidence, and other material,
is not a matter for the Sub-Committee but for the Committee for Privileges. Each Lord will receive the printed
version of his evidence and the report of the Sub-Committee at the same time as it is sent to the Committee
for Privileges. I do not know what the Committee for Privileges will do by way of publication into the public
arena, or when.

Brendan Keith

Letter to Lord Truscott from Ms Street, Friday 3 April 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into allegations printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009

Paragraphs 27 and 28 of the 4th Report of Session 2007-08 from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of
Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against Members (HL Paper 205), states:

“If the investigation has uncovered material evidence that is at variance with the Member’s version
of events, this will be put to the Member, who will have a chance to challenge it. Before reaching its
conclusions, the Sub-Committee will also share with the Member a draft of those parts of its report
dealing with issues of fact, so that the Member has an opportunity to comment on them.

“If there remain significant contested issues of fact, the Sub-Committee will agree its own account
of the facts of the case, while drawing to the attention of the Committee for Privileges and the House
any challenge to this account made by the Member concerned.”

Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the first 36 paragraphs of the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its
report, setting out the background and basis of the Sub-Committee’s investigation, which the Sub-Committee
considers to be the “parts of its report dealing with issues of fact”. The Sub-Committee would be grateful if
you would send us any comments that you wish to make on these issues of fact. Please note that all comments
must be received by 6.00 pm on Monday 20 April 2009, and no comments can be accepted by the Sub-
Committee thereafter. Please also note that the intention of this stage of the Sub-Committee’s procedure is to
allow you the opportunity to contest only issues of fact. The Sub-Committee’s complete report, so far as it
concerns you, will be sent to you when the Sub-Committee has reached its final conclusions, probably (in
confidence) in the week beginning 20 April. We are grateful for the evidence you have given us, and it will be
for the Committee for Privileges to hear any appeals.

Please also find enclosed a copy of the sequence of events that we have constructed from the Hansard
transcripts and original emails relating to your case. The intention is that this sequence will be published
alongside the Sunday Times version of the same events, which you already have. Please let us have any
comments or corrections you wish to make by 6.00 pm on Monday 20 April. We would be grateful if you would
also send us an indication of any personal data that you would wish not to be published; please note that
corrections and deletions will be made at the discretion of the Clerks.

Also enclosed is a copy of the oral evidence transcript. Please let us have any final corrections or comments
that you wish to make by 6.00 pm on Monday 20 April.

This is your final opportunity to comment upon the matters of fact and the accuracy of the evidence that the
Sub-Committee has received relating to your case. Thank you for your assistance.

Yours sincerely,
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
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E-mail to Mr Keith from Lord Truscott, Thursday 16 April 2009

Dear Brendan,

Please find attached my comments on the first 36 paragraphs of the draft report, addressed to Baroness
Prashar. I will put the original in the Lords internal post later today. I’ll be looking at the final drafts of the
transcipts over the next day or so.

I have two questions. Is it necessary to publish the orginal Sunday Times transcripts, given the more accurate
Hansard version and the many errors and ommisions of the former?

Secondly, I hope I shall be given some advance notice of the Sub-Committee’s conclusions as they relate to my
case, so I have time to prepare a press statement and response to any possible media enquiries.

Best wishes,
Peter Truscott

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Thursday 16 April 2009

General

1. I wish to refer to the documents sent to me by the Sub-Committee dated 3 April. I will focus in this letter
on the first 36 paragraphs of the draft report, but would like to make two general points on the transcripts.
First, I would appreciate it if my London address, telephone numbers and email address were not published.
Second, if the Sunday Times, Hansard and Hearing transcripts are to be published, in the interests of
transparency, fairness, natural justice and balance I would respectfully insist that all my correspondence with
the Sub-Committee, and that of my lawyers on my behalf, is also published (including this letter). For almost
three months, under the Inquiry procedure, I have not been able to respond to press allegations, and at the
Hearing I was only responding to questions put to me. My case is substantially put by myself in my own letters
and those drafted with my solicitor. For my voice to be adequately heard, I therefore request that all the
correspondence in my case be published. I have been assured that my case is an individual one, so expect it to
be treated as such.

2. On this last point, I am still concerned that much of the correspondence, and indeed the draft report, refers
to allegations against other Members of which I have no detailed knowledge and cannot comment. I request
that any references to any other Members are excluded from any part of the report which refers to my case. I
am not part of a “Gang of Four”, The letters to me dated 26 January, 4 February, 9 February, 13 February
and 12 March, referred in various forms to the “four Lords involved in these investigations.” As I said, my
case is an individual one, and I do not wish to be “lumped together” with any other case or individual.

The Draft Report, paras 1–36

Background

Para 1

This states that the Sunday Times published allegations that four Members of the House of Lords were
“prepared to accept fees . . . to amend legislation in the House of Lords on behalf of business clients”.
However, it does not say that these specific allegations were a patent lie. The Sunday Times headline on 25
January 2009 ran “Revealed: Labour lords change laws for cash”. Again, this was a lie in my case, as was the
heading on page 5, “Price for a peer to fix the law”. This was not substantiated in the Sunday Times, and in
fact undermined by its subsequent report the following week. Gary O’Donoghue, the BBC political
correspondent, had rung me late on the night of Saturday 24 January and said “The Sunday Times are saying
you oVered to move amendments for cash” (their spin), which again, was a blatant lie.

This paragraph also refers to the sum of £120,000, which was not specific to my case, so if this section includes
me, it should be removed.

Para 2

No comment.
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Para 3

Again, this is a prejudicial, generalised statement. The allegation was not that I (again, please don’t lump me
together with other Members) was “willing to help undercover reporters . . . to obtain an amendment . . . in
return for payment”. The allegation was as expressed above in my para 1. In fact I was oVered a 12 month
contract with a public aVairs company to oVer advice on legislative and other matters.

Also, while the phrase “willing to help . . . etc” may on the face of it be shocking to members of the public, if
“help” means “advice” (as in my case), it is perfectly within the rules and is common practice as part of the
“parliamentary consultancy” services oVered by Members. The House authorities have it in their powers to
ban parliamentary consultancy if that is their wish, but that is not the current position.

The very phrasing of this paragraph, mimicking the hysterical headlines in the Sunday Times, is either badly
drafted or suggests a fundamental misunderstanding of the current legislative process, and the role of
parliamentary consultancy within it.

Para 4 line three

In referring to the Sunday Times story, this paragraph uses the word “said” rather than the more factually
accurate “alleged”. I would like to make clear that I categorically deny this allegation that I secured any
changes to legislation on behalf of commercial clients, which is totally without foundation.

Para 5

No comment.

Para 6

The Sub-Committee’s decision at its first meeting (before it was able to see the full evidence) that there was a
prima facie case was based solely on the Sunday Times’s allegations and newspaper extracts that were edited,
fabricated, prejudicial, doctored and part of a political entrapment operation set in the context of the run-up
to the next General Election. It was this prima facie case that my lawyers and I tried to ascertain, and answer,
over the subsequent weeks.

Para 7

No comment.

Para 8

No comment.

Para 9

The Sub-Committee’s letter of 26 January invited me to answer the allegations, but it was not clear which
further specific allegations I was supposed to answer.

I had already responded to the allegations, and in my view answered them, in my letter of 26 January.

Para 10

No comment.

Paras 11–12

No comment.

Para 13

The Sunday Times “gave us the transcripts which reproduced what they considered to be the most relevant
extracts from the recordings”. In other words, the Sunday Times took almost two months after the original
allegations to provide the Sub-Committee with edited material.
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Para 14

There is a reference here to the “four Lords” which I would like removed.

Para 15

My understanding is that Lord Harris of Haringey was also “interviewed” by the journalists. For unknown
reasons, the Sunday Times did not publish the interview in his case.

Para 16

This states that “The oral evidence and all the relevant written evidence is published with the report”. That is,
with respect, incorrect. Much of my evidence and arguments are contained in my personal letters to the Sub-
Committee, and those drafted with my lawyers. As the published material in my case will be in the public
domain, it will present a lop-sided account of the allegations against me. The media will focus on the evidence
available to them, which on balance, will be prejudicial to my case. To re-set the balance, and in the cause of
natural justice, I respectfully insist that all the correspondence in my case is published and put on the record.
Under paragraph 16 of the complaints procedure, I have been unable to put my side of the story to the press.
My reputation has meanwhile been torn to shreds. Thus for almost three months, there has only been one side
of the story told, a story which is highly misleading. I would ask the Sub-Committee not to perpetuate this
calumny by only publishing the transcripts and minutes of the Hearing, which do not alone adequately explain
the circumstances surrounding my case.

Para 17

No comment.

Para 18

This states that the Sub-Committee’s procedures are not adversarial. In fact, despite the best eVorts of the Lord
Chairman, I found my Hearing before the committee extremely adversarial, and more aggressive than many
cases I have witnessed in civil courts.

Para 19

Whilst the conclusions on standards of proof in this paragraph are to be welcomed, I regret the reference to
“each of the four cases”, which again makes it appear like a job lot.

Para 20

This refers to another Member. I cannot comment on other cases.

Para 21

See below.

Para 22

I cannot comment on other cases.

Para 23

States: “The allegations against the four Lords were so grave that we decided at the outset that there was no
question that we would have to interview them in person and on the record”. It was at this point that I sought
legal advice. Whilst I can understand the concerns of the Sub-Committee, I have several problems with this
statement.

1. I was legally advised that this “short-cutting” of the Procedure for considering complaints against
Members” was not consistent with the Committee’s own procedure. Only after I had received all the
evidence, and only after I had responded to it, should the Sub-Committee have considered dismissing
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the complaint; agreeing remedial action; holding an informal hearing; or a formal oral hearing
(procedure for considering complaints against Members, paras 17–23).

2. I only received the detailed and specific allegations against me on 4 March, so the Sub-Committee
had no time to consider my detailed response before deciding on a formal oral hearing.

3. The view expressed by the Committee that a formal hearing could be cancelled at a later date, I am
advised, in not contained in the procedure.

4. I was willing to appear before the Committee, but became concerned that the process was being
driven by political and media pressure, without suYcient adherence to natural justice in my case as
an individual.

5. The original allegations, as presented by the Sunday Times, were manifestly false in my case, so I
wondered what exactly I was being asked to answer.

Para 24

This again mentions the “four Lords”, and I cannot comment on other cases.

I was however informed at one point by the Sub-Committee that the remedial action procedure was still open
to me. I had repeatedly apologised (in writing and orally) and continue to do so, for any of my actions which
have caused any embarrassment or aVected the high reputation of the House of Lords. For this, I remain
thoroughly mortified and chastened. A written apology can be suYcient under the procedure, so para 24 is
factually inaccurate.

I would like to emphasise that I do not underestimate the damage hostile press coverage has done to the
reputation of the House of Lords, and for my part in that, I remain extremely distressed.

Para 25

I have a problem with this paragraph. First, it places my case together with Lord Taylor’s, of which I have no
specific knowledge. Second, it lists a number of procedural objections that my lawyers did not make, so
discrediting my case.

As mentioned in para 23 above, my lawyers’ interventions were not based “on a fundamental misconception
of our role . . .”, but because they were concerned the Sub-Committee was not following its own procedures,
and so my lawyers were acting to protect my right to natural justice and a fair hearing.

However, this paragraph does highlight another issue, namely that the Sub-Committee is a parliamentary
body, made up of representatives of political parties and crossbenchers. As the procedure highlights, the Sub-
Committee was established primarily to examine failure to register or declare relevant interests or breaches of
the “no paid advocacy role”. The Sub-Committee found itself in real diYculty when the original Sunday Times
allegations (i.e. moving amendments for cash) were manifestly untrue, and other allegations were non-specific.
The Sub-Committee then found itself in the invidious position of having to formulate specific charges. In my
view, this is not, and should not be, the role of the Committee, and this led to a great deal of procedural
confusion. As the Sub-Committee was not designed to operate in a charged media and political environment,
I think the Committee should be replaced by a Lords Commissioner for Parliamentary Standards, who would
take on the onerous duties and long hours endured by the Sub-Committee in such cases.

Para 26

No comment.

Para 27

I agree that this was a politically-motivated sting operation like that conducted by the Sunday Times in 1994,
with a view to destablising the Government in the run-up to the next General Election. In my view, this was
a KGB-style entrapment operation, designed to uncover or invent what the Russians call “KOMPROMAT”
or compromising material. The diVerence here is that the Sunday Times’s attempt in my case to get me to agree
to move amendments for cash failed. Nevertheless the media kept this story running for several weeks,
essentially on a false premise.
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Para 28

This is factually inaccurate. The Sub-Committee is making the mistake of believing the Sunday Times. Which
10 Members were approached? In my opinion, there was no serious attempt to entrap Conservative or Liberal
Members of the House of Lords. However, I believe at least five peers were approached and interviewed in all.

Para 29

No Comment.

Para 30

Again, I object to the “group” approach, which apart from anything else is misleading. The approach to me
was based on a consultancy contract, with a potential advisory role over a 12 month period, covering a range
of issues. I made it clear I would not lobby (although this is allowed under ACOBA rules), I would not move
amendments and I would not engage in paid advocacy.

Para 31

I can only comment that in my case, I oVered my services at the rate of £2,000 per day plus VAT, on the basis
of a 12 month draft contract, to be negotiated. In the event, I decided not to proceed with the fake company.

Para 32

Again refers to “all four Lords”.

Paras 33–34

No comment.

Para 35

I have a major problem with the paragraph and this statement, which is my case is prejudicial and factually
wrong. As mentioned, I oVered only advice over a potential 12 month period. I was at no time asked, or
oVered, to exercise “parliamentary influence to facilitate the enactment of such an amendment”. However, the
dictionary definition of “facilitate” is to “make easy or less diYcult or more easily achieved”. As a
parliamentary consultant, to advise a public relations company on a campaign to make its legislative aims less
diYcult to achieve, is entirely within House rules and is wholly logical. That is what I meant by facilitate.

If giving advice on a lobbying campaign is seen as a “charge of breach of the Code of Conduct”, then that is
not my interpretation of the rules nor is it current practice in the House of Lords. Amendments in the House
can only succeed if such a campaign is seen as persuasive, and if a consensus is achieved. An individual
parliamentary consultant could not change or amend legislation. During my Hearing with the Sub-
Committee, I found myself on occasions explaining the legislative process, for example the role of the Bill
Team. A parliamentary consultant can advise on this process, but cannot determine outcomes.

An impartial analysis of what I was potentially oVering, namely advice, finding out information, identifying
people to meet and talk with, and how to build a consensus in the House, would establish this was normal
practice and perfectly within the rules. But doing all this would still not guarantee an amendment would be
moved, and even if a Member were convinced to do so by the public aVairs company, it was not guaranteed
a consensus would be achieved. Legislation would only pass if the House arrived at a consensus, and although
possible, this outcome was not certain. Success would depend on the merits of the case. My role in this would
be to oVer advice and guidance on the process; given the nature of the legislative process, I could not guarantee
a successful outcome, and properly, nor could or would I do so.

As discussed in my Hearing with the Sub-Committee, I believe there is also a distinction between influence,
which all Members have, and exercising “parliamentary influence”, i.e. aVecting parliamentary business by
moving amendments, asking questions, and paid advocacy. Together with lobbying, I find the latter personally
unacceptable. Members do currently speak, move amendments and put down questions after declaring the
relevant interests at the appropriate juncture. Although I was asked to make the definition at my Hearing, I
have not seen the Sub-Committee yet define “parliamentary influence”.
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According to my legal advice, the Sub-Committee should not make any finding against me on the facts, but
there may be overwhelming media and political pressure to do so nevertheless. I fervently hope the Sub-
Committee resists any such pressures, and adheres to the principles of fairness and impartially.

Para 36

No Comment.

Lord Truscott

E-mail to Mr Keith from Lord Truscott, Friday 17 April 2009

Dear Brendan,

After sending my letter yesterday, I found a few typos which I have now edited. If possible, could you please
circulate the attached clean version to the Sub-Committee? Sorry for any inconvenience. [Letter above is
corrected version.]

On publication of the Sunday Times transcripts, I would also like to make the point that the “evidence” was
the audio tapes themselves, rather than the Sunday Times’s version of the tapes- so I see no reason for the
publication of the latter, which were inaccurate and edited.

Best wishes,
Peter Truscott

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Truscott, Sunday 19 April 2009

I am replying to your letter of 3 April. I have already submitted my comments on the Sub-Committee’s draft
report, and in this letter I will be commenting on the material the Committee is proposing to publish.

1. I do not see the logic in publishing the Sunday Times’ transcripts at House of Lords expense and on
Lords paper, thus giving credibility to an inaccurate and prejudicial account. With respect, the
evidence comprises of the audio tapes as supplied by the Sunday Times, not their own doctored
transcripts. On the other hand, my and my lawyers’ correspondence with the Sub-Committee is
evidence, and should be published in the interests of transparency, balance and fairness.

2. The Hansard transcripts of the audio tapes do not include the corrections I and my solicitor have
made previously. These corrections should be included, and therefore as presented currently, I do not
accept this Hansard version as a full and accurate account of the audio tapes.

3. On the minutes of my Hearing of 13 March 2009, I have made some corrections, and they will follow
below, at the end of this letter. During proof-reading, I had a chance to re-read the minutes of the
Hearing, and would like to make one last submission to the Sub-Committee before their final
deliberations.

Submission

There is a fundamental contradiction within the rules of the House at present. Although there are no specific
rules or guidelines governing parliamentary consultancy, current House of Lords rules cover a large range of
such activity.

Even the Sub-Committee itself was originally established to deal with Members who fail to declare relevant
interests, and to cover the “no paid advocacy rule.” This means by definition, that Members are allowed to
speak and put down questions and amendments, provided they declare their relevant financial interests at the
appropriate time. It is the failure to declare such interests, which can be referred to the Sub-Committee, not
the fact of speaking or moving amendments itself.

On the other hand, there is a rule (4c), in the Code of Conduct, which forbids the exercise of parliamentary
influence in exchange for payment. Parliamentary influence itself is not defined.

Parliamentary consultancy in the House of Lords has existed for decades. Many Members are either employed
by companies, or have (or for many years had) their own public aVairs/lobbying companies. I am sure that
many of them would welcome clarification on “what peers can and can’t do in relation to lobbying
companies”.

Meanwhile, every Member has to reconcile that contradiction and set their own limits. In my case, I stated
clearly on many occasions what my boundaries were, and they were well within the rules. At no time did I
promise to break or bend the rules, and I never did.
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But the whole approach of some Sub-Committee Members during my Hearing was to suggest that although
I “eloquently” expressed my position I was only paying “lip service” to the rules, but really my intentions were
quite diVerent.

First, may I respectfully point out that it is not the role of the Committee to act as Thought Police. In any case
I did not have such thoughts.

Second, even logically, why would I lobby Members, Ministers or oYcials, when I had specifically ruled this
out, and when my hypothetical role with the public aVairs company would be as a paid adviser, paid for my
time and not on a “success” basis? Achieving a specific aim was not part of my proposed role, and I would
have categorically avoided such a linkage. As a consultant and adviser, my activity would not be related to
any particular result. Incidentally, according to ACOBA, lobbying is allowed.

Some Sub-Committee Members found it diYcult to believe that it is possible to meet people to find out what
their thinking was, and not lobby them. Or even sit in at a meeting with a lobbyist and not intervene. I can
again assure Members of the Sub-Committee that this is perfectly possible and appropriate.

I hope I am not made a scapegoat for the current system, and would welcome any clarification of the House
of Lords rules.

Corrections to the Minutes of the Hearing

I have proposed changing most of these inaccuracies in my previous submission.

1. Q368 (page 13). “apart from the time that I was the Minster” should read “apart from the time I was
a Minister.”

2. Q391 (page 20) Not “What I will do if someone wanted—a client for example—is advise—lobbying
companies that lobby” but: “What I will do if someone wanted—a client for example—is advise—
it’s lobbying companies that lobby.”

3. Q539 (page 70) should read “per se” not “per structure”.

4. Q454 (page 42) Lord Truscott: “No”, should read “No, I disagree”. It was clear I was disagreeing with
Lord Irvine, but was interrupted.

Lord Truscott

Letter to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

The Sub-Committee on Lords Interests has instructed me to reply to your two letters of 16 April and 19 April.
I am instructed to reply as follows.

In replying to the points you raise, to the extent that the Sub-Committee wishes to reply to these points, I have
adopted the numbering system in your letter of 16 April.

Para 1 (16 April): we agree and we will not publish your London address etc. We will publish your
letters to us and those from your solicitors to us.

Para 2 (16 April): we have already made it plain, and we repeat, that each case is subject to separate
consideration by the Sub-Committee. When we use the expression “four Lords”, we are doing so for
ease of description, and in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.

Draft Report Para 1: we believe we have accurately described the Sunday Times allegations. Our
function was not to determine whether these allegations in their own terms could be substantiated.
Our function was to determine whether in our judgment any breaches of code had been committed.
Any dispute you have with the Sunday Times must be pursued elsewhere.

Para 4 line 3: we will substitute “alleged” for “said”. We did not intend any other meaning of “said”.

Para 14: we decline to do this for the reason already given.

Para 16: all correspondence will be published.
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Para 18: we do not accept your observations. In our view you were questioned firmly but fairly and
you gave a clear account of your understanding of the code.

Para 23: we note your observation but we are satisfied that our letter of 4 March to you ensured
compliance with the rules of natural justice. It also ensured that you understood fully the matter that
the Sub-Committee wished to raise with you.

Para 24: we repeat that so long as you continue to deny the allegations the remedial procedure does
not apply.

Para 25: (i) we are prepared to have a separate paragraph detailing your individual objections to
the procedures.

(ii) we do not regard ourselves as having formulated specific charges; rather we were giving notice
of the areas that the Sub-Committee wished to explore in order to comply with the rules of
natural justice.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests

Letter to Lord Truscott from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Lord Truscott,

I enclose a copy of the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests on your conduct, following the
allegations in the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009 which were subsequently the basis for a complaint referred
to the Sub-Committee by the Leader of the House.

You will find enclosed those sections of the Sub-Committee’s Report which describe the factual background
to the complaint, the interpretation of the Code of Conduct, and the Sub-Committee’s analysis of and
conclusions on your own conduct. The text has been agreed by the Sub-Committee, so while it will be subject
to some final proof-reading and technical corrections, there will no further substantive changes.

I have not enclosed those sections of the Report which relate to the conduct of the other three Peers who have
been under investigation.

I also enclose proofs of the evidence relating to your case, which will be published alongside the Report itself.
This proofed evidence is as follows:

— The Hansard transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists.

— The Sunday Times transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists—this
transcript was slightly tidied up by the Sunday Times when we requested an electronic copy, but we
consider that no substantive changes have been made.

— The transcript of your oral evidence session, as corrected.

— Part of your correspondence with the Sub-Committee.

— Other written evidence.

This is the first proof of the evidence. Mistakes will have been made by the printers and further non-substantive
amendments and corrections will have to be made by the Clerks before publication. Any redactions are yet to
be made. Any material redacted from the evidence itself will also be redacted from any correspondence
published with the Report.

I also enclose a letter from Lord Harris of Haringey of 26 January 2009 which will be proofed and published
with the “other written evidence”.

I also enclose a list of the correspondence with you and your representatives that the Sub-Committee proposes
to publish. I would be grateful if you would send any comments on this list to Susannah Street, Clerk to the
Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May.

Please send any comments relating to this evidence, including regarding any omissions or any further material
that you wish to be redacted, to Susannah Street, Clerk to the Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May. Please send
to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges any technical points regarding the Report that do not need to be
considered by the Committee for Privileges.

Two further appendices will be added, explaining to the reader how to understand the referencing system
applied to the evidence, and listing any suggested corrections to the Hansard or Sunday Times transcripts
which are not included in the published correspondence. A standard introduction page will also be added, with
factual information on the Committee.
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I am at the same time forwarding the entire Report and all the evidence to the Clerk of the Committee for
Privileges.

The Committee for Privileges will be following the procedure set out in the Committee’s 4th Report of session
2007–08, which was agreed by the House on 18 December 2008. This procedure is summarised below.

In accordance with paragraph 19(e) of the Code of Conduct, you have a right of appeal to the Committee for
Privileges against the Sub-Committee’s findings. If you choose to exercise this right, you should submit your
appeal in writing to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges not later than noon on Tuesday 5 May. In so
doing you should set out the grounds for your appeal in full, and enclose such supporting material as you think
appropriate.

The Committee for Privileges will consider the Report by the Sub-Committee, along with any appeals which
have been lodged, on the afternoon of Monday 11 May.

Paragraph 34 of 4th Report states that any Member who decides to make an appeal is “as a courtesy . . . given
the opportunity to appear in person, if he or she so wishes”. Paragraph 35 continues: “the Committee will not
normally reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Rather the Members of the Committee will use their
judgment to decide whether, on the balance of probabilities, they endorse the conclusions of the Sub-
Committee”.

If you exercise your right to appear in person the Clerk will contact you to confirm the time and place. You
will be invited to make an oral statement, and this may be followed by brief questions for clarification.
However, the Committee will not seek to reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation by means of detailed
questioning, and the meeting is likely to be short.

The meeting will be held in private, but a transcript will be taken, and will be published in due course. In
accordance with paragraph 25 of the 4th Report, you may bring a friend or adviser to the meeting; this person
may sit next to you, and you may consult him or her in the course of the meeting. However, you will be expected
to speak and answer any questions for yourself. You are reminded of Standing Order 67, which states that
Select Committees “shall not hear parties by Counsel unless so authorised by Order of the House”.

Members of the Sub-Committee who also sit on the Select Committee will take no part either in considering
the Sub-Committee’s Report or hearing any appeal. The Leader of the House, as the complainant in this case,
will similarly disqualify herself from considering the Report or hearing any appeal.

The Sub-Committee’s Report will not be published by the Sub-Committee: it will be published by the
Committee for Privileges as the first appendix to their Report.

The Report and all evidence submitted to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests are privileged, and should
remain confidential until such time as the Committee publishes them. I draw your attention to paragraphs 15
and 16 of the 4th Report, concerning privilege and contempt of the House, particularly in relation to disclosure
before publication. For its part the Sub-Committee has made every eVort to ensure the confidentiality of its
Report.

If you have any questions regarding the procedure that will be followed by the Committee for Privileges, please
write to or contact the Clerk, Christopher Johnson, who will be handling the process from this point on. His
email is johnsoncwparliament.uk, and his telephone extension is x8796.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests
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Telephone Call to Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) from “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the Sunday Times,
Wednesday 17 December 2008
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[start of call]

LT: Hello, Taylor.

Man: Hello, is that Lord Taylor?

LT: It is I.

Man: Hello. My name’s David Thompson. I’m from a company called Michael Johnson Associates. We’ve
not met, but the reason I’m calling you is, erm, I have a client who’s looking for some political consultancy
work and I wondered whether I might come and talk to you about it. It is a client in the retail sector. Maybe
I should explain who we are. We’re a communications/public aVairs company. Mostly we deal with Brussels
and I’ve been asked by this particular client to find somebody who might be able to help them out with work
in Parliament and my researcher did some research. We were looking for someone with good links to
Government, who had a good track record in working for enterprises outside Parliament, and she suggested
your name, which is why I’m calling out of the blue. I don’t know whether this is something, the sort of thing
you would do, I mean, or whether we might be better oV just meeting to talk it through, if you’re interested.

LT: Well, of course, of course. Let me tell you a little bit about myself and then you know. Yes, I’ve, I have
got a lot of connections with Government, because I am very, very fortunate in the sense that I have been in
the Lords for 30 years and my background was education. Most of the British education system is based on
what they call the Taylor reports, you know, and so on, and I’ve done everything that is possible for a layman
to do in education. And even though physically I think I am deteriorating, mentally I am probably more alert
than somebody, you know, much much younger than myself. And during that time I’ve gained a lot of
experience. I decided, I decided a few years ago I was going to retire. I’ve no need to do anything. I’ve got past
the stage of seeking monetary rewards or honours or positions or anything like that some time ago, but it seems
a pity, when I have gained so much experience and so much knowledge, not to use it.

Man: Mmm.

LT: And therefore I have been working with quite a number of companies over the years, you know, nationally
and internationally, and given them the benefit . . .. I decided that I was definitely going to retire last year and
I wasn’t going to do anything, but unfortunately, I’m the sort of bloke that can’t resist a challenge, and
depending on what the position is and what the people want, you know, I will help them if I possibly can. So
I don’t have to do anything, can I put it that way to you?

Man: Yes.

LT: So I am not seeking anything. It’s giving what I’ve got, and if it’s somebody that I like and I like what
they’re trying to do or trying to achieve, I will help them.
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Man: Yes.

LT: So that is my philosophy.

Man: I’m assuming it would be a paid role, though. Or are you saying that you might do it for free?

LT: Oh, well I do, it depends on what it is and who they are and sort of, if it’s somebody just coming up the
ladder and starting oV, you know, and so on, I would help them free. It depends on who they are.

Man: Mmm.

LT: Does that . . .?
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Man: Yes, that helps. Now, are you, maybe we should just mean, I mean rather than talk on the phone, which
is never quite satisfactory, maybe we should just meet and have a cup of tea some time . . .

LT: Oh, I would be delighted . . .

Man: . . . to discuss it through.

LT: I would be delighted to do that. When have you got in mind?

Man: Well, I’m around this week, but then obviously it’s Christmas next week and then it’s New Year the
following week, so it would either have to be in London before Friday or it would have to be early January.

LT: Right, well let me tell you what my plans are. I’ve got appointments this afternoon in the House. I’ve got
appointments with BT tomorrow morning. Then it is my intentions of going back north. I’ve got a flat in
London and I’ve got a house in the north-west.

Man: Mmm.

LT: And it was my intentions of going up to the north-west tomorrow afternoon and I don’t know whether
I’m going to . . . I live on my own and I please myself what I do and where I go.

Man: Mmm.

LT: And I didn’t know whether, depending on the weather and the circumstances, whether I spend Christmas
in London or I spend it in my home in the north-west. I’m going to Croatia, to Dubrovnik, on about the 28th
and spending New Year over in Dubrovnik, because I’ve got interests in a number of hotels in Croatia.

Man: Oh, right.
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LT: So I will be spending New Year over there and then coming back, oh, round about the 5th of January, and
so on. Now if, . . . I have got a little bit of time this week. It would have to be either later this afternoon or
tomorrow morning.

Man: Shall we try, how about tomorrow morning? What sort of time would suit you? I’m free all tomorrow,
so I can fit around you.

LT: Well, is 10 o’clock in the morning too early for you?

Man: No, that would be fine.

LT: Right, well 10 o’clock tomorrow morning at the House of Lords, then.

Man: And do I just . . . I just come in, do I?

LT: Yes, you just . . . do you know the House of Lords?

Man: Yeah. Do I . . . what I can’t remember . . . I don’t go through the St Stephen’s entrance, so I?

LT: No you don’t.

Man: I go through the next one along, don’t I.

LT: You go along to the next entrance, where all the cars are parked and there’s a statue of Richard Coeur de
Lyon there and you mention to the policeman at the barrier there that you’ve got an appointment with me and
you go inside there.

Man: Right, okay.

LT: And I will meet you at 10 o’clock there, tomorrow morning.

Man: Brilliant, okay. We’ll just go for a cup of tea somewhere?

LT: I can manage an hour, if that’s okay by you.

Man: That would be ample. Well, look, I look forward to seeing you tomorrow at 10 o’clock then, in that case.

LT: And your name is what, please?

Man: David Thompson.

LT: David Thompson, right.

Man: And I work for a company called Michael Johnson Associates.

LT: Righto, then. I look forward to seeing you.

Man: Brilliant. Thank you very much.
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LT: Okay, thank you.

Man: Bye.

LT: Bye.

[call ends]

Meeting of Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) with “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the Sunday Times at the
House of Lords, Thursday 18 December 2008

Lord Taylor Meeting (1) page 1 of 20

Man: Hello. I have a meeting at 10 o’clock with Lord Taylor of Blackburn.

Security: Taylor of Blackburn, there we go. We’ve got Mr Thompson and Mr Altmore???.

Man: Thompson. I’m the 10 o’clock one.

Security: Do you want to go through security, please, and take a seat. He said he will come down to collect you.

[noises as he goes through x-ray, etc]

Man: Change . . . mobile phones . . . I’ve got two mobile phones with me, actually . . . Keys.

Security: Stand on the platform. . . . That’s right.

[more noises as he retrieves his stuV]

[05.00]

Unknown woman’s voice: [inaudible] they’re just hanging around.

[indistinct background chat]

[very very long wait here]

[10.40]

LT: Mr Thompson?

Man: Yes. Hello. Pleased to meet you.

LT: I’ll just check this here. [another pause] Is it Mr Thompson?

Man: It is.

LT: I wasn’t sure what your name was, to be quite honest.

Man: No, you’ve got it right. It was correct at the entrance when I came in. Yes, it’s David Thompson and it’s
Michael Johnson Associates. You’re ready to go up north, are you?

LT: Well, my intentions were, I’m meeting you at 10. I was originally meeting ??Chris Altmore?? of BT, who
is a new finance director of BT, at 11 and then as soon as—I was going to say as soon as I’ve got rid of him—
as soon as he’s departed I’m going north. That’s why I’m dressed like this.

Man: Oh, I see, you’re, er . . .
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LT: Yes, I’ve got my country coat on. . . . Have you been waiting long?

Man: No, not at all.

LT: I didn’t realise it was . . .

Man: Oh, don’t worry.

LT: Do you know this place at all?

Man: I don’t actually, no.

LT: Well, I’m sorry that I haven’t got time to show you round. We start at 11 today, on Thursdays.

Man: Oh, do you?

LT: Yes. Usually we start at half past two, but on Thursday we start at 11.

Man: And it’s the last day of sitting, isn’t it? There’s nothing tomorrow, is there?
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LT: It’s quiet at the moment, but it won’t be like that ???[inaudible]??? but you can never tell at Christmas.

Man: No, I suppose not.

LT: You see, we’ve finished most of the business. Today is a sort of tidying-up day. So we have had two new
Bills introduced this week, three actually.

[they enter a busy Peers’ Guest Room]

LT: There’s more business done in here than what there is in most Government oYces and most oYces . . .

Man: What sort of business is going on here?

LT: Pardon?

Man: What sort of business is going on here?

LT: Oh, there are all kinds of people here at the moment. There are oYcials from various departments . . .
[inaudible] and I don’t know who these people are. This is where, if I want to talk to a Minister, this is the
place to talk to him. If I want to talk to a chairman of a company, this is the way that I would talk to him, in
here. And usually from here we would go in the next room and have lunch or dinner.

Man: So what is this called?

LT: This is called the Peers’ Guest Room.
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Man: The Peers’ Guest Room.

LT: This is where Peers meet their guests before they go on for dinner and so on. If one of my companies were
having trouble with the chairman of a company and so on and they’re not sorting it out, if I invite him to come
and have lunch or dinner with me here, in nine out of ten cases he’d accept the invitation.

[15.00]

This is a place where you can’t buy a meal; you know, you can buy a lunch at the Dorchester or the Ritz or
something like that, but you can’t here.

Man: No, you can’t.

LT: And it’s good for people to be seen here, and they like coming here. So I will get them here and we will
sort the thing out, and then pass it on to whoever’s dealing with it.

Man: So, you sort it out between you and then, erm, and then—

LT: And then it goes on from there.

Man: I see. And, it’s very—it’s very handy to have that. You, you already work for several people, do you ?

LT: Sorry?

Man: You already work for several people.

LT: Well, it all depends on what you mean by “work”. I . . . You see, I’ve got past the stage of working, in the
sense I only do what I want to do, and if I like the people then I might help them if they’ve got a problem. If
I don’t like them, I won’t help them. [inaudible] I’m completely independent. I’ve got to the stage of life where
my family’s been taken care of. I live on my own, so I do I want to do. The most important to me is time,
because it is limited to me, so I only spend my time on doing things that that I’m getting satisfaction out of
[inaudible], so that is the way that I work and operate. I’ve no need to do anything. Anyway, you tell me . . .

Man: Yeah, I’ll tell you what we’re—

LT: Tell me what the problem is.

Man: I’m erm . . . It’s not necessarily a problem, erm, but, er, we’re . . . I work for a company called Michael
Johnson Associates, erm . . .

LT: Yeah.

Man: Basically, I, we have for quite a long time been based in Brussels, doing public aVairs work in Brussels.

LT: Yep, yep yep yep.
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Man: Erm, now we’ve opened an oYce in London, and we have Chinese client—well, it’s joint Chinese/
Taiwanese clients who are setting up. We know them because we did some work for them in Brussels, which
is how we came across them, and they’re setting up a chain of retail outlets, probably next year, under the brand
name Emerald, and these are clothes retail outlets. Now they have a number of issues; we’re talking about,
probably about 30, around the country, so, for instance, I mean, I guess broadly there are two things that
they’re looking for. One is, sort of, any help that they can get in streamlining the planning process, which is
obviously going to be quite a sort of diYculty for them. And they’re also looking to actually sort of change
the climate of debate on how you incentivise businesses. I mean, in this current climate a lot of retail outlets
are going to go bust—

LT: Yeah, true, true.

Man: Erm, you know, it’s a tough time and they’re hoping that, you know, that they could influence the debate
on incentives such as tax breaks et cetera for businesses who, new businesses coming in to take up those retail
sites. Now, I don’t know, is this the sort of work you do, or is it . . .?

LT: Yeah, it is, it is, it, but it depends, erm . . . Go a little bit further down the line. What sort of . . . They do
business, but what do they want the retail outlets for, please?

Man: Oh, to sell—

LT: Can we have a cup of—two cups of coVee?

[inaudible]

LT: Fine, thank you.

Man: Erm, to sell clothes. And that’s what it will be—

LT: Clothes, is it?

Man: Yep, yeah. It’s a, what it is is it’s a joint venture between a very well established Hong Kong clothes
manufacturer and retailer . . .

LT: [??I see, right??]

Man: Erm, and they’re called Wong Hing.

LT: Wong . . .?

Man: It’s a family name, you wouldn’t have, I mean . . . And, and, er, our client, who is a man called Lu Li
Jiang, who’s an importer/exporter; I suppose you’d call him a sort of dollar billionaire, really.

LT: I see. Where he’s based, in Hong Kong?

Man: Yeah.
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LT: Right.

Man: And, um, the idea is that they will set up these, and they’re scoping at the moment to sort of—the right
sites, I mean, some, they’re talking about big out-of-town sites, which obviously would involved [sic] issues
you’d know better about than I in terms of planning, and I mean—

LT: Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah.

Man: Erm, I’m sure that’s the sort of thing you would, that you would be used—

LT: Yeah, I do know what you’re talking about, yeah.

[20.00]

Man: . . . you’d be used to. And at, you know, certain times, I mean, for instance, there are all sorts of things
that we might, I don’t know, I would imagine that if we were to have some sort of financial relationship with
you, what we would be looking at for you to do is perhaps—and tell me if this is how it normally works—erm,
we would be looking for you to speak in the Chamber on our behalf, erm, ask parliamentary questions, erm,
perhaps amend certain bits of the legislation and also, I mean, and if possible, I mean, we’d quite like to, if it
might be possible, to meet Ministers.

LT: [inaudible]

Man: Erm . . . I don’t know which, quite, how that works, whether, or any of that, or any of it is possible,
really. And I don’t know, I’ve sort of, I’ve given you, what I’ve given you is a broad idea—
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LT: [inaudible] I’ve got an idea. Tell me, how did you get my name?

Man: Because my researcher did some work on . . . would you like some milk?

LT: Please, after you. Thank you.

Man: My research—what we were looking for, because our Chinese clients have, you know, in Hong Kong
they’re very close to the political situation there, as they are in. . . And what we were looking for is some—
they, they look for someone with status and experience, but also with a track record of having dealt with
commerce. So, erm, I got a researcher to do some work, and yours was a name that came up. I don’t, erm, I’m
not entirely sure what the criteria she used were, but, erm, she did some . . ..

LT: Right. Now, let me explain one or two things. I have been in the Lords for 30 years, and I’ve been
advising—most of my background is educationalist and the British education system is based on the Taylor
reports that I have published from time to time and the committees that I have chaired, Royal
Commissions and—

Man: So you’re an educationalist, are you? Is that your background? Did you—?

Taylor: Yeah, yeah, in my background, but I changed—
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Man: Did you start as a teacher or did you—?

Taylor: Yeah, well I’ll tell you how I got involved in the commercial side.

Man: Yeah, oh right, oh right, yeah, yeah.

Taylor: I’ve been adviser to about 15 Secretaries of State in education and science over the years and I’ve held
every position that it’s possible for a layman to hold in education. I worked very closely with Margaret
Thatcher when she was Secretary of State for Education and Science. When she became the Prime Minister
I’d just finished a major report. Now, I’m a great believer in taking people with me rather than imposing my
ideas upon them. I feel that you get more out of people, especially the teaching profession and the academic
institutions. Margaret got this report and said, “This is just what I want; I’m going to introduce it in two major
Acts of Parliament”, which meant it would be introduced in two years. I said, “Prime Minister, if you do that,
I’m getting out. I don’t want it introducing like that; I want it introducing over a period of 10 years”. “Oh no,
well I don’t want it in 10 years. It’s just the policy that we need”, and so on. So I told her, “If you do that, I’m
definitely going out”. So she said, “Right. You go”. She virtually sacked me and I resigned at the same time.
Ken Baker was the Secretary of State for Education and Science at the time, and said, Ken rang me and said,
“Oh, I hope you don’t mean this, because I need you; I’ve got to carry this Bill through”, and so on, or “these
Bills through”, and “I need you”—I said, “Sorry, I’m definitely going”. He said, “Are you sure that you’re
doing the right thing?” I said, “I’m positive”. Now, remember that I’ve been a big fish in a small pond in the
UK, and I at that time was Britain’s number one in education. And I’m not boasting on this.

Man: Right. Okay.

LT: That was my role at that time.

Man: Yeah.

LT: I knew every Act, in every page of every Act, and I used to settle all kinds of disputes within the educational
world, and so on. Right. He said, “If you’ve made up your mind, I’ve got something that you might be
interested in”. He said, “I’ve had a talk with the Prime Minister of Malaysia. The Malaysians are changing
their economy from an agricultural economy into an industrial economy”.

Man: Oh yes.

LT: “And they’ve realised they can’t do it with the educational workforce that they’ve got at this moment in
time, and they want someone who’s independent, who knows education well, who will go over [inaudible] and
tell them how they can do this.”

[25.00]

So I said, “Well, that’s interesting”. So I went over the Malaysia, met the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Education and the Finance Minister and one or two other people and decided that this was a challenge, and
I love challenges. So I said I would look at it and I would do it. So I spent two years reorganising the Malaysian
education system. The Malaysian education system was completely diVerent from the UK.
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education system, where most of the schools are owned by the state. Most of the schools and Malaysian
colleges are owned by private companies, international companies. General Electric own one or two and one
or two other people from China own them and so on. It was fascinating. This gave me a new scope and it
broadened my vision, working with these companies and working with the Government there, of how they
could change it. And we were very successful. When I’d finished this, British Aerospace were trying to get an
order from the Malaysians for aircraft, which was a terrific order. Their competitors were the Americans and
the Russians. Regardless of what has been said due to circumstances, British Aerospace were the biggest givers
of ??lush?? money that could get in getting orders, especially in the Middle East. That was the way that they
operated and it was the way that the Arabs wanted it and regardless of the ethics of whatever anybody says,
this is the way that the Arabs work and if you want business, you’ve got to work according to what they want.
But they couldn’t do this in Malaysia. If they started giving backhanders to Ministers in Malaysia they
wouldn’t stand a cat in hell’s chance, you know. Everything had to be as straight as a die there. They said,
“How can we get an advantage over our competitors?”. I said, “Well how are you going to service these
aircraft?”. “Oh, well we’re going to service them from the UK.”. “But why do you not service them in
Malaysia?”. “Well, you can’t, there’s ???[inaudible] How can you do it?”. I said, “Well why not put, if you are
successful, that you will build in Kuala Lumpur a technical college. You’ll get Loughborough University,
which is one of the best at engineering and aerodynamics and so on, to run it, and we’ll train engineers to OND,
HND and perhaps first degree level there. The Malays will run it, you will supervise it, you will provide for
the money for it and Loughborough will provide the know-how and give you the credibility.” So they put this
in the bid and they won the contract. Now, this was a new idea for British Aerospace, so wherever they put a
bid in now on whatever country they are going in they look at the needs of the country and they add this, too.
And it’s worked, and it’s exceptional and it’s morally justified, is this, in doing it this way rather than giving
backhanders to Ministers and so on and, you know, people in influence and so on. So they’ve done that. As
a result, Dick Evans asked me if I would join the board of BAE, mainly in looking at their education and
working with universities, working with colleges, working with schools and so on, but also looking at countries
that they were developing in and giving them ideas of how they should work. At the same time that this was
happening to me, EDS — I don’t know whether you know EDS—

Man: Electronic Data Systems.

LT: . . . an American came into this country and they wanted a contract from BAE and I happened to be on
the board and the way that they went about it was absolutely stupid. They thought they were dealing in
Washington, not in London. And afterwards the managing director came to me and said, “Why did we not
get this contract? You know, tell us. You were on the board. You saw it. You interviewed us.” and so on. So
I told them where they’d gone wrong and what they had to do to be able to get contracts from other companies
in the UK, and so on. They could have their global policy, but their global policy had got to be adapted to the
country that they were working with. What worked in Brussels would not work in London. What worked in
London would not work in Berlin. But you could still have your global policy. So I started working with EDS
and helped them to get some very, very good, big contracts. And then I started working with other IT firms,
and it just grew and
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grew and grew, did this. At the same time, of course, that this was happening, there was a big change here.

[30.00]

Everybody could see that the Conservative Government was going out and getting tired, and so on, and
Labour were coming into power. Tony Blair asked me, because I’d chaired so many national committees and
I was very familiar with the civil servants of the day, because most of them—a lot of them had worked with
me, and I worked with them very closely and this was a new concept of Labour, completely diVerent than the
Callaghan policies in Labour, the new Labour, so they asked me if I would do a couple of weekends with the
people that were, he was going to appoint as his Ministers and Secretaries of State and tell them what their
role would be and what their duties were and the diVerence between being a Minister and a civil servant. So
I did that with them, and then I was invited by the Secretary of the Cabinet to do a similar exercise with the
civil servants, because most of the senior civil servants I’ve known since they were juniors in various
departments, so I could talk to them in the same way. So when Labour came into power, I was used then for
settling disputes and all kinds of things within government. This gave me an entrée into all the government
departments, and so on. So I used it. Now, you said to me afterwards, asking questions in the Chamber. Never
in your life will I—

Man: You don’t do that?
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LT: You don’t do things like that if you want results.

Man: Sorry, I’m naı̈ve on this.

LT: Yeah, you are very naı̈ve on that. The best way, you see, because of my position and because I’m accepted,
because even though, you know, I’m a Labour Peer I’m accepted by all parties because of the work that I’ve
done over the years with all parties. Remember I worked with the Conservatives for 18 years . . .

Man: Yes, as well.

LT: . . . as much as I’ve worked with the Labour party, you know, it doesn’t matter because I’m a UK man
rather than a party politician, so this is the way that I work. Now, if I want to get a point over to a Minister
or a civil servant or someone like this, this is the place where I would do it, over this table. I can speak better
and they will speak more freer over a cup of coVee, or a pie and pint, as I say, rather than over a boardroom
table or over a ministerial desk where everything is being written down, and so on, and asking a question in
the Chamber you’ll get the written answer—but that’s not what you want; you want to make your point known
to them. So you make your point to them in, in this particular way rather than what you would do over . . ..

Man: I see.

LT: So, and again, you see, being in the position that I’m in, it’s easier for me to pick up a telephone and say
to Peter Mendelson [sic], “Peter, I want to come and talk to you next week about A, B and C” Right, I’ll do
it. Or, in science and technology, Dyson [sic] has just taken over; I’m having a meeting with him about a
particular concern in gas storage next week. Now, these are the sort of things that I do.
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Man: I see.

LT: Now, so, I do it in a very quiet way, and so on, without any publicity, I wouldn’t want that really, because
you don’t get what you want to by . . . you only use the Chamber if you’re fighting the cause of society
[inaudible] but not on a commercial dealing would you [inaudible]. Do it quietly [inaudible] and again, I have
got a reputation within government and within all parties of being a straight, honest operator because I believe
in telling the truth, and in telling the truth you’re far better in doing it the way that I do it, where you can talk
straight to someone, than what you can just in putting questions down and things like that, very very careful,
and civil servants are very good in giving you civil service language that doesn’t mean anything at all, really.

Man: Yes, that’s true.

LT: So, but in doing it the way that I’m doing it with you now is the best way. So that’s the way that I operate.

Man: So the way you operate is through informal meetings.

LT: Exactly, yeah, in the way that we’re meeting. . .

Man: Yes, in the way we are.

LT: . . . we’re meeting this morning. Now, again, because I have got a reputation and because I have got . . .
I will not lose . . . My credibility means a great deal to me, because at my age I’m not going to lose my credibility
just for a few pounds or anything like that. That doesn’t mean anything to me, more than my reputation means
to me, so I will not do anything that I think is dodgy or crossing that line. I am privy to all kinds of information
that would not go further than me.

[35.00]

That doesn’t mean to say that if your client is doing something that I don’t think stands any chance of doing,
I will tell you, but I will tell you in a roundabout way so that you will understand what I’m saying to you
without going down that particular road. Again, my [inaudible].

Man: Can I . . .?

LT: You can, sir, yes, you can join the rebels [inaudible].

Man: Oh, there’s one there. I’ve always been a rebel, so . . .

LT: Well, you’re very welcome to join ??? them ??? So that is how I operate in this particular way.

Man: How does that have . . .?
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LT: But remember, remember, when I spoke to you yesterday I told you that I am not seeking work. It was
my intentions of finishing. It was because you just whetted my appetite a little bit to see what it was all about.
So, you know, it’s not . . .

Man: In fact, it’s what we are talking about, it’s you helping us out with any problems that come up in the
process of setting up this retail chain in the UK.

LT: Yep, yep, yep, yep.

Man: I mean, there are certain issues, for instance, that have already been identified. For instance, there’s the
Business Rates Supplement Bill, which you may or not know . . .

LT: Yeah, I do know, yeah.

Man: Which is going to be quite onerous on retailers in so far as it will allow an extra 2% on corporation tax.

LT: Yeah, yeah.

Man: I don’t know how you feel about that but my own employers feel that the legislation could be amended
so that a business, for instance, would, when it’s first setting up, be able to apply to the local authority, appeal
to a local authority, for an exemption.

LT: Yeah, yeah. Well, these are the things where I can come in quite well. I don’t know whether you know
Capricorn Experience in this country.

Man: Experience? No.

LT: Experience are the company only, have got a terrific amount of intelligence and information. They are the
people that advise banks on your creditworthiness, and so on.

Man: Oh yes.

LT: They will blacklist you or they will tell you how good you are. Also they do a lot with Government on ID
cards and things like that that are coming in and so on because they’ve got all sorts of information. For
example, I have been working with them on amending a statute that’s coming out, or was coming out—I’ve
got it delayed now—whereby it was going to be diYcult for them to get certain information, and so on. So
I’ve got that amendment and you do it quietly behind the scenes.

Man: How did you manage to do that?

LT: Oh, I . . .

Man: Do you actually put in amendment yourself?
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LT: No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no. We don’t do things like that. That’s stupid—that’s the way that you
don’t get things done. What you do is you talk to the parliamentary team, the draftsmen, and so on, that are
going through, and you point out to them the diYculties that the retailer will be having on this and how things
are working, and so on, and you get them to amend it that way.

Man: I see.

LT: Oh no, to do it, you’re too late when you’re putting amendments down and trying to persuade them
because they don’t want loss of face. But if you can get it done to them when it’s in the draft form, it is far
better because you know what the principles are.

Man: Yes.

LT: And if you know what the principles are of the Bill that’s going through and you know what they’re
introducing, for example, in the 2% and so on, what you do is you meet the Minister, you meet the various
people and it’s not always Ministers or the Secretary of State or even the Permanent Secretaries that do this,
but it’s some little chappie who is half way down the grade ??? in employment ??? that does all this drafting.
These are the people. It’s identifying the decision-makers; it’s identifying the people that make the
recommendations. They are the . . .

Man: How do you do it in a case of, say, that Experience one that you got amended? How do you identify?

LT: I know the department. I know how it works. I chair various Cabinet meetings, and I know how the
Cabinet works and I know the people that are the decision-makers. I know the teams in various government
departments and I will identify them. For example, if you want to build a power station in the UK, you want
a Section 36 notice to do it. Now, you’ll make the necessary application and it will go through and it will have
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to be approved by the Secretary of State. But long before that there’s a little chappie called Gary [inaudible]
who works in Victoria Street, who does all the recommendations to the various Ministers and civil servants.
He’s only a very low-graded man, but he knows more about energy than everybody else. What you would do,
if somebody came along from you and said, “I want to build a power station in Chester. What are my chances
of getting this Section 36?”, Gary would tell him what his chances were.

[40.00]

If Gary said “You don’t stand a cat in hell’s chance . . .” forget about it, mate. No matter how you try and no
matter how eloquent you are in a debate, you’ll never get it because, you know, the shutters will come down.

Man: Can you not persuade Gary?

LT: Ah, now that is diVerent. Then, if you can persuade Gary then you are in and you can do what you want
and you point out the logic of doing it that way.

Man: Have you ever done that with him?
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LT: Oh [inaudible]

Man: Sorry?

LT: [???I’ve done a number of things with him???] yes.

Man: And it works, does it?

LT: Oh yes.

Man: And in terms of—

LT: Maybe I’ve not been clear to you. It’s not a question of you interviewing me. It’s me, whether I will join
you. You need me more than I . . . I don’t need you, with the greatest of respect, you know.

Man: No, I know. I can see that.

LT: So please, please remember that. That is the way that it goes. I’m interested. What I would like to do is
talk more to you in the new year. And this is only a kind of introductory meeting today.

Man: Yes.

LT: And then we’ll talk more in the new year. You see, you’re coming to me this morning with fixed views that
are entirely wrong in the way that you use words. You’re going completely oV, . . . [inaudible] and working
the way that you think you . . .

Man: No, it clearly doesn’t work like that at all. I’m sorry, I’m not, I’m quite naı̈ve in this.

LT: Yes, you’re ignorant—and I say that with respect to you in some ways—of how the system works and how
you’ve got to work and how you’ve got to know people and how it all knits together, you see. Please, I’m not
being rude to you.

Man: No, no, no.

LT: I’ve been absolutely straight and honest with you.

Man: Obviously, from our point of view this would be something we would remunerate you for, and there sort
of wouldn’t be a question of that, and I don’t think money’s necessarily and object in that sense.

LT: No, no, no.

Man: But what I would ask you to do, I think, is for you to give me some sort of idea of how much, what a
fee structure would be.

LT: Ooh.
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Man: Or not a fee structure . . .

LT: This is absolutely diYcult. This is very diYcult for me, because some companies that I work with will pay
me a hundred thousand a year.

Man: A hundred thousand?

LT: Oh yeah. That’s cheap. That’s cheap for what I do for them. And other companies will pay me 25
thousand. It all depends on what I’m doing and how much time I think I’m going to spend on it.
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Man: Well that’s not, I mean those fees are not impossible. They are all fine.

LT: Yeah, but these are the sort of fees that I get. Please, I’m being absolutely honest with you. I’m not
exaggerating at all. It’s just whether I want to do it or not, that’s the thing. And you’ve got to whet my appetite
to get me to come on board.

Man: What more would you want from me, really?

LT: I want more detail. And what I would like is a one sheet from you of where you feel that you need help.

Man: Right.

LT: That’s what I want from you.

Man: So that you can see specifically—

LT: Exactly, yes, whether I could give you that help or whether I would be just wasting my time. And I don’t
want, as I started oV by saying to you, the most important thing to me is my time, because it gets less the older
I get.

[At this point LT talks to briefly to another man, who appears to have nothing to do with this conversation.

Other Man: Thank you for your hospitality.

LT: You’re more than welcome. I hope somebody ????

Other Man: Oh yes, yes, I’m being generously treated by Baroness Golding.

LT: Right, well all the very best to you.

Other Man: All the best to you.

LT: And have a good new year as well.

Other Man: And you, too. Thank you.]

Man: Yes, I see your point. So what we do is we do something very specific and give you an idea of . . . but I
can do that. That’s not a problem at all. I can certainly draw that up for you.

LT: And maybe have some more details about you. You know, how legitimate you are, and so on.

Man: [nervous laugh] Okay. I can give you all . . . I mean actually, do you want . . .
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LT: I’m watching that clock . . .

Man: Because you’ve got another meeting, haven’t you.

LT: Where actually are you based, then?

Man: I’m in Waterloo Place, which is just down from Piccadilly.

LT: Right.

[45.00]

Man: So, just so I have some sort of idea, that. . . Quite interesting, what you said about the amendment with
Experian-ce. What, what specific information did they get excluded from the Bill?

LT: Well, what they wanted was the position about directors, and directors’ addresses, and, erm, erm, on top
of that, directors’ shareholdings in companies, and so on.

Man: And they wanted to be able to keep getting hold of that?

LT: They did.

Man: And was the Bill going to stop them getting hold of that?

LT: Yep.

Man: Seems like a good thing anyway, doesn’t it?

LT: Exactly, yep. Yeah.

Man: Yeah. Er . . .

LT: But it was a way of getting it so that it would protect the interest of the directors and yet give the
information to the City for what the City wanted, you see.

Man: Oh, I see.

LT: And what their clients wanted, which was the City in this case, was Experience.
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Man: They didn’t want to close the information, they wanted to open up the information.

LT: Exactly, yeah. They wanted it in a way that would protect anybody, and it was getting the right sort of
wording in the statute to make it sound and easy for everybody. These are the things, like . . . Finance Bills are
very, very diYcult, where you’ve got the 2%. Not as easy as all that.

Man: I know, I can’t, I’m not going to be able to get you to say, “Amend it so it’s 0.5%”, or something, it’s—
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LT: Yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah. That is not as easy, but you see I have got a lot of contacts within the Treasury,
as well with the Treasury teams, from . . . erm, Yvette Cooper and people like that, I’ve worked with for many
years. Remember that many of these Ministers have been juniors to me—that have been students of mine—
and therefore, you know, I’ve been looked upon as their mentor in various . . . over the years. People like Jack
Straw and so on have all worked with me for many, many years.

Man: So, I mean, so, they’ll pick up the phone to you and they’ll come to meetings with you.

LT: Oh, yeah yeah yeah yeah.

Man: Yeah. I mean, if, say, my client wanted to meet anyone, would that be possible?

LT: It’s possible in certain cases [inaudible] I would advise him as to, you know, whether it was a bit dodgy
or what, but the answer is, on most cases, yes.

Man: Yes.

LT: It might not be the Secretary of State; it might be one of the Ministers who’s dealing with it.

Man: Yes.

LT: You know, I would say to them, “You, the person that your client wants to meet is A, B and C. Right,
well, what we’ll do is we’ll invite them here for lunch”. And you’d come and have lunch with them we’d do it
that way. And it’s surprising what you can do either on this table before you go for lunch or what you can do
over lunch.

Man: Yes, I can see that. Erm, which is quite useful, isn’t it?

LT: Yeah.

Man: Just to have that, sort of, be able to have that. . . And presumably with senior civil servants as well.

LT: Exactly. Yep yep yep.

Man: Or, as you say, just the right civil servants.

LT: Yeah.

Man: So . . . it’s more a qu—in reporting back, it’s more a, sort of, it’s, it’s a sort of. . . what you do is you help
people get to the right people, in eVect, yes?

LT: Yeah, and see them through ??ordinarily??, and I would tell them at the beginning . . . See, for example, if
you were going to put in a bid for a particular contract with government, say, I would do all the research and
tell you what chances you’ve got of being successful.
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Man: Yeah.

LT: Now, in some of the IT bids you would spend up to nine million pounds to get the contract. If you got the
contract, if the contract was going into one, two, three billions, nine millions is nothing, but if you don’t get
the contract it’s a hell of a lot of money to lose, you know, and prepare, so you don’t want to do that. So I will
say to you, “This is my reckoning: you stand a 50-50 chance”. All right? If you stand less than 50, I would say,
“If I were you I wouldn’t bother at all with that. You’re just wasting your money because of A, B and C”. Or,
if you stand above that, “If you do so-and-so, you stand a better chance of doing it [inaudible]” and I will tell
you who are your likely competitors. So that would be that.

[50.00]

I will not charge you for it and in the case of, say, retail outlets, it’s meeting more with local authorities and
planning authorities and so on. It is the way that you approach the local authority, what sort of a local
authority it is, what sort of planning policy you’ve got there, so that you know their philosophy before you
start putting the planning application in, whether you do your intelligence work before that. I find that I would
never dream of going to a planning oYcer with a scheme and saying, “This is what we’re doing, this is where
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we want to build it, this is it, and so on. [emphatic banging of teacup]. He will find every excuse in the book
to change it or alter it. You go to him, even though you’ve made up your mind where you want to go, what
you want to do, how you want it to be beforehand, you never go and show him that. You would talk to him
and in talking to him you persuade him that what you want is his idea and he will fall in and help you. This
is the way that you work with local authorities and so on. You get to know the leader, you get to know what
the feeling is of the local authority. I’m working on a scheme in, just outside of Nottingham at the moment . . .

Man: Oh, right.

LT: And so on. This is a very complicated scheme because—

Man: What sort of scheme is it?

LT: It’s new housing and shopping and development in that area. It’s quite a large scheme. The Church
Commissioners are involved in it and also the Crown Agents are involved in it.

Man: And why are you involved in this?

LT: Pardon?

Man: Why are you involved in this?

LT: Because I know what the policy is going to be and what priorities are going to be and also the reason why
I’m involved in it is co-operation between government departments because the roads scheme, the national
roads scheme comes into it as well as the planning comes into it, the rivers and the utilities come into it. I’ll
see what
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they can do, but it needs somebody that can look at the whole scheme and not get involved in detail. That’s
why I’m involved.

Man: Oh, I see. But are you involved on behalf of the Government?

LT: No, I am acting on behalf of the consultant that’s dealing with it, Church Commissioners, Crown Agents
and the private developer and the local authority.

Man: Oh, I see.

LT: And I am their adviser.

Man: And presumably, if there are any problems then you can have a word with somebody.

LT: Yes, but I don’t get involved in detail, but I will tell them what chances they’ve got, ??what are the
likelihoods, the Government has got priorities??, local government has got priorities, what to do, what not to
do at this moment in time. So that’s where I come into it.

Man: I see.

LT: I will give you the general advice. You see, remember that I have had 50, going on to 60 years’ experience
of working with government departments and because of this I can use my experience and give you some idea
of the way things will go.

Man: Yes, no, that’s—

LT: That is why, even though I said to you physically I am deteriorating, mentally I am very much still there.
One of the things that I don’t want to do is to not use the experience that I have acquired. It is good for me
to help young people like you that are going up the ladder and give you the benefit of my experience and tell
you if I think you need a bit of ??? or if you’re going the right way.

Man: Yes.

LT: I’m watching that clock, because I don’t want to keep him waiting.

Man: Yes, so shall we . . .?

LT: Yes. So, you understand the way that I—

Man: Yes, absolutely, and what I’ll do is I’ll come back to you as you said.

LT: I want to emphasise one thing to you. I promise you nothing. That’s number one. And I am absolutely
completely honest with you and I will tell you yes or no on any scheme that you produce as to whether I think
you should run. You or your client will make your own mind up after that.

Man: Right, okay. No, that seems fine. That seems like a good arrangement.
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LT: I am a great believer in honesty, because I have got decisions to make. If I’ve got decisions to make, I can
only make them if I’ve got the true picture, not what I would like to see ???, but what I have found out. And
I’ve got a team of people that work with me or for me who do a lot of research and so on.

[getting very unclear now. They seem to be walking somewhere]

Man: Oh, do you?

LT: Oh, yes. I’ve got about four of them. This is why ?????? because what happens is I don’t ???

Man: Oh, you have to give it to your assistants. Are they based here in the Lords?

[55.00]

LT: Erm . . . Well, no, they’re not, not based here in the Lords; they work in Gillingham and Chatham in Kent,
but they come in here quite frequently. But there’s no need for anybody to be based these days, with modern
technology, with a computer [inaudible]

Man: No, absolutely. Obviously you have to be, obviously . . .

LT: Oh yeah yeah yeah yeah, I’ve got to be because of my personal contact with people, but they haven’t got
to be.

[another conversation with some other people, not related to the subject in hand.

Good morning; thank you for everything.

Unknown: Good morning.

LT: All the very best to you.

Unknown: And to you as well.

LT: And don’t let them get you down, especially [inaudible]

Unknown: Do you want [inaudible] represent [inaudible]

LT: I do, I do. Are you going in for an increase in salary?

[indistinct; several voices at once]

LT: Right, well I will go and have a go at them. A big bonus for all of you.

[indistinct; several voices at once]

LT: All the best.]

Man: No, I see.

LT: As you can see, I’ve got a very good rapport with all the staV in this place.

Man: Are they . . . they’re the catering staV, are they?

LT: Yeah, they are.

Man: Yeah, yeah. I guess it’s quite a good place to have, um . . . Can you have functions here, or is it . . .?

LT: Oh, you can, but you get [inaudible] quite a number of dining rooms and so on downstairs, and then we’ve
got the Cholmondeley Room that we hold receptions in . . . Good morning.
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Man: Is it possible to do it for, for . . .?

LT: Sorry?

Man: Is it possible to hold receptions for, erm, businesses, or . . .?

LT: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah.

Man: Yeah.

LT: All the best to you, Jack.

Jack Ashley: [inaudible]

LT: Have a good year.

Man: Hello.

LT: Do you know who that is?

Man: Is that Jack Ashley?
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LT: Yes.

Man: My father’s deaf, erm, so [inaudible]

LT: Yeah. He is . . . he’s deteriorating fast, is Jack, but, er . . . This is enough scandal; you’ve got to be careful
in this building—he’s been leading me astray for years.

Man: Who’s that?

LT: [inaudible] general secretary of the TUC [inaudible] but, you know, Jack is deteriorating. He’s done some
fine work, and considering that he’s deaf and so on.

Man: Yeah, no, I, amazing. There seem to be people in a hurry [inaudible]

LT: [inaudible] because the House starts [inaudible]

Man: I’ll just get my coat.

LT: Have you got what you wanted?

Man: I’ve got what I want, and I’ll be back in touch, basically.

LT: OK, I’ll leave it with you now to get in touch with me. Where’s your coat?

Man: Oh, here. I always take my bag everywhere, it’s got all my running gear in it.

LT: I see; right.
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Man: Well, look, thank you very much for that.

LT: That’s OK.

Man: And that sounds very promising, I mean . . .

LT: Anyway, all the best.

Man: But it’s up to us to convince you, obviously.

LT: Yeah, all the very best.

Man: Yes, thank you. Thank you very much. Bye.

Guard: Bye, sir.

Man: Bye.

[end]

E-mail to Lord Taylor of Blackburn (via Janet) from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times, Monday 12
January 2009

From David Thompson
David Thompson” 'davidwmja.eu.com(

To ***
Subject Consultancy proposal

Date: Mon 12/01/2009 09:00
View: HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content

Dear Lord Taylor,

I thoroughly enjoyed our meeting at the House of Lords before the Christmas recess and greatly appreciated
your advice. This email is in response to your request for a written submission outlining the proposed
consultancy agreement and giving you a better idea of who we are. I have tried to keep it short and to the point.
I hope that we will be able to discuss this further over lunch or dinner in the next few days if you have any free
dates in your diary.

Kind Regards.

David Thompson
Managing Director
Michael Johnson Associates
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Who we are?

Michael Johnson Associates is the UK arm of Michael Johnson Europe, a Brussels based public aVairs
consultancy established in 1985. Founded by the American entrepreneur Michael Johnson, the company is
now in the process of expanding worldwide with oYces in Washington, Hong Kong and London. Worldwide,
the company now has more than 400 clients.

The London oYce was established in 2002, initially to do corporate communications but has more recently
moved into public aVairs keeping businesses informed and oVering them the chance to let their voice be heard
in the legislative process. Our clients receive a bespoke service according to their needs.

Each day, elected and regulatory oYcials make decisions that could jeopardise a company’s or industry’s
competitiveness or complicate a non-profit foundation’s mission. Our public aVairs professionals serve as
trusted advisors to our clients, helping them build reputations and influence in the world’s power centres, as
well as navigate intensive, short-term policy battles. Our global public aVairs network has the people,
relationships, and expertise to help our clients achieve their public policy and business objectives by shaping
the decision-making process.

We work with our clients to identify the precise targets on which to focus and then formulate a specifically
tailored plan to deliver measurable results. We understand what success means to each of our clients for each
project. Once we have identified our objective we work on achieving results.

We believe that everything is achievable. The key to our success is our people. Our team are dedicated, create
thinkers who can make things happen in an often obstructive world. We have a clear vision: To provide gold
standard performance as one seamless, global business with a single culture.

For more information go to our website www.mja.eu.com.

Proposed consultancy agreement

We are looking for an experienced and well-connected member of the House of Lords to help with strategic
advice and advocacy on matters aVecting our clients. In the first instance, the client would be Emerald Group
Incorporated, a new venture backed by a Far East consortium which will be setting up 40 clothing retail shops
in the UK in the next 18 months.

The venture—which intends to take on existing mid-market clothes retailers such as Uniglo, Next and Gap—
will be one of the biggest retail start-ups for more than a decade. It is a joint venture between the Taiwanese
conglomerate Wong Hing—who have more than 2,000 retail outlets in the Ear East—and the Hong-Kong
based Chinese billionaire financier Lou Li Jiang. Our firm has a long established relationship with Mr Jiang
as we have acted for him on a number of European Union trade matters.

Obviously, such a big project needs the best support and advice, especially in the diYcult economic
circumstances that we now face. We want to make sure that the government understands and listens to the
needs of business and does not unwittingly do anything that would undermine Emerald’s competitiveness.

Your role

This is obviously a point for further discussion between us because you have a clear idea of how you work and
what you can reasonably do to achieve the best results. We would like to pay you a retainer as a “consultant”
which will mean that we can seek your advice from time to time and occasionally ask you to intervene on
parliamentary matters which aVect our client. We are willing to pay the market rate for your services, and will
use as our benchmark the amounts paid to you by your other consultancies.

The immediate task

Today (Monday January 12th) is the second House of Commons reading of the Business Rates Supplements
Bill. As you know, the bill proposes that upper-tier local authorities should be given the power to be impose
additional rates of 2% on business properties with a value of more than £50,000. The legislation is likely to
come into eVect in April next year, at more or less the same time that Emerald is planning to open its UK retail
outlets. All of Emerald’s properties are likely to fall in the over £50,000 tax bracket.

The measures were recommended by the Lyons Report into local government as a “vital tool for councils to
promote long-term economic growth, working with local businesses and the local community”.
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However, the bill has been very unpopular amongst retailers, especially as they are already facing an above
inflation rise on business rates to 43p in the pound. There is also a question as to whether the bill is necessary
as there are already mechanisms such as Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) which raise funds for local
investment. Retailers currently pay £5 billion a year in business rates—more than any other sector—and BRS
would see them forking out an extra £160 million a year. When you combine this with other property cost
increases, including the 2010 Rates Revaluation and the end of Empty Property Rate Relief, this is a
considerable burden to retailers.

One of the main criticisms—levelled by organisations such as the British Retail Consortium and The Forum
of Private Business—is that government is introducing a new tax purely to finance London’s Crossrail project,
which only benefit a limited number of businesses.

Since the government seem determined to press on with the bill, we are hoping that it can be quietly amended
to make it less onerous for businesses. There are two possible amendments that could be suggested.

At the moment the bill says local authorities must consult with businesses before levying the charge. We want
this to go much further. The legislation should say that the charge can only be levied if the majority of
businesses who pay the charge are in favour of it. This would entail a vote.

Secondly, the over-riding concern with a recession looming should be to encourage start-up businesses to keep
the ecomony going both locally and nationally. The bill should be amended so the business rate supplement
does not apply to new businesses for the first two years, thereby giving them the chance to become established.
David Thompson
Managing Director
Michael Johnson Associates

According to the Sunday Times (see p TaST 7), this email was followed by a phone call to Lord Taylor who
invited “David Thompson” and “Claire Taylor” of the Sunday Times to lunch in the House of Lords on Thursday
15 January 2009—we have not been provided with a recording or transcript of this telephone conversation.

Meeting of Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) with “Claire Taylor” (“Woman”) and “David Thompson” (“Man”)
of the Sunday Times at the House of Lords, Thursday 15 January 2009

Lord Taylor Meeting (2) page 1 of 62

[Inaudible till 2:06]

LT: Hello. We did say 12.15, didn’t we? We’re both in good time.

Woman: Hello, Lord Taylor.

LT: Hello. Delighted to meet you.

Woman: Nice to meet you.

Man: Hello [inaudible] I’m Tom.

LT: I’ve got 12.15 in my diary and I thought, “I will come down a little bit early”.

[Inaudible]

LT: And how long have you worked for this company?

Woman: A couple of years.

LT: Have you?

Woman: Yes.

LT: Do you get on all right with him?

Woman: I do.

LT: Does he look after you?

Woman: He does, he’s very nice.

LT: And your name is Taylor as well, isn’t it?

Woman: Yes, that’s right.

LT: My grandfather had a bike. He travelled all over the country.
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Man: Really? Is the, is the House sitting today?

LT: Oh yeah, very much so today. We start at 11 today.

Man: Do you?

Lord Taylor Meeting (2) page 2 of 62

LT: Normally we start at 2.30, but on Thursdays we are sitting, well, we sit on Thursdays at 11 o’clock. We sit
once every month on Fridays and, er, we start at 10 in the morning.

[inaudible; walking]

LT: Have you been in here before?

Woman: Yes, I have.

LT: Oh, have you? Good.

Woman: Though I must say I don’t know my way round very well.

LT: You’ve been in the Lords before?

Woman: Yes.

LT: We’ve got [inaudible]

Man: Pardon?

LT: [inaudible]

[05.00]

LT: No, I, er . . . yesterday we had a statement on business. You know, the new arrangements with the banks,
you saw. And, er [inaudible]. What would you like to drink?

Woman: Can I have an apple juice please?

Man: What are you having?

LT: I’m having a water, but you can have whatever you want.

Man: Can I have an orange juice?

Waitress: Orange juice.

LT: Water, please.

Waitress: Still or sparkling?

LT: Still, please.

Waitress: Thank you.

LT: Now; so I just picked up the Hansard for ??yesterday?? Alright.
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Man: Was Stephen coming along or not?

LT: No he isn’t.

Man: Or was it John?

LT: John. Yeah, yeah, John. No he isn’t coming along. I decided.

Man: I wasn’t sure who he was.

LT: I decided. He is one of my team that works with me. So I decided that it would not be appropriate at this
stage for him to come along and so that’s why I decided not to bring him.

Woman: Okay. Do you have many people working for you?

LT: I have a group of people who work for me, who are all particular specialists in their own right and it is a
question of bringing them in to do whatever I’m dealing with.

Woman: Oh, I see.

LT: And using their expertise.

Woman: So they’re kind of consultants for you, more or less. Is that right?
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LT: Exactly, yeah, yeah. I am very, very fortunate. I don’t know what our colleague has told you about me.
Has he told you much about me?

Woman: A little bit.

LT: Right. Right, it’s er . . . I’m completely unorthodox. I do things to get results and I do them my way and
not always the accepted way because, you see, I’m looked upon as one of the senior statesmen in the country,
and I am used by government and I am used by all kinds of people, because I don’t have to do anything if I
don’t want to do it, you see.

Woman: Yes. That’s a fortunate position to be in, isn’t it?

LT: Yes. So, being in that position I please myself whether I do it or I don’t. If I don’t like the people I will not
[inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

LT: Cos there’s not need for me to, er, to do it. But I enjoyed my conversation the other week, when we got
together. And I thought, “He’s got a lot to learn, has this man, in many ways”.

Woman: [laughs]
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LT: He is sure [inaudible] but still very much in the what I would call civil service mood. You know, A, B, he
needs to [be B, B, C] and so on. And it doesn’t always work out like that. Even in the fax that he sent, I
thought, you know, he’s a bit [inaudible], and after taking down the [inaudible]

Woman: [laughs]

Man: I’m glad you’ve got it, anyway.

LT: . . . as he goes along; and you see, I believe in telling the truth, not what people want to hear.

Woman: Yes.

LT: My, my role is to look at the possibilities, cases, in the government policy and so on and say, “Well, in my
opinion, this will work or it will not work” and tell them why it won’t work and tell them why, how, it can
work and so on. And if I don’t think it’s worth them doing it, I will say, “Keep away from it; you’ll lose money
on it” and so on.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: So that has been my role, and I have established this with government Ministers and civil servants and so
on, as well as with people in commercial life. So that’s where I fit in. And even though I decided that I wasn’t
going to do anything anymore for anyone, I thought that it was a little bit cheeky—of course, it’s a little bit
cheeky—I’ll talk to him a bit further and see what he really wants and how I can help him to progress. Because
most of your work has been in Brussels, hasn’t it?

Man: Yes it has.

LT: And now you want to establish yourself in the UK.

Man: Yes.

LT: And you want to move to clients who can do it in the UK.

Woman: Yes.

LT: So let’s make those [inaudible]

[10.00]

Woman: Yeah.

LT: So [inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

LT: So, have I . . . have you got what you wanted out of me at this particular stage?
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Woman: I think I’ve got a . . . maybe a, erm, a—

Man: Your background is education, isn’t it?

Woman: Yes.

LT: Oh, yeah yeah yeah yeah, yeah, but it’s not [inaudible] on top of education as well, you see [inaudible] I
was looked upon as number one in education in this country. Most of this education system is based on what
we call the Taylor system. Erm . . . Then I . . .

Woman: Well, it’s so well named, you know, ha ha ha.

LT: Exactly, and then I had a row one day with Margaret when she was Prime Minister and reorganised the
Malaysian education system, and this brought me into contact with all kinds of commercial companies
throughout the world. I have worked with most of the, I’ve either been a director or adviser to people like
General Electric, BAe and EDS and . . . erm . . .

Woman: So lots of big players then?

LT: Yeah. Quite a number of the big companies.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: But I’d made up my mind that I was going to retire at the, well, at the beginning of, at the end of last year—
but I’ve been doing this for years, that I’m going to be retiring, and then. . . I’m a glutton for accepting
challenges, and especially if there’s something that I can feel that I can contribute to [inaudible]

Woman: And of course if the work’s interesting, then it’s quite a nice way to pass the time, isn’t it?

LT: Well, true, true.

Man: Yes, you were saying that you know quite a lot of the current ministerial team because of your
[inaudible]—

LT: Well, I, you see . . . With the ministerial team and with the civil servants, before they came into oYce I was
the one that’s trained them and worked them up, and I’ve worked with a lot of the—

Woman: Oh, have you?

LT: —Ministers and Secretaries of State for years, and also with the civil servants, because while I’ve been here
they’ve started as juniors and now they’ve become permanent secretaries . . .

Woman: Oh, really?
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LT: And then I have been responsible for bringing other people into government and into the Civil Service
from. . .

Woman: Oh, have you?

LT: . . . from outside as well.

Woman: Business people?

LT: Yeah. So, you know, I advise the Government and Prime Minister [inaudible] Labour [inaudible]

Woman: So you advise them on, on bringing people in?

LT: Yes.

Woman: Oh, OK. Oh, well, that’s a great thing to, erm . . .

LT: So that is my role, you see. I’m very much involved with [inaudible] and this is why I work, you see. For
example, I think in your letter—and actually I picked them up [inaudible] I was going to read it before I came
out, to refresh my mind. But you were talking about this retail company that’s, er, that you’re interested in and
how it’s aVected by the rates and so on.

Man: Yes, the business rates supplement Bill.

LT: Yeah, well, you see, I would never dream of doing it in the way that you would think that I would do it,
by putting a question down and so on. The way that I would deal with it [inaudible] is that I will [inaudible]
other channels [inaudible] find out who’s behind it, who’s brought it up and so on and so [inaudible] when I
talk to the Minister ?? in every cabinet ?? before it becomes legislation, draft legislation. I’ll do it in the draft
stages.
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Woman: Oh, I see. It’s when it’s in the draft stages.

LT: This is a far better way dealing it before it gets too far down the channels.

Man: It’s had its second reading in the Commons on Monday.

LT: Yeah, it did.

Woman: Yeah.

Man: That’s not too late, though.

LT: Oh, no no no no no no, that’s, that’s just early days.

Woman: Oh, I see.
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LT: There’s a lot of water to flow down the Thames before it gets [inaudible] It’s in committee now and starts
going through all kinds of procedure in committee and I should watch what’s going on in committee, and then
when it comes in here I will do more with it [inaudible]

Man: So there’s the point at which it comes to committee in the Lords. So you’ve had a committee session in
the Commons and then we have a committee in the Lords.

LT: No. Let me explain it to you. Right. Some Bills start in the Commons, some Bills start in the Lords. It
depends on what they are and what time of the year we are in [inaudible]. The Lords are the last people to
deal with things, so most Bills start there. For example, let’s say the coroners Bill that’s coming up shortly:
that will start in this place because it is really more concerning the Lords because we are the legal people and
so on that will deal with it, and we will deal . . . and then it will go to the Commons. We will go through, first
of all, and beg leave to introduce the Bill. That’s just a formality. And then we have Second Reading. Second
Reading is when they start declaring themselves and make speeches and statements of intent, what they think
should have been in the Bill and what should be in the Bill and what they think about the Bill itself. Then that
automatically goes through: there’s no vote on the Second Reading in ?? this House ??? Right? Then it goes
into Committee, and that’s where all the work is done, when it gets into Committee. You know, line by line,
paragraph by paragraph. We are not like the Commons where they have got a time limit, we can go through
it very expertly and everything is discussed, and so on. And then it comes back for Report stage, and then,
again, there are amendments put down to it at Report stage. By then you’ve cleared most of the stuV but there
are still things that you’re not happy about and then it goes on to the Third Reading stage. At Third Reading
stage, those who have real concerns, people who have not got their own way and feel strongly about it try and
push Divisions on that one. Now, as you’re probably aware, here, no party has complete control in the Lords.

Man: No. [inaudible]

LT: Yeah. Therefore, the Liberals and Conservatives can join together to vote the Government ??? down ???
When that happens, it goes back then to the Commons, and the Commons will express their wishes and in
nine out of ten cases, we will accept the Commons because they are the elected representatives. They are there
to carry out the wishes and they’ve got to stand at the next election. So be it, even [inaudible] feel very strongly
about that they will not pressurise unless it is something really, really [inaudible] that they feel so strongly
about that they want it go [inaudible] Parliamentary Act, which they really can change. So that is the
procedure of how it works, and the same thing applies in the Commons. We’ve had Second Reading in the
Commons now and it will mean going into Committee, that they will get time limits. What happens, if a Bill
in the Commons has only got so far by such a time, the rest of it will be left—they won’t discuss it. We don’t
have that, so we go through things that the Commons don’t go through.

Man: Oh, I see.

LT: Right. So that’s ??? where/why ??? we alter it. Being in the position that I’m in, very often I will talk to civil
servants because, again—I’m repeating myself.
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Man: No, don’t worry.

LT: I will go and discuss that with them and say to civil servants, “Look, let’s talk about what a, b and c are.
Have you realised the consequences of this on to them?” For example, yesterday the Banking Bill was going
through. People have not realised that new directors, say, of the Royal Bank of Scotland, where we own 56%
of the bank, and so on, that we would have directors from there. The Government don’t want to mandate these
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new directors that they are putting on so that they are not carrying out government policy. They will carry out
the best commercial practice for the bank.

Man: Yes.

LT: Therefore, if they are obliged to take notice of the general feeling of the Government and the country, they
are not obliged to carry it out. For example, the way that the banks are being awkward at the moment in not
lending money when they’ve got money there in some cases, you know [inaudible] they will use it and the
people that are going in will use their commercial expertise in formulating the policy of that company, as I
would do as a non-executive director of a company, and so on. I will be taken notice of, remembering that
my responsibility as a director is to the shareholders. It doesn’t matter whether the shareholders are insurance
companies, private people or the Government. You are doing your best for them, and you are doing your best
accordingly. I’m not getting this over, where these people who [inaudible] take part in [inaudible] and are
formulating policies so it gives them, the directors, the independence that they need and they don’t have to
come back in a meeting and talk to the Treasury and so on.

Man: Who are you acting on behalf of? The Treasury? Or on behalf of the Government?

LT: On behalf of me.

Man: Because you just think—

LT: Yeah, because of my experience, yeah. I’m not acting on behalf of any of these things. I think, and because
of the experience that I’ve had, I am using my experience because [inaudible] For example, the one—Drax
Power comes to mind. I was a non-executive director there and all the directors resigned because all the
executive directors were paid a [inaudible] and I was left for two weeks carrying the responsibility of one
billion, nine hundred and twenty-six million pounds. So [inaudible] quickly, six banks that had one billion
pounds in, and the [inaudible] knew what I was doing and they came to my rescue very quickly in front of the
directors also, and I became the chairman and then we, after a time, went public but that’s another story. These
are experiences, er,

Man: Is Drax still going?

LT: Pardon?
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Man: Is Drax still going?

LT: Oh yes. Drax is the biggest power station—

Man: Is it still coal-powered?

LT: Yep. Coal powered. In Europe, it’s the largest one and it’s doing a very good job. It’s very eYcient and
produces quite a lot of money for the [inaudible]

Man: There’s a lot of talk about having more coal power.

LT: Yeah, but I don’t want you to get involved in that today, because it’ll take you down the road they’ll not
want [inaudible] I mean, diversity of policy on what’s wrong with wind and oil and gas and coal and nuclear.

Man: ’Cos you’ve got interests in that sort of area, haven’t you? Although at the moment we don’t actually
have any energy clients, do we?

Woman: No, not at the moment.

LT: How many clients have you got?

Man: Well, the company as a whole, worldwide, has got about 400. We’ve got something like 15 here in the
UK, and there’s, you know, they can be people who we do a lot of work for or people we do a little bit of work
for. So, for instance, we have Trevor Hemmings, who’s up in Blackpool. He’s, er . . .

LT: He’s not. Trevor’s at Exeter, not in Blackpool, but he owns Blackpool Tower and he owns the thing—he
owns the [inaudible] Oh, I know Trevor very well indeed. I was chairman of the central Lancashire new town
development when Trevor started as a builder. I’ve known Trevor for years and years and years.

Man: Well, he’s been very disappointed about the lack of—you know, there was going to be a supercasino in
Blackpool.

LT: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. Were you involved in that at all?

Man: Yes, up to a point.

LT: Did you know a man called ??Mark Etchers?? at all.
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Man: No.

LT: Well, ??Mark Etchers?? worked for Trevor for quite some time.

Man: No, it doesn’t ring a bell. Maybe we didn’t deal with him; I don’t know.

LT: No, you wouldn’t deal with him on [inaudible]

Woman: I didn’t deal with him either at this end.
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LT: But did you ??look at?? Trevor’s interest in Blackpool then?

Man: Yes. Certainly on—we did some work on the supercasinos at the time, but not—

LT: Do you still do any work for Trevor?

Man: Yes, in theory. We don’t actually have any active at the moment, but—

LT: Because, you see, Trevor made most of his money out of Scottish and Newcastle.

Man: That’s right, yes.

LT: That’s where he made his money from, and he was the one that brought leisure parks into this country
and I helped him a great deal with getting planning permission for two of his leisure parks—the one at
Longleat, which was in an area of natural beauty and so on.

Woman: Oh, so it must have—was it quite tricky for him to get the permission?

LT: It was, so I took them down through the minefield on that.

Woman: Yes.

LT: That’s how—and the man that was running it was a man called Peter Moore.

Woman: He was running the, that planning process?

LT: Yep. So I was very much involved because I have got a reputation for guiding people through diYculties
with planning applications and so on.

Woman: Yes.

[25.00]

LT: I did quite a lot for Whitbreads for many, many years, and, er, erm, building controls and so on.

Woman: What’s the best way to, erm, help people with planning, er, decisions? Is it by, kind of, identifying the
people that are making the decisions, or . . .?

LT: It all depends on what you wanted to do. The best way of dealing with it is, first of all, you make up your
mind what you want, then the client makes up their mind what they want, and so on, and then you, before
you do anything more than that, you go and talk to the planning oYcers.

Woman: Yes.

LT: You don’t go and present your plans to a planning oYcer, because planning oYcers don’t like that. They
like to feel that they have done everything for you. So if
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you can take them with you. . . and then the next stage is that you get the public and the local councillors, the
parish councillors on your side and you work with them and you get them and you carry people with you all
the time . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: . . . and make sure that the people, the community know what you’re really wanting to achieve. And you
get all the fears that you’re going to build a big massive factory or a brewery with large chimneys [inaudible]
all kinds of diYculties with it, but then you, and then, before you go any further, when you’ve got your ideas
and worked with a planning oYcer, you hold public meetings and you have a—not plans stuck on walls, but
if you can get a model made of what you want . . .

Woman: Yes. So they can see it.
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LT: . . . with the right sort of design round it and trees round it, so that people might see that sort of thing, and
you take people with you. You don’t, you don’t impose your ideas upon them; you make people feel that it’s
their ideas, that they’re getting what they want, and then you can do it that way. If you do it that way, in nine
out of ten cases you are successful.

Woman: Presumably, it’s quite helpful if you’re familiar with the local area and you know people around there.

LT: Oh, exactly, sure, sure. It’s taking people along with you.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: But no, Trevor and I have had a very good relationship. In fact, I gave him his first jobs in [inaudible]
worked again, another man called ??John Rigby/McBeale?? who was a [inaudible] and so on [inaudible] all
kinds of things, and then of course he got involved with Scottish and Newcastle, then he got involved with
buying pubs and so on and, er, involved with betting shops . . .

Man: He has done very well; I mean, he seems to own most of Blackpool, as far as I can tell.

LT: Well, he owns quite, he owns quite a bit of it, but unfortunately it did not develop in the way that we
wanted . . .

Woman: Yeah.

LT: . . . and as a result it’s a tragedy for Blackpool . . .

Man: Yeah.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: [inaudible] The North-West Development Agency are [inaudible] quite a lot of money [inaudible] it’s not
got the impetus that a new casino would have done. I was
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all in favour and did everything I possibly could for that, but then of course it became a bit of a tug-of-war
between Manchester and Blackpool, and both of them have come out [inaudible]

Woman: Yeah, it’s a shame, isn’t it, especially for Blackpool.

Man: So Gordon Brown came in and just ditched the whole lot.

LT: Yeah.

Woman: Yeah, it’s tricky.

Man: Which I suppose is not entirely surprising. I mean, a Labour government which would have introduced
a supercasino struck me as slightly surprising. It doesn’t seem that naturally it would want . . .

LT: It all depends what you mean by a Labour government. You see, this is not a Labour government that I
joined fifty, sixty years ago. They are more conservative in this government than the previous Conservative
government. They have given more business to private companies than any Conservative government in the
past. Before Labour came into power I was working very closely with EDS, which is very much connected with
IT work and so on for governments and what have you, and they started crying in Dallas [inaudible] if Labour
comes in, it’s not going to give us any business. I had to go over and say to them, “Don’t be stupid [inaudible]
and you’ll find that you get more work out of them”, which has proved to be the point.

Man: Yeah, yeah.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: [inaudible] they’ve made billions out of

Man: Yeah, yeah, absolutely.

LT: . . . out of the IT world and so on.

Woman: Are you still working with them?

LT: No, No. I ?? earn/had ?? enough. These are things that I’ve only given up these last . . . so . . .

[30.00]

Man: But you still have some interests, don’t you, as I remember? With Experian, for instance, yeah?

LT: Oh, with Experian, yeah, oh yeah. [inaudible] I told them [inaudible] to use because there’s no [inaudible]
with ID that they’re very much interested in.

Man: Is that the company—that’s the company law Bill, isn’t it?
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LT: ID.

Woman: ID cards?

LT: [inaudible] cards, yeah.

Woman: Oh. Oh, I didn’t know they were doing ID cards.

LT: Pardon?

Woman: I didn’t know they were involved in the whole ID cards thing.

LT: Oh yeah, Experian are involved [inaudible] got a lot, they are not the leaders. IBM are the leaders and
Jujitsu are and there’s a third firm as well. They are working together. But they all need basic information that
you’ve got with Experian.

Woman: Oh, I see.

LT: And you’ve got with BT, you see. They are leaders, but below them are the sub-contractors.

Woman: Oh, I see, so they sub-contract it out.

LT: [inaudible] Experian and so on are sub-contractors feeding them with information.

Woman: Oh I see.

LT: So this is where they come into it.

Woman: Yes. Oh well, they must be—they’ve got a lot of work to do, then, with the ID cards, haven’t they?

LT: Oh yeah, yes, so I have been working out the policy. I did the health IT work when ??Richard Granger??—
probably you don’t know these people because you’re new to the game, but these have been the leaders in the
field of IT here [inaudible] and with David Courtney from Jujitsu and [inaudible] Wallace and so on.

Woman: Oh, they’re doing health systems, are they?

LT: ??Joe Hemmings from Lucent?? and so on

Woman: Are they involved in NHS systems or something?

LT: Yeah.

Woman: That’s good work for them to be involved in, isn’t it? It’s massive.
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LT: Oh yes, these are massive. You see, I will tell you whether—who is likely to get the next contract, because
if you’re bidding for some of this work—for example, if you’re bidding for the ID contract, you are going to
spend, roughly it’s going to cost you about nine million pounds to put a proper bid together. If you get the
contract, it’s chickenfeed; if you don’t, it’s a hell of a lot of money.

Man: To lose, isn’t it?

LT: Yeah, to lose. But, you see, this is where I come in. I will give you a pretty good idea of where you stand
and what you’re likely to get—if you’ve got a 20% chance, 75% chance or more, judging by the amount of
work that you’ve got on and what you’re doing with other government departments and so on, and what you
can provide and what have you. You see, that’s where my speciality has been.

Man: Because you know people who you can ask?

LT: Exactly, yeah, and I can work out who the situation is.

Woman: It’s very useful, isn’t it, if you can speak to the people who are making the decisions? I suppose the
civil servants, presumably.

LT: You see, it’s not always Ministers that make decisions. It’s not always Permanent Secretaries. It’s
identifying who are decision-makers in government departments and sometimes it can be down the line, and
it’s getting to know people like that. Now, I’m a great believer in working over what I call a pie and a pint more
than over a ministerial desk or going to meetings, because of the position that I am in and the contacts that
I’ve made over the years. What I’m telling you is in confidence and I’m being absolutely honest and open with
you. It’s easier for me to talk over a pie and a pint in this room here and explain what the client wants and
what we’re trying to achieve and so on, and what the story is behind it, rather than over a ministerial desk,
where everything is being taken down and the Ministers are reluctant to say more than yes or no and so on or
“I’ll consider that” and so on. Here, they can come back and ask you questions and you can answer those
questions and so on.
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Woman: You can invite them here.

LT: You can get the client in in certain cases and get them together, so that it gets in the technical side—I don’t
want to get involved in the technical side of things, ’cos I can’t even time—I can barely use a screwdriver, you
know. [inaudible]

Man: [Because] there are people who can. People have their own—

LT: If you got them together, you can get all these things straightened out.

Woman: Yes.

LT: And what’s more, it’s not recorded, it’s not oYcial and so on, it’s just a nice family conversation.

[35.00]
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Like, next week I’ve got a couple of people coming in to see ??Peter Binns?? They’re coming and having lunch
and we’ll talk over lunch, and we’ll talk just before we go in and so on, and get to know you, whereas
[inaudible] Peter would be very careful what he said to the Minister in [inaudible] And it’s the same with
companies, for example. EDS and BT are having a bit of a war about something that’s gone on in America.
They are not working together as they should be on one particular contract. So I got Bill Thomas from EDS
and Chris ??Alborn?? together and said, “Now, let’s sort this one out here and now. Let’s get it all straightened
out”. And within half an hour we’d got it straightened out in principle. The details came in when they had
gone away. But you can do it this way. This is why I had to smile at you when you wanted to put questions
down to the Minister, “You will do this, this and this.” as instructions [inaudible]. You’ve got a lot to learn
??about how this works??

Woman: Well, we do. That’s the thing. And that’s why it’s so useful for you to tell us how it works.

LT: I would not put any questions down. That’s the last thing that I would do. I am very, very aware of the
credibility that I have achieved in over 50 years of working with government departments and I am not going
to put myself in an embarrassing situation or do anything that I think is illegal or using my position as a way
for monetary [inaudible]. You know, after all these years I am not going to do that. I will work within the
rules, but also rules are meant to be bent sometimes and the way that I will use it, I am telling you the way that
I work is completely diVerent from a lot of lobbyists [inaudible]. I am a doer and a sorter out of problems
more than anything else.

Woman: Yes.

LT: And it’s easier for me to pick the phone up and say to someone, “Come and have a talk to me” or, “Look,
we’re having a bit of trouble in your department. Tell me, who is the person who I can go and talk to? Who
is the person—

Woman: Yeah, who can sort this out?

LT: . . . and I will identify the person. Then I’ll come here and then I’ll explain to them, and if I can’t get it, I
get somebody to come in with me to explain the situation. So that’s how I operate. I don’t think you really
understood.

Man: It’s very subtle, behind the scenes and it’s very much based on your relationships.

LT: Exactly.

Woman: Yeah.

Man: . . . that have existed . . .

Woman: Personal relationships.
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LT: And I’m not being big-headed in saying this to you. I am unique, because of the life that I’ve led and
because of the positions that I’ve held over the years, both with the Conservative Government and the Labour
Government, of chairing Select Committees, chairing Royal Commissions and what have you and so on. I
have learnt a lot. What I have got is experience and knowledge that you would never get out of going to a
course at a university or getting a [inaudible]. It doesn’t come that way. It comes with knowing people,
knowing how they react and knowing what they want to achieve and knowing what is [inaudible] of why they
want to introduce this—extra rates for shops and what have you and so on. And it is also pointing out the
diYculties that will arise if this [inaudible] But also, one thing that I will say to both of you: I promise you
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nothing and will make no promises. The only thing that I will do is I’ll do my best—if I decide to work with
you, of course.

Man: You still haven’t . . .

LT: Because we haven’t decided yet. And it’s not just a question, my dear friend, of you inviting me to join
you. It’s whether I want to or not. So, as long as you know that. I don’t work for anyone. I haven’t worked
for anyone for years. I’ve worked with them. And there is a diVerence. I don’t have to do it if I don’t want to
do it, but what I do enjoy is, I enjoy, where there is a problem, sorting it out. I enjoy working on a problem
and accepting that as a challenge of how you can do things.

[40.00]

And I get as much kick out of doing that . . . I’m a bit nosey. It keeps the adrenaline in me. There must be a
way of doing this if we can only get through, you know. Everything can be achieved—it can’t. It would be
foolish to say that, but most things can be if you think about them and you go the right way about it and
explain to people and take people with you.

Woman: Yes.

LT: But if you go to people, if you go to civil servants and say, “Oh, look, I think you’re stupid,” they’ll do
their damnedest to make sure that you don’t get what you want.

Woman: Yes. Are there any particular departments that you feel you have the strongest contacts in, because
you have relationships with people or is it spread across—

LT: I’ve had a very strong relationship with most government departments and most ???teams??? [inaudible]
over the years.

Woman: That’s very useful, isn’t it?

LT: I’ve been very fortunate that I have a very interesting and a very interesting ??life?? and therefore I’ve had
fingers in all kinds of pies. And that’s why I’ve been very useful to Ministers coming in. I was able to explain
to them what their role is, where they fit and what the diVerence between a Minister and second Minister and
a civil servant is and where their diVerent roles end.
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Woman: Yes.

LT: And where they overlap. It’s the same with a chief executive and a chairman of a company: what their
roles are, because sometimes it’s very diYcult for a chief executive, he’s got a chairman that’s been chief
executive before him and he still thinks he’s chief executive and he doesn’t realise that he’s got a diVerent role
to play within that company. He’s got to let the chief executive get on with the job, and he’s there to assist the
chief executive. He’s there to keep the shareholders and stockholders happy and so on. He is the face of the
company where the chief executive is the doer as the person [inaudible] the management team, and so on.

Woman: Okay. Do you think it’s generally more helpful to speak to a civil servant about a problem?

LT: Sorry?

Woman: Is it more helpful to speak to a civil servant about a problem or a Minister? Or does it just depend
on the . . .?

LT: Oh, it depends, it depends, it depends on what the particular problem is, and then you work it out
accordingly. Shall we go in and have lunch?

Woman: Yes, that would be nice.

[Noise of getting up, etc. Lord Taylor greets some other people as they walk to the Dining Room]

LT: Are you all right there?

Woman: Yes, fine thank you.

[More sitting down noises]

Woman: Thank you very much.

LT: What would you like to drink?

Woman: I don’t mind. Are you having wine?

LT: You take wine. You would like wine?

Woman: Yes, a glass of . . .
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LT: Red or white?

Woman: Only if you’re having some. . .

[45.00]
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LT: Red or white?

Woman: Probably, well I don’t mind actually.

Man: A glass of white.

Woman: Yes.

LT: Water.

Waiter: Sparkling water or still water?

LT: Still . . . I don’t drink now.

Woman: Not at all?

Man: Have you ever?

LT: I haven’t drunk alcohol for 17 years. I’m an alcoholic. Now that might surprise you.

Man: Really?

LT: Yes, but I haven’t drunk for 17 years because I am still an alcoholic. If I had one glass of wine than I would
want another one and another one and another one. So therefore I do not . . . but I enjoy my guests having a
glass of wine. If you came to my home, you could have whatever you want, but I look upon it as, erm . . .

Woman: I’m not having any red.

LT: I look upon alcohol as, if I was a diabetic I wouldn’t take sugar; as I’m an alcoholic I can’t take alcohol.

Man: What made you realise?

LT: Oh, I was drinking far too much, and about 17 years ago I realised. People were telling me I was drinking
[inaudible] but I knew better than what they did. [inaudible] afternoons [inaudible] glasses of wine, then I
realised I was drinking too much [inaudible] I was going to lose everything I had got, so I decided . . .

Woman: Yeah.

LT: It’s no good [inaudible] social drink. So therefore [inaudible]

Woman: Mmm. But it’s breaking a big habit, I suppose.

LT: As it goes along you get stronger and stronger and stronger. And most people don’t mind if I just have a
glass of water. I do quite a bit of entertaining [inaudible] receptions [inaudible] and I had up to last year a
role [inaudible] Buckingham Palace.
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[inaudible] the Queen [inaudible] and so on. Wonderful person . . . I’ll just have a glass of water . . .

Man: Yeah, it’s a bit like smoking. My wife could quite happily just have one cigarette every couple of days.

LT: Yep, yep, yep, yep.

Man: But I had to give up completely—

LT: Yep, yep, yep. It made a big diVerence to me, cutting out alcohol, because I became very truthful with me.
I admitted to me that I had a problem.

Woman: Yes.

LT: And once you become very truthful with yourself, you become very truthful with other people as well
[inaudible] it grows upon you, doesn’t it, and you can remember everything that you said last night, every . . .
yesterday, everything that you promised you would do, and so on.

Woman: Yes.

LT: And things take a diVerent turn in life, where you know exactly what you’re doing, where you’re going,
and things that you took for normal at one time become great things: to be able to walk down Victoria Street
in the morning and not be dabbing your face because you’ve cut yourself shaving or something like that. You
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know, all kinds of simple things. It’s a good day today, even though it’s pouring down, because you remember
those simple things.

Woman: You appreciate things all over again.

LT: In the same way with business, because of that you can be very, very truthful with people and you can tell
them the truth. I mean, I would never dream of saying to a lady, “You look ugly” even though she is ugly, but,
you know, you don’t carry on like that.

Man: Have we got to order for lunch?

LT: We’ve got to order or else she’s going to be cross with me. Keep away from Dover Soles or anything like
that. If you stick to the middle part, there . . .

[50.00]

Woman: Yes. Is there anything you’d recommend?

LT: No, everything’s good here except the staV —I mean, including the staV.

Woman: [laughter]

Man: Could I have the Parma Ham followed by the ?? brie ??, please?
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Woman: Thank you. Can I have the halibut and prawns followed by the beef, please?

LT: I’m going to have the soup and I’m going to have the ?? brie ??

[general “thank you”s]

Man: So do you know Peter Mandelson well, then? How do you think he’s doing so far?

LT: He’s brought a breath of fresh air into the place. [inaudible] It’s been good for him to go to Europe, as
well. It ?? broke?? him out a little bit. Being in the comfort of the ////. He has ??earned/learnt?? a lot by it.

Woman: Yes, I bet.

Man: Do you see much of him?

LT: I see him every day when the House is sitting, just for a few minutes, because I sit just behind the Ministers.

Man: Oh, I see.

LT: So I am there to whisper sometimes ??when?? they’re saying the right things and so on [inaudible]

Man: How does it work? Who does he have as his opposition? Do the Lords have to create a Conservative
opposition spokesman?

LT: There’s always an opposition, a shadow opposition spokesman for every minister and so on. There is
always a shadow.

Man: Because you would expect that normally they would go to the Commons.

LT: Yes, but in the Lords it’s exactly the same, because you see you’ve got all kinds of Bills and as we spend
more time on Bills than the Commons, it’s a diVerent thing, you see. The majority of us in the Lords had a lot
of experience. Most Lords here have been appointed because of the experience that they’ve had in [inaudible]
for example, they have been president of the Royal Society or that kind of thing, people of that ilk being
brought in as Life Peers and then you get also former Cabinet Ministers and so on who are often brought in
because of their experience [inaudible] in fact, the majority of them are not seeking [inaudible] It’s giving back
what we have learnt in a lifetime’s experience, so you’re passing this on to [inaudible] so that’s what we are
fortunate [inaudible] Mandelson [inaudible] years ago [inaudible] when they were in the Commons
[inaudible]. Yeah, they made noises while he was at the Dispatch Box behind the scenes. You see, if I’m
referring to somebody on the Labour side, I refer to them as my noble friend. If you’re on the opposite side:
the noble Lord. You might be their friend [inaudible] and so on. We’ve got all kinds of thing [inaudible] judge
[inaudible] noble and learned Lord [inaudible]. We have all these [inaudible]. We give way to each other; the
Speaker doesn’t choose who’s going to
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speak. If we have three Members on their feet at the same time, two will give way and the Lords will shout
“Smith”, you know, which means they want him to speak and the other two will take their turn. So it’s a
diVerent place. Very, very friendly [inaudible]

[55.00]

Man: You’ve said that before. A lot of people [inaudible] presumably on behalf of outside—

LT: You see, you can’t buy your lunch here.

Man: I was hoping we’d be able to pay for it . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: No, you can’t pay. If we do a deal, then, when it comes along, then you pay for it, but I will pay for it and
Janet, who looks after all my financial stuV, will every month send you the accounts. But you see, if I want to
get on with someone; say, I want to get on with the Chairman of Marks & Spencer, if I ring the Chairman of
Marks & Spencer [inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

LT: [inaudible].

Man: No.

Woman: No.

LT: It’s good for them to be seen here.

Woman: Yes, yes, it is good to be seen here.

LT: So that’s how it works, and this is why it’s easier for me, where you are negotiating with a client and you
want to impress them, to bring them here [inaudible]

Woman: Yes.

LT: . . . You know, let them know that you’ve got contacts within government.

Man: Absolutely.

LT: These are little things that, you know—

Man: Our client, I’m sure, would like to meet Peter Mandelson . . .

LT: Because this is to your advantage.

Woman: Yes.
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LT: And then again, you see, we’ve got certain rules about entertaining downstairs. You can take 20 or 30
people that you [inaudible]

Woman: You can book a room downstairs, can you?

LT: Yes, but I’ve got to do it in good time because they are all in great demand.

Woman: Oh, I bet.

Man: Is it possible, for instance, would it be possible to bring our client in to meet the Minister?

LT: Oh yes, yes, on certain occasions, depending on [inaudible] You’ve got to be very careful that you’re not
seen to go over the mark. I’ve got ??suggestions?? on where we are now. Sometimes it’s not always good for
the client to meet the Minister; it’s far better for the client to meet the civil servant down below because the
civil servant down below gets annoyed if he feels is the Minister going to tell him to do something, and it could
be vital [inaudible] You talk to the civil servant. If you’ve got him on your side, then you can [inaudible] after
that but you’ve got to—

Man: Oh, I see, but you’ve got to be careful.

LT: You’ve got to be careful. I mean, I don’t know where you fit in your company. I don’t know whether you’re
the principal or not.

Man: No, I’m the principal within the UK but not within the whole company.

LT: Right, okay, well let’s assume that you’ve approached me. I then approach your principal and say I’d like
to talk to you about this [inaudible] you would be extremely annoyed with me.
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Man: Yes.

Woman: You’d be a bit miVed.

LT: So you don’t do it that way. Okay. You might think that sometimes it’s to your advantage to be invited
here to have lunch, especially if [inaudible]. Then we would do it but I’ve got to know who I’m working with.
So this is what [inaudible] with civil servants.

Woman: And is it normally senior civil servants or Permanent Secretaries that you would meet with? I was just
trying to work out where they are within the structure, the best people.

LT: Well, in the structure you’ve got a Permanent Secretary, they you’ve got a Deputy Secretary and then
you’ve got a huge army of people of diVerent ranks below them. But sometimes, for example, if I wanted to
build a power station in this country, I would require from Government what is called a Section 37 notice. It
is extremely diYcult to get a Section 37 notice.

Woman: Is it?
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LT: There’s all kinds of [inaudible] surrounding them.

[End of part 1 of recording of second meeting]
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LT: Now, as much as I am friendly and I would have the Minister in and all the rest of it, I would never dream
of doing that. There’s a chap [inaudible] in Victoria Street called Gary Mohammed.

Woman: Hmm.

LT: I would say to Gary, “What are you doing at lunchtime? I want to talk to you”. We’d go across to the
Albert in Victoria Street.

Woman: Yes

LT: ***

Woman: [Laughter]

LT: *** [inaudible] . . . Now, when I’ve got Gary’s blessing, then I would ask him. I would do it that way.

Woman: Yes

LT: Got it?

Woman: How do you know Gary? Just from . . .?

LT: Oh, because he gets to know who’s who and he works the [inaudible] in government departments.
Remember that I’ve been at it for a long time. So, if I don’t know, because there’s always a lot of changes that
take place . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: But I always have somebody at the department who has been there, knows the people who know the people
who . . .

Woman: Yes, who can tell you.

LT: Yes. So, this is the way that you work it.

Woman: Yes. When we were having . . .

LT: Do you know, I’m telling you two too much.

Woman: No. Well, it’s good for us to learn how it all works, actually.

Man: It’s interesting, I have to say. There’s a very constructive ??role?? Because, obviously, we don’t really
understand—we think we understand, but, obviously, our understanding is slightly more. . .It’s a lot more
subtle than you would think.
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Woman: Hmm.

LT: I have a partner. She’s a business partner, and she has worked with me for 20 years. There’s no sex
??relation?? between us at all, but we have worked together. I stole her from the—she’s a scientist, a chemist.
She has been working with me, and we have got an absolutely wonderful relationship. It’s gone on, as I say,
for 20 years.

Man: Is this Janet?

LT: Yes. When Janet got [inaudible]. I said, “Oh, yes”.

[Laughter]

LT: She said, “You’re not taking anything more on, are you? Please don’t”. And I said, “But it’s interesting”.
So . . .

Man: Obviously, we need to speak to Janet as well.

Woman: Yes. I think we need to have lunch with Janet [Laughter].

Man: She clearly knows about [inaudible]

Woman: Yes

Man: Where is she based, then? Is she based in London?

LT: [Inaudible]. When Janet started working [inaudible] she used to come in every day. She then lived in
Gillingham. It took her an hour and a half in the morning and then an hour and a half in the evening.

Woman: Oh, dear.

LT: We did that for two years, and then I said to her one day, “Let’s look at what we’re doing. If you got a
computer terminal that’s compatible with mine, if you had a fax machine, if you had a photocopying machine
[inaudible] you don’t have to come in every day, do you?”.

Woman: Hmm.

LT: No, we don’t. So, she started coming in for two days a week. It worked so well. Then, she started coming
in for one day a week.

Woman: Yes. Truly transformed her life, I imagine.

LT: [Inaudible] After a time, I thought, “She’s going a bit strange is Janet”. And I thought, “The reason why
she’s going a bit strange is that she is working at home all the time”. She had her little son(s), but she wasn’t
meeting people.

Woman: Hmm.
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LT: She’s missing this. She’s got to do something about it.

Woman: Yes.

LT: She would make an excellent magistrate. So, I had a word with the Lord Lieutenant’s oYce in Kent
[inaudible] the committee for appointing magistrates. Lo and behold, they decided that Janet was the right
sort of person to be a magistrate.

Woman: Hmm.

LT: That’s what I had done. I didn’t realise. I’m a retired magistrate [inaudible]

Woman: Oh, really?

LT: So, she puts in at least one day every week. She’s chairman of the family courts and so on.

Woman: Oh, is she? Fantastic.

LT: So, she’s got a lot of training and what have you. So, it takes [inaudible] and I can’t say a word about this
because it was me that recommended her.

Woman: Yes, exactly.

[5.00]
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LT: You see, we have a system whereby . . . See, I live on my own and I’m a bit of a workaholic, and I would
work all kinds of crazy hours. It doesn’t matter when you’re on your own, and [inaudible] the work’s got to
be done, it will be done, you know, and we work all kinds of unsocial hours. For example, when we’ve been
working a great deal with America, and especially with Malaysia, a lot of our work has been done seven, eight
hours after our day has, you know, finished.

Woman: Yes, of course.

LT: But, so, you know, you get the compensation.

Woman: Yeah.

Man: Well I guess, working here, you’re here until 10.30 anyway, aren’t you? You’re quite often . . .

LT: Most nights, yeah.

Man: That’s quite a long . . . it’s a long day—well, especially today, because it starts in the morning, doesn’t it?

LT: Yeah, but we’ll finish today round about five o’clock.

Woman: Oh, right, yeah.
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Man: Oh, I see, so [inaudible] Is that to enable people to go home? Ah.

LT: But you see, as I told you, I live right on the coast in Morecambe Bay, and I see from my window my
window right on the sea shore. But I’m not going back this weekend; I’ve got to do things. I’ve got a friend
who’s had an operation yesterday and I want to go and see him this weekend, so I’m staying down here. I’ve
got a flat in Buckingham Gate . . .

Woman: Oh, have you?

LT: . . . which is just oV Victoria Street.

Woman: Yes, it’s very handy.

LT: So, you know, and, it, really and truly [inaudible] this weekend [inaudible] so I’m better oV in London
[inaudible] so I stay down here. Next week I’m staying down here because I’ve got a function [inaudible]
because I’m very much [inaudible] presiding at court meetings there and I’m going up to Lancaster for that.

Woman: OK.

Man: Just to come back to somewhere exotic, I can’t. . . Was it Dubrovnik [inaudible]?

LT: Dubrovnik, yeah.

Man: Was that a holiday, or was that working [inaudible]?

LT: No, I’m the president of a company that have six hotels in Dubrovnik, and I can get to Dubrovnik nearly
as quick as I can get to [inaudible], so I go over there once every month.

Woman: Oh, lovely.

LT: Yes.

Man: So you know it well? Beautiful place.

LT: Very well. I’ve done quite a bit with the Croatians, and I’ve been to ??twenty?? universities. I’ve got a very
good rapport with the prime minister [inaudible, but doesn’t sound at all like “Ivo Sanader”, the Croatian prime
minister].

Man: Do you stay in the old town?

LT: Just outside of the old town, ??within?? the walls there, there’s an hotel called the Excelsior, er . . . We have
got the Excelsior on the wall side, we have got the Palace that we’ve been renovating last year, just outside
[inaudible] We’ve got the Bellevue, again on the other side of the walls, and then we’ve got [inaudible].
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Man: It’s become an extremely popular tourist resort, hasn’t it? I mean, I . . .

LT: It has.

Man: I was there in the summer. It’s almost . . .

LT: Were you?
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Man: Not this summer, but, erm, two, a couple of summers ago. It’s almost . . .

LT: Were you there to stay or were you there on a cruise ship?

Man: I was there to stay.

LT: Oh, good.

Man: The cruise ships were extraordinary. In the morning you’d hear this clatter, clatter, clatter coming right
across the bay with the biggest, sort of, I don’t know, it would be sort of like 100 foot high, and they are
absolutely enormous.

Woman: My goodness. I didn’t know that.

Man: And when they drop their anchor . . ..

LT: Yeah. Where were you staying, do you know?

Man: Erm, we were, we were sort of further down the coast . . .

LT: Oh I see, so you were touring, were you?

Man: Ye—well, no, we had a, we had a, we had a house which overlooked the bay, but it was, it was at one
of the beaches which was just a couple of, couple of, I mean, it was, sort of, I don’t know, you could walk to
the old town in about quarter, quarter of an hour.

Woman: Oh, that’s nice. I didn’t know you could do that. I didn’t realise there were beaches, erm, nearby.

LT: Oh yeah.

Woman: I was thinking about going to Dubrovnik in the summer.

LT: They’re small. They’re small. They’re not . . . most of their beaches are not sand . . .

Woman: OK.,

LT: . . . they’re stone. There are one or two sandy bays, but they’re few and far between. And of course if you’re
doing the sailing, some of the islands around the coast . . .
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Woman: Yes.

Man: Yes, it’s very . . . it’s actually very gorgeous [inaudible]

Woman: Yeah, I’d like to go [inaudible]

Man: [inaudible] we stayed on one of the islands as well; I can’t remember which island it was. And it reminds
me of sort of Greek islands many many years ago.

Woman: Really?

Man: Yes. Because it’s quite unspoilt and not developed, because, although, I’m trying to . . . certain houses
weren’t developed at all because they belonged to Serbians who . . .

LT: Yeah, exactly, yeah, yep.

[10.00]

Man: And nobody knew quite what to do with them.

LT: No, no, no—well that is still the problem [inaudible] If you start taking them over [inaudible]

Man: Yes, exactly. I couldn’t help thinking it would be a lovely place to have a holiday.

LT: Oh yes.

Woman: Yes.

LT: My favourite one is [inaudible] Tito’s ??place?? Tito was a [inaudible]

Man: What’s it called?

LT: ??Viorni??

Man: ??Viori??

LT: Yes. [inaudible] and, errm, that had wonderful [inaudible] covered by the water [inaudible]

Man: Yes, it is really picturesque it a great place for . . . You can do all sort of water sports, so
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LT: I like it very much, I like the Croatians. They’re, they are interesting people, there is something [inaudible]
kind [inaudible . . . for several seconds] come down via Dubrovnik [inaudible. . . . . . . . .]

Man: They are a funny people, they are quite sort of, quite, straight.
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Woman: Are they?

Man: Yes they almost seem a bit stern. I don’t think they’re . . . Not intentionally so.

LT: Yes, they’ve got that eastern, you know, eastern Russian in them.

Man: Yeah. They are no-nonsense. No, sort of, unnecessary smiling.

Woman: What’s the food like in Croatia?

Man: Sorry?

Woman: What’s the food like in Croatia?

LT: Alright . . . er . . . very very good indeed. They of course specialise in fish and lamb.

Woman. Yeah. In lamb.

LT: Yeah.

Woman: Sounds like a nice place to go.

LT: Right, now let’s talk about where you two fit in.

Woman: [laughs]

LT: You started the UK . . . branch?

Man: Yup. [inaudible]

LT: You originally started in the States.

Man: Yes. The company itself started in the States . . . um

LT: So the principals are in the States?

Man: The principal’s there called Michael ??Golsen?? who originally . . .

LT: He’s an American?

Man: But he’s largely . . . He’s not, erm, really involved any longer, but still owns it.

LT: I see, but he doesn’t get involved in day-to-day activities.

Man: No, I mean, the um [inaudible] he’s the former [inaudible] he worked for um Burston Marsteller for
. . . and the Brussels company’s been going for a long, long time. There’s a lot of work to do in Brussels, as
you can imagine.
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LT: Yeah, yeah, true.

Man: And there’s all sorts of legislation and bits and pieces. And there are all sorts of diVerent bodies. Er . . .
so that’s, that’s been ticking along quite nicely. And recently they’ve got a Washington oYce, and we’ve also
got a Hong Kong oYce as well, and the British oYce originally started oV doing, well, we didn’t really do
public [inaudible] we did public corporate communications.

LT: That will be right, yeah.

Man: We feel that this is a gap ??there shouldn’t be?? It’s actually quite important, I mean, it’s quite a
competitive field here. There are a lot of people who do it.

LT: Yeah.

Woman: It’s better, you know, if we’ve got some clients that we’re doing communications for, it’s better for us
if we can also do their public aVairs work rather than anything . . . you want another company to do public
aVairs . . .

LT: Yup, yup.

Woman: . . . otherwise, you know, there would be a huge kind of conflict then.

LT: Yeah, true. Multidisciplinary practice.
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Woman: Yeah, exactly.

LT: Go on . . .

Man: And the reason we have come to you really is we are looking for someone [inaudible] about business.
You can acquire [inaudible]. We are looking for someone that we can sort of have on a retainer, come to for
advice. Doesn’t have to be all that often, I mean, maybe, say, one day a month or something like that. You,
er . . . On a particular problem that we have, but I know you can’t promise that you will sort them out, but
you would do your best to sort them out. Certainly, things you can’t do [inaudible] point them in the direction,
“Of course, you should be doing”. So that, so that, you know [inaudible] processes as it’s going through, so
that we’re able to . . . which is very very useful to our clients.

Woman: Yes. Don’t want to be [inaudible] really [inaudible]

Man: Keeps them much better informed, and it’s . . . It doesn’t . . . So I’m [inaudible] won’t work [inaudible]
It would be [inaudible] service . . . as appropriate. I don’t . . . I’m not suggesting . . . I mean . . . [inaudible]
. . . I [inaudible] you don’t need this [inaudible].

LT: Yep, yep, yep, yep.

Man: I don’t want to . . . I’m not suggesting . . .
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Woman: Thank you.

Man: . . . write this down. [Pause] I mean, without these particular clients I don’t think. . . money’s not
impossible. In eVect, he will be paying for [inaudible].

Woman: Yeah.

LT: All right. I’m enjoying this because [inaudible] I can [inaudible] my son and we can work together
[inaudible] I’m not joking. Do you want some more [inaudible] advice he definitely said [inaudible]

Man: Yes.

LT: We can do it in such a way . . .

Man: Yes, absolutely.

LT: And you can see what you want. I mean, what you will get from me is . . . it won’t be anything like it. So,
you get

Woman: Thank you.

LT: [inaudible] legislation.

Man: The rest of the new potatoes?

LT: I check it through . . .

Woman: Yes please.

LT: I’m pleased you’ve got Trevor Hemmings as one of your clients. [inaudible] That’s enough. Thank you.

Man: We heard some [inaudible].

LT: Yeah.

Man: Well, we’ve done work for him and we . . . I think we’re bound to sign him up with somebody else.
[inaudible] We’ve had relationships with some of [inaudible] We’re also, one of the things we were looking at,
although this is area that’s in flux at the moment is the whole, the . . . Mange tout?

Woman: Yes, please.

Man: The whole, er, the general private equity area

Woman: Thank you.

Man: But the problem with the private equity area is that [inaudible] the City [inaudible]
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Woman: Yeah, exactly. Yes. They’re feeling a bit more cautious at the moment.

LT: I put them there when I’m eating. [inaudible]

Woman: Thank you.

LT: Are you all right?

Woman: Yes, this is good, thank you.

Man: Er, so . . .

LT: You need more wine, don’t you?

Woman: I’ve finished my wine.

LT: Do you want some more?

Woman: Yes, I’ll have a little bit.

LT: Yeah, but do you want some . . . another . . .

Man: [inaudible]

Woman: Yes, please. Thank you. It does look really good.

LT: Shall we have another one?

Woman: David, do you want some more?

Man: I’m fine.

Woman: Yeah, I probably won’t.

LT: Are you sure?

Woman: Yeah, I just eat [inaudible] otherwise.

LT: I don’t want you to feel that I’m neglecting you.

[20.00]

Woman: No, you’re not. Thank you, that’s perfect.

LT: Right, so, you, that is a big question mark at this stage.

Man: It is a bit of a question mark, yeah.

Woman: Yeah. I don’t think we can really, kind of, rely upon that sector.
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LT: Yeah, right, OK. Well, go on, what else do you want to develop?

Man: Well, we [inaudible] in theory we could develop in any sector at all, but, erm, it’s a question of having
the expertise and we don’t necessarily have the expertise or, er, [inaudible]

LT: How many people have you got working for you in London at this moment, then?

Man: We have, erm. . . is it 16 or 17?

Woman: Yeah, roughly that.

LT: And have you got enough clients to keep them all occupied at the moment?

Woman: Erm, they’re pretty busy, though to be honest I think the plan is to take more people on to do public
aVairs kind of work. So, you know, David and I will be doing that kind of work, but, I suppose, as we kind
of get stronger in that field . . .

LT: Right, now who is in your . . . You run the actual British operation, do you?

Man: Yes.

LT: Right, and where do you fit in?

Woman: Well, he’s my boss.

LT: Yeah.

Woman: So I’m one of the kind of associate director, I suppose, and, erm, so I have a kind of a team of
researchers below me [inaudible]

LT: Why did you decide to allow Miss Taylor to come with you [inaudible]?
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Man: Oh, well, she deals, she deals a lot with our particular client, Lu Li Jiang.

LT: Oh, I see, so that’s why you brought her along. Is she easy to get on with?

Woman: Ha ha ha ha.

Man: Erm, sometimes.

Woman: Ha ha ha.

LT: Yeah, but she’s a woman. And why can a woman not be like a man? [inaudible]

Woman: I don’t quite know what you’re saying.

LT: You see, I have been privileged to have worked with two of the finest women politicians that this country
has produced over the last 40 years. I worked very closely
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with Margret Thatcher when she was secretary of state for education and science and when she was prime
minister, and I have also worked very closely with Barbara Castle. Now, [inaudible] they were poles apart,
they were so alike in many ways—they were so assertive, they al—they commanded what they [inaudible]
They were women in a man’s world . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: . . . and they [inaudible] they had to make sure that their views were being understood . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: . . . and so on, and to me, it was a wonderful experience for me to see how they had to fight to get what
they wanted to . . . So I have a great deal of sympathy working with women, but they’re not logical, they don’t
have the same balance that we have [inaudible] understanding [inaudible] not as good as we are [inaudible]

Woman: Ha ha ha. Well, perhaps that’s, perhaps that’s why you’re the head of the company and I’m not.

LT: Yes, now that you’ve said it, that’s the reason why.

Man: Yes, absolutely. Was, erm, Margaret Thatcher easy to get on with? I’m guessing she was very demanding.

LT: Very demanding. But once, once you got to know her and, you know, you explained to her why you felt
this was the right policy and why she should do this [inaudible] she would listen to you. But, you see, she
became the Secretary of State education and science when we had just moved from ??Curzon?? Street to York
Road [inaudible] and I had the next oYce to her in the department . . .

Woman: Oh, really?

LT: . . . when she came in, and [inaudible] because she . . . I went in with things that I wanted a decision for
in the morning. She would keep me there for a long time explaining in [inaudible] detail [inaudible] Most
nights she would have some sort of social function that she would have to go to . . .

Woman: Yes, I can imagine.

LT: . . . and she was very particular about having her hair attended to before she went to these functions.

[25.00]

Man: It was a very distinctive hairstyle, wasn’t it?

LT: Yes. So, knowing what her programme was, and knowing that she would be leaving the oYce by half-past
six, I would go in at quarter past six with letters that I
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wanted her to sign—and the next page. Knowing that she would [inaudible] and she would not [inaudible].
It worked but, one thing, I never let her down. No, I would never do that—if it was something important that
she might regret. Because, at that time, I held two oYces: I was the chairman of what was called the Burnham
committee. It was looking at teachers’ salaries.

Woman: Oh, right.

LT: And I was the chairman of the University Grants Committee, which made the arrangements for
universities to have their [inaudible]. So they were very, very influential propositions at that time, and this is
why I had an oYce in the department. To some extent I was independent, but I had to work with the Secretary
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of State ??involved?? with the teacher unions in the case of the Burnham committee and also with the Privy
Counsel on the University Grants Committee. It was grants for universities.

Man: So when she took over as Prime Minister, which was some years later, with the ??laws?? that remained
of the Callaghan Government—

LT: Yes.

Man: She then made you an advisor.

LT: At that time, I had just finished a major report.

Man: ?? The Taylor report ??

LT: I am a great believer in people who [inaudible]. Margaret got hold of this. She said: “It is just what I want.
I am going to use it for two major Acts of Parliament”, which meant that it would be introduced in three or
four years. I wanted it to be for a decade, so that that was the same [inaudible]. She said, “Oh no, I am not
having that. I’m having it in these two major Acts of Parliament”. I said, “If you do that, I am resigning”. She
said, “Well, you’re not resigning, you’re sacked. I’m not having you [inaudible]”. So, I was sacked.

Man: ?? You came out ??

Woman: Mmm.

LT: Now, the following day I got a telephone call from Kenneth Baker. Kenneth Baker was a Secretary of State
for Education she sacked. [inaudible]. He said, “But I’ve got something that I want you to think about. [pause]
Sorry about this.

Woman: [inaudible]

LT: He said, “The Malaysians are changing their economy from an agricultural economy into an industrial
economy, and they cannot achieve this with the workforce that they’ve got. And they want someone to come
and have a look at their education programmes and tell them how they can achieve what they want to achieve.
And they want somebody independent. You would be ideal for this”.
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[30.00]

Woman: What a great opportunity.

LT: So I had been a big fish in a little pond in the UK, so I went over and met the prime minister and the
minister of education and the finance minister and decided that I’d take this on.

Woman: Yeah. Sounds great.

LT: And I spent two years in reorganising the Malaysian education programme, but the Malaysian
education—schools, colleges—are not run by the state as they are in this country, they’re run by private
companies, and a lot of them are international companies, which introduced me to commercialisation that I
had never been introduced to before. So hence I got to know people like Jack Welch, who owned two schools
out there [inaudible] And they asked me to go the board as governor and then organising their educational
programme, and then getting introduced to power stations [inaudible] so that’s how that came in. BAE
wanted me to start a college there [inaudible] contract so I wanted to [inaudible] and would I start this
[inaudible] university. So when I came back here I joined the board of BAE. And so it developed, and this is
how I got involved in the commercial side.

Man: How was that, being a board member of BAE? That’s quite a substantial company, isn’t it?

LT: Very, very interesting company.

Man: Yeah, very interesting company. How have you . . . How’ve . . . They’ve obviously had diYculties with
[inaudible] investigation by the Serious Fraud OYce and all those sort of things . . .

LT: Yep, well, let me tell you [inaudible] there is no doubt [inaudible] they have been giving backhanders
[inaudible] any company that wants to [inaudible] this is the way that it ??rains?? and the way that they’ve
worked for centuries and always will, and you’ll never stop them. [inaudible] Now, [inaudible] going on
behind the scenes. But as far as we’re concerned [inaudible] Now, when I had just finished reorganising the
Malaysian [inaudible] Dick Evans came to see me—chief executive.

Man: Chief executive, yeah. No longer there.

LT: No, he’s doing some work now, he worked as chairman at United Utilities.

Man: Oh really?
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LT: Worked for United Utilities. He went on to, erm [inaudible] one of the Russian states and he’s working
out there, two weeks at a time.

Man: Oh, I would have thought he’d be [inaudible] full retirement by now.
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LT: Yeah, yeah, but people never retire, and he’s enjoying it and he’s really, really [inaudible] everybody in a
job. Anyway, he came to see me and said, “Look, [inaudible] this contract with the Malaysians [inaudible]
and the other countries”. Because doing that work for [inaudible] How are you going to service these
[inaudible] places in the UK? Why do you not get Malaysian engineers and sponsor them? [inaudible] not
paying enough. Secondly, [inaudible] if I was successful in winning this contract, what I would do, I would
start in Kuala Lumpur a technical college, and I would train engineers not just to service [inaudible] but
general engineering. I have been in Loughborough ??from?? the UK [inaudible]

[35.00]

[LT speaking] . . . a lot better [inaudible] in some ways, in aerodynamics and so on, right [inaudible]
Malaysians [inaudible] we will finance it. So what happened? [inaudible] after this, but [inaudible] and look
at where we are putting in a big part and see what extra we can add to the bid. So the next one was in South
Africa, and with South Africa [inaudible] had immense [inaudible] college [inaudible] Same with ??Missouri??
[inaudible] company with the sales team before they [inaudible] see what the company needs. [inaudible]

Man: Much better than oVering backhanders.

LT: Oh, much better.

Man: That’s a really good idea, and . . . working quite well to the benefit of . . . yeah. Erm . . .

LT: So this is where I came in, and I did their educational training [inaudible] and then I got involved with
other companies [inaudible] So that was my role [inaudible]

Man: But you don’t do that any longer.

LT: Oh no, no, I’ve finished with that. No need to [inaudible] ??hotels??. Well, this is where . . . they do want
to, but this is where I have said, “Enough is enough”. And Dick has gone, and one or two more people have
gone [inaudible] There’s a time when you feel that you’ve done everything you can and it’s time that somebody
has to take over. So that’s what I felt with them; that’s why I couldn’t [inaudible] Jujitsu.

Man: So from your point of view, if we, we were to have some sort of arrangement, how would you like it to,
erm [inaudible]?

LT: Right. First of all, I’d like to know who I’m working with.

Man: You’ll be working with me.

LT: With you, directly with you?

Man: Yes.

LT: [inaudible]
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Man: Or . . .

Woman: Well, I suppose. . .

LT: I’m only joking, because I think it doesn’t matter which one of you I work with [inaudible]. No, no: what
I don’t want is . . . you’ve got 16 people, you said, working for you.

Man: Oh, and you don’t want them all ringing you and [inaudible]

Woman: I see, yeah.

LT: Exactly, because I would not know who [inaudible] priority, because [inaudible] A, B, C and D and so
on, and I would be running round for all of them trying to help them all, and it wouldn’t achieve what you
want. So it’s better for somebody to come direct to me and explain it to me, what they want, and talk to me.
We’ve got to hold an understanding [inaudible] to meet, well, say once every two months or very month, erm,
but also, when we have a client that I’m dealing with on a daily basis, you see, you can’t put down, or you
can’t [inaudible] and agreement [inaudible] that I work so many hours per week, so many hours . . .

Man: No. [inaudible].
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LT: It doesn’t work like that.

Waiter: All finished, my Lord?

LT: Yes, thank you.

Woman: Thank you very much.

Man: Thank you.

LT: It depends on how much is involved and what we want to achieve. You know, we could spend weeks and
days on [inaudible], and yet there are certain times when I can do it in a couple of hours’ worth of time, or . . .

Woman: Yeah.

LT: So . . .

Woman: Yes.

LT: You can’t work like that.

Woman: it’s much better for it to be flexible, I think, hasn’t it?

LT: I think what we’ve got to do. . . You see, I’ve got to keep the organisation [inaudible] I’ve got a pay
??channel??, I’ve got to pay the researchers and so on,
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right, and even though I don’t want to actually ??sell them?? . . . keeping the team going. So you’ve got to decide
on what you think, what you think, depending on what work you do. And then, after a time [inaudible] that
I think would take me too much [inaudible].

Man: Right.

[40.00]

LT: You know, so that, so that we . . . The main thing is being honest with each other and telling each other,
you know, what would be the [inaudible]. I feel that, also [inaudible] in that I should also try to [inaudible]
clients [inaudible] some of the people that I work with which you don’t know about.

Man: Yes. Well, exactly.

LT: So it can work . . . it’s not you just presenting me with a client and a problem; it’s me introducing a client
to you as well in case they’ve got a problem that you can sort out whether or not you can help them.

Woman: That’d be very useful.

LT: You know, this, this . . .

Man: Yes, no, that’s an interesting . . .

LT: Also, I think what we’ve got to do is we’ve got to develop you a little bit, we’ve got to get you known,
because one of the things that was said earlier [inaudible] competition in the UK, and it’s better to know who
knows who and who can open the right sort of doors and so on. And you, with the greatest of respect
[inaudible] you’re not. And this is it, you see, because [inaudible] I’ve had Tom doing some searches for me
[inaudible] and he found very little. And so, because I thought at the last meeting [inaudible] “Have I opened
my mouth too much? Have I told them too much?” You might even be a reporter from one of the newspapers
in disguise, you know, that has come on to see me, and I’m telling you the way that I operate, because I was
quite honest with you [inaudible]

Man: Yes, you were.

LT: And I wondered whether I’d overstepped the mark. I didn’t know much about you at that time, and
because of that I wondered whether . . .

Man: Did you see our websites?

LT: Yeah, Tom sorted all that out. Tom is Janet’s son and he’s an expert on computers and information . . .

Woman: Oh, is he?

LT: . . . and he knows where to look and what to do and so on.
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Man: Oh, I see.

Woman: That’s very useful, isn’t it?

LT: You know, instead of me going and trying to find this out, Tom will do all that and he will sort these things
out for me.

Woman: Oh, that’s great.

LT: See, I’ve got somebody who’s interested in the Olympic Games.

Man: Oh, have you?

LT: Now these are people I’m just talking to at the moment. I could introduce you to them [inaudible]

Woman: Are they trying to get contracts for the Olympic Games, presumably? Yes. So many companies . . .

LT: Are, are you got anybody in that line?

Woman: Well, actually I was speaking to somebody a couple of weeks ago who is interested. It’s really early
stages so I don’t know if they’d go with us or not.

LT: I see. What would you like for dessert?

Woman: Oh, I haven’t even looked.

Waiter: Take your time.

Woman: Thank you.

Man: I’d just like a cup of coVee, please.

LT: Would you?

Woman: Yeah. Yes, I might just have a cup of tea, I feel very full up—by beef.

LT: Are you sure? Have you enjoyed it? I never asked you.

Man: Oh, delicious.

LT: Was it OK, are you sure?

Woman: Yes.

Man: Really [inaudible]
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LT: Right, well I’ll just have a cup of coVee [inaudible] So what we’re going to do now is that we’re going to
leave here and we’re going back in there and having more coVee in there.

Woman: OK, that sounds nice.

LT: Now, so, the reason . . . You see, at my age I’ve got limited things that I can do, right. First of all, I can’t
have alcohol. That has gone completely.

Woman: Yes.

LT: Right? Nobody will have sex with me, so that . . . So the only trick I’ve got left is my pipe.

Man: Ah.

Woman: Ah.

LT: One of the things that I enjoy after lunch is smoking my pipe, but I can’t have my pipe now in this place,
not really.

Woman: No.

LT: But I still retain the habit of. . . Because I never smoked in here, I always went and [inaudible] coVee. So
that’s [inaudible]

Woman: Sounds good.

Man: I would have thought, actually, a pipe is quite good for your [inaudible] I’d quite like to take up a pipe,
um, as a sort of substitute for smoking cigarettes, which I can’t do. [inaudible]

LT: [inaudible]

Woman: [inaudible]
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LT: And let your wife have an occasional cigarette.

Woman: Yes.

LT: Come on, let’s go in there.

Waiter: My Lord, was it something I said?

LT: No, it wasn’t, my dear friend. My guests have enjoyed everything.

Woman: Yes, it was lovely.

LT: [inaudible] But we’re going to have coVee in there.
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Waiter: [inaudible] Bye.

Woman: Thank you. Bye. Thanks.

[45.00]

LT: [inaudible, in distance]

Man: Thank you very much.

StaV: Hallo.

Woman: Hallo.

LT: We’re back. We decided that we couldn’t leave you lonely.

StaV: [inaudible]

LT: Shall we go and take our coVee here [inaudible]?

Woman: Yes, that’d be lovely. I just might pop to the ladies’ loos [inaudible]

LT: Right, er . . .

Woman: Shall I ask one of the girls where it is?

LT: Right at the end there.

Woman: Oh, down this way?

LT: And round the corner.

Woman: OK. See you in a minute.

[mic noise]

Woman: Hallo.

StaV: Oh, hallo.

Woman: Do you know if there’s a ladies’ loo this way?

StaV: Sorry?

Woman: Do you know if there’s a ladies’ toilet this way?

StaV: Yeah there is, ma’am. Follow me and I’ll direct you.

Woman: Great. Thank you.
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StaV: [inaudible]

Woman: No.

StaV: [inaudible].

Woman: No problem.

StaV: Right, madam. Through there, where [inaudible] ladies.

Woman: Great, thank you very much.

[end of part 2 of recording of second meeting]
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[Between Parts 2 and 3 of original Lord Taylor lunch recording. Starting at 1:53:38 on new CD, Track called
“Lord Taylor 2nd lunch”.]

Man: What do we do about the fee?

LT: I don’t know. Honestly, I don’t know. I’m embarrassed by this.

Waitress: [something about coVee] I have to get the coVee somewhere else. The machine just broke down.

LT: Oh, well, look, you want us to go back in there, then?

Waitress: No. Don’t worry.

LT: Are you sure?

Waitress: Yes. What I wanted to say, it will take a little bit longer, that’s all.

LT: Okay, right.

Man: I don’t know. What’s the going rate? Between 5 and 10 thousand a month? Is that . . . ?

LT: Yeah, that’ll be all right. Is that okay with you?

Man: Yeah.

LT: Okay then. Janet will deal with all this end. You’ll find that I will earn this money for you in no time at all.

Man: Who’s your Olympic, erm . . .

LT: Pardon?

Man: Who’s your Olympic . . . ?

LT: They’re a Chinese company. They’re based in Hong Kong and they’ve asked to come and see me next
month, but luckily I’m very friendly with . . . ??? the procurement . . . absolutely as clean as it’s possible to get.
There’s not going to be any dodgy anybody getting favouritism or anything like that. It’s going to be really
good. I really admire . . . I’ve gone through it like a small tooth comb to see how they’re going to select clients
and how they’re going to do it and it’s really good. But there’s one thing that I’ve got an advantage on is that
I’ve made contact with the people that are in charge of procurements [inaudible, microphone moving] going
to inform us of the exact dates when you’ve got to get it in, what you’ve got to do as you take us through,
because it’s very bureaucratic.

Man: Is it?
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LT: But if you’ve got any clients it would be good, because of all the information that we’ve got, you know,
[more microphone fuzz, inaudible]

Man: Yes.

LT: And Tom, who is the IT ??? he really made it because he wanted to impress me on this. And then I went
and saw ??Colin Moynihan?? Coe?? [inaudible]

Man: Yes, I mean he’s, er, is he still involved? He is still involved, isn’t he?

LT: Oh yes, he’s the Chairman.

Man: Oh, he’s still the Chairman.

LT: No, I think that we could get on very well together. I like your attitude. So where does this girl fit in?

Man: She works to me but she also has her own clients who she looks after.

LT: Because she seems very bright.

Man: Yes, no, she’s very good.

LT: Where did she come from? What’s her background?

Man: She’s come from . . . Well she was in, initially, I think she went to Oxford and then she was in PR for a
while and then she moved on into, erm, now what is the name of that company? It was a company . . . it wasn’t
a public aVairs company, it was a small PR-type crossover from public aVairs and then she came to us. I just
can’t remember the name of it. Not a famous one. But she is very good. We’ve been very impressed with her.
I think she’ll, um . . .

LT: Is she married?
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Man: No.

LT: So she’s got plenty of time, has she then?

Man: Yeah. She has a boyfriend.

LT: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. No what I was thinking about that was that, with me doing things at all kinds
of stupid hours, you know, it’s getting somebody who can fit in. You know, if we’ve got a major client, say,
and so on. What I will do, I will liaise with you.

Man: Yes, okay.

LT: You are the boss of the company. You will decide on who, what, if we working at Haydock Park you will
decide who the jockey is going to be for Haydock Park. If
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we’re at another racecourse, you’ll decide on that. And you will decide, because obviously I don’t know the
team. It would be good for me some time to meet the team, you know, and see what they’re doing and . . .

Man: Absolutely.

LT: So that then it would give me an idea of [inaudible, microphone noise] use all your facilities and bring them
in to other things as well.

Man: Which would be great if we could do that.

[1:58:20 on new recording. We are now back at the start of Part 3 of the orignal transcript]
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LT: We’ve got ??lots?? of time to meet [inaudible] and see what they’re doing and when [inaudible] so that
they [inaudible] and how I can use all your facilities, and bring them in to [inaudible] other things as well.

Man: that’d be great.

LT: Yeah, but I can only do that if I meet people.

Woman: Yes, that’s true.

Man: I was just saying to Lord Taylor, I can’t remember: the public aVairs/PR company you used to work for?

Woman: I used to work for Red Rooster.

LT: Oh, I see.

Woman: It was largely consumer stuV, actually; again, there I didn’t do so much public aVairs.

LT: Tell me your background.

Woman: Well, actually it was my first job after university. I went to King’s College.

LT: Which university?

Woman: King’s College, in London.

LT: Oh, did you? I see, right.

Man: I thought you went to Oxford.

Woman: Oh no, you probably got confused with the King’s College bit.

LT: I see. So you went to King’s College. What did you read there?

Woman: English.

LT: Oh, so you’re good.

Woman: Yeah.

Man: [inaudible]

Woman: You obviously thought I was slightly cleverer than I was.

LT: And then you got involved with [inaudible]
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Woman: Yeah, and after doing some freelance stuV for a couple of companies—it was largely kind of consumer
things and a bit of fashion, which was pretty terrible—and then worked for Red Rooster.

LT: I see. Do you both live in London or are you—

Man and Woman: Yes.

LT: Whereabouts do you live?

Man: In Richmond.

LT: Ah, the posh end of Richmond, I hope.

Man: Not yet, no.

LT: Where do you live?

Woman: In Clapham.

LT: Clapham.

Woman: So, south London.

LT: It’s a lovely place is Richmond.

Man: I know, I like it. I do a lot of running, so I run round the park quite a lot. It’s a very green area as well.
It takes slightly longer to get into work than from a lot of other places but it’s been quite a—

LT: Whereabouts are your oYces, then?

Man: Near Trafalgar Square.

Woman: Kind of like St James’s, really, in between Trafalgar Square and St James’s. If you carried on walking
a bit, you’d be at Piccadilly. It’s kind of like down there. So, very handy.

Man: You can walk to there from here.

LT: Do the Americans interfere with you at all?

Man: Very little.

Woman: Yeah, not really; they’re quite—

Man: They sort of leave us to get on with it, really.
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Woman: Especially setting up this kind of public aVairs arm. I think they understand it’s very diVerent from
the work that they do in the States.

LT: Good. This is why I was asking that. Let me tell you about how I got involved with EDS. I was on the
board of BAE, and I was asked to sit in at an interview where they were looking for somebody to do their IT
work and among the people who put their bids in was EDS.

Man: I see.

Waitress: Tea?

LT: And EDS gave a very good interview, a very good presentation of what they could do and so on. And then
the HR director at the end said to them, “What is your relationship with staV associations and trade unions?”.
“Oh, we have nothing to do with them; we deal with them in a diVerent way in the States”, and so on. And
they went out, and they were crossed completely oV the list. The reason for that was that BAE, over the years,
got away with murder with their staV relationships because they had a very good relationship with the trade
unions. Where they were going to close a plant, they would talk to the trade unions beforehand; where they
were opening plants they would do the same, where they were making people redundant. And they never had
??a day’s?? struggle with strikes or lockouts or anything. It was a first-class relationship. They didn’t want
somebody coming in who would have nothing to do with the trade unions, so hence they didn’t get it. A few
weeks afterwards, I was asked if I would see a man called Tom Butler who was an HR [inaudible] for EDS
for the UK and Europe and he became a mutual friend. He said, “The reason why I have come to see you is
‘Why did we not get the BAE contract?’”. So I told him, you know, what had happened, why he hadn’t got
it, and he said “Fine, thank you very much”. So then he came to me again and said, “Look, will you help us
with British firms?” “Yeah, I would be delighted to. I accept it as a challenge”. So I started working with them
on [inaudible]. Now, I had to go and talk to them about the diVerence in working within the UK and Europe
and working in Washington. I had to warn them that it was unwise of them to get involved in any political
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parties in this country. They had worked with all political parties in this country and they served the elected
party of the day,

Man: Mmm hmm.

LT: That they did not show favour to one particular party or not, as they did in Washington.

Woman: Yes.

LT: And how they got contracts in Washington by paying a per cent commission. We don’t do that in this
country. Everything has got to be above board and then I’ve got everything [inaudible]—

Woman: It’s a very short-term view as well.
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LT: Exactly, but this is the way that the Americans work. And luckily they accepted my advice, and they don’t
[inaudible]. And the reason why? Experience. Two years ago we ?? were taken on ?? with an American
company.

Woman: Oh, I see.

LT: And I had to explain to the Americans, “Don’t get involved in politics”. You see, I’m a great believer in,
if a company that I’m helping—

[Tea poured.]

Woman: Thank you.

Man: Thank you very much.

LT: is going through some discussions with the Government, to keep the Opposition shadow Ministers
informed as to what is going on. The reason for doing that is that they don’t then start asking stupid questions
and embarrassing anybody then.

Man and Woman: Mmmm.

LT: So if you keep them informed, you don’t tell them any commercial details, you don’t [inaudible] that. You
tell them, you know, how things are ?? manoeuvring ??. So I speak to the Opposition about it as well as I speak
to the government Ministers at the same time, because it is good to do that, and it is good to keep them in
the picture.

Man: Yes, sure.

LT: So that they are happy that everything is straight and clean; and you need to do it that way.

Man: You know, that seems a good idea. We report mainly to Brussels rather than to Americans. We’re not—

LT: Yes. What are they concerned with in Brussels? Are they concerned with the number of clients that they’ve
got, or are they concerned more with the bottom line?

Woman: I suppose one of the things they are concerned with is that they’ve got some clients they do work for
in Brussels who also have interests here, so it’s a good way to keep that client happy and to make sure they
don’t go elsewhere—by, you know, using us.

LT: Well, this is good, you see, because I’ve got a very good relationship with Neil Kinnock and I’ve got a very
good relationship with Peter Mandelson, and both have got a very good rapport with who is who in Brussels
as well.

Man: Absolutely, yes, sure.

LT: And also, on top of that, I’ve got George Robertson, who was secretary-general for NATO as well, that
fits in.
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Man: He’s in here, isn’t he?

LT: Hmm?

Man: He’s in here.

LT: Yes. I’ve also got now my girlfriend. I’ve got many girlfriends—.

Woman: Oh (laughs)

LT: You’ll have to be very careful. I’ve got many, many girlfriends. Baroness Ashton.
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Woman: Oh, yes.

LT: Who had just gone over to—.

Woman: Oh yes, she’s [inaudible], hasn’t she?

LT: Who’s a very good friend of mine and so on. Do you see, the fact that I am retired now, I could see—

Man: You could see how it would work.

LT: [inaudible] because it’s not just doing things here; it’s giving a service to clients that you’ve already got in
Brussels.

Woman: Yes, exactly. Keeping them happier with us.

Man: Of course, Cathy Ashton has taken the trade brief, hasn’t she?

LT: She has, yeah.

Man: But then she might get shifted over to somewhere else, if she stays, I suppose. In the summer they’re
changing all the commissioners aren’t they?

LT: Yeah, but she’s only just in so—

Man: Is she?

LT: Yeah. She’ll get something.

Woman: Mmm.

Man: A very useful person to know. I mean, I’m sure my ??oYce?? would very interested in that.

LT: So these are the sort of people that I work with. I’m telling you too much, you know. You see, I’m showing
you all my ?? cards ??. You’re going to be as clever as me by the time you [inaudible].
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Woman: But it’s good to know how you work, really, so we can understand it a bit better.

LT: But I’m interested: how did you find out about me?

Man: We got someone to do some work and they identified two or three people, people who had told them ??
who it is to deal with ??

Woman: Yeah, I think they just had a couple of meetings themselves and just did a lot of research. It was one of
our researchers, actually, who kind of drew up a list of names that might be worth [inaudible] and speaking to.

LT: I try and keep a low profile and—

Man: Oh, do you?

LT: Yeah, everything nice and quiet. I don’t want [inaudible]; I don’t want publicity. You know ?? if you keep
things ?? nice and quiet. My satisfaction is achieving what we want to achieve.

Woman: Yes.

LT: You know, that’s where I get my, go back and look at [inaudible] myself. “Well, you’ve got that”. This is
where—it’s inside you that you get it, especially when you live on your own.

Man: Mmm. And how realistic do you think it would be for us to be able to amend that legislation? Do you
think it—

LT: I just [inaudible] it a little bit.

Man: I don’t expect you to be an expert in any sense at all; I just—

LT: No, I’m not. Looking good [inaudible] Lords at this particular stage, because what I am hoping to do is
I am going to talk to the team that are going to deal with it in the Commons [inaudible] in Committee.

Woman: The policy team?

LT: Yes. The [inaudible] and so on. I’m going to talk to them about it and then I’m going to talk to people
here and see what we can do. If we can get things amended in the Commons first, we will do; if not, we will
try. But we’ve got two bites of the cherry: we’ve got it there, and then we will [inaudible]—

Woman: Then you can try the Lords.

Man: Do you think we’d need somebody to table an amendment for us.

LT: Ooh, don’t start doing things like that, I should say.
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Woman: Is that really not the way to do it?

LT: No, no, not at this stage. If he can get it done behind the scenes first; if you can get the ?? lads ?? to agree.
They don’t like amendments.

Man: They don’t?

LT: They don’t like forcing them.

Man: So if they agree it, they’ll just write it in themselves.

LT: Exactly. If they can see a way of doing it.

Man: Yeah, that seems fair enough to me.

Woman: Yes, it’s less hassle, I suppose, isn’t it, than having to make an amendment.

LT: You see, what you don’t want to do, you don’t want to put somebody in a position where they’ve got to
back down.

Woman and Man: Yeah.

LT: If you can get them to think, “Well, this is possible” as well, and do it that way, and convince them of the
argument behind the scenes, you can do far more that way than force them by putting an amendment down.
Because the automatic way with an amendment by ?? a civil servant ?? is to resist.

Woman: Yes, I suppose so, because they are heading in one direction.

Man: Yes, especially if they should have thought about it in the first place.

LT: Yes.

Man: The suggestion that something’s wrong, or something’s been omitted or something like that isn’t true.

LT: Right, now, you’ve got to give me more details about it, now. Now, we’ve agreed that we’re doing the deal.

Woman: Mmm

Man: Right.

LT: So we’ve agreed on that, then. When do we oYcially start? When do you want to start?

Man: I don’t know. I suppose. . . do we have to have a contract?
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LT: Nothing you have to sign, no. You just name the figure and Janet will send you an account every month.
And she’ll add on [inaudible] entertainment—.

Woman: And do you normally work on a retainer basis?

LT: Pardon?

Woman: Do you normally work on a retainer basis?

Man: We’re just discussed this.

Woman: Oh, have you? I’m sorry.

Man: We’ve just discussed this. What did we say? We said between five and ten.

LT: We’ve said ten. [inaudible] Yeah, that’s what we said. Are you happy about that?

Woman: That sounds fine. To be honest, the client we’re particularly thinking of doesn’t seem particularly
worried about how much it costs, as long as the job’s done.

Man: Right, I think I’d better just—

LT: Yeah, but it’s not just this client.

Man: No, no, no.

LT: One client.

Woman: No, but they’ll be paying, basically they’re largely going to be paying the bill.

LT: I see, right.

Woman: For this particular piece of work, anyway.

Man: And the rest of it will roll out of that.
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LT: Yes, because you don’t want me to ring up and say, “I’m meeting so and so today”? Do you mind if I gave
them lunch or anything like that. You will accept?

Woman: Yes. No, you don’t need to do that. That’s fine. Of course it would be nice for us to know after you’ve
had lunch, “Oh, I had a great lunch, this is what I found out”.

LT: Oh, yeah, oh yeah, you’d get all that, you’d get all that.

Man: I mean, I would be quite interested to know how your lunch with Peter Mandelson goes next week, for
instance. I don’t know whether—that’s something you’re doing for someone else, then, isn’t it?
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LT: Pardon?

Man: That’s something you’re doing for someone else.

LT: Well, it’s Peter and I originally, but

Woman: Who is coming along?

LT: I’ve got about three things that I want to get through to them as well. Yes.

Man: All that, sort of, intelligence is always useful ?? by itself ??, especially when you’re talking to—

Woman: And it’s nice for us to be able to tell our clients as well.

LT: I’ve told you, and you can see how I work: I’m straight and honest, and [inaudible] I will tell you
everything ??you want??. If I find that it’s on that thin red line and I’m [inaudible] by my oath, I will not betray
that, but ?? I would do you an oVence ?? to tell you not to do it. Do you understand that?

Man and woman: Yes.

LT: Without embarrassing you or deviating from my responsibility as adviser to [inaudible]. Because one of
the things that I don’t pay a lot of [audible] to is the honours [inaudible]. With me, as well as being honest
[inaudible]

Man: Yes, that’s fine.

LT: But I’ll tell you everything that you wanted to know.

Man: Do you have to notify anyone of our agreement?

LT: Yeah, I do. I do. Janet will take care of that. Janet will put it in the Declaration of Interests so that it’s
open and above board. It is there. And, for example, if I were speaking about something that you were
concerned with in the Chamber, I would have to declare it when I spoke, you know, as well as it being declared
in the Members’ register of interests. But, because I do it in the way that I do, it would only be if I wanted some
publicity for the client that I would speak in the Chamber.

Woman: Yes, and what you could say speaking in the Chamber isn’t necessarily the best way to get things
achieved.

LT: Exactly, yeah. So if you we had a client that wanted some publicity, it would be done this way. Then I would
speak and declare the interests and mention it and so on. But you only do it when it’s necessary.

Man: Yes, absolutely.

Woman: Yes, most of the time, from what you have been saying, you can just kind of do it behind the scenes
and [inaudible]—
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LT: Have you got a card, miss?

Woman: Yes, I have. I’ll get one for you in a sec.

Man: You’ve got mine, haven’t you? Do you want it again?

LT: Yes, please. That’s me with my [inaudible]

Woman: Oh, great. Thank you.

[20.00]

LT: Oh. And that’s me with my [inaudible]

Woman: Oh.
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LT: [inaudible] Well, I’m not giving you mine. [inaudible] considering operations in the UK?

Man: We used to have [inaudible] but not initially as public aVairs.

Woman: Yeah. Just as communications.

Man: Er . . .

Woman: Which is a diVerent kind of work, really.

LT: Tell me, do the parent company give you goals to achieve each year, or what?

Woman: Well, yeah, you do get in terms of, kind of—you know, I don’t have to deal with this so much, I am
practically aware of how much income I am bringing in from clients . . .

LT: Exactly, yeah.

Woman: . . . and not losing any of those clients, but I think, kind of, as an operation you probably have more
to do with it than me, kind of like revenue targets, forecasts that are amended. . . But it’s not too strict, you
know, I think you have those problems more if you’re with a global company that’s very controlling, which
often American companies can be, but, erm, in our case they’re not too bad, actually, setting kind of crazy
targets, erm, for every month of every year, though of course you’re aware what you’re working towards.

Man: To a large extent, though, it’s, it’s doing what you do, in a funny way, which is sorting out problems when
they arise.

LT: Yeah.
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Man: So the money, the retainer, is partly to do with just, you, know, sorting out anything that comes up.

Woman: Yeah.

LT: Yeah.

Woman: When it arises.

Man: Which means that sometimes there’s very little to do; sometimes there’s a lot to do.

LT: Yeah. But what I want to do is I want to make sure that, you know, that you’re successful and [inaudible]
as well as looking after the people that you’ve got problems with.

Woman: Yeah. Well, yes, any, erm, companies that you can suggest that we speak to that might be interested
in us helping them would be great.

LT: And you see, with you especially, getting you known and, erm, inviting you to one or two functions
[inaudible]

Man: That would be useful.

LT: Have you got any family?

Man: Yeah, a wife and two children.

LT: How old are the children?

Man: Er, they are 14 and 13. I always, er, they seem to grow up so fast that . . .

LT: [inaudible] You’ve got some good schools in Richmond, I’m glad.

Man: They go to a state school.

LT: Yeah, but you’ve got some good schools in Richmond. Do you not think so?

Man: Brilliant primary schools, fairly average secondary schools. I mean, the one that my children go to is
getting better, and there’s quite a lot of, a lot of, sort of, investment in trying to make it better at the moment.
It’s, erm, it’s one of those areas where . . . At the point that everyone leaves primary school, they all just
disappear oV to private schools. Because there are so many great private schools around.

LT: Yeah, yeah, that’s true.

Man: Erm, and, erm, we believe in sending our children to state schools . . .

LT: Yeah.
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Man: But it does mean that the sort of, the catchment [inaudible] varied, erm, and, um, the, historically, I
mean, Richmond’s secondary schools have just not, just don’t achieve the results that the primary schools do,
erm, which is a shame, really.

Woman: Yeah [inaudible] I suppose, you know, all the kind of brightest children go to private schools so it’s
going to lower the average, isn’t it?

LT: Why [inaudible]? I’ll tell you why, after what you said. You see, you said that the primary schools are good,
right, and then what happens is that they start creaming the children oV and the high-fliers start going to
private schools and so on.

Woman: Which inevitably lowers the average.

LT: So therefore you have got the average type of child there, so they can’t really receive the high results that
the parents would like [inaudible]. But it all depends on what you want from the children. I’m a great believer
that the best investment that you can make is in education of your children. That’s the best investment
[inaudible] best education they can have then leaving them money when you die, because it gives them an
opportunity of understanding life itself, and that doesn’t necessarily follow. ??You get involved in?? forcing
children. Each child is diVerent, and each child should develop according to their diVerent abilities. I’ve been
involved with all kinds of schools; I started a ??lovely?? experiment that’s been going very successfully for
[inaudible] it was done at a London college; it was a sixth-form college down, er, down, er, [inaudible] sixth-
form [inaudible] 350 pupils [inaudible] possibly [inaudible]. I started [inaudible] Mountbatten and a chap
called ??Sir George Houston??. We’ve now got nine of these colleges. I fell in love with the international
baccalaureate.

[25.00]

Man: Yes.

LT: It was introduced into that college when it was introduced and realised how sound it was, how better it
was than the British A-levels and so on, and how it gave a children a good, better foundation.

Woman: It’s ??about?? broader, isn’t it?

LT: And you specialise ??too early??, where you specialise with the British A-levels in three, four or five subjects
and so on, but here you get a good [inaudible] and it’s far better connected; you specialise when you get to
university and so on, and I’ve given all kinds of evidence before select committees and tried to persuade
secretaries of state and so on to accept the international baccalaureate . . .

Man: They won’t, will they?

LT: No, no. I thought I was getting very near last year; I was getting very near, and then they got, erm, weak
at the end and decided no, they wouldn’t. It will come in the course of time; it’s bound to come in the course
of time, because it’s, it’s far better
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and far easier. But this is where I’m saying, you are doing the right thing, providing your kids are getting
everything that they need [inaudible]

Man: I mean, they have an advantage because they have parents who back them up.

LT: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah.

Woman: Do they help them with their homework, all those kind of things?

Man: My wife is head of the parent-teachers’ association?

LT: Oh, is she? Oh, good. But. . .

Man: Making sure that, you know . . . so, so, I mean, they get on.

LT: Is she on the governors as well?

Man: No she’s not, actually, but, erm . . .

LT: Why is she not on the governors?

Man: I think she’s . . . I don’t know if there was act—there’s actually a spare place on the governors at the
moment.

LT: Not a spare place; there should be elections every year. Yeah, this is what Taylor organised, this is what
Tay—give every school the right to have their own governing body . . .
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Man: I didn’t know that they re-elected the [inaudible].

LT: . . . their own independence and so on, give them their own, erm, erm, finances, appointment of their own
staV and doing what they want to, whether it’s spend money on staV or spend money on library books and
vice versa. All this was part of what I wanted for schools. I’m not going down this road; I’ve got to deal with
you on the commercial side. I get carried away when we get on this. I’m going to ask you if you’ll go now . . .

Man: Yes, of course.

LT: . . . er, because I’ve got one or two things I’ve got to do. Now, are you quite happy [inaudible] When do
we meet again, when do we go on, and so on?

Man: Let us get hold of you, probably next week.

LT: OK then, that’s fine.

Man: Erm, I think that’s the easiest way.

L: Fine.
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Man: And thank you very much for lunch. I’ve enjoyed it thoroughly.

Woman: It’s very kind of you.

LT: Oh, it’s a pleasure.

Woman: You must let us take you somewhere.

LT: No, I never go out, actually.

Woman: Oh, don’t you?

LT: No, I don’t.

Woman: [inaudible].

LT: But, er, I want you to know that I think that you’re both good people and I would be delighted to work
with both of you.

Woman: Ah, thank you.

LT: So . . .

Man: Thank you very much.

LT: You’ve got to use me. I’m, I’m there, I’ve had this wonderful experience . . .

Woman: It’d be great to bounce ideas oV you.

LT: It seems a pity that it would die with me. Things do. So that’s it. OK?

Man: OK. Brilliant.

Woman: OK. Thanks for your time today.

[walking]

LT: Yeah, what he’s doing, he’s making the statement now regarding the, er, Heathrow.

Man: Oh, Heathrow.

Woman: Oh, right.

LT: That’s what . . .

Man: Yes, yes [inaudible]

Woman: Oh.
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LT: It’s ??disguised in that??, that’s what it is.

Woman: Goodness me. Big statement, then, isn’t it?

LT: What he’s doing, he’s using it as an infrastructure [inaudible] business [inaudible].

Man: Not very popular, though, [inaudible]

LT: No.
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Woman: No.

LT: I don’t know, I’m mixed about it, really. I can see the need for it, but [inaudible] Liverpool and Manchester
[inaudible]

Man: And there’s still a lot of people who try [inaudible] north . . .

LT: Yeah.

Man: Ridiculous, isn’t it, really?

[inaudible]

LT: When you go to Brussels, which way do you go?

Man: ??Oh, we fly?? [This might be cross-chatter from passers-by.]

Woman: The Eurostar’s fabulous.

LT: The best way?

Woman: Oh, it’s so nice.

[30.00]

LT: How long does it take you?

Man: Two hours.

Woman: Yes., You don’t have to queue for ages and, you know, check in or all that kind of thing. It’s very
fast. You can work comfortably on the train . . .

LT: I’ve not been on it since the old . . . I went on at the beginning on a free trip.

Man: [indistinct pro-Eurostar noises] although it’s quicker to go from, go St Pancras, but because it’s more
diYcult to get to St Pancras from my home, erm . . .

LT: Yep.
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Man: . . . it actually doesn’t make any diVerence as to . . . Waterloo was much more convenient.

Woman: Yes, and for me as well.

LT: [to passer-by] Sorry.

Man: Erm, but it’s quite nice just to think you’ll get on and within two hours you’re in Brussels . . . You can
quite easily just [inaudible] to Brussels now. It’s be quite an expensive thing to do, but . . .

Woman: Well, there’s a very complicated time diVerence.

LT: Well, what is the fare?

Woman: You can get a cheap fare for abut £59 return if you book in advance, but I think, you know, if you
were booking maybe a week or a couple of days in advance it could be as much as £250.

Man: Yeah, it does, it varies. . .

LT: About £250?

Woman: Yes.

LT: Yeah, well. . .

Woman: If you can kind of organise yourself; if you know that you’re going to be. . .

LT: It’s £357 to Preston. . .

Woman: Is it?

LT: . . . first class.

Woman: Goodness me.

LT: That’s with a normal ticket.

Man: Who does that, though?
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LT: Pardon?

Man: Who does that?

Woman: Is it Virgin Trains, or . . .?

LT: I don’t . . . but you, that’s the way that you [[inaudible] If you were going . . .

Man: It seems sort of wasteful [inaudible]
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LT: Yeah.

Man: Because it’s not as if first class is such a marvellous experience, is it, really. . .

Woman: Apart from on the Eurostar, it’s quite fun.

LT: No, but the reason about first class is that you can read and do. . .

Woman: You’ve got a lot more space, haven’t you?

LT: You can work and you’ve got space.

Man: Yeah, I suppose so.

Neil: ??Heads up?? You all right?

LT: My dear Neil.

Neil: How are you?

LT: Very well. I hope you’ve been a good lad.

Neil: I’m trying. Sometimes I succeed.

LT: Some time I would like to have a little chat with you.

Neil: Please. [inaudible]

LT: Thank you. [sotto voce] You see, that’s how things are done. [inaudible] you know people like that, and
you say to them [inaudible] and if he doesn’t know he’ll find out, you see, so. . . [inaudible] coat?

Woman: Yes, definitely. It’s so cold outside today.

LT: Yes. [inaudible] They’ve got that, they’ve got that, so [inaudible]

Man: Oh no, it’s all right. My briefcase, though, not as impressive as—

LT: Yeah well, nice to see you’re letting the side down. [inaudible] For Christmas I’ll buy you something better
that you can have.

Woman: [inaudible] hand our passes in.

LT: Thank you for coming.

Woman: Lovely to meet you.

LT: Thank you very much.
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Woman: See you soon.

LT: All the best.

Woman: David, do you want to hand your pass in?

Man: Oh. Go out there with that on . . .

Woman: Thanks. Bye.

[end of part 3 of recording of second meeting]

According to the Sunday Times (see p TAST12), Lord Taylor left a message on “David Thompson’s” phone on
Thursday 15 January 2009—we have been provided with no recording or transcript of this telephone conversation.
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Telephone Call to Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) from “David Thompson” (“Man”) of the Sunday Times,
Friday 16 January 2009

Telephone Extra Recordings page 4 of 11

LT: Hello David, thank you for ringing.

Man: I’m really sorry. I understand you’ve made a number of calls and my oYce didn’t tell me until this
morning. I’m sorry, I was out at the theatre last night.

LT: I hope you enjoyed it.

Man: Yes, it was great. A comedian called Bill Bailey. I don’t know if you know him at all. He’s a man who
appears on the telly quite a lot.

LT: Yes, I’ve heard of him, but I’ve never had the privelege of seeing him in the flesh. I can’t ???? of course.
And you enjoyed it, then?

Man: Yes, it was great.

LT: ???? yesterday. I had meetings across at the Home OYce and I decided that as my meeting finished early
I went to the Treasury and I have got a meeting next week with Yvette Cooper, who, as you are probably aware,
is the first secretary in the Treasury.

Man: Yes.

LT: And we are going to discuss the problem that we have in hand.

Man: Oh, the Business Rates Supplement Bill.

LT: Exactly.

Man: Great.

LT: What I would like is I would like anything that you’ve got, you know, apart from the little brief that you
sent me on ??? last week.

Man: Yes.

LT: So if you’ve got any information at all, I would be very—

Man: So you, basically what you want is a fuller brief so that you can discuss it with Yvette.

LT: I do. I do.

Man: Yes, all right. Well look, then I’ll get that to you. When’s your meeting with her?

LT: It’s on Thursday.
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Man: On Thursday. Brilliant. I will . . . let me . . . what are your movements today? Aren’t you travelling back
to Blackburn?

LT: I’m not. I’m in London all weekend.

Man: Mmm.

LT: If you’d like to come into the Lords, say, Tuesday, I’d be very grateful.

Man: That would be great. What sort of time of day are you meeting Yvette Cooper?

LT: Well, she’s got Cabinet. I’m meeting her after Cabinet. It’ll be about 11.30.

Man: Right. Okay. Do you know her or are you, um . . .?

LT: Oh yes, I know her very well. I certainly do know her, yes.

Man: Isn’t she the MP for Pontefract, as I remember?

LT: I don’t know the constituency she represents. I think it is Pontefract, yes. I think she took over from GeoV
Lofthouse.

Man: That would be right, yeah, cos he was, I mean he’s Lord Lofthouse now, isn’t he?

LT: Yes, he is.

Man: Yes, he’s the former. . .

LT: ???
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Man: No, but I know Pontefract, it’s the reason, I know he was the MP, the Labour MP for Pontefract for
many, many years, wasn’t he?

LT: Ooh yeah. They don’t count votes in Pontefract, you know; they used to weigh them.

Man: Yeah, there wasn’t really any opposition. I don’t know whether the Tories ever put anyone up there.

LT: Well, they always put somebody up there, but it was just a sort of token . . . I remember at one stage it was
the highest majority in the country and then GeoV became the Deputy Speaker in the Lords . . . sorry, in the
Commons, and then he was knighted and then he came over to us. He’s a very quiet chap and he’s done a hell
of a lot for the miners, and especially on this compensation racket that’s been going on.

Man: Mmm.

LT: Well anyway, with the greatest of respect to GeoVrey, he is not there now and we’re concentrating on
Yvette Cooper.
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Man: Brilliant. Okay. Well, look, I’ll get something to you. I’ll send it by email, if that’s all right, to Janet, yeah?

LT: Yes, that would be fine. The next thing that I want from you is that I also last night spoke to a company
that’s looking for a public relations company, more in the north-west of England. A firm called Cantaxx. I
don’t know whether you know them.

Man: How do you spell that?

LT: Cantaxx. C-A-N-T-A-double X.

Man: C-A-N-T-

LT: C-A-N-T-A-double X.

Man: Really.

LT: What they’re doing is that they’re building, or wanting to put planning permission in for a gas storage in
the ????salt there???. Now, they’ve had a public relations firm but they’re not happy about them and I was
telling them how good you were and so on, so they said could I give them some information about you.

Man: Oh right. Okay, yeah. No, absolutely. Do you want me to contact them?

LT: No, if you could let me have whatever you’ve got and I’ll talk to them and then we’ll do the contacting
afterwards.

Man: Brilliant. Okay, well I’ll do that. I’ll get that to you as well.

LT: They are a Canadian-Texas firm, hence the word Canatxx [this is the correct spelling, in fact—Ed].
Canada Texas.

Man: Mmm hmm. And they’re keen on gas storage.

LT: Oh yeah. They’ve been working on it for quite some time and they are the world’s experts on it and there’s
a good seam of salt that runs from Preesall to ??? and it’s ideal for storing gas there.

Man: Gas storage is one of those issues, isn’t it, where planning, as far as I remember . . .

LT: Exactly.

Man: Are they having diYculties or are they . . .?

LT: They’ve had diYculties. They had a public inquiry about two years ago and they are resubmitting now.
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Man: Oh, I see. So they are looking to, sort of, put forward a campaign at the moment, are they?

LT: Exactly.

Man: Mmm. Erm. It doesn’t require new legislation, presumably. It just requires some new . . .

LT: It is straightfoward public relations work.

Man: Right, okay. Okay, well that sounds good. And thank you for that.

LT: Those are the two things that I wanted to get from you, please.

Man: Yes, of course.

LT: Right, the other thing I was a bit . . . er . . . what did you say the remuneration was?
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Man: Well, initially I said between 5 and 10 thousand and then you said 10 thousand, so we left it at 10
thousand.

LT: Yeah, but what are you on, 10 thousand a year?

Man: A month.

LT: Oh, that’s better, yeah, because you worried me there. Leave it at 10 thousand for the time being, because
as I say I’ll get this back for you.

Man: Yes, okay.

LT: Now are you happy about that?

Man: Yes, indeed.

LT: Are you sure?

Man: Yes.

LT: You ??? . .??? in your mind.

Man: No, I mean I’d have to . . . before we finally settle it up I’ve still got to get permission from my overall
client before we actually, you know, in eVect shake hands and seal a deal. But that’s all.

LT: Yeah, but it won’t be just . . . you see I’m not going to do it just for this one client . . .

Man: No.

LT: It’s all the other things that you want as well.
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Man: No, indeed. But I think he’d be very impressed at how quickly you were able to get hold of . . . get in
front of the Minister.

LT: I’m not doing this to impress you. I’m doing it for action.

Man: I know, but, you know . . . I think he’ll be impressed by action, shall we say? But, I need . . . and I will
get . . . he is travelling at the moment so I won’t get any final say from him until next week some time.

LT: Do you want me to meet him at some time?

Man: Yeah, that would be good if you could.

LT: I will do with pleasure.

Man: Mmm. It all depends on when he’s in the UK, because I’m assuming you don’t really want to travel
outside the UK to meet him, do you? Or do you? I don’t know.

LT: No, not really, but to meet him, that’s far better.

Man: Right, well we’ll arrange that when it comes up.

LT: They are based in Hong Kong, are they?

Man: Yes indeed.

LT: Yeah, well I did quite a lot with Hong Kong with the new territories and so on and with the university
there. Anyway, if I could meet him I would be delighted to.

Man: Brilliant. Okay. Well, look, I’ll get back to you with all those things that you asked for and we’ll talk
again.

LT: Thank you very much indeed.

Man: Thank you. Bye.

LT: Bye.

[end of call]
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E-mail to Lord Taylor of Blackburn (via Janet) from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times, Tuesday 20
January 2009

From David Thompson

“David Thompson” 'davidwmja.eu.com(

To ***

Subject Briefing of business rates.

Attachments business supplememnt.rtf

Date: Tue 20/01/2009 09:12

View: HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content

Janet,

Hello. Can you pass this on to Lord Taylor as soon as possible. Many thanks.

David Thompson.

Dear Lord Taylor,

I have attached the full briefing on the Business Rate Supplement Bill to this email. Obviously, not all of it is
relevant to the matter at hand but I thought it might be better if you had a rounded view of the issues. If you
require further reading, it might be worth having a look at the Hansard, Monday 12 January 2009 (Volume
486, No 11), for last week’s debate.

I have passed on your information about Cantaxx to our business development manager and he will provide
me with a package I can pass on to you. Is it ok if we wait a week as our brochures are being reprinted?

Let me know if there is anything further you require. I’ll give you a call on Wednesday ahead of your meeting.

Kind regards

David

ATTACHMENT—

Supplementary Business Rate Bill

Memorandum for Lord Taylor

January 19, 2009

Strictly private and confidential. For Lord Taylor’s use only.

The rationale for introduction of a supplementary business rate:

1. The proposal for a business rate supplement arises from Sir Michael Lyon’s report into the future of local
government, in which he argued that councils should become more instrumental in supporting local economic
development, for example through greater investment in local infrastructure. In this context, the report
recognized the importance of having a competitive local business tax regime and concluded that this could be
best delivered, as presently, via the uniform business rate.

2. The Lyons Report makes an important case for local authorities to have greater flexibility, and this can be
achieved by giving councils the power to levy a supplementary business rate (SBR). Sir Michael also notes that
there would need to be limitations on such new powers in order to get business buy-in and greater trust in the
relationship between businesses and councils. Obviously—although this is not proposed—an important
safeguard on this power would be a business vote on whether each local proposal was acceptable to the businesses
that would be aVected by it.

3. While investment in local economic development projects, particularly transport infrastructure, the
Government should not consider this recommendation in isolation. The overall corporate tax burden is
already too high. The lowering of corporation tax rates has been a step in the right direction but much of this
reduction has been oVset by other adjustments to the business tax regime. An increase in business rates through
a new levy would be a further concern particularly alongside the proposed changes to business rates for empty
property.
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Accountability and approval mechanisms for the introduction of a supplementary business rate at a local level —
the role of business and the wider community:

1. If councils are given the power to introduce a levy on the business rate its success would rest on genuine
accountability and rigorous approval mechanisms. Sir Michael Lyons presented two options (voting and
consultation) as approval mechanisms, opting for statutory consultation in his final recommendations to
Government. The CBI, the Forum for Private Business and the British Retail Consortium all argue that
businesses must have a vote for the idea to be acceptable.

2. The Lyons Report emphasises the importance of building up trust between businesses and local authorities.
Sir Michael argues that the power to levy a supplementary business rate, if used to fund projects which were
genuinely intended to drive the local economy, is one way in which this trust could be built up. However, this
can only be achieved if businesses feel that they genuinely are able to influence the decision-making process.

Consultation simply would not provide suYcient mandate for councils to levy a supplementary business rate nor
would it demonstrate that aVected businesses supported the proposed project. This could only be achieved through
a vote.

3. One of the arguments put forward against the idea of a vote is that businesses would use it simply to block
any proposal being promoted by local authorities. However, we do not believe this would be the case.
Businesses asked to vote on a particular development project will make their judgement based on an
assessment of the potential benefits set against the additional costs to them through the SBR. If the economic
case for the project is strong enough, the vote will be positive. Indeed, experience with existing Business
Improvement District (BID) schemes is that this is exactly the way in which it works. Business feedback on
BIDs has been very positive largely because they feel they have had a say in the process. Even where they had
voted against a particular proposal which subsequently went ahead (because a majority was in favour), they
were supportive because of the role they had played.

4. As Sir Michael recognises, unless the approval mechanisms for a SBR are right there is a danger that this
power could see the relationship between businesses and councils deteriorate rather than improve. Since
publication of the Lyons report, the CBI has consulted with approximately 600 companies on 10 regional
councils across England. Whilst there was an appreciation of some of the diYculties associated with a
proposed vote, the overwhelming majority felt that anything less than a vote simply would be unacceptable.

Since a business vote would be so key to the principle of a supplementary rate, here are proposals for a potential
voting mechanism:

(i) Voting should be weighted according to rateable value.

(ii) Members should have an opportunity to vote on the specific project plan rather than just the principle of
a levy.

(iii) There should be safeguards on re-voting so that if a vote failed it would be significantly amended before
it is voted on again.

(iv) The exact voting mechanisms should be spelt out in legislation so as to ensure continuity across all
council areas.

Please note: the principle of voting to agree a business rate levy has already been established through the Business
Improvement District model.

The need for exemption for new businesses:

The bill was originally conceived in a government white paper in 1998, long before the Lyons report. It was a
time of boom, in stark contrast to our current economic predicament.

2) During the second reading of the bill in the Commons on January 12, 2009, Brian Binley, the member of
Northampton South pointed out some 13,5000 companies failed in 2007, the Forum of Private Business
predict 200,000 businesses will fail, and KPMG say some 150,000 businesses will become insolvent.
Unemployment is projected to rise to 3m by the end of 2009.

3) It goes without saying that this is not a good time to impose extra taxes on business. However, if the
government is determined to go ahead with the SBR, consideration should be given to an exemption for new
businesses which will be the green shoots of a recovering economy. We propose that a two year exemption should
be given to new businesses taking up new retail premises. In such circumstances, firms will have to be able to
demonstrate that they are genuinely new rather than a relocation from some other premises. Furthermore, they
will have to show that they are creating new jobs which would not otherwise have been available.
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Consideration of implementation issues, including the impact on local authority tax bills and decision-making in
two-tier local authority areas:

1. Management of projects that were approved by the business community, via a positive vote, would need to
be both transparent and accountable in order to give confidence that projects would be delivered eYciently
and eVectively. The exact mechanisms would need to be considered but in practice there should be business
involvement in the running of specific projects eg business representation on any management boards.

2. If the recommendation to allow supplementary business rates is taken forward business confidence would
rely on transparent decision-making, genuine accountability and eYcient delivery. These factors would be vital
whether the projects were in unitary or two-tier local authority areas. It is worth noting that businesses could
be wary of agreeing to a supplement in a two-tier authority if the administration costs were noticeably higher
than under a unitary authority.

3. Clearly where potential projects had implications for two or more local authorities, perhaps at the level of
city-region, and where regional authorities needed to be involved, implementation is likely to be more
complex. It would therefore be important for Government to be clear, if taking forward this recommendation,
whether the purpose was to fund local or regional projects and shape the proposals, including approval and
accountability mechanisms, accordingly.

The impact of a supplementary business rate on equalisation:

1. The case against the relocalisation of business rates was accepted in part because of the diYculties of
equalisation: the diVerences in business rate revenue between councils would outweigh any increased incentive
for councils to boost local businesses.

2. If revenue from supplementary rates was redistributed by central Government through the equalisation
mechanism in the same way that standard business rates are shared out there would be a danger that the power
was seen as an increase in business rates through the back door rather than a specific levy to hind local projects.
So Lyons recommended that revenue from any supplementary business rates should be retained locally—not
redistributed—to avoid undermining the purpose of the proposed supplement.

3. In recognition of the greater flexibility this would give some councils over others (ie: those with more
businesses and therefore potentially higher revenue from a supplement) it would continue to be important for
the Government to invest in those areas that had fewer businesses and therefore a lesser capacity to generate
revenue through a supplement. Councils and central government would also need to consider the risk that a
supplement could deter incoming businesses, particularly in regeneration areas.

The appropriate scale of the supplement:

1. Lyons proposed that revenue from any supplementary rate must be entirely additional to existing local
government funding and used exclusively on specific projects that were agreed with the relevant business
community. In the future it may be increasingly diYcult to know whether economic development projects
would have been provided without a business supplement and therefore whether the supplement was truly
“additional”. In order to avoid this scepticism it would be vital for all tiers of government to demonstrate that
spending on economic development projects had at least kept pace with current investment.

2. Lyons recognised that businesses need certainty and predictability of their business rate liability and
therefore recommended the idea of an upper limit or cap on supplementary business rates. A centrally-set cap
must be implemented if businesses are to have confidence in councils to use this power eVectively and
eYciently. Where BIDs already exist the cap must include this revenue and the onus should be on councils to
demonstrate the future benefits for businesses to oVset the initial cost.

3. At the lower end of the range proposed by Lyons the experience of BIDs shows that for certain additional
services businesses can be willing to pay a levy of 0.5–1%. At the other extreme the 4 pence supplement
(eVectively almost 10% increase on business rate bills) implemented in the Rugby BID is atypical and far
higher than the vast majority of businesses would be willing to pay. We therefore believe the 2% currently
proposed is too high.

4. All parties who benefit from the project should share the cost. Where those parties include non-business
rate payers councils should demonstrate how the cost burden is being shared fairly.
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Timescales

1. In terms of providing businesses with greater assurance about the parameters of a supplementary there
should be a centrally-set time limit on the duration of a supplement. This would have the advantage of giving
greater certainty to businesses so that they could plan for the additional cost. It would also provide greater
assurance about the eYciency and eVectiveness of delivery since the project would have to be delivered within
that timescale.

2. As with the proposed rate cap it would be within the power of local authorities to set out in any proposals
the appropriate duration of a supplement for a specific project which could be lower than the national limit.

3. In terms of providing assurance that a supplementary rate would not represent relocalisation through the
back door Government should also consider introducing a “freeze” time to be implemented at the end of one
project and before a new project could be proposed.

E-mail to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Janet, Tuesday 20 January 2009

From Janet M Robinson
“Janet M Robinson”
***

To davidwmja.eu.com

Subject RE: Briefing of business rates

Date: Tue 20/01/2009 11:00
View: HTML I Text I Header I Raw Content

Dear David
Will do. Many thanks
Janet

Telephone Call to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Wednesday 21
January 2009

Telephone Extra Recordings page 11 of 11

Automated Voice: Message will be saved for three days. To listen to your voice messages, press 1. . . .[fades
out and then in again] saved message, sent January 21st at 10 am.

LT: Hello David, it’s Tom, Lord Taylor. Thank you very much. I have received the brief, which is excellent.
It’s just what I want. I understand most of it. I have been doing quite a bit of research of the tea man ??? and
I know what you want to achieve, or I think I know what you want to achieve now. I’ll go ahead and I will
probably give you a ring towards the weekend and let you know what first steps I’ve taken. Anyway, I hope
everything’s okay with you. Thank you. Bye.

Telephone Call to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times at an unknown time—
the position of this transcript in this sequence is our supposition

Telephone Extra Recordings page 9 of 11

[at 00:56]

Automated Voice: This is a Vodafone voicemail service for ***** ******. Please leave a message after the tone.
When you’ve finished recording, please hang up, or press the hash key for more options.

Beep.

Hi Tom, it’s David here. Thank you very much for your message this morning. I just wanted to check, you are
still seeing Yvette Cooper tomorrow. What I wondered was when you are meeting Peter Mandelson, because
I wondered whether it might be appropriate to raise it with him. Anyway, I’m on my mobile, although I’m in
a meeting from about, sort of, quarter to 11 through till about 12, so I may turn it oV for that time, but then
I can always ring you back??. Bye.
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Telephone Call to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”), Wednesday
21 January 2009

Telephone Extra Recordings page 11 of 11

Automated Voice: End of message. To return the call, press hash. [fades out and then in again] message saved.
Next message, sent January 21st at 2.39 pm.

LT: Hello David. I have met Peter Mandelson and I have discussed it with him and Baroness Andrews, and
I’ve discussed it with her and I’m meeting Yvette Cooper later on today and I’m also meeting two of the local
authority teams tomorrow morning, so everything is in hand and thank you very much for your suggestions.
Thank you. I will ring you back when I can do. Thank you. Bye.

Telephone Call to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”), Wednesday
21 January 2009

Telephone Extra Recordings page 11 of 11

Automated Voice: End of message. To return . . . [fades out and then in again] message saved. Next message,
sent January 21st at 6.26 pm.

LT: Hello, good evening. Try and get over this tomorrow morning. I will try and be available, but what I’m
doing, I’m trying to get as much as I possibly can in and I’ve all kinds of meetings tomorrow, so please, if you
don’t get me don’t worry, but you’ll definitely get me on Friday morning if you don’t get me Thursday
morning. Hope to see you then. Thank you. Bye.

According to the Sunday Times, “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times rang Lord Taylor on Thursday 22
January 2009

Please see the Lord Taylor Sunday Times transcript (p TaST17), and the Sunday Times letter of 17 March 2009
(pp W8–9), for the journalist’s recollection of the call.

Failed Telephone Call to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday
23 January 2009

Telephone CD2 page 2 of 29

[New call]

Automated Voice: This is a Vodafone voicemail service for ***** ******. Please leave a message after the tone.
When you have finished your call, please hang up or press the hash key for more options. Beep.

Man: Hello, hopefully I’m leaving a message for Lord Taylor. Lord Taylor, this is Michael Gillard from the
Sunday Times. I’m very keen to speak to you for a story we’re preparing for this weekend. It’s now 1.09 on
Friday afternoon. If you could give me a call on ***** ******, alternatively ***** ******. What it’s about
briefly is, I’m interested in talking to you about discussions you’ve had with a company called Michael
Johnson Associates, who represent a Chinese client who’s interested in the Supplementary Rates Bill going
through the Commons and subsequently the Lords and having it amended. I’d like to talk to you about that.
As I said, I’m very keen to do that today because we are publishing this weekend. So, once again, the numbers
are ***** ******, or ****. I’ll try you on the other numbers I have for you. Bye for now.

[call ends]

Telephone Call to Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) from Michael Gillard (“Man”) of the Sunday Times, Friday
23 January 2009

Telephone CD2 page 3 of 29

[New call]

LT: Hello, good afternoon, Taylor.

Man: Lord Taylor?

LT: Hello.

Man: It’s Michael Gillard from the Sunday Times.
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LT: Yes, Michael.

Man: Have you got a minute to talk?

LT: Yes.

Man: I’m interested in talking to you about discussions you’re having at the moment with a company called
Michael Johnson Associates over a Chinese client that they have. Ring any bells?

LT: Michael. . .?

Man: Johnson Associates.

LT: Oh yes.

Man: Yes, they have this Chinese businessman, Mr Jiang.

LT: Yes.

Man: . . . who they are representing and I understand that they have contracted your services.

LT: That’s right.

Man: What do you know about Mr Jiang?

LT: The only thing that I know about him is that he has been looking [inaudible] in the Olympic industry for
some time.

Man: In the Olympic industry, right.

LT: Yes.

Man: And what is it that you have contracted yourself to do for him?

LT: Oh, just assistance as they go forward with their projects during the various bids that they were putting.

Telephone CD2 page 4 of 29

Man: Various bids for what?

LT: And now they’re going for the Olympics in the UK.

Man: Oh, it’s for Olympic bids.

LT: Yes.

Man: Right. And what are they bidding for?

LT: Well, they are, when the appropriate time comes . . . the time hasn’t come and we’ve done nothing for them
as yet . . . it will be when they are putting bids in [inaudible] come forward to the appropriate regulations and
so on.

Man: And these are bids to do what? I don’t know what they do.

LT: Oh, they ??provide?? China and so on for the Olympics and what have you.

Man: Oh, China for the Olympics. Right. What I understand they asked you to, correct me if I’m wrong, is
that they wanted help in amending legislation around the Business Rates Supplementary Bill.

LT: Pardon?

Man: That they wanted to amend the legislation around the Business Rates Supplementary Bill. Is that not
your understanding of . . .?

LT: Oh, no no. That’s a completely diVerent firm that you’re talking about. Oh no, I’m not involved in that.
I haven’t done anything. We’ve just kept on chatting, that’s all.

Man: So the Olympic thing is . . .?

LT: Oh, it’s nothing to do with that, no. I’m mistaking it for something else.

Man: Oh, right. Who’s the Olympic thing?

LT: Oh, it’s a Chinese firm from Hong Kong that I’ve talked to for some time.

Man: Right, but Mr Jiang, as I understand it . . .

LT: Oh no, he’s not the same person. It’s not the same person. We’re at cross purposes.

Man: Right. Okay. So we now know who we’re talking about.
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LT: Yeah, I do know what you’re talking about. David Thompson. . .

[5.00]

Man: That was him.

Telephone CD2 page 5 of 29

LT: Yeah, that’s right. He had . . .

Man: What’s that all about?

LT: Oh, they just asked me about what was happening and so on, and I’ve given them my advice but I’m not
contracting with them in any way.

Man: Oh, I understood that you’d agreed to a consultancy fee of £10,000 a month.

LT: Oh no.

Man: No? And that you’ve already started doing work for them?

LT: Oh no.

Man: You haven’t met anyone or pressed any buttons?

LT: No, not yet. No, no, no. I was only in the early stages of talking to them.

Man: Right. Well, I’m afraid I’m going to have to be a bit more forceful about what I understand, because in
fact the two people you met, Clare Taylor and David Thompson, are undercover reporters for the Sunday
Times Insight team and the whole conversations that you had over the last, erm, I think you’ve had two
meetings, were secretly recorded. And what I understand from the transcripts of those conversations, Lord
Taylor, is that you did agree to work for them, that the fee structure was at £10,000 a month and that what
you agreed to do was to help amend the legislation on the business and financial rates and that in that regard
you had already approached Peter Mandelson and Yvette Cooper.

LT: Oh no, no I’m sorry.

Man: You’re recorded as. . .

LT: No, I’m sorry I have not met, you want the wrong Taylor. I have not met anyone at all.

Man: I’m sorry, but you’re on record to these two undercover reporters.

LT: Yeah, well I have not met anyone.

Man: You did not meet Yvette Cooper yet.

LT: No, I have not met Yvette Cooper, I’ve not met Peter Mandelson or anyone.

Man: But why would you tell them that you had done it, then?

LT: Oh, I didn’t tell them that.

Man: It’s on record, Lord Taylor.

Telephone CD2 page 6 of 29

LT: No, I’m sorry, I have not met anyone. I have not met any Government oYcer at all.

Man: And you’re saying that you didn’t tell the two undercover reporters.

LT: No. To be quite honest, I played them along because I thought they were undercover reporters and I just
led them along. No, I’ve not met anyone or touched anything.

Man: Right. And so when you oVered to arrange dinners and hold meetings in the Lords to impress clients,
what was that?

LT: Oh that was just a scene because I was suspecting that they were undercover reporters right at the
beginning.

Man: Right. And so when you said, erm, sorry, I’m going to read you some of the transcripts so that I can get
your take on it. One of the things that’s quite interesting is, you said the following: “I will work within the
rules, but also rules are meant to be bent and the way that sometimes and the way that they use it.” What do
you mean by that?

LT: What do I mean by that?

Man: Yes.
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LT: Oh, to explain things to people, that’s all.

Man: What, you would bend rules to explain things to . . . I don’t follow. The context of that comment in the
context of the conversation was that you were being contracted by a firm that represented a Chinese
businessman.

LT: Oh no, no, no, no, no, no, no. No, I wasn’t contracting. I’ve signed nothing, I’ve agreed to nothing at all.
Nothing at all.

Man: But, as I said, I mean all this was recorded.

LT: No, well I’m sorry if you’ve recorded it, it’s recorded wrongly. I am sorry. It is not. I have signed nothing.
I have agreed nothing. I have met no one. You can get in touch with any government department. I have
approached no one at all about this.

Man: So what were you doing? Conning the company?

LT: No, I was conning two reporters.

Man: So you thought they were reporters?

LT: Oh, yes. Right at the beginning.

Man: Right. And did you notify anyone of this?

Telephone CD2 page 7 of 29

LT: No, because there was no need to notify anyone. I was waiting to see what developed from it.

Man: Why not? Wouldn’t it be sensible to tell the Whips’ OYce?

LT: Oh no, no, no, no, it wasn’t much, because they were so naı̈ve, were the people. You don’t do things
like that.

Man: If they were so naı̈ve and you knew they were reporters, why was it that you would take them along in
the way that you did?

LT: Because I was interested to see the way that undercover reporters work.

Man: Right. Right.

LT: No, I was quite amazed at the way that they work.

Man: So your position is that all the claims that you made on the tape recordings, all the things you agreed
to do for money, you were doing on the basis that you knew you were speaking to undercover reporters.

LT: Yeah, because I’ve not done a damn thing.

Man: And, er, you—

LT: And there’s no ??? bosun licking?????? or anything like that and I’ve not taken a penny and would never
take a penny for it.

Man: Would it be improper in your view, then, to have done that?

[10.00]

LT: Well, it was improper of them to come under false pretences.

Man: Well, putting that aside for one minute, and we can get back to that, the issue is: is it improper or not
for a Lord to take money or agree to take money from a third party to have legislation amended?

LT: Absolutely it is. Absolutely.

Man: Right. And would you agree that that’s what you admitted doing on the tape?

LT: No, I did not. I would not agree that I admitted doing that. We were just playing, just playing, that’s all.
It was absolutely farcical to do what they thought.

Man: Well why did you go along with it, then?

LT: Pardon?

Man: Why did you go along with it?

LT: Well, because I wanted to see what they were doing.
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Man: Why didn’t you just say, “I’m sorry, this isn’t something I could do.” I mean, by engaging in —

LT: No, because I was interested. It was fascinating to see how undercover reporters work. And I’m not so
naı̈ve. It was interesting to see how far they would go, what they were trying to get at.

Man: Right. So the position is that you didn’t contact or have a meeting with Yvette Cooper.

LT: Not at all.

Man: That you didn’t have a meeting with Peter Mandelson.

LT: Not at all.

Man: You didn’t speak to the head of the Bill team.

LT: Not at all.

Man: Right. And you have made no approaches to anyone on behalf of—

LT: None whatsoever.

Man: Right. Okay. Well —

LT: None whatsoever. No Minister or anybody has been contacted at all.

Man: Right.

LT: And nothing has been done and no money has been asked for in any way at all.

Man: Well, money was . . . there was a discussion about money and there was an agreement to pay you
£120,000 a year.

LT: Well, if there was it was just a verbal agreement. I never suspected that it would get anywhere near that
at all.

Man: Why would you make a verbal agreement?

LT: I didn’t make a verbal agreement. I didn’t make a . . . I was just completely seeing how far they would go.

Man: Isn’t this just a defence that you’re putting up now that you’ve been caught in a sting?

LT: Not at all. I’ve not been caught in anything at all. I’m absolutely honest.

Man: So you have no issue with the transcript being properly represented in the paper.

Telephone CD2 page 9 of 29

LT: Oh, if you publish, I don’t know what the transcript has to say.

Man: I’m telling you what it said and I’m telling you the admissions that you’ve made and the things that you
agreed to do on behalf of this company and its Chinese client.

LT: Well, I’m sorry. We’ll have to wait and see when it’s been published and then we can take action when it’s
published. That’s all.

Man: Just so I’m clear. Your statement on the record is what?

LT: My statement on the record is that I knew that they were under—what do you call it?—reporters. I was
seeing how far they would go. I have not seen any Minister or done anything in any unproper way at all, and
would never dream of doing it. Never dream of doing it. I’ve been in the House for 30-odd years and I’ve been
in Government for 50-odd years. I would never dream of doing that.

Man: Okay. I’ve got all that down. If I need to get back to you, is this the right number?

LT: This is the right number this weekend, yes.

Man: There’s one more thing before I go and that is that during the taped conversations that you had, you
referred to having done work to amend legislation on behalf of Experian. Is that also not the case?

LT: Oh, no. I’ve worked for Experian for a long time. But it’s not amend regulations.

Man: No, not amend regulation. Amend legislation.

LT: No, not amend, it is pointing out the diYculties about legislation.

Man: Well, I’m trying to find the appropriate part in one of the transcripts and I’ll read it to you and then you
perhaps would be kind enough to give me your take on what you thought you were saying there, because
obviously, um . . . The conversation is about Experian, and you say, “Experian are a company. They have a
terrific amount of intelligence and information. They are the people who advise banks on your
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creditworthiness and so on. They will blacklist you or tell you how good they are. Also they do a lot of work
with Government on ID cards and so on because they’ve got all sorts of information. For example, I’ve been
working with them on a statute that’s coming out or was coming out, because I’ve got it delayed now, whereby
it was going to be diYcult for them to get”—

LT: No, no it wasn’t a statute. What it was —

Man: Can I just finish the thing and then you can say what you want to say. “So I’ve got that amended. And
you do it quietly behind the scenes, you see.” The reporter said to you, “How do you manage to do that? Do
you actually put an amendment yourself?” And you said, “No, no, no, no. You don’t do things like that. That’s
stupid. What you do is you talk to the parliamentary team who drafts the statute as it goes

Telephone CD2 page 10 of 29

through and you point out the diYculties that the retailer would have on this and how things are working, and
so on”—

LT: This is true.

Man: . . . “and you get them to amend it that way.”

LT: Yes, that’s true, and you do it through the ??agency?? that’s what we’ve done. Not me, but with the
??agencies??.

Man: So when you say, “I’ve got that amended.”

LT: Oh no, I’ve not got it amended. I’m using that term. It is the agents that have got it amended.

Man: Right. So what do you get paid for, then?

LT: For Experian? I helped them in various ways.

Man: And then when you say to us, going back to the work that Michael Johnson Associates wanted you to
do for their Chinese client, you said, “I’ve got many contacts within the Treasury, with the Treasury team and
Yvette Cooper and people like that have been great contacts to me. Don’t forget, many of these Ministers have
been juniors to me.” You were then asked—

LT: They are juniors in age.

Man: Yes, they are. You were then asked, “If my client wished to meet anyone, would that be possible?” and
you said, “It’s possible in certain circumstances. I would advise him as to whether it was a little bit dodgy or
not, but the answer in most cases is yes.” Then you were asked, “And presumably with senior civil servants as
well?” and your reply was, “Yes.”

LT: Yeah, well it is possible to meet them if you go through the appropriate channels.

Man: You, in other words.

LT: Well, yes, me, and other people through the appropriate channels. If you’ve got a suggestion to make you
apply to see the Minister or you apply to see the appropriate civil servants through the usual channels. This
is open government.

Man: Right. Well I think I’ve got this comment of yours and that’s the one we’ll go with, but can I leave a
number with you in case there’s anything that—

LT: You can, but my answer is that I have not seen any Ministers, spoken to any Minister or any senior civil
servant or anyone at all.

Man: Okay. Right, let me give you the number and then if you have any things that you want to discuss with
me then I’ll be on the end of this phone. Are you ready?

Telephone CD2 page 11 of 29

LT: Yeah, I don’t think that there’s anything that I do want to discuss with you, but—

Man: Just in case.

LT: To be quite honest, I’m looking for a pen.

Man: Do you want me to call you back?

LT: Just hang on a second and see if I can’t find one. Yes, please, I’m ready.

Man: **** . . .
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LT: **** . . .

Man: *** . . .

LT: *** . . .

Man: ****.

LT: ****.

Man: And it’s Michael Gillard.

LT: Michael . . .?

Man: Gillard. G-I-double L-A-R-D.

LT: Right. And this is the Sunday Times.

Man: Sunday Times, yes.

LT: Used to be a very good newspaper.

Man: I’ll pass on that.

LT: Pardon?

Man: I’ll pass that on to the Editor.

LT: You did use to be a very good newspaper. Okay then.

Man: Right, thanks for your time.

LT: Thank you. Bye.

[end of call]

Failed Telephone Call to “David Thompson” of the Sunday Times from Lord Taylor of Blackburn (“LT”) at an
unknown time—the position of this transcript in this sequence is our supposition

Telephone Extra Recordings page 11 of 11

Automated Voice: End of message. To return the call, press hash . . . [fades out and then in again] message
saved. Next message, sent yesterday at 9.05 pm.

LT: Hello David. I shall be seeing Gordon Brown some time over the weekend and then I shall be seeing the
Queen on Monday. Anybody else you’d like me to see? You certainly were a little man, weren’t you? Anyway,
all the very best to you David. You’d make a very, very good actor some time, but luckily I knew what you
were up to. Thank you. Bye.

Automated voice: Message saved.

[end of recording]
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Lord Taylor of Blackburn—Sunday Times Transcript

Sunday Times Lord Taylor page 1 of 31

Jonathan Calvert, a Sunday Times reporter using the name David Thompson, first contacted Lord Taylor on
Wednesday December 17th 2008. In the call, Calvert explains that he is looking to hire somebody to do political
consultancy work who could help with work in parliament on behalf of a client. Lord Taylor confirmed it was
the sort of work he did and agreed to meet in the House of Lords the following day.

LT: Hello Taylor.

JC: Hello is that Lord Taylor

LT: It is I.

JC: My name is David Thompson. I am from a company called Michael Johnston Associates. We have not
met but the reason I am calling you is that I have a client who is looking for some political consultancy work
and I wondered whether I might come and talk to you about it. It is a client in the retail sector.

Maybe I should explain who we are. We are a communications and public aVairs company. Mostly we deal
with Brussels. And we have been asked by this particular client to find somebody who would help with work
in parliament. My researcher did some research and we were looking for somebody with good links to
government who has a good track record in working for enterprises outside parliament. And she suggested
your name, which is why I am calling you now. I don’t know whether this is the sort of thing you would do,
or whether we might be better oV meeting to talk it through if you are interested?

LT: Both, both. Let me tell you a little bit about myself and then you know. Yes, I have got a lot of connections
with government because I am very fortunate in the sense that I have been in the Lords for 30 years and my
background was education. Most of the British education system is based on what they call the Taylor report
and so on and I’ve done everything it’s possible for a layman to do in education. And even though physically
I think I am deteriorating, mentally I am probably more alert than someone much much younger than myself.
And during that time I gained a lot of experience.

I decided a few years ago I was going to retire. I have no need to do anything. I have got past the stage of
seeking monetary rewards or honours or positions or anything like that some time ago, but it seems a pity,
when I have gained so much experience and knowledge, not to use it. And therefore I have been working with
quite a few, quite a number of companies over the years, both nationally and internationally. I decided that I
was definitely going to retire last year and I wasn’t going to do anything, but unfortunately, I am the sort of
bloke that can’t resist a challenge, and depending on what the position is and what the people want, I will help
them if I possibly can. So I don’t have to do anything. Can I put it that way to you.

So I am not seeking anything. I am giving what I’ve got. And if it’s somebody that I like and I like what they
have tried to do or tried to achieve, I will help them. That is my philosophy.
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JC: I am assuming that it would be a paid role, though. Or are you saying that you might do it for free?

LT: Oh, I might do. It depends on what it is. If it’s somebody just coming up the ladder and starting oV, you
know and so on, I would help them free. It depends on who they are. Does that help?

JC: Yes that helps. Maybe we should meet rather than talk on the phone. Have a cup of tea to discuss it.

LT: I would be delighted to do that. What have you got in mind?

Discuss arrangements for meeting the next day and conversation ends
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Calvert met Lord Taylor in the House of Lords on Thursday December 8th and was taken to the peers’ guest
room. In this meeting Calvert explains who his client is and the type of parliamentary work he requires. Lord
Taylor makes it clear that he doesn’t do any work in the chamber for business clients such as asking questions.
Instead, he works behind the scenes making the case to ministers over tea or lunch in the Lords. For example,
he recently had a meeting with Lord Drayson to talk about gas storage (Note: Taylor is a consultant to the gas
storage company Canatxx). Calvert says his client wants to amend the Business Rate Supplement Bill and Lord
Taylor indicates that it is the type of work he can do. He suggests that he has previously worked with his client
Experian to amend a bill. He says he would not put down the amendment himself but would talk to the
parliamentary draft team and ministers to get it amended that way. Calvert asks what the fee structure will
be and Lord Taylor tells him what he charges other clients.

The transcript begins as they sit down in the peer’s guest room.

LT: There’s more business done in here than what’s done in most government oYces or most oYces and so on.

JC: What sort of business is going on in here?

LT: Oh, there are all kinds of things going on here. There are oYcials from various departments. I recognise
those people there but I don’t know who these people are. This is where, if I want to talk to a minister, this is
the place to talk to him. If I want to talk to a chairman of a company, this is the way I would talk to him.
Usually from here we would go in next door and have lunch or dinner and so on.

JC: What is this place called?

LT: This is called the peer’s guest room where peers meet their guests before dinner. If ever my companies were
in trouble, with a chairman of a company so on, and they are not sorting it out, if I invite him to come and
have dinner with me, nine times out of ten he will accept the invitation. This is a place where you can’t buy a
meal. You can buy a lunch at the Dorchester or the Ritz, but you can’t here and it’s good for
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people to be seen here and to be working here. So I will get them here and he will sort the thing out and pass
it on to whoever is dealing with it.

JC: So you will sort it out between you and then.

LT: And then it goes on from there, yes.

JC: Very handy. You already work for several people?

LT: It all depends on what you mean by work. I have got past the stage of having to work. I only do what I want
to do. And if I like the people I will help them and if I don’t I won’t help them. I’m completely independent.. my
most important thing is time because it is limited to me. So I only spend my time on doing things that give me
satisfaction. So that is the way that I work and operate. Anyway, you tell me.

JC: Yes, I’ll tell you what we are about. I work for a company called MJA. We have been established for a
long time in Brussels doing public aVairs work in Brussels. Now we have opened an oYce in London and we
have joint Chinese Taiwanese clients. We know them because we did work for them in Brussels and they are
setting up a chain of retail outlets, probably next year under the brand name Emerald. These are clothes retail
outlets. Now they have a number of issues. We are talking about probably 30 outlets around the country, and
broadly there are two things that they are looking for. One is any help they can get in streamlining the planning
process which is obviously a diYculty for them and they are also looking to change the climate of debate on
how you incentivise businesses. In this current climate, a lot of retail outlets are going to go bust. It’s a tough
time and they are hoping they are going to be able to influence the debate on incentives such as tax breaks and
so on, new businesses coming in to take up those retail sites. Is this the sort of work you do?

LT: It is, it is. But it depends. Go a littler further down the line. Tell me, what do they want the retail outlets
for please.

JC: Oh, to sell clothes. It’s a joint venture between a very well established Hong Kong manufacturer and
retailer, and they are called Wong Hing, it’s a family name, and our client is a man called Lou Li Jaing, an
importer exporter. I suppose you would call him a dollar billionaire really.

LT: Where’s he based, in Hong Kong?

JC: Yes. They are scoping at the moment for the right site. Some are big out of town sites, which obviously
would involve issues you would know better about than I in terms of planning.

LT: I do know what you are talking about yes.
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JC: And at certain times there are all sorts of things, I don’t know. I would imagine if we were to have a financial
relationship with you there are all sorts of things. I don’t know. Tell me if this is actually how it works. (25m
45sec). We would be looking for you to speak in the chamber on our behalf, ask parliamentary questions,
perhaps
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amend certain bits of legislation and if possible, we might like to meet ministers. I don’t know if any of that
is possible. What I have given you is a broad idea.

LT: Yes. I’ve got an idea. Tell me, how did you get my name?

JC: Because my researcher did some work on. Would you like some milk? Our Chinese clients in Hong Kong
are very close to the politicians and what they are looking for is someone with status and experience and a
track record of having dealt with commerce. So I got a researcher to do some research and she came up with
your name. I’m not sure what precise criteria she used.

LT: At the same time, there was a big change here and everybody could see that the Conservative government
was going out, Labour was coming into power. Tony Blair asked me, because I had chaired so many national
committees and I was very familiar with the civil servants of the day. Most of them worked with me. This was
a new concept in Labour. Very diVerent from the Callaghan concept of Labour. So he asked me if I would do
a couple of weekends with the people that he was going to appoint as his ministers and secretaries of state and
tell them what their role would be and what their duties were and what the diVerence was between being a
minister and a civil servant. I did that and then I was invited by the secretary of the cabinet to do a similar
exercise with the civil servants,(36 mins) because most of these senior civil servants I have known since they
were juniors in the various departments and I could talk to them in the same way. So when Labour came into
power I was used by them for settling disputes and all kind of things within government. This gave me an entry
into all the government departments and so I used it.

Now you said to me afterwards, asking questions in the chamber and. Never in your life would I do that. You
don’t do things like that if you want results.

JC: Sorry I am naive on this.

LT: Yes, you are very naive on that. The best way. You see because of my position and because I am accepted,
because even though I am a Labour peer I am accepted by all the parties because of the work that I have done
over the years with all the parties. I worked with the Conservative for 18 years, as much as I have worked with
the Labour party. It doesn’t matter because I am a UK man rather than a party politician. So this is the way
that I work.

(37m) Now, if I want to get a point over to a minister or a civil servant or someone like this, this is the place
where I would do it—over this table. I can speak better and they will speak more freer over a cup of coVee or
a pint rather than a boardroom table or a ministerial desk where everything is being written down and so on.
Asking questions in the chamber and getting the written answer is not what you want. You want to make your
point known to them and you would make your point known to them in this particular way rather than what
you would do over.

(38m) And again being in the particular position I am in, it is easy for me to pick up the telephone and say to
Peter Mandelson. ‘Peter I want to come and talk to you next week about a, b and c’. ‘All right, I’ll do it’. Or
in Science and Technology, Drayson has just taken over. I’m having a meeting with him about a particular
concern in gas storage next week. Now these are the sort of things that I do. So I do it in a very quiet way and
so on, and without any publicity because you don’t get what you want by,
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you only use the chamber if you are (something like: fighting the cause of society). But not on a commercial
deal would you do that. You would quietly and gently. And again I have a reputation within government and
within all parties of being a discreet and honest operator, because I believe in telling the truth. And in telling
the truth you are far better in doing it the way I do it, in talking straight to someone, then what you can in
putting questions down and things like that. You’ve got to be very very careful because civil servants are very
good in giving you civil servants language and it doesn’t mean anything at all really. So in doing it in the way
that I am doing it with you now is the best way. So that’s the way I operate.

JC: So the way you operate is through informal meetings?
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LT: Yes, the way we are meeting this morning. And again because I have got a reputation that I have got, I
would not use it. My credibility means a great deal to me because at my age I am not going to lose my credibility
for a few pounds. That doesn’t mean anything to me. So I will not anything that is dodgy or crosses that line.
I’m privy to all kinds of information.

That doesn’t mean that if your client is doing something that I don’t think stands any chance of doing, I will
tell you. I will tell you in a round about way . . .

Remember when I spoke to you yesterday, I told you that I am not seeking work. It was my intention of
finishing, to cease work. It was because you just whetted my appetite a little bit to see what it is all about.

JC: The fact is that what we are talking about is you helping us out with any problems that might come up in
the process of setting up this retail chain in the UK. There are certain things that have already been identified.
For instance the Business Rates Supplement Bill which is going to be quite onerous on retailers as it will allow
an extra 2% on corporation tax. I don’t know how you feel about that, but my own employers feel that the
legislation could be amended so that a business, for instance, when it was setting up would be able to appeal
to a local authority for an exemption.

LT: Well these are things where I can come in quite well. I don’t know if you know a company called Experian
in this country.

JC: No.

LT: Experian are the company. They have a terrific amount of intelligence and information. They are the
people who advise banks on your credit worthiness and so on. They will blacklist you or tell you how good they
are. Also they do a lot with government on ID cards and so on, because they’ve got all sorts of information. For
example I’ve been working with them on a statute that’s coming out, or was coming out because I’ve got it
delayed now, whereby it was going to be diYcult for them to get certain information and so on. So I’ve got
that amended and you do it quietly behind the scenes you see.

JC: How did you manage to do that? Do you actually put in an amendment yourself?

LT: No, no, no, no, no. You don’t do things like that. That’s stupid. What you do is you talk to the
parliamentary team who drafts the statute as it goes through and you point out to them the diYculty the
retailer would be having on this, and hope things
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are working and so on. You get them to amend that way. You’re too late when you put amendments down
in . . . because they don’t want loss of face. But if you can get it done when it’s in the draft form it’s far better
because you know what the principals are of the bill as its going through and you know what they are
introducing . . . what you do is you meet the minister, you meet the various people, and its not always ministers
or secretary of state or even permanent secretaries that do this. It’s some little chappie half way down. It’s
about identifying the decision makers. It’s about identifying the people that make the recommendations.

JC: How do you do it in the case of that Experian one that you mentioned?

LT: With the Experian one, I know the department. I know how it works. Because I chair various cabinet
meetings as well and I know how the cabinet works. I know the decision makers. I know the teams in various
departments. And I will identify them. For example, if you want to build a power station in the UK, you want
a section 36 notice to do it. You will make the necessary application and it will go through. But long before
that there’s a little chappie called Gerry Mohammed, who works in Victoria Street, who does all the
recommendations to ministers and civil servants. He is only a very low graded man but he knows more about
energy than anybody else. And what you would do if somebody came along to me and said I want to build a
power station at Chester, what’s my chances of getting a section 36 notice? Gerry would tell me what the
chances were. If Gerry said you don’t stand a cat in hell’s chance, I would say to you, forget about it mate, no
matter how you try and how eloquent you are in the debate, you never get it because

JC: Can you not persuade Gerry?

LT: Now that is diVerent. Then if you are in. If you point out the logic of doing it that way.

JC: Have you ever done that with him?

LT: Oh I’ve done a number of things with him yes.

JC: And it works does it?
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LT: Oh yes. Let me make it clear it’s not a question of you interviewing me; it’s up to me whether I will join
you. You need me more than I. I don’t need you, with respect. Please remember that. That is the way that it
goes. I am interested. What I would like to do is talk more to you in the New Year. This is only an introduction
meeting today. We’ll talk more in the New Year. You see, you are coming to me with some fixed views that are
entirely wrong.

JC: I am quite naive.

LT: I’m sorry, you are ignorant of how the system works and how you’ve got to work and how you have to
know people and how it all knits together. But please I’m not being rude to you. I am being absolutely straight
and honest with you.
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JC: Obviously, from our point of view, this would be something we would remunerate you for. And I don’t
think money is an object. But I would ask you to do would be to give us some idea of what a fee structure
would be.

LT: This is absolutely diYcult. This is very diYcult for me because some companies that I work will pay me
£100,000 a year.

JC: £100,000?

LT: Oh yes. That’s cheap for what I do for them. And other companies will pay me £25,000. It all depends on
what you are trying to do and how much time I think I am going to spend on it.

JC: Those fees are not impossible. They are all fine.

LT: Yes but these are the sort of fees I get. I am being absolutely honest with you. I am not exaggerating. It’s
whether I want to do it or not. You’ve got to whet my appetite, to get me on board.

JC: What more do you want from me?

LT: I want more detail. What I would like on sheet from you of where you feel you would need help. That’s
what I want.

JC: So you can see?

LT: Whether I can give you that help or whether I am just wasting my time. As I started oV by telling you. The
most important thing to me is my time.

. . . and let me have some more details about you. How legitimate you are and so on.

. . .

JC: So just so I have some idea. I was quite interested in what you said about the amendment with Experian.
What specific information did they get excluded from the bill?

LT: What they wanted was the position about directors, and directors addresses, and on top of that directors’
shareholdings in companies and so on.

JC: And they wanted to keep getting hold of that?

LT: Yes

JC: And was the bill going to stop them getting hold of that?

LT: That’s right.

JC: It seems like quite a good thing anyway.

LT: That’s right. But it was a way of getting it so that it would protect the interest of the director and yet give
the information to the City for what the City wanted. And what their clients wanted, which was the City in
this case, was Experian . . . It was
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about getting the right sort of wording on the statute to make it sound easier for everybody. Finance bills are
very very diYcult. Where you have got the 2%. Not as easy.

. . . I have got many contacts within the Treasury, with the Treasury team. And Yvette Cooper and people like
that have been great contacts to me. Don’t forget, many of these ministers have been juniors to me, have been
students of mine. And therefore I have been looked on as their mentor over the years, people like Jack Straw
and so on have all worked with me for many many years.
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JC: So they will all pick up the phone to you and come to meetings with you.

LT: Oh yeah, yeah, yeah.

JC: If my client wished to meet anyone, would that be possible?

LT: It’s possible in certain circumstances. I would advise them as to whether he was a little bit dodgy or not.
But the answer in most cases is yes. Although it might not be the secretary of state, it might be one of the
ministers who is dealing with it. I would say to you, who your client needs to meet, it’s a b and c, and what
we will do is we will invite them here for lunch. And you spice them up on this table about what we can do
over lunch.

JC: Yes, very useful. And presumably with senior civil servants as well?

LT: Yes.

Conversation continues as Lord Taylor takes Calvert to the peer’s entrance where they part

In response to Lord Taylor’s request for further information, Calvert sent him the following email on Monday
January 12, 2009:

Dear Lord Taylor,

I thoroughly enjoyed our meeting at the House of Lords before the Christmas recess and greatly appreciated
your advice. This email is in response to your request for a written submission outlining the proposed
consultancy agreement and giving you a better idea of who we are. I have tried to keep it short and to the point.
I hope that we will be able to discuss this further over lunch or dinner in the next few days if you have any free
dates in your diary.

Kind Regards

David Thompson
Managing Director.
Michael Johnson Associates

Who we are?

Michael Johnson Associates is the UK arm of Michael Johnson Europe, a Brussels based public aVairs
consultancy established in 1985. Founded by the American
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entrepreneur Michael Johnson, the company is now in the process of expanding worldwide with oYces in
Washington, Hong Kong and London. Worldwide, the company now has more than 400 clients.

The London oYce was established in 2002, initially to do corporate communications but has more recently
moved into public aVairs keeping businesses informed and oVering them the chance to let their voice be heard
in the legislative process. Our clients receive a bespoke service according to their needs.

Each day, elected and regulatory oYcials make decisions that could jeopardise a company’s or industry’s
competitiveness or complicate a non-profit foundation’s mission. Our public aVairs professionals serve as
trusted advisors to our clients, helping them build reputations and influence in the world’s power centres, as
well as navigate intensive, short-term policy battles. Our global public aVairs network has the people,
relationships, and expertise to help our clients achieve their public policy and business objectives by shaping
the decision-making process.

We work with our clients to identify the precise targets on which to focus and then formulate a specifically
tailored plan to deliver measurable results. We understand what success means to each of our clients for each
project. Once we have identified our objective we work on achieving results.

We believe that everything is achievable. The key to our success is our people. Our team are dedicated, creative
thinkers who can make things happen in an often obstructive world.

We have a clear vision: To provide gold standard performance as one seamless, global business with a single
culture.

For more information go to our website www.mja.eu.com

Proposed consultancy agreement.
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We are looking for an experienced and well-connected member of the House of Lords to help with strategic
advice and advocacy on matters aVecting our clients. In the first instance, the client would be Emerald Group
Incorporated, a new venture backed by a Far East consortium which will be setting up 40 clothing retail shops
in the UK in the next 18 months.

The venture—which intends to take on existing mid-market clothes retailers such as Uniglo, Next and Gap—
will be one of the biggest retail start-ups for more than a decade. It is a joint venture between the Taiwanese
conglomerate Wong Hing—who have more than 2,000 retail outlets in the Far East—and the Hong-Kong
based Chinese billionaire financier Lou Li Jiang. Our firm has a long established relationship with Mr Jiang
as we have acted for him on a number of European Union trade matters.

Obviously, such a big project needs the best support and advice, especially in the diYcult economic
circumstances that we now face. We want to make sure that the government understands and listens to the
needs of business and does not unwittingly do anything that would undermine Emerald’s competitiveness.

Your role.

This is obviously a point for further discussion between us because you have a clear idea of how you work and
what you can reasonably do to achieve the best results. We would like to pay you a retainer as a “consultant”
which will mean that we can seek your advice from time to time and occasionally ask you to intervene on
parliamentary matters which aVect our client. We are willing to pay the market rate for your services, and will
use as our benchmark the amounts paid to you by your other consultancies.
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The immediate task.

Today (Monday January 12) is the second House of Commons reading of the Business Rates Supplements
Bill. As you know, the bill proposes that upper-tier local authorities should be given the power to impose
additional rates of 2% on business properties with a value of more than £50,000. The legislation is likely to
come into eVect in April next year, at more or less the same time that Emerald is planning to open its UK retail
outlets. All of Emerald’s properties are likely to fall in the over £50,000 tax bracket.

The measures were recommended by the Lyons Report into local government as a “vital tool for councils to
promote long-term economic growth, working with local businesses and the local community”.

However, the bill has been very unpopular amongst retailers, especially as they are already facing an above
inflation rise on business rates to 43p in the pound. There is also a question as to whether the bill is necessary,
as there are already mechanisms such as Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) which raise funds for local
investment. Retailers currently pay £5 billion a year in business rates—more than any other sector—and BRS
would see them forking out an extra £160 million a year. When you combine this with other property cost
increases, including the 2010 Rates Revaluation and the end of Empty Property Rate Relief, this is a
considerable burden to retailers.

One of the main criticisms—levelled by organisations such as the British Retail Consortium and The Forum
of Private Business—is that government is introducing a new tax purely to finance London’s Crossrail project,
which only benefit a limited number of businesses.

Since the government seem determined to press on with the bill, we are hoping that it can be quietly amended
to make it less onerous for businesses. There are two possible amendments that could be suggested.

At the moment the bill says local authorities must consult with businesses before levying the charge. We want
this to go much further. The legislation should say that the charge can only be levied if the majority of
businesses who pay the charge are in favour of it. This would entail a vote.

Secondly, the over-riding concern with a recession looming should be to encourage start-up businesses to keep
the economy going both locally and nationally. The bill should be amended so the business rate supplement
does not apply to new businesses for the first two years, thereby giving them the chance to become established.

David Thompson
Managing Director.
Michael Johnson Associates

The letter was followed by a phone call to Lord Taylor who invited Calvert and Claire Newell, a Sunday Times
reporter using the name Claire Taylor, to lunch in the Lords on Thursday January 15. The lunch ends with
Lord Taylor saying we have a deal to do the work.
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Conversation begins in the peer’s guest room, goes on through lunch and ends in the peer’s guest room.

LT: Has our friend told you very much about me?
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CN: A little bit.

LT: Well, I am deeply unorthodox, I do things to get results and I do them my way and not always the
acceptable . . .. I am looked upon as one of the senior statesmen in the country and I am used by government
and all kinds of people, because I don’t have to do anything unless I want to do it you see.

CN: A fortunate position to be in.

LT: Being in that position I please myself whether I do it or don’t. If don’t like the people then I won’t do it.
Because there is no need for me to do it. But I enjoyed our conversation the other week, when we got together
and I thought he’s got a lot to learn has this lad, in many ways. He is sharp, on the ball, but still very much
in, what I call the ‘civil service’ mood. That ‘a’ leads to ‘b’ and ‘b’ leads to ‘c’ and so on. And it doesn’t always
work out like that. And even in the fax he sent me, I thought he’s a bit in command, so I will have to take him
down a peg or two as he goes along. I believe in telling the truth, not what people want to hear. My role is to
look at possibilities, cases, at government policy and so on and say ‘in my opinion this will work or if it won’t
work and if it will not work and tell them why it won’t work and how it can work and so on. If I don’t think
it is . . .I’m established with ministers and civil servants as well as people in commercial life.

. . .

[17 mins]

[Re: ministers and civil servants] “Before they came into oYce I put them on this train and brought them up.
I have worked with a lot of the secretaries of state and also with the civil servants because I have been here
when they started as juniors and now they’ve become permanent secretaries and so on. I have been responsible
for bringing people in to government and to the civil service from outside.

[18 mins]

LT: For example, I think in your letter, I picked them up this morning and meant to read them to refresh my
mind, you were talking about this retail company, that you are interested in and how it might be aVected by
the rates and so on.

JC: The Business Rates Supplement Bill.

CN: Yes.

LT: I would never deal with it the way that you would think I would deal with it—putting questions down and
so on. The way that I would deal with it is have a chat to the civil servants. Find out who is behind it and who
has brought it out and so on, I would talk to them and before it becomes legislation or draft legislation.

CN: Oh I see. When it’s in the draft stages?
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LT: This is a far better way to deal with it. Before it gets too far down the channels.

JC: It has had its second reading in the commons.

LT: Yeah it did.

JC: That’s not too late then?

LT: No, no, no. That’s early days. There’s a lot of water to flown down the Thames. It goes in committee now.
There’s all kind of procedure in committee. I will watch what is going on in committee and then when it comes
in here I will do more.

[23 mins]

LT: Being in the position I am in, I will very often talk to civil servants. . ..I will go discuss it with them and
say ‘this won’t work because of a, b and c, have you realised the consequence of this?’. . .

[37.43]

LT: I will tell you who is likely to get these contracts because if you are bidding for this work, for example, if
you are bidding for the ID cards contract then you’re going to spend roughly £9 million to put a proper bid
together. If you get the contract it’s chicken feed, if you don’t it’s a hell of a lot of money . . . this is where I
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come in, I will give you an idea of where you stand. You’ve got a 50 per cent chance, 75 per cent chance or more,
judging by the amount of work you’ve got on with other government departments, what you can provide. My
speciality is being . . .

JC: Because you can ask people?

LT: Yes, exactly. I can work out what the situation is.

CN: Yes it’s very useful if you can speak to the people that are making the decisions, civil servants I suppose.

[38.40]

LT: You see, it’s not always ministers that are making the decisions, it’s not always permanent secretaries that
are making decisions, it’s identifying decision makers in government departments. Sometimes it can be down
the line and it’s getting to know people like that. I am a great believer in working over what I call ‘a pie and
a pint’, rather than over a ministerial desk or a meeting. The position I am in and the contacts I have made
over the years, what I am telling you is in confidence, I am being absolutely honest and open with you, it’s
easier for me to talk over a pie and a pint in this room here and explain what the client wants and what we are
trying to achieve and so on and what the story is behind it. Rather than over a ministerial desk where
everything is being taken down and ministers are reluctant to say more than yes or no
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or ‘I will consider that’. But here they can come back and ask you questions and you can answer those
questions and so on.

CN: And you can invite them here?

LT: And you can even bring the client in certain cases and get them together. When it comes to the technical
side, I’m not getting involved in the technical side . . . [40 mins] If you got them together you can get all these
things straightened out and what’s more it’s not recorded and it’s not oYcial, it’s just nice friendly
conversations. Like next week I’ve got a couple of people coming into to see Peter Mandelson. Coming to talk
over lunch. Peter would be very careful what he said to them in his oYce but it’s the same with companies . . .

I’m not putting questions down. That’s the last thing I would do.[41.50] . . . I am very aware of the credibility
I have achieved over 50 years of working here with government and departments. I am not going to put myself
in an embarrassing situation or do anything that I think is illegal or using my position for monetary. I will
work within the rules, but also rules are meant to be bent sometimes, and the way that use it, I am telling you,
the way that I work, is completely diVerent. I am not a lobbyist, a PR. I am a doer, a sorter-outer, I’m a problem
solver more than anything else. It’s easy for me to ring up the phone and say ‘come and have a talk to me’, or
‘look we’re having a bit of trouble in your department who is the person I have to go to talk to’. I’ll identify
the person, then I’ll come here and then I’ll explain to them and if I can’t get it, I get somebody to come in
with me who can explain the situation for me. So that’s how I operate.

JC: It’s very subtle, it’s behind the scenes and it’s very much based on your relationships that are existing.

CN: About personal relationships I suppose?

LT: Yes exactly. I am unique because of the life I had lead and the positions I’ve held over the year. Both for
the Conservative government and the Labour government, chairing select committees, chair royal
commissions and what have you. I have learnt a lot. Now what I’ve got is experience, knowledge that you
would never get out of going to a course at a university. It doesn’t come that way. It comes with knowing people
and how they react, what they want to achieve why and knowing what is behind it, why they want to introduce
extra rates for shops. It is also about the diYculties that arise. But also one thing I would say to both of you
is that I promise you nothing, but I will do my best.

[46.36]

CN: Are there any particularly government departments that you have particularly strong links to?

LT: I have a very strong relationship with most government departments and teams . . . I’ve been . . . with
ministers coming in, explaining to them what their role, where
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they fit in and what the diVerence is between a minister and a secretary of state and a civil servant . . .

[48 mins go to other room and have lunch.]

[1 hour]

LT: You can’t buy a lunch here . . . you see, if I want to get hold of somebody, if I want to get hold of the
chairman of Marks and Spencers, . . . it’s good for them to be seen here. That’s how it works. When you are
negotiating with a client and you want to impress them, bring them here. Give them a tour of the place, you
know. . .these are little things that you know . . . this is to your advantage. We’ve got certain rooms too.

[1.03:00]

JC: Would it be possible to bring our client in to meet a minister?

LT: Oh yes, on certain occasions. It depends on how far it’s got. You’ve got be very careful not to be seen to
go over the mark.

[1:05]

[CN asks him about what people are best to talk to in the civil service]

LT: For example, if I wanted to build a power station in this country I would require a section 37 notice. It’s
extremely diYcult to get a section notice . . . now as much as I am friendly and love the minster and so on, I
would never dream of doing that. I would go to a chap in who is low grade in Victoria Street called Gary
Mohammed and I would say to Gary, ‘what are you doing this lunchtime? I want to talk to you’. And we’d
go across to the Albert in Victoria Street and even though I don’t drink, he’d have a pint. Now when I’ve got
that fellow’s blessing then I would go to the minister, do it that way.

CN: And how do you know Gary? Just from—

LT: Because over the years you get to know who is who, who are the decision makers in government
departments. I’ve been at it a long time. If I didn’t know who the person was, there’s always a lot of changes
that take place. I’ve always got somebody in the department that knows people that knows people . . . I’m
telling you too much.

[CN goes to toilet. DiVerent tape]

[1.53.40]

JC: What do we do about the fee?
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LT: I don’t know, honestly I don’t know. I mean I’m embarrassed by this.

[Waitress talks about coVee. Taylor talks to her]

JC: Absolutely. . . I don’t know, what’s the going rate? Between 5 and 10,000 a month? Is that—?

LT: Yes that would be all right. Is that ok with you?

JC: Ok then.

LT: Well Janet will deal with all of this and you’ll find that I will earn this money for you in no time at all.

JC: Who’s your Olympic -

LT: Pardon

JC: Who’s your Olympic?

LT: They’re a Chinese company, based in Hong Kong and they’ve asked to come and see me next month.
Luckily we know -

JC: . . .

LT: No, I’m very friendly with Coe and the procurement on the Olympics is absolutely as clean as it is possible
to get, there’s not going to be any dodgy , er, anybody gaining favours or anything like that. It going to be
really grand, that I really admire and I’ve gone through it like a small tooth comb to see how I’m going to select
the clients and they’re going to do it and it’s really good. But there’s one thing that I’ve got in . . . which is a
maint contact with the people who are in charge of the procurement and he’s going to inform us of the exact
dates when you’ve got to get it in, what you’ve got to do and take us through because it’s very bureaucratic.

JC: Is it?
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LT: Yes, but if you’ve got any clients it would be good because there will be information that you’ve got, you
know, to do things. And Tom who does the IT work – really made it because he wanted to impress me on this
and then I mentioned, Coe and a few more of the team.

JC: Yes. Is he still involved? He is still involved isn’t he, Coe?

LT: Yeah he’s the chairman

JC: He’s still the chairman?

LT: Yeah. Look, I think that we could get on very very well together. I like your attitude. So where does this
girl fit in?
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JC: Well she works to me but she also has her own clients who she looks after.

LT: Because she seems very bright.

JC: Yes, no she’s very good

LT: Where does she come from? What’s her background?

JC: She’s come from . . . well she was initially, I mean, I think she went to Oxford and was then in PR for a
while and then she moved on into—now what is the name of that company? It was a company, it wasn’t a
public aVairs company, it was a small PR, type cross over between public aVairs and . . . and then she came
to us, um. I just can’t remember the name of it. Not a famous one. No, but she is very good and we’ve been
very impressed with her.

LT: Is she married?

JC: No.

LT: So she’s got plenty of time has she then?

JC: Yeah, she has a boyfriend.

LT: Yeah, yeah it’s just if you’re doing things at all kinds of stupid hours, you know, it’s getting somebody who
can fit it in. You know, if we’ve got a major client, say in the evening. What I will do is I will liaise with you.
You are the boss of the company, you will decide on who, what, if we’re taking, if we’re working at Ascot Park
you will decide who the jockey’s going to be for the Ascot Park, if we’re at another racecourse, you will decide
on that and you will decide obviously because I don’t know the team. It would be good for me some time to
meet the team and see what they do and where they’re from.

JC: Absolutely.

LT: So then that will give me an idea. So if you use all your facilities and bring them in to other things as well.

JC: Which would be great.

LT: Yes but I can only do that if I meet people.

[CN returns and go back to original recording].

[10 mins. Taylor says he has a good relationship with Neil Kinnock and Peter Mandelson. Helpful re: Brussels.
And George Roberts, the Nato guy, and Baroness Ashton, a very good friend of his].

[13 mins]

JC: How realistic do you think it would be for us to amend that legislation?
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LT: I just started looking at it the other day. . .what I am hoping to do is, I’ve agreed to talk to the team that
are going to deal with it in the commons.

CN: The policy team?

LT: Yes, behind the scenes and so on. Then I’m going to talk to people here to get things amended in the
commons. First we will do. If not we’ll try..We’ve got two bites of the cherry.

JC: Do you think we should get someone to table an amendment for us?

LT: Don’t start doing things like that.

CN: Is that the way to do it?
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LT: If you can get it down behind the scenes first. If you can get the lads to agree. They don’t like amendments.

JC: If they agree they will just write it in themselves?

[15:30 mins].

LT: Right now, you’re going to give me more detail? Now, we’ve agreed that we are doing a deal?

JC: Right.

LT: Right so we’ve agreed on that then? Right, when do we oYcially start? When do you want to start?

JC: I don’t know, do we have to have a contract?

LT: No, you just name a figure and Janet will send you an account every month and she’ll add on for
entertainment.

CN: Do you normally work on a retainer basis?

JC: We’ve just discussed this. What did we say? Between 5 and 10?

LT: We said 10.

CN: A month?

LT: Yeah. That’s what said. Are you happy about that?

CN: That sounds fine.
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LT: Exactly, if they can see a way of doing it . . .What you don’t want to do is put someone in a position where
they have to back down. If you can get them to think that this is possible as well, convince them of the
argument behind the scenes. You can do far more that way than putting an amendment down . . .

[17 mins]

[JC interested in Mandelson meeting next week. Taylor doesn’t say who clients are but says three things to
discuss with them.]

[18 mins]

[Says would declare MJA on register of interests and if spoke on an issue]

LT: But because I do it in the way that I do it, it would only be if I wanted some publicity for the client that
I would speak in the chamber . . . if we had a client that wanted some publicity then I would speak.

Conversation ends shortly after

Lord Taylor left a message on Calvert’s phone on Thursday 15 January 2009 and Calvert returned the call the
following day. Lord Taylor explains that he wants a detailed brief on the Business Rates Supplement Bill by
next Tuesday so that he can make representations to Yvette Cooper, the chief secretary to the Treasury.

LT: Thank you for ringing.

JC: I’m really sorry my oYce just told me there had been a number of calls. I was out at the theatre . . .
(chit chat).

LT: What has happened is that, I had meetings across at the . . . and I decided that as my meeting finished early,
I went to the Treasury. I have got a meeting next week with Yvette Cooper who as you probably know is first
secretary to the treasury and we are going to discuss the problem that we have in hand.

JC: Oh, over the Business Rates Supplement Bill?

LT: Exactly.

JC: Great.

LT: What I would like is anything that you have got, apart from the brief that you sent me over to Janet last
week. So if you have got any information at all, I would be very . . .

JC: Basically what you want is a fuller brief so that you can discuss it with Yvette.

LT: I do.
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JC: Then I’ll get that to you. When is your meeting with her?

LT: It is on Thursday.

JC: What are your movements today?

LT: I am in London all weekend. But if I could have it at the Lords for say, Tuesday, I’d be very grateful.

JC: What sort of time are you meeting Yvette Cooper?

LT: Well, she has got Cabinet. I’m meeting her after Cabinet.

JC: Right. Do you know her?

LT: Oh yes. I know her very well. I certainly do know her, yes.

JC: She is the MP for Pontefract I think.

LT: I’m not sure which constituency she represents. I think it is Pontefract, yes. I think she took over from
GeoV Lofthouse.

JC: That would be right, he’s Lord Lofthouse now isn’t he. He was Labour MP for Pontefract for many years.

LT: Oh yes. They didn’t count votes in Pontefract you know, they used to weigh them.

JC: Yes, there wasn’t really any opposition.

LT: I know that at one stage it had the highest majority in the country. GeoV became deputy speaker in the
Commons and then he was knighted. He is a very quiet chap but he has done a hell of a lot for the miners,
especially on compensation. But with the greatest of respect to GeoV, he is not there now and we’re
concentrating on Yvette Cooper.

JC: I’ll send something to Janet by email.

LT: The next thing that I want from you is that. I also, last night, spoke to a company looking for a public
relations company. It’s a company called Canatxx. They are wanting planning permission for a gas storage in
the . . . there. They’ve had a public relations firm, but they’re not happy about them and I was telling them
how good you were so they said, could I give them some information about you.

JC: Absolutely. I could contact them?

LT: No, well do the contacting afterwards.

. . .

LT: What did you say the remuneration was?

JC: We said between 5 and 10 thousand. You said 10, so we left it at that.
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LT: Ten thousand a year?

JC: A month.

LT: Oh that’s better, yes. Because you worried me then. Leave it at 10 thousand for the time being. Are you
ok with that? Are you sure?

JC: I think the client will be very impressed with how quickly you are able to get in front of the minister.

LT: I’m not doing this to impress you, I am doing this for action.

JC: He will be impressed by action. He is travelling at the moment so I won’t get any final agreement until next
week sometime.

LT: Could I meet him sometime? I would do with pleasure.

JC: Yes. It all depends when he is in the UK.

LT: If I could meet him here that would be far better. They are based in Hong Kong are they? I did quite a lot
in Hong Kong in the new territories and so on. I am with the university there. Anyway, if I could meet him I
would be delighted to.

JC: Brilliant, ok. Well talk again.

LT: Thank you very much indeed.
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On Tuesday 20 January 2009 Calvert sent by email the brief on the Business Rates Supplement Bill to Lord
Taylor’s assistant Janet.

Janet,

Hello. Can you pass this on to Lord Taylor as soon as possible. Many thanks.

David Thompson

Dear Lord Taylor,

I have attached the full briefing on the Business Rate Supplement Bill to this email. Obviously, not all of it is
relevant to the matter at hand but I thought it might be better if you had a rounded view of the issues. If you
require further reading, it might be worth having a look at the Hansard, Monday 12 January 2009 (Volume
486, No.11), for last week’s debate.

I have passed on your information about Canatxx to our business development manager and he will provide
me with a package I can pass on to you. Is it ok if we wait a week as our brochures are being reprinted?

Let me know if there is anything further you require. I’ll give you a call on Wednesday ahead of your meeting.

Kind regards

David
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Supplementary Business Rate Bill

Memorandum for Lord Taylor: January 19, 2009

Strictly private and confidential. For Lord Taylor’s use only.

The rationale for introduction of a supplementary business rate:

1. The proposal for a business rate supplement arises from Sir Michael Lyon’s report into the future of local
government, in which he argued that councils should become more instrumental in supporting local economic
development, for example through greater investment in local infrastructure. In this context, the report
recognized the importance of having a competitive local business tax regime and concluded that this could be
best delivered, as presently, via the uniform business rate.

2. The Lyons Report makes an important case for local authorities to have greater flexibility, and this can be
achieved by giving councils the power to levy a supplementary business rate (SBR). Sir Michael also notes that
there would need to be limitations on such new powers in order to get business buy-in and greater trust in the
relationship between businesses and councils. Obviously—although this is not proposed—an important
safeguard on this power would be a business vote on whether each local proposal was acceptable to the
businesses that would be aVected by it.

3. While investment in local economic development projects, particularly transport infrastructure, the
Government should not consider this recommendation in isolation. The overall corporate tax burden is
already too high. The lowering of corporation tax rates has been a step in the right direction but much of this
reduction has been oVset by other adjustments to the business tax regime. An increase in business rates through
a new levy would be a further concern particularly alongside the proposed changes to business rates for empty
property.

Accountability and approval mechanisms for the introduction of a supplementary business rate at a local level—the role
of business and the wider community:

1. If councils are given the power to introduce a levy on the business rate its success would rest on genuine
accountability and rigorous approval mechanisms. Sir Michael Lyons presented two options (voting and
consultation) as approval mechanisms, opting for statutory consultation in his final recommendations to
Government. The CBI, the Forum for Private Business and the British Retail Consortium all argue that
businesses must have a vote for the idea to be acceptable.
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2. The Lyons Report emphasises the importance of building up trust between businesses and local authorities.
Sir Michael argues that the power to levy a supplementary business rate, if used to fund projects which were
genuinely intended to drive the local economy, is one way in which this trust could be built up. However, this
can only be achieved if businesses feel that they genuinely are able to influence the decision-making process.

Consultation simply would not provide suYcient mandate for councils to levy a supplementary business rate
nor would it demonstrate that aVected businesses supported the proposed project. This could only be achieved
through a vote.

3. One of the arguments put forward against the idea of a vote is that businesses would use it simply to block
any proposal being promoted by local authorities. However, we do not believe this would be the case.
Businesses asked to vote on a particular development project will make their judgement based on an
assessment of the potential benefits set against the additional costs to them through the SBR. If the economic
case for the project is strong enough, the vote will be positive. Indeed, experience with existing Business
Improvement District (BID) schemes is that this is
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exactly the way in which it works. Business feedback on BIDs has been very positive largely because they feel
they have had a say in the process. Even where they had voted against a particular proposal which
subsequently went ahead (because a majority was in favour), they were supportive because of the role they
had played.

4. As Sir Michael recognises, unless the approval mechanisms for a SBR are right there is a danger that this
power could see the relationship between businesses and councils deteriorate rather than improve. Since
publication of the Lyons report, the CBI has consulted with approximately 600 companies on 10 regional
councils across England. Whilst there was an appreciation of some of the diYculties associated with a
proposed vote, the overwhelming majority felt that anything less than a vote simply would be unacceptable.

Since a business vote would be so key to the principle of a supplementary rate, here are proposals for a
potential voting mechanism:

(i) Voting should be weighted according to rateable value.

(ii) Members should have an opportunity to vote on the specific project plan rather than just the principle
of a levy.

(iii) There should be safeguards on re-voting so that if a vote failed it would be significantly amended
before it is voted on again.

(iv) The exact voting mechanisms should be spelt out in legislation so as to ensure continuity across all
council areas.

Please note: the principle of voting to agree a business rate levy has already been established through the
Business Improvement District model.

The need for exemption for new businesses

1. The bill was originally conceived in a government white paper in 1998, long before the Lyons report. It was
a time of boom, in stark contrast to our current economic predicament.

2. During the second reading of the bill in the Commons on January 12, 2009, Brian Binley, the member of
Northampton South pointed out some 13,5000 companies failed in 2007, the Forum of Private Business
predict 200,000 businesses will fail, and KPMG say some 150,000 businesses will become insolvent.
Unemployment is projected to rise to 3m by the end of 2009

3. It goes without saying that this is not a good time to impose extra taxes on business. However, if the
government is determined to go ahead with the SBR, consideration should be given to an exemption for new
businesses which will be the green shoots of a recovering economy. We propose that a two-year exemption
should be given to new businesses taking up new retail premises. In such circumstances, firms will have to be
able to demonstrate that they are genuinely new rather than a relocation from some other premises.
Furthermore, they will have to show that they are creating new jobs which would not otherwise have been
available.
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Consideration of implementation issues, including the impact on local authority tax bills and decision-making in two-
tier local authority areas:

1. Management of projects that were approved by the business community, via a positive vote, would need to
be both transparent and accountable in order to give confidence that projects would be delivered eYciently
and eVectively. The exact mechanisms would need to be considered but in practice there should be business
involvement in the running of specific projects eg business representation on any management boards.
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2. If the recommendation to allow supplementary business rates is taken forward business confidence would
rely on transparent decision-making, genuine accountability and eYcient delivery. These factors would be vital
whether the projects were in unitary or two-tier local authority areas. It is worth noting that businesses could
be wary of agreeing to a supplement in a two-tier authority if the administration costs were noticeably higher
than under a unitary authority.

3. Clearly where potential projects had implications for two or more local authorities, perhaps at the level of
city-region, and where regional authorities needed to be involved, implementation is likely to be more
complex. It would therefore be important for Government to be clear, if taking forward this recommendation,
whether the purpose was to fund local or regional projects and shape the proposals, including approval and
accountability mechanisms, accordingly.

The impact of a supplementary business rate on equalisation:

1. The case against the relocalisation of business rates was accepted in part because of the diYculties of
equalisation: the diVerences in business rate revenue between councils would outweigh any increased incentive
for councils to boost local businesses.

2. If revenue from supplementary rates was redistributed by central Government through the equalisation
mechanism in the same way that standard business rates are shared out there would be a danger that the power
was seen as an increase in business rates through the back door rather than a specific levy to fund local projects.
So Lyons recommended that revenue from any supplementary business rates should be retained locally—not
redistributed—to avoid undermining the purpose of the proposed supplement.

3. In recognition of the greater flexibility this would give some councils over others (ie: those with more
businesses and therefore potentially higher revenue from a supplement) it would continue to be important for
the Government to invest in those areas that had fewer businesses and therefore a lesser capacity to generate
revenue through a supplement. Councils and central government would also need to consider the risk that a
supplement could deter incoming businesses, particularly in regeneration areas.

The appropriate scale of the supplement:

1. Lyons proposed that revenue from any supplementary rate must be entirely additional to existing local
government funding and used exclusively on specific projects that were agreed with the relevant business
community. In the future it may be increasingly diYcult to know whether economic development projects
would have been provided without a business supplement and therefore whether the supplement was truly
‘additional’. In order to avoid this scepticism it would be vital for all tiers of government to demonstrate that
spending on economic development projects had at least kept pace with current investment.

2. Lyons recognised that businesses need certainty and predictability of their business rate liability and
therefore recommended the idea of an upper limit or cap on supplementary business rates. A centrally-set cap
must be implemented if businesses are to have confidence in councils to use this power eVectively and
eYciently. Where BIDs already exist the cap must include this revenue and the onus should be on councils to
demonstrate the future benefits for businesses to oVset the initial cost.
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3. At the lower end of the range proposed by Lyons the experience of BIDs shows that for certain additional
services businesses can be willing to pay a levy of 0.5-1%. At the other extreme the 4 pence supplement
(eVectively almost 10% increase on business rate bills) implemented in the Rugby BID is atypical and far
higher than the vast majority of businesses would be willing to pay. We therefore believe the 2% currently
proposed is too high.

4. All parties who benefit from the project should share the cost. Where those parties include non-business rate
payers councils should demonstrate how the cost burden is being shared fairly.

Timescales:

1. In terms of providing businesses with greater assurance about the parameters of a supplementary there
should be a centrally-set time limit on the duration of a supplement. This would have the advantage of giving
greater certainty to businesses so that they could plan for the additional cost. It would also provide greater
assurance about the eYciency and eVectiveness of delivery since the project would have to be delivered within
that timescale.

2. As with the proposed rate cap it would be within the power of local authorities to set out in any proposals
the appropriate duration of a supplement for a specific project which could be lower than the national limit.

3. In terms of providing assurance that a supplementary rate would not represent relocalisation through the
back door Government should also consider introducing a ‘freeze’ time to be implemented at the end of one
project and before a new project could be proposed.

On Wednesday 21 January 2009, Lord Taylor left a message on Calvert’s mobile phone to say that he had
received the business brief

He says: “Hello David, it’s Tom, Lord Taylor. Thank you very much. I have received the brief which is
excellent. It’s just what I want. I understand most of it. I have been doing quite a bit of research or the team
have and I know what you want to achieve or I think I know what you want to achieve now. I will go ahead
and I will probably give you a ring towards the weekend and let you know what first steps I have taken. Hope
everything is ok with you. Thank you. Bye.”.

On January 21 2009, Lord Taylor rang Calvert and left a message on his mobile claiming he had already met
three ministers.

“Hello David. I have met Peter Mandelson and I have discussed it with him. And I met Baroness Andrews
(the local government minister) and I have discussed it with her and I am meeting Yvette Cooper later on today
and I’m also meeting two of the
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local authority teams tomorrow morning. So everything is in hand and thank you very much for your
suggestions. I will ring you back when I can. Bye”.

On the evening of Thursday January 22, Calvert rang Lord Taylor to see how his meeting with Yvette Cooper
had gone. Unfortunately the mini-disc failed to work. Calvert’s recollection of the call is that Taylor said he
had met Mandelson and Cooper and lobbied them about the Business Rates Supplement Bill (both ministers
have denied meeting him). He said he was 25% along the way towards amending the Bill but asked for time
and patience. He said he had a further meeting set up for the following week.

. . .

. . .
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On Friday January 23rd Michael Gillard, a reporter from The Sunday Times, telephoned Lord Taylor to tell
him the newspaper was writing an article about him this weekend.

. . .

MG: I’m interested in talking about discussions you are having at the moment with a company called MJA
over a Chinese client that they have. Ring any bells?

LT: Michael?

MG: MJA.

LT: Oh yeah.

MG: They have this Chinese businessman, Mr Jiang.

LT: Yes

MG: Who they represent and I understand that they’ve contracted your services.

LT: That’s right.

MG: What do you know about Mr Jiang?

LT: They only thing that I know about him is he has been looking after servicing the Olympic industry for
some time.

MG: What is it that you have contracted yourself to do for him?

LT: Assistance with how they go through with projects in various bids that they were putting.

MG: Bid for what?
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LT: For the Olympics in the UK.

MG: What are they bidding for?

LT: When the appropriate time comes, the time hasn’t come, we’ve done nothing for them as yet. It will be
when they are putting bids in that they are conforming to the appropriate rules and so on.

MG: It’s bids to do what?

LT: Oh, they provide china and so on for the Olympics and what have you.

MG: What I understand that they asked you to do, correct me if I’m wrong, is that they wanted help in
amending the legislation around the business rates supplement bill.

LT: Who?

MG: That they wanted to amend legislation around the business rates supplement bill. Is that not your
understanding?

LT: Yes but that is a completely diVerent firm that you are talking about. Oh no, I’m not involved in that. I’ve
met with them. They just came to have a chat that’s all.

MG: So the Olympics. . .

LT: . . .is nothing to do with that. I’m mistaking you for something else.

MG: Who’s the Olympics thing?

LT: It’s a Chinese firm in Hong Kong that I’ve talked to for some time.

MG: But Mr Jiang as I understand it. . .

LT: . . .oh he is not the same person. We are at cross purposes.

MG: OK. So we now know what we are talking about?

LT: Yeah, I do know what you are talking about. David Thompson. . .

MG: David Thompson and Claire Taylor.

LT: Yep

MG: What’s that all about?
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LT: They just asked me about what is happening and so on and I gave them my advice but I am not contracted
with them in any way.

MG: Oh, I understood you had agreed to a consultancy fee of £10,000 per month.
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LT: Oh no.

MG: And that you had already started doing work for them.

LT: Oh no.

MG: Have you met anyone or pressed any buttons?

LT: No, not yet. (inaudible) only just talking to them.

MG: I’m afraid I’m going to have to be a bit more forceful about what I understand because the two people
that you met—CT and DT—are undercover reporters for the Sunday Times Insight team and the whole
conversations that you had over the last, er, you had two meetings, were secretly recorded. And what I
understand from the transcripts of those conversations Lord Taylor is that you did agree to work for them,
that the fee structure was £10k per month and that what you agreed to do was help amend the legislation on
the business rates and that in that regard you had already approached Peter Mandelson, Yvette Cooper. . .

LT: No, I’m sorry.

MG: You are recorded as saying. . .

LT: You’re on the wrong Taylor. I have not met anyone at all.

MG: I’m sorry you are on record to these two undercover reporters. . .

LT: I have not met anyone.

MG: Did you not meet Yvette Cooper yesterday?

LT: No I have not met YC, I’ve not met PM or anyone.

MG: Why would you tell them that you had done that?

LT: I didn’t tell them that.

MG: Its on record Lord Taylor. . .

LT: Well I’m sorry I have not met anyone. I have not met any government oYcer at all.

MG: You are saying you didn’t tell the two undercover reporters?

LT: No. To be quite honest I was playing them along because I thought they were undercover reporters and
I just played them along. I’ve not met any politician or anything.
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MG: So when you oVered to arrange diners and hold meetings in the Lords to impress the clients what was
that?

LT: Oh, that was just a scene because I was suspecting they were undercover reporters right at the beginning.

MG: So when you, sorry I’m going to read you some of the transcript to get your taken . . . One of things that
you said the following: “I will work within the rules but also rules are meant to be bent sometimes.” What do
you mean by that?

LT: What do I mean by that? To explain things to people that’s all

MG: That you would bend the rules to explain things to the outside client? The context of that comment and
the context of the conversation was that you were being contracted by a firm that represented a Chinese
businessman.

LT: Oh no, no. no. no. No, I wasn’t contracted. I signed nothing and I’ve agreed to nothing at all. Nothing
at all.

MG: As I said, all this was recorded. . .

LT: Well I’m sorry it’s recorded, it’s recorded wrongly. I’m sorry I’ve signed nothing, or agreed nothing. I’ve
met no one. You can get in touch with any government department I’ve approached no one at all about it.

MG: So what were you doing? Conning the company (MJA)?
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LT: No, I was conning two reporters.

MG: You thought they were reporters?

LT: Oh, yes, right at the beginning.

MG: And did you notify anyone of this?

LT: No because there was no need to notify anybody I was waiting to see what developed from it.

MG: Why not? Wouldn’t it be sensible to tell the whips oYce?

LT: Oh no, no, no. It wasn’t necessary because they were so naïve the people. You don’t do things like that.

MG: If they were so naive and you knew they were reporters, why did you take them along in the way you did?

LT: Because it was interesting to see the way undercover reporters work. I was quite amazed the way thy
were . . .

MG: So your position is that all the claims that you made on the tape recordings all the things that you agreed
to do for money you were doing on the basis you knew you were speaking to undercover reporters?
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LT: Yes because I haven’t done a damn thing and there’s no . . . or anything like that, and I’ve not taken a
penny and would never take a penny for it.

MG: Would it be improper in your view then to have done that?

LT: Well it is improper of them to come under false pretences.

MG: Putting that aside for one minute, and we can get back to that, the issue is, is it improper or not for a
Lord to take money or agree to take money from a third party to have legislation amended?

LT: Absolutely it is.

MG: Right.

LT: Absolutely.

MG: Would you agree that is what you admitted doing on the tape?

LT: No I did not. I would not agree that I admitted doing that. We were just playing. We were just play that’s
all. It was absolutely farcical to do what they thought.

MG: Why did you go along with it then?

LT: Because I wanted to see what they were doing?

MG: Why didn’t you just say ‘Sorry this is something I don’t do’.?

LT: Because I was interested in, it was fascinating to see how undercover reporters work. I’m not so naive. And
it was interesting to see what they were trying to get at.

MG: So the position is that you didn’t contact or have a meeting with YC?

LT: Not at all.

MG: That you didn’t have a meeting with Peter Mandelson?

LT: Not at all.

MG: You didn’t speak to the head of the bill team?

LT: Not at all.

MG: And you’ve made no approaches to anyone on behalf of. . .

LT: None whatsoever.

MG: OK.

LT: None whatsoever. No minister or anybody has been contacted at all. And nothing has been done and no
money has been asked for in any way at all.
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MG: The money was, there was a discussion about money and there was an agreement to pay you £120k a year.

LT: If it was, it was just a verbal agreement that I never suspected that it would get any where near that figure.

MG: Why would you make a verbal agreement?

LT: I didn’t make a verbal agreement; it was completely to see how far they would go.

MG: Isn’t this just a defence that you are putting up now that you’ve been caught in a sting?

LT: Not at all. I’ve never been caught in anything at all. I’m absolutely honest.

MG: So you have no issue with the transcript being properly represented in the paper.

LT: If you publish I’ll read what the transcript has to say.

MG: I’m telling you what it says and I’m telling you the admissions you made and the things you agreed to
do on behalf of this company and its Chinese client.

LT: Well I’m sorry, erm, we’ll have to wait and see whether it’s been published and we’ll take action when it’s
published.

MG: Just so I’m clear, your statement for the record is what?

LT: My statement on the record is ‘I knew they were undercover reporters. I was seeing how far they would
go. I have not seen any minister or done anything in any improper way at all and would never dream of doing
it. I’ve been at the house for 30 odd years and been in government for 50 odd years and would never dream
of doing it’.

MG: There is one thing before I go. During the tape conversations you referred to having done work to amend
legislation for Experian. Was that also fabrication?

LT: No I’ve worked for Experian for a long time. But it’s not to amend regulations.

MG: No amending legislation?

LT: No it’s pointing out the diYculties about legislation.

MG: I’m trying to find the appropriate part in one of the transcripts and I’ll read it to you and then you can
be kind enough to give me your take on what you were saying.

LT: Right.
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MG: The conversation is about Experian and you say ‘Experian are a company . . . working and so on’.

LT: That’s true [referring to last bit] and you do it through the trade agency and that’s what we did. No me
but the trade agencies.

MG: So when you say ‘I’ve got that amended’.

LT: I’ve not got it amended. Using that term, it is the trade agents who got it amended.

MG: So what do you get paid for?

LT: With Experian, I help them in various ways.

MG: And then when you say to us, going back to the work MJA wanted you to do for their Chinese clients
you said ‘I’ve got many contacts in the Treasury. . .Yvette Cooper . . . juniors to me’ You were then asked . . .

LT: Junior in age.

MG: Yes. You were then asked ‘If my client wished to meet anyone would that be possible?’ And you said ‘it
possible . . . in most cases yes’. Then you were asked ‘Presumably senior civil servants as well’. And your reply
was ‘Yes’.

LT: Yeah well it is possible to meet them if you go through the appropriate channels.

MG: You.

LT: Me and other people through the appropriate channels. If you’ve got a suggestion to make you apply to
see the minister or to see the appropriate civil servant through the usual channels. This is open government.

MG: I think I’ve got this comment of yours and this is what we will go with. Can I leave a number with you
if there is anything you. . .
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LT: You can but my answer is that I have not seen any minister, spoken to any minister, any senior civil servant
or anyone at all.

MG: OK let me give you he number if you have anything you want to discuss with me then I’ll be on the end
of this phone.

LT: I don’t think there is anything that I do want to discuss with you but. . .

MG: Just in case.

[number passed on. MG gives names and name of paper].

LT: Oh it used to be a very good newspaper.

Ends.
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Written Evidence

STATUTORY DECLARATION

I, LORD TAYLOR OF BLACKBURN CBE of ***, do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows:

1. I am 79 years of age and have spent the last 30 such years as a member of this noble House. I make this
declaration in order to refute, on my personal honour and my oath, any allegation that I have deliberately and
knowingly breached the code of conduct. My character has gone without blemish and my record in attending
the House over 30 years is exemplary and there has been no previous attempt to impugn my good name. I am
advised that the Sub-Committee should take these matters of character in account in my favour, both as
making it unlikely that I would fail to act on my personal honour and as supporting the credibility of this
declaration.

2. I am not going to blow my own trumpet, I have done enough of that in private, as is apparent from the
Sunday Times transcript. I am a loquacious old man with an advanced degree of self satisfaction but one who
is easily confused, and who rambles on, not always to the point. But I have done the state some service and
have done nothing to justify a wealthy newspaper playing a monstrous trick upon me and then condemning
me throughout the nation for it and selling extracts from my private conversation to broadcasters around the
world. The Sub-Committee on Privileges is my only protection—I do not have Max Mosley’s money, or the
time left to me in this life, to bring privacy and libel actions against the Murdoch press, however much I might
wish to do so. Part of me just wishes to dispel this awful black cloud that they have hung over me by leaving
the Lords and enjoying what time I have left. Nevertheless, I am determined to refute the allegations that I
have ever been corrupt or let down my fellow members or deliberately disgraced the House. I have done
nothing wrong—indeed I have done nothing, other than airily banter with agents provocateur and I would
have done nothing had their conspiracy to destroy me proceeded any further. I am neither a saint nor a lawyer:
I am a former educationalist who is sometimes out of his depth and who made a mistake in not explaining the
diVerence between a parliamentary and non parliamentary consultancy, but I have never acted with the
intention of breaching the code of conduct or doing anything unethical.

3. I have worked in local government and education most of my life and I was made a life peer by Mr Jim
Callaghan in 1978 after the Taylor Report on Education. I informally but frequently advised Mrs Thatcher
when she was Secretary of State for Education, and when she took over the reins of government she invited
me to introduce my report in the Lords. When I entered the upper house all those years ago I told the PM that
I would make a full time job of it. I have devoted the rest of my working life to being a working peer—this is
my day job, unlike so many of my colleagues who maintain their occupation in business or law or other
employment from which they draw substantial salaries. It has been small comfort in the last month that I have
been described as one of the most regular attendees (148 days last year) although this is usually a prelude to
sniping at my expenses. It has been an honour to serve regularly in the house for 30 years. I listen and
sometimes participate in debates, especially on educational subjects, and do my best to advance the public
interest wherever I can.

4. But I have had to earn a living. Many people—especially journalists—do not understand that service in the
Lords, unlike the Commons, is unpaid. The Sub-Committee will know that there is nothing wrong with a peer
taking consultancies and I have of course done so. Initially I did this with an education business and then with
BAE, helping it change its modus operandi in Malaysia, avoiding corrupt payments and establishing technical
colleges there and oVering scholarships to staV to study at British universities. It is an irony that those parts
of the transcripts in which I condemn bribery and corruption and talk about helping BAE adopt an alternative
approach are never mentioned. It is clear from what I say that I abhor corruption and will have no part in it.

5. A theme of my consultancies from the beginning was that they had some connection with my area, the North
West, and in particular had operations that generated jobs in the North West. This has always been my
obsessive interest. When the Sunday Times spiders spun their web of deceit, their first inducement to me was
to help bring several hundred jobs to the North West. I am sure that the journalist initially said this in a
telephone call—one reason I wanted to have him cross-examined. But in any event, it was the message I took
away from his description of his client’s intentions. He knew exactly how to get me interested—and I make
no apology for being interested. The North West is my area and I have been humbled and privileged to help
its people. I have never taken more than about seven consultancies so that they bring me enough to live
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comfortably, without interfering with my main work of attending in the House. I should add that I have always
been an enthusiastic supporter of parliamentarians declaring their pecuniary interests. In 1996 when the
register first came in, it was voluntary—and I was one of the first to register. When it became compulsory as
part of the Nolan reforms, I have always registered every interest and in timely fashion. I have erred only once
by not disclosing an interest in the course of a debate—and I made an apology for that a few days later, as
soon as my oversight was pointed out. I have never put down an amendment to a bill on behalf of a client, or
arranged for a client to have favourable treatment from any minister or civil servant as will be verified by
Hansard and by civil service records. I have certainly advised clients from time to time about which minister
they should try to see or how they should lobby or how to structure a campaign in a way that appeals to
parliamentarians, but I have never acted, in relation to a company that has paid me, without disclosing any
financial interest that existed.

6. In about 1988 I met Janet Robinson, an astute and careful woman and an ex-government scientist who looks
after me in every business sense. She deals with all my consultancies, ensures that they are declared (her
signature is on the Register) and does all my correspondence and bookkeeping. She is, in eVect, my business
partner and I would never conclude any agreement without her involvement from the outset. I rely upon her
for negotiating my interests and advising me in every business thing I do, particularly in making and
concluding consultancy agreements. It is perhaps the most absurd thing in the charge the Sub-Committee
levels against me that I am accused of negotiating an agreement—I can barely negotiate a corridor and I
invariably arrange for Janet to do any real negotiating or contracting. She serves me as a barrister’s clerk
serves a barrister and she negotiates the terms of the contract, which I later sign in reliance upon her advice.
Everyone we know, knows that I would not make any agreement or even contemplate making an agreement
before Janet has been brought in. This was never, in my mind, a serious negotiation, as I shall explain. If it got
past the preliminary stage—the stage at which I was really trying to decide whether I would even entertain an
oVer from these people—then I would have called Janet in to do the negotiations.

7. At the time this awful business arose, I was contemplating retirement when I turned 80 later this year. But
shortly before Christmas I had a call from a seemingly educated and pleasant man who said that he was a
partner in a big Brussels based PR company, MJ Associates. I had never heard of this particular company but
I had no reason to doubt his confident statement that he was looking for a consultant. I made it clear from
the outset that I was willing to help some businesses for free, but that I was only available for work I thought
worthwhile. This all came out of the blue and the one thing that interested me—in December 2008, as we slid
into a depression and the press was full of stories about job cuts, was the prospect of helping someone, against
the odds, to start a new business and employ people. I invited him to take tea with me in the Lords. Why not,
and where else?

8. Now we move into transcript territory. My lawyers tell me that if this were a hearing in a court or a
disciplinary tribunal, the transcripts might well not be admitted in evidence against me, because they were
plainly obtained by the unlawful actions of an agent provocateur. I am therefore—and contrary to the promise
to members in paragraph 25—being treated unfairly by having my nose rubbed in a transcript that would in
other fair jurisdictions be excluded as a result of its coming into existence through a massive deception and
invasion of privacy. That deception was not, it is true, by a state agency, but by Rupert Murdoch and his
minions, and in this case Rupert Murdoch carries more clout than most state agents. This scoundrel Jonathan
Calvert—and his accomplices spent lengthy time and much money on concocting a false story for the purpose
of duping me. They cleverly, over two meetings, tried every trick in the book to interest me and then to attempt
to make me agree to do something wrong. Their entry into parliament for this deceptive purpose with an
unlawful surveillance device was a breach of the rules: they did not declare their recording device but smuggled
it in by some means about which the Sub-Committee is remarkably incurious. They must have fooled or bribed
or outwitted the security guards and the surveillance machines and brought the device into the tea room and
the luncheon room, places where I had every reason to expect privacy. My lawyers can explain if permitted
(although the Sub-Committee has so far not admitted representations by counsel) why this behaviour is a
breach of privacy and a breach of Article 8 of the European Convention. No doubt it would be justified in the
public interest if it produced evidence that I had committed a serious crime, but nothing of this sort was a
prospect and indeed the tapes verify that I committed nothing. There was no justification for the journalists
to deprive me of my Article 8 right and there is no justification for this committee to approve their conduct
by accepting the transcripts in evidence. The only way in which the Sub-Committee can mark its displeasure
is to refuse to accept them.

9. That is not only an argument of law but of morality. If the right to privacy means anything, it means being
able to converse in a tea room of parliament—or a tea room anywhere—without being made the victim of an
elaborate deception and having your conversation secretly recorded. To my astonishment the Sub-Committee
has thus far had no qualms at all about accepting this evidence, and has not even taken the necessary steps to
permit my counsel to challenge it, and by so doing has shown utter contempt for members’ rights to privacy.
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If that attitude is shared by the privileges committee, then let me say only this. There will soon be rooms in
this House filled with “undercover reporters” intent on getting scoops. If the Sunday Times gets away with it,
why not? In fact, why not go further and bug the tea rooms and lunch rooms and committee rooms—it is only
one further step. There will be no end to it and the Houses of Parliament will become places for tabloids to
use secret surveillance devices to pick up gossip and conversations and so on. And that development will be
your fault, because in your anxiety, or your fear, to support the Murdoch press, you fail to take a stand for
civil liberty and against secret surveillance in this House. Of course, if the Sunday Times can get away with it,
so can the police and the security services and members of the Sub-Committee will apparently have no
objection to that either. By failing to exclude these surreptitiously obtained transcripts, the Sub-Committee
has already sold the pass. Indeed, it has asked to invigilate me on these transcripts in detail, in a procedure
that, I am advised, is in breach of my rights under Article 6 as well as Article 8 of the Europe Convention. I
cannot enforce these rights in the High Court, because this is a parliamentary procedure, although I may well
be able to go directly to Strasbourg and argue that my rights have been infringed. That is for the future.

10. There is, as the Sub-Committee will understand even if journalists do not, no prohibition whatsoever on
peers taking on consultancy work. Whether or not there should be such a prohibition is a matter of opinion:
obviously in light of the unpaid nature of membership of the House of Lords it would mean that only the
wealthy would be able to take on full time work in the House. The Code of Conduct explicitly recognises our
rights to take such work and requires that it be registered. It must follow from this that there is nothing at all
inappropriate in a peer considering an oVer of work made to him or exploring, in some detail, what that work
might entail. Inviting persons who purport to be in a position to engage a peer for legitimate consultancy work
to meetings in the tea and luncheon room of the House is unexceptional: it is done all the time. Ever since I
became a member of the House in 1978, colleagues have used the meeting and dining faculties of the House
to entertain guests with whom they are in some direct or indirect financial relationship. This has never been
frowned upon.

11. I spoke to this journalist on 17th December and the next day. We had a brief cup of coVee—the transcript
lasts 20 pages. He seemed, at first blush, to be a friendly and pleasant person who was genuinely concerned to
help a legitimate client contribute to the UK economy. I took him at his word and was comprehensively gulled
by the scoundrel. I can now see how he was all the time setting me up. He begins with the loaded question (at
page 3) “You already work for several people?” I then explained that I only worked for the people that I wanted
to work for—those who in my view wanted me to help them towards something worthwhile for the country.
I probed him and he lied pursuant to his dishonest script about working in Brussels and having a client who
wanted to set up a retail outlet. These blandishments were carefully rehearsed—see the top of page 4. I wanted
initially to understand whether this project was at all worthwhile and pressed him on what the retail outlets
were for and he went back to his script and told me that they would be employing people here to sell clothes.
So far, so unexceptional.

12. Then, at page 5, we see the poison trickle out. A financial relationship is dangled and the charlatan says
“what we would be looking at for you to do . . . for you to speak in the chamber on our behalf, ask
parliamentary questions, amend certain bits of the legislation and . . . to meet ministers”. The response is
“inaudible” but I believe I spluttered in my coVee at these outrageous suggestions. I was immediately put on
my guard—this nice, educated and decent man was either very ignorant or very bent. My immediate response
was to ask him “how did you get my name?” It was the inappropriateness of the suggestions put to me that
made me begin to question his bona fides. He calmed me down with a flattering answer and I went oV on a
long disquisition about my previous experience, getting carried away at times over the next few pages but
emphasising—and this was the point of my lengthy expostulation—that I would not be party and had never
been party to doing anything inappropriate. This was the point of my reference to my Malaysian experience
on page 7—that I would not be party to “giving backhanders to ministers” but had helped BAE out of this
mire of corruption by suggesting legitimate ways in which they could help the people.

13. I berated the disguised journalist for his naivety both as a matter of principle and as a matter of practicality,
pointing out, because I thought this guy would be more persuaded by an argument based on practicality rather
than morality, the ineVectiveness of having people speak for you in the chamber. The point I was making is
really one of blinding simplicity: you will get a better hearing from a minister if you get your message across
to him in an informal situation—eg “over a pie and a pint” rather than in a formal meeting when he or she is
surrounded by civil servants. I probably got carried away a bit with my examples but I was not on oath or
under any duty to speak precisely: I was in a private conversation with a man of exasperating naivety, and
trying to bring home to him how his conception of parliament was mistaken. I was trying to make the obvious
point that in relation to individual corporate matters, it was pointless to expect speeches in the chamber to
have any eVect. This is my honest opinion. Because some of his requests seemed to me unethical, I laid down
very clearly my own standards—that I was “a straight, honest operator” because “I believe in telling the
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truth. . . my credibility means a great deal to me because at my age I am not going to lose my credibility just
for a few pounds. . . so I will not do anything that I think is dodgy or crossing that line”.

14. It must be remembered that I thought I was speaking to a partner in a big PR company, and I wanted to
make it plain at the outset, crystal clear in fact, that I would not do anything unethical or tell his client other
than the truth, however disappointing for his clients my honesty might be. I might break the truth to him gently
or in a roundabout way, but I would not flinch from telling him the truth, in the entirely hypothetical event
that I would agree to act as consultant. I made it clear (page 10) “I am not seeking work. It is my intention of
finishing” and I used the phrase “it was because you just whetted my appetite to see what it was all about”, I
have been condemned particularly for using this phrase, “whet my appetite”, but in context all it meant was
that when he first contacted me he attracted my interest by stating that they wanted my help in generating 500
new jobs, many of them in the North West. It had nothing to do with money, as I made perfectly clear.

15. The disguised journalist soothed my concerns “it’s you helping us out with any problems that come up in
the process of setting up this retail chain” and I then rattled on. The example I gave about ID cards obviously
relates to a matter of some detail on which I had been advising a client, but I certainly had not “got it delayed”
in terms of any statute or statutory amendment. My descriptions of what should be done at the top of page
11 refer to “you” i.e. the company that employs me as a consultant, and not something that I would do
personally. When I say “what you do is you talk to the parliamentary team. . . you point to them the diYculties
that the retailer will be having. . . you get them to amend it that way,” I was referring to the perfectly proper
procedure that companies adopt if they want changes in legislation: i.e. they go to the people responsible and
make their submissions. As consultant I may advise them on how to make their pitch and whom to go to see—
but it is the company’s pitch and not mine. I do not play any part in the amendments process. I was telling
them “what you do is you meet the minister, you meet the various people.” I was not suggesting that I would
do this for any company. I would help identify decision makers; certainly that is the role of a consultant.

16. I admit that at this point I began to blow my own trumpet and I see that I fantasised about chairing
“various cabinet meetings” which of course is nonsense. I did give them what I think is quite a good example
of the kind of person who makes decisions by referring to Garry Mohammed’s role—and this was all in the
context of trying to get across to this foolish and naive man that experts in the public service are the persons
to talk to about the commercial implications of particular legislation, and this was not a matter that would
normally take up the time of the House. I was really uncertain about this man, he seemed at one level so decent,
but on another level so ignorant. But he was purporting to represent a client with important job prospects for
the UK. That is why I said (at page 12) “I’m interested. . . and this is only an introductory kind of meeting
today.” He had hooked me, in the sense of getting me interested in a legitimate and worthwhile project but I
was being careful and making it clear that we were not negotiating seriously or at all: we were merely
introducing ourselves.

17. I said in no uncertain terms that he was entirely wrong in certain things and I meant “wrong” in a moral
sense. He then backtracked and apologised for his naivety. I said in my straight -talking way that he was
ignorant and he started to talk about money but in an attempt to turn away from this premature discussion
I pointed out that money was not the question: “it’s just whether I want to do it or not, that’s the thing. And
you’ve got to whet my appetite to get me to come on board.” It has been one of the most vexing and depressing
things about the obloquy I have suVered as a result of this dishonest enterprise that the Sunday Times has
presented this statement and publicised and sold extracts from their recording on the basis that by “whet my
appetite” I meant “oVer me a large sum of money.” This, as my previous use of “whet my appetite” explains,
was related to oVering others employment in the North West—that was my appetite—not oVering me money.
This is just one example of where this secret recording has been so damaging and so unfair.

18. I go on to make it very clear that I have not begun to negotiate anything. I pointed out that I needed much
more detail to see whether I could help them or whether I would be wasting my time, which “gets less the older
I get.” Furthermore, in an important section at the end of page 13, I tell the man that I want more details about
him to decide “how legitimate you are and so on.” As we are winding up, the journalist tries to snare me with
questions about arranging meetings with ministers and I humour him but essentially the meeting had finished
on an utterly inconclusive note, i.e. that I would check them out and consider whether I could do anything
worthwhile for them. I am humouring him (“yep, yep, yep”) but essentially telling them that as a consultant
I might do research and tell them what their chances were of being successful with their proposal. At page 16
I make it clear that in giving this opinion “I will not charge you for it.” In other words, I would give them initial
help free of charge, if I thought them legitimate and their proposal in the public interest. At page 17, I tell them
in terms that “I don’t get involved in details. . . I will give you general advice” based on my 50 years of working
with government departments. I really do get some satisfaction about using the experience I have acquired,
and I feel good about “helping young people like you”. If only I had known the truth!
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19. I am disturbed that the Sub-Committee has focused on parts of this transcript which have been taken out
of context and do not convey the reality of this meeting, which I never conceived would be treated as a
negotiation. I really think that the emphasis at page 13 (“more details about you—how legitimate you are”),
which was the initial end of the coVee taking phase, gives the lie to this allegation. I further draw attention to
the transcript at the bottom of page 17 and top of page 18 where we are walking to the exit and I emphasised
to this imposter that “I promise you nothing. That’s number one and I am absolutely, completely honest with
you and I will tell you “yes” or “no” on any scheme that you produce as to whether I think you should run.
You or your client will make you own mind up after that. . . I’m a great believer in honesty because if I have
got decisions to make I can only make them if I have the true picture.” In other words, I would need much
more information to decide whether a) this fellow and his firm were legitimate, b) this fellow’s client was
legitimate, and c) whether the client was even worth helping, and if I decided to do so I would, free gratis and
for nothing, tell him the truth about his project. It is interesting to see that right at the very end, page 20, it was
left for him to get in touch if he wanted to, and in one of his few truthful observations his concluding remark is
“it’s up to us to convince you, obviously.” He was reflecting what was my understanding and intention, and
what he had clearly picked up from my demeanour and body language (not possible to discern from a
transcript), and the general tone of the meeting, namely that it was obvious that I was not at this point prepared
even to consider a negotiation until I knew a lot more about him, his company and his client.

20. I am also concerned to draw the attention of the Sub-Committee to the fact that the original transcript
supplied by the Sunday Times appears to have deliberately omitted several of the many exculpatory statements
I made during the course of the two meetings with these journalists. By way of example, I draw your attention
to page 8 of the Sunday Times transcript, which purports to document the end of the first meeting I had with
Jonathan Calvert. Rather than transcribe the contents of the conversation at this point, which is clearly
audible on the recording that was passed to me, the entry on the transcript reads: “Conversation continues as
Lord Taylor takes Calvert to the peer’s entrance where they part.” None of this conversation is written down.
Comments I made during this part of the encounter, and which are documented from page 15 onwards of the
Hansard transcript that we subsequently received, include the unequivocal statement I made that what I would
do for a company who engaged my services was to “do all the research and tell you what chances you’ve got
of being successful.” I went on to say to Mr Calvert that, if I decided to take on the consultancy that was being
oVered, that because “I don’t get involved in detail” what I would do would be to “give [MJA] the general
advice. . .and give [MJA] some idea of the way things will go.” No eVort was made to record my subsequent
comment that “I promise you nothing. That’s number one.” I went on to reiterate in the firmest of tones that
my role, if I accepted what was being oVered, would be to advise on the likely success of a proposed scheme,
and that in doing so I would be “absolutely completely honest with you. . .You or your client will make your
own mind up after that.” Such deliberate omissions lead me inexorably to the conclusion that the intention,
quite clearly, of the transcript that the Sunday Times provided, was to set me up even more than they had
already done.

21. I would like to have been a “fly on the wall” back at the Sunday Times oYce in Wapping when they played
this tape. They must have been disappointed that their vast expense in setting up this sting operation had, in
my case, not produced any result. I had not been attracted by their oVers of money, I had not been persuaded
that the exercise was worth my while or was in the public interest. I had no intention to follow up their
approach—it would be down to them. I imagine that they considered whether their game was worth the candle.
They had baited the hook but having sniVed it, I was swimming away. It must have been a narrow decision as
to whether to follow up. But I guess that having spent so much time and money on setting up the trap, they
wanted to persevere. For that reason they produced a more lengthy document, utterly dishonest in conception
and in its terms, but cleverly designed to persuade me that there was a real matter on which I could, in the
public interest, oVer my expertise. They say it was sent on 12th January. It was picked up by Janet, who said
to me that there was something odd about it and that obviously although I could act as a consultant and give
them advice, I could not intervene in Parliament for them. She said we should make no decisions. I did not
read the text closely or to the end, I am afraid—all I understood was that there were things that I might help
them about but that Janet said I should be suspicious of them and what they might really want, and make no
immediate decisions. I did not focus on or understand any of the details about BRS and I certainly did not
discuss the subject at the meeting on the 15th. I did not even check whether the House had custody of the Bill
(I have now established that it did not).

22. Early in the New Year, Janet tried to find out more about this PR company. Her researcher reported that
there was very little information available about them on the web and out of interest I telephoned the number
of the card that had been given to me on December 17th. I was told that the managing director was out but
would call me back. This was further evidence of how elaborate the Sunday Times pretence was. My research
did however establish that there was a conglomerate called Wong Hing in China. The man (Calvert, pretending
to be Thompson) did call back and went on with a cunning explanation that most of their work was in Europe
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and that was why so little information was available. My technological knowledge is limited and I am afraid
that I accepted this dishonest explanation which reassured me enough to accept his invitation to another
meeting at which he expressed the wish to bring a colleague who coincidentally bore my name—Taylor. I
agreed, but invited them to have lunch with me as it is more diYcult for me to get about and I prefer to spend
my day in the House. The explanation had been carefully constructed, possibly with the assistance of lawyers
or political consultants, which again demonstrates the length which they were prepared to go and the money
that they had invested in trying to entrap me. There is no doubt that they had a commercial motivation: they
have not only sold extracts from the secret tape they made of me to broadcasters, but they have promoted the
circulation of their newspaper on the back of this so called “scoop”.

23. I wish to point out, in relation to this second meeting, that at no stage did they lure me into breaching Code
4(c) which provides that members of the House:

“must never accept any financial inducement as an incentive or reward for exercising parliamentary
influence”.

At no stage in these introductory discussions did I accept any financial inducement, as a reward, or incentive
for exercising parliament influence or for anything else. Neither meeting was, on my part, a serious discussion
about any agreement, much less an “acceptance”.

24. The second meeting began with the woman, who seemed at first to be a decent and competent executive,
producing the usual spate of lies to put me oV my guard. However, I had given some thought in the preceding
weeks to this approach, and was not reassured by their unconvincing explanation as to why they did not
promote themselves. I should say that at this meeting I had at the back of my mind an episode some years ago
when I became the intended victim of a confidence trickster who persuaded me to book the Cholmondeley
Room for what he claimed was a charity, but the police called me two days before to tell me of his previous
convictions and that he was currently under investigation by the Fraud Squad. I cancelled immediately, but
with some embarrassment. I therefore had suspicions that these people may not have been what they seemed.

25. I did tell the woman that my behaviour was “unorthodox” but that of course is not the same as unethical.
I made it clear that her partner was naive and did not understand the way parliament or the civil service
worked. I went oV at various stages on a bit of a roll about my background and experience. I have thought
about my tendency to sound oV in this way and my assistant Janet has discussed it with me. I have to accept
that I am a somewhat lonely old man without regular companionship, and that I may well have used this
occasion as an opportunity to discourse to company, and simply to talk very loosely, perhaps envisioning
myself as the powerful politician I might once have liked to be. In this sense I allowed an element of fantasy
to enter into what I assumed was an entirely private occasion, over a meal for which, of course, I was paying.
It may be that I was, in my own mind, using these two people as sounding boards for my own benefit. I boasted
about myself extensively and somewhat exaggerated my abilities and political powers and my closeness to
ministers and senior civil servants.

26. Nonetheless I made it clear that I would not dream of doing anything wrong and again tried to explain
why it was necessary for their client to approach civil servants and ministers directly rather than hire
spokespeople to make speeches in the House. I remained sceptical about these two but was again reassured by
their reference (page 9) to Trevor Hemmings, a close acquaintance who shares an interest in dyslexia. This was
another devious and despicable lie, but it took me in to the extent that I was prepared to suspend my judgement
a little longer. At the beginning of this meeting, I was genuinely in two minds and my suspicion is reflected in
a number of aspects of the conversation. At this point, as they played their Trevor Hemmings trick, I was lulled
into a sense of reassurance. I relaxed and began virtually to soliloquise about the way in which companies
should interact with local councils. I repeated much of what I had said at the first meeting to the woman, who
was rather charming and I’m afraid played on my age and susceptibility. I told her about assessing chances of
planning success and gave her the lecture—it’s quite true, of course—about politicians being more open
minded “over a pie and a pint” rather than when surrounded by their “Sir Humphreys” who are planning to
persuade the minister of the prejudgment they have already made. I was not of course suggesting that I was
open to receiving payment for influencing ministers over a pie and pint in the dining room. This was never my
intention. There is nothing sinister about my advising them to meet ministers informally rather than
formally—it is simply the truth that all lobbyists understand—it, is merely a reflection of the way in which,
civil servants, when present, manage to control ministers and inhibit their imagination.

27. I point to my determination (at page 15) to get across to these people that “I am very very aware of the
credibility that I achieved in over 50 years. . . I am not going to put myself in an embarrassing situation or do
anything that I think is illegal or use my position in any way for monetary gain. After all these years I am not
going to do that. I will work within the rules.” So far, so obviously good—I am getting across to people whom
I do not really trust that there is no way in which I will accept money to do anything illegal or unethical. I go
on to say “but rules are meant to be bent sometimes” which has been the other quote for me that has been
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endlessly replayed on radio and television and in newspaper headlines. Again, it is taken entirely out of
context. The saying that “rules are meant to be bent sometimes” is an old Northern saying and is probably
common in many other geographical areas. In fact, I am told that the hero of the book “To Kill a
Mockingbird”, Atticus Finch, who is fiction’s most ethical and admired lawyer, instructs his daughter with
exactly this phrase “rules are meant to be bent sometimes” to cater for justice in special situations. That is
precisely the way I used the phrase. In context and not in isolation. This is all part of a passage in which I insist
that I will never be party to breaking the rules that the Sub-Committee has wrongly accused me of breaking.
I make it clear that I am not going to accept money as an incentive or reward for doing anything improper.

28. At page 16: I make it clear that everything is hypothetical and we are not negotiating any agreement:

“I promise you nothing and will make no promises. . . if I decide to work for you of course”.

The man, no doubt disappointed that his trick hasn’t worked, says “you still haven’t. . .” and I make clear
“because we (I am thinking of Janet) haven’t decided yet. And it is not just a question, my dear friend, of you
inviting me to join you it is whether I want to or not.” They still try to tease me into making some other
statement that can be taken out of context and broadcast but I am wary and oVer them lunch.

29. The prospect of a free lunch obviously excites the agents provocateur: the greedy woman orders halibut
prawns and beef and several glasses of wine and we engage in minor chitchat. I pay—they don’t. But I am still
bothered about what they are really up to and who they really are. Their persistent questions about my contacts
and their desire to meet various people are starting to make me more suspicious. They stroke my ego and ask
about my favourite holiday places and so on—no doubt to put me oV my guard. The woman proceeds to lie
about their so-called firm and all the staV they have in London. In fact it was this lie (at page 34) which revived
my suspicions, because I had been told that they were not detectable on the internet. I do recall repeating my
story about BAE, to reinforce the position that I was not in favour of anything corrupt. The man at page 38
tries to come to a crunch but I am not prepared to make any agreements— “first of all, I’d like to know who
I’m working with” and I didn’t believe that these people had a company operational in London. I let them
know that I was interested in sorting out problems and that I was not satisfied that they were being open and
honest with me and at page 40 I tell them that “you might even be a reporter from one of the newspapers in
disguise.” Many a true word is spoken in jest.

30. They raise the question of their website, no doubt to see whether that is bothering me. I detect some holes
in the woman’s story, and ask some questions about her while she visits the lavatory. These concerns read me
to try to push them into giving me information upon which I can make up my mind whether to have anything
further to do with them. At page 50 I come back to the nagging question in my mind as to how they ever
decided to come to me. That is when I decided to push them—I had in my mind that the only way to bring
this business to a conclusion was to pretend that we had done a deal and then see what they said. I really
thought that their messing me around had some ulterior object. So I thought I would bring them to the crunch,
pretend we had an agreement and see what they did. That is why I pretended at page 51: “we’ve agreed that
we’re doing the deal. . . when do we oYcially start? When do you want to start? Just name a figure. We’ve said
10 are you happy about that?” This elicited a statement from the woman that the client didn’t worry about
cost and the man wanted to know all about a lunch with Peter Mandelson.

31. I called their bluV by telling them that the agreement would be notarised by Janet who would put it in the
Declaration of Interests “so that it’s open and above board.” At this point they seemed to lose interest—for
my part, I at this point had heard enough and I asked for their card to get something concrete from them as
I was not satisfied. I was not prepared to act for a company that they could not persuade me was going to be
worthwhile and they were certainly ignorant and hinting at having me do things that would have put me in
breach of the Code. They became very evasive when I asked about their corporate operations in the UK arid
about their parent company. I do know a little about public relations and by this point they struck me as
poseurs. We had an inconsequential conversation about education—I really was not interested in dotting any
“i”s or crossing any “t”s about any deal or any relationship. We did not have one, and I know that had they
continued their conspiracy, we never would. I would not have acted for them and their client, at least until I
was given further information about them. I happily chatted about their children’s education, and when the
woman said “you must let us take you somewhere” I said hastily “no I never go out, actually.” I really did not
want to see them again. I played along with their polite requests to “bounce ideas oV you” but I maintained
my suspicions and we chatted about the advantages of Eurostar. I made no arrangements to see them again—
the last twenty minutes of the meeting rather fizzled out.

32. Nevertheless, my suspicions and, I must admit, my curiosity remained after the meeting. I was not prepared
to enter into any relationship with these people, but I did feel the need to know what they were about—and
why they had come to me in particular. I was conscious of the previous attempt years before to involve me in
a sting and I began to wonder what was behind this obviously expensive and carefully thought out eVort. Was
I really going to be of assistance in progressing this enterprise, or were they playing me for a sucker who might
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lend his name to a money laundering front for drugs (I vaguely remembered a case involving someone called
Howard Marx whose range of frock shops were a front for drugs).

33. Perhaps it was not the best decision I have ever made, but I chose to follow up the meeting with a call to
Mr Calvert. Despite the appalling invasion of privacy involved this call was, inevitably, also recorded by the
Sunday Times and I have very recently been sent a copy of their transcript (which comes in the “Extra
recordings” document). In light of the scandalously edited Sunday Times transcripts of the undercover
recordings in the House of Lords I have no reason to trust this one. Nevertheless, it is all I have received so I
will give it the undeserved benefit of the doubt. When making the call to Calvert I thought that if I gave him
the impression that I was taking his proposal seriously and carrying it through, he would be forced to either
come clean with his deception or produce his client and finally establish his legitimacy. I told him that I had
arranged a meeting with Yvette Cooper for the following week. I also tested him by asking him for further
information, both on the Business Rates Supplement Bill (the name of which I couldn’t even remember) and
on his own company. I wanted to see what he could come up with. I also tried to put a little pressure on by
reminding him on page 7 about the money he had agreed to pay, and asking him whether he was sure about
it. On page 8 I attempted to flush out the client by asking to meet him.

34. I was somewhat surprised to receive a full and impressive business brief from Calvert just a few days later.
It seemed so genuine that I thought to myself that I had perhaps misjudged these people. Little did I know the
remarkable lengths the Sunday Times were prepared to go to in their attempts to dupe me. Since my previous
eVorts had produced no certain result, I decided that I would ‘up the ante’ further to finally bring this matter
to a head and see whether they took fright or flight. I therefore left a message claiming to have discussed their
case with Peter Mandelson and Baroness Andrews and that I would be meeting Yvette Cooper and local
authority teams. I did this so that they would think (wrongly, of course) that I really had moved and that they
would have to either abandon their eVorts or produce their client and establish his legitimacy. I said that I
would be meeting Cooper later that day. I said this to pretend that their names and their client’s name was
being fed into a political and bureaucratic process.

35. Shortly afterwards—indeed, within a day or so, my trick worked to the extent that another reporter from
the Sunday Times telephoned to tell me that it had been “an undercover job”. He accused me of agreeing to
work for them for £10,000 per month and to have actually done so by meeting Mandelson and Cooper. I think
this must be the basis of the charge against me under 4(c) of the Code of Conduct.

36. Of course, it is all ridiculously wrong. I never met Mandelson or Andrews and I was pleased to tell the
Sunday Times that I had not done so and was playing their reporters along. I made it clear that “I’ve signed
nothing or agreed nothing. I’ve approached no one at all about it. . . I was conning two reporters.” I made it
clear to the Sunday Times that “I’ve not taken a penny and would never take a penny” and that “it is improper
of them to come under false pretences.” The Sunday Times of course did not publish these comments. I made
it clear that my comments about meeting ministers and senior civil servants were in the context of going
through the appropriate channels and the usual channels. Again this explanation was not published.

37. I turn now to the charge that has been devised by the Sub-Committee, acting (as my lawyers have pointed
out) both as prosecutor and judge. Obviously I am unhappy with this position, I am accused of negotiating
with a supposed lobbying company “MJA” with a view to becoming a parliamentary consultant to MJA
which was acting for a supposed Hong Kong client in return for a fee to “exercise parliamentary influence”
to secure an amendment to the Business Rates Supplement Bill, which would confer a two year exemption for
new businesses from the provision in that bill allowing local authorities to impose an additional 2% charge on
the business rate on properties over £50,000 in value, which agreement would have constituted a breach of
paragraph 4(c) of the Code of Conduct; and thereby fail to act “on his personal honour” in breach of
paragraph 4(b) of that code. I have a number of points to make about this charge:

(i) In the first place it appears to be devised to accuse me of committing an oVence which is not in fact
encompassed by the Code of Conduct. The Code of Conduct is very clear. It says that a peer “must
never accept any financial inducement as an incentive or reward for exercising parliamentary
influence”. It is very plain from these transcripts that I never did accept a financial inducement and
I never did exercise parliamentary influence on behalf of this supposed company. That should be the
end of the matter. However the Sub-Committee, straining itself to find a basis for condemning me,
has decided to use paragraph 4(b) as a means of incriminating “negotiation”. My lawyers tell me that
this is unacceptable and further evidence of the unfairness of the Sub-Committee. I am sorry to hear
that. I am not guilty of a breach under 4(b) and I have always acted on my personal honour. I did
not “negotiate” for this financial deal.

(ii) The absurdity of this charge is plain from the detail. Where in these 80 pages of transcript do I ever
speak about “conferring a two year exemption for new businesses from the provision in the Rate
Supplement Bill allowing local authorities to impose an additional 2% charge on the business rate
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on properties over £50,000 in value”? It is nonsensical to suggest that this was ever discussed let alone
that I ever agreed to support this proposition. It was certainly set out in the cleverly devised five page
memorandum, but “the Hansard transcript” which is the subject of the charge (namely the first two
meetings) was before I ever received that. The Hansard transcript in fact discloses that nothing was
said about any “additional 2% charge on the business rate on properties over £50,000 in value” and
I invite the Sub-Committee, which has drawn up this charge and is proceeding to judge me on it, to
point out any page of the Hansard transcript that refers to this 2% charge on the business rate on
properties over £50,000 in value. I am old and my eyes are not the best but I have read this wretched
transcript time and again and I find no reference to any amendment that would confer a two year
exemption for new businesses from the provision in the Business Rate Supplement Sill etc etc.

38. I have already explained that these were private conversations conducted in good spirit over tea and lunch
and that I am an elderly man who is prone to speak at some length and on occasions boastfully and may get
carried away and exaggerate from time to time. I imagine most people do in private conversations and I
wonder how many members of the Sub-Committee could read without blushing a transcript of all their
conversations that had been secretly recorded. However what I insist is that these conversations were entirely
preliminary: they were not, as far as I was concerned, serious negotiations, let alone an agreement or
acceptance for the purposes of Code 4(c). They were merely an exploration on my part of an unusual, possibly
wrong but also possibly valuable approach by people purporting to be from a large Brussels PR company with
a client who was proposing to launch a job creation business. I had absolutely no intention, at any time of the
Hansard transcript or later to enter into an agreement or to create legal relations with people whom I had not
yet checked out.

39. The committee has asked various questions arising from their interpretation of parts of the tape. Let me
make clear now the following:

(i) I have never invited any minister to the peer’s dining room for a meal or to talk to me in the peer’s
guest room, when acting on behalf of any client or in any context where I may expect a financial
reward from such invitation or meeting.

(ii) I have obviously chaired the committee that led to the Taylor report and I have discussed educational
matters with Mrs Thatcher both when she was a minister and when she was Prime Minister.
Obviously I have not chaired Royal Commissions and any suggestion that I did was a slip of the
tongue. I was once the National President of the Education Authorities of the United Kingdom and
none of the myriad of opportunities I have taken to advise in relation to education was other than
in the public interest.

(iii) I have indeed spoken to members of the Labour Party when they were in opposition about their role
in a future government. This has included general discussion and advice about the respective role of
ministers and civil servants. These discussions were not clandestine and were entirely appropriate in
the light of my many years of experience at Westminster. I did speak about this to Tony Blair
although I think the context in which I mentioned this was a boastful and somewhat exaggerated
one. I was embellishing my qualifications and history of parliamentary service.

(iv) I have worked with Experian since 1999, keeping it informed of any developments that may be of
interest to their business and advising on the appropriate people to speak to in government and civil
service. However, most of the work for Experian is entirely unconnected with parliament and I do
not see this as a parliamentary consultancy. Any success they have had over the years in amending
draft legislation has been a result of direct interaction between the company executives and the
legislatures I have never myself secured or attempted to secure any amendment to any bill “quietly
behind the scenes” or otherwise. The reference to Capricorn “experience” in the Hansard transcript
is an error. Experian Ltd is a company that provides information on the financial status of businesses
and individuals and my relationship as a consultant to this company has always been declared in the
Register of Lords Interests. I have never spoken in the House on any matter concerning Experian
Ltd and I have had no need to declare my interest in the House.

(v) I have never secured any amendments by persuading “the parliamentary team, the draftsmen and so
on” to amend a draft bill on behalf of my clients. I have never approached legislatures directly. I have
occasionally advised clients on the appropriate people they should approach themselves directly and
sometimes advised on when and whether it would be appropriate to make such an approach. As I
have pointed out above, the transcript records me saying “you do it quietly behind the scenes” and
“you” talk to the parliamentary team” and “you point out to them the diYculties”. I was doing no
more than giving a flavour of what a company can itself do quite properly, if it has concerns about
forthcoming legislation. My words have clearly been misunderstood.
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(vi) I have never, obviously, chaired a cabinet meeting because I have never been in cabinet. This reference
was an exaggeration—a momentary flight of fancy—in the course of a genial conversation. I am
however well aware of how cabinet works, as you would expect given my long period of service, and
I am well aware who are “the decision makers” in government departments. This is surely
uncontroversial. While I might share elements of my knowledge and experience with a client, or
anyone else who might ask me and listen to my answer, I would never put any decision maker in a
compromising position or act against the public interest.

(vii) The Code of Conduct does not prohibit members being paid as consultants and does not put a limit
on consultancy fees. As I have been a member of the House of Lords since I was 49 years old, well
before my retirement age, I have needed to work as a consultant to earn income and the rules have
always permitted me to do so. My consultancies have been declared and recorded on the register of
interests as required by the Code of Conduct, and voluntarily before the Code of Conduct. I have
once received a sum as large as £100,000 per annum for consultancy work, which was intensive and
had nothing at all to do with parliament. In any event many of the services are provided free of charge
or to charities at my own expense if the project on which they are working “whets my appetite”.

(viii)It is certainly the case, and I fully accept, that the language I used in this private conversation
recorded by the Sunday Times suggests that I might be able to arrange meetings with Yvette Cooper
and Jack Straw, but that was not my intention—I said this in order to flush out the real reason why
they were approaching me and to bring them to the point. The meetings with the ministers were a
fabrication on my part in order “to up the ante” and either scare them oV if they were tricksters or
draw them out if they were not—they were clearly withholding something. And it would essentially
produce the real owner of this strange company for me to meet. In the context of my scepticism about
MJA, and in this private conversation before any relationship had been entered into, let alone money
changing hands, my false statement was in no way a breach of the Code of Conduct. I have to say
that I do not consider that approaching ministers, having explained that I am working with a certain
company, having declared my interest and suggesting that the company has some reasonable points
to make and would like to meet the minister could be other than proper. However, I have myself
never approached a junior or a senior minister or a civil servant and asked them to meet with a client.
I have of course indicated to clients with which appropriate ministers they might make contact.

(ix) I have Janet Robinson, who is full time, and I have a part time researcher, who does not usually work
in the House of Lords. Any additional research is carried out for me by the companies themselves.

(x) I have worked at Westminster for many years and obviously have contacts and discussions with
various members of governments and civil servants. I have not however approached such figures on
behalf of a client as a result of any financial incentive. I have sometimes approached them for reasons
of public interest.

(xi) I have spent many years in the House of Lords but before that my work in education led me to have
various good relationships with members of that department. I have had the opportunity to speak
to civil servants about the content and legislation particularly in the education area and I have
commented when I thought it right as a matter of public interest. I have never, however approached
civil servants about the content of legislation on behalf of a client. I have advised clients from time
to time on the appropriate department to address its concerns.

(xii) I have always worked within the rules, although I am a great believer in interpreting them with
commonsense rather than legalistically. I think everyone agrees that there can be exceptional cases
and that over proscriptive rules can do more harm than good. I have not broken the rules or, to my
knowledge, bent them. I have pointed out already that the context in which this reference appears in
the transcript: the phrase is proceeded by my statement that I will absolutely not put myself in an
embarrassing situation or do anything that is illegal or use my position for monetary gain. I made it
very clear to Calvert at our first meeting that “I am not going to lose my credibility for a few pounds”.

(xiii)I accept (again) that my statement about select committees and Royal Commissions was an
exaggeration in a private conversation after I had become somewhat carried away with my tame and
attentive audience.

(xiv)I do indeed have a strong relationship with several government departments, albeit not with “most
of them”. This is a minor exaggeration.

(xv) There was no detailed discussion of the Business Rates Supplement Bill and it was only referred to
in passing. I had not decided to work with MJA and I was planning to do further checks on their
authenticity and reputability. Obviously, in the hypothetical event that these checks were positive, I
would have been willing to direct them to the appropriate government department so they could
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present their concerns about the legislation in question. This would have been perfectly proper and
within the rules of the House. I would never have contemplated talking to the policy team myself or
seeking to amend legislation “behind the scenes”—this is something that I have never done and
certainly not something that I would begin to do at the age of 80.

(xvi)I deny that any deal had been finalised with MJA. No money exchanged hands and nothing was ever
done by me on MJA’s behalf. They mentioned £10,000 and at one point I pretended that the deal
was done and said more or less let’s get on with it: they backtracked; it was part of my test of whether
they were genuine. I really wanted to find out what they were about—they seemed to be good people
but so naive about what was and what was not permissible that their motives were hard to ascertain.
I guess I am a fairly open and straightforward north countryman who imagines that others are
honest. I was still determined to check their authenticity and repute and I might have been prepared
in that hypothetical case to work with them. However this stage was never reached. The Hansard
transcript records no more than preliminary discussions at which there was never on my part any
attempt to enter into legal relations.

40. I wish sincerely to apologise to all my fellow peers for what turns out to be my gullibility and indeed
stupidity. But I assert that I have never acted against my personal honour or deliberately in breach of the Code
of Conduct: I am confident in my own conscience that I have at all times followed the rules and directions of
the House and put the public interest first, and that has certainly been the case in my 31 years as a member. I
should add that I have been the victim of a notorious entrapment: that I have been made a laughing stock up
and down the country by the Sunday Times exploitation, for their own financial reward, of their secretly and
unlawfully conducted taping. I have been branded as corrupt and my reputation has been wrongly destroyed.
I do not have the time left to me or indeed the financial backing to bring actions for libel and or breach of
privacy: I am reliant on my colleagues to defend me. I am deeply sorry for the foolish exaggerations.

41. I would like to say two things, finally, to the Sub-Committee. Firstly that I hope that you recognise that I
have been the victim of a vendetta by a powerful force in this country which has stripped me of my privacy
and used my own loose language, out of context, to destroy my reputation. I have been made to feel like
Malvolio at the end of “Twelfth Night”—exposed to the world as a knave and a fool, although now with some
insight into the faults which made me an easy prey to these dishonest sensationalists. I have suVered greatly
in the past weeks both in mental anguish (which has aVected my health) and financially: my days as a
consultant are over and I have had to expend a hefty five figure sum on retaining lawyers to deal with all the
fallout from the media enquiries generated by the Sunday Times. That newspaper, in pursuance of its vendetta
has several times threatened to publish completely false “follow up” stories, and my solicitors have had to deal
extensively with these enquiries, to show the stories to be false. Other newspapers have done the same thing,
circling over me like vultures. I have myself partly to blame, of course, but they would not have come after me
if I had not been a member of the House and if my privacy had not been invaded in the first place.

42. But more importantly I do most humbly and sincerely wish to apologise to all my fellow peers, because in
the cause of pillaring me, the press have cast aspersions on utterly blameless colleagues and on the House and
its work in general. I have explained, and I reassert, that I have had no intention to breach the code and I am
actually innocent of the charge that the sub-committee has formulated. But I am guilty of boasting and
exaggerating and with hindsight I realise I should have handled my suspicions about these people in a
completely diVerent way. My worst mistake, I think, was in not making clear to them at the outset the
diVerence between being a consultant and being a parliamentary consultant, and clearly explaining to them
what a peer was allowed to do for them in each capacity, if ever a financial relationship were to be negotiated.
That said, I can only repeat on my oath that I have never accepted, and would certainly not in this case have
accepted, a financial inducement for attempting to alter or aVect parliamentary legislation.

AND I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the
provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act 1835.

Declared this 23 day of March 2009

at Tuckers Solicitor’s
39 Warren Street, London
before me: F.S. Baard.
Solicitor
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STATUTORY DECLARATION

I, JANET MARIE ROBINSON of *** do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows:

1. I have worked with Lord Taylor of Blackburn CBE since November 1990 as his assistant and the person
who deals will all of the business side of his aVairs, from negotiating terms in relation to any retained advisor
roles that he has undertaken, to ensuring that his declarations are compliant with the rules of the House both
in their terms and spirit and managing any fees that he is paid for consultancy work. I also run his diary, do
research, prepare and file quarterly VAT Accounts and prepare his annual tax returns for the Accountant.

2. I have had the opportunity of reading the Statutory Declaration of Lord Taylor and am able to say that so
far as matters are within my own knowledge, that they are accurate. In particular, our division of labour as
set out in paragraph 6 is correct, as are the reservations which Lord Taylor mentions that he had about the
agents provocateur from the Sunday Times. It is fair to say that I myself had misgivings about their approach
to Lord Taylor, but there was nothing solid that I could put my finger on—just one of those occasions when
something doesn’t seem quite right. Certainly the approach, as it purported to be, from a lobbying company,
was not something which Lord Taylor has ever undertaken in the past. He has always steered clear of working
for lobbyists. I had discussed my unease about the approach with Lord Taylor on several occasions after
contact was first made, and before the Sunday Times revealed themselves. As will be seen from the Register
of Members Interests, all of his consultancies have been directly with the companies concerned, and not via
intermediaries.

3. As a result of a request from Lord Taylor, my son, who undertakes research and technical work on behalf
of Lord Taylor, investigated the fictitious PR company and Wong Hing (their supposed client). A quick
Google search reveals that there is in China, apparently based in Ningbo, a real and substantial conglomerate
of that name. Lord Taylor could not remember the name of the individual who was said to be behind the
company and nothing was revealed about the mysterious “Emerald Corporation” which, according to the
journalist’s tale, was based in Hong Kong but backed by a large regional conglomerate.

4. One point I should make expressly clear is that at no time did Lord Taylor ask me to entertain negotiations—
as would have been his invariable practice—nor did Lord Taylor ask me to enter into arrangements with either
the company, any principal or indeed the PR agency “MJA Associates.” This corresponds exactly to Lord
Taylor’s position that he had not agreed to undertake any work for any party in connection with this
approach. Neither did he ask me to notarise any agreement, or to prepare a declaration of interest, as he
usually would if an arrangement was going to be progressed further. Clearly the bluYng described at
paragraph 31 of Lord Taylor’s statement was just that.

5. I should also draw to the Sub-Committee’s attention the fact that Lord Taylor does not use the internet and
therefore his emails actually come to me in Kent. This arrangement means that all emails in this matter sent
to Lord Taylor from “MJA” came to me at home, rather than directly to Lord Taylor. As you can imagine,
this set-up leads to attendant delays in Lord Taylor seeing his emails. While of course, the emails in question
here would eventually have been seen by Lord Taylor, I cannot say with any certainty when. Lord Taylor had
expressed a desire to remind himself and refresh his memory about the people he was meeting, but may not
have had the opportunity to do so by the time of the meeting.

6. When I first started working with Lord Taylor I suspected that he might be suVering from a mild form of
dyslexia, although he has never admitted as much to me—I suspect he has been too proud. With this in mind,
in order to be sure that he understands fully any important communications, it has always been my practice
to read the documents to him out loud, in addition to forwarding hardcopies.

7. An email was sent by “MJA” to Lord Taylor arriving with me on 12 January, after the first meeting. It was
not picked up by Lord Taylor until the morning of the second meeting, the 15 January. The second email,
which enclosed a briefing note on the Business Rates Supplement Bill, arrived after Lord Taylor had had the
second meeting with the undercover journalists. If matters had progressed, the emails would have been read
to him, but as we never reached that stage this did not happen. Importantly, I never read the briefing note to
Lord Taylor.

8. There is one other matter that I wish to raise, which is that the two emails sent to Lord Taylor by the Sunday
Times did not all stay in my inbox. I noticed that two emails, I think I can best put it, “evaporated” in that
they were not deleted by me but they ceased to be in the in-box after a period of time and so I could not forward
them. I raised this recently with Mr. Stephens who advised me that he has a client that uses such technology
and he was aware that this was technologically possible.

AND I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the
provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act 1835.
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Declared this 23 day of March 2009

at Tuckers Solicitor’s
39 Warren Street, London
before me: F.S. Baard.
Solicitor
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LORD TAYLOR OF BLACKBURN CORRESPONDENCE

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Baroness Prashar, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Lord Taylor of Blackburn,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recess Press Allegations

In view of the allegations published in the Sunday Times of 25 January, the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
met on Monday 26 January and decided to undertake an investigation, at the request of Baroness Royall of
Blaisdon, into the claims made against you, Lord Moonie, Lord Truscott and Lord Snape.

I invite you to write to me putting your side of the story in response to the Sunday Times allegations. This is
a preliminary step, and you will be given further opportunities to respond. We have asked the Sunday Times
to submit to us evidence supporting its claims, and we will wish you to take the opportunity to comment on
this evidence once it has been received.

You may find helpful the enclosed guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a complaint
has been made.

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Saturday 31 January 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar

Sunday Times Allegations—Your Investigation

Thank you for your letter of 26 January 2009.

I am pleased that you are proposing to investigate the allegations made by the Sunday Times and the Times,
and am most grateful for the opportunity to deal most fully with these, and with other allegations that have
surfaced this week.

The Sunday Times is threatening further allegations this weekend, and I wish to respond to their campaign of
vilification. However, as I am sure you agree, fairness demands that I should have sight of the Sunday Times
evidence before providing my response to it. So, I would like to await delivery of that evidence, and perhaps
be given a week following receipt to present my detailed response.

I can say at this point that having belatedly taken legal advice, I am confirmed in my view that none of my
actions in relation to matters in which I have had an interest have breached either the criminal law, or the Rules
and Codes of Parliament, and I look forward to the opportunity you have given me to make this clear.

Yours sincerely
Taylor of Blackburn

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 February 2009

Dear Lord Taylor,

As you may know, the sub-committee investigating the allegations made against you by the Sunday Times has
now received transcripts and recordings of the interviews.

I enclose with this letter a CD-Rom recording the interview(s) and also a transcript of what is recorded on the
CD-Rom. I should point out that the Sunday Times have told the sub-committee that the transcript is not
complete because they have not included some early phone calls and some material that was inaudible or that
they considered to be not relevant. They use three full stops (ie . . .) to show when a word or passage is missing
from the transcript.
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The sub-committee will invite you to appear before them later this month. In the meantime they would be
grateful for your comments on the transcript. Would you please also indicate whether you are satisfied that
the transcripts accurately set out what took place at the interview(s) with the journalists concerned. The sub-
committee also wish to receive, as preparation for the oral hearing with you later this month, a written
statement setting out the facts relating to the events described in the allegations, as you see them.

It would very much help the sub-committee in its work if you let us have your comments no later than
Thursday 12 February 2009. Please send them to me at the Judicial OYce, House of Lords.

It is likely that the sub-committee will wish to interview you on Monday 23 February or Tuesday 24 February.
Would you please indicate your availability on those days? In connection with your appearance before the sub-
committee, it may be helpful if I send you another copy of the guidance for Members of the House against
whom a complaint has been made. I draw your particular attention to para 25 of the guidance.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you believe that I can give you any further advice or information.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Saturday 7 February 2009

Please could Lord Taylor be available at 2.00pm on Monday 23 February to appear before Baroness Prashar
and the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests?

E-mail to Mr Keith from Janet M Robinson, Saturday 7 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Taylor will be available to appear before Baroness Prashar and the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests
at 2.00pm on Monday 23 February, subject to legal advice.

Kind regards
Janet M Robinson

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Thursday 12 February 2009

Would you please give Lord Taylor my apologies and say that the Sub-committee investigating the allegations
against him wishes to take a little longer to consider the issues and now invites him to attend on Wednesday
25 February at 3.30pm and not as originally proposed. I very much hope that this will not inconvenience Lord
Taylor too much.

Many thanks.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Janet M Robinson, Thursday 12 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Lord Taylor will let you know as soon as he can confirm the date with his solicitor.

Kind regards
Janet M Robinson

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 12 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Sunday Times Allegations—Your Investigation

Your letter of 4 February, which also enclosed a CD-ROM and what purported to be a transcript of its
contents have been shared with me by Lord Taylor of Blackburn.

Having now carried out an initial analysis of the CD and its contents, I have, as I am sure you have, found it
to be littered with recording inaccuracies. Furthermore, entire sections of the CD appear not to be transcribed
despite being clearly audible.

As I am sure you will appreciate, it is vital for the sub-committee, yourself and Lord Taylor to have an accurate
transcript to provide a full response to. In the circumstances, perhaps we could discuss on the telephone
whether you would like me to arrange for an amended transcript or, as I suspect, you would like to have this
done by the House?
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Finally, I would be grateful if you could let me have copies of the correspondence passing between the sub-
committee and the Sunday Times and would you please confirm for me that the Sunday Times has confirmed
to you that they have handed over all relevant material in their possession including all original tapes, copies
of emails, transcripts, information about the bogus companies, nom-de plumes etc. as relates to this matter
including the sting operation.

As you can imagine, Lord Taylor, who is as you know not young, is anxious to assist and conclude this matter
and I would invite you to telephone me to discuss how we might achieve that in the swiftest possible fashion.

With all kind regards.

Yours sincerely
Mark Stephens
Partner

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Baroness Prashar, Friday 13 February 2009

Dear Lord Taylor of Blackburn,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

Please find enclosed (i) the Hansard transcript of the recorded meetings with the Sunday Times journalists, (ii)
audio recordings of the telephone calls recorded by the Sunday Times journalists, and (iii) the Hansard
transcript of those telephone calls. This is the final evidence that the Sub-Committee is admitting (in addition
to the audio recordings and transcripts already provided by the Sunday Times and sent to you).

The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by the
tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the Code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a fee
with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would thus
be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan principles.

You have already submitted a statement to the Sub-Committee but I now invite you to respond further in
writing if you wish to do so with a full and accurate account of the matters in question in the light of all the
material now available. This will be the basis for the oral evidence session to which you have kindly agreed.
The Sub-Committee requests that you attend to give evidence on the new date of 25 February at 3.30pm, and
hopes that this will not inconvenience you. It would greatly help the Sub-Committee if this written response
could reach us, care of Brendan Keith in the House of Lords Judicial OYce, by Thursday 19 February. I draw
your attention to paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Committee for Privileges report The Code of Conduct: procedure
for considering complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205).

Yours sincerely,
Baroness Prashar

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Tuesday 17 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

As already explained, Lord Taylor is anxious to assist the sub-committee in its investigation into the
allegations made by the Sunday Times. However, you will understand his concern about the possible
infringement of his human rights by the procedure that the sub-committee appears bent on adopting.

Paragraph 19(d) of the House of Lords Code of Conduct states very clearly that:

“In the investigation and adjudication of complaints against them, members of the House have the
right to safeguards as rigorous as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies”.

Unfortunately, despite the distinction of several members of the sub-committee in the field of human rights,
they appear to have overlooked some basic safeguards applied by the courts and professional bodies. In
particular, they appear to wish to proceed by flouting both the letter and spirit of the right to a fair trial,
guaranteed under Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
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Firstly, Lord Taylor asks for a copy of “the complaint” against him, if such a thing exists. The entire procedure
of the sub-committee (as set out in the “Guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a
complaint is made”) is based upon “the complaint”, yet no such document has been provided to us. Is the sub-
committee itself generating the complaint or has this been made by the Sunday Times (if so, when and how?).
Obviously Lord Taylor must know the charge against him that the sub-committee is investigating before he
can reply. This is a basic principle of procedural fairness and he will certainly not appear before the sub-
committee unless he has details of the charge.

Secondly, Lord Taylor requires to see all the evidence and to have access to the full Sunday Times audio
recordings. It is acknowledged by the Sunday Times that the transcript supplied omits large chunks of the
audio recording. Furthermore, the audio recordings provided do not feature the telephone calls referred to in
the transcript. More worryingly, the recording that you have provided has truly Nixonian gaps in it where
many minutes are missing. This is not a matter of mistranslating words or phrases; it appears that certain
elements of the recordings have deliberately been edited out. When we spoke last week in our unfortunately
rushed call owing to my going into a tunnel at Heathrow airport, you said you were having Hansard prepare
full and complete transcripts and they would be sent to me by post and electronically. Do you know when they
will be ready?

I should also tell you that we have an expert on standby to examine the original of the audio recording. This
is a fundamental right of a defendant in any case in the courts involving the use of tape recording. It follows
that before Lord Taylor will appear, we must have an opportunity to examine the origin and provenance of
the audio recording, which we infer the sub-committee believes shows that he is guilty of some as yet
unspecified breach of the Code of Conduct.

Thirdly, there are aspects of the “Guidance for Members of the House of Lords against whom a complaint is
made” that concern us. For example, at para 26 we learn that the sub-committee applies the civil standard of
proof. This is quite wrong—see In re A Solicitor [1992] 2 WLR 552 and the recent (December 2007) decision
of Lord Mustill’s inquiry into allegations of misconduct by the Chief Justice in Trinidad. We would wish to
address the sub-committee on the need to apply the criminal standard of proof.

In addition, paragraph 25 of the Guidance suggests that Lord Taylor has no “right to silence” and that no legal
representative will be permitted to address the sub-committee on his behalf. He is apparently to be invigilated
by Members of the sub-committee, without any right to call witnesses. Again, this is a fundamental breach of
Article 6. Moreover, it would appear the sub-committee is not preparing to call the Sunday Times journalists.
Lord Taylor would very much wish to cross-examine them regarding duplicity and entrapment as well as the
commission of the oVence of contempt of Parliament. It would be wrong to use the recordings at all without
those who surreptitiously made them attending for cross examination, and without the whole question of
entrapment by the Sunday Times being explored.

May we suggest that the way forward is for Lord Taylor to be provided with “the complaint”, or at least some
details of the charges against him that are being investigated, and for arrangements to be made for our expert
to examine the audio recordings. We would then wish to address the sub-committee on the above procedural
points. Once Lord Taylor has been provided with proper disclosure, and the other matters are settled, it would
then be possible to proceed to arrange a hearing date.

With all kind regards.

Yours sincerely
Mark Stephens
Partner

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Monday 23 February 2009

[Subject line: Please inform Lord Taylor] That the interview arranged by the Sub-Committee for Wednesday
afternoon is postponed and that we will get back to you in due course to propose another day and time.

Apologies for any inconvenience.

E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent from Mr Keith, Monday 23 February 2009

This is to inform you that the interview between the Sub-committee investigating the Sunday Times allegations
and Lord Taylor arranged for this Wednesday is postponed in view of the procedural issues raised by his legal
advisers. We will propose a day and time for the rescheduled interview in due course.
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E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Monday 2 March 2009

It might help Lord Taylor to know informally that he will be receiving tomorrow or Wednesday a formal
invitation to attend the Sub-Committee to assist them in the investigation of the Sunday Times allegations.

The date proposed is Monday 16 March at 10.30am.

Best wishes,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 4 March 2009

Dear Sirs,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into complaint against Members of the House: Lord
Taylor of Blackburn

I am writing on behalf of the Sub-Committee in reply to your letter of 17 February 2009. The Sub-Committee
has now carefully considered the issues raised in that letter and has instructed me to reply as follows.

The Sub-Committee wishes to emphasise that it is concerned to ensure a fair and just hearing for the four
Members of the House who are the subject of the Sunday Times allegations, including Lord Taylor. In the Sub-
Committee’s view, a fair hearing requires that the person whose conduct is being investigated is told the rules
under which his conduct is being assessed, is shown all the evidence, and is given a fair opportunity to respond.

Fairness also requires that the individual peers are given an opportunity to respond in writing, which allows
them to use the services of such lawyers as they wish to instruct. The Sub-Committee is a sub-committee of
the Committee for Privileges and is bound by the Standing Orders of the House and by the procedures set out
in the Committee for Privileges report, “The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against
Members” (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205). The Sub-Committee has applied the procedures
established for it in a manner that it deemed appropriate to the circumstances of the Sunday Times allegations.

The Sub-Committee is expressly forbidden to hear parties by counsel unless so authorised by Order of the
House, and such Order could only be made on a motion in the House to dispense with Standing Order 67
(power to hear counsel).

The Committee for Privileges report referred to above stresses that “every eVort is made to keep proceedings
informal” (paragraph 25) and that “the Sub-Committee’s proceedings should not acquire the formality of a
court of law” (Appendix, paragraph 23). This is reflected in the standard of proof required in an investigation,
which is “on the balance of probabilities” (paragraph 26).

The Sub-Committee will report its findings to the Committee for Privileges and through that Committee to
the House. It will be for the Committee and House to approve, amend or reject these findings as they see fit.
The respondents have a right of appeal to the Committee for Privileges, and may move an amendment to any
motion put before the House. We believe this provides suYcient opportunity for the respondents to challenge,
if they wish, both the procedures and the way in which the Sub-Committee has applied them.

In the meantime the Sub-Committee must proceed with its task of investigation. The Sub-Committee has
noted Lord Taylor’s wish for a speedy resolution of the matter, and agrees that it is desirable to proceed
expeditiously. The Sub-Committee would find it helpful in any event to hear Lord Taylor in person, and
therefore proposes that Lord Taylor attend the Sub-Committee at 11.00am on Monday 16 March in
Committee Room G of the House of Lords. Any final written submission should be received by us no later
than Tuesday 10 March.

I would like to confirm that the remedial action procedure remains open provided the conditions attaching to
it are met. While the Sub-Committee believes that it would be helpful to them in their investigation to interview
Lord Taylor, this meeting could of course be cancelled if Lord Taylor’s final written statement showed it to be
unnecessary.

The Sub-Committee wishes to consider with Lord Taylor whether the Hansard transcript discloses that he was
negotiating with a supposed lobbying company “MJA”, with a view to becoming a parliamentary consultant
to MJA, which was acting for a supposed Hong Kong client, in return for a fee to “exercise Parliamentary
influence” to secure an amendment to the Business Rates Supplement Bill, which would confer a two year
exemption for new businesses from the provision in that Bill allowing local authorities to impose an additional
2% charge on the business rate on properties over £50,000 in value, which agreement would have constituted
a breach of paragraph 4(c) of the Code of Conduct; and thereby failed to act “on his personal honour” in
breach of paragraph 4(b) of that Code.
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Matters arising out of the Hansard transcript which the Sub-Committee will raise with Lord Taylor are
whether he stated that:

(i) he could talk to a Minister in the Peers’ Guest Room and thereafter take him/her next door to the
Peers’ Dining Room for lunch or dinner;

(ii) he had chaired Royal Commissions and had been adviser to about 15 Secretaries of State for
Education including Margaret Thatcher;

(iii) he had, at Tony Blair’s request, advised prospective Ministers and Secretaries of State on their role
in a future government and on the distinction between being a Minister and a civil servant;

(iv) he had for the benefit of “Capricorn Experience” secured an amendment to a Bill “quietly behind
the scenes”;

(v) his method for securing amendments is to persuade “the parliamentary team, the draftsmen and so
on” to amend a draft Bill in the way sought by him;

(vi) that he had chaired various Cabinet meetings, knew how the Cabinet works and knew the people who
are the decision makers in various government departments;

(vii) companies for which he worked paid him within a range of £25,000–£100,000 per annum; thereafter
he was informed by e-mail from “MJA” dated 12/1/09 that they were “willing to pay the market rate
for his services and will use as our benchmark the amounts paid to him by his other consultancies”;

(viii) he could secure meetings with Yvette Cooper, a Treasury Minister, and Jack Straw, the Justice
Secretary, because they had worked to him, and with him, for many years; or the appropriate meeting
might be with a Junior Minister who could be invited to the House of Lords for lunch; or with senior
civil servants; or the right civil servants; thereafter by telephone message to “MJA” of 15/1/09 he
informed them that he had visited the Treasury and had secured a meeting with Yvette Cooper MP
on Thursday of the next week after Cabinet to “discuss the matter in hand”; he received from “MJA”
by e-mail of 20/1/09 a full briefing on the Business Rate Supplement Bill and confirmed to them by
telephone message of 21/1/09 that the brief was “excellent” and that he now knew what “MJA”
wanted to achieve and would “go ahead”; and later on 21/1/09 he left a telephone message for “MJA”
confirming that he had met Peter Mandelson and Baroness Andrews and discussed the matter;

(ix) he has a team of people, about four who work with him, and for him, who do a lot of research work,
all of whom are particular specialists in their own right who are brought in as appropriate to the work
he is undertaking;

(x) he has worked with Ministers, Secretaries of State and civil servants for years;

(xi) he is in a position to talk to civil servants about the content of legislation;

(xii) he works within the rules but the rules are “meant to be bent sometimes”;

(xiii) that he had chaired Select Committees and Royal Commissions;

(xiv) that he has had a very strong relationship with most government departments;

(xv) what he was hoping to do was to talk to the policy team dealing with the Business Rates Supplement
Bill in Committee in the House of Commons and have the Bill altered “behind the scenes”, rather
than table an amendment; and

(xvi) that he had done a deal at £10,000 per month; and that he thought that the two people to whom he
had been speaking were both good people and he would be delighted to work with them.

The Sub-Committee will wish to explore with him the honesty of his various statements about his prior
experience in Government, his experience in dealing with Ministers and the meetings with Government
Ministers which he claimed to have arranged or to have held.

The Sub-Committee hopes that this is helpful, and proposes now to move on from procedural matters to a
prompt resolution of the allegations against Lord Taylor.

Yours faithfully,
Brendan Keith
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Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Friday 6 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Thank you very much for your letter of 4 March.

Lord Taylor continues to be keen to assist the Sub-committee with its investigations into the allegations. There
are a number of issues which I would like to clarify or bring to your attention and this letter is without prejudice
to other procedural issues about which I shall write to you substantively next week.

I have received copies of the transcripts prepared by Hansard and I note that there are some small errors which
seem to be predominantly due to Lord Taylor’s age and/or accent and as I have indicated, I will write to you
with a view to seeking to agree those points in due course.

That said, neither myself or my client have copies of the transcripts and audio recordings (said to have been
enclosed with Baroness Prashar CBE’s letter of 13 February to my client) of the telephone calls recorded by
the Sunday Times journalists and I would be grateful if these could be made available to myself and my client
as soon as possible together with any contemporaneous notes of those telephone conversations.

Please may I have copies of notes, transcripts, letters etc in which contact between the Sunday Times and other
members of the house as well as the sub-committee have been provided. Without having this in our possession,
I am sure that you will agree that we have a significantly less complete picture of the evidence which will be
considered than the sub-committee.

Please may we have, as requested in my letter of 17 February, details of the identity of any complainant or
please otherwise confirm that there is not a complainant in this case.

In addition, I note your comment in your letter of 12 [correction: 13] February to Lord Taylor that Lord Taylor
has “already submitted a Statement to the sub-committee”. Lord Taylor tells me that hehas no recollection of
such a Statement although he intends to respond. Please would you clarify the position for me and let have a
copy of any submission which is regarded as a statement.

Please would you clarify and treat this as a request on behalf of Lord Taylor to be permitted to cross-examine
witnesses including the journalists from the Sunday Times.

Finally, perhaps you would clarify for me whether it is proposed that the hearing will be in public, if so will
radio and TV be permitted and if in private, is it proposed that a transcript will be made publicly available?

I look forward to hearing from you.

With all kind regards.

Yours sincerely
Mark Stephens
Partner

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Ms Street, Monday 9 March 2009

Dear Lord Taylor of Blackburn,

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Allegations Published against Certain Members of the House by the Sunday Times on 25
January 2009

Thank you very much for agreeing to give evidence to the Sub-Committee on 16 March. Baroness Prashar and
the other Members of the Sub-Committee welcome the opportunity of this discussion. I am therefore writing
to confirm arrangements for your meeting with the Sub-Committee.

The meeting will be held in Committee Room G, near to the Attlee Room. The sign outside the room should
read “Baroness Prashar”. Your evidence session is due to begin at 11.00 am. Please ensure that you arrive at
least five minutes before you are due to appear before the Sub-Committee, and wait outside the room until
invited in.

The evidence session will be held in private, but a verbatim transcript will be taken, to which you will have
the opportunity to make minor corrections. The transcript may subsequently be referred to in the Report and
published, at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges. The transcript will be
confidential to the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges unless and until published. There will be
no broadcasting and it would be preferable to avoid amplification, so if you need to use a hearing loop (or
have any other special requirements) please let me know in advance of the session.
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As set out in the report from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL Paper 205), you may be accompanied to the
meeting by a colleague, friend or legal adviser, but if you do bring a friend or adviser, you will be expected to
answer all questions yourself. Standing Order 67 prohibits the hearing of parties by Counsel except as
authorised by the House, so while you may take advice during the evidence session if you feel it to be necessary,
any legal adviser will not be able to address the Sub-Committee. The report also says that every eVort will be
made to keep proceedings informal, and there is no expectation that you should be accompanied.

It is expected that reference will be made during questioning to the transcripts made by the Sunday Times and
by Hansard, which have been forwarded to you. Please bring these with you and use page numbers to refer to
this evidence, to avoid confusion in the transcript.

You may wish to know that your attendance at the Sub-Committee can be counted as attending the House
for expenses purposes.

If there is anything more I can do to assist, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 11 March 2009

Dear Mr Stephens,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Allegations made in the Sunday Times of 25 January

I am writing in response to your letter of 6 March.

Please find enclosed copies of the transcripts and audio recordings which were enclosed with Baroness
Prashar’s letter of 13 February. (The receipt of this material was acknowledged by Janet Robinson on behalf
of Lord Taylor of Blackburn on 14 February.) We have no contemporaneous notes of the telephone
conversations other than those provided in the Sunday Times transcript, which I trust you have seen.

The complaints made against Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Lord Moonie, Lord Snape and Lord Truscott are
being treated separately, and documents relating to each case are confidential to those involved in that case.

You asked about the identity of the complainant. When the allegations were published in the Sunday Times
of 25 January, they were taken so seriously that the Leader of the House of Lords, Baroness Royall of Blaisdon,
wrote on that day to the Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests requesting that the Sub-
Committee begin an immediate investigation without waiting for a formal complaint to be made. Initially,
there was uncertainty about whether the police might conduct an investigation of their own, because the
Leader of the Liberal Democrat party had referred the matter to them. This uncertainty was removed when
the police announced on 12 February that they would not be examining the matter further, and the Leader of
the House then wrote again to the Chairman making a formal complaint against Lord Taylor of Blackburn,
Lord Moonie, Lord Snape and Lord Truscott.

The Sub-Committee received a letter from Lord Taylor of Blackburn dated 31 January, as well as letters from
FSI dated 12 February, 17 February and 6 March. I enclose a copy of his letter of 31 January.

It will not be possible for Lord Taylor to cross-examine witnesses. The Sub-Committee is required to follow
the procedure laid down for it in the fourth report of Session 2007–08 from the Committee for Privileges, The
Code of Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against Members (4th Report of Session 2007–08, HL
Paper 205), a copy of which I enclose. The Sub-Committee is not a court of law and its proceedings should
not acquire the formality of a court of law.

The hearing will be in private, and no broadcasting or public access will be permitted. A full transcript will be
produced and Lord Taylor will have the opportunity to make corrections to it. The transcript may
subsequently be published, at the discretion of the Sub-Committee and the Committee for Privileges.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords’ Interests
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Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

We are surprised to not have had a reply to our letter to you of 6th March and even more surprised that Lord
Taylor has received a letter from one Susannah Street, “Clerk to the sub-committee” thanking him “very
much” for “agreeing to give evidence to the sub-committee on 16th March”. As mentioned in our letter of
yesterday, Lord Taylor has not made any such agreement. Ms Street’s letter was not sent or copied to us,
although the sub-committee is well aware that we represent Lord Taylor: this seems to us to reflect its desire
to discourage the participation of lawyers, notwithstanding the pretence in the code that “in the investigation
and adjudication of complaints against them, members of the House have the right to safeguards as rigorous
as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies”.

The sub-committee’s proposed conduct in respect of Lord Taylor is in blatant breach of this undertaking. You
propose to deny him rights that anyone in court or in disciplinary tribunals would possess: for example the
right to counsel, the right to cross-examine his accusers and the right to have charges against him proved
beyond reasonable doubt (this is the standard that applies in professional discipline hearing: see Lynch v Law
Society (1994), recently endorsed by Lord Mustill in his inquiry into allegations of misconduct by the Chief
Justice in Trinidad). In your letter of 4 March you told us that the sub-committee “is concerned to ensure a
fair and just hearing” but we have had, with regret, to advise Lord Taylor that, on the advice of senior counsel,
the course you propose is neither just nor fair.

In the first place, the Code of Conduct under which you operate is contingent upon a complaint having been
made. Indeed, the Committee for Privileges Report is headed “The Code of Conduct: Procedure for Considering
Complaints against Members”. We have repeatedly asked for a copy of the complaint against Lord Taylor the
existence of which must be a pre-condition to any “procedure” but answer from you comes there none. In her
original letter to Lord Taylor, on 26 January Baroness Prashar gave the impression that the Sunday Times had
made a “claim” against him, and said “you may find helpful the enclosed guidance for members of the House
of Lords against whom a complaint has been made”. It would appear, however, that there has been no
complaint at all against Lord Taylor and the pretence that there has becomes quite disturbing in light of your
letter 4 March. That letter contained the sub-committee’s allegation that Lord Taylor failed to act “on his
personal honour” by making an agreement in breach of paragraph 4(c) of the Code of Conduct, and proceeded
to raise with him 16 matters arising from a transcript of his meeting with agents provocateur working for the
Sunday Times. It is now plain that the charges have been formulated not by the Sunday Times but by the sub-
committee itself, purporting to act both as prosecutor and judge. This is plainly unfair, and a breach of Article
6 of the European Convention: this sub-committee cannot be an “independent and impartial tribunal” for
adjudicating a complaint when it makes and formulates that complaint itself.

We would remind you of our request for copies of all the communications with the Sunday Times.

Lord Taylor has been entrapped by the Sunday Times, which enveloped him in a fog it generated in playing
upon him with an orchestrated litany of lies. Although the Sub-Committee intends to interrogate Lord Taylor
over extracts from the transcript of his meetings with the agents provocateur, these cannot be understood
without exposing the background and context of the confidence trick that they played upon him, in breach
both of the rules of the house and the rules of morality. He is entitled, at least in international law, if not by
your Sub-Committee—“to defend himself through legal assistance of his own choosing “and “to examine and
have examined witnesses against him”. The Sunday Times confidence tricksters have supplied all the evidence
against Lord Taylor upon which the Sub-Committee relies, and it is fundamental that he should be entitled to
challenge it and those who produce it through cross examination, exposing their deceits in order to place his
own conduct in a fair and contextual light. He is entitled to do that before he gives evidence. We gather from
you letter of 4 March that the Sub-Committee does not propose to aVord him this basic justice.

The reason you give, namely that the Sub-Committee must be authorised by the House of Lords to hear
Counsel, is beside the point. If the Sub-Committee wishes to be fair, its chairman or indeed any member may
make the appropriate motion to dispense with standing order 67, and there could be no doubt that the House
would approve. We infer from the fact that no member of the Sub-Committee is willing to give Lord Taylor
a fair hearing by allowing his representation by counsel or by using the committee’s power to summons the
Sunday Times journalists in order to be cross-examined by his counsel.

We have advised Lord Taylor that he should not accept the Sub-Committee’s invitation to give “evidence”
(apparently unsworn and to be given by way of invigilation from Sub-Committee members) until these basic
safeguards, which apply in courts and disciplinary tribunals, can be aVorded him. He will, however, accept the
chairman’s original invitation to put his side of the story, and will do so by way of a statutory declaration which
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we will submit to you on Monday. Thereafter, questions of oral evidence, cross-examination and remedial
action can all be addressed.

Please send or copy all future communications with Lord Taylor to us in order to avoid delay. We put on record
that Mr Stephens of this oYce was contacted by the Sunday Times last week and asked to comment on the
allegation that lawyers for the members were using “delaying tactics” to draw out proceedings. When asked
for the source of this allegation, the journalist said that it had come from a member of the Sub-Committee. In
light of paragraph 20 of the report by the working group on the Sub-Committee on Lords interests, we invite
your comment.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Ms Street, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Mr Stephens,

Please find attached the two Hansard transcripts of Lord Taylor’s meetings with the journalists, and the
Hansard transcript of the telephone calls, as sent in hard copy to Lord Taylor and electronically to his assistant
on 13 February and acknowledged on 14 February. The hard copies of all of these and the audio CDs will be
biked to you shortly. Please note that it is important that Lord Taylor uses the hard copy of the Hansard of
the telephone calls which we will send over, as the page numbers marked in manuscript would be essential in
any oral evidence session.

Thank you,
Susannah Street (Clerk)

E-mail to Ms Street from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Susannah,

Thank you for your email below. We are looking forward to receiving the transcripts and audio recordings this
afternoon, and will review them as soon as they arrive.

I’m not quite sure whether you yourself have actually reviewed the material that was sent to Janet Robinson
on 13 February. What was received electronically was two audio files in the unuseable CDA format, and three
documents purporting to contain complete transcripts of the meetings and phone calls between Lord Taylor
and the undercover Sunday Times reporters.

With regard to the audio files received, it was assumed that these were an exact replica of the hard copy CD
that was sent to Lord Taylor on 4 February, along with the Sunday Times transcripts, which we have of course
rejected for inaccuracy.

In respect of the three transcript documents, the third, entitled, “Taylor of Blackburn Phone Calls Hansard”,
which you have attached to your email below, is a trancript only of the first call from “MJA” to Lord Taylor,
and the subsequent call that the Sunday Times made to my client revealing themselves as journalists. This third
transcript does not contain the calls of 15 and 21 January that are referred to at point (viii) in Brendan Keith’s
letter to us of 4 March. We trust that a Hansard transcript of these calls will be contained in the documents
being sent to us this afternoon.

Kind regards
Mark

E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Thursday 12 March 2009

It appears that we asked the ST for the recordings of 15 and 21 January but have not yet received them.

We will of course let you have them as soon as possible.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Brendan,

Thank you for clarifying the position with respect to the audio recording and transcript of the phone calls that
Lord Taylor is alleged to have made to the Sunday Times journalists on the 15 and 21 January 2009.

I would be very grateful if you could confirm that the Sub-Committee has been made aware of the diYculties
that you have experienced in obtaining this material from the Sunday Times. We were labouring under a
misapprehension that you had these in your possession, and are concerned that the Sub-Committee may also
believe the same.
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We are going to discuss the point internally, and will get back in touch with you.

Kind regards,
Caroline Kelly

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Thank you for your letter of yesterday, which in our telephone conversation we realised had crossed with mine
of today to you. In the light of this, you kindly invited me to review the position and revert to you, I have now
had the opportunity to do this.

We have this evening dealt separately with the issue you raise in the first paragraph of your letter. I understand
now that you do not in fact have either a recording, or a transcript of the alleged phone conversations between
my client and the Sunday Times on 15 and 21 January to which you make reference in your letter to me of 4
March. We look forward to receiving these, and to receiving confirmation that the Sub-Committee have been
informed of the gap in the evidence.

I note your comments in respect of the identity of the complainant to the Sub-Committee. It does seem to me
that there continues not to be a formal complaint received by the Sub-Committee, merely a response from
Baroness Royall to the negative press stories, which has now led us to the invidious position that I raised in
my earlier letter, where the Sub-Committee is to act as both prosecutor and judge of my client. It remains our
contention that to commence an investigation without a complaint upon which to adjudicate, places the Sub-
Committee firmly in breach of Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

The other issues that I have raised in my long letter of today appear to be outstanding and I must ask you to
consider, and respond to the substantive points contained therein.

Yours Truly
Finers Stephens Innocent

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Friday 13 March 2009

Can you please explain the point about the self-destroying emails and what it is that you want from me?

I am in a meeting all day but do pse reply asap and my secretary can bring the email to me.

So pse copy it to her too.

E-mail to Mr Keith from Janet M Robinson, Friday 13 March 2009

Dear Brendan

I do not understand. I have not recently sent you an email.

Kind regards
Janet

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Friday 13 March 2009

That makes two of us who do not understand.

Best wishes

E-mail to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Friday 13 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

Your note (below) has been passed to me following my conversation with your secretary. The position is that
the Sunday Times appears to have used e mails that self destructed, in the course of their Bunco game.

I know that this is possible as I have a client that uses the technology. What I was unaware of, until today, was
that this technology was being used by the Sunday Times in this case. My enquiry to you was to ascertain
whether this has been noticed in any of the cases, and if the Sunday Times have been asked about this aspect
of the matter and delivered up all relevant e mails to the sub committee?

Thank you for any light that you are able to shed—I know you have been tied up all day.

Yours Truly
Mark Stephens
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E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Friday 13 March 2009

I am about to write to you on other matters, but I can say that I have no knowledge of e-mails that self-
destruct. The ST have not been asked about this aspect of the matter because we did not know about it. But
I will ask them this evening.

We have repeated our request to them to deliver up missing material and we await their reply.

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Friday 13 March 2009

Dear Sirs,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Sunday Times Allegations

Thank you for your letter of 12 March sent by fax at 12.42 yesterday and for your letter emailed to me last
night. The Sub-Committee has now had an opportunity to consider the various points that you have raised,
and I have been instructed to reply as follows.

The Sub-Committee is puzzled that you still maintain there is no complaint against Lord Taylor. The Sub-
Committee received a letter from Baroness Royall, Leader of the House of Lords, on 25 January asking that
the allegations against the four Lords be investigated as a matter of urgency. The Sub-Committee deemed this
to be a complaint. Baroness Royall wrote on 12 February in the light of the police announcement that there
would be no criminal investigation by them to confirm that she was making a formal complaint against the
four Lords.

Susannah Street’s letter to Lord Taylor was a formal document sent more or less automatically to all persons
appearing before House of Lords select committees, giving them details such as time and location of meeting.
The letter was written on the understanding that Lord Taylor had agreed to attend the Sub-Committee. This
understanding was based on statements in various correspondence of 31 January, 12 and 17 February and 6
March. The Sub-Committee understood Lord Taylor’s firm initial reaction to its investigation set out in the
final paragraph of his letter of 31 January to be positive. And your letter of 12 February states:

“Lord Taylor is anxious to assist and to conclude this matter. I would invite you to telephone me to
discuss how we might achieve that in the swiftest possible fashion”.

The Sub-Committee rejects the suggestion that Lord Taylor has been denied natural justice in the way in which
the Sub-Committee has been conducting its enquiry. The Sub-Committee is committed to procedural fairness,
and to being scrupulously fair to the four Lords involved in these allegations. This has been explained in our
letter of 4 March and we reiterate the points made in that letter. We have now interviewed the other three Lords
subject to these allegations, one accompanied by his solicitor, and we are satisfied that the procedures we have
followed comply fully with the rules of natural justice.

My letter to you of 4 March also gave particulars of the specific matters arising out of the Hansard transcript
on which the Sub-Committee would principally focus in its investigation. In the Sub-Committee’s opinion,
the giving of these particulars was a compliance with the rules of natural justice because you then knew the
nature of the matters which the Sub-Committee considers could tell against Lord Taylor. These particulars
were settled at a Sub-Committee meeting and were unanimously agreed by its members. The Sub-Committee
emphasises that it is not acting as prosecutor and judge and the suggestion is unfounded because the purpose
of giving the particulars was to inform Lord Taylor of the nature of the case he was invited to answer, as it
appeared from the transcript. The Sub-Committee’s proceedings are inquisitorial not adversarial, in common
with all House of Lords select committees.

As I have already stated, the Sub-Committee intends to proceed with scrupulous fairness. We propose to rely
primarily on the Hansard transcript of what in fact was said by Lord Taylor, and you may of course challenge
the accuracy of the transcript, but cross-examination is not necessary for that purpose. We are not looking at
the behaviour of the Sunday Times.

We have asked the Sunday Times for all relevant material relating to Lord Taylor, and to the other Lords, and
we have asked them for an assurance that they have given us all the material that they have. We have yet to
receive a response, but you can be assured that as soon as we receive this material, we will forward it to you.
The Sub-Committee stresses that none of its members has given any details of its investigation to the press or
spoken to the press.

Our procedures are determined for us by the Privileges Committee and we would like to have oral evidence
from Lord Taylor, which under those procedures he must give himself. We are content to receive a statutory
declaration on Monday, and we are willing therefore to postpone Monday’s meeting with Lord Taylor in order
to consider that declaration. But I have been asked to stress that the Sub-Committee reiterates its wish and its
need to hear Lord Taylor in person. We also believe that this is in Lord Taylor’s best interests, to put his side
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of the story on the record. Accordingly, we invite Lord Taylor to attend the Sub-Committee on Monday 23
March at 11.00 am in Committee Room G in the House of Lords. Further delay is in no-one’s interests.

I would be grateful to receive your prompt confirmation that Lord Taylor will be attending the Sub-Committee
on that date.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Monday 16 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Lord Taylor is entitled to see any complaint made against him, including a “deemed complaint” by Baroness
Royall. Please let us have copies of her letters to the Sub-Committee on 25 January and 12 February that are
deemed to amount to a formal complaint.

The Sub-Committee may “intend to proceed with scrupulous fairness” but it obviously does not understand
what fairness requires when the material upon which it has formulated the charge (acting as prosecutor,
preparatory to acting as judge) has been elicited by the actions of agents provocateur. You admit that “we are
not looking at the behaviour of the Sunday Times”, and we regard as an admission of unfairness.

We are surprised that you have yet to receive an assurance from the Sunday Times and that you contemplate
having more material to forward on to us. It is manifestly unfair to call upon Lord Taylor to respond until he
has seen all the evidence against him. It is quite wrong for the Sub-Committee to play a cat and mouse game
with him, threatening heavy handedly that “it is in Lord Taylor’s best interests to put his side of the story,” if
the story against him has not been fully disclosed.

Once you confirm that he will not be ambushed by further evidence provided at its leisure by the Sunday Times,
we will let you have his statutory declaration.

Yours faithfully,
Finers Stephens Innocent

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Tuesday 18 March 2009

Dear Sirs,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Inquiry into Sunday Times Allegations: Lord Taylor of
Blackburn

I have been instructed by the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests to reply to your letter of 16 March.

Your position as set out in that letter remains based on a false premise and complete misunderstanding of the
nature of the Sub-Committee and of its proceedings. The Sub-Committee is a Parliamentary body. It is
appointed to determine complaints that a Member of the House has breached the House of Lords Code of
Conduct. It is not a court of law to hear cases. Our procedures are inquisitorial, not adversarial. It is the Sub-
Committee alone that decides whom they would find it helpful to interview by way of formal oral evidence.
There is no provision for examination of witnesses by anyone except members of the Sub-Committee. The
Sub-Committee is not sitting to adjudicate on an adversarial conflict between the Sunday Times and Lord
Taylor.

The Sub-Committee points out that they are not prosecutors and it was in the interests of fairness and
compliance with the rules of natural justice and in order to be helpful to Lord Taylor that they set out the main
allegations for Lord Taylor’s benefit. The Sub-Committee did this on the basis of the Hansard transcripts of
what Lord Taylor said to the Sunday Times as recorded in those transcripts and, so far as we understand your
position, there is no dispute about the accuracy of those Hansard transcripts. We understand that there is no
dispute about the accuracy of the Hansard transcripts because, on behalf of Lord Taylor, you have not raised
any such dispute. If however there is such a dispute, would you please immediately specify what it is.

I enclose with this letter further material that the Sunday Times has just delivered to us, and a copy of the
covering letter from the Sunday Times which lists that material. This material has come with an undertaking
by the Sunday Times that they have delivered all the relevant material that is in their possession. They have
informed us that “to the best of our knowledge and as far as we can ascertain we have now supplied the Sub-
Committee with all the material in our possession which relates to our contact with Lord Taylor [and the other
Lords]. We have not destroyed any material or emails, and would never do so”.
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I have been asked to make it clear that the Sub-Committee would find it immensely helpful to hear Lord
Taylor’s account of this matter, and we repeat our invitation to him to attend on Monday next at 11 am in
House of Lords Committee Room 4. If you continue to advise Lord Taylor that he should not appear, we
would very much regret that outcome because we would welcome his assistance and, as I have stated before,
the opportunity to hear him. But we will if need be in Lord Taylor’s absence proceed to a determination
without his oral evidence next Monday. In that event we would rely only on the undisputed sections of the
transcripts already sent to you.

I enclose with this letter copies of Baroness Royall’s letters to us, and also a letter to us from Mr Norman Baker
MP dated 26 January 2009. We considered Baroness Royall to be the complainant because her letter was the
first we received.

Yours faithfully,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Friday 20 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Thank you for your letter of 18 March.

We will be reviewing the comments in the letter, and will revert to you in respect of them.

Now that the Sunday Times has finally provided the outstanding information, we will let you have Lord
Taylor’s statutory declaration by 11am on Monday morning, after we have considered the new material.

I would draw your attention to Baroness Prashar’s letter of 13 February to my client in which she invited him
to respond in writing to the matters in question, and to your letter of 4 March 2009 in which you wrote that
a statement of Lord Taylor may negate the need for him to appear before the Sub-Committee.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Ms Street, Friday 20 March 2009

Dear Ms Kelly,

Thank you for this letter. Could you please clarify for us whether it is your understanding that Lord Taylor
of Blackburn will not be giving oral evidence to the Sub-Committee on Monday 23 March? If this is the case,
we will stand down our shorthand writers.

Thank you for your help, and kind regards.

Susannah Street (Clerk to the Sub-Committee)

E-mail to Ms Street from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Friday 20 March 2009

Dear Susannah,

This is our advice at this time given that we must still examine the additional evidence provided this week from
the Sunday Times.

We will of course send to you on Monday morning the statutory declaration of Lord Taylor for the Sub-
Committee.

Kind regards,
Caroline

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Please find enclosed the statutory declarations of Lord Taylor and Janet Robinson.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent
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E-mail to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Caroline,

This is to confirm receipt of the statutory declaration.

The Sub-Committee have spent the morning discussing it.

The Sub-Committee wishes to issue one more invitation to Lord Taylor to attend in person, on Wednesday
afternoon of this week at 2.30 pm.

I will let you know the location of the meeting room as soon as possible.

The Sub-Committee wishes to explore with Lord Taylor the issues outlined in my letter of 4 March.

It would help the Sub-Committee greatly in its work if we could have electronic Word text of the two statutory
declarations.

Best wishes,
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Janet,

As you know, Lord Taylor did not attend this morning at the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests.

The Sub-Committee wishes to extend one more invitation to him to attend, on Wednesday of this week at
2.30 pm.

I have already communicated this information to Messrs FSI. Would you also please pass the message to
Lord Taylor.

Best wishes
Brendan Keith

E-mail to Mr Keith from Janet M Robinson, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith

I have passed on your message to Lord Taylor.

Kind regards
Janet

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

Second Letter

Thank you for your email to my colleague this morning confirming receipt of Lord Taylor and Janet
Robinson’s statutory declarations, and inviting Lord Taylor to appear before the Sub-Committee on 25
March. You were well aware that he was advised not to attend today because of the concerns about procedural
unfairness. We instead followed the route proposed by the Sub-Committee as to submitting a statement.

Lord Taylor respectfully declines the Sub-Committee’s invitation to attend for invigilation.

We have pointed out at some length in previous correspondence some of the reasons why we have had to advise
our client that the Sub-Committee’s procedures do not comply with the fundamental rules of fairness: they
deny him the right to confront those who have provided the evidence against him; they are sitting in private;
they combine prosecutorial and judicial functions; they propose to adopt the wrong standard and burden of
proof, and so on. There appear to be no procedural rules for the “hearing” to which he is invited: he will not
be able give evidence on oath, or to be represented by a lawyer, or to call witnesses, nor will he be able to have
the witnesses against him called for cross-examination, and so on as set out to you in earlier letters.

The Sub-Committee has chosen not to make good its promise in Paragraph 25 of the Guidance for Members
of the House of Lords against whom a complaint is made (under the heading “Procedural Safeguards”), that
“in the investigation and adjudication of complaints against them, members of the House have the right to
safeguards as rigorous as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies.” Nor have you made
an application to dispense with the restriction as to the assistance of Counsel in Standing Order 67. The Sub-
Committee’s proposed conduct in respect of Lord Taylor is in blatant breach of the undertaking in
Paragraph 25.
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In these circumstances you will understand why we have reluctantly had to advise Lord Taylor to decline your
invitation. He has instead done exactly what Baroness Prashar asked him to do in her letter of 13 February,
and made a lengthy statement explaining his position. Moreover he has made it on his oath and will be subject
to criminal sanction if it is untrue. We do not consider that the Sub-Committee can fairly ask for more.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

E-mail to Janet M Robinson from Mr Keith, Monday 23 March 2009

Dear Janet,

Thank you. I have now heard from Messrs FSI that Lord Taylor will not be attending.

Best wishes
Brendan Keith

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Wednesday 25 March 2009

Dear Sirs,

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests
Inquiry into Sunday Times Allegations: Lord Taylor of Blackburn

I have been instructed by the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests to acknowledge your letter dated 23 March
in which you inform us that Lord Taylor declines the invitation to attend the Sub-Committee.

The Sub-Committee has asked me to say that they believe that in their previous correspondence with you they
have already replied to all the points raised in your letter.

Yours faithfully,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Thursday 26 March 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 25 March.

We accept that you have responded to some of our concerns. It is our position that you have allayed none.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Ms Street, Friday 3 April 2009

Dear Lord Taylor of Blackburn,

Committee for Privileges: Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Allegations Printed by the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009

Paragraphs 27 and 28 of the 4th Report of Session 2007–08 from the Committee for Privileges, The Code of
Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against Members (HL Paper 205), states:

“If the investigation has uncovered material evidence that is at variance with the Member’s version
of events, this will be put to the Member, who will have a chance to challenge it. Before reaching its
conclusions, the Sub-Committee will also share with the Member a draft of those parts of its report
dealing with issues of fact, so that the Member has an opportunity to comment on them.

“If there remain significant contested issues of fact, the Sub-Committee will agree its own account
of the facts of the case, while drawing to the attention of the Committee for Privileges and the House
any challenge to this account made by the Member concerned”.

Accordingly, please find enclosed a copy of the first 36 paragraphs of the Sub-Committee’s current draft of its
report, setting out the background and basis of the Sub-Committee’s investigation, which the Sub-Committee
considers to be the “parts of its report dealing with issues of fact”. The Sub-Committee would be grateful if
you would send us any comments that you wish to make on these issues of fact. Please note that all comments
must be received by 6.00 pm on Monday 20 April 2009, and no comments can be accepted by the Sub-
Committee thereafter. Please also note that the intention of this stage of the Sub-Committee’s procedure is to
allow you the opportunity to contest only issues of fact. The Sub-Committee’s complete report, so far as it
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concerns you, will be sent to you when the Sub-Committee has reached its final conclusions, probably (in
confidence) in the week beginning 20 April. We are grateful for the evidence you have given us, and it will be
for the Committee for Privileges to hear any appeals.

Please also find enclosed a copy of the sequence of events that we have constructed from the Hansard
transcripts and original emails relating to your case. The intention is that this sequence will be published
alongside the Sunday Times version of the same events, which you already have. Please note that this sequence
includes a number of short transcripts that you may not have seen before: Hansard transcripts of the section
of the recording of your second meeting with the journalists which was previously missing, of a phone call
between Jonathan Calvert and yourself on 16 January 2009, of an answerphone message left by Jonathan
Calvert, and of four answerphone messages left by yourself for Jonathan Calvert. These recordings were
recently sent to us by the Sunday Times, at our request, and transcribed by Hansard. Please let us have any
comments or corrections you wish to make to this sequence of transcripts by 6.00 pm on Monday 20 April.
We would be grateful if you would also send us an indication of any personal data that you would wish not
to be published; please note that corrections and deletions will be made at the discretion of the Clerks.

Finally, please also find enclosed a copy of a letter sent to us by the Sunday Times, at our request, stating
Jonathan Calvert’s recollection of his unrecorded phone call with you of Thursday 22 January. The Sub-
Committee has decided to disregard this phone call, but you are free to comment upon it if you wish.

This is your final opportunity to comment upon the matters of fact and the accuracy of the evidence that the
Sub-Committee has received relating to your case. Thank you for your assistance.

Yours sincerely,
Susannah Street
Clerk to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Letter to Mr Keith from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Tuesday 7 April 2009

Dear Sir

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times

On the morning of Saturday 4 April 2009, I received a telephone call from Jonathan Calvert, one of the Sunday
Times journalists who acted as an agent provocateur in meetings with Lord Taylor.

Mr Calvert informed me that he had heard that Lord Taylor “had refused to appear before the Lords as he
wanted to appear through lawyers (you)”.

I reminded Mr Calvert that the Sub-Committee’s investigation into the allegations made by the Sunday Times
was ongoing, and that I was therefore unable to comment. I did however explain that those representing the
parties had been told by the Sub-Committee that we should make no comment to the media at all, and added
that I was surprised that information of this type was being put about.

On 5 April 2009 an article by Mr Calvert entitled “‘Lords for Hire’ may be suspended” was published in the
Sunday Times. In this article he referred to his conversation with me the day before and confirmed that I had
“declined to comment on unconfirmed reports that Taylor had refused to go before the committee without
his lawyer”.

Paragraphs 15 and 16 of the Committee for Privileges’ “Code of Conduct: procedure for considering complaints
against Members” state clearly that:

“15 . . . from the point that the Sub-Committee decides to undertake an investigation all evidence
and correspondence relating directly to the inquiry is covered by parliamentary privilege. It must
remain confidential unless and until it is published by the Committee for Privileges. If any such
evidence or correspondence were to be published or disclosed to anyone else without the
Committee’s agreement, this would be a contempt of the House . . .

16 . . . The Committee for Privileges strongly deprecates the making of comments to the press by any
of the parties to an investigation while that investigation is in progress . . .”

We are extremely concerned that information contained in private correspondence between Lord Taylor and
the Sub-Committee has been obtained by the Sunday Times. Even more disturbing is the fact that the
information in question has found its way into the hands of Mr Calvert, who is himself a central witness in
this matter.
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The Sub-Committee has indicated that it intends to take no action in relation to the brazen breach of
Parliamentary security—and also a contempt of Parliament—involved in the Sunday Times’ undercover
recording of Lord Taylor’s conversations. Lord Taylor would be grateful for an indication from the Sub-
Committee as to what steps it intends to take in relation to yet another flagrant breach of Parliament’s rules
by the Sunday Times.

Lord Taylor also requests an assurance from the Sub-Committee that it will do all that it can to prevent any
further confidential communications finding their way into the hands of Mr Calvert and the Sunday Times.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

Letter to Ms Street from Finers Stephens Innocent LLP, Friday 17 April 2009

Dear Ms Street,

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn in the Sunday Times
Draft Report of Sub-Committee: “Issues of Fact”

Under cover of a letter from you dated 3 April 2009, Lord Taylor of Blackburn was sent on a confidential basis
a copy of the proposed first 36 paragraphs of the first draft report of the Sub- Committee on Lords’ Interests
into the allegations against him and other Members of the House of Lords printed in the Sunday Times on 25
January 2009. It was explained in the 3 April letter on behalf of the Sub-Committee that these paragraphs were
the “parts of its report dealing with issues of fact”. Lord Taylor was invited to send to the Sub-Committee any
comments he wishes to make on these issues of fact, ostensibly in accordance with paragraphs 27 and 28 of
the Committee of Privileges’ “Code of Conduct for considering complaints against Members”. At the end of the
letter Lord Taylor is informed that “this is your final opportunity to comment upon the matters of fact and
the accuracy of the evidence that the Sub-Committee has received relating to your case”.

Lord Taylor is concerned and somewhat confused by this 3 April 2009 letter.

Firstly, the letter states that there will be no further opportunity to comment on matters of fact, and yet the
36 paragraphs provided are extremely general and do not deal with the detailed facts of Lord Taylor’s case,
such as his meetings and correspondence with the Sunday Times’ undercover journalists and his explanation
for “stringing them along” in an eVort to discover whether they were genuine or engaged in some kind of
trickery or set up. It would be very surprising if there were not many other matters to be dealt with later in the
report upon which findings of fact will be made. If Ms Street is willing to confirm in writing that the report
will include no other findings of fact, then Lord Taylor’s concerns on this point would be allayed. If no such
confirmation is possible, fairness undoubtedly dictates that Lord Taylor must be given the opportunity to
comment on these further findings of fact too.

Secondly, the Sub-Committee’s attempt to give Lord Taylor “the opportunity to contest only issues of fact”
is once again in flagrant breach of basic standards of procedural fairness. The Sub-Committee is conducting
a public inquiry. Principles governing the fair procedure for such inquiries were established by Lord Salmon
in the 1960s (the “Salmon principles”—see Cmnd 2152 (1963) and Cmnd 3121 (1966)). A basic principle is that
where an inquiry makes findings that are adverse to an individual, that individual must be provided with those
findings so that they may comment on them prior to the inquiry’s report being finalized and published. The
standard method for drawing criticisms to the attention of those subject to them is by sending what has come
to be known as a “Salmon letter” setting out every criticism and inviting them to contest the basis for the
finding.

This principle remains central to fair procedure. During the Matrix Churchill Inquiry in the early 1990s the
Salmon principles were reviewed by Scott LJ, and in his report (Report of the Inquiry into the Export of Defence
Equipment and Dual-Use Goods to Iraq and Related Prosecutions (HC 115 (1995—6)) he confirmed that:

“(iii) proposed criticisms should be drawn to the attention of the objects of the criticisms so that they can,
if desired, make representations or oVer additional evidence in response before the criticisms become
final”.1

It is thus obvious that giving Lord Taylor an opportunity to comment only on “matters of fact” is completely
unacceptable. Before finalizing its report the Sub-Committee must also inform Lord Taylor of any criticisms
or findings that are adverse to him and give him an opportunity to challenge the basis for those criticisms or
adverse findings.

The 3 April 2009 letter from the Sub-Committee also invited Lord Taylor to comment on the “sequence of
events” as pieced together from the final Hansard transcripts and relevant emails. The letter states that it is
the Sub-Committee’s intention to publish this sequence “alongside the Sunday Times version of the same
1 See para K 1.6.
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events, which you already have”. It is our understanding that this is a reference to the Sunday Times’ own
transcripts, which were served on Lord Taylor at stages during the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Since these
number well over 100 pages, however, we may be mistaken. Is the Sub-Committee perhaps meaning to publish
what the Sunday Times said in its original “exclusive” story? We would be grateful for clarification as we are
simply unclear as to what is meant.

Finally, Lord Taylor was given an opportunity to comment on a letter from the Sunday Times concerning
Jonathan Calvert’s recollection of a phone call on 22 January 2009. The Sub-Committee indicated that it
would “disregard this phone call”. This is indicative of the Sub-Committee’s failure to understand a crucial
aspect of Lord Taylor’s defence against the Sunday Times’ allegations; that he made outlandish claims about
meeting senior ministers in order to draw out those he suspected of being involved in a confidence trick on
him. The telephone calls described in Mr Calvert’s letter describe the zenith of Lord Taylor’s attempts to catch
out his deceivers.

Comments on the Draft Report

Summary

1. The first 36 paragraphs of the draft report are a flawed statement of the background facts of this matter
and they misrepresent Lord Taylor’s position in relation to the Sub-Committee’s investigation. In
particular, the report is unfairly critical of Lord Taylor’s decision to raise entirely legitimate objections
to the procedure adopted—objections that the Sub-Committee in this draft report has once again failed
adequately to address in the summary provided.

2. In particular, Lord Taylor is disappointed to see that the Sub-Committee’s draft report seeks to justify
the various flaws in its procedure on the basis that it is “a parliamentary body and not a court of law”.
It remains the case that the Sub-Committee has not complied with minimum standards of procedural
fairness even if conducted on an inquisitorial rather than an adversarial basis. Lord Taylor’s
correspondence with the Sub-Committee and his decision not to appear before them can only be
reported fairly when put into this context.

3. The Sub-Committee’s repeated assertion that it is a “parliamentary body” does not deal with the fact
that it is a public authority for the purposes of the Human Rights Act 1998, subject to the fairness
provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights, whose decisions and recommendations will
severely affect Lord Taylor’s rights and reputation. Indeed his persecutor, the Sunday Times, has been
advocating his expulsion form the House of Lords. The Sub Committee is strangely coy about whether
it constitutes a public authority under the HRA. It plainly answers to the definition in s.6 HRA which
covers “tribunals” and only excludes “a person exercising functions in connection with proceedings in
Parliament”. The Sub Committee must therefore comply with the provisions of the ECHR. If it
considers itself exempt from such obligations simply because it is a “parliamentary body” then it should
say so and give a full explanation as to why.

Paras 5 to 10—“The sequence of events leading to the investigation”

4. In paragraph 6 “newspaper stories” are incorrectly described as “evidence”.

5. Paragraph 7 refers to a letter to the Sub-Committee from Norman Baker MP, which Lord Taylor has
been sent, but also mentions correspondence from Ben Wallace MP, Keith Pudney and Ian Dixon, all
of which ask that an investigation be conducted. Lord Taylor has not had sight of these communications
nor been given any opportunity to comment on them. We request that copies be provided immediately.

6. In paragraph 8 of the draft report, the Sub-Committee states that on 26 January 2009 the 25 January
letter from the Leader of the House of Lords, Baroness Royall of Blaisdon, was taken “to be a complaint
for the purposes of commencing an enquiry into the allegations, and agreed to conduct an
investigation”. This letter was not, on any sensible reading, a complaint and in any event Baroness
Royall is herself a member of the committee charged with considering complaints against member of
the House of Lords. She was in reality passing on the complaint that had been made to the world at
large by the Sunday Times. Moreover,

(a) From very early in his correspondence with the Sub-Committee, Lord Taylor had requested
the identity of the complainant and a copy of the complaint made against him. We had to
remind the Sub-Committee that an entitlement to knowledge of the charge against him before
Lord Taylor was required to respond to that charge was a basic principle of procedural
fairness.
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(b) In a letter dated 4 March a series of charges were finally put to Lord Taylor, but it swiftly
became apparent that these had been formulated not by any complainant but by the Sub-
Committee itself. It was not until 11 March 2009 that Lord Taylor was informed that the Sub-
Committee was acting on a response from Baroness Royall to the negative stories that had
appeared in the press—not any complaint. Baroness Royall only herself claimed to be making
a complaint on 12 February 2009—more than two weeks after the investigation had begun.

(c) Regardless of whether the Sub-Committee was acting as an adversarial court of law (the
procedural safeguards of which are explicitly promised in paragraph 19(d) of the House of
Lords Code of Conduct) or on an inquisitorial basis, it cannot be for the tribunal itself to create
the complaint and formulate the charges against Lord Taylor. The initiation of the action is
a matter for the parties not the judge. This is the same even in an “inquisitorial” system such
as that adopted in France. The failure to observe this fundamental rule left Lord Taylor in the
unacceptable and unfair position that the Sub-Committee was both his accuser and his judge.

7. In paragraph 10 the draft report states that on 12 February the police announced that they would not
be examining the matter further. The Metropolitan Police Service actually issued a statement on 11
February 2009 in which they did confirm that “the Metropolitan Police will not undertake a criminal
inquiry into any of the allegations raised”. However, the statement immediately added: “Should any
further evidence or information come to light then clearly we will be under a duty to review this
decision”. Quite plainly, the police will be reviewing the Sub Committee’s report as soon as it is
published and any finding adverse to Lord Taylor may put him in jeopardy.

Paras 11 to 16—“Our investigation”

8. Paragraph 12 states that while 3 of the 4 Lords concerned appeared before the Sub-Committee “Lord
Taylor declined our invitation to attend”. No explanation is provided of Lord Taylor’s legitimate
reasons for so doing. This passage is likely to stigmatize Lord Taylor unfairly for his entirely reasonable
decision not to appear in person before the Sub-Committee. His reasons are known to the Sub-
Committee and are addressed further below. The only way to remedy this unfairness is for all
correspondence between Lord Taylor’s representatives and Ms Street and Mr Keith to be published
as an annex to the report.

9. The explanation in paragraph 13 that the Sub-Committee decided oral evidence from the Sunday Times
reporters was not required because “we had no remit to examine the behaviour of the Sunday Times”
is dealt with below in the commentary on paragraph 26.

10. It is also noted with concern that paragraph 13 fails to recount how reluctant the Sunday Times was to
disclose the material in its possession, and the way in which that material was maliciously edited before
being provided to the Sub-Committee.

11. Indeed, it took more than a month and a half before the Sunday Times finally handed over all the
transcripts it had prepared of the secretly recorded conversations between Lord Taylor and its
undercover agents provocateurs. It is important to note at this stage that from the beginning the Sub-
Committee was content to rely on the accuracy of these transcripts. Indeed, copies were sent to Lord
Taylor and he was asked to provide his response to the newspaper’s allegations on the basis of what
they contained.

12. Obvious and alarming gaps and flaws in the Sunday Times transcripts were noted by Lord Taylor’s
representatives and brought to the Sub-Committee’s attention. These included missing exculpatory
passages (such as Lord Taylor insisting that he is honest and would not break his oath). These gaps and
flaws can only have been deliberately engineered on the part of the Sunday Times. It was only after the
completeness and accuracy of these maliciously edited and incomplete transcripts was challenged on
Lord Taylor’s behalf that the House of Lords Hansard department was instructed to prepare
independent transcripts.

13. The report should include a chronology of the slow and incomplete “drip feed” of crucial information
to the Sub Committee from the Sunday Times.

14. Later in paragraph 13 of the draft report, the Sub-Committee states that “(we took the view that we
needed a complete transcript of the recordings if we were to be able to conduct a fair and thorough
investigation. So we asked the House of Lords Hansard department to produce for us an independent
transcript of all the recorded material supplied to us”. This paragraph omits any acknowledgement of
the role played by the Lords’ representatives in ensuring that the Sub-Committee conducted its
investigation on the basis of accurate and impartial recordings.
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15. The failure or refusal of the Sub Committee to include any account of the devious behaviour of the
Sunday Times and how it was only rectified by Lord Taylor and his representatives is an indication of
its determination to cover up all wrongdoing by the newspaper. This is a lamentable feature of its
procedures; a lamentable feature which is also evident in the way in which it has protected the Sunday
Times reporters from cross-examination.

16. Paragraph 14 again entirely fails to record that the Sunday Times deliberately censored relevant and
exculpatory material in an effort to make Lord Taylor’s behaviour appear more serious. This is yet
another example of pro-Sunday Times bias.

17. Paragraph 15 refers to a submission from Lord Harris that has never been provided to Lord Taylor.
This should be provided immediately so that we can assess whether it is of relevance to Lord
Taylor’s claim.

Paras 17 to 25—Our procedures

18. At paragraph 21 of the draft report the Sub-Committee notes its own determination “always to act
fairly in accordance with the rules of natural justice”. It then claims that “the Members whose conduct
was being investigated were told the rules under which their conduct was being assessed, were given
full particulars of the matters that the Sub-Committee would have to assess in determining whether
they had breached the Code, were shown all the evidence, and were given appropriate opportunities
to respond”.

19. Lord Taylor notes with regret that the truth of this statement is belied by the way the Sub Committee
has conducted its proceedings.

Standard of proof

20. Lord Taylor is gratified to see from paragraph 19 of the draft report that the Sub-Committee has
recognized the seriousness of the allegations against Lord Taylor and his co-accused and “accordingly
decided to apply a very high standard of proof”. It is however inexplicable that the Sub-Committee
has nevertheless concluded that a standard “falling just short of the criminal standard” is appropriate.

21. Once the seriousness of the allegations against Lord Taylor was recognized the only possible conclusion
was that the correct standard must be proof beyond reasonable doubt, ie the criminal standard. Lord
Taylor has repeatedly directed the Sub-Committee to the case of In re A Solicitor [1992] 2 WLR 552,
which made clear that the criminal standard of proof applies in disciplinary proceedings where what is
alleged is tantamount to a criminal offence.2

22. In any event, it is far from clear what a standard “falling just short of the criminal standard” actually
means, or how it could be applied in practice. The judgment of Lord Lane in In re A Solicitor warned
of adopting a standard somewhere between civil and criminal:

“It seems to us, if we may respectfully say so, that it is not altogether helpful if the burden of
proof is left somewhere undefined between the criminal and the civil standards. We conclude
that at least in cases such as the present, where what is alleged is tantamount to a criminal
offence, the tribunal should apply the criminal standard of proof, that is to say proof to the point
where they feel sure that the charges are proved or, to put it another way, proof beyond
reasonable doubt”.3

23. More recently, in Re B (children) (sexual abuse: standard of proof) [2008] UKHL 35 and In re D
(Secretary of State for Northern Ireland intervening) [2008] UKHL 33 the House of Lords have made
it clear that there is just one standard of proof in civil proceedings, and that a heightened standard must
mean the criminal standard of proof. In the former case Lord Hoffman confirmed:

“13 . . . I think that the time has come to say, once and for all, that there is only one civil
standard of proof and that is proof that the fact in issue more probably occurred than not. I do
not intend to disapprove any of the cases in what I have called the first category, but I agree
with the observation of Lord Steyn in McCann’s case, at p 812, that clarity would be greatly
enhanced if the courts said simply that although the proceedings were civil, the nature of the
particular issue involved made it appropriate to apply the criminal standard”.

24. It is clear that it is no longer appropriate to claim that a ‘heightened’ civil standard of proof has been
adopted. The Sub-Committee should acknowledge this and apply the criminal standard of proof to
these proceedings, as Lord Taylor has submitted since the investigation began.

2 The allegations were, of course, referred to the police.
3 This paragraph was quoted approvingly by the Privy Council in Campbell v Hamlet [2005] UKPC 19.
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Lack of representation & cross-examination

25. Paragraph 20 makes clear the stark inconsistency of the guarantee of “safeguards as rigorous as those
applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies” set out in paragraph 19(d) of the 31 March
2002 Code of Conduct and the subsequent denial of legal representation before the Sub-Committee,
despite the power to dispense with Standing Order 67, which Lord Taylor invited the Sub-Committee
to do. This is both anticipated by the very existence of this provision and would have been very easy
to achieve had the Sub Committee wished to treat Lord Taylor fairly. There is no doubt that the House
would have agreed to dispense with the standing order to allow representation by counsel. So it is wrong
to suggest that para 19(d) of the Code of Conduct has been adhered to. The Sub-Committee ought to
make clear in its report the reason why it has chosen to deny the rights guaranteed in the Code of
Conduct for the House of Lords for the past seven years.

26. Despite the fact that the Sub-Committee considers itself to be an inquisitorial forum, it is nonetheless
investigating grave allegations and its findings could result not only in significant damage to Lord
Taylor’s reputation but potentially also in expulsion from the House of Lords (as the Sunday Times,
indeed Mr Calvert, continues to urge) and prosecution for criminal offences. As a public body under
the Human Rights Act 1998, and indeed as a public decision making body, the Sub-Committee owes
duties of fairness commensurate with the seriousness of the allegations against those it is investigating.

27. The Sub Committee gives the excuse that its desire to keep the proceedings “informal” enables it to
override the fundamental safeguards of legal representation and proper testing of evidence through
cross-examination. In the circumstances, and given the potential damage to Lord Taylor, this approach
is deplorable.

28. In any event, it is inaccurate to suggest that legal representation and questioning of witnesses by the
parties is not consistent with an inquisitorial process. In many jurisdictions where an inquisitorial
model is preferred to an adversarial system persons under investigation are entitled to be represented
by counsel, who are able to ask questions of witnesses.

29. The Sub-Committee is asked to note in its report that Lord Taylor and his representatives believe that
there was a pressing need to cross examine the undercover reporters and took grave exception to the
Sub-Committee’s decision that there was no need to seek oral evidence from, or indeed question in any
way, the undercover reporters who, acting as agents provocateurs, provided all the evidence against
Lord Taylor—and indeed were the true complainants.

Appearance before the Sub-Committee

30. In paragraph 22 the Sub-Committee notes that Lord Taylor “said in the House on 26 January that [he]
wished to be able to refute the allegations in person before the Sub-Committee”. This is not denied by
Lord Taylor. His statement was, however, made on the anticipation that the procedures of the Sub-
Committee would permit him to have a fair hearing, including legal representation and the right to
cross examine his accusers, namely the two Sunday Times journalists. This expectation was entirely
reasonable, given the assurances set out in para 19(d) of the Code of Conduct.

31. The procedural objections raised on Lord Taylor’s behalf that are listed in paragraph 25 have been
discussed at some length above. However, the suggestion that Lord Taylor criticized the Sub-
Committee because it had “rushed into deciding that it should hear the four Lords in oral evidence” is
simply not applicable to him. Lord Taylor simply raised legitimate objections to the Sub-Committee’s
procedure. As a result, this passage wrongly suggests that Lord Taylor acted hypocritically when later
postponing his interview—something that could not be further from the truth of Lord Taylor’s
consistent position on the Sub-Committee’s procedures. Any delay to the proceedings resulted only
from the slow release of relevant material to Lord Taylor (a process that is still ongoing).

32. It is unclear why the Sub-Committee, in paragraph 24, is so certain that the remedial action procedure
could not have been applied. The generic statement in paragraph 24 does not apply to Lord Taylor.
He has apologised both before the House and in paragraph 42 of his statutory declaration for the
mistakes that he made, albeit that he is innocent of the charge of accepting a financial inducement to
amend legislation.

Failure to address the behaviour of the Sunday Times

33. At paragraph 26 of the draft report, the Sub Committee explains that it “was not within our remit to
examine the conduct of the [Sunday Times] journalists or issues of entrapment or the undercover use
of recording equipment on parliamentary premises”. This does not explain or excuse the Sub-
Committee’s complete failure to consider the admissibility before it of improperly obtained evidence,
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or to consider the effect on Lord Taylor’s mind of the gradually dawning realisation that he may be the
victim of a confidence trick.

34. Furthermore, Lord Taylor explained in his statutory declaration that he acted in the way he did because
of the Sunday Times’ attempted entrapment, of which he became increasingly suspicious. This led him
to make outlandish claims about meeting senior ministers in order to draw out and expose those he
suspected. These statements were taken literally by the Sunday Times, but in any consideration of Lord
Taylor’s mens rea they must be read in terms of his purpose in making them, namely to “flush out” the
truth. Both taking evidence from the Sunday Times’ reporters and permitting their cross-examination
was essential to a fair consideration of Lord Taylor’s defence to the allegations against him.

35. If the Sub Committee really does take Lord Taylor’s outlandish words in their literal meaning without
crediting his sworn explanation then he has no hope of a fair judgment.

36. The suggestion in paragraph 26 that Lord Taylor could make a complaint to the Press Complaints
Commission is risible. Not only would such a complaint serve no purpose in relation to the appalling
allegations that have been made against him, but also the industry-run PCC’s lack of independence is
widely recognized (see Sir David Calcutt’s “Review of Press Self-Regulation” (Cm 2135 (1993)).
Indeed, the PCC Code of Conduct was drawn up by Les Hinton, the head of News International in
Britain, and Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation pays substantial sums to keep it going and
remunerated. It is absurd of the Sub Committee to suggest that Lord Taylor’s complaints could be
fairly heard.

Paras 27 to 36—The allegations in more detail

37. As discussed above, paragraphs 27 to 36 skate so lightly over the facts that it is hard to believe that the
rest of the report will not include greater detail on which Lord Taylor has the right to comment.

38. These paragraphs, incongruously entitled “The allegations in more detail”, to some extent explain the
undercover journalists’ approach to the four Members of the House of Lords. Yet even here the
duplicitous nature of the entrapment carried out by those journalists is not discussed. The background
and context of the confidence trick played against Lord Taylor is crucial to a proper understanding of
the meetings held.

39. The bias against Lord Taylor is further demonstrated by there being no mention of his insistence that
he was not prepared to speak on behalf of the “client” or to ask Parliamentary questions. Also
unmentioned is Lord Taylor’s declaration to the undercover reporters of his honesty and that he would
not break his oath.

Publication of correspondence

40. It is reiterated that in light of the unfair way in which this draft report treats Lord Taylor both in
relation to the allegations against him and in relation to his participation in the Sub-Committee’s
investigation, it is formally requested that all of the correspondence sent to the Sub-Committee on Lord
Taylor’s behalf, as well as Lord Taylor and his assistant’s sworn statutory declarations, be published
as an annex to the final report.

Yours faithfully
Finers Stephens Innocent

Letter to Finers Stephens Innocent LLP from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Sir,

I have been instructed by the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests to reply to your letter of 17 April to Susannah
Street. I am instructed to reply in the following terms.

The Sub-Committee will proceed in accordance with the rules by which it is governed. As we have already
explained these rules are to be found in the Privileges Committee 4th Report of Session 2007–08 HL Paper 25.

The procedures require that when we deliver our report to the Committee for Privileges, we send it at the same
time to each of the four Lords concerned and to their respective solicitors. Our report does not exhaust the
procedures available to your client. Once you have considered our report your client with the benefit of your
advice will be able to decide what action is appropriate and this includes the right to mount an appeal to our
parent Committee, the Committee for Privileges.
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I am instructed also to say that there is only one further point in your letter to which the Sub-Committee wishes
to respond. The Sub-Committee regards it in the highest degree unfortunate to accuse it of a pro-Sunday Times
bias and of a desire to cover up all alleged wrong doings by the Sunday Times. In the Sub-Committee’s view
this accusation is utterly misconceived.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests

Letter to Lord Taylor of Blackburn from Mr Keith, Thursday 23 April 2009

Dear Lord Taylor,

I enclose a copy of the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests on your conduct, following the
allegations in the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009 which were subsequently the basis for a complaint referred
to the Sub-Committee by the Leader of the House.

You will find enclosed those sections of the Sub-Committee’s Report which describe the factual background
to the complaint, the interpretation of the Code of Conduct, and the Sub-Committee’s analysis of and
conclusions on your own conduct. The text has been agreed by the Sub-Committee, so while it will be subject
to some final proof-reading and technical corrections, there will no further substantive changes.

I have not enclosed those sections of the Report which relate to the conduct of the other three Peers who have
been under investigation.

I also enclose proofs of the evidence relating to your case, which will be published alongside the Report itself.
This proofed evidence is as follows:

— The Hansard transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists.

— The Sunday Times transcript of your telephone calls/meetings/emails with the journalists—this
transcript was slightly tidied up by the Sunday Times when we requested an electronic copy, but we
consider that no substantive changes have been made.

— Part of your correspondence with the Sub-Committee.

— The Statutory Declarations made by you and by Janet M Robinson.

— Other written evidence.

This is the first proof of the evidence. Mistakes will have been made by the printers and further non-substantive
amendments and corrections will have to be made by the Clerks before publication. Any redactions are yet to
be made. Any material redacted from the evidence itself will also be redacted from any correspondence
published with the Report.

I also enclose a letter from Lord Harris of Haringey of 26 January 2009 which will be proofed and published
with the “other written evidence”.

I also enclose a list of the correspondence with you and your representatives that the Sub-Committee proposes
to publish. I would be grateful if you would send any comments on this list to Susannah Street, Clerk to the
Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May.

Please send any comments relating to this evidence, including regarding any omissions or any further material
that you wish to be redacted, to Susannah Street, Clerk to the Sub-Committee, by Friday 1 May. Please send
to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges any technical points regarding the Report that do not need to be
considered by the Committee for Privileges.

Two further appendices will be added, explaining to the reader how to understand the referencing system
applied to the evidence, and listing any suggested corrections to the Hansard or Sunday Times transcripts
which are not included in the published correspondence. A standard introduction page will also be added, with
factual information on the Committee.

I am at the same time forwarding the entire Report and all the evidence to the Clerk of the Committee for
Privileges.

The Committee for Privileges will be following the procedure set out in the Committee’s 4th Report of session
2007–08, which was agreed by the House on 18 December 2008. This procedure is summarised below.

In accordance with paragraph 19(e) of the Code of Conduct, you have a right of appeal to the Committee for
Privileges against the Sub-Committee’s findings. If you choose to exercise this right, you should submit your
appeal in writing to the Clerk of the Committee for Privileges not later than noon on Tuesday 5 May. In so
doing you should set out the grounds for your appeal in full, and enclose such supporting material as you think
appropriate.
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The Committee for Privileges will consider the Report by the Sub-Committee, along with any appeals which
have been lodged, on the afternoon of Monday 11 May.

Paragraph 34 of 4th Report states that any Member who decides to make an appeal is “as a courtesy . . . given
the opportunity to appear in person, if he or she so wishes”. Paragraph 35 continues: “the Committee will not
normally reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Rather the Members of the Committee will use their
judgment to decide whether, on the balance of probabilities, they endorse the conclusions of the Sub-
Committee”.

If you exercise your right to appear in person the Clerk will contact you to confirm the time and place. You
will be invited to make an oral statement, and this may be followed by brief questions for clarification.
However, the Committee will not seek to reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation by means of detailed
questioning, and the meeting is likely to be short.

The meeting will be held in private, but a transcript will be taken, and will be published in due course. In
accordance with paragraph 25 of the 4th Report, you may bring a friend or adviser to the meeting; this person
may sit next to you, and you may consult him or her in the course of the meeting. However, you will be expected
to speak and answer any questions for yourself. You are reminded of Standing Order 67, which states that
Select Committees “shall not hear parties by Counsel unless so authorised by Order of the House”.

Members of the Sub-Committee who also sit on the Select Committee will take no part either in considering
the Sub-Committee’s Report or hearing any appeal. The Leader of the House, as the complainant in this case,
will similarly disqualify herself from considering the Report or hearing any appeal.

The Sub-Committee’s Report will not be published by the Sub-Committee: it will be published by the
Committee for Privileges as the first appendix to their Report.

The Report and all evidence submitted to the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests are privileged, and should
remain confidential until such time as the Committee publishes them. I draw your attention to paragraphs 15
and 16 of the 4th Report, concerning privilege and contempt of the House, particularly in relation to disclosure
before publication. For its part the Sub-Committee has made every eVort to ensure the confidentiality of its
Report.

If you have any questions regarding the procedure that will be followed by the Committee for Privileges, please
write to or contact the Clerk, Christopher Johnson, who will be handling the process from this point on. His
email is johnsoncwparliament.uk, and his telephone extension is x8796.

Yours sincerely,
Brendan Keith
Registrar of Lords Interests
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OTHER WRITTEN EVIDENCE

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Baroness Royall of Blaisdon, Leader of the House,
Sunday 25 January 2009

Dear Usha

You will no doubt have seen the allegations published in the Sunday Times this morning concerning four Peers
(Lord Truscott, Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Lord Snape and Lord Moonie) which have subsequently been given
wide circulation in the media. Given the circumstances and the serious nature of the allegations made by the
Sunday Times, I feel it would be appropriate for the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests to investigate the issue
under its new procedures agreed in December, and I would be grateful if you would take this forward as a
matter of urgency. As this is of such importance to the House and its reputation, I hope that you agree it is
appropriate for the issue to be referred in this way rather than wait for a complaint.

Subject to your agreement, I will bring this to the attention of the House today.

Yours ever

Jan Royall

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Norman Baker MP, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Usha,

I am writing to ask you, in your capacity of Chairman of the Lords Sub-Committee on Members’ Interests,
to begin an investigation into the very serious allegations made in yesterday’s Sunday Times.

The paper alleges, over a number of pages and at considerable depth, that four peers oVered to advance the
cause on outside business (fictitious, as it happens), in exchange for money. The services oVered, while stopping
short of the tabling of amendments, did allegedly include intervention behind the scenes with Ministers and
Bill oYcials, which, to my mind, constitutes paid advocacy, which of course is rightly prohibited.

I note that the statements made by the peers in question, when confronted with the allegations, included
denials that amendments had been tabled, but not, as far as I can see, the other elements of what widely will
be seen as paid advocacy.

I also note that the Sunday Times maintains it has tape recordings of at least two of the meetings, and would
ask you in the interests of fairness, if you do agree to conduct an investigation, to ask the paper for copies of
these tapes.

More generally, the paper suggests that over half the members of the Lords now have consultancies, and I
further understand that the vast majority of these have been self-classified as non-parliamentary consultancies,
which of course constitutes a lower level of accountability. It is not clear to me why outside interests would
wish to use so many peers for non-parliamentary consultancies, and I believe any inquiry you hold ought to
consider this wider aspect as well, both in terms of whether the description applied to the activities carried out
is accurate, and indeed whether it is appropriate at all for peers to be able to carry out consultancy work.

I look forward to your reply. I am copying this letter to Brendan Keith, in his capacity as the registrar of Lords’
interests.

Yours sincerely

Norman Baker MP
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Letter to Baroness Prashar from Lord Harris of Haringey, Monday 26 January 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar,

Sunday Times Articles—25 January 2009

I am writing to you in your capacity as Chairman of the Committee of Privileges Sub-Committee on Lords’
Interests. I was not named in yesterday’s articles in The Sunday Times. However, as I was approached by the
under-cover journalists in question, I feel it would be appropriate to give evidence to any inquiry your Sub-
Committee may conduct.

I am confident that I did not breach any of the House’s rules, nor did I oVer to do so. Nevertheless, as I was
the subject of the journalists’ deception and attempted entrapment, it is clearly important that you have the
opportunity to question me.

Yours sincerely,

Toby Harris
(Lord Harris of Haringey)

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Mr Ian Dixon, Wednesday 28 January 2009

Dear Lady Prashar,

With regard to the matters of vested interest, conflict of interest, corruption and bribery alleged against Lords
Snape, Moonie, Truscott and Taylor of Blackburn I believe Lady Royall of Blaisdon, stated in the Guardian:

“Each one insisted vigorously that they had done nothing wrong. They genuinely believed that; and
it is right for them to put their case to the investigation for determination by—literally—their peers.”

Isn’t there a problem in that their peers are just that, more people who take money to influence legislation and
like the alleged shysters above think that is fine (at least as long as they get away with it) and all keep nodding
and winking like they never knew this is normal practice.

Would you ask Lords Snape, Moonie, Truscott and Taylor of Blackburn how much money they have received
from companies or other interests who stood to gain financially from their strong opposition against
legislation to combat climate change.

I look forward to your reply

Yours sincerely

Ian Dixon

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Mr Keith Pudney, Thursday 29 January 2009

Dear Lady Prashar

I am greatly perturbed by the recent reports that have highlighted the activities of a number of Members of
the House of Lords. I am not going to use the word allegations when one individual was so blatant in his
activities and even quoted the amount of money that he had received in the past for his services. It was highly
appropriate that the reporter recorded the conversation.

Would you explain just how these individuals are allowed to behave in such a manner, you might reply and
say they are not allowed to behave in this manner. I would reply well who is policing it and why their
connections and Interests aren’t registered on the Register of Interests.

I am well aware of the Standards that are expected in Public Life. Until 2007 when I didn’t stand for re-election,
I had been a Borough Councillor for 12 years, also a Town Councillor for 15 years. During that time I had
also been a School Governor and a Member of a National Park Authority. I had to register my Interests with
each of those bodies that register had to be kept up to date annually and daily if there were any changes.

As you are well aware in the positions I held, the interests were Personal or Prejudicial, and there could be an
interest that was both Personal & Prejudicial. In many instances those interests meant that I could neither
speak nor vote on the matter in hand, and on occasions I would have to leave the room.

Given all the obligations that I served under, I am totally flabbergasted to hear a recording of a Member of
the House of Lords openly stating what he does for Companies and at what financial cost. He even elaborated
as to how he went about it.
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Well Lady Prashar, there is only one word to describe the activities that he boasted of from his own mouth,
that word my Lady is Corrupt. My next question has to be, how long will it be before action is taken against
the individuals concerned?

By action I don’t mean a censure, a suspension, or the deliverance of a grovelling mealy mouthed apology.

In the real world when gains accrue from activities such as crime, or say drug traYcking, the authorities have
the right to seize those proceeds or assets, why should this be any diVerent.

The Members of the House of Lords are not part of the democratically elected process, so the electorate cannot
express their abhorrence at their activities at the next election. It is sad and unacceptable that individuals
exploit their positions for private gain, in this case it is Members of the House of Lords.

Most members of the general public also see it as inappropriate that Members of the House of Commons also
take highly remunerated directorships in companies, in some instances a considerable number of companies.
In those instances that is not some altruistic move on the part of the company, it is to buy the influence that
they can bring to bear on the companies behalf. That may be in a subtle way and in some instances totally
blatant and unacceptable ways. Is it any wonder that the general public see in these instances individuals using
their positions to unlock the door to untold wealth?

That my Lady benefits nobody and demeans the process we call democracy, a process that rarely appears to
reflect the will of the people, maybe I am just getting a mite cynical.

I look forward to your views on the points raised in this letter. I am also copying this letter to the newly
appointed Metropolitan Police Commissioner.

Yours sincerely

Keith Pudney

Letter to Mr Keith from Ben Wallace MP, Wednesday 4 February 2009

Dear Mr Keith,

I am writing to submit evidence to the Committee of Inquiry set up to investigate allegations made against
four Labour Peers. I do so in order to support The Sunday Times allegation that Lord Taylor’s behaviour was
far from inadvertent and breached Parliamentary codes. As a Member of the House of Commons I am
uncomfortable with having to make a complaint against a Member of the Upper House. My motives are,
however, driven by the distress caused to my constituents by this recent incident.

As you will be aware I initially made a formal complaint following a telephone conversation with your OYce.
(See attached letter). You will know from your inquiries that as far back as 1997–98 Lord Taylor was in receipt
of considerable sums of money from Canatxx Gas Storage (and its associated companies). He was paid money
for services while the company sought planning permission and developments on and near the River Wyre.
The application has been controversial and caused considerable concern to my constituents. In October 2008
I was informed that following the recent passing of the Planning Act 2008 and the Energy Act 2008 Canatxx
would resubmit its planning application. At just the same time Lord Taylor asked a supplementary question
on 22 October 2008 linked to gas storage facilities without declaring his interest.

On Monday 27 October I was contacted by Joe Robinson, a reporter on the Blackpool Gazette. Who told me
he had been contacted by a number of my constituents angry about Lord Taylor’s question. He asked me for
my view. I said that I would make a complaint to the Lords’ authorities and that I felt that Lord Taylor’s
behaviour was unacceptable. Subsequent to this conversation Lord Taylor was contacted by the same reporter
and informed of my intentions. His quotes in response are attached. [Article from the Blackpool Gazette, 28
October 2008, not reproduced] At 4.00pm of that day Lord Taylor contacted my OYce and during that
conversation with my Personal Assistant, Zoe Ashworth, he was irate and issued threats against myself. He
showed no indication that he had made a mistake. At 7.00pm I returned his call and he continued in the same
irate manner informing me that he had been in the House over 25 years and I did not know what I was talking
about. He proceeded to make threats about my conduct and put the phone down on our conversation. At no
time did he indicate that he felt he should have declared an interest nor did he conduct himself in a manner
that I would have thought appropriate for such a political veteran.

The recollection of events by both myself and my staV directly contradict the interview Lord Taylor gave to
Sky News on 25 January when news of the scandal broke in The Sunday Times. In his interview he said: “I
have never broken any. . . Once, I think on just one occasion, where I asked a supplementary question and
didn’t declare my interest, once I realised it, the following day I apologised to the House.” I contest that, not
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only has Lord Taylor failed to declare his interest on that occasion, he then sought to mislead the public and
media. I believe the record will show he did not apologise to the House of Lords the next day, nor was it he
who recognised his mistake.

I hope this submission is helpful in informing the Committee of my concerns regarding Lord Taylor’s
connections with Canatxx and the influence this relationship has had on his Parliamentary dealings.

Ben Wallace

Appendix

27 October 2008

Dear Mr Keith,

I am writing to ask you to investigate a breach of procedure by a Member of the House of Lords. The Noble
Lord Taylor of Blackburn asked a question on the floor of the House on 22 October and as you can see from
an extract of Hansard [not reproduced] at no point did he make the House aware that he is an Advisor to
Canatxx UK Ltd. This is particularly relevant as Canatxx is attempting to apply for planning permission in
my constituency for a gas storage facility under the River Wyre. Canatxx is a Texan gas exploration company
and has in the past attempted to sponsor politicians at crucial times in the planning process. I strongly object
to their methods and their application in my constituency has caused deep hurt among residents. I should be
most grateful if you would give this your consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Ben Wallace

Letter to Baroness Prashar from Baroness Royall of Blaisdon, Leader of the House,
Thursday 12 February 2009

Dear Baroness Prashar

Complaint Against Members of the House

I wrote to you on January 25 in relation to allegations made against a number of Members of the House in
that day’s Sunday Times newspaper.

As I said then, given the serious nature of the allegations, I judged as Leader of the House that it would be
appropriate for the Sub-Committee on Lords Interests to investigate the issues under the procedure agreed by
the House last year. I said that as this matter was of such importance to the House and its reputation, I hoped
you would agree that it would be appropriate for the issue to be referred to the Sub-Committee in this way
rather than wait for a complaint.

You agreed to take the inquiry forward as a matter of urgency, and I understand that the Sub-Committee’s
work on this investigation is now proceeding.

Under the procedure for considering complaints against Members which the House adopted last year, it is
clear that the Sub-Committee will not investigate complaints which might involve the criminal law:

Para 11 (Point 6) of the procedure (The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering complaints against
Members—House of Lords Committee for Privileges 4th Report of Session 2007–08 HL Paper
205) states:

“The Sub-Committee will not entertain complaints which appear to involve allegations of
criminal misconduct and which would more appropriately be investigated by other agencies.”

As you know, the Metropolitan Police Service have been considering a request from Christopher Huhne MP
for the police to consider investigating whether an oVence had been committed by certain Members of the
House. I informed the House yesterday in an oral statement that the MPS has now decided not to take its
inquiries into this matter any further. The police will therefore not be mounting an investigation into these
issues, or into any Members of the House in relation to the allegations originally made by the Sunday Times.

With police involvement in these matters now at an end unless further evidence or information comes to light,
the question of criminal misconduct, as mentioned in the procedure, is removed. Accordingly, I am advised
that it would now be appropriate for a complaint to be lodged formally with the Sub-Committee in relation
to this matter.
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As Leader of the House, I do now formally lodge a complaint against the following Members: Lord Moonie,
Lord Snape, Lord Taylor of Blackburn and Lord Truscott. I regard this complaint as formal, for the benefit
of the Sub-Committee and in line with the procedure. I should indicate that I do not regard tabling this
complaint as representing any new point in relation to these Members of the House beyond my original referral
of the allegations to the Sub-Committee.

Accordingly, I invite the Sub-Committee to consider whether the facts apparently disclosed by the Sunday
Times articles and allegations on 25 January 2009 constitute any breach of the House of Lords Code of
Conduct, in particular paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12.

I am, of course, ready to assist the Sub-Committee in any way.

Yours ever

Rt Hon Baroness Royall of Blaisdon
Lord President of the Council and Leader of the House of Lords

Letter to Lord Harris of Haringey from Baroness Prashar, Thursday 12 February 2009

Dear Lord Harris of Haringey

Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests

Inquiry into Recent Press Allegations

I am writing further to your letter of 26 January oVering to give evidence to the Sub-Committee’s investigation
into the allegations made against Lord Moonie, Lord Taylor of Blackburn, Lord Truscott and Lord Snape in
the Sunday Times of 25 January 2009. The Sub-Committee would appreciate having your evidence on the
approach made to you by the Sunday Times journalists, and requests that you provide your full account in
writing by Thursday 19 February. You should be aware that the methods used by the journalists do not fall
into the Sub-Committee’s remit and are not under consideration.

Yours sincerely,

Baroness Prashar

Submission by Lord Harris of Haringey, Monday 23 February 2009

House of Lords’ Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests: Submission by Lord Harris of Haringey

1. My name is Toby Harris, Lord Harris of Haringey. I am 55 years old, was appointed a Life Peer in 1998
and was introduced in October 1998.

2. Like many Peers of working age, I still need to earn a living and so, in addition to my duties in the House,
I have a “portfolio” existence combining a number of public appointments with advisory and non-executive
roles in the private and voluntary sectors. These various interests are declared in the House of Lords Members’
Register of Interests (and also in the registers maintained by the public bodies with which I am involved).

3. Amongst my interests is the public aVairs consultancy that I established some 10 years ago—Toby Harris
Associates. This provides mentoring and advisory services to senior people in organisations in the public and
private sectors. The work done is described on its website—www.tobyharrisassociates.co.uk. The consultancy
does not provide parliamentary services.

4. I received a phone call on my mobile telephone on the morning of Thursday 8 January 2009. The woman
calling me identified herself as Claire Taylor, working for what she said was a primarily Brussels-based public
aVairs consultancy. She said that one of their overseas clients was looking to appoint some UK-based advisors
and might that be something I would be interested in doing. I was actually running late for a meeting when
she called and told her that I might be, but that I did not have time to discuss it further then and suggested
that she should send me further details and gave her my email address.

5. She sent me an email the following day, which said she worked for a company called “Michael Johnson
Associates” and referred me to its website at www.mja.eu.com. She said that they were looking to expand their
network in the UK and that one of their Chinese clients was particularly keen for them to develop their UK
parliamentary contacts. The email suggested coVee in the next week.

6. I responded suggesting three possible times when I was free in the week beginning 12 January and she
responded opting for the one time of the three that I had suggested that we meet at the House of Lords. The
full email exchange is appended to this submission.
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7. The meeting took place at 3.30 pm on Tuesday 13 January 2009. I met “Claire Taylor” at the Peers’
Entrance and she introduced me to someone she described as her boss, “David Thompson.” They both gave
me their business cards and I bought them tea in the Peers’ Dining Room.

8. They again described themselves as from a public aVairs company that did most of its work in Europe and
said that they had a Chinese client who was keen to expand its presence in the retail clothing market in the
UK, by opening a chain of high street shops.

9. I outlined the nature of my public aVairs consultancy, explaining that I oVered strategic advice and/or
personal mentoring to senior people in public or private sector organisations. I also made it clear that there
were three things that I did not do as part of my consultancy work: I would not act in Parliament on behalf
of clients; I would not personally lobby on behalf of clients; and I would not make introductions for clients.

10. They then described the issue that was particularly concerning their client. This related to the Business
Rates Supplement Bill and the impact that any supplements might have on their client. They said their client
was keen to see the Bill amended either to require a referendum of all the businesses potentially aVected before
a supplement could be imposed or to provide an exemption for a period for newly opened businesses. I pointed
out that in my opinion the first would be very strongly opposed by the Government as it would in practice
undermine the purpose of the Bill and in particular would make the funding needed for the Crossrail project
more problematic. I also suggested that the second option would be better pursued via a trade association.

11. Rather to my surprise, they kept coming back to whether I would be able to help their client secure the
amendments. I again explained that I was not prepared to act in Parliament on behalf of a client, nor to make
personal representations or introductions on a client’s behalf.

12. The meeting concluded—after about 50 minutes—with “David Thompson” saying they would be back
in touch.

13. I made no eVort to contact them again and did not hear from them further.

14. On the morning of 23 January 2009, I received a phone call from Michael Gillard of the Sunday Times
asking about my business arrangements with “MJ Associates.” I said I had no business arrangements and that
the only contact I had had with them was a cup of tea about 10 days before. He then informed me that “David
Thompson” and “Claire Taylor” were, in fact, under-cover reporters and that they had taped the conversation
in the Peers’ Dining Room. He asked me whether I had anything to say and I reiterated that I had entered into
no arrangement with them and restated that I was not prepared to act in Parliament on behalf of clients, or
lobby or make introductions on their behalf. The conversation concluded with Michael Gillard saying that
they would be running the story in the Sunday Times on 25 January 2009.

Appendix: Email Exchanges with “Claire Taylor”

From: Lord Toby Harris [***]
Sent: 11 January 2009 22:35

To: “clairewmja.eu.com”
Subject: RE: Consultant opportunity

Excellent! I will see you at the Peers’ Entrance at 3.30pm. The Peers’ Entrance is marked as (8) on the map at
the link below:

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/faxmap.pdf

Lord Toby Harris
Toby Harris Associates: www.tobyharrisassociates.co.uk

From: Claire Taylor [mailto:clairewmja.eu.com]
Sent: 11 January 2009 18:34

To: Lord Toby Harris
Subject: RE: Consultant opportunity

Great, why don’t we do 3.30pm on Tuesday at the Lords?

Claire
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From: “Lord Toby Harris” '***(
Sent: 09 January 2009 18:16

To: clairewmja.eu.com
Subject: RE: Consultant opportunity

Thank you for this. I would be happy to meet next week. I could do 11.30am on Monday at the Institute of
Directors in Pall Mall, 3.30pm onwards on Tuesday at the House of Lords or 3.30pm on Friday. Are any of
these any good for you?

From: Claire Taylor 'clairewmja.eu.com(
Sent: 09 January 2009 09:08

To: ***
Subject: Consultant opportunity

Dear Lord Harris

It was nice to speak to you yesterday.

As I explained, I work for a communications company called Michael Johnson Associates. We currently do
most of our work in Brussels but are looking to expand our network in the UK. One of our Chinese clients is
particularly keen for us to develop our UK parliamentary contacts and potentially take on a consultant with
a good link to government and a track record in working for enterprises outside parliament.

One of the researchers suggested your name and I wondered if you might like to meet for a coVee to discuss
whether this is something you might be interested in? I am in London most of next week, so please let me know
what days/times suit. My number is ***** ******.

Here is a link to our website—http://www.mja.eu.com

Many thanks

Claire Taylor

E-mail to Jonathan Calvert of the Sunday Times from Mr Keith, Thursday 12 March 2009

Dear Mr Calvert

Thank you for your assistance with our inquiry so far. The Sub-Committee does not wish to take oral evidence
from the Sunday Times at this stage, but instead requests a written statement addressing the following
points only:

(i) Mr Calvert’s recollection of the phone call he made to Lord Moonie which is described on page 12
of the Sunday Times’ transcript of its dealings with Lord Moonie, with particular reference to the
discussion regarding John Healey; and

(ii) Mr Calvert’s recollection of the phone call he made to Lord Taylor of Blackburn which is described
on page 25 of the Sunday Times’ transcript of its dealings with Lord Taylor of Blackburn.

The Sub-Committee also requests that the Sunday Times provide:

(i) Any evidence they have of their dealings with Lord Moonie, Lord Snape, Lord Truscott and Lord
Taylor of Blackburn that has not thus far been supplied to the Sub-Committee, including but not
limited to the recording of the meeting with Lord Taylor of Blackburn when Ms Newell was in the
toilet, the emails exchanged with Lord Taylor of Blackburn, the phone messages left by Lord Taylor
of Blackburn, and the recording of the phone call made by Mr Calvert to Lord Taylor of Blackburn
on 15 January; the emails exchanged with Lord Truscott; and the recording of the phone call made
by Ms Newell to Lord Moonie on 23 January;

(ii) An assurance that the Sunday Times have now supplied the Sub-Committee with all the material in
their possession which includes any contact with the four Members concerned, including all
recordings, written communication, transcripts and notes of conversations not otherwise recorded,
and a list of any such material that was created but has been destroyed.

Please send this material in signed hard copy to me as soon as possible and not later than a week today.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss this.

Thank you and kind regards,

Brendan Keith
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E-mail to Jonathan Calvert of the Sunday Times from Mr Keith, Friday 13 March 2009

Dear Mr Calvert,

I am writing further to my email of yesterday.

The Sub-Committee has been meeting today. It has asked me to write to you again because the Sub-Committee
must be satisfied in fairness to the four Lords concerned that it has been provided with all the material that it
needs to conduct its enquiry. To be frank, the enquiry is being impeded by the absence of the material that I
asked you for in my email, and the enquiry is not therefore proceeding as quickly as we would wish because
some material from you may be missing. May I please therefore reiterate my earlier requests, but with an
additional request that the material be delivered to us by Tuesday next.

As I have already told you, the Sub-Committee does not wish to take oral evidence from the Sunday Times at
this stage, but instead requests a written statement addressing the following points only:

(i) Mr Calvert’s recollection of the phone call he made to Lord Moonie which is described on page 12
of the Sunday Times’ transcript of its dealings with Lord Moonie, with particular reference to the
discussion regarding John Healey; and

(ii) Mr Calvert’s recollection of the phone call he made to Lord Taylor of Blackburn which is described
on page 25 of the Sunday Times’ transcript of its dealings with Lord Taylor of Blackburn.

The Sub-Committee also requests that the Sunday Times provide:

(i) Any evidence they have of their dealings with Lord Moonie, Lord Snape, Lord Truscott and Lord
Taylor of Blackburn that has not thus far been supplied to the Sub-Committee, including but not
limited to the recording of the meeting with Lord Taylor of Blackburn when Ms Newell was in the
toilet, the emails exchanged with Lord Taylor of Blackburn, the phone messages left by Lord Taylor
of Blackburn, and the recording of the phone calls between Mr Calvert and Lord Taylor of Blackburn
on 15 and 21 January; the emails exchanged with Lord Truscott; and the recording of the phone call
made by Ms Newell to Lord Moonie on 23 January;

(ii) An assurance that the Sunday Times have now supplied the Sub-Committee with all the material in
their possession which includes any contact with the four Members concerned, including all
recordings, written communication, transcripts and notes of conversations not otherwise recorded,
and a list of any such material that was created but has been destroyed, including any self-destructing
e-mails.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss this.

Thank you and kind regards,

Brendan Keith

Letter to Mr Keith from Jonathan Calvert of the Sunday Times, Tuesday 17 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith,

The two missed conversations with Lord Moonie and Lord Taylor should have been recorded on a mini-disc
which was kept permanently in my oYce (while the other conversations were recorded on a portable digital
recorder which I kept with me).

It was connected to the phone via a black box which, by mistake, had been turned to play rather than record
when I made the telephone call to Lord Moonie on Tuesday 21 January 2009. I didn’t realise the machine
wasn’t working until after I had used the same mini-disc for the call to Lord Taylor on Thursday 23 January.

We still have the disc. On tracks three and four there is the January 15 conversation with Lord Taylor. There
are then five empty tracks before we corrected the problem. My colleague Claire Newell next used the recorder
for her conversation with Lord Moonie on Friday 24 2009. Only two blank tracks are of significant length and
they are almost certainly the conversation with Lord Moonie and Lord Taylor.

My recollection of the Lord Moonie conversation is very much as I wrote in the document we submitted to
your committee earlier. It was the first time we had contacted Lord Moonie since our meeting in the House of
Lords a week earlier. I told him that we had discussed the prospect of employing him with our fictional client,
Mr Jiang, the Chinese businessman. I said that Mr Jiang was particularly keen to get an ex-minister on board
and would be delighted to employ him. I enquired whether he has talked to Lord *** about the type of work
he might be able to do for us. Lord Moonie said he hadn’t but he had talked to other colleagues and there
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didn’t seem to be a problem to work for us. I reminded him that we wanted him to help amend the Business
Rates Supplement Bill. I recall he asked whether the work was just related to the amendment or if there was
going to be other work, as we had mentioned in our meeting. I would have said that the work was initially just
the amendment but there was the prospect of further work at some point in the future. He agreed that he would
be able to identify and contact members of both houses who might help push the amendment through. I asked
if he knew John Healey, the local government minister in charge of the bill, and he said he did. He agreed to
contact Healey on our behalf about the amendment. My recollection is that he said he would contact John
Healey in person, rather than in writing as Lord Moonie later claimed in his telephone conversation with
Michael Gillard. I certainly do not recall any discussion about whether he should or should not use House of
Lords headed writing paper. When I asked him about what fee he wanted, he said he would come back to me.

My recollection of the Lord Taylor conversation is very similar to the account we sent you earlier. Although,
listening to the recordings that preceded it, it is possible the call may have been made on the evening of
Wednesday January 21 rather than the following day.

On Wednesday January 21, Lord Taylor left three messages on my answer phone in which he had claimed to
have spoken to Peter Mandelson, Baroness Andrews and Yvette Cooper about the amendment to the Business
Rate Supplement Bill. The purpose of my call to Lord Taylor was to find out how those meetings had gone.
My recollection is that he talked about meeting the ministers and had made our case for the amendment but
he was a little vague on specific details from the conversations. He said he was 25% along the way to amending
the Bill but kept asking me to be patient as he had a further meeting set up the following week. I recall we also
discussed meeting the head of the Bill team and his work for Cantxx and Experian.

Yours sincerely,

Jonathan Calvert
Insight Editor
The Sunday Times.

Letter to Mr Keith from Jonathan Calvert of the Sunday Times, Tuesday 17 March 2009

Dear Mr Keith,

Thank you for your request for further information. I am able to supply you with all the material that you
requested. I will also include the emails you asked for, although you should already have them as part of the
evidence we submitted earlier. Enclosed with this letter are the following: [Not reproduced]

To the best of our knowledge and as far as we can ascertain we have now supplied the Sub-Committee with
all the material in our possession which relates to our contact with Lord Taylor, Lord Truscott, Lord Snape
and Lord Moonie. We have not destroyed any material or emails, and would never do so.

Yours sincerely,

Jonathan Calvert
Insight Editor
The Sunday Times
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THE HOUSE OF LORDS’ INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS MADE BY THE SUNDAY TIMES

Appeal of Lord Snape to the Committee for Privileges

Introduction

1. This is the written appeal of Lord Snape to the Committee for Privileges against the findings made against
him in the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests in this matter (“the Report/R”).

2. This written Appeal has been prepared by Lord Snape’s lawyers acting on his instructions. For this reason
it refers to Lord Snape in the third person.

3. The matter came before the Sub-Committee by way of a complaint by the Leader of the House of Lords
(Report para 8). It has been treated as a complaint that Lord Snape breached the Code of Conduct as a result
of his conversation with the undercover Sunday Times journalists on 22 January 2009.

4. Lord Snape was examined by the Sub-Committee on 10 March 2009.

5. Prior to his attendance before the Sub-Committee Lord Snape’s understanding of the purpose of the Sub-
Committee’s inquiry was derived from the Chairman’s letter to him of 13 February 2009 (enclosing transcripts
of his conversations with the Sunday Times journalists). This stated:

. . . The purpose of the Sub-Committee’s inquiry is to determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by
the tapes and transcripts constitute any breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4 read in the light of
paragraphs 5, 6, 8, 10 and 12. The Sub-Committee will be concentrating on whether any of the four Members
concerned can be shown from the material in the tapes and transcripts to have breached in particular
paragraph 4(c) of the Code. The Sub-Committee will be considering whether a Member who negotiated a
fee with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) would be acting on his “personal honour” and would
thus be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan principles . . ..

6. At the outset of the examination on 10 March 2009 the Chairman of the Sub-Committee indicated that:

. . . What we want to do this afternoon is to establish the facts before coming to our conclusions based on
our interpretation of the Code of Conduct. We will be reporting to the Committee of Privileges where you
have a right of appeal. . ..

7. The sections of the Report dealing with:

— the factual background to the complaint;

— the interpretation of the Code of Conduct; and

— the Sub-Committee’s analysis of and conclusions on his conduct;

were sent to Lord Snape on 23 April 2009. They were received on 24 April 2009. The covering letter from the
Registrar of Lords Interests required this written appeal to be submitted to the Clerk to the Committee for
Privileges not later than noon on Tuesday 5 May 2009.

8. Lord Snape wishes to record his concern that he was expected to prepare this appeal in just five working
days, when it has taken nearly three months for this matter to progress from the complaint, on 25 January
2009, to service of the Report on him. Five working days is an unnecessarily short period of time in which to
consider the Report and prepare this important document. He and those assisting him have done their best in
the limited time allowed. However he considers this aspect of the procedure to have been unfair.

9. The procedure entitled “How Complaints are Dealt with” indicates that:

13. The Member complained against has a right of appeal to the Committee for Privileges against the
findings of the Sub-Committee.

14. The Committee for Privileges hears any appeal and the Member has the right to appear before it.

15. The Committee for Privileges reports to the House . . .
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10. Paragraph 35 of the Fourth Report from the Committee for Privileges1 indicates that:

. . . The Committee will not normally reopen the Sub-Committee’s investigation. Rather the members of the
Committee will use their judgment to decide whether, on a balance of probabilities they endorse the
conclusions of the Sub-Committee . . .

The Relevant Provisions of the Code

11. These provide:

Purpose of the Code

1. The purpose of this Code of Conduct is:

(a) to provide guidance for Members of the House of Lords on the standards of conduct expected of
them in the discharge of their parliamentary and public duties;

(b) to provide the openness and accountability necessary to reinforce public confidence in the way in
which Members of the House of Lords perform their parliamentary and public duties . . ..

Personal conduct

4. Members of the House:

(a) must comply with the Code of Conduct;

(b) should act always on their personal honour;

(c) must never accept any financial inducement as an incentive or reward for exercising parliamentary
influence;

(d) must not vote on any bill or motion, or ask any question in the House or a committee, or promote
any matter, in return for payment or any other material benefit (the “no paid advocacy” rule) . . ..

What is a relevant interest?

9. The test of relevant interest is whether the interest might reasonably be thought by the public to aVect
the way in which a Member of the House of Lords discharges his or her parliamentary duties.

10. The test of relevant interest is therefore not whether a Member’s actions in Parliament will be influenced
by the interest, but whether the public might reasonably think that this might be the case . . ..

Advice

18. The operation of the register shall be overseen by a Sub-Committee of the Committee for Privileges on
Lords’ Interests and the Registrar shall consult the Sub-Committee when necessary. The Registrar is
available to advise Members of the House. A Member who acts on the advice of the Registrar in determining
what is a relevant interest satisfies fully the requirements of the Code of Conduct . . ..

The Nolan Principles

12. The Seven Nolan Principles are:

Selflessness

Holders of public oYce should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest. They should not do so in
order to gain financial or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends.

Integrity

Holders of public oYce should not place themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside
individuals or organisations that might influence them in the performance of their oYcial duties.

Objectivity

In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding contracts, or
recommending individuals for awards or benefits, holders of public oYce should make choices on merit.

Accountability

Holders of public oYce are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public and must submit
themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their oYce.

1 The Code of Conduct; procedure for considering complaints against Members, HL Paper 205 (see 2007–08).
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Openness

Holders of public oYce should be as open as possible about all the decisions and actions they take. They
should give reasons for their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public interest clearly
demands.

Honesty

Holders of public oYce have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their public duties and to take
steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the public interest.

Leadership

Holders of public oYce should promote and support these principles by leadership and example.

Lord Snape’s Case before the Sub-Committee as to the Meeting on 22 January

In general

13. This is clear from his written submissions of: 11 February 2009 (“WS1”); 17 February (“WS2”); 5 March
2009 (“WS3”); and his oral evidence on 10 March (“Ev”). In summary:

(a) He refused to table or arrange to table an amendment to any bill very early on in the conversation;2

(b) He stated that he did not think he would be able to take a retainer to help the PR company to amend
the Business Rates Supplements Bill (“BRSB”) and that he would need to take advice from the
Registrar before doing so, given that its client had an interest in the amendment;3 he referred several
times to the need to check the position with the Registrar;4

(c) any steps he took would be dependent on an aYrmative response from the Registrar;5 he would not
approach anybody unless [he] had first cleared the matter with the Registrar . . .;6

(d) The discussion was a tentative one;7

(e) He was not negotiating with the PR company during the meeting;8

(f) If the PR company had made written proposals to him for a retainer he would have had further
discussions with them and taken advice from the Registrar before taking it any further forward;9

(g) He has always been very careful to act in accordance with the Code. He has never before faced an
allegation of misconduct either as a Member of the House of Commons (from 1974–2001) or the
House of Lords (2004–09);10

(h) He never had any intention of breaching the Code and was at all times acting on his personal
honour.11

Particular points/answers

14. Lord Snape also explained his belief that the suggested general exemption from the supplementary rate
for all new businesses had merit.12 He believed that the Code would be interpreted so as to allow him, whilst
retained by the PR consultancy, to advocate such an amendment on this basis. He thought that this would be
so even though a client of the PR company would benefit from the amendment.

15. However he was at pains to emphasise both to the journalists and to the Sub-Committee that he would
have checked this understanding of the Code with the Registrar before acting. He also understood that he
might well have to declare that you have certain clients in this particular field . . . And put it in the Register . . .
See Ev Q193 referring to his explanations to the journalists at the bottom of p 7 of 33 and the top of p 8 of 33.
He considered that he could only move a general amendment provided the Registrar of Members’ Interests had
been consulted and given his approval . . . Ev Q196.
2 WS 1 para (4); Ev Q178.
3 WS 1 paras (6), (7); WS3 p 1.
4 WS3 p 2.
5 WS3 p 3.
6 Ev Q175, Q177, Q243.
7 WS 1 para (11).
8 WS3 p 1; Ev Q244.
9 WS 1 para (13).
10 WS 1p.4; WS2.
11 WS2; Ev Q175/
12 See Ev Q301 I cannot repeat too often, Mr Lord Chairman, to you and your Committee that I thought so then and I think so now . . .
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16. Similarly he could only speak to a member of the House of Commons about a general amendment
provided he had got the permission of the Registrar . . . and . . . that I tell any Member of the House of Commons
if I had any sort of consultancy with these people . . . Ev Q210.

17. See generally Ev Q222–234 which show Lord Snape taking the Sub-Committee though the various
passages in his conversation with the journalists where he emphasised that he would have to clear any action
he took with the Registrar. The final question and answer, concerning entering into an agreement with the PR
company, is important:

. . . You are saying at this stage that you would not have made an agreement without clearing it with the
Registrar.

Lord Snape: Not only that, I would not have signed up for anything…until I had seen their proposals in
writing and that was what I said to them before I left . . .

18. Lord Snape emphasised his general understanding that:

. . . if the Registrar gives permission then I am covered under 4(c). If I am wrong on that then I stand
corrected . . . Ev Q213.

In support of this understanding he pointed to Code para 18 indicating that . . . A Member who acts on the
advice of the Registrar in determining what is a relevant interest satisfies fully the requirements of the Code of
Conduct . . . Ev Q240.

19. He explained to the Sub-Committee that he had a declared consultancy with the transport company, First
Group. He had previously tabled but not moved amendments to the Local Transport Bill. Q195. See also at
Q281.

The Report

The “no-paid-advocacy rule”

20. The Sub-Committee indicates that it has applied:

. . . a very high standard of proof, falling just short of the criminal standard. The Sub-Committee decided
that, in making its findings, it would have to be satisfied, against this high standard, that any breaches had
been established to its complete satisfaction. A key question for us was: did the evidence show that the Lord
in question expressed a clear willingness to breach the Code of Conduct? [R para 20].

21. The Sub-Committee read Code para 4 in the light of Code paras 1 and 9-10, concluding that:

. . . Members are . . . bound to act on their personal honour in the context of the public’s perceptions of how
a Member of the House of Lords ought to behave . . . [R para 42].

22. It noted that:

. . . Some of the terms such as “personal honour” have been used for centuries. Other terms such as
“exercising parliamentary influence” have more recent origins. It has not been thought necessary to define
these terms . . . [R para 43].

23. At paragraphs 45–50 the Sub-Committee set out its view of the meaning of Code paras 4(c) and 4(d). In
essence the Sub-Committee concluded that para 4(d) gives examples of the kind of activities falling under the
no-paid-advocacy rule, which is more generally described by paragraph 4(c) . . . [R para 45].
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24. At R para 46 the Sub-Committee stated:

. . . Paragraph 4(c) means that Members of the House of Lords may not use their position as members of
Parliament to influence Parliament by any means direct or indirect, including through other Members, MPs,
Ministers, oYcials or civil servants, in return for payment by an outside body . . .

The Sub-Committee’s Conclusions on Lord Snape—With his Responses

25. The former are at R paras 119–125 and will be taken as read.

The “mistaken” belief

26. The Sub-Committee concluded that Lord Snape was mistaken in his belief that subject to the advice of the
Registrar, he was permitted to exercise influence in Parliament on behalf of a client or employer provided the
action was not for the exclusive benefit of that client or employer . . . R paras 119.

27. Lord Snape’s belief, as set out at paragraphs 14–15 above, may have been mistaken. Whether it was or
not would have been resolved in his intended discussions with the Registrar. Lord Snape will accept any ruling
of this Committee to the eVect that it was mistaken, in the same way that he would have accepted such a ruling
of the Registrar. The important point for the purposes of this appeal, expanded upon below, is that it was a
genuine belief.

28. The introduction into this formulation of his belief by the Sub-Committee of the words on behalf of a client
or employer . . . is contentious. This is not how the matter was put when Lord Snape gave his evidence. See for
example Q.193-195. Here the issue was whether he could promote a general amendment, which he supported
on its merits, if it benefited either a company with which he had a declared consultancy or one of its clients.
This subtle but important misrepresentation of Lord Snape’s belief resurfaces in the most damning conclusions
of the Sub-Committee (see below).

Lord Snape’s “enthusiasm for the amendment”

29. The Sub-Committee asked itself why Lord Snape wanted to be paid to promote the amendment. It
concluded that Lord Snape’s enthusiasm for the amendment was inspired by the prospect of payment by MJA,
in breach of the Code . . . R paras 121–123. However, nowhere in the conversation with the undercover
journalists did Lord Snape say he wanted to be paid to promote the amendment. On the contrary he told the
journalists that:

. . . A newly set up business anywhere in the country ought to be exempt from this supplementary rate
because of the high cost of starting up and the need for Government to encourage small businesses—small
and large—in the current economic situation . . . Hansard transcript p 9.

This is a perfectly reasonable opinion to express. It is certainly not one from which an inference can be drawn,
from its content, that it must have been insincere. The government itself had reduced VAT to help businesses
to weather the recession. This Committee must remember that the reporters were engaged in a clever “sting”.
Their purpose was to engineer a conversation which the Sunday Times could suggest showed Lord Snape as
willing to breach Code 4(c) and/or (d). They did so by postulating an amendment which he might well consider
meritorious, saying that they wanted to pay him a retainer and then asking him about particular things he
could do as a member of the House of Lords, to promote the amendment to the BRSB. See for example the
Hansard transcript at:

p 7: is that something a) you would do, or b) you would be able to do?

p 11: Is that something you would be able to do? (speak to someone in the House of Commons)

p 13: would you be able to get an amendment tabled on the Committee, do you think . . .

p 18: Is it worth speaking to the Bill team at all, do you think?

30. The suggestion by the Sub-Committee that Lord Snape’s views on the merits of the postulated amendment
were not genuine comes purely from this context. But this had been contrived by the undercover journalists
to suggest insincerity. These rather cynical conclusions of the Sub-Committee are unfair and are not supported
by the evidence.

Lord Snape’s decision not to move the amendments to the Local Transport Bill

31. The Sub-Committee used Lord Snape’s own account to it of this episode to suggest that, in the case of the
undercover journalists, Lord Snape was deceiving himself if he believed that amendments to benefit an individual
client of MJA would be acceptable or be seen to be acceptable, provided a wider public interest was served, because
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only a few months before he had rejected such a possibility in the case of First Group . . . This reasoning is then
used to justify the key conclusion that Lord Snape was so keen to win a contract with MJA that in conversation
with them he was led to a point beyond what he had previously considered to be prudent and in doing so he showed
a willingness to breach the Code . . . R para 123.

32. This formulation contains the same subtle but important misrepresentation of Lord Snape’s view
identified at paragraph 28 above. Lord Snape did not believe that amendments to benefit an individual client
would be acceptable (emphasis added). He believed that he might be allowed by the Registrar to move a
general amendment which he considered in the public interest notwithstanding the declared connection
between the PR company and its client who would benefit. This is very diVerent.

33. However there is a more fundamental objection to this reasoning. What Lord Snape said at Ev Q195 was:

. . . I actually did table two amendments to the Local Transport Bill . . . which I did not move because I felt,
on reflection, that it might be said I was benefiting a company for which I worked, that is First Group . . .
(emphasis added).

What he meant by this is, with respect, obvious. His consultancy with First Group had been declared and
restated during the debates on the Local Transport Bill (see Q194). On reflection he felt that if he moved the
amendments in what he believed was the public interest, others might nonetheless think that he was doing so
in order to benefit First Group. He wanted to avoid this perception. In the case of a declared consultancy for
the PR company and the postulated BSRB amendment there would have been less risk of such a perception
(ie because the PR company would not have an apparent interest in the BSRB amendment in the way that
First Group did in Local Transport Bill amendments). But it does not mean that the same concern would not
in due course have prevented Lord Snape acting for precisely the same reason. The Registrar would
presumably have raised this concern when he told him of the PR company’s client. He may well have decided
himself that “on reflection” the same concern arose in this case. It is ironic that an episode that Lord Snape
described to the Sub-Committee to demonstrate his concern to be seen to complying with the Code has been
used against him in an attempt to demonstrate his bad faith in this instance. See also at R para 124 where this
is done once again.

Lord Snape expressed a clear willingness to breach the Code of Conduct

34. This finding is made at R para 125.

35. But again Lord Snape is entitled to a more accurate finding. Lord Snape did not express to the journalists
a willingness to break the Code, clear or otherwise. He was at pains to emphasise to the journalists that he
wanted to stay within the Code and that he would consult with the Registrar before actually doing (as opposed
to talking about doing) anything. He expressed his willingness to do things, following any retainer, which he
honestly believed would be within the Code in the circumstances set out at paragraphs 14 and 15 above
(including disclosure to and approval by the Registrar).

The last word

36. At the end of its conclusion on Lord Snape the Sub-Committee suggests that Lord Snape came to realise
that the language he used with the journalists was misleading even if not intended to mislead. It is suggested,
by way of example, that he should not have discussed approaching a junior minister sort of behind the scenes.13

Part of Q276 is also set out and oVered as another example of this “realisation”. However the opening words
of Baroness Manningham-Buller’s question, which are omitted, are important. She said: Obviously you would
have referred to the Registrar, but . . . do you think with hindsight and on reflection that oVering to etc . . . is within
the Code of Conduct? (emphasis added). The exchange, as set out at para 125, suggests that Lord Snape was
oVering to this irrespective of whether it had been cleared with the Registrar. When the question and answer
are read in full it is clear this is not the case.
13 See Hansard p 11 of 33. This comment was explained by Lord Snape to the Sub-Committee at Q168–171. Lord Snape was discussing

the possibility of talking to a minister about what he considered to be the general merits of exempting new businesses from the
supplement for a period. This was something he would only have done with the permission of the Registrar and having disclosed any
consultancy (Q210).
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What are the Sub-Committee’s findings on the questions identified in the Chairman’s letter to him of 13 February 2009?

37. These are not apparent. There is no determination as to whether Lord Snape has breached Code para 4(c).
There is no determination as to whether he had negotiated a fee with a view to agreeing to breach paragraph
4(c) nor is there a determination therefore as to whether he would be acting on his “personal honour” in such
circumstances or whether he would thus be in breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code in the light of the Nolan
principles . . .

38. Indeed there is not any explicit conclusion as to whether Lord Snape has breached any particular provision
of the Code.

The Correct Interpretation of Code Paras 4(b)–(d)

39. The Sub-Committee’s view at R para 45 that Code para 4(d) gives examples of the kind of activities falling
under the no-paid-advocacy rule, which is more generally described by paragraph 4(c) is surely wrong, although
nothing turns on it. Code 4(d) is, and is stated to be, the “no paid advocacy rule”. It is correctly described as
such because it envisages overt or direct acts of promotion. Code 4(c) is concerned with actions on the part of
the member which seek imperceptibly or by indirect means to alter the conduct of Parliament in some respect.

40. The act prohibited in (c) is “accepting” (in the sense of taking or receiving) the financial inducement. If it
is accepted before the attempt to influence Parliament by the Member it is an incentive to do so and if it is
accepted afterwards it is a reward for having done so.

41. The acts prohibited in (d) are those listed therein.

42. The Sub-Committee observes at R para 43 that It has never been thought necessary to define Code 4(b).
However this will not do in the modern era. It will certainly not do if Members are to face proceedings of this
sort based upon Code 4(b) with the possibility of serious disciplinary sanctions, such as suspension from the
House, and inevitable damage to reputation in the event that a breach is proved.14 It is a fundamental aspect
of the duty of fairness in such circumstances that disciplinary “oVences” are clearly defined and certain.

43. Lord Snape contends that the key word in 4(b) is personal. A Member is thereby prohibited from doing
something which s/he knows or believes to be dishonourable.

44. If the House of Lords wishes to have broader “base” oVence in the Code, using a minimum objective
standard of conduct, it can introduce one (suYciently clearly worded). But Code para 4(b) does not achieve
this aim.

The Grounds of this Appeal

45. Given the lack of clarity in the Sub-Committee’s findings, it is not easy to formulate an appeal in the terms
envisaged in paragraph 35 of the Report from the Committee (see above).

Code paragraph 4(c)

46. If the Sub-Committee found a breach of this provision, Lord Snape contends that on a balance of
probabilities this Committee should not endorse this conclusion. It was not available to the Sub-Committee
on the standard of proof which they applied or the civil standard. Lord Snape did not do any of the acts
prohibited by Code 4(c), or indeed (d). He did not take or receive any money from the two bogus PR
representatives. He simply spoke to them in his room. He did not do any of the acts prohibited by Code 4(d).

Paragraph 4(b)

47. If the Sub-Committee found a breach of this provision, whether on the basis that he negotiated a fee with
a view to agreeing to breach paragraph 4(c) or on some other basis, Lord Snape contends that on a balance of
probabilities this Committee should not endorse this conclusion. It was not available to the Sub-Committee
on the standard of proof which they applied or the civil standard.

48. The Sub-Committee accepted . . . that [Lord Snape] may have believed that moving a blanket amendment
was legitimate . . . R para 125. This observation would presumably extend to other acts amounting to
“advocacy” of the amendment undertaken in the circumstances described in paragraphs 14 and 15 above (ie
he may have believed this too was legitimate).
14 It hardly needs to be emphasised that Lord Snape’s reputation has been badly damaged by events so far, and will remain so even if he

is found not to have breached the Code.
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49. However even this is not good enough. Given that this case resolves itself to the question of whether Lord
Snape acted on his personal honour in engaging in the conversation with the journalists, the Sub-Committee
was not entitled to duck the question of whether he did honestly believe that he would be acting legitimately
if he advocated the amendment, believing it to be in the public interest.

50. The Sub-Committee also failed to appreciate the significance for this provision of the Code of Lord
Snape’s stated intention to discuss the circumstances with the Registrar before acting.

51. At R para 124 the Sub-Committee observes that his intention to do so should not be used as an excuse to
exempt a Member from his duty to exercise his own judgment of what is proper. No doubt this is true. But Lord
Snape was not seeking to do this. He had exercised his judgment in reaching the view identified at paragraphs
14 and 15 above. He simply wanted to check it with the Registrar. He can hardly be criticised for this. What
is the point of making the Registrar available for advice, as per Code para 18 or generally, if Members are to
be criticised for seeking it?

52. But none of this is to the point under Code para 4(b). The question for the Sub-Committee here was—
“can we gainsay Lord Snape’s assurance that he would have gone to the Registrar for advice?” It did not ask
this question, let alone answer it. If it had asked itself this question it could only have come to one answer—
“No”. There is no evidence to suggest that this was a false assurance. Moreover he would not have raised this
with the bogus PR representatives if it had not been his intention to go to the Registrar for advice and he simply
wanted to advocate the amendment for money come what may. This is because it might have discouraged them
from pursuing the proposed retainer.

53. It follows that no finding can properly be made that, in speaking to the journalists, Lord Snape did
anything he knew or believed to be dishonourable in the context of the Code and his membership of the House.
He formed a view about what he could legitimately do. If it was mistaken he may be criticised for this but this
is not a breach of Code para 4(b).

54. In short, Lord Snape did honestly believe that he would be acting legitimately if he advocated the time-
limited exemption for the benefit of all new businesses, believing it to be in the public interest. He did intend
to check this with the Registrar before acting. So he was not doing or saying anything he knew or believed to
be dishonourable in the meeting with the journalists.

55. Although the letter from the Chairman of the Sub-Committee of 13 February 2009 suggested that the
Nolan principles might be in play in relation to Lord Snape’s conversation with the journalists, it is not easy
to see which principle/s would be engaged. In particular, no decisions were being taken (principle 1), Lord
Snape did not place himself under any obligation (in the language of the letter of 13 February no fee was
negotiated—principle 2), nor was any public business being carried out (principle 3).

Conclusion

56. Lord Snape is entitled to a clear and fearless decision from this Committee to the above eVect. Such a
decision should be reported by this Committee to the House. He might be criticised for making a mistake, or
not properly understanding the rules. However this would be harsh since the House allows parliamentary
consultancies (see R para 60) and the diYcult distinctions/issues thrown up by his understanding of the Code
(set out at paragraphs 14 and 15 above) are not addressed at all in the Code. However it cannot be said that
simply having the discussion with the journalists, on the basis of this honest but mistaken understanding of
the Code, was a breach of the Code.

Gavin Millar QC

Appeal of Lord Truscott to the Committee for Privileges

4 May 2009

The Lord Brabazon of Tara,
Chairman, Committee for Privileges,
House of Lords.

APPEAL

I very much regret having to write this letter, and repeat my unreserved and profound apology for any of my
actions which have caused any embarrassment or aVected the high reputation of the House of Lords.

For over three months I have refrained from any comment. I placed myself in the hands of the Sub-Committee
on Lords’ Interests, and entrusted them to look at my case with objectivity and impartiality. I co-operated at
every stage of the inquiry process, and appeared before the Sub-Committee for three hours.
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I was therefore stunned when I read the Sub-Committee’s report. It seemed to bear very little relation to the
evidence I had given at my Hearing. The Sub-Committee’s conclusions are a crude attempt to arrive at a pre-
determined judgement, and are surprisingly and disappointingly intellectually flawed. At the Hearing itself I
felt like a Guantanamo inmate. I was continually interrupted, with one Member in particular being aggressive
and descending at times into sarcasm (see Hearing minutes, 13 March). I at once felt that my “guilt” had been
pre-judged.

My wife, whose uncle spent time in the Gulag, can’t escape a feeling of déjà vu. 1930s Russia. Stalin is in power.
Political committees decide an individual’s fate on the basis of ill-founded allegations and without any
evidence of actual wrong-doing.

The Sub-Committee’s report also contains a less than subtle warning to other Members (paragraph 64):

“Members willing to take money in return for parliamentary services place themselves in great danger of
crossing the boundary, knowingly or inadvertently. Even when a Member’s intention is limited to obtaining
information, the very fact of approaching, on behalf of paying clients, MPs, other Lords, Ministers and civil
servants, may give rise to a perception of advocacy and lobbying. The impression can easily be given that
not only advice but advocacy has been bought by the client.”

In eVect, to arrive at their guilty verdict, the Sub-Committee had to re-define the rules, and then apply them
retrospectively. The Sub-Committee re-defined the rules so broadly that I, and a significant number of other
peers, would currently be in breach of the Code of Conduct. The Sub-Committee’s new definition of the use
of “parliamentary influence”, “paid advocacy”, and “hosting meetings” were clearly very diVerent from my
understanding. I outlined my views over the last three months in my letters and at the Hearing. Evidently the
Sub-Committee just took no notice (see my correspondence and minutes of the Hearing).

My interpretation of the rules is based on my reading of the Code of Conduct and Advisory Committee on
Business Appointments (ACOBA) rules, which expressly allow lobbying. It is also based on personal
experience and what I saw properly practised by my colleagues over the past five years, both as a backbencher
and Minister in the House. The Sub-Committee never contested my views, nor did they reveal that they had
a completely diVerent interpretation of the rules. So to say that I was aware and accepted these definitions as
agreed by the Sub-Committee, and was willing hypothetically to cross the boundary of what was permissible
and what was not, is disingenuous.

When this story first broke it was about “cash for amendments”, despite the fact there was no cash and no
amendments. In subsequent reports, even the Sunday Times became more objective, and reported my
comments where it was apparent I believed I was acting within the rules as I saw them (“no amendments, no
lobbying, no paid advocacy”). On 30 January Sky TV broadcast a report in which Sir Alistair Graham, the
former Chairman of the Committee on Standards in Public Life, acknowledged a contradiction in the rules:
“It’s very clear at the beginning that you mustn’t accept any financial inducement . . . yet you’re allowed to
have a consultancy agreement, provided you register it. It seems a strange contrast.” There was no suggestion
in that report that I had broken any rules. There were subsequently many calls, from Lord McNally and others,
to clarify the rules so that all Members understand what is and what is not permissible. (also see my letter of
19 April)

The Committee’s Interpretation of The Code of Conduct and House Rules

The Sub-Committee attempts to define the rules in its report (paragraphs 39–64). It then follows this analysis
with examples from my case. The Sub-Committee never acknowledges the existence of the ACOBA rules, and
in fact contradicts them.

Here I cite just some examples where my understanding of the rules diVers from that of the Sub-Committee:

1. Many Members will be surprised that acting as host at functions in the Palace of Westminster, where
the Member has a direct financial interest, will be considered a breach of the Code. This is currently
common practice, and I have an invitation on my desk where a Member with direct financial interests
is hosting a dinner with a Minister in the House. I am sure that the Member concerned does not
believe this to be in breach of the Code, neither do I.

2. “Exercising parliamentary influence” is defined as meaning “exercising influence in and over
Parliament by virtue of membership of Parliament.” Thus the very fact of being a peer means that if
a Member picks up a phone to a Minister, oYcial or even a colleague, one would be in breach of the
Code. This is not a fanciful interpretation, because this is exactly why the Sub-Committee alleges I
breached the Code. The Sub-Committee argues it was not plausible to approach a Minister without
seeking to lobby or influence them.
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“We regard it as unrealistic to suppose that Lord Truscott could have asked the Minister about the
Government’s reaction to the proposed amendment without in substance promoting the amendment, and
it should have occurred to Lord Truscott that by oVering to use his Parliamentary influence to secure a
meeting with the Minister on the subject of the amendment he would inevitably cross the boundary
between what the Code permits and what it prohibits” (paragraph 166)

Further, “Parliamentary influence” appears to include arranging a one to one meeting between a
Member and a Minister (without the clients involved), and is therefore prohibited.

This interpretation of the Code is reiterated throughout the report when my conversation with the
Sunday Times journalists is analysed and dammed. For instance at paragraph 152:

“We do not find it plausible that a Labour ex Minister could have approached Conservative Members
of the House merely to seek their views on the desired amendments. The Conservative Members would
almost certainly have the impression that they were being asked to give their support. The very action
of approaching other Members of the House in these circumstances inevitably gives rise at least to a
perception of lobbying, if not actual paid advocacy”.

Can I again appeal to sanity and a little bit of common sense here?

3. The Sub-Committee also claimed the phrase “mention my name” would be a breach of the Code,
which I think is ludicrous.

“We consider that ‘They’re expecting your call’ means that he would have mentioned the lobbyists to the
Member and his client. Such an introductory call seems to us to cross the boundary from the permissible
to the prohibited”. (paragraph 143)

And at paragraph 149:

“Lord Truscott in his own words of explanation was proposing to “sound out” Members and OYcials
to ‘make suggestions’ to them [ie the lobbyists]. To ask other Members ‘Have you thought about this?’
suggests advocacy”.

I find these interpretations of the Code inconsistent with the statement at paragraph 63 that it is
permissible for a Member, in return for payment, to approach other Members, Ministers, MPs and
oYcials to gain information.

4. The Sub-Committee said that sitting-in a meeting with lobbyists and not lobbying oneself was not a
“credible” scenario (paragraph 154). In fact, I have been in this situation several times as a Minister,
and on one occasion the consultant/lobbyist was actually a Member’s partner. I never felt I was being
lobbied by colleagues, and believe that it is perfectly possible for a Member to sit-in at a meeting with
lobbyists and not actually lobby themselves. At no time did I feel colleagues were acting in breach of
the Code or ACOBA rules, and I am sure they did not believe themselves to be in breach either.

5. Any Member with an outside financial interest (particularly where this has been newly acquired)
speaking or acting in any capacity in Parliament whatsoever, can be accused of paid advocacy, and
can be declared in breach of the Code under the Sub-Committee’s interpretation of paid advocacy
(see report, paragraphs 51–58). Paragraph 53 states: “In other words, it must be clear that a Member
who has expert knowledge is choosing of his own accord, without financial inducement to speak, vote,
lobby or otherwise use his expert knowledge in Parliament . . .”

Again, it concludes (paragraph 58) “It follows that the Code does not allow a Member of the House of
Lords to assist a paying client directly or indirectly to influence Parliament, other than by giving advice.”

Simply declaring interests, as many Members currently do before moving amendments, speaking or
putting down questions, will not be suYcient to avoid breaching the Code. For example, under this
definition it is accepted that Lord Lloyd-Webber would be free to speak on any aspect of the Arts.
However, a newly appointed non-executive director of a bank or financial body, without a long
proven track-record in that sector, who then goes on to speak to the House, a Minister, oYcial or
colleague about the financial sector, would be in breach of the Code and House rules. The Member
would be in breach of the no paid advocacy rule, because they were promoting a cause linked to their
newly-acquired outside interests. Public interest would not be a defence (paragraph 49).
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Similarly, if it can be shown that a Member only started speaking in the House, chatting to colleagues,
oYcials or a Minister, moving amendments or putting down questions after or around the time he or
she acquired a financial interest in that sphere (and where they did not have a proven track-record),
they would also be in breach of the Code.

The implication is that if a Member takes-up a financial interest in a new area of expertise, they would
be prevented from speaking on that matter in the House or discussing that subject with colleagues,
Ministers or oYcials, on pain of being accused of exercising their parliamentary influence or engaging
in paid advocacy.

In my view, this was not a reasonable interpretation of how I, or a majority of Members, view the current Code
and rules of the House. I believe all these Members think, as I did, that they are acting within the rules and
spirit of the present Code of Conduct. As I wrote to the Sub-Committee on 19 April:

“Even the Sub-Committee itself was originally established to deal with Members who fail to declare relevant
interests and to cover the “no paid advocacy rule.” This means by definition, that Members are allowed to speak
and put down questions and amendments, provided they declare their relevant financial interests at the appropriate
time. It is the failure to declare such interests, which can be referred to the Sub-Committee, not the fact of speaking
or moving amendments itself.”

If the Sub-Committee’s new definition of the rules is applied retrospectively, a very large number of Members
of the House would find themselves in breach. The question would then be, how far back would this new
definition apply: five, 10 or 20 years?

If the Privileges Committee adopts the Sub-Committee’s interpretation of the rules, I will of course abide by
them. Such an interpretation would, however, in my opinion be an unfair curtailment of the legitimate activity
of peers in the House, not only with regard to Parliamentary consultancies but with any Member having an
outside financial interest.

If the Sub-Committee’s report is endorsed by the Privileges Committee, this will become a reference point and
encourage the Murdoch Press to step-up its campaign against the House, and stimulate an atmosphere of
“Open Season” on Members and their presently legitimate outside interests.

In looking at the issue of retrospective sanctions, the House should have regard to historical precedent. If the
Privileges Committee is considering the retrospective sanction of suspension (if one believes the Press) for a
hypothetical and contested willingness to breach the Code, what will it do in cases of actual breach: reintroduce
the sanction of imprisonment, fines or capital punishment?

It is still my ardent view I did not express a willingness or any intention to breach the rules as I understood
them. I thus reject the notion that I did not act on my personal honour. I thought I was having two tentative,
exploratory meetings with a public aVairs company to discuss a 12 month contract to give advice on several
issues and campaigns. In the event, as my letter of 26 January states, I decided not to proceed to work with
the fictitious company.

My experiences with the Sub-Committee have led me to the conclusion they should be replaced by an
independent Lords’ Commissioner for Standards.

I therefore urge the Privileges Committee to dismiss the Sub-Committee’s outrageous and slanderous report,
and conduct a proper and detailed review of the rules of the House of Lords, which can be properly debated
by the House. Such rule changes will be far-reaching, and should not be introduced by the back door.

My appeal rests on the grounds that:

— The Sub-Committee has admitted that it decided to short-circuit its own investigative procedure from
day one (see my letter of 16 April).

— The definition of the Code of Conduct and House rules by the Sub-Committee is new and overly
broad, and should not be retrospectively imposed.

— A proper review and debate of any new definition of the rules and Code of Conduct should be
embarked upon, with new guidance issued to all Members.

— The new interpretation of the rules will aVect many Members in the legitimate exercise of their outside
interests.
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— Any new sanctions should be agreed by the House, and not made retrospective, as this would be a
clear breach of the principle of natural justice.

I reserve the right to take my appeal directly to the House.

Lord Truscott

Appeal of Lord Taylor of Blackburn to the Committee for Privileges

Dear Mr Johnson,

Allegations against Lord Taylor of Blackburn—“Appeal” to Committee for Privileges

Under cover of a letter from Mr Brendan Keith, dated 23 April 2009, Lord Taylor of Blackburn was sent a
copy of the Report of the Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests into the allegations made in the Sunday Times
on 25 January 2009.

This letter invited Lord Taylor to send to the Clerk to the Sub-Committee any comments on the evidence he
was sent. Nevertheless, you have subsequently confirmed, in your letter dated 29 April 2009, that the Sub-
Committee’s report had already been sent to the Committee for Privileges and that no further substantive
changes could be made to the text. Lord Taylor has, however, been told that he may submit an “appeal” against
the Sub-Committee’s findings to the Committee, in accordance with Para 19(e) of the Code of Conduct. The
Committee will then consider this appeal at the same time as it considers the Sub-Committee’s findings.

It should be noted from the outset that Lord Taylor does not accept that this opportunity to make submissions
to the Committee for Privileges is an “appeal”. Lord Taylor has been denied any opportunity to respond to
the findings of the Sub-Committee that were adverse to him before those findings were sent on to the
Committee for Privileges. Given that the Sub-Committee appears in its report to have reformulated the
charges against him, this “appeal” is in actuality Lord Taylor’s first chance to defend himself.

Correspondence between Lord Taylor and the Sub-Committee has been sent to the Committee for Privileges as
an annex to the report. The Committee is asked to read that correspondence in full, together with the statutory
declarations of Lord Taylor and his personal assistant Janet Robinson, so that the appeal below can be put
in its proper context.

Lord Taylor’s Appeal

Chronology

17/12/2008 Jonathan Calvert, a Sunday Times journalist, calls Lord Taylor using the false name David
Thompson and dishonestly claiming to be from Michael Johnson Associates (MJA)

18/12/2008 Lord Taylor and Calvert meet for coffee at the House of Lords. The meeting ends with Lord
Taylor “walking away” (and Calvert’s comment “it’s up to us to convince you, obviously”)

12/01/2009 Calvert follows up on the meeting by sending Lord Taylor an email attaching a background
brief on the Business Rate Supplements Bill and asking for another meeting

15/01/2009 Unrecorded conversation between Lord Taylor and Calvert

Lord Taylor meets Calvert and another Sunday Times journalist, Claire Newell, posing as
Claire Taylor of MJA

Sunday Times claims that Lord Taylor left telephone messages for Calvert—unrecorded

16/01/2009 Calvert calls Lord Taylor

20/01/2009 Calvert sends Lord Taylor an email attaching a lengthy briefing on the BRS Bill

Janet Robinson, Lord Taylor’s assistant, acknowledges receipt without comment

21/01/2009 Lord Taylor leaves Calvert a telephone message thanking him for briefing

Calvert leaves Lord Taylor a message in response (exact date unknown)

Lord Taylor leaves Calvert a message stating that he has had meetings on the Bill

Lord Taylor leaves second message for Calvert

22/01/2009 Sunday Times claims that Calvert left a message for Lord Taylor
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23/01/2009 Michael Gillard of the Sunday Times tries to call Lord Taylor and leaves message

Gillard successfully calls Lord Taylor and reveals to him the undercover “sting”

??/01/2009 Lord Taylor leaves final message for Calvert

Summary of Submissions

1. The Sub-Committee’s finding is flawed both on substantive and procedural grounds.

2. The Sub-Committee has found that Lord Taylor was willing to breach the Code of Conduct (report paras
280 & 281). In terms of an actual breach of the Code of Conduct, this can only possibly be interpreted as a
breach of Paragraph 4(b): “Members of the House . . . should act always on their personal honour.” There has
been no finding of any other breach.

3. The term “personal honour” has never been satisfactorily defined and thus imposes a standard that is
insuYciently certain and foreseeable to permit a finding of breach.

4. Even if this standard is accepted, to establish a “willingness” to breach the Code of Conduct suYcient to
amount to a failure to act on his personal honour, the Sub-Committee needed to have considered the evidence
before it to establish Lord Taylor’s mindset in light of his knowledge at the time. It failed to do so.

5. If it had done so it could not have concluded that Lord Taylor had failed to act on his personal honour,
because it would have had to acknowledge that the evidence before it confirmed that any suggestion made by
Lord Taylor that he had breached or was willing to breach the Code was entirely and deliberately false. His
motive in doing so was to establish whether those he was dealing with were or were not genuine lobbyists. He
cannot therefore be guilty of acting against his personal honour.

6. In any event, the finding against Lord Taylor cannot stand because it was reached through an unfair
process.

7. Lord Taylor was denied basic procedural safeguards guaranteed by domestic and international law, and by
the House of Lords own rules. Not least of these is the right to know the charges against you and to test the
evidence against you through cross-examination (or at least the Sub-Committee’s own inquisitorial powers)
and the right to confront your accuser—in the case the Sunday Times journalists whose examination was
sought in order to elicit exculpatory evidence.

Interpretation of Code of Conduct

8. At paragraphs 39 to 66 of its Report, the Sub-Committee engages in “a detailed analysis of the Code of
Conduct.” At the end of that analysis the Sub-Committee established criteria against which the conduct of the
four Lords, including Lord Taylor, would then be tested.

9. The majority of the Sub-Committee’s interpretation of the Code of Conduct accords with Lord Taylor’s
understanding of the Code, which he believes he shares with a significant number of Peers. For example, Lord
Taylor agrees that the “purpose of the no-paid-advocacy rule is to prevent a Member from entering into any
financial arrangement that would limit his complete independence to act in the public interest in Parliament
or bind him to a particular point of view on behalf of a body outside Parliament” [para 48], and that the
“distinction between receiving a financial inducement to influence the parliamentary process and having a
financial interest as a result of employment or otherwise” is essential [para 50].

10. In particular, Lord Taylor understands and believes in the “key distinction” [para 59] between
unacceptable advocacy and acceptable advice, discussed at some length in the November 2000 Seventh Report
of the Committee on Standards in Public Life: “Standards of Conduct in the House of Lords” (quoted in
paragraph 60 of the Sub-Committees’ report). Lord Taylor abided by this distinction at all times.

11. However, a few other matters in the “criteria” established by the Sub-Committee are entirely novel.

12. Specifically, Lord Taylor is concerned by the Sub-Committee’s interpretation of “personal honour”—a
quiet and arcane term, dating from a time when escutcheons were blotted and political life was lived in
gentleman’s clubs. It is a term that has not been adequately defined by the Sub-Committee or at any stage in
its existence. An underlying principle of the European Convention on Human Rights is that the law must be
suYciently certain to allow a person to foresee what behaviour will and what behaviour will not be in breach
of that law. This requirement protects against arbitrary punishment and is a cornerstone of any conception of
the rule of law. The Sub-Committee simply states that the term “personal honour” has “been used for
centuries.” Longevity is no substitute for legal certainty.
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13. Neither is certainty provided by referring to the Seventh Report of the Committee on Standards in Public
Life which also proceeds on the basis that “personal honour” is simply universally understood. This is not a
hard and fast rule against which behaviour will be tested and reputations destroyed. The uncertainty of the
rule can only be increased by considering past occasions on which members of the House of Lords, such as
Lord Archer and Lord Kagan before him, despite their misdeeds have not been found to have been in breach
of their personal honour.

14. The Sub-Committee’s view on “personal honour” is indicated in its novel suggestion in paragraphs 42 and
52 that a Member of the House of Lords will be in breach of the Code of Conduct if he appears to act or speak
in a way that is not consistent with public perception of what is appropriate behaviour for a Lord. This is a
particularly uncertain standard of behaviour to which no Member of the House of Lords could hope to
adhere—especially if he or she is to have their private conversations recorded and scrutinized. Lord Taylor is
entitled to have his conduct measured against a recognised standard, not the shifting sands of public opinion
whipped by up by tabloid hostility against politicians generally. The majority of the public do not have full
knowledge of a Peer’s circumstances—not least that, unlike an MP, he is unpaid and that he is perfectly entitled
to work as a consultant, Parliamentary or otherwise.

15. By putting at risk Lord Taylor’s reputation and livelihood on the basis of an accusation that he has
appeared to act in a way that public opinion, in the sway of the popular press, would not consider appropriate,
the Sub-Committee has fallen foul of the requirement of certainty in law and the protection against
arbitrariness this provides. Lord Taylor understands that he must act in accordance with the Code of Conduct,
and maintains that he has done. He does not accept that he must comply with this arbitrarily imposed and
uncertain standard. While he admits that he boasted and exaggerated and in some respects behaved foolishly,
had the sting continued he would never have accepted money for breaching the Code and would never have
acted in a way that would compromise his integrity.

16. One other matter of dispute is the view at paragraph 63 that “making an introduction” is necessarily a
breach of the Code of Conduct. As Lord Taylor put it in his statutory declaration:

“I have to say that I do not consider that approaching ministers, having explained that I am working
with a certain company, having declared my interest and suggesting that the company has some
reasonable points to make and would like to meet the minister could be other than proper.”

While Lord Taylor denies having ever done such a thing, it is disputed that such an introduction, made in the
public interest and after having declared any interest the individual Peer might have, would be a breach of the
Code of Conduct. There is certainly nothing specific in the Code creating such a prohibition, and with an
explicit declaration of interest it cannot be in breach of the “spirit” of the Code. This is an example of the Sub-
Committee interpreting the Code of Conduct in a novel way that may not meet general agreement.

Conclusion of the Sub-Committee

17. At paragraph 281 of its report the Sub-Committee sets out its final conclusion on Lord Taylor:

“We conclude that Lord Taylor’s conversations with the journalists display his clear willingness to breach
the Code of Conduct by engaging in paid advocacy, and by failing to act on his personal honour, as
required by paragraphs 4(c) and 4(b) of the Code.”

18. In paragraph 280 the Sub-Committee considered that Lord Taylor’s reason for deceiving the journalists
about his behaviour in Parliament must have been either that “it was a true picture he was painting, in which
case he had breached the Code in the past and was agreeing to breach it again; or it was a story spun in order
to secure a lucrative contract, in which case he was falsely suggesting that he would breach the Code in future.”
The Sub-Committee then expressly states that “we prefer the latter finding.”

19. This finding is consistent with the Sub-Committee’s conclusion at paragraph 264 that Lord Taylor’s
exaggerations to the journalists “were designed to win a lucrative contract with lobbyists.”

20. While the overall finding of the Sub-Committee requires decoding, it appears clear that:

(a) Lord Taylor has not been found actually to have breached the Code of Conduct;

(b) Lord Taylor has been found to have displayed a “willingness” to breach paragraphs 4(b) and 4(c) of
the Code of Conduct.

21. There is nothing in the Code of Conduct prohibiting “willingness” to breach the Code. Either Lord Taylor
has engaged in paid advocacy or failed to act on his personal honour or he has not. Taken at its highest this
finding can only possibly amount to an actual breach of paragraph 4(b)—“Members of the House . . . should
act always on their personal honour.”
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Agents provocateurs

22. The core of the charge against Lord Taylor is raised in paragraph 280. Lord Taylor denies the allegation,
but if it were found to be true would Lord Taylor’s “story spun to secure a lucrative contract” actually amount
to a breach of his personal honour?

23. Firstly, it is reiterated that “personal honour” is simply too uncertain and inconsistent a concept on which
to base a finding of guilt and a subsequent sanction.

24. However, it is accepted that certain behaviour would oVend against a popularly understood concept of
“personal honour”—insofar as that means personal integrity. For example, making a false statement under
oath, or deceiving the public by issuing a false prospectus or making a false statement in the House. In private
the concept is less clear still, but it might be considered a breach of personal honour to deceive an individual
into entering into a business relationship. It would undoubtedly be a matter of fact and degree.

25. There could not, however, be a breach of personal honour when there is no honour on the other side of
any such agreement—where falsehoods are induced by the actions of an agent provocateur, especially one
working for a powerful newspaper seeking to make money out of a 79 year old servant of the people.

26. In criminal courts the actions of agents provocateurs often result in a finding of abuse of process, which
stops the case in its tracks, or in the exclusion of evidence. At the very least, they would be regarded in law as
substantial mitigation—and there is a good deal of authority to that eVect in sentencing cases (eg R v James
William Chalcraft and Neil David Campbell [2002] 2 Cr. App. R. (S.) 42). Where a sting is involved it is
necessary to show that it has gone far enough for an oVence to be committed—ie that money has actually been
paid or corrupt services begun to be supplied, or that there has been a clear agreement that spells out such
unlawful services.

27. In this case of course, the particular unfairness to Lord Taylor is that the Sunday Times aborted the sting
before he had crossed the Rubicon. So his defence, that he would never have crossed it, must rely on his sworn
statement and that of Ms Robinson. His character and credibility and his oath all attest to the fact that he
would not, had the sting continued, either agreed to act as a lobbyist for this company or, in the unlikely event
that they were able to satisfy him of their bona fides, that he would not have engaged in paid advocacy on their
behalf. The Sub-Committee does not say it is sure that he would have compromised his integrity in these ways
and at the end of the day that is the vital question.

A. Substantive Grounds

“Willingness” to breach the Code of Conduct

28. As discussed above, the allegation that Lord Taylor is in fact guilty of breaching the Code simply because
he has shown himself to be willing to do so is an attempt to hold Lord Taylor to an inconsistent and uncertain
standard of behaviour. This is also a new and entirely circular charge. That “willingness” to breach itself
constitutes a breach of the Code appears to have been extrapolated by the Sub-Committee from the focus on
public perception set out above—itself a novel concept introduced by the Sub-Committee.

29. Nevertheless, Lord Taylor rejects entirely the finding that he was “willing” to breach the Code. As made
clear in paragraph 2 of his statutory declaration (SD para 2):

“I have never acted with the intention of breaching the code of conduct or doing anything unethical”

30. At paragraph 38 of its report the Sub-Committee acknowledges that “no money changed hands. No
contracts were signed for the provision of Parliamentary services. No services were provided.” On a fair
reading of the evidence it is clear that, even if the Sunday Times’ devious sting had never been revealed, at least
on Lord Taylor’s part no money would have changed hands, no contracts would have been signed and no
services would have been provided. They could not have proved that they were genuine and so Lord Taylor
would have had no further truck with them. In the unlikely event that further dishonest representations
persuaded him that they were genuine, he would certainly not have breached the Code by engaging in paid
advocacy on their behalf.

31. The Sub-Committee’s conclusion that Lord Taylor was willing to breach the Code comes at the end of a
number of confused and confusing findings in relation to his behaviour and, more crucially for the Sub-
Committee, his motives. The following submissions deal with the errors in those findings in turn.
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Lord Taylor’s evidence

32. At paragraph 201 the Sub-Committee states that “it is regrettable that Lord Taylor and his solicitors have
failed to assist us, by denying to us the evidence we would have drawn from our detailed questioning of him
had he attended the Sub-Committee.” The reason why Lord Taylor declined the invitation to appear before
the Committee was the almost complete lack of procedural safeguards discussed in depth below. It is indeed
regrettable that Lord Taylor was denied the opportunity to defend himself against the Sunday Times’
allegations in a fair and open procedure, and was instead forced to explain himself by way of statutory
declaration. Nevertheless, Lord Taylor did provide a sworn statutory declaration. This is the best evidence that
the Sub-Committee had available to it—evidence on oath backed up by potential punishment. It is
unfortunate, to say the least, that the Sub-Committee appears to have completely failed to understand the
significance of such a declaration. Lord Taylor was not given the credit to which he was entitled for his years
of unblemished service and particularly his unblemished credibility. This should have been weighed in the
balance in his favour.

33. In paragraph 202 the Sub-Committee suggests that Lord Taylor must be “judged on his behaviour and
on the meaning of his words and on his intentions.” It is clear from the rest of the report that in fact any findings
are derived solely from the Sub-Committee’s view of Lord Taylor’s motives, as his behaviour and words are
not in breach of the Code. In making those findings the Sub-Committee failed to give his sworn evidence due
weight and thus failed to take on board his defence.

34. In paragraph 203 the Sub-Committee states confidently that if Lord Taylor had truly been suspicious of
MJA from the start, he should not have continued speaking with the undercover journalists. Instead he
“should at that point simply have walked away.” The Sub-Committee has completely failed to appreciate that
Lord Taylor did literally walk away at the end of this first meeting. His position was evident from Calvert’s
parting words: “But it’s up to us to convince you, obviously” [see H1 p20]. The Sunday Times nevertheless
chose to target him again a month later (see brief chronology above) and to entrap him with a more
sophisticated and costly sting operation. It is important to note that Lord Taylor had not made any attempt
to follow up on the meeting himself.

35. In any event, this suggestion that Lord Taylor did not walk away when he should, taking things beyond
the Code of Conduct, is incorrect. The Sub-Committee is merely stating what it, with the significant benefit
of hindsight and the certain knowledge that these were agents provocateurs, considers would have been a better
way of dealing with a particular situation. However, when Lord Taylor is perfectly entitled to engage in paid
Parliamentary consultancy and to provide advice on, amongst other things, seeking amendments to
legislation, there is no ethical reason why he cannot explain that other people’s ideas of the way things work
are naı̈ve and incorrect and then correct them. Even if he was slightly wary, there was no reason why he could
not probe further.

36. In relation to Lord Taylor “setting out his credentials and his record of achievement” this too is dealt with
in his statutory declaration, in his description of himself as “a loquacious old man with an advanced degree
of self-satisfaction” (SD para 2) and (albeit in relation to the second meeting) in his acknowledgement that he
is “a somewhat lonely old man without regular companionship, and that I may well have used this occasion
as an opportunity to discourse to company, and simply to talk very loosely . . . I boasted about myself
extensively” (SD para 25). What person (or what politician) does not enjoy the opportunity to tell an attentive
audience of their many triumphs and achievements, and how many would not, in a seemingly private setting,
add generous embellishment here or there when so doing? Even if such behaviour is completely foreign to the
members of the Privileges Committee, it cannot fairly be considered proof of a willingness to act in breach of
the Code of Conduct unless it is followed by subsequent misconduct.

37. In paragraph 205 the Sub-Committee accepts that Lord Taylor “said frequently what he could not do”
but then criticises him for giving “a clear impression that it was only the methods suggested by MJA that
troubled him.”

38. As the Sub-Committee accepts, Lord Taylor is entitled to enter into Parliamentary consultancies and is
entitled to advise clients on parliamentary matters, including the passage of legislation, but not to engage in
advocacy on the client’s behalf. In other words, when the ends of MJA were to attempt to persuade ministers
that an amendment should be made to a particular Bill, ie lobbying, it is indeed only their methods that should
trouble Lord Taylor. And trouble him they did, which is why he attempted to suggest alternative steps that
they could take.

39. As Lord Taylor explained clearly in his statutory declaration:

“I berated the disguised journalist for his naivety both as a matter of principle and as a matter of
practicality, pointing out, because I thought this guy would be more persuaded by an argument based on
practicality rather than morality, the ineVectiveness of having people speak for you in the chamber. The
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point I was making is really one of blinding simplicity: you will get a better hearing from a minister if
you get your message across to him in an informal situation—eg “over a pie and a pint” rather than in
a formal meeting when he or she is surrounded by civil servants. I probably got carried away a bit with
my examples but I was not on oath or under any duty to speak precisely: I was in a private conversation
with a man of exasperating naivety, and trying to bring home to him how his conception of parliament
was mistaken.” (SD para 13)

40. In the quotation from the Neill Report at paragraph 60 of the Sub-Committee’s own report, one of the
forms of advice which it expressly states is permitted is providing:

“indications as to which are the appropriate ministers to approach for purposes of furthering the interests
of the client and how such approaches might be made.”

41. This is what Lord Taylor was doing, albeit in the generalised way appropriate to a first meeting and
tailored to the naı̈ve man with whom he was speaking. The Code of Conduct, even on the Sub-Committee’s
view, quite properly does not prohibit providing general advice on how to go about approaching ministers or
other civil servants. As is made very clear in paragraph 210 of the report, Lord Taylor recognised that “he could
and would advise lobbyists, in accordance with a consultant’s proper role.”

Understanding of the rules

42. The Sub-Committee dwells on the question of whether or not Lord Taylor was aware of the rules
contained in the Code of Conduct, despite the fact that its interpretation seems to reduce them to the vague
criterion of not doing anything an uninformed member of the public might consider inappropriate.

43. Lord Taylor made it clear to the undercover journalists, as he made it clear in his statutory declaration,
that he understood the no-paid-advocacy rule—albeit in the sense discussed above rather than in the way it
has now been interpreted by the Sub-Committee after they reached their judgment. Indeed, Lord Taylor’s
insistence on not breaking the rules is a consistent feature of his conversations with the journalists—up to the
point where he began making deliberately outlandish claims designed to draw them out.

44. In paragraph 208 the Sub-Committee is critical of Lord Taylor’s understanding that approaching
ministers, declaring an interest and suggesting a meeting with a client is not in breach of the Code of Conduct.
As discussed above, Lord Taylor believed that doing so, as long as it did not conflict with the public interest,
was legitimate. This is a perfectly reasonable interpretation of the Code of Conduct, and one that is widely
held. The Sub-Committee in its report appears to be changing the rules. However, if Lord Taylor is mistaken
in his understanding of the Code of Conduct he apologises for that and is willing to apologise both to the
Committee and the House. However, it should be emphasised that Lord Taylor has in fact never acted on his
understanding [see SD para 39(viii)].

Lord Taylor’s actions

45. The Sub-Committee accepts the legitimacy of Lord Taylor providing advice on who the lobbyists should
meet, on their chances of success and on guidance he could get from individuals such as “Gary” in Victoria
Street (see paragraphs 210–213 of the report). While Lord Taylor clearly did not enter into any formal
agreement, or even formal negotiations, with the undercover journalists to provide such advice, it is
acknowledged that if he had this would have been entirely within the Code of Conduct.

46. It is notable that the section of the report on Lord Taylor’s actions is so brief. As stated above, it is a novel,
circular and illogical suggestion that Lord Taylor is in breach of the Code of Conduct because of his apparent
“willingness” to breach it. This is nevertheless the only basis upon which the Sub-Committee is able to accuse
Lord Taylor, without taking into account his sworn evidence as to what was really in his mind—the intention
or mens rea in making the statements.

Lord Taylor’s methods/intentions

47. The Sub-Committee goes on, however, to indicate that it was “troubled” by the fact that Lord Taylor’s
explicit refusal to act in breach of the Code of Conduct did not seem to them to have been for the right reasons.
Paragraph 213 of the report appears to suggest that the Sub-Committee is able and empowered not only to
check whether rules have been followed but also to punish those who do follow the rules but for a reason the
Sub-Committee does not like. This is a truly astonishing basis upon which to impugn the unblemished
reputation of a Peer of 30 years standing!

48. In any event, Lord Taylor completely denies the suggestion that he had some sinister ulterior motive when
spoiling the Sunday Times sting by refusing to take cash to ask questions or put an amendment in the House.
In the first interview Lord Taylor did eventually put the journalist in his place by telling him he was “completely
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oV” and “ignorant”, but he first addressed him in practical terms rather than appealing to his sense of morality.
This is explained in more detail in Lord Taylor’s statutory declaration, particularly at paragraph 13—quoted
above. It cannot reasonably be interpreted as establishing that Lord Taylor was oblivious to the ethical binding
nature of the Code.

49. The Sub-Committee seems able to do little more than indicate it is not happy with the tone of Lord
Taylor’s discussions. It is important to bear in mind once again that this was a private conversation, which
amounted to the opening gambit in preliminary discussions over a consultancy role. While moralising might
have been a useful lesson for the fictitious lobbyist Mr Thompson, it is simply not a breach of any
Parliamentary rule to tell someone that acting in breach of the Code of Conduct is ineVective, as well as
being wrong.

50. At paragraph 215 the Sub-Committee clutches a very thin straw by emphasising the words “I should watch
what’s going on in committee, and then when it comes in here I will do more with it.” These vague words are
no more than a general indication that Lord Taylor, if a contract was arranged, would assist his clients in
relation to the Bill. The Sub-Committee itself has to look elsewhere to try to find what is meant by “doing
more”, but is unable to find anything damning.

51. Firstly the Sub-Committee claims at paragraph 216 that Lord Taylor indicates a willingness to speak in
the Chamber for his client’s benefit. Importantly, all they can refer to is a passage from the second meeting
with the undercover journalists. This is significant for two reasons. Firstly, as Lord Taylor makes clear in his
statutory declaration (SD para 31), at this stage he is suspicious of the journalists and seeking to “call their
bluV.” Secondly, in this passage Lord Taylor emphasises the need to register his interests and to declare them
before speaking in the Chamber. It is ironic that in seeking to damn Lord Taylor the Sub-Committee referred
to a passage in which he emphasises the importance of adhering to the Code of Conduct.

52. In any event, in relation to what he says is possible, Lord Taylor accepts that his understanding of the Code
of Conduct is that he is able to speak on a matter that concerns a client if he considers it to be in the public
interest and if he declares his interest first, both on the publicly available register of interests and in the
Chamber itself. There is nothing in the Code of Conduct that says otherwise (see above). If, however, he is
wrong in this (as others may well have been) then he stands corrected and is willing to apologise for his
misunderstanding, but such an honest belief hardly indicates a lack of personal honour and simply cannot
indicate any intention to deceive or behave improperly “behind the scenes.”

53. The second example of “doing more”, referred to by the Sub-Committee at paragraph 217, is “evidence”
that they claim “shows that Lord Taylor was willing to lobby Ministers and civil servants for the client’s
benefit.” The first passage then quoted [H1p8] shows no such thing. It is taken from early in the first meeting
with the undercover journalist, at a point when Lord Taylor is simply talking about the way in which he works
generally as a Member of the House of Lords—to give the “lobbyist” an idea that informal approaches can
work better than those conducted with a fanfare. There is and could be no suggestion that such an approach
is wrong in principle—only that it would be wrong for Lord Taylor to do this on behalf of a client. Once again,
Lord Taylor never has and never would do so.

54. Completely out of sequence and context the Sub-Committee also quotes in paragraph 218 one line from
the second meeting with journalists that took place almost a month later [H2p14]. It is not fair or accurate to
lift a single line from this conversation and attempt to use it to bolster an allegation made in respect of the
initial meeting. In any event, Lord Taylor does explain in his statutory declaration that this part of the second
meeting was also a discussion of general interaction between Parliamentarians, civil servants and lobbyists:

“I was not of course suggesting that I was open to receiving payment for influencing ministers over a pie
and pint in the dining room. This was never my intention. There is nothing sinister about my advising
them to meet ministers informally rather than formally—it is simply the truth that all lobbyists
understand—it is merely a reflection of the way in which civil servants, when present, manage to control
ministers and inhibit their imagination.” [SD para 26]

55. Lord Taylor’s references to his contacts within the Treasury teams, referred to at paragraph 219 of the Sub-
Committee’s report, while true, are a clear example of his bluster and boasting in the first meeting. Indeed, the
Sub-Committee itself acknowledges in paragraph 220 that what is quoted in the previous paragraph is mere
“boasting of his connections.”

56. The bluster reaches a higher, and more fantastical, level both towards the end of his second meeting with
the journalists and particularly in the telephone calls that followed that second meeting. At this point Lord
Taylor was making increasingly extravagant and outlandish claims in an eVort to “flush out” the truth of the
sting operators’ game. This is discussed further below, but it is clear that Lord Taylor was never genuinely
suggesting that he would meet with Treasury ministers. He accepts that he was lying, but was doing so in order
to provoke the “lobbyists” into revealing themselves. This cannot be a breach of personal honour—on any
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interpretation of that term. For the Sub-Committee to conclude, despite Lord Taylor’s reasonable and
consistent explanation, that this “indicates a clear willingness to breach the Code” is itself “astonishing.” A
person’s integrity is not compromised if he tells lies for an acceptable purpose—in this case in attempting to
unveil a suspected liar.

57. In paragraph 221 the Sub-Committee states that Lord Taylor “claimed that he could arrange meetings for
the clients with Ministers and oYcials.” As was explained in Lord Taylor’s statutory declaration, and is
discussed above, Lord Taylor’s interpretation of the Code of Conduct is that there is nothing inappropriate
about approaching a ministers and, having declared your interest, “suggesting that the company has some
reasonable points to make and would like to meet the minister”—as long as this is consistent with the public
interest. However, Lord Taylor makes it clear in his statutory declaration [SD para 39(viii)] that he has in fact
never approached a minister or civil servant and asked them to meet with a client.

58. Thus once again the very worst that Lord Taylor can be accused of is that he has what is undoubtedly a
widely held and understandable mistaken understanding of the Code of Conduct—but that he has never acted
upon that misinterpretation.

59. At paragraphs 222–223 of its report the Sub-Committee quotes extensively from the transcripts of the two
meetings between Lord Taylor and the undercover journalists in an attempt to show that he was willing to
lobby civil servants. Once again the Sub-Committee has construed Lord Taylor’s words in the most damning
way possible, completely failing to appreciate the context in which he was speaking and the explanation given
in his statutory declaration at paragraph 15:

“My descriptions of what should be done at the top of page 11 refer to “you” ie the company that employs
me as a consultant, and not something that I would do personally. When I say “what you do is you talk
to the parliamentary team . . . you point to them the diYculties that the retailer will be having… you get
them to amend it that way,” I was referring to the perfectly proper procedure that companies adopt if
they want changes in legislation: ie they go to the people responsible and make their submissions. As
consultant I may advise them on how to make their pitch and whom to go to see—but it is the company’s
pitch and not mine. I do not play any part in the amendments process. I was telling them “what you do
is you meet the minister, you meet the various people.” I was not suggesting that I would do this for any
company. I would help identify decision makers; certainly that is the role of a consultant.”

60. The way in which these comments were understood and would have been understood by a reasonable third
party is clearly an area on which Lord Taylor would have wished to cross-examine Calvert. This was not
possible.

61. At the first meeting Lord Taylor does nothing more than explain to the naïve man he is dealing with how
he deals with civil servants (legitimately and in the public interest) and how the lobbyists themselves could and
should deal with civil servants he might identify as worth speaking to.

62. The Sub-Committee incorrectly states at paragraph 224 of its report that “Lord Taylor was clearly
confirming how he intended to act for the client’s benefit.” The passage quoted: “I’m going to talk to them
about it and then I’m going to talk to people here and see what we can do”, is entirely consistent with the
information gathering and subsequent provision of advice that is the legitimate role of a paid consultant. It
may well be that he is setting out his stall and hinting that he can do more than he could actually do, but this
is not per se a breach of the Code.

63. This is the limit of Lord Taylor’s role. Lord Taylor has and had no intention of lobbying himself. Indeed,
Lord Taylor has never lobbied ministers or civil servants on behalf of any client. His position on lobbying is
neatly summarised by the Sub-Committee at paras 228 to 230.

Lord Taylor’s attempts to push the journalists “into revealing their game”

64. As mentioned above, Lord Taylor in his statutory declaration explained that he (and his personal assistant
Janet Robinson) was increasingly suspicious of the undercover journalists (eg SD paras 12 and 21), that while
he was reassured at times by their apparent professionalism (eg SD para 34) his doubts increased and towards
the end of the “sting” he deliberately lied to the journalists about his actions and intentions in order to “flush
them out” (SD paras 33–34).

65. In paragraphs 232–234 of its report the Sub-Committee explains that it does not accept this explanation
from Lord Taylor, given three important factors.

66. First is that “Lord Taylor’s emphasis on surreptitious techniques indicates that he knew what he was
suggesting to do in relation to MJA was improper.” This is unfair and untrue. Lord Taylor respects the rules
of the House of Lords but he is a pragmatist and is aware that sometimes negotiations “behind the scenes”
will be more honest and open, and thus more eVective, than those conducted in public. This is the art of
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lobbying and is undoubtedly true, as many lobbyists and corporate advisers would make plain.
Acknowledging that this is so does not amount to “improper” behaviour. The Committee will be familiar with
the recent decision of Jack Straw to refuse to disclose the minutes of the Cabinet meeting on the decision to
invade Iraq. This was justified on the basis that disclosing the Cabinet’s discussions would undermine
democratic decision-making in future—because free and open discussion would be inhibited by the knowledge
that it might be scrutinised in future.

67. The second factor was that “comments made by Lord Taylor during his meetings with the journalists
about his own lack of discretion in what he was saying to them suggests that he knew that his methods were
compromising.” Once again the Sub-Committee has added 2 and 2 and made 5. Lord Taylor good naturedly
suggests he has revealed too much about the way things are done since doing so could mean that his role as a
consultant is undermined. There is nothing sinister in keeping one’s modus operandi secret. In any event, he is
making a joke about himself, perfectly in character: Who needs a consultant if they can “cut out the middle
man”? Lord Taylor has not revealed any compromising methods that he might be concerned about. This
passage shows a lack of any guilty conscience—he is actually letting them know that he harbours some
suspicions about them and is implicitly challenging them to prove that they are genuine.

68. The third factor is Lord Taylor’s comment that “rules are meant to be bent sometimes.” Lord Taylor deals
with his use of this common expression in his statutory declaration (SD para 27). The Sub-Committee
acknowledges this but says that the explanation was “convoluted and unconvincing.” Lord Taylor’s
explanation was simply that he meant the phrase in the same way as it was used by Atticus Finch in “To Kill
a Mockingbird”—that overly rigid rules can sometimes prevent justice. This is an explanation that is entirely
consistent with the context in which the comment is made—Lord Taylor insisting once again that he will not
be party to breaking the rules. To suggest that this passage is “convoluted” is inexplicable—the Committee is
asked to read it for itself and consider whether the Sub-Committee’s comment is fair. The passage is
straightforward and lucidly clear.

69. The interpretation of this single comment as a “signal” that Lord Taylor was “ready in certain
circumstances to break the letter and spirit of the Code” is entirely unreasonable and indicates how far the
Sub-Committee was prepared to go to find fault on Lord Taylor’s part.

Previous clients

70. Lord Taylor stands accused of breaching the Code of Conduct in relation to his dealings with the fictional
“MJA”. However, he was also accused by his persecutor, the Sunday Times, of having previously amended
legislation on behalf of a genuine client, Experian. This was denied from the very start by Lord Taylor in his
conversation with Michael Gillard (quoted at para 238 of the report), in which he confirmed that he had not
amended legislation but simply advised by “pointing out the diYculties about legislation.” He added that when
he had used the term “I’ve got it amended” he meant “It is the agents that have got it amended.”

71. That the Sub-Committee is prepared to conclude that Lord Taylor is dishonest on the basis of a “cold call”
cross examination by an aggressive Michael Gillard of the Sunday Times, without being given any sight of the
transcript, is deeply disturbing—particularly in light of the Sub-Committee’s refusal to allow Lord Taylor to
cross examine Gillard on his methods and motives in return. This is typical of the Sub-Committee’s
unfairness—it is aware of Gillard’s reputation and his history of unsuccessful libel defences, beginning with
Lord Goldsmith’s successful exposure of his methods (Gillard v Goldsmith (1981)).

72. Lord Taylor addressed his relationship with a genuine client, Experian, in his statutory declaration [SD
para 39(iv)], which is quoted in paragraph 240 of the report. He states clearly that “I have never myself secured
or attempted to secure any amendment to any bill ‘quietly behind the scenes or otherwise’.”

73. In fact the Sub-Committee comes to no conclusion on whether Lord Taylor has acted inappropriately in
relation to Experian. It is certainly in no position to find against Lord Taylor on this matter. However, it has
concluded at paragraph 241 of its report that “Lord Taylor’s clear intention was to make the journalists believe
that he had worked on legislation in the interests of Experian, in order that he might win a contract with the
lobbying company.” The Sub-Committee adds that Lord Taylor’s mention of a meeting with Lord Drayson
over gas storage is “another example of his boasting about what he could do for those who employed him.”

74. The Sub-Committee is apparently claiming that Lord Taylor has breached the Code of Conduct by
exaggerating what he has done on behalf of previous clients when discussing with a potential future client what
he could do for them. This is a circuitous route by which to accuse Lord Taylor of wrongdoing.

75. Such behaviour cannot possibly be a breach of any part of the Code of Conduct apart from the catch-all
“personal honour.” The flaws in this standard are discussed above. Nevertheless, Lord Taylor denies that he
has done anything untoward in referring to his work for Experian. In the course of his work as a consultant
he has provided them with legitimate advice that has helped them to secure amendments to legislation. Since
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MJA themselves were hoping to lobby for a change to a Bill it is little wonder that Lord Taylor thought that
they would be interested in the legitimate work he had done for Experian.

76. Lord Taylor is guilty of nothing more that boasting—delivering a “tradesman’s puV.” This occurred in a
private conversation. There was no deception of the public, and indeed no deception of those with whom he
was speaking (another matter that could and should have been proven through cross-examination). There was
thus certainly no breach of personal honour.

77. At paragraph 62 of its report the Sub-Committee quotes Lord GriYths’ “helpful rule of thumb” on the
distinction between legitimate advice and illegitimate advocacy. It is noteworthy that Lord GriYths states:

“You can say, ‘Well, I think we might get the amendment through’. But, what you cannot do is take any
part in helping to get the amendment through.” (emphasis added)

78. Thus even Lord GriYths agrees that saying that “we” got the amendment through, or even “So I’ve got
that amendment”, rather than they’ve got that amendment, is not in of itself a problem as long as Lord Taylor
has not himself taken any part in helping to get an amendment through. He has not.

Lord Taylor’s motives

79. In paragraphs 242–246 of its report the Sub-Committee considers Lord Taylor’s motives. As previously
discussed, it is disturbing and unsatisfactory that the whole question of Lord Taylor’s “guilt” appears to have
been determined on the Sub-Committee’s assessment of why he took steps that in of themselves were entirely
within the rules.

80. In summary, the Sub-Committee rejects Lord Taylor’s submission [SD paras 5 and 14] that his interest
was originally piqued by mention of “generating 500 new jobs, many of them in the North West” and finds
instead that “money was an important motive for Lord Taylor.”

81. Firstly, Lord Taylor makes it absolutely clear in the course of his meetings with the journalists that money
is not his primary concern. In his very first telephone conversation with “David Thompson” Lord Taylor does
not mention money apart from saying “I have got past the stage of seeking monetary rewards” and indicating
(in response to a question) that he might work for free. The transcripts of the two meetings that followed cover
more than 80 pages, but only a few lines deal with how much Lord Taylor might be paid. Even in these lines
Lord Taylor makes it clear that discussions about money embarrass him.

82. Secondly, the Sub-Committee appears to have decided that wishing to earn money for doing legitimate
work is itself a breach of “personal honour.” This is patently untrue. Lord Taylor was discussing a potential
consultancy and was entitled to be paid for that consultancy. As distasteful as the Sub-Committee appears to
find it, once the question of money has been raised there is nothing wrong in seeking a good wage for an honest
day’s work.

83. The worst that Lord Taylor can genuinely be accused of is that once money had been raised he reminded
the undercover journalists that they had previously oVered £10,000 per month not £5,000 per month. It is
respectfully submitted that this is a reminder that any human being would have provided when faced with a
sudden 50% pay cut, and is in no way dishonourable.

84. Thirdly, Lord Taylor’s motivations did include those quoted by the Sub-Committee at paragraph 242 of
the report—he enjoyed a challenge, he liked solving problems, he enjoyed helping young people whom he
liked, and he did things for his own satisfaction. Lord Taylor would stand by these as subsidiary motivating
factors, and there is nothing wrong or in any way in breach of the Code of Conduct for him to do so.

85. Fourthly, Lord Taylor was however primarily motivated by the potential for new jobs for the North West.
He makes this abundantly clear in his statutory declaration—as quoted in paragraph 243 of the report. Indeed,
this was the true meaning of the frequently quoted “you just whetted my appetite” comment (see SD para 17).
The Sub-Committee does not believe that this motivation was genuine, because it apparently does not appear
in the evidence it received from the Sunday Times.

86. Lord Taylor honestly recalls that jobs for the North West were mentioned in an early conversation with
the journalist Jonathan Calvert. It should be pointed out that the Sunday Times accepts that a conversation
between Lord Taylor and Calvert took place on 15 January 2009, before the second meeting, but was not
recorded. Despite this gap, Lord Taylor has been denied any opportunity to question Calvert on that
recollection. This was an issue on which cross-examination, or at the very least careful questioning by the Sub-
Committee, was essential. How does the Sub-Committee know that Calvert would not have accepted that the
North West was mentioned if this was put to him in cross-examination? It is completely unfair of the Sub-
Committee to have found that he has lied without allowing him to make good his defence.
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87. In any event, the fact that Lord Taylor did not subsequently say out loud for the benefit of hidden
microphones that “my primary interest in this matter is the creation of jobs in the North West” does not mean
that this was not the case. Lord Taylor is from the North West and has a long history of championing that
region. As Lord Taylor says in his statutory declaration:

“The North West is my area and I have been humbled and privileged to help its people.” [SD para 5]

88. It is one thing for the Sub-Committee to accuse Lord Taylor of breaching the Code of Conduct, it is going
further to suggest that his commitment to the North West is not genuine. Unless the Sub-Committee is doing
so, there is a sound basis on which to base a conclusion that, in the absence of direct evidence of his state of
mind, it is likely that Lord Taylor would have been interested in assisting job creation in the North West. There
is certainly no basis to find, beyond reasonable doubt, that Lord Taylor was interested solely in personal gain.

Did Lord Taylor enter into an agreement with the lobbyists?

89. Lord Taylor maintains that he never progressed beyond preliminary discussions with the supposed
lobbyists, and that any suggestion he had entered into an agreement with them is false. His position is set out
in his statutory declaration and summarised at paragraph 252–256 of the report. Once again the Sub-
Committee shows that it is prepared to accept “evidence” gleaned through improper cross-examination of
Lord Taylor in a cold call by the controller of the two agents provocateurs, Michael Gillard, whom the Sub-
Committee cite with respect as if he were a senior police oYcer of unblemished repute conducting an interview
under caution.

90. The Sub-Committee at paragraph 258 accepts that there was no written agreement. This should be spelled
out more clearly as a finding. At paragraph 259 the Sub-Committee nevertheless concludes “that Lord Taylor
believed he had reached an agreement with “MJA” (our emphasis). However, the Sub-Committee then
backtracks by adding:

“We should nevertheless emphasise that the heart of the matter is not whether he concluded a legally
binding agreement, but what he said he could do for MJA and his intentions in his discussions with
them.”

91. This passage indicates the following:

(a) The Sub-Committee is unable to establish that any agreement was entered into. The Sub-
Committee has failed to deal with the fact that the statutory declarations of both Lord Taylor
and his assistant Janet confirm that nothing would have been concluded without her
involvement. Indeed, Lord Taylor tells the journalists that any deal would be notarised by Janet
and then declared as an interest—neither of which events took place.

The only passage that the Sub-Committee quotes from to support its view that Lord Taylor
believed he had entered into an agreement is taken from p52 of the transcript of the second
meeting. Lord Taylor specifically explains in his statutory declaration that at this stage of the
second meeting his suspicions had been piqued and as a result:

“That is when I decided to push them and—I had in my mind that the only way to bring
this business to a conclusion was to pretend that we had done a deal and then see what they
said. I really thought that their messing me around had some ulterior object. So I thought
I would bring them to the crunch, pretend we had an agreement and see what they did. That
is why I pretended at page 51: “we’ve agreed that we’re doing the deal… when do we
oYcially start? When do you want to start? Just name a figure. We’ve said 10 are you happy
about that?”” [SD para 32]

It is disappointing, and of significance, that this passage is not quoted in the Sub-Committee’s
report.

(b) On the correct standard of “beyond reasonable doubt,” and indeed on the civil standard of
“balance of probabilities,” there is simply no prospect of any finding that Lord Taylor entered
into or believed that he had entered into an agreement with the lobbyists.

(c) Lord Taylor accepts that the question of whether or not there was an agreement is of course
central to an allegation of a breach of the Code of Conduct. The Sub-Committee, however,
having realised that there is no real evidence of such an agreement has sought to minimise its
significance. Thus the focus turns back to Lord Taylor’s “motivation”—and the new allegation
of “willingness” formulated by the Sub-Committee.
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Lord Taylor’s interest in the retail sector

92. The Sub-Committee’s focus at paragraph 27 of its report on the lack of depth in Lord Taylor’s
understanding of what “MJA” were supposedly seeking to achieve strongly supports the fact that he had not
yet entered into any agreement with them. On the contrary, it logically supports the inference that towards the
end of his dealings with the undercover journalists he was really more interested in finding out the truth about
them, ie whether or not they were genuine, than he was in the subject matter of the amendment they claimed
to seek, of which he had the sketchiest understanding.

Lord Taylor’s other explanations

93. Lord Taylor acknowledges that his initial reaction to being told by Michael Gillard that he had been the
subject of a sting operation was a flustered one. Lord Taylor is an old man and while he had very strong
suspicions about the journalists at this stage it was still something of a shock to be told that he was the dupe
in a Sunday Times exclusive. Nevertheless, his denial that he ever had meetings with Yvette Cooper and Peter
Mandelson are consistent and accurate. Furthermore, Lord Taylor denies that he has made any approaches
to anyone or that he entered into any agreement. Lord Taylor repeats his consistent and truthful position in
his sworn declaration, as is clear from paragraph 262 of the Sub-Committee’s report.

94. In his statutory declaration Lord Taylor admits his age and loquaciousness and humbly accepts that he
has a tendency to boast at times. He also states that much of what he said to the undercover journalists was
loose talk and exaggeration. The Sub-Committee refuses to accept this and at paragraph 264 of the Report it
states that “[h]is exaggerations were designed to win a lucrative contract with lobbyists.” This is the core of
the allegation against Lord Taylor.

95. While Lord Taylor was sceptical about the “lobbyists” he was meeting from the start, and while his
suspicions about them grew, he nevertheless enjoyed the opportunity to spend time with some bright younger
people—and particularly the opportunity to talk about himself and receive admiration for his achievements.
Lord Taylor is 79 years old and on the verge of retirement, but he is indeed an active Member of Parliament
as the Sub-Committee states. Being a Member of Parliament is not, however, proof against a tendency to
exaggerate personal achievements or to ramble on at length.

96. Lord Taylor’s exaggerations were made in the course of amicable and private conversation—not in the
course of hard nosed negotiation as the Sub-Committee implies. They were not designed to deceive those he
was speaking to (despite the great lengths they were going to deceive Lord Taylor) but merely to earn himself
attention, praise and respect. This is not a breach of the Code of Conduct.

97. It is worth noting that at paragraph 202 of its report the Sub-Committee states that Lord Taylor’s
“conversations with the journalists were so exaggerated and his conduct so irrational that it may well be
thought that no genuine lobbyist would have taken much time with Lord Taylor.” It is hard to square the
exaggeration and irrationality accepted by the Sub-Committee with their conclusion that this was not loose
talk but a carefully constructed and deceitful attempt to secure a lucrative contract.

98. The Sub Committee goes on in paragraph 264 to say that Lord Taylor “claimed that he had abused his
parliamentary influence in the past on behalf of paying clients and he indicated a clear willingness to abuse it
in future on behalf of MJA.” This is essentially a repeat of the overall allegation made against Lord Taylor by
the Sub-Committee investigating him. For the reasons given in his statutory declaration, explained further
above, Lord Taylor denies this allegation entirely and denies that he has acted against his personal honour.

Was there a counter-sting?

99. Lord Taylor’s explanation that he said the things that he did to the undercover journalists because of his
desire to “call their bluV and push [them] into giving up their game” is detailed in his statutory declaration and
summarised in paragraphs 265 to 268 of the Sub-Committee’s report. To an extent this matter has already been
addressed in the above submissions on paragraphs 232–234 of the report, but since the Sub-Committee has
returned to this issue these submissions will do the same.

100. Importantly, the Sub-Committee has failed to acknowledge the importance of Lord Taylor’s consistency
in his explanation for his actions. Despite concerns over reliance on Michael Gillard’s call to Lord Taylor on
23 January, it is of huge significance that Lord Taylor’s first reaction, having had no time to “make up” a
defence, was that he was seeking to expose whether or not the journalists were genuine. It was plain that he
had suspected them. Once again, cross examination of Gillard would have revealed this to be the case. Lord
Taylor’s explanation remains the same throughout the proceedings—see, for example, his statutory
declaration.
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101. The Sub-Committee makes it clear that it does not accept this explanation, but its reasons for doing so
are themselves far from convincing. At paragraph 269 they note that Lord Taylor expresses his willingness to
work with the journalists—“I want you to know that I think you’re both good young people and I would be
delighted to work with both of you” (H2p58). The Sub-Committee adds that in his statutory declaration Lord
Taylor comments about this exchange “If only I had known the truth!”

102. Lord Taylor has never claimed that he was sure that a trick was being played upon him. As his statutory
declaration indicates, Lord Taylor looks for the best in others (and perhaps unreasonably expects the same in
return) and to the last he was hopeful that his suspicions were misplaced. If he had known the truth from the
start he would have walked away and would not have been dragged through the gutter by the Sunday Times,
nor would he be in the position he now finds himself before the Committee.

103. However, Lord Taylor’s conspicuous and deliberate friendliness towards the two journalists at the end
of the second meeting is entirely consistent with the attempts to “draw them out”, which culminated in the
outrageous claims about meetings with Ministers. In light of Lord Taylor’s explanation it would have been
more surprising if he had suddenly been cold or hostile.

104. In paragraphs 270 to 277 the Sub-Committee concentrates on Lord Taylor’s detailed explanation for his
claims that he would arrange meetings with, and then had met with, Ministers including Yvette Cooper, Jack
Straw and Peter Mandelson. The Committee is invited to note that Lord Taylor has not wavered or altered
his story from when the “sting” was first revealed to him in his conversation with Michael Gillard on 23
January 2009, throughout the Sub-Committee’s investigation to this “appeal” to the Committee on Privileges.

105. After taking such time to set out Lord Taylor’s evidence on his attempts to “flush out” the journalists,
the Sub-Committee then explains its refusal to accept the story in one short paragraph (278):

“We are not persuaded by Lord Taylor’s argument that he was stringing the journalists along . . . We do
not consider that this story is supported on the evidence. We do not believe that, if he was truly suspicious
about the journalists’ identity or intentions, he would have been so reckless as to tell them how he would
behave as a consultant and to reveal the extent to which he had both broken the Code in the past and
was willing to do so in the future. We have concluded that this story is an attempt after the event to justify
his actions, and we do not accept it.”

106. Firstly, it is worth noting that, despite his consistency, the Sub-Committee have misinterpreted Lord
Taylor’s defence as “stringing the journalists along.” This was not what he was doing. He was seeking to raise
the game to such a level that he would force the supposed lobbyists to reveal whether or not they were genuine
but naı̈ve or were fraudsters of some sort.

107. More significantly, as will be obvious to the Committee at this stage, the Sub-Committee’s conclusion is
based on a false central premise—that Lord Taylor was revealing past breaches of the Code and indicating
willingness to breach the Code in the future. This is simply not true, and is itself unsupported by the evidence.
Lord Taylor admits some exaggeration and loose talk, but the fact remains that the Sunday Times’ underhand
eVorts revealed nothing more than a discussion with potential clients of the way in which Lord Taylor could
assist them through providing advice and direction on the way in which they could help themselves.

108. Once this essential truth is established, the fact that Lord Taylor told the journalists “how he would
behave as a consultant” as well as how he had acted in the past is entirely unremarkable. Despite Lord Taylor’s
suspicions over the supposed “lobbyists” authenticity, which eventually led him into the realms of deliberately
provocative fantasy, there were points at which he took them at face value and genuinely discussed the way in
which they could legitimately get their client what he was seeking. Lord Taylor had no reason to hide his
methods because there was simply nothing untoward for him to hide.

109. What is conspicuous in its absence is any reasonable explanation by the Sub-Committee as to why Lord
Taylor told the journalists the outrageous untruths about his meetings with Cabinet members. The suggestion
that Lord Taylor had met with these politicians was not only outrageous but also unbelievable—certainly for
any genuine lobbyist. As the Sub-Committee itself acknowledged at paragraph 202 of its report Lord Taylor’s
“conversations with the journalists were so exaggerated and his conduct so irrational that it may well be
thought that no genuine lobbyist would have taken much time with Lord Taylor.”

110. If Lord Taylor had actually been seeking through these claims to negotiate a lucrative contract with
“MJA” he would never have suggested anything so unlikely. Lord Taylor’s knowledge of the ridiculous nature
of these claims is evident from his final telephone message for “David Thompson”, after the sting has been
admitted, in which he reveals the natural progression of his claim: “I shall be seeing Gordon Brown some time
over the weekend and I shall be seeing the Queen on Monday.”
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111. What does the Sub-Committee suggest Lord Taylor was intending to do next? To defraud MJA of large
sums of money by creating an elaborate and continuing deceit that he was continually meeting with
Government ministers? When MJA spoke to these ministers or some of their staV themselves and found out
that they had been deceived would Lord Taylor have jumped on an aeroplane to Rio de Janeiro to live the high
life with his ill-gotten gains?

112. This is patently nonsense. The only reasonable explanation for such obvious and easy to expose
falsehoods is that given by Lord Taylor himself. He was seeking to discover whether these so-called “lobbyists”
were bogus by provoking them to “come to the crunch” and to level with him about their client. This is clearly
the only way that Lord Taylor’s “irrational” behaviour makes any sense—but the Sub-Committee appears to
have simply shut its eyes to the truth.

113. Crucially, this is in fact the only story that the evidence properly supports. It is supported by the sworn
declarations of Lord Taylor and his assistant Janet Robinson, both of whom are entitled to credit for their
good character. It is supported by the transcript of the conversation between Lord Taylor and Michael Gillard.
It is hinted at throughout the transcripts of the meetings. The evidence simply does not suggest that this was
a story concocted after the event.

114. While it deplores what it considers Lord Taylor’s “clear intention” [para 79], the Sub-Committee fails to
give any credit to Lord Taylor’s real intention. Without the ability to cross-examine those who seek to
condemn him, Lord Taylor was not given the opportunity to defend that real intention.

115. It is a basic error on the part of the Sub-Committee that it never considered that the case against Lord
Taylor is premature because the Sunday Times brought the sting to an end before he was “on the hook”—
unlike the 1994 case (mentioned in the report) where money was actually paid and received. On any fair view
there can be no certainty, or even proof to a “very high standard”, that Lord Taylor would have gone through
with any agreement that would have required him to breach the Code and engage in paid advocacy. Again, in
the absence of any cross-examination of the journalists we can’t say why the Sunday Times brought its sting
to an end at this premature stage—perhaps it thought that Lord Taylor’s remarks that “rules are meant to be
bent sometimes” was suYcient for its scoop.

116. The plain fact remains—and this is a feature of entrapment cases that are thrown out of the courts—that
no fair person could be satisfied, particularly in light of Lord Taylor’s unblemished record of 30 years’ service,
that he would have actually transgressed.

B. Procedural Defects

117. The findings of the Sub-Committee are vitiated by its failure to act fairly as required by para 19(d) of the
Code of Conduct, by Article 6 ECHR and by domestic public law principles.

118. Paragraph 19(d) of the very Code of Conduct under which this appeal is brought confirms that:

“In the investigation and adjudication of complaints against them, Members of the House have the right
to safeguards as rigorous as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies.”

119. From the very beginning of the Sub-Committee’s investigations into the Sunday Times’ allegations
against him, Lord Taylor made it clear that he considered the Sub-Committee’s procedures to be deeply flawed
and unfair. Attention was repeatedly drawn to para 19(d). Despite giving the Sub-Committee ample
opportunities, the problems identified were never rectified and the “right” in para 19(d) was simply not upheld.

120. In addition to its failure to uphold para 19(d), the Sub-Committee has:

(a) failed to meet its general public law obligation as a decision maker to act fairly and in accordance
with natural justice in coming to that decision; and

(b) failed to comply with its obligations as a public authority under the Human Rights Act 1998, which
include the duty to act compatibly with the right to fair procedure guaranteed by Article 6 of the
European Convention on Human Rights.

121. The Committee will see from correspondence between Lord Taylor’s representatives and the Sub-
Committee that despite requests for clarification the Sub-Committee simply refused to answer whether it
considered itself to be a public authority for the purposes of the Human Rights Act 1998. The silence on this
point is telling. However, it should be noted that even if the Sub-Committee falls outside the HRA s6 definition
of a “public authority”, Lord Taylor is still entitled to enforce his right to fair trial before the European Court
of Human Rights.

122. The Sub-Committee owes duties of fairness commensurate with the seriousness of the allegations against
those it is investigating. The accusations against Lord Taylor are extremely serious. A finding that they have
been substantiated will have profound ramifications for Lord Taylor’s continuing membership of the House
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of Lords, his future work and his reputation after a lifetime of distinguished public service. Significantly his
persecutor, the Sunday Times, has been advocating his expulsion from the House.

123. Furthermore, the allegations potentially amount to criminal conduct. After being referred to the
Metropolitan Police by Chris Huhne MP, the MPS issued a statement on 11 February 2009 in which they
confirmed that they “will not undertake a criminal inquiry into any of the allegations raised.” However, the
statement immediately added: “Should any further evidence or information come to light then clearly we will
be under a duty to review this decision.” Quite plainly, the police will be reviewing the Sub-Committee’s report
as soon as it is published and any finding adverse to Lord Taylor may put him further in jeopardy.

Unreasonable criticism of Lord Taylor

124. The various procedural defects are summarised below, but before these are dealt with in turn, it is
necessary to address the Sub-Committee’s allegation at paragraph 22 of the report that Lord Taylor said in
the House on 26 January that he “wished to be able to refute the allegations in person before the Sub-
Committee” but then “subsequently resiled from that position.”

125. Lord Taylor did not “resile” from the position stated in the House. He maintained throughout the Sub-
Committee’s inquiry that he was keen to have the opportunity to put his side of the story before the Sub-
Committee. However, he was quite reasonably unwilling to participate in a process that was entirely unfair. A
number of requests were made for the unfair nature of the proceedings to be remedied precisely to allow Lord
Taylor to act on his desire to give evidence before the Sub-Committee but, as is discussed in greater detail
below, the Sub-Committee refused to take the reasonable steps required.

Identification of complaint and complainant

126. The Sub-Committee purports, and is obliged, to follow the procedure set out in the Fourth Report of
the Committee for Privileges: The Code of Conduct; procedure for considering complaints against Members, HL
Paper 205 (session 2007-08). That procedure is predicated on the existence of a “complaint” which the Sub-
Committee then investigates.

127. In its initial letter to Lord Taylor the Sub-Committee stated that it was undertaking an investigation “in
view of the allegations published in the Sunday Times of 25 January.” Despite repeated requests from Lord
Taylor in subsequent correspondence, the Sub-Committee failed properly to identify both the complainant
and the “complaint” that was being investigated. Lord Taylor found it necessary to remind the Sub-Committee
that an entitlement to knowledge of the charge against him, before he was required to respond to that charge,
was a basic principle of procedural fairness.

128. In a letter dated 4 March a series of charges were finally put to Lord Taylor, but it swiftly became apparent
that these had been formulated not by any complainant but by the Sub-Committee itself. It was not until 11
March 2009 that Lord Taylor was informed that the Sub-Committee was acting on a response from the Leader
of the House of Lords, Baroness Royall of Blaisdon, to the negative stories that had appeared in the press—
not any complaint. It is noteworthy that Baroness Royall only claimed to be making a complaint herself on
12 February 2009—more than two weeks after the investigation had begun.

129. A full explanation of the nature of the complaint against him was not provided until Lord Taylor was
shown a draft of the “factual” section of its report under cover of a letter dated 3 April 2009. This explanation
merely highlighted the flawed approach of the Sub-Committee from the very start.

130. At paragraph 8 of the report the Sub-Committee states that on 26 January 2009, a 25 January letter from
Baroness Royall of Blaisdon was taken “to be a complaint for the purposes of commencing an enquiry into
the allegations, and agreed to conduct an investigation.” This letter was not, on any sensible reading, a
complaint, and in any event Baroness Royall is herself a member of the committee charged with considering
complaints against member of the House of Lords. She was in reality passing on the complaint that had been
made to the world at large by the Sunday Times.

131. Now, in the final report sent to the Committee for Privileges, and seen by Lord Taylor at the same point,
the Sub-Committee has itself reformulated the charges against him—accusing him of “willingness” to breach
the Code of Conduct.

132. Regardless of whether the Sub-Committee was acting as an adversarial court of law (the procedural
safeguards of which are explicitly promised in paragraph 19(d) of the House of Lords Code of Conduct) or
on an inquisitorial basis, it cannot be for the tribunal itself to create the complaint and formulate the charges
against Lord Taylor. The initiation of the action is a matter for the parties not the judge. This is the same even
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in an “inquisitorial” system such as that adopted in France. The failure to observe this fundamental rule left
Lord Taylor in the unacceptable and unfair position that the Sub-Committee was both his accuser and his
judge.

Access to evidence

133. In addition to being deprived of access to, and knowledge of, the complaint made against him, Lord
Taylor was also required to fight tooth and nail throughout the investigation to get hold of the very evidence
on which he was being tried.

134. Lord Taylor was first asked by the Sub-Committee to respond to the allegations published in the Sunday
Times without being provided with any detail of any complaint or any evidence against him. He was later asked
again to respond on the basis of a short set of transcripts, prepared by the Sunday Times itself from recordings
of Lord Taylor’s meetings and telephone conversations with the paper’s undercover journalists—or agents
provocateurs. It is important to note that from the beginning the Sub-Committee was content to rely on the
accuracy of these transcripts.

135. After comparing these transcripts with the audio recordings of the meetings/conversations, obvious and
alarming gaps and flaws in the Sunday Times transcripts were noted by Lord Taylor’s representatives and
brought to the Sub-Committee’s attention. These included missing exculpatory passages (such as Lord Taylor
insisting that he is honest and would not break his oath). These gaps and flaws can only have been deliberately
engineered on the part of the Sunday Times. It was only after the completeness and accuracy of these
maliciously edited and incomplete transcripts was challenged on Lord Taylor’s behalf that the House of Lords
Hansard department was instructed to prepare independent transcripts.

136. An example of the dishonest nature of the Sunday Times’ transcript is not hard to find. Page 8 of the
Sunday Times transcript purports to record the end of the first meeting between Lord Taylor and Jonathan
Calvert. Rather than transcribing the clearly audible conversation at this point, the transcript simply reads:
“Conversation continues as Lord Taylor takes Calvert to the peer’s entrance where they part.” None of the
parting conversation is recorded. In the Hansard transcript, however, from page 15 onwards, this conversation
is written down and includes Lord Taylor stating unequivocally that what he would do for a company who
engaged his services was to “do all the research and tell you what chances you’ve got of being successful.” Lord
Taylor goes on to say “I promise you nothing. That’s number one” and to reiterate that his role, if he accepted
what was being oVered, would be to advise on the likely success of a proposed scheme, and that in doing so
he would be “absolutely completely honest with you . . . You or your client will make your own mind up after
that.” This passage is obviously exculpatory and casts a revealing light on the malice of the Sunday Times
decision to pursue Lord Taylor for a second meeting after he had clearly resisted their improper blandishments
at the first.

137. While independent transcripts were finally sent to Lord Taylor’s representatives at the beginning of
March, these were not complete. The Sunday Times’ transcripts of the telephone conversations between Lord
Taylor and the journalists on 15 and 21 January were not even provided to the Sub-Committee until 18 March;
after which they were forwarded to Lord Taylor. Perhaps significantly, the Sub-Committee had not noticed
this gap in the evidence until it was pursued on Lord Taylor’s behalf.

138. In addition to this selective “drip-feed” of information from the Sunday Times, Lord Taylor was
explicitly denied access to evidence relating to the allegations against the other Members of the House of
Lords. This material was highly relevant to Lord Taylor’s case that he had been subjected to a malicious,
unlawful and unfair entrapment by the Sunday Times.

139. Even at the point that Lord Taylor was given the very limited final opportunity to comment on the Sub-
Committee’s statement of facts in its draft report (on 3 April 2009) he was made aware of further relevant
evidence to which he had been denied. Indeed, he continues to be denied access to that material. The
Committee will note that at paragraph 7 of the Report that the Sub-Committee refers to correspondence
received from Ben Wallace MP, and from two members of the public: Keith Pudney and Ian Dixon. Lord
Taylor has not had sight of these communications nor been given any opportunity to comment on them. His
request for these documents was simply ignored.

140. In summary, over the course of the Sub-Committee’s investigation the provision to Lord Taylor of the
evidence against him has been characterised by delay, a lack of care and unfairness on the part of the Sub-
Committee as well as bad faith on the part of the Sunday Times. This has denied Lord Taylor a fair opportunity
to answer the allegations against him.
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Refusal of representation through counsel

141. Paragraph 20 of the Sub-Committee’s report makes clear the stark inconsistency between the guarantee
of “safeguards as rigorous as those applied in the courts and professional disciplinary bodies” set out in
paragraph 19(d) of the Code of Conduct and the Sub-Committee’s refusal to allow legal representation
before it.

142. To be able to defend oneself through legal assistance of one’s own choosing is a fundamental right
explicitly guaranteed in Article 6 of the ECHR. Lord Taylor was denied this fundamental right on the basis
of Standing Order 67:

“67. A Select Committee shall call such evidence as it may require, but shall not hear parties by Counsel
unless so authorised by Order of the House.”

143. Standing Order 67 explicitly provides that the prohibition on hearing parties by counsel may be removed
by Order of the House. Lord Taylor invited the Sub-Committee to make the appropriate motion to seek such
an Order, but this request was refused without adequate explanation. By including the potential for exception
to its prohibition, Standing Order 67 clearly recognises that in certain circumstances fairness will dictate that
representation by counsel is permitted. Had the Sub Committee wished to treat Lord Taylor fairly it was within
its power to do so. There is no doubt that the House would have agreed to dispense with the standing order
to allow representation by counsel if given the opportunity.

Failure to scrutinise the Sunday Times or allow cross-examination

144. In its report, at paragraph 28, the Sub-Committee states that it “was not within our remit to examine the
conduct of the [Sunday Times] journalists or issues of entrapment or the undercover use of recording
equipment on parliamentary premises.” This conclusion was entirely incorrect, and seems to be derived from
a fundamental misunderstanding of the relevance of the Sunday Times behaviour. Even if it is not within the
Sub-Committee’s remit to take independent action against the Sunday Times for its flagrant breach of security
and contempt of Parliament, it was undoubtedly well within its remit and indeed, as can be seen from the
substantive grounds set out above, vital for it to have considered the impact of the eVect on Lord Taylor’s mind
(and resulting behaviour) of the gradually dawning realisation that he may be the victim of a confidence trick,
as well as the question of the admissibility before it of improperly obtained evidence.

145. The suggestion in paragraph 28 that Lord Taylor could make a complaint to the Press Complaints
Commission is quite obviously completely inadequate. Not only would such a complaint serve no purpose in
relation to the allegations that have been made against him, but also the industry-run PCC’s lack of
independence is widely recognized (see Sir David Calcutt’s “Review of Press Self-Regulation” (Cm 2135
(1993)). Indeed, the PCC Code of Conduct was drawn up by Les Hinton, the head of News International in
Britain, and Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation pays substantial sums to keep it going and remunerated.
It is completely unrealistic of the Sub-Committee to suggest that Lord Taylor’s complaints could be fairly or
independently heard. This was put to the Sub-Committee before the report was finalised but no response was
forthcoming.

146. Since the Sunday Times witnesses were at no point called for questioning by the Sub-Committee their
cross-examination by Lord Taylor was never even a possibility. The ability to examine witnesses making
serious, indeed criminal, allegations against a person is another basic feature of fair procedure that the Sub-
Committee ignored. Once again this is despite it being guaranteed by Article 6 ECHR.

147. Lord Taylor, in his own statutory declaration and through his representatives, has maintained
throughout the investigation that he was the victim of entrapment by agents provocateurs from the Sunday
Times (see paras 8 and 9 of Lord Taylor’s statutory declaration in particular). An agent provocateur is someone
who invites or incites his target to commit and oVence he would otherwise never have committed. Significantly,
Lord Taylor had shown no disposition to engage in behaviour in breach of the “no paid advocacy” rule. The
Sunday Times never revealed the reason why they chose to target him—another matter on which the Sunday
Times could and should have been cross examined or, at the very least, questioned by the Sub-Committee.

148. Lord Taylor was the victim of a sting operation designed to “create” an oVence under the Code of
Conduct, and the criminal law, with a view to nothing more than selling more copies of the Sunday Times. As
discussed at length above, he Lord Taylor explained in his statutory declaration that the behaviour that the
Sub-Committee deems to have been against Lord Taylor’s “personal honour,” and thus in breach of para 4(b)
of the Code of Conduct, was a result of the Sunday Times’ attempted entrapment, of which he became
increasingly suspicious. This led him to make outlandish claims about meeting senior ministers in order to
draw out those he suspected and to discover their true purpose.
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149. These statements were taken literally by the Sunday Times, but in any consideration of Lord Taylor’s
mens rea they must be read in terms of his purpose in making them, namely to “flush out” the truth. For this
reason, as was explained in a letter to the Sub-Committee dated 12 March 2008, “extracts from the transcript
of [Lord Taylor’s] meetings with the agents provocateurs . . . cannot be understood without exposing the
background and context of the confidence trick that they had played upon him.” Both taking evidence from
the Sunday Times’ reporters and permitting their cross-examination was essential to a fair consideration of
Lord Taylor’s defence to the allegations against him. The result of the failure to allow this is clear from the
confused and unsupported findings of the Sub-Committee discussed below.

150. The Sub-Committee’s refusal to question the Sunday Times witnesses, let alone allow them to be cross-
examined, has also denied Lord Taylor any opportunity to properly explore the question of entrapment for
the purposes of establishing the admissibility of the evidence against him.

151. Whether or not entrapment by private parties gives rise to the same broad abuse of process arguments
as entrapment by emanations of the state (see R v Loosely [2001] 4 All E.R. 897), there can be no doubt that it
can undermine the fairness of subsequent proceedings. To remedy this potential unfairness evidence obtained
through entrapment may be excluded where its admission would have such an adverse eVect on the fairness
of the proceedings that it ought not to be admitted. In criminal proceedings this would be done pursuant to
s78 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE) (see Morley and Hutton [1994] Crim.L.R. 919). In
these proceedings the Sub-Committee simply turned a blind eye to the whole issue. It is a clear and obvious
breach of Article 6 to deny an individual the opportunity to raise the issue of incitement during his trial (see
Ramanauskas v Lithuania, Application no. 74420/01, 5 Feb 2008).

152. In reality the Sunday Times instigated, and indeed caused, the alleged breach of the Code of Conduct,
the Sunday Times was the true “complainant” against Lord Taylor who instigated the Sub-Committee’s
investigation and the Sunday Times was also the source of all the evidence against Lord Taylor. In this context,
shielding the Sunday Times from all inquiry and investigation, granting it complete impunity, unfairly
prevented Lord Taylor being able to defend himself properly before the Sub-Committee. It also indicated an
unfortunate bias on the part of the Sub-Committee in favour of the Sunday Times and against Lord Taylor.

153. In its report the Sub-Committee gives the excuse that its desire to keep the proceedings “informal”
enables it to override the fundamental safeguards of legal representation and proper testing of evidence
through cross-examination. In the circumstances, and given the potential damage to Lord Taylor, this
approach was wrong in law and unjust.

154. In any event, it is inaccurate to suggest that legal representation and questioning of witnesses by the
parties is not consistent with an inquisitorial process. In European jurisdictions where an inquisitorial model
is preferred to an adversarial system, persons under investigation are entitled to be represented by counsel,
who are able to ask questions of witnesses. This is guaranteed by Article 6 ECHR.

155. Various particular areas in relation to which cross-examination was necessary to test and improve the
evidence are discussed in the substantive grounds above. In summary these include:

(a) Lord Taylor’s disputed recollection that “jobs for the North West” were referred to by the Sunday
Times journalists;

(b) The Sunday Times decision to pursue Lord Taylor—why did they target him at first and why did they
pursue him after he walked away from the first meeting?

(c) Whether Lord Taylor’s references to “you”, “you”, “you” [eg H1 p11] were in reality understood to
be references to what he could do, as the Sub-Committee finds;

(d) Whether Lord Taylor’s exaggerations were understood to be devious lies or simply a “tradesman’s
puV”;

(e) The consistency of Lord Taylor’s account that he was seeking to “draw out” the lobbyists to see if
they were fraudsters;

Incorrect standard of proof

156. At the beginning of its investigation the Sub-Committee referred Lord Taylor to “The Code of Conduct;
procedure for considering complaints against Members”, which indicated that the Sub-Committee intended to
apply the civil standard of proof to its investigation. Lord Taylor was obliged to inform the Sub-Committee
that such a standard of proof was not suitable and that the appropriate standard of proof in comparable
disciplinary proceedings was the criminal standard: beyond reasonable doubt. The Sub-Committee was
referred to In re A solicitor [1992] 2 WLR 552, which made clear that the criminal standard of proof applies
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in disciplinary proceedings where what is alleged is tantamount to a criminal oVence.15 This approach was
more recently endorsed by Lord Mustill in his inquiry into allegations of misconduct by the Chief Justice of
Trinidad.

157. To some extent the Sub-Committee appeared to have taken these submissions on board: in paragraph
19 of its report the Sub-Committee recognized the seriousness of the allegations against Lord Taylor and his
co-accused and “accordingly decided to apply a very high standard of proof.” Inexplicably, however, the Sub-
Committee nevertheless concluded that a standard “falling just short of the criminal standard” was
appropriate.

158. Once the seriousness of the allegations against Lord Taylor was recognized the only possible conclusion
was that the correct standard must be proof beyond reasonable doubt, ie the criminal standard.

159. In any event, it was and remains far from clear what a standard “falling just short of the criminal
standard” actually means, or how it could be applied in practice. The judgment of Lord Lane in In re A
Solicitor warned of adopting a standard somewhere between civil and criminal:

“It seems to us, if we may respectfully say so, that it is not altogether helpful if the burden of proof is left
somewhere undefined between the criminal and the civil standards. We conclude that at least in cases such
as the present, where what is alleged is tantamount to a criminal oVence, the tribunal should apply the
criminal standard of proof, that is to say proof to the point where they feel sure that the charges are
proved or, to put it another way, proof beyond reasonable doubt.”16

160. More recently, in Re B (children) (sexual abuse: standard of proof) [2008] UKHL 35 and In re D
(Secretary of State for Northern Ireland intervening) [2008] UKHL 33 the House of Lords has made it clear
that there is just one standard of proof in civil proceedings, and that a heightened standard must mean the
criminal standard of proof. In the former case Lord HoVman confirmed:

“13 . . . I think that the time has come to say, once and for all, that there is only one civil standard of proof
and that is proof that the fact in issue more probably occurred than not. I do not intend to disapprove any
of the cases in what I have called the first category, but I agree with the observation of Lord Steyn in
McCann’s case, at p 812, that clarity would be greatly enhanced if the courts said simply that although
the proceedings were civil, the nature of the particular issue involved made it appropriate to apply the
criminal standard.”

161. It is clear that it is no longer appropriate to claim that a “heightened” civil standard of proof has been
adopted. This was put to the Sub-Committee in advance of it formally concluding its report. It thus had the
opportunity to apply the correct criminal standard of proof to these proceedings, but chose not to do so. This
alone is a suYcient and indeed necessary basis for an appeal.

Bias

162. Despite the serious nature of the allegations against Lord Taylor and the potential penalties he faced if
found guilty, the Sub-Committee carried out its interrogation of the accused entirely in private. This enabled
one of its members or oYcials to leak details of its work to the Sunday Times (possibly for reward)—a
newspaper that had a vested interest in persecuting Lord Taylor, and in seeing him condemned as that would
justify its own condemnation.

163. Lord Taylor was reminded by the Sub-Committee on more than one occasion of paragraphs 15 and 16
of the 4th Report from the Committee for Privileges: The Code of Conduct: procedure for considering
complaints against Members, HL Paper 205 (Session 2007–08) by which the Sub-Committee “is bound”:

15. owever, from the point that the Sub-Committee decides to undertake an investigation all evidence
and correspondence relating directly to the inquiry is covered by parliamentary privilege. It must remain
confidential unless and until it is published by the Committee for Privileges. evidence or correspondence
were to be published or disclosed to anyone else without the Committee’s agreement, this would be a
contempt of the House Any attempt to obstruct an investigation may also be treated as a contempt.

16. However, material that is made public or has previously been made public (for instance newspaper
articles or statements made to the media) would not be covered by parliamentary privilege and would be
unlikely to attract privilege at common law. The Committee for Privileges strongly deprecates the making
of statements to the press by any of the parties to an investigation while that investigation is in progress,
and will take any attempt to use an investigation to generate publicity into account when considering a
complaint.

15 It should be recalled that the allegations against Lord Taylor were referred to the police for investigation, and that the potential for
action by the police remains extant.

16 This paragraph was quoted approvingly by the Privy Council in Campbell v Hamlet [2005] UKPC 19.
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164. On 5 April 2009 the Sunday Times published the story “Lords for Hire May Be Suspended.” It reported
from “sources close to the committee” that the Sub-Committee would find against two peers and that Lord
Taylor had refused to attend without legal representation. We complained of this leak to the Sub-Committee
but no action was taken against the newspaper.

165. On Saturday 25 April 2009 we warned the Sub-Committee that the Sunday Times had obtained a copy of
the draft report concerning Lord Taylor from “sources close to the sub-committee” and was planning another
“scoop” in flagrant breach of confidence and parliamentary privilege. The Sub-Committee was invited to
injunct the paper. There is no doubt that any judge would have granted that injunction. However, it was
decided not to inconvenience News Ltd by stopping their unlawful front page story. In consequence, the leak
was published on the front page of the Sunday Times on 26 April 2009: “Guilty Peers face a Year’s suspension”,
boosting the newspaper’s circulation and News Ltd’s profits.

166. Lord Taylor is reluctant to believe that the Sub-Committee has been biased against him in its
investigation. Unfortunately, particularly when taken together with the refusal to question or allow
questioning of the Sunday Times in relation to the conduct of its undercover journalists, the fact that the
Sunday Times subsequently has been given free rein to flout confidentiality and Parliamentary privilege, in
clear breach of the Sub-Committee’s own guidance, evinces a bias in favour of that newspaper, and a
preference for covering up its misdeeds.

Opportunity to comment on findings against him

167. A final flagrant breach of procedural fairness took place when the Sub-Committee refused Lord Taylor
the opportunity to respond to the findings it had made against him before its report was sent on to the
Committee for Privileges.

168. Principles governing the fair procedure for public inquiries were established by Lord Salmon in the 1960s
(the “Salmon principles”—see Cmnd 2152 (1963) and Cmnd 3121 (1966)). One basic principle is that where
an inquiry makes findings that are adverse to an individual, that individual must be provided with those
findings so that they may comment on them prior to the inquiry’s report being finalized. The standard method
for drawing criticisms to the attention of those subject to them is by sending what has come to be known as
a “Salmon letter” setting out every criticism and inviting them to contest the basis for the finding.

169. This principle remains central to fair procedure. During the Matrix Churchill Inquiry in the early 1990s
the Salmon principles were reviewed by Scott LJ, and in his Report of the Inquiry into the Export of Defence
Equipment and Dual-Use Goods to Iraq and Related Prosecutions (HC 115 (1995—6)) he confirmed that:

“(iii) proposed criticisms should be drawn to the attention of the objects of the criticisms so that they can,
if desired, make representations or oVer additional evidence in response before the criticisms
become final”17

170. It is thus obvious that the Sub-Committee’s decision to give Lord Taylor an opportunity to comment
only on “matters of fact”, which in fact meant only the section of the report that is now paragraphs 1 to 38
(then 1 to 36), before the report was finalised was completely unacceptable. As a result, Lord Taylor now finds
himself facing for the first time what are essentially new allegations of “willingness” to breach the House of
Lords Code of Conduct (see below for further discussion).

171. This means that Lord Taylor was never told of the true nature of the charges against him, and as a
consequence has never had an opportunity to answer those charges before now. Thus far from being an appeal,
this is eVectively Lord Taylor’s first opportunity to meet the charges against him. Furthermore, Lord Taylor
is facing allegations from the very “independent” body that is meant to be investigating his conduct.

Conclusion

172. The Committee is asked to reject the findings of the Sub-Committee for the following reasons:

(a) Following receipt of the Sub-Committee’s report Lord Taylor is now facing for the first time
allegations against him formulated by the Sub-Committee itself.

(b) Because it is acknowledged by the Sub-Committee that Lord Taylor has not breached the Code of
Conduct except to the extent of a “willingness” to breach the Code, which does not itself amount to
a breach of paragraph 4(b) of the Code.

(c) “Personal honour” imposes a standard that is insuYciently certain and foreseeable to permit a finding
of breach.

17 See para K1.6.
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(d) Lord Taylor is not and never has been willing to breach the Code, and the evidence clearly establishes
that such willingness was never expressed to the undercover journalists.

(e) Lord Taylor was denied a fair hearing before the Sub-Committee, in breach of basic principles of
natural justice, Article 6 ECHR and the Code of Conduct itself.

(f) In particular, Lord Taylor was never given an opportunity to challenge his entrapment by the
Sunday Times.

(g) This sting operation was brought to an end prematurely, before Lord Taylor had breached the Code
of Conduct and in circumstances where, on all the evidence, a fair minded person, in the light of Lord
Taylor’s past character and conduct, would judge it most unlikely that he would have done so had
the pretence continued.

Yours sincerely

Finers Stephens Innocent LLP
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Minutes of Evidence
Taken before the Committee for Privileges (Sub-Committee on Lords’ Interests)

MONDAY 11 MAY 2009

Present Anelay of St Johns, B. Graham of Edmonton, L.
Bassam of Brighton, L. Howe of Aberavon, L.
Brabazon of Tara, L. (Chairman) Mackay of Clashfern, L.
Brooke of Sutton Mandeville, L. McNally, L.
D’Souza, B. Shutt of Greetland, L.
Eames, L. Strathclyde, L.

Examination of Witness

Witness: Lord Snape, a Member of the House of Lords, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon, Lord Snape. Thank
you for coming to the meeting. I am now warned that
there is likely to be a division fairly shortly which may
interrupt our deliberations if it comes. I think it might
be worth trying to get started in any case. You
probably know all the members of this Committee; if
not, they have nameplates in front of them. You are
aware that three members of the Committee who also
sit on the Sub-Committee, Baroness Prashar, Lord
Irvine of Lairg and Baroness Manningham-Buller,
have all disqualified themselves from taking any part
in the hearing or consideration of your appeal, and
the Leader of the House, as the complainant against
you, has similarly disqualified herself. We have a
shorthand writer present for today’s meeting. We are
in private at the moment, but there will be a transcript
for publication in due course. We have all read the
appeal prepared for you by your lawyers, which is
extremely clear and helpful. As you know, the
purpose of this meeting is not to cross-examine you
in detail or to examine the transcripts of your
conversations with the Sunday Times undercover
journalists, but to give you a chance to present your
appeal in person and to give members of the
Committee the opportunity to clarify any
uncertainty that they may have as to your grounds
for appeal. I hope this meeting will not take too long,
but there is no strict time limit. Would you like to
begin by making any opening remarks?
Lord Snape: Yes, thank you, my Lord Chairman.
May I thank you for giving me the opportunity to
appear in person before you. As you will be aware,
my Lord Chairman, I received the Sub-Committee’s
Report on Friday 24 April. I was given an extremely
limited period to put in an appeal which was lodged,
as requested, by noon on Tuesday 5 May after the
May Bank Holiday. I trust, my Lords, that you will
have read my appeal and the enclosures to it as well as
the other pertinent documents, and I hope that your
decision will be considered and not rushed. At the
outset I wish to reiterate my concern at the contents

of the Sub-Committee Report. As my appeal sets out,
I attended before that Sub-Committee on 10 March.
Prior to that, my understanding of the purpose of the
inquiry was derived from the Chairman’s letter of 13
February which stated that the purpose was to
determine whether the facts apparently disclosed by
the tapes and transcripts of the conversation with the
undercover Sunday Times journalists constitute any
breach of the Code, in particular paragraph 4. I
understand that you will not normally reopen the
Sub-Committee’s investigation, but rather that you
will use your judgment to decide whether on a
balance of probabilities you endorse the conclusions
of the Sub-Committee. The Sub-Committee in
paragraph 19, my Lords, made it clear that its
findings were based on a higher standard, and I
quote, “falling just short of the criminal standard”
which they described as “a very high standard of
proof”. The Sub-Committee said that a key question
was “did the evidence show that the Lord in question
expressed a clear willingness”—my emphasis—“to
breach the Code of Conduct?” I would like to be
satisfied, my Lords, that in relation to my appeal a
fair test will be applied by you with regard to the
standard of proof. I would add that although
paragraph 25 regarding procedural safeguards in the
Guidance Against Members of the House of Lords
Against Whom a Complaint is Made states that the
Sub-Committee: “seeks wherever possible to operate
informally”. May I assure your Committee, my Lord
Chairman, that my attendance at that Sub-
Committee, a two hour cross-examination by the
former Lord Chancellor, did not in my opinion or
experience mean an informal cross-examination by
any stretch of the imagination. As my appeal makes
clear, I refused very early on in the conversation with
the undercover reporters to table or arrange to table
an amendment to any bill. I stated that I did not think
I would be able to take a retainer to help the PR
company to amend the Business Rates Supplement
Bill and that I would need to take advice from the
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Registrar. I referred several times to the need to check
the position with the Registrar and to take advice and
check the rules. Indeed, my Lords, I believe I
mentioned these at least 12 times during the course of
a meeting lasting less than one hour. I made it clear
that I would not take matters any further forward
unless I had obtained permission from the Registrar.
I was not negotiating with the individuals who I
understood to be from a PR company. Had they sent
me written proposals for a retainer following the
meeting, which they did not, I would have considered
the matter further and taken advice from the
Registrar before doing anything. My Lords, I have
always acted within the Code of Conduct and sought
to do so. I was a member of the House of Commons
from 1974 to 2001 and have been a member of your
Lordships’ House since 2004. I have never intended
to breach the Code or had any intention to do so and
I have at all times acted on my personal honour. As
you must appreciate, my Lords, I thought I was
having a meeting with two genuine business people
from a PR company. I thought the suggested general
exemption from the supplementary rate for all new
businesses on a time limited period had merit; a
position I genuinely held. I was at pains to emphasise
that I would have checked with the Registrar of
Members’ Interests as to whether or not I could
advocate a general amendment in the event that I was
retained by the consultancy and this would apply to
any steps taken in that regard. My Lords, I am sure
you are all familiar with paragraph 18 of the Code of
Conduct. This says that the Registrar is available to
advise members of the House, and that a member
who acts on the advice of the Registrar in
determining what is a relevant interest satisfies fully,
and I emphasise the words “satisfies fully”, the
requirements of the Code of Conduct. This is plain
and straightforward language, it is non-legal
language, and I would have thought, my Lords, it
was intended to send a clear message to any member
of the House that they can rely on it. That is why I
referred to the Registrar and advice so frequently in
my meeting with the two individuals as I wished to
make it absolutely clear to them that I would not
contemplate doing anything which would breach the
Code of Conduct. I believe I have always acted on my
personal honour and integrity. Paragraph 4(b) of the
Code of Conduct stating that a member of the House
should always act on their “personal honour”, has, as
the Sub-Committee Report acknowledges, never
been defined. As my appeal states, this is not
acceptable. These proceedings are based upon Code
4(b), so a definition of Code 4(b) is essential surely
where there is the possibility of potentially serious
disciplinary sanctions and given the inevitable
damage to reputation surrounding this matter. I
believe it is a fundamental aspect of the duty of
fairness in these circumstances that the disciplinary

oVences are clearly defined and certain. My own
understanding is that the word “personal” in 4(b) is
key and, again, I can categorically state, my Lords,
that I have never done anything regarding this matter
or, indeed, otherwise which I know or believe to be
dishonourable. The Sub-Committee concluded that I
had a mistaken belief about what could be done
subject to the advice of the Registrar. However, the
issue was whether I could promote a general
amendment which I supported on its merits as being
in the public interest—bear in mind, my Lords, these
individuals had cited important organisations like
the CBI and the Federation of Small Businesses, as
also supporting such an amendment—if it benefited
a company with which I had a declared consultancy
or one of its clients. I believe that the Sub-Committee
misrepresented the position regarding the “mistaken”
belief, as is set out in the appeal. The Sub-Committee
also claimed that I was enthusiastic for the
amendment because I was inspired by the prospect of
payment by the company. This I find extraordinary,
my Lords, as nowhere in the conversation did I say
that I wanted to be paid to promote any amendment.
On the contrary, I set out my belief that a new start-
up business in the country ought to be exempt from
the supplementary rate because of the high cost of
starting up and the need for Government to
encourage small business, and large, in the current
economic situation. The Sub-Committee conclusion
that my enthusiasm for the amendment was inspired
by the prospect of payment seems to be based on an
inference they have drawn from my discussion with
the undercover reporters. My Lords, I consider this
to be completely unreasonable. My views on the
merits of the postulated amendment were genuine
and I thought were shared by the CBI, the Federation
of Small Businesses and others. Perhaps it is in
respect of the Sub-Committee’s view, my Lord
Chairman, regarding my decision not to move
amendments to the Local Transport Bill that I find
the Report to be most perverse. I have a declared and
stated consultancy with First Group and when I
tabled two amendments to the Local Transport Bill
last year, and though I believed the amendments to be
appropriate, it occurred to me that there might be a
perception of a conflict of interest and I did not take
any steps to move those amendments. This is
incorrectly referred to in paragraph 125 of the Report
of the Sub-Committee as me having “abstained from
a blanket amendment”. An abstention, my Lords,
would be quite diVerent as it implies a debate had
proceeded. In any event, I did not move the
amendments in that case because although I believed
them to be in the public interest I thought others
might think that I was doing so to benefit First Group
and I wanted to avoid that perception. I believe that
in this case I would have acted in the same way. I may
have decided myself on reflection that the same
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concern arose, or it would presumably have been
pointed out to me by the Registrar. I find it bizarre
that the episode which in my view illustrates my
concern to comply with, and be seen to comply with,
the Code of Conduct has, in fact, been used by the
Sub-Committee against me to demonstrate my bad
faith in this instance. It leaves open the perception
that the Sub-Committee was determined to use any
means to justify a pre-formed conclusion. I consider
that on any reading of that evidence the only
reasonable conclusion on the basis of a standard of
proof of the balance of probabilities would be the fact
that I would be unlikely to move any amendments if
I thought there might be a perception of a conflict of
interest, and this would be supported by my
expressed concern to seek advice from the Registrar.
My Lords, the Sub-Committee made no finding of a
breach of the Code, whether paragraph 4(c) or (d) or
indeed (b), against me. The Sub-Committee has,
however, made a finding in paragraph 125 that I:
“expressed a clear willingness to breach the Code of
Conduct” even though in the very next sentence they
acknowledge that I: “may have believed that moving
a blanket amendment was legitimate”. The Sub-
Committee never asked itself if I honestly believed
that I would be acting legitimately if I advocated the
general amendment believing it to be in the public
interest and having sought the advice of the
Registrar. At no point did the Sub-Committee ask
whether there was any evidence at all to suggest that I
would not have gone to the Registrar for advice and,
indeed, there was no such evidence. Had I been
enthusiastic to seize the prospect of a paid
consultancy I would surely not have placed obstacles
and raised with the bogus PR representatives my
intention to go to the Registrar for advice on the
rules, which I did on several occasions, as that would
surely have discouraged them. I do not believe that
any proper finding can be made that in speaking to
the journalists, who I believed to be legitimate
business people, I did anything that I either knew or
believed to be dishonourable in the context of the
Code and my membership of this House. At the end
of my meeting with the bogus PR representatives I
did not know what might be contained in their
written proposal document if, indeed, one was ever to
be received. As I have already made clear, the meeting
discussed tentative proposals only and had
subsequent written proposals been received I would
have considered the communication and taken no
steps to advance the matter without seeking the
advice of the Registrar. My Lords, I note that
nowhere in the Sub-Committee Report does it
address Code paragraph 18. I make no comment with
regard to the other Lords who are subjects of this
inquiry and note that this procedure, which has been
implemented for the first time, will deal with each
Lord separately. I hope that I can be reassured, my

Lord Chairman, that you will treat each of us with the
same impartiality. I am an honourable man and have
never previously had any imputation otherwise cast
against me. Despite the eVorts and methods used by
the undercover reporters engaged in a clever and well-
rehearsed sting operation, I made it clear that if
matters were to progress on the basis of a consultancy
such would have to conform with the Code of
Conduct and the advice of the Registrar. Far from
expressing a “clear willingness” to breach the Code, I
expressed the opposite of any such willingness. I have
co-operated willingly with this inquiry in the
expectation that it would be conducted fairly and
that, far from the worst interpretation being put on
what I said, my words would be accepted as sincere.
My Lord Chairman, my Lords, I believe that on
those grounds I should be exonerated. Thank you,
my Lord Chairman. Forgive me for taking as long as
I have.
Chairman: Thank you, Lord Snape. I am going to go
round the Committee and ask if any members of the
Committee would like to ask Lord Snape any
questions.

Q2 Lord McNally: I take the point you made, Lord
Snape, that you have had 32 years of parliamentary
service without any allegation of misconduct. The
one thing I would like you to clarify is, as you know
I have worked in this area and have never believed
that you could hide a particular interest under a
blanket proposal. My interpretation has always been
the interpretation that you, I thought quite rightly,
made in the case of the Local Transport Bill. When
they put the proposal to you, how did you get into
this idea that the general could cover the particular
and that you were going to have a financial interest?
Lord Snape: You have to bear in mind, my Lord, this
whole interview took about 50–55 minutes and we
returned, as I realised subsequently, deliberately on
the part of the journalists masquerading as PR
people, to this particular amendment. I confess—
confess is the wrong term—I was attracted to the
general amendment. I realised how bad things were
for business and, as I told the Sub-Committee, my
wife and I started a small business in the 1980s. It is
not the big items, the employment items that weigh
you down when you start a small business, it is the
things you have not taken into consideration, the two
per cent here, the three per cent there. I was taken
with the idea that if we really did want to promote
new business in the current economic circumstances
then some encouragement was needed. Indeed, the
Government, whether wisely or not, gave their view
of encouraging business by reducing VAT by 2.5 per
cent or whatever it was. I was not specific about
moving an amendment on these particular lines. I
said such an amendment would make sense but I
never said that I would move it and I certainly did not
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say that I would move it without some consultation
with the Registrar. Whilst I hear what you say, Lord
McNally, about not seeking to conceal a particular
amendment under a blanket clause, had I had time
during the passage of the Local Transport Bill to
consult the Registrar and he had said to me, “Don’t
move those two amendments” I had tabled, I would
not have done so. I would have behaved in exactly the
same way in this particular case but I did not get the
opportunity.

Q3 Lord Graham of Edmonton: Lord Snape, you
indicated that throughout the interview with the
journalists you took the raison d’être for the meeting
and your reaction to it as a normal discussion of a
business nature and in that sense you were not alerted
to or suspicious about what, in fact, transpired later.
You also told the Committee time after time, quite
rightly, that if there was ever any proposition put
before you, you would seek the advice of the
Registrar. My question is at what stage did you
consult the Registrar and, if you did not, why did you
not do that earlier than the exposé by the Sunday
Times?
Lord Snape: I think it is important, my Lord, to
recollect the timescale. I received a telephone call
from these people asking if they could come and see
me, purportedly on the part of a PR company, to
discuss a proposed consultancy. I saw them on the
Thursday of the week the story appeared in the
Sunday Times. They came to see me and spent an
hour or so in my oYce on the Thursday. The House
was sitting on the Friday that week and on my way
back from the House the following day another
journalist from the Sunday Times rang me and put
these accusations to me, and the Sunday Times
printed on the Saturday night for Sunday. I ask you
to bear in mind I was not negotiating with these
people, my Lord. This was a preliminary discussion
in my oYce. They came to see me ostensibly not
about this amendment but about a consultancy on
their behalf. I realise, of course, when I read the
transcript back, as I have done quite a few times
since, that they rather artfully, because they were
fairly well-rehearsed, kept coming back to the
question of the amendment. Again, I repeat, my
Lord, having said 12 times during the course of 55
minutes that I would need to take advice from the
Registrar I think I made it quite plain that I was going
to abide by the Code of Conduct and would have
referred to the Registrar had there been time, but
there was less than 72 hours between the initial
interview and the newspaper appearing.

Q4 Lord Bassam of Brighton: Lord Snape, you have
drawn our attention to paragraph 125 of the Sub-
Committee’s Report. It is the paragraph that
concludes, I think, on your case as it were. I suppose

the Sub-Committee really are trying to come to a
conclusion with their finding and to do so they quote
Baroness Manningham-Buller’s question to you. To
quote her question, and it has a preamble but the part
that is in the Report reads: “On your reading of
paragraph 4 of the Code of Conduct, and in
particular the last two points of it, do you think with
hindsight and on reflection that oVering to get
someone to table an amendment and picking them is
within the Code of Conduct?” Your reply on that is:
“On reflection and with hindsight, no, I do not”,
which on the face of it seems to be an admission on
your part.
Lord Snape: If I may say so, my Lord, that quotation
could well have come from the Sunday Times because
it left out the most important part of the sentence of
what I actually said. My appeal sets out what
Baroness Manningham-Buller said: “Obviously you
would have referred to the Registrar . . . ” which
changes the whole composition of the sentence.
Those words, “Obviously you would have referred to
the Registrar . . . ” were left out, and have been left
out of paragraph 125 of the Report. I submit that, my
Lord Chairman, considerably alters the balance and
meaning of the particular sentence. “Obviously you
would have referred to the Registrar . . . ” is a very
important preamble which unaccountably the Sub-
Committee left out. Of course, with the benefit of
hindsight I would have acted diVerently. If you had
gone through the past four months that I have gone
through, my Lord, and I am sorry, I did not mean to
personalise this, anybody would have acted
diVerently. I think that the sentence ought to be read
in full and I find it surprising. I repeat, and I do so
respectfully, it is the sort of omission that the Sunday
Times made. May I say this, my Lord Chairman: all
the omissions that the Sunday Times made and all the
alterations that the Sunday Times made were never
commented on by the Sub-Committee. I appreciate it
is not the Sunday Times that is on trial, but this was a
deliberate attempt at entrapment. I do not complain
about that, that is the way the press behave these
days, but I do feel for the Sub-Committee to leave out
a very important part of that sentence emulates the
behaviour of the Sunday Times and I do not think it
is fair to alter the meaning of that sentence in the way
that they did.

Q5 Lord Brooke of Sutton Mandeville: Can you
remind me of the nature of your relationship with
First Group. Was it the case that you had indicated
to them that you were prepared to move amendments
that would be helpful to them? If that was so, what
were the arrangements if you decided that a
particular amendment should not be moved?
Lord Snape: No, my Lord, and I had no consultation
with First Group before those amendments were
made. If I might amplify that. In the early 1990s I was
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appointed a non-executive director of a bus company
based in Birmingham and subsequently became
chairman of that particular bus company. That was
taken over by National Express and the National
Express Group, and to my surprise, and certainly to
the surprise of some of my colleagues, I became
chairman of their bus division. When I left the
National Express Group on retirement at 65 First
Group approached me to act as a consultant on their
behalf. I did not act as a parliamentary consultant.
My consultancy was based on my general experience
in the bus business. I tabled those amendments,
which I did not move for the reasons I have outlined,
myself without any consultation with First Group
and I have never tabled any amendments or done any
parliamentary business on their behalf.
Chairman: Does anybody else have questions for
Lord Snape?

Q6 Lord Strathclyde: Can I follow up the question
from Lord Brooke. It is a part of your defence that
you would have gone to the Registrar, yet in the case
of not moving the two amendments on First Group
you chose not to go to the Registrar, you used your
own judgment. How do you argue that you used your
own judgment in the first case, but in the second case
you would not have done anything without going to
the Registrar?
Lord Snape: I have to put the first case down to my
own incompetence, my Lord. The Minister who was
on that particular Bill is present in another capacity,
and I was taken aback at the speed we got to that
particular part of the business of the Bill. I had no
time other than to decide whether or not to move
these because the amendments were called before I
had actually prepared. In that case, because I had not
had time to refer to the Registrar, I decided that I had
better not move them, and I did not do so. Again, I
point out that paragraph 125 is particularly
inaccurate on that particular point. If I had abstained
on that amendment it would have been a serious
business indeed because it would have indicated that
they would have been debated rather than left on the
table as they were for the reasons I have just outlined.
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Q7 Baroness Anelay of St Johns: I just want to
further clarify, are you therefore saying that it is your
general practice to table an amendment first and ask
the advice of the Registrar afterwards?
Lord Snape: I have to say I am not in the habit of
tabling amendments anyway. I was anxious during
the passage of the Local Transport Bill that this
particular aspect of the Bill be debated which led me
to the convolutions. I find drafting amendments an
extremely arduous process and it is no wonder that
lots of people in the vicinity of the Palace of
Westminster act as parliamentary agents in order to
do that. I cannot give you a brief answer to that
question, I am afraid, because I am speaking from
memory. I do not think in the five years that I have
been a member of your Lordships’ House I have
previously tabled any amendments at all.

Q8 Chairman: Are there any other questions for
Lord Snape? In that case, thank you very much
indeed for coming this afternoon. I am not quite sure
at this point when our report will be ready to be
published, but when it is we will let you have advance
notice of what it says about you.
Lord Snape: Thank you, my Lord Chairman. May I
say that I have brought some copies of the statement
I made today and may I leave them with the
Committee?

Q9 Chairman: You may leave them. We have, of
course, your appeal.
Lord Snape: Yes, indeed. This is the statement I have
made today.

Q10 Chairman: You would like that to be included in
the evidence?
Lord Snape: I would, please.

Q11 Chairman: It will be in the transcript anyway.
Lord Snape: Yes, indeed.

Q12 Chairman: We will take a copy if we may as well.
Thank you very much.
Lord Snape: Thank you.
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